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PREFACE

The Technical Committee Meeting on Material-Coolant Interactions and Material
Movement and Relocation in Liquid Metal Fast Reactors was held at the O-arai Engineering
Center (OEC)T Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) on June 6-
9, 1994. This technical committee meeting (TCM) was sponsored by the International
Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
and hosted by PNC, on behalf of the Japanese government. The TCM was participated by
designated specialists from the member states of IWGFR: six from France, one from
Germany, one from India, three from Russia, one from the UK and fifteen from Japan. The
TCM was also attended by other Japanese observers. The total of 34 contributed papers were
presented in eight technical sessions. In addition, the closing session included oral
presentation by a representative of each member state on future views in the subject area.

A broad range of technical subjects was discussed in the TCM, covering entire aspects
of material motion and interactions relevant to the safety of LMFRs. Recent achievement and
current status in research and development in this area were presented from IWGFR member
states and these were extensively discussed. All the papers presented at the TCM are
included in this Proceedings. The opening statement by Scientific Secretary of the IWGFR
and Keynote Address by General Chairman of the TCM are also included, together with
Summary of the Meeting contributed by session chairpersons.
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Summary of the Meeting

Sa. Kondo (General Chairman, compiler)

1. INTRODUCTION

The Technical Committee Meeting on Material-Coolant Interactions and Material
Movement and Relocation in Liquid Metal Fast Reactors was held at the O-arai Engineering
Center (OEC), Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC) on June 6-
9, 1994. This technical committee meeting (TCM) was sponsored by the International
Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR), International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
and hosted by PNC, on behalf of the Japanese government. The TCM was participated by
designated specialists from the member states of IWGFR: six from France, one from
Germany, one from India, three from Russia, one from the UK and fifteen from Japan. The
TCM was also attended by other Japanese observers. The total of 34 contributed papers were
presented in eight technical sessions. In addition, the closing session included oral
presentation by a representative of each member state on future views in the subject area.

The TCM was opened by a welcoming address by Mr. K. Shiba, the director of OEC,
who welcomed all the participants, especially those from overseas. Taking this opportunity,
he introduced the research activities conducted at the OEC on fast reactor development and
announced the initial criticality of Japan's prototype fast breeder reactor Monju, which was
attained on April 5, 1994. An opening statement was given by Mr. A. Rinejski, Scientific
Secretary of the IWGFR, IAEA. He welcomed the participants again and appreciated the
effort of PNC staff arranging for the TCM. He highlighted the current status of nuclear
energy development and utilization in the member states of the IAEA and reviewed the recent
activities of the IWGFR. Then a key-note address was presented by Mr. Sa. Kondo, General
Chairman of the TCM. In his remarks, the historical perspective of international meetings on
the subject area was reviewed, and the background and the objectives of the TCM were
presented.

In the next section, the summary of individual technical sessions, prepared by session
chairpersons, is given, followed by the conclusions of the meeting.

2. SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL SESSIONS

2.1 Session A: Overview (Chair: Mr. K. Aizawa - PNC, Japan)

In this session, five papers were presented, which respectively reviewed overview status
and achievement on material interactions and relocation in France, Germany, India, Russia and
Japan.

The first paper, "Review of European Out-of-Pile Tests and Analyses of Molten Material
Movement and Relocation and of Molten Material-Sodium Interaction" by С Le Rigoleur
(CEA, France), F. Hofinann (KfK, Germany) andR. Stansfield (AEA-T, UK), was presented by
Mr. C. Le Rigoleur. The paper briefly reviews the out-of-pile experiments, which has been
performed during the last few years in Europe, on the behavior of molten materials during
hypothetical accidents. The experimental programs have been conducted within the framework
of" European R&D agreements. Moreover the FARO program has been carried out at the JRC
Ispra. The paper presented experimental programs, test facilities and associated analyses of
these European programs, highlighting: FARO at JRC-Ispra; MFTF at Wmfrith; SIGELCO,
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GEYSER and CORECT-2 at Grenoble; and SIMBATH, THINA, THEFIS and EROS at
Karlsruhe.

The second paper, "Overview on Material Relocation Phenomena in Liquid Metal Fast
Reactors and Consequence of Core Disruption" by D. Struwe, U. Imke, W. Pfrang, W. Maschek
and J. Wolff (KfK, Germany), was presented by Mr. D. Strawe. The paper first discussed the
relative importance of materials relocation phenomena, which are important from both
neutronic and coolability aspects, during accident progression phases of CDAs. The specific
aspects of dominant fuel relocation phenomena were presented in detail. These are: fuel
relocation phenomena in the initiating phase, which synthesized recent CABRI in-pile tests;
and sloshing motion of a fuel/steel pool in the late transition phase. By showing significant
achievement of the recently completed CABRI-2 in-pile program, reasonably accumulation of
experimental data base were emphasized with their effective use in improving and validating
safety analysis computer codes, especially SAS4A.

The third paper, "Current Status of Investigations on Molten Fuel-Coolant Interaction,
Material Movement and Relocation in LMFRs in Russia" by Yu. Buksha and I. Kuznetsov
(IPPE, Russia), was presented by Mr. Yu. Buksha. The paper reviews the experimental studies
and associated computer code development performed in Russia, related to molten fuel-coolant
interactions, material movement and relocation. Some calculational results for a BN-800 type
reactor are also presented. The experimental programs presented include: out-of-pile simulant
experiments on FCIs and three series of in-pile experiments carried out in a pulsed graphite
reactor, IGR. A set of computer codes are also available for investigating specific phenomena
and various stages of accident progression; however these have not been well experimentally
validated. Future safety studies are being proposed within the framework of the International
Science and Technology Center.

The fourth paper, "Current R&D Status on Material Motion and Interactions Relevant to
Core Disruptive Accidents" by Sa. Kondo (PNC, Japan), was presented by Mr. Sa. Kondo. In
the presentation, the current status of R&D activities from entire aspects of CDA progression
were briefly reviewed on evaluation of material-coolant interactions and material motion.
Since the European activities were presented in other papers of this meeting, the review
highlighted activities mainly in Japan and the Unite States. Each accident progression phase
was discussed on: key accident phenomena, experimental data base and computer code
development. It was emphasized that improved understanding on material motion has
contributed to establishing more realistic and rational safety evaluation methods, by
encompassing various inherent mitigation mechanisms.

The fifth paper, "Status of Molten Fuel Coolant Interaction Studies and Theoretical
Modeling Work at IGCAR" by P. Bhaskar Rao, От Pal Singh and R. Shankar Singh (IGCAR,
India), was presented by Mr. P. Bhaskar Rao. The paper contains an extensive review of
analytical approaches to modeling FCIs and presents the status of FCI studies and their
important observations obtained at the IGCAR, India. A new model developed at the IGCAR
has been validated and compared with available experimental data and other theoretical models.
The results of a parametric study with this model were satisfactory, considering the complexity
of the phenomena.

In addition to general overview in each nation presented in this session, the paper from
Germany presented more detailed progress in the areas of post-pin-failure motion during the
initiating phase mainly extracted from the CABRI in-pile project and the large-scale fuel
motion during the transition phase. The paper from India specifically highlighted their
analytical studies on FCIs. Because of the nature of such overview presentations, no extensive
discussions nor conclusions were made in this session. However this overview session
provided an excellent basis for starting technical discussions on individual subjects in the
following sessions.

2.2 Session B: Fuel-Coolant Interactions (Chair: Mr. M. Saito - TIT, Japan)
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Five papers were presented in this session from France, Germany, Russia, UK and
Japan. The study in India on this subject was already covered in Session A.

The first paper, "Analysis of Large Scale U02-Na Interactions Performed in Europe"
by G. Berthoud (CEA, France), H. Jacobs (KfK, Germany) and B. Knowles (AEA-T, UK),
was presented by Mr. G. Berthoud. An analysis of the European out-of-pile experiments,
such as CORECT-2 (CEA), SUS and MFTF (AEA) and THINA (KfK), was presented. Then
the following common conclusions were drawn. First a thermal interaction between
kilograms of UO2 and sodium is possible even though the so-called instantaneous interface
temperature is smaller than the spontaneous nucleation temperature of sodium. Second the
thermal interactions were obtained even with highly subcooled sodium in the CORECT-2 and
SUS tests. Third when the sodium temperature is close to saturation, there is some change in
phenomena. Pressure rise time becomes shorter and appears akin to FCIs with water. Lastly
the influence of the constraint was also observed in two extreme situations. If the system is
not constrained at all or not tightly constrained, there is a rapid separation between fuel and
coolant, and only small mechanical yields were obtained. On the other hand, if the system is
tightly constrained like in a subassembly geometry with pin bundle, it is very difficult to mix
large quantities of melt with coolant and only small-scale interactions can be obtained.

The second paper, "Experiments on the Behaviour of Thermite Melt Injected into
Sodium - Final Report on the THINA Tests Results" by F. Huber, A. Kaiser and W. Peppier
(KfK, Germany), was presented by Mr. D. Struwe. A series of simulation experiments was
carried out in KfK/IRS to improve the knowledge about the phenomenology of molten
fuel/coolant interactions and to support theoretical work on the safety of LMFRs. Thermal
interactions have been observed to occur as a sequence of small local pressure events mainly
during the melt injection. Strong vapor explosions have not been observed. Generally, the
conversion ratios of thermal to mechanical energy have been very low. The presentation also
highlighted the experimental analysis performed by the AFDM code.

The third paper, "Experimental Investigations ofMFCI in Russia" by Yu. I. Zagorulko,
F. A. Kozlov andR. F. Masagutov (IPPE, Russia) was presented by Mr. Yu. I. Zagorulko. A
review of the experimental investigations of FCIs being applied to the safety problems of
LMFRs mainly at the IPPE was presented. Until the present time, these investigations have
been performed in the out-of-pile conditions, using different substances for simulating molten
fuel. A set of the data on the dynamic characteristics of interactions and conversion
coefficients of thermal to mechanical energy was obtained. An analysis of these results has
shown essentially milder interaction energetics in the case of alkali metal coolant as
compared with water. Some review was given on the further program of the FCI studies in
Russia.

The fourth paper, "Large Scale Tests on Interactions between Molten Oxide Fuel and
Sodium" by A.M. Judd (BNFL, UK), was presented by Mr. A. M. Judd. A series of tests on
interactions between molten fast reactor fuel and liquid sodium conducted in the MFTF at
Winfrith was presented. In all the tests the molten fuel was simulated by the products of a
uranium thermite reaction at 3600 K. It was found that the larger the scale and the closer the
sodium temperature to saturation, the more energetic the interactions between molten fuel and
coolant. It was also shown that the more restrained the geometry of the contact, the less
energetic the interaction. Penetration of molten fuel into adjacent subassemblies was found to
be unaffected by the presence of sodium. Overall the results led to the conclusion that the
propagation of damage from the affected subassembly to its neighbors by this mechanism was
unlikely.

The last paper, "Fuel-Coolant Interactions in a Jet Contact Mode" by K. Konishi, M.
Isozaki, S. Imahori, A. Furutani and Sa. Kondo (PNC, Japan) andD. J. Brear (AEA-T(, was
presented by Mr. K. Konishi. From a series of molten Wood's metal jet-water interaction
experiments, several distinct modes of interaction behaviors were observed for various
combinations of initial temperature conditions of the two fluids. A semi-empirical model for
a minimum film boiling temperature criterion was developed and used to reasonably explain
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the different interaction modes. It was concluded the energetic molten jet-water interactions
are possible only under relatively narrow initial thermal conditions. Preliminary
extrapolation of the present results to an oxide fuel-sodium system suggests that mild
interactions with short breakup lengths and coolant debris formation should be most likely in
LMFRs.

FCIs have been studied extensively during the last three decades but have not yet been
conclusive. It was generally approved that the subassembly-scale FCIs were sufficiently
understood through in-pile experiments and these were used to validate advanced computer
codes like SAS4A, and that large-scale explosive FCIs with significant mechanical energy
release were unlikely to occur in a fuel-sodium system of LMFRs. However there remain
questions such as on: FCIs at an elevated coolant temperature level, triggering mechanisms
and the effect of fuel solidification on pre-mixing. General recommendations obtained are as
follows. One cannot extrapolate the experimental data, such as numerical figures of thermal-
to-mechanical energy conversion efficiencies, to an reactor scale, even from the data of
kilogram-scale experiments. It was also recommended that we should keep watching the
significant progress being made on the steam explosion issues in the light water reactor safety
community.

2.3 Session C: Initiating Phase (Chair: Mr. D. Struwe - KfK, Germany)

Four papers were presented in this session with respect to sodium boiling and the
initiating phase.

The first paper, "Boiling Experiments in DFR and PFR" by A. M. Judd (BNFL, UK),
was presented by Mr. A. M Judd. The paper describes special experiments on sodium boiling
using actual fast reactor plants, DFR and PFR in the late 1970s. At the end of its life of DFR,
special experiments were performed, where fuel pins were subjected to overheating up to
coolant boiling. The conclusion was that coolant boiling had no severe consequences with
limited fuel pin failure with no fuel melting. During the commissioning stage of PFR, an
electrically-heated boiling rig was deployed in the dummy core and observed by acoustic
monitors. The data provided valuable support for the design of acoustic boiling noise
detection systems.

The second paper, "A New Cavity Model for SAS4A" by D. Moxon and F. Camous
(CEA, France), was presented by Mr. D. Moxon. The paper describes a new fuel pin cavity
model to be later incorporated into SAS4A. This work is being done along the line of
continued model improvement of the code to reflect the up-to-date knowledge of key
phenomena during the initiating phase, especially of the important effect of in-pin fuel
squirting in a central hole. A physical model and a numerical procedure based on a fully
implicit method were described in detail. Through numerical test calculations and a sample
integral calculation, a stand-alone code of the new cavity model has proved to be efficient and
stable. When coupled with SAS4A and validated through CABRI data, the model is expected
to further advance our initiating phase analysis.

The third paper, "Model Development of SAS4A and Investigation on the Initiating
Phase Consequences in LMFRs Related with Material Motion" by H. Niwa (PNC, Japan),
was presented by Mr. H. Niwa. The paper focused on analytical aspects of the initiating
phase scenarios and consequences specifically using SAS4A. An recent effort at PNC on
model improvement and validation was presented related to material motion, such as models
for fission-gas mass transfer and solid fuel chunk jamming. The results of investigation on a
potential of initiating-phase energetics, based on extensive reactor application of SAS4A, was
also presented. The energetics potential has been reasonably correlated to key control
parameters, which are closely related to core design parameters and materiel motion
phenomena.

The fourth paper, "A Study of the Initiating Phase Scenario of Unprotected Loss-of-
Flow in a 600 MWe MOX Homogeneous Core" by H. Endo (Toshiba, Japan), S. Takahashi
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and M. Ishida (Hitachi, Japan) and T. Hoshi (JAPCO, Japan), was presented by Mr. H.
Endo. The paper first presents the results of SAS3D calculations of a ULOF initiating phase
in a 600-MWe plant, showing prompt-critical power burst is introduced only under very
conservative conditions. The results using a simple multi-channel model were also presented,
where material motion phenomena and their reactivity effects were extrapolated from selected
CABRI data, instead of mechanistically modeling them. Even though it was shown that the
latter approach was in good agreement with the SAS3D study, a cautious message was stated
that the experimental data should not be directly used in a reactor application even for the in-
pile experiments with high prototypicality.

Accumulation of experimental data, both in-pile and out-of-pile, has been significant in
this area. They have improved our phenomenological understanding and served as a basis of
our computer code validation and improvement. A joint effort on SAS4A improvement has
been productive and promising. The last two papers discussed the results of reactor
calculations, one by old SAS3D and the other by new SAS4A, to some extent. Discussions
centered on the significance of sodium void reactivity on an initiating-phase energetics
potential. Not yet firmly demonstrated, but there is a converged opinion that the maximum
sodium void reactivity must be made lower than 5 to 6 dollars at most in order to rule out a
severe prompt-critical excursion during the initiating phase.

2.4 Session D: Transition Phase (Chair: Mr. Sa. Kondo - PNC, Japan)

In this session, seven papers were presented from France, Germany, Russia, UK and
Japan. The session included the review of significant experimental data base from the
European out-of-pile experimental programs and their analyses, and the progress in Japan in
advanced SIMMER-III code development. Recent application of SIMMER-II to an reactor
analysis was also presented.

The first paper, "Synthesis of Research on Boiling Pool Thermalhydraulics at CEA and
KfK" by J. M. Seller , G. Kayser (CEA, France) and D. Wilhelm (KfK, Germany), was
presented by Mr. G. Kayser. The paper synthesizes the European research on boiling pool
thermalhydraulics relevant to the transition phase of CDAs. In-pile observation of the boiling
pool included a series of SCARABEE experiments. Although the experiments were performed
as a part of a total inlet blockage accident, the BF-series tests investigated pure UO2 and mixed
UO2-steel pools. Other integral tests in SCARABEE, BE+2, BE+3, BE+3bis, PVA and PIA,
involved boiling pools as well. Recent analytical studies include extensive analysis using
AFDM and SIMMER-П. Out-of-pile simulant experiments were highlighted by the SEBULON
program, which investigated basic physics of multi-phase flow characteristics and heat-transfer
characteristics in a joule-heating water pool. These experiments provide fundamental data for
validating and improving available computer codes.

The second paper, "Relocation of Molten Fuel: Determination of the Interfacial
Resistance" by G. Berthoud (CEA), was presented by Mr. G. Berthoud. The paper presented an
analysis of the European UO2 freezing experiments, GEYSER (CEA), SMPR (AEA-T) and
BLOKKER (Ispra), indicating that the fuel penetration lengths were much larger than those
predicted by a bulk-freezing model. Based on an extensive review of experiments in
metallurgy, the reduction in heat transfer from fuel to structure was attributed to the presence of
an interfacial resistance between the melt and the cold wall. A semi-empirical model of the
interfacial heat transfer coefficient was derived based on a bulk-freezing model and was
successfully applied to the experimental analysis.

The third paper, "SIMBATH1976-1992, Seventeen Years of Experimental Investigation of
Key Issues Concerned with Severe Reactor Accidents" by A. Kaiser, W. Peppier and H. Will
(KfK, Germany), was presented by Mr. D. Strawe. The paper is the collection of a significant
experimental data base from KfK's SIMBATH program. SIMBATH is a series of out-of-pile
simulation experiments in fuel element mock-ups with alumina thermite, where the behavior of
single pins, 7-pin, 19-pin and 37-pin bundles undergoing meltdown was investigated. The
experiments were ideal for identifying and quantifying the key phenomena during fuel-pin-
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bundle meltdown, such as material motion and interactions with sodium, material relocation
from the core and blockage formation, wrapper-tube failure, and final material distribution.
The observed behavior and mechanisms were beneficial for developing and validating relevant
models in safety analysis computer codes like SIMMER.

The fourth paper, "Analysis of Out-of-Pile Freezing Experiments by SIMMER-П" by T.
Sawada and H. Ninokata (TIT, Japan), was presented by Mr. T. Sawada. The paper described
the re-calculation and interpretation of the TRAN-simulation experiment, a special series of
SIMBATH experiments to simulate the B-series TRAN in-pile tests conducted at SNL.
Alumina thermite, instead of pure UO2 in the original TRAN, was injected into an annular
freezing channel in SIMBATH. An analysis using SIMMER-II showed that the calculated
material distribution reasonably compared with the experimental data. Model improvement to
treat fuel crust formation on the cladding surface was recommended, but a question remained
on whether this is relevant to reactor situation.

The fifth paper, "Potential Lessons from SCARABEE for the Transition Phase" by G.
Kayser and M. Schwarz (CEA, France), was presented by Mr. G. Kayser. Although the tests
performed in the SCARABEE in-pile experimental program mainly dealt with evolution of a
local subassembly blockage accident, they potentially would give much information on general
behavior of molten or boiling core materials which can be applied to other accident scenarios
such as the transition phase. The fresh fuel tests suggested that the potential for extensive fuel
ejection through axial blankets or inter-subassembly gaps should be limited, but that relatively
rapid propagation of a pool should be possible into a radial blanket region and control-rod
guide tubes. A new test, BE+I, with irradiated fuel is proposed to address questions about a
transition-phase scenario with fission gas.

The sixth paper, "Computational Advances in Transition Phase Analysis" by K. Morita,
Sa. Kondo, Y. Tobita and N. Shirakawa (PNC, Japan), D. J. Brear (AEA-T, UK) and E. A.
Fischer (KfK, Germany), was presented by Mr. К Morita. The paper presents historical
perspective and recent advances on computational technologies to evaluate the transition phase
of CD As. The history of mechanistic analyses of the phase, which has been made possible with
the development of SIMMER-series codes, was reviewed especially. A program of a new
SIMMER-in development at PNC and its modeling approach were described briefly, followed
by identification of expected improved features of the code for future reliable and accurate
analyses of the transition phase.

The last paper, "A Study of CD A Sequences of an Unprotected Loss-of-Flow Event for a
600 MWe MOX Homogeneous Core" by K. Koyama (ARTECH, Japan), F. Kasahara (Toshiba,
Japan), T. Morii (MAPI, Japan) and S. Kotake (JAPCO, Japan), was presented by Mr. K.
Koyama. Studies on ULOF accident sequences and energetics potential were presented for a
600-MWe class, MOX-fueled, homogeneous LMFR, emphasizing the transition phase. The
SIMMER-II code was extensively used in integral once-through calculations together with a
number of separate-effect analyses of key phenomena and sequences. Through the evaluation,
a prospect was obtained of termination of the transition phase with benign energetics. The
paper also dealt with, to some extent, evaluation of in-vessel accident consequences through
post-accident heat removal scenarios.

Each presentation was discussed rather extensively. It might be concluded that although
the experimental data base is not sufficient, in comparison with the initiating phase, there exist
reasonable collection of experimental data especially on boiling pool dynamics and fuel
relocation and freezing. With these experimental data base, advanced computer codes like
SIMMER-III can be further improved and validated. Hopefully much reliable assessment of
the transition phase would be made possible within the next several years. The difficulties and
strong future needs for improving our interfacing technique from the initiating phase were also
identified.

2.5 Session E: Sodium-Oil Interactions (Chair: Mr. K. Sato - PNC, Japan)
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In this session, two papers were presented from UK and Russia. This was a special
session proposed by IAEA and included in this TCM. The scenario and consequences were
first presented of an PFR incident of mineral oil ingress from primary pump seal failure. The
experiments being conducted in Russia to further confirm the phenomena and influence of
oil-sodium interactions were also presented.

The first paper, "Leakage of Pump Bearing Oil into the PFR Primary Sodium, June
1991" by A.M. Judd (BNFL, UK), was presented by Mr. A. M. Judd. The paper described in
detail an incident of pump bearing oil leakage into primary sodium in PFR. The incident,
which occurred in June 1991, resulted in contamination of the sodium, partial blockage of the
pump outlet filters, and small increase in the outlet temperatures from some of the fuel
subassemblies. An event sequence, examination of the consequences, remedial actions and a
restart procedure were discussed.

The second paper, "Investigations of Sodium-Mineral Oil Interaction in the
Experiments, Modelling Oil Ingress Phenomena on PFR" by F. A. Lozlov, Yu. Zagorulko and
Yu. Kovaliov (IPPE, Russia)", was presented by Mr. Yu. Zagorulko. The paper covers an
experimental research conducted at the IPPE to investigate important aspects of behavior of
mineral oil in sodium. The experiment especially intended to clarify the proposed scenarios
of oil ingress into the PFR primary circuit, presented in the first paper. In particular,
experimental results on an subassembly inlet filter behavior and relevant phenomena of
sodium-oil interactions were presented.

Although the possibility of such an incident strongly depends on the pump design and
the PFR incident itself was benign, importance was pointed out, from the reactor safety point
of view, of the fact that a large amount of reaction products, mostly consisting of carbon,
deposited in subassembly inlet regions and on the cladding surfaces and this appreciably
affected the subassembly flow rate.

2.6 Session F: Fuel-Pin Behavior and Local Faults (Chair: Mr. G. Kayser - CEA, France)

The paper presented in this session are relevant to other potential initiators of a core
melt down than the traditional ULOF accident.

The first paper, "Fission Gas Release and Thermal Impact on Neighbour Pins: the
Lipogaz Experiments" by A. Gruss and J. M. Seller (CEA, France), was presented by Mr. G.
Berthoud. The paper considers the consequences of an adventitious pin failure happening
during the postulated rupture of the pipe linking a pump to the core inlet collector. It was
asked whether the gas release from the failed pin and its impact on the neighboring pins
might damage these neighbors with the risk of a potential chain reaction of many failure. The
LIPOGAS experiments were performed at the Grenoble Research Center in a single annular
channel geometry with an electrical heater and sodium cooling. Through different injection
holes nitrogen gas was injected. The temperatures were measured for various test parameters
and compared well with a correlation by Epstein. The extrapolation to a reactor case, with
presumably conservative assumptions showed merely that no clad melting should occur. The
question of how many pins may fail is not answered in the paper.

In the second paper, "Fuel Pin Behaviour under Conditions of Control Rod Withdrawal
Accident in CABRI-2 Experiments by J. Papin (CEA, France), F. Lemoine (CEA, France), I.
Sato (PNC, Japan), D. Struwe (KfK, Germany) and W. Pfrang (KfK, Germany), Mrs. Papin
described the results of three CABRI-2 experiments approximately with a 1 % Po/s power
rise. E9 and E9bis performed on annular SPX-1 type pins irradiated at 4.9 a/o did not lead to
clad failure, although power levels between 2.5 to 3 Po and melt volume fractions of about 50
% were reached. In E9bis, special features such as a notch in the clad and flow reduction
were not sufficient to lead to the desired failure. The Е12 test on the contrary, with a 12 a/o
burnup Phenix type pin with a higher smeared density (no central hole) led to pin failure at
810 W/cm maximum pin power, with an estimated melt volume fraction of 10 %, and this led
to fuel ejection and partial channel blockage. Interpretations were done with several codes
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and led to model improvements, especially on behalf of fission product behavior and PCMI.
This model improvement still continues.

The paper presented by Mr. I. Sato, "Understanding on Fuel Pin Behavior under the
Slow TOP Condition Based on In-pile Test Results" by I. Sato, T. Asaga, T. Mizuno and K.
Yamamoto (PNC, Japan), went further in the analysis of fuel pin behavior under slow power
rumps by including in their study the experiments performed in TREAT, SLSF and EBR-II
TOPI within a large domain of parameters and number of pins in the test section (single pin to
10 pin bundle). The analysis led to a common consistent understanding of the failures, and
the role of PCMI and cavity pressurization was evidenced. Smear density plays a key role in
clad loading and low to intermediate smear density fuel can realize a very high margin to
failure. Coolability of failed pins is another very important question, and it was shown that
even in case of some fuel melting and ejection, there is a certain chance to establish coolable
conditions. This knowledge is however limited and further effort is necessary for quantitative
evaluation.

The last paper presented by Mr. P. Bhaskar Rao, "Analysis of Fuel Melting under Flow
Blockage Conditions in PFBR with Oxide, Carbide and Metal Fuels" by От Pal Singh, R.
Harish and P. Bhaskar Rao (IGCAR, India), is considering a local fuel melting in a core (e. g.
resulting through a subassembly blockage accident) and determining the maximum amount of
fuel which is allowed to melt and recompact under the most conservative conditions if prompt
criticality is to be avoided. The study is performed with oxide, carbide and metal fuel, and
transient calculations are performed to take into account the different reactivity feedback
effects. It is shown that up to the melting of 6 to 7 subassemblies, the consequent slumping
does not lead to prompt super-criticality, and the consequences on core heat up are tolerable
(fuel temperature increase < 300 K).

While considering different accident initiators (pump tube failure, slow transient
overpower due to control rod withdrawal, subassembly blockage and meltdown), all these
papers express a common concern whether these initiators could lead to a large core melting.
The present status of knowledge is encouraging (especially the high resistance of low density
fuel pins); nevertheless on the basis of the presented material, no final conclusion on the
outcome of these accident scenarios is available.

2.7 Session G: Post-Accident Heat Removal (Chair: Mr. C. Le Rigoleur - CEA, France)

In this session, five papers were presented from India, Russia and Japan. Papers
presented in the other sessions at this meeting concern fast phenomena, a few hundred of
milliseconds or even a few seconds duration. However, the papers in this session are relevant
to post-accident heat removal (PAHR) situations and the phenomena involved may last hours,
or even days.

The first paper, "Recriticality and Cooling Considerations of Relocated Molten Fuel
Following Core Meltdown Accident and Core Catcher Design for PFBRs" by P. Bhaskar
Rao, C. R. Gopalakrishnan, S. Govindarajan, D. Ghosh and A. Natarajan (IGCAR, India),
was presented by Mr. P. Bhaskar Rao. The results presented concern general recriticality
studies on spheres and cylinders. In a first analysis the cooling of the debris corresponding to
seven subassemblies on the internal core catcher of the Indian PFBR were considered. It was
shown that there is no problem of recriticality and that cooling is confirmed. New core-
catcher concepts were presented. During the discussions it was noted that the "the core
catcher with cooling pipes forming nailed bed" would be cooled by forced convection. It was
also noted that such a design would prevent dispersal of the debris.

The second paper, "On Approaches Applied in Analysis of Melt-down Accident in BN-
800 Type Reactor" by Yu. Buksha (IPPE, Russia), was presented by Mr. Yu. Buksha. The
codes and results were briefly presented. It was noted that energies released were modest.
During the discussion, it was said that IPPE specialists jointly with West European partners
are carrying out comparative calculations on the ULOF accident for a BN-800 type reactor.
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First calculations were carried out on a core design variant which does not represent the
definitive version of the BN-800 project. It is just a draft design established for this
benchmark exercise to compare calculation results. This work will be presented at the
forthcoming fast reactor safety meeting held in Obninsk in October. A second stage of the
exercise will concern a BN-800-type fast reactor with a nearly zero void reactivity core
design. This work is supported by the EC and the IAEA/TWGFR.

The third paper, "Evaluation of the Downmotion Time Interval Molten Materials to the
Core Catcher During of Core Disruptive Accidents Postulated in LMFR" by S. A. Voronov
and N. G. Kuzavkov (OKBM, Russia), was presented by Mr. S. A. Voronov. Computations
performed allowed the minimum molten materials relocation time from the core to the core-
catcher to be evaluated. This time interval is in a range of 3.5 to 5.5 hours. The result is very
interesting because it shows that the core-catcher would collect debris with reduced decay
heat. Obviously the above relocation time depends on the design of the reactor.

The fourth paper, "Fundamental Experiment on Simulated Core/Concrete Interaction"
by S. Toda and Y. Katsumura (Tohoku Univ., Japan), was presented by Mr. Y. Katsumura.
The study assumed the failure of the vessel and deposition of the core materials into the
concrete reactor cavity. This fundamental work provides interface downward heat transfer
coefficient between the pool and the concrete. For the future work, it will be necessary to
develop heat transfer models under other conditions of MCCI evaluation. It would be
desirable to examine the possibility of introducing the results into system codes like
CONTAIN.

The last paper, "Experimental Study on Thermal Interaction between a High-
Temperature Molten Jet and Plates" by K. Sato, A. Furutani, M. Isozaki, S. Imahori, K.
Konishi (PNC, Japan) and M. Saito (TIT, Japan), was presented by Mr. K. Sato. The study
concerned experimental and theoretical studies. The participants in the meeting were very
impressed by this series of tests. Discussions arose on thermal resistance between the jet and
the plate, and on the validity of the extrapolation for large jet diameters.

Each presentation in this session was discussed rather extensively; however the five
papers discussed different subjects, and hence general conclusions of this session could
hardly be obtained. An approach taken in BN-800 was discussed in contrast to the general
understanding in other countries.

2.8 Session H: Future Research Needs (Chair: Mr. H. Ninokata - TIT, Japan)

The session was devoted to the future needs of R&Ds related to the safety of LMFRs of
next generations with emphasis on the materials relocation in the reactor core. As a logical
consequences the presentation was directed towards the needs for a new in-pile experimental
facility, which has been one of the major subjects pursued at PNC for almost five years.

The first paper, "Future Research Needs on Material Interaction and Relocation in
LMFR Safety" by H. Niwa (PNC, Japan), was presented by Mr. H. Niwa and dealt with future
research needs on the material interactions and relocation in commercialized large LMFRs.
In an effort to eliminate any possibilities of recriticality events in the 'early transition phase'
by design methods, several engineering approaches were devised and proposed. The methods
were to enable us to assure an early termination of CDAs, taking into account the fuel
dispersal and drainage mechanisms, and in-vessel retention of the consequences. Key
research topics were identified to be investigated. A discussion was made that in-vessel
retention of CDA consequences was of importance and this led to more freedom in designing
containment systems.

Following the needs presented in the first paper, the second paper, "In-pile
Experimental Facility Needs for LMFR Safety Research" by N. Kawata and H. Niwa (PNC,
Japan), was presented by Mr. N. Kawata. The paper gave various test methods that must be
accomplished in the in-pile experiments. It was concluded that a new in-pile experimental
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facility was necessary after surveying available reactor performances to be obtained from
most of the existing in-pile facilities. PNCs preliminary design work showed a feasibility of
such a high-performance transient test reactor. Several engineering problems, however, must
be solved with respect to core performances and instrumentation techniques, in particular, to
monitor in-core material motion. It was pointed our that development of the driver fuels is
one of the important keys to optimize a long-term schedule. Overall the discussion centered
on justification of the needs of clarifying the material motions during the transition phase of
CD As in connection to early termination of CDAs.

3. Conclusions

In Closing Session, a representative of each member state was asked to state his (her)
views on where we will further go in this area. Japanese views, especially on a long-term
basis, were already presented in Session H. Since in many countries fast reactor development
programs are not as active as they used to be, the statements tended to scatter between both
extremities of optimism and pessimism.

The future views of France was presented by Mr. C. Le Rigoleur. A continuing effort
was emphasized in on-going R&Ds aiming at both CDAs and control-rod withdrawal.
International cooperation in computer code development and validation, such as SAS4A,
SIMMER-III and CONTAIN-LMR, was considered to be highly important. He also
emphasized an important future direction along the CAPRA program, in which the core is
designed with high-plutonium-content, blanket-less, annular fuel. The future safety research
in this area should also address CDA behavior of such an advanced reactor design concept.
This obviously requires continued in-pile experimental programs using CABRI and
SCARABEE as well.

The future views of Germany was presented by Mr. D. Struwe. He mentioned there
was no national program of LMFR development in Germany, but that some of the research
activities at KfK were still active, especially in collaboration with French CAPRA program.
As discussed by Mr. Le Rigoleur, an innovative core design should involve exotic fuel design
that had to be studied. High-performance fuel with mush higher burnup more than 20 a/o was
also regarded as an important direction. The continuing future importance was stressed of
future CABRI and SCARABEE in-pile experiments; however he mentioned the restriction of
testing a large bundle in a thermal-neutron test reactor. Due to manpower limitation in the
world in this area, international cooperation in computer code development was becoming
further important, hoping we could further optimize the design margin of the containment.
The ultimate goal of advanced containment systems would be to assure essentially zero-
release in a deterministic way. PNCs idea of minimizing a recriticality potential by forcing
early fuel dispersal was agreeable in general, but Mr. Struwe suggested that further studies be
made on side effects such as FCIs in a relocation path.

The future views of India was presented by Mr. P. Bhaskar Rao. At the IGCAR,
evaluation of the initiating phase of CDAs and work energies are continued in connection to
the safety of PFBR. For the transition phase and FCIs, he mentioned they tended to rely more
on experimental data in foreign countries. He expressed the needs for demonstration-type
experiments both in the DBE and BDBE areas. The importance of international cooperation
and information exchange was also emphasized.

The future views of Russia was presented by Mr. Yu. Buksha. Russian activities to
develop LMFRs with enhanced passive safety features were introduced. He stressed that BN-
800 was being designed along this line and a proposed benchmark exercise could evaluate the
feasibility. He mentioned that their safety research was suffering from financial constraint
and that they expect support from foreign countries. As one of the most extensive programs,
Mr. Buksha presented a Russian idea to extend BN-600 to a center of international
cooperation. Finally he mentioned this year of 1994 was the 40-th anniversary of nuclear
power generation is Russia, which had originated in Obninsk.
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The future views of the UK was presented by Mr. A. M. Judd. Because no extensive
R&D programs were active in the UK for LMFR development, he expressed his own personal
opinions on future safety research. First he mentioned the importance of safe and reliable
operation of existing LMFRs, such as Phenix, SPX-1, Monju, BN-600 and FBTR. A minor
trouble in any of these reactors may well affect the world community. Second point he
discussed was the economy of future LMFRs. Cost reduction would be a key to actual
commercialization of LMFRs. Finally he added the importance of keeping and acquiring
researchers and engineers in this field to maintain or even enhance our technologies toward
next century.

It was not a major objective of this TCM to extract solid conclusions about a future
direction of safety research. At least it can be stated that the achievement in this area in the
past has been significant; therefore if we could keep a certain level of our effort in the future,
then we would further improve our understanding and technologies. Even though the safety
level of current-generation LMFRs has brought to sufficiently high, it is still true that we will
have to further enhance this level in the next century by design measures and improved
understanding of our knowledge. Therefore from the purely technical point of view, there
exist further research needs. General consensus of the presentation is that the future our
direction of safety research should also consider some ways to be harmonized with designs,
economical needs and reliable operation of future LMFRs.

The discussions of the TCM were briefly summarized by Mr. Sa. Kondo, General
Chairman, followed by a closing remark by Mr. A. Rinejski, stating the success of this TCM
and thanking the fruitful discussions by the participants. In his remarks, Mr. A. Rinejski
introduced the forthcoming international meeting on sodium-cooled fast reactor safety, jointly
sponsored by IAEA and IPPE, to be held in Obninsk, Russia in October 1994. He also
encouraged participation of the member states in an IAEAAWGFR-sponsored benchmark
exercise on safety assessment of a Russian BN-800 type reactor. The TCM was closed by all
the participants thanking the hospitality of PNC and their staff, and looking forward to
continuing international cooperation. Following the TCM, the participants were invited to an
optional facility tour at the site of OEC.
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IAEA/IWGFR Technical Committee Meeting on
Material-Coolant Interactions and Material Movement and Relocation in

Liquid Metal Fast Reactors
O-arai, Ibaraki, JAPAN, June 6-9,1994

Opening Statement

Good Morning Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you, on behalf of the International Atomic
Energy Agency, to the Technical Committee Meeting on Evaluation of Material Coolant
Interaction and Material Movement and Relocation in LMFR.

Before we go into detail of this meeting, let me give a brief status of nuclear power and
fast reactor development in the world. According to the IAEA Power Reactor Information
System (PRIS), there were, by the end of 1993,430 nuclear power plants with a total of about
338,000 MWe connected to the grid supplying electricity to 30 countries. Combined, these
units represent a reactor experience of about 6,900 reactor years. During 1993, 9 reactors
were newly connected to the grid in Japan, China, Russia, France, Canada and the USA. This
addition amounts to about 9,000 MWe.

Also, during 1993, the world's nuclear power plants produced more megawatt-hours
than ever before, namely 2.09 billion MW-h, up from 1.65 billion MW-h in 1988. And they
did it more efficiently than ever before, as measured by a capacity factor. This factor grew
from 65.9% of the maximum possible in 1988 to 69.4% in 1993. Today nuclear power plants
generate approximately the same amount of electricity as has been in the whole world at the
time the first nuclear power station was put into commercial operation in 1954. Today
nuclear electricity really plays a significant role in the world electricity generation. But the
actual rate of introduction of nuclear power plants remains below even the more pessimistic
earlier forecasts despite growing concerns regarding the use of fossil energy resources. As
we are all well aware nuclear power is faced with the issue of public understanding and
acceptance, with nuclear reactor safety and radioactive waste management as the crucial
points.

The selection of scenarios of the nuclear power development is dictated by national
policies, availability and/or accessibility of the respective technologies and economic aspects,
and by nonproliferation considerations. From the many point of views the liquid-metal fast
reactor (LMFR) is an option for energy production and radwaste burning.

The status of LMFR development in the world can be summarized as follows:

Western European Countries: France is carrying out the following research and
development on LMFRs: (1) to achieve in 1994 restart of the Phenix (250 MWe) and
Superphenix (1200 MWe) fast reactors, including first priority research on Superphenix fuel
for enhanced plutonium consumption and actinide burning, and (2) to develop the new
Project CAPRA (Concept to Amplify Plutonium Reducing in Advanced Fast Reactors). A
CAPRA reactor has to be introduced in global strategies of Pu recycling and electricity
generation. The project studies handled by the CEA/France are now shared in a close
collaboration with the research organizations KfK/Germany and AEA/UK, and also with the
design companies gathered under the EFRA (European Fast Reactor Associates) consortium.
Other close cooperations have also been established with ЕМЕАД1а1у and Paul Scherrer
Institute, PSl/Switzerland.

Japan: In accordance with the long-term program, Japan is promoting fast reactor
development, aiming to achieve future stable long-term energy supply and security. The
main R&D results and trends of Japanese activities are: (1) the experimental 100 MWt
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sodium-cooled fast reactor " Joyo" provided abundant experimental data and excellent
operational records attaining more than 50,000 hours of operation, since its first criticality in
1977, (2) the prototype 280 MWe fast reactor "Monju" reached the initial criticality on 5
April 1994, (3) the Japan Atomic Power Company is promoting design studies and R&D for
the demonstration fast breeder reactor (DFBR) with a power output 660 MWe under contract
with several leading Japanese manufacturers.

USA: During the fiscal year 1995 budget discussions, the Administration made a
serious review of the Actinide Recycle Technology Program, including the Integral Fast
Reactor (FIR) concept and Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor (ALMR) design and development
programs. The review concluded that continuation of these programs would be inconsistent
with the Administration's views concerning the use of plutonium for civil power production
and its position on advanced reactor research and development. Therefore, the U. S.
Department of Energy (DOE) has recommended cessation of development efforts related to
the ALMR and the EFR concept, including its attendant metal fuel and pyroprocessing fuel
cycle, in Fiscal Year 1995.

Russia: Based on the fact that Russia has in operation two experimental and one semi-
commercial LMFRs. Based on the fact that BN-600 with a power output of 600 MWe has
been running successfully for 15 years, this country has a strong position in fact reactor
technology. The main trends of R&D for the new generation of advanced fast reactors
include: (1) development of reactor emergency shutdown devices and decay heat removal
system based on passive principles; (2) development of irradiated fuel reprocessing
technology from the standpoint of deeper extraction of minor actinides to arrange for their
transmutation; and (3) development of new cores for weapon-grade Pu burning. The next
type of fast reactors, which are under construction at two sites in Russia, are the BN-800
reactor with a power out put of 800 MWe.

China: Conceptual design of China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) has been
approved by the China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC) in January 1994 for the
feasibility. The limited results of R&D concerning the nuclear data, neutronics calculation,
sodium technology, materials, fuels, hydraulics and safety research have been obtained
because of less budgets last year. The CEFR project is still waiting for the approval from the
National Planning Commission (NPC), which is the essential prerequisite of construction
permission for the CEFR.

India: Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) has reached its rated power of 10.5 MWt with
MARK-I small size PuC-UC core. The plant dynamic tests were completed during April-
May 1994. The performance of the plant is generally satisfactory except for spurious shut
downs. Funds for construction of 500 MWe PFBR may be available by the year 1997.
Therefore, efforts are being made to reduce the capital cost by reducing the
systems/components. 2, 3 and 4 loop concepts are being studied. R&D in the field of
thermal hydraulic, structural mechanics, sodium technology, metallurgy, chemistry and safety
is continued.

Kazakhstan: The BN-350 LMFR is operated on the shore of the Caspian sea
(Manguslak peninsula). In 1993 the reactor operated with an power output of 520 MWt,
producing 80,000 ton/day desalinated water and 80 MWe. On 16 July 1993 the BN-350 has
completed 20 years of successful operation. It is the first nuclear power plant in the world
producing heat for sea water desalination.

Let me now take the opportunity to touch on a pleasant subject. As you know the
Japanese prototype fast reactor Monju with power output of 280 MWe has reached its initial
criticality on 5 April 1994. We congratulate our Japanese colleagues for the important
achievement and hope that this technology will help to find optimal solutions for saving fuel
resources and for radwaste burning, we also wish successful start-up tests and a successful
full-scale operation of the LMFR Monju.
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The IAEA will continue to provide further support for the development and deployment
of this important reactor like in the framework of its advanced reactor program. The IAEA's
International Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWGFR) has supported for more than 26
years the development of fast reactors in IAEA Member States through the organization of
symposia, meetings, coordinated research programmes and technical documents.

The experience gained from research and development programmes as well as the
operation and construction of fast reactors has been reviewed periodically by the IWGFR
consisting of representatives from 10 Member States and 2 international organizations.
International cooperation of fast reactors in the framework of the IWGFR has helped to attain
a consensus on design principles and general features of fast reactors in Member States,
although specific designs and national projects are different.

The purpose of this Technical Committee Meeting is to provide a forum to review and
discuss the recent progress in in-pile and out-of-pile experimental data (fuel and coolant
interactions) and material movement and relocation during the whole spectrum of Core
Disruptive Accidents postulated for Sodium Cooled Fast Reactors: (1) Sodium boiling and
molten fuel-coolant interactions; (2) Molten material movement and relocation in fuel
bundles; (3) Melt penetration and freezing and (4) Molten pool dynamics. We also want to
identify common trends in the interpretation of the experiments and the influence on design
features.

Coming to the end of my address, I have the pleasure to thank Dr. Shiba, Director of
PNC/OEC for the agreement to be the host of this meeting and Mr. Kondo for having
accepted the responsibility of chairing the meeting. I would like also to thank all participants
for coming to this meeting.

Thank you for your attention.

A. Rinejski
Scientific Secretary of the IWGFR
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IAEA/IWGFR Technical Committee Meeting on
Material-Coolant Interactions and Material Movement and Relocation in

Liquid Metal Fast Reactors
O-arai, Ibaraki, JAPAN, June 6-9,1994

Keynote Address

Ladies and gentlemen, as the general chairman of this Technical Committee Meeting, I
would like to make a short key-note address to give you the background and objectives of this
meeting. First of all I would like to welcome all of you to this meeting.

IAEA/TWGFR regularly sponsors two specialist's meetings or technical committee
meetings every year out of the list of proposed meetings. The present meeting was proposed
by one of the member states some years ago and was included in the list. In May, 1993 at the
annual meeting of IWGFR held in Vienna, it was recommended to hold the present meeting
in Japan in 1994. The year of 1994 is a kind of busy year. As you know, the two important
international conferences have been already scheduled on advanced reactor safety. One is the
Advanced Reactors Safety Meeting, ARS'94, which was held in Pittsburgh, the United States
in April. This meeting was sponsored by the American Nuclear Society and was successful.
The other meeting is the Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor Safety Meeting, FRS'94, to be held in
Obninsk, Russia in October. IAEA and Russian IPPE will co-sponsor this meeting, and many
of us are going to contribute to this meeting as well. Therefore we originally anticipated that
this Technical Committee Meeting, TCM, was unlike to attract many participants, because
essentially the specialists in our small technical community are busy this year. Fortunately,
however, I found this was wrong. This TCM is being participated by thirteen overseas
specialists and fifteen Japanese specialists. In addition, more than twenty other specialists are
attending the meeting as observers. The meeting is open to everybody on the floor, and we
always welcome your comments, questions and opinions throughout the meeting.

Let me now briefly review some background of the TCM. A series of international
topical meetings on fast reactor safety have been held under the sponsorship of ANS and later
in collaboration with ENS. These are the meetings held in: Beverly Hills in 1974, Chicago in
1976, Seattle in 1979, Lyon in 1983, Knoxville in 1985, Guernsey in 1986 and Snowbird in
1990. The meeting in Obninsk is to be held in October of this year. The subjects relating to
the material motion and interactions have been extensively covered in these previous
meetings. There have been some other important international meetings relevant to material
motion and interactions. Western Europe research institutes have voluntarily hosted a series
of Liquid-Metal Boiling Working Group meetings. The total of fourteen meetings have been
held until today. CSNI of the OECD/NEA once organized the working group on sodium-fuel
interactions in fast reactor safety. They sponsored four international specialist's meetings in
the 1970s. In the past IAEAAWGFR sponsored a specialists meeting on fuel equations of
state in the late 1970s, which is related to the subjects discussed in this TCM. This TCM has
been organized independently, but we should be aware of the fact that these past meetings, I
explained, have formed a historical background of this TCM. I would like to note that until
the mid-1980s, research programs in the United States have dominated the base technology
with respected to material motion and interactions. Although this TCM is not participated by
representatives from the United States unfortunately, we may have to acknowledge the
significant contribution and investment of them in the past years.

The program of this TCM has been already distributed to you. As you can see a
meeting dedicated on material motion and interactions is a rare occasion to discuss these
specific subjects of interest. The dynamics of material motion and interactions are especially
important in the evaluation of core disruptive accidents, CD As. This is because the reactivity
effects of material motion are crucial in determining the accident sequences and their
consequences in sodium-cooled, plutonium-fueled fast reactors, currently designed or in
operation. The recriticality and resultant energetics potential is primarily determined from the
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dynamics of material motion. Also the dynamics of material motion determines the final
material distribution inside the reactor vessel, and this is connected to the post-accident heat
removal. Thus the issues to be discussed are closely related to the potential risk to the public.

The meeting covers the entire aspects of material motions which may occur during
CDAs. However this meeting is not only restricted to the whole-core CDAs. Fuel-pin
dynamics is an important concern in the event of inadvertent control-rod withdrawal, which is
a part of design-basis events. Accident progression in local core faults also includes material
motion and interactions. Therefore a session is prepared to deal with these issues. We also
have a special session for discussing the oil-coolant interactions, specifically in British PFR.

The main objective of this TCM is to exchange information among the member states
of the IAEAAWGFR on the current status and recent progress in this area. Major results of
recent R&D's in specific areas are presented and discussed in the technical sessions in the
next three days. I do not think it is necessary to draw any conclusions on each subject to be
discussed in this TCM. I believe it is more important that we improve our mutual
understanding and we obtain some common ideas on where we are at present. I personally
would like to make this meeting as a forum of specialists in this area, where participants can
freely state their opinions. Unfortunately the world fast reactor community is no longer as
active as it used to be. There are some nations, who once were very active, withdrawing from
the fast reactor business. We can see many specialists having already been leaving this
important area, especially in the United States, Germany and the United Kingdom. Therefore
I believe this meeting is an ideal and timely occasion that all of us can compile the
information resulted from the significant investment of research resources in the past years.

On the last day of the TCM in the morning on June 9, we would like to organize a
special session to discuss future research needs in this area. PNC has prepared a couple of
papers discussing our views on future research needs. I would also like to hear the opinions
of the representatives of the member states about their prospective views on future research
needs. I would appreciate it if one or two persons representing each nation could make a
short oral presentation at the very end of the meeting. So please be prepared for this free
discussions. I would like to thank the session chairpersons for their contribution to the TCM.
They are listed in the agenda of the meeting. The chairpersons are asked to prepare the
summaries of the sessions they chair. Then we will compile their summaries into the minutes
of this Technical Committee Meeting, which will be included in the Proceedings to this TCM.

Now let me introduce my staff. Hajime Niwa, Technical Secretary of this TCM, has
worked as a contact person for overseas and domestic participants to this meeting and
arranged for the meeting program. Norio Kawata, another Secretary of this meeting, has
made all the arrangement and paperwork within PNC to materialize this meeting. I would
also like to thank the PNC management, International Division and Reactor Development
Project in Tokyo, Administrative Division in O-arai, and the Science and Technology Agency
of the Japanese government for their direct or indirect supports to us.

Finally I would like to appreciate the arrangement and effort of Dr. Rinejski of IAEA
for his preparing and organizing this meeting. Without his contribution, this meeting is not
participated by such many specialists from all over the world. I would also thank you all very
much once again for attending this TCM and for preparing contributed papers. If some of
you have any questions or need help, please feel free to let one of us know. I really hope you
can feel at home during this week.

Thank you very much for your attention.

Satoru Kondo
General Chairman of the TCM
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REVIEW OF EUROPEAN OUT-OF-PILE TESTS
AND ANALYSES OF MOLTEN MATERIAL MOVEMENT AND RELOCATION

AND OF MOLTEN MATERIAL - SODIUM INTERACTION

C. LE RIGOLEUR

Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique
Departement d'Etudes des Reacteurs Nucleaires, CE de CADARACHE, France

F. HOFMANN

Kernforschungszentrum, KARLSRUHE, Germany

R. STANSFIELD

AEA - Technology, CULHAM, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

The analysis of the progression of several hypothetical accidents in LMFBR
cores requires the understanding of the behaviour of molten materials.

European out-of-pile tests and associated analyses on these matters have been
performed in Europe during the last few years.

The purpose of this paper is to present these European programmes and the
associated analyses.

I. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the progression of several hypothetical accidents in LMFBR
cores requires the understanding of the behaviour of molten materials.

Molten material physics has been studied worldwide for many years in
connection with the movements of molten fuel, penetration lengths of molten fuel into pool
structures, interaction with sodium, the injection of core materials into the upper plenum
and elsewhere.

European out-of-pile tests and associated analyses on the above matters have
been performed in Europe during the last few years. These programmes were conducted
within the framework of European R and D agreements. Moreover, the FARO programme
was carried out at the JRC ISPRA.

The purpose of this paper is to present these European programmes and the
associated analyses. Schematically :

Table I shows out-of-pile tests on material movement and relocation ;
Table II shows out-of-pile tests on molten fuel-coolant interaction ;
The mains goals of the above tests are also presented in the Tables.
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-Е I - OUT-OF-PILE TESTS FOR MATERIAL MOVEMENT AND RELOCATION

§

11.2

i 11.3

111.3

IV

V

1

ORGAN IZ.

Joint Res.

Center

ISPRA

UKAEA

Winfrith

UKAEA

Winfrith

CEA

GRENOBLE

CEA

GRENOBLE

2

NAME
OF TEST
FACILITY

FARO

SMPR/

LMPR

MFTF

SIGELCO

GEYSER

3

HEAT.
TECHN.

TYPE OF
MATERIAL

DC (joule

effect)

uo2

Thermite

U02/Mo

81 %

1 9 %

Thermite

U02/Mo

81 %

19%

HITEC,

WOOD.TIN

WATER

NITROGEN

CAMPHOR

Inductive

U 0 2

4
MASS OF

MELT
(KG)

100

5

24

5

24

5

10

6

5

5

TEMP.
OF

MELT
(K)

3300

3600

3600

450

274-

275

250-

280

3300

6

NAME
OF TEST

PROGRAM

BLOKKER

II

SMPR-

LMPR

MFTF-SES

SIGELCO

BULLAGE

FLASH

GEYSER

7

OBJECTIVES

Phenomena Development

of fuel freezing + validation

and plugging of codes

verification

of freezing

models

Phenomena Code

of fuel freezing development
and plugging + validation

Phenomena Code

of fuel freezing development
and plugging + validation

+ influence of

MFCI

Fuel Freezing

Two phase flow relocation

without condensation

Two phase flow relocation

with condensation

Phenomena Code

of fuel freezing development

+ plugging +

validation

8

TEST GEOMETRY
t-

MODE OF
INJECTION

AXIAL

Tubes

inter-

wrapper

gap

Tubes

inter-

wrapper

gap, 271
pin

bundle

Tubes

inter-

wrapper
gap

Tubes

Tubes

copper

-70°C

Tubes

Tubes

bundle

geom.

RADIAL

No

(Inter-

wrapper

gap)
bundle

geom.

bundle

geom.

Bundle

geom.

No

No

Bundle

geom.

9

TESTS
WITH

SODIUM,
WITHOUT
SODIUM

No sodium

No

Stagnant

sodium

k8o-Sto°c

No

No

No

No

10

CODES

TRACUF

BUCOGEL

BUCOGEL

BUCOGEL

BUCOGEL

Analytical

Analytical

BUCOGEL

11

MAIN SAFETY
COALS

Whole Core Accidents

(Subassembly Accidents)

Subassembly Accidents

(Whole Core Accidents)

Subassembly Accidents

(Whole Core Accident)

Subassembly Accidents

(Whole Core Accident)

Subassembly Accidents

(Whole Core Accident)

Subassembly Accidents

(Whole Core Accident)

Whole Core Accident

Subassembly Accidents



TABLE I (Cont.1 - OUT-OF-PILE TESTS FOR MATERIAL MOVEMENT AND RELOCATION

1
CO

1

§

VI

VII

VIII

1

ORGANIZ.

KfK

KARLSRUHE

KfK

KARLSRUHE

KfK

KARLSURHE

2
NAME

OF TEST
FACILITY

SIM BATH

THINA

THEFIS

3
HEAT.

TECHN.
TYPE OF

MATERIAL

Thermite

AI203/Fe

50 % 50 %

Thermite

AI203/Fe

50 % 50 %

Thermite

AI203/Fe

4
MASS OF

MELT
(KG)

Thermite

filled pins,

mass,

dependent

of pin

bundle size

2 kg

(homoge-

neous

mixture)

5 or 10 kg

(AI203 or

re

separately)

5
TEMP.

OF
MELT

(K)

3500

3500

3300

6
NAME

OF TEST
PROGRAM

SIMBATH

THINA

THEFIS

7

OBJECTIVES

Phenomena Development

of fuel movement + validation

inside a pin of codes

towards failure

location, fuel

movement,

relocation in

subchannels,

blockage build-up,

wrapper melt

through

Phenomena

during injection

into a upper

sodium plenum,

interaction of

melt and sodium

Phenomena of Development

freezing behaviour +

and plugging validation

in voided of code

blanket

structures ;

F ' 1 т.-цглч

8
TEST GEOMETRY

+

MODE OF
INJECTION

AXIAL

Single

Pin tests

test

7,

37 pin

bundle

Sodium

pool

height

3 m

diameter

0.3 m

7 pin

bundle

tube,

annulus

bundle

RADIAL

9
TESTS
WITH

SODIUM,
WITHOUT
SODIUM

flowing

sodium

pin bundle

Yes

No

10

CODES

CALIPSO

BUCOGEL

SIMMER

AFDM

PLUGM

SIMMER

11

MAIN SAFETY
COALS

Whole Core Accidents

(Subassembly Accidents)

Whole Core Accidents

Whole Core Accidents

(S-A Accidents)



TABLE II - OUT-OF-PILE TESTS FOR MFCI

1

1

§

II.3

111.2

111.4

V

1
ORGANIZ.

Joint Res.
Center
ISPRA
UKAEA

WINFRITH

UKAEA
WINFRITH

CEA
GRENOBLE

2
NAME

OF TEST
FACILITY

FARO

MFTF

MFTF

CORECT
II

3

HEAT.
TECHN.
TYPE OF

MATERIAL
DC (Joule

Effect)
U09

Thermite
U02/Mo

81 % 1 9 %
Thermite
U02/Mo

81 % 1 9 %

uo2

4
MASS OF

MELT
(KG)

100

24

24

5

5

TEMP.
OF

MELT
(K)

3300

3600

3600

3200

6
NAME

OF TEST
PROGRAM

TERMOS

MFTF-SUS

MFTF-B

CORECT II

7

OBJECTIVES

MFCI with molten jets

Effects of mass scale
Parameters : P, mode of

release

Fault propag. MFCI

by MFCI phenomeno-

logy + code

develop. +
validation

demonstration
experiment

MFCI - Reentry into a
molten S-A

8

TEST GEOMETRY
+

MODE OF
INJECTION
Molten U02
poured into

stagnant pool
Pool of 1.3 m 3

U02/Mo released
under the pool

Full-size
subassembly
experiments,

injection of sodium
into a pool of

molten fuel
through S-A

wall

Various modes of
contact

g

TESTS
Na

temp.

400°C

450-C

Sodium
at

480°C
—

88 i/c

400-560

10

CODES

-

-

VULAIN
URANUS
СI GALE

11

MAIN SAFETY
COALS

Whole Core Accident

Whole core accidents
S-A

Subassembly Accidents
(Whole Core Accident)

S-A Accident



Moreover, ablation tests by liquid jets were performed in the FARO-
BLOKKER I and EROS experiments (§ II. 1 and § IX respectively).

The main conclusions resulting from these programmes are presented. The
application of the results to the reactor case are discussed.

II. THE FARO PROGRAMME AT .IRC. ISPRA

The FARO furnace was designed to produce 100 kg of molten pure UO2 around
3000°C by Joule heating (Ref. [1,2]).

The main objectives of the FARO programme included studies on molten-fuel
pools (FARO furnace), fuel impact and erosion on stainless steel structures (BLOKKERI
test section), fuel freezing and blockage in channels and pin bundle (BLOKKER II test
section) and fuel jet stability and fragmentation of large masses in sodium (TERMOS test
section).

II.l The BLOKKER I programme ; Erosion Tests (Ref. П.2.31)

Erosion tests (BLOKKER I) involved 40 mm thick stainless steel plate,
preheated to 400° С and exposed at various incidences to impinging streams of 100 kg of
molten UO2 at 3000°C. On the basis of the four tests performed (Fig. 1, plate incidence 5°,
45°, 2 tests at 90°С : horizontal plate), no erosion was found for a plate incidence of 45°
or 90°.

On the contrary, superficial erosion was observed for grazing incidence (5°).
Thus, significant erosion is to be expected for plates at grazing incidences and

for very large melt masses.
Theoretical analysis have been made using the JET 3D, BOUNDY and MELT

computer codes (Ref. [4]) which calculate the flow in the jet impact region, the heat flux to
the plate and the ablation front evolution, respectively.

Reasonable agreement with the experiments was obtained when the option of a
stable crust formation is chosen (Ref. [5]).

П.2 The BLOKKER П programme (Ref. fl.2.31)

The BLOKKER II programme involved fuel freezing in circular and rectangular
channels without sodium.

One experiment was carried out with an array of seven stainless steel channels,
2 m in length with inner diameter of 4, 5 and 6 mm initially at 400°C. Melt was injected at
a differential pressure of 6.2 bar. Melt penetration was in agreement with other experiments
(Ref. [3]).

An original contribution involved freezing in rectangular, 2 m-long channels. A
twisted channel (Fig. 2), was used to simulate a radial melt flow in an intersubassembly
gap. It was shown that the presence of the twist on the channel strongly reduced penetration
(Ref. [3]).
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As regards straight rectangular channels, they were found to have a greater
draining capability compared to circular channels.

П.З TERMOS (Ref. Г61)

Two experiments were performed in the test section TERMOS of the FARO
facility (Fig. 3). Around 100 kg of molten UO2 were poured into 130 kg of sodium at
400°C (initial pressure 1.3 bar) contained in a test tube 0.28 m in diameter and 2.5 m in
height. The distance between the guide tube outlet and the section level was 0.2 m. The
melt velocity upon impact with the Na was about 10 m/s.

The summary of the experimental data is shown in the following table :

TABLE Ш - Summary of Experimental Data (Ref. [5])

Release channel diameter
Release channel length
"'Free fall"
Initial sodium height
Initial sodium temperature
Initial pressure difference
Initial pressure in TERMOS
UO9 melt released from furnace
Melt velocity upon impact with Na
Mean melt penetration rate (*)
Penetration time (*)
Weber number of order (**)
Pressure in TERMOS just before 1st FCI
Number of major events
Maximum pressure in cover gas
Maximum pressure in sodium
Maximum penetration depth
U02 mass in debris catcher

(mm)

(m)
(m)

(m)

(°C)
(MPa)
(MPa)

(kg)
(m/s)
(kg/s)

(ms)

(MPA)

(MPa)
(mPa)

(m)
(kg)

Tl
50

0.17

110

55
640

3
0.8
-

60

2.5
3.0
2.5
400

0.13

10

104

0.25

< 1.0

T2
80

0.15

140

110
150

2
0.75
6.0

45

(*) before first FCI (**) based upon a particle characteristic diameter of 20 mm.

The main conclusions of these experiments are (Ref. [5]).
a) Only limited quantities of U02 melt can penetrate and fragment into sodium at

one time ;
b) The limitation comes from FCIs which occur after the sodium in the mixing

zone has reached the saturation temperature, heated by the melt itself ;
The higher the flow rate, the lower the quantity which can penetrate ;

c) These FCIs have been interpreted as local vapour explosions in a saturated
sodium :
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d) The total efficiency remained low : of the order to 0.03 % of the energy
contained in the UO2 mass found in the debris catcher ;

e) The penetration distance of the molten fuel into the sodium did not exceed 1 m ;
f) A debris bed structure resulting from the interaction of the molten fuel with the

sodium was identified.

III. THE MFTF EXPERIMENTS

Ш.1 General presentation

The next paragraphs present the characteristics and main results of the
experimental programmes carried out at the Molten Fuel Test Facility (MFTF) at Winfrith
(United Kingdom).

§ III.2 presents the MFTF-SUS experiments (Scale-Uranium-Sodium) which
were performed to study the scale effects in interactions involving sodium by replicating on
a larger scale earlier experiments of melt released under a pool of sodium.

The other programmes are related to sub-assembly accident propagation. They
investigated the role of thermal and MFCI modes of propagation of local faults to larger
parts of the core of fast reactor. The progressions involved test sections ranging from a
simple structure to full scale sub-assembly models immersed in stagnant sodium. The
experiments examined molten fuel/sodium mixing, MFCI characteristics, fuel penetration
and relocation, ant the effects of molten core material on structural components in
conditions appropriate to hypothetical fuel melting accident in a sub-assembly.

§ III.3 presents the MFTF-SES (Special Effect Experiments) programme.
§ III.4 presents the MFTF-B experiments : sodium coolant re-entering the

wrapper and contacting a pool of molten fuel formed after the voiding of a blocked-sub-
assembly.

The main feature of the MFTF is a large (1.77 m^) containment vessel (Fig. 4),
operating at pressures up to 3.3 MPa at a maximum temperature of 600°C. The test
sections used in the experiments were located within this vessel, immersed in a pool of
1.3 Те of sodium under an argon cover gas of about 0.3 m^.

The melt was produced by the thermite reaction :
3 U + 2 Mo O3 -> 3 UO2 + 2 M o + 1.88 MJ/kg.
Experiments (Ref. [7]) have shown that the resulting mixture of molten UO2

(81 w/o) and molybdenum (19 w/o) reaches temperatures of 3600 ± 150 К on completion
of the reaction.

Ш.2 The MFTF-SUS programme (Ref. Г71)

The MFTF Scale-Uranium-Sodium (SUS) series of experiments (Ref. [7])
investigated scale effects on interations involving sodium by replicating earlier experiments
on a larger scale (Ref. [8]).
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In the SUS experiments, 24 kg of thermite - generated melt were released under
a pool of approximatively 1.3 m^ of sodium from 450° С to 464° С (Fig 4). The system
pressures ranged from 0.1 to 1.0 MPa (abs).

In the earlier experiments (Ref. [8]), 0.5 kg of fuel melt and about 0.044 Те of
sodium were used.

On completion of the thermite reaction the pressure typically reached a steady
value of about 1.4 MPa.

After a short delay (about 200 ms) the explosive bolts in the releasing
mechanism were automatically detonated leading to the ejection of the bottom endcap of the
charge container and the release of the melt within the sodium pool (Fig. 4).

Two modes of release were used. In the free release mode the melt was
discharged within the test vessel under the surface of the coolant without any additional
restriction.

In the restricted mode of release (Fig. 4), excessive dispersion of the melt was
prevented, thus inhibiting efficient mixing of the melt and sodium, and limiting the
interaction yield.

This was obtained with a 394 mm diameter "restrictor" tube (Fig. 4) in the
sodium, left open at its top end (sodium volume 0.05 m^).

After each experiment, melt debris were recovered and particle size distribution
was determined by sieving. The effect on the debris of sieving as well as treating with
ethanol was investigated. This showed that although the proportion of fine particles
( < 250 (j.m) increased slightly in both cases, the overall effect was negligible.

The following table shows the test matrix for the SUS experiments, and the next
table summarizes the results.

TABLE 4
Test Matrix for the SUS Experiments (Ref. [7])

Experiment

SUS 01
SUS 02
SUS 03
SUS 04

SUS 05
SUS 06

System Pressure
(MPa)

0.1
0.6
1.0
0.1
0.6
1.0

Sodium
Temperature (°C)

464
450
458
455
460
450

Mode of
Release

Free
Free
Free

Restricted
Restricted
Restricted
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TABLE 5
Results of the SUS Experiments (Ref. [7])

Experiment

SUS 01

SUS 02

SUS 03

SUS 04
SUS 05

SUS 06

Delay Time
(ms)
(**)
100
456
30
122
135
18

153
173
190
215
233
288
323

-
49
57
-

Peak Cover Gas
Pressure
(MPa)
0.28
0.15

0.95 (*)
0.93
0.86

1.26 (*)
1.36
1.70
1.76
1.97
1.18
1.36
1.17

0.85 (*)
1.02
1.17

-

Interaction
Yield
(kJ)
22
8

54(*)
51
41

43(*)
58
104
112
137
30
58
29

68(*)
62
81

No Interaction

(*) Slow pressurisation due to boiling phase.
(**) Initial time melt release.

Each test produced an erratic series of weak interactions. Experiment SUS 03,
carried out at 1.0 MPa and without a restrictor tube, gave the most numerous and energetic
interactions and the maximum pulse yield determined from the compression of the cover gas
was 137 KJ (Table 5).

Ref. [7] also leads to the conclusion that the mechanical yields were about five
times greater in the SUS tests than the values expected from simple linear scaling of earlier
small-scale experiments (Ref. [8]) using 0.5 kg of melt.

This effect may result from the energy losses due to vapour condensation and
attenuation of the expanding vapour and by the presence of the structures in the test vessel.
These effects may not be directly proportional to scale, becoming less significant for large
melt and coolant masses.

Moreover, the number of interactions increased with both system pressure and
scale. This was attributed (Ref. [7]) to the more efficient mixing that occurred during the
associated increase in melt transit time (at high system pressure the differential pressure
applied to the melt is smaller than that at low pressure).
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The efficiency of an MFCI is defined as the percentage of the available thermal
energy in the interacting melt mass which is converted to some form of mechanical energy :

100 Y

M.T
where Е is the efficiency (in %), Y is the mechanical energy yield, M the mass

of melt taking part in the interaction and T the available thermal energy per unit mass of
melt (1380 KJ/KG ; this value corresponds to a melt temperature of 3600 K).

To calculate this efficiency, knowledge of the interaction yield, together with
the quantity of melt involved in required. By considering the rate of heat transfer from
smalll particle, a limiting diameter of 250 ц т was suggested.

The maximum efficiency was then estimated to be 4.3 % of the total available
thermal energy of melt mass below 250 |лт (Ref. [7]).

A recent evaluation (Ref. [9]) modified this value to 3.1 %. This corresponds to
8.4 % of the Hicks-Menzies value of 506 KJ/KG, obtained on the basis of mixing of
optimum mass ratios of UO2 and sodium.

Ш.З The MFTF - SES Experiments

Fuel melt propagation experiments without sodium for investigating melt
penetration and freezing in simple tubes, as well more representative subassembly
geometries were previously performed at MFTF : the SMPR series (Ref. [10]).

The SES series are an extension of this work, using similar geometries but with
test section flooded with stagnant sodium at temperature ranging from 480 to 510°C
(Ref. [11-12]).

In these experiments 24 kg or 5 kg quantities of thermite were used.
Three types of geometry were investigated : individual tubes, a representation of

an interwapper gap, and two different arrangements of pin bundle geometry (axial and
radial injection).

Details of the results are given in Ref. [11,12].
The main conclusion of the MFTF-SES experiments are as follows (Ref. [12]).
• The presence of sodium had very little effect on the penetration distance of the

main melt plug, although there was much greater dispersion of fragmented melt material,
upstream of the main melt plug. The penetration distance of the mass plug was largely
consistant with the expected dependence of the square root of the injection pressure.

The melt penetration data from experiments with and without sodium were
compared with values calculated using the BUCOGEL code. The experimental values are
between those calculated with the assumption of bulk freezing and those calculated with the
assumption of conduction freezing.

• In the interwapper gap geometry at the lower injection pressure the penetration
distance for the main melt plug was significantly longer than for the tube. However,
increased injection pressure led to only a slight increase in the penetration distance.

• MFCI was completely absent in all the SES experiments, and it was concluded
that MFCI is unlikely to have any significant effect on the propagation of molten fuel in
initially intact, fast reactor subassembly geometries.
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Ш.4 The MFTF - В Experiments ("Blockage")

Following a hypothetical flow blockage and the voiding of coolant from a
subassembly, the formation of molten fuel within the subassembly wrapper could occur.
The consequences of sodium possibly re-entering the wrapper and making contact with the
pool of molten fuel were investigated in the MFTF "Blockage" (MFTF-B) series (Ref.
[13]).

Six experiments were performed to study the interaction between molten fuel
and sodium within a typically sized, hexagonal wrapper using sodium and urania thermite
(UO2 + Mo at 3600 K) as the fuel simulant.

In most of the experiments the sodium was injected along or below the surface
of the pool of molten fuel.

The table below gives a summary of the MFTF-B series experiments.

TABLE VI
Test Matrix for the MFTF-B Series Experiments (Ref. [13))

Experi-
ment
№

B01

B02

B03

B04
B05
B06

Mass of
Molten

Fuel
(kg)

None

21

20

20
20
20

Mass
of

Sodium
(kg)

14.15

14.00

14.75

14.00
4.50
6.50

Mode of Injection
of Sodium

Along bottom surface
into empty wrapper

Along surface of
molten pool

At the same time as
the fuel

Below fuel surface
Fuel on top of sodium

Below fuel surface

Temperature
Injected
Sodium

(°O
474

All

475

460
472

480 - 884

Bursting
Disc

Rating
(MPa)

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.5
1.0
1.0

The sodium was at normal operating temperature of 480°C or at a saturation
temperature of 880°С (test B06).

Figure 5 and 6 shows the experimental equipment used for the B-series. The
molten fuel simulant and the sodium were brought into contact in the wrapper.

This wrapper was a i m length of hexagonal tube (external across flats :
0.185 m, thickness : 4.8 mm) sealed at the ends by welded plates. Three rupture disks were
fitted into the wrapper near the top end. An important function of the rupture disks was to
isolate the interior of the wrapper from the sodium pool until the experience began.

Hot gases/vapours discharged after failure through the disks were directed
downwards by the shroud tube beneath the surface of the sodium pool within the test vessel.

Mounted above the wrapper was the charge container.
Sodium, contained in a storage tank mounted below the wrapper, was injected

into the wrapper during the experiment.
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The wrapper, the storage tank and pipework were installed in a 1.7 m^ pool of
sodium contained in a strong test vessel (Fig. 5). The cover gas plenum was filled with
argon.

The four principal stages of the experiments were :

Stage 1 : Initial conditions
Transfer of sodium into the test vessel. The covered bursting disks in the

wrapper were not covered by the sodium ; the argon cover gas 0.1 MPa and argon in the
wrapper 0.08 MPa in order to avoid pressurisation of the wrapper due to heating of its gas
content by the melt.

Stage 2 : Melt release
20-21 kg (pool 1 83 mm deep).

Stage 3 : Sodium injection

Sodium entered either along or beneath the surface of the molten pool.

Stage 4 : Interaction

Results

A post-test examination confirmed that there was no permanent damage to the
wrapper or its shroud tube in B02, ВОЗ, В04. As a result, the mechanical energy yield for
these tests was assessed from just the compression of the cover gas, assuming an adiabatic
compression.

In tests BO5 and B06 permanent deformation occurred in the wrapper and
shroud tube, therefore mechanical energy was also required to produce this damage.

The following table summarizes the mechanical energy yield calculated for each
experiment.

TABLE VII
Mechanical Energy Yields Observed in the MFTF-B Series Experiments (Ref. [13])

Experiment
B02

B03
B04
B05

B06

Mechanical Energy Yield (kJ)
First peak = 13 (17 max.)

Second peak — 7.5
Maximum 6
Maximum 5

Work done in compressing cover gas = 7 + 5
Work done on wrapper and shroud tube = 1 3 + 4

Total = 20 + 9

Work done in compressing cover gas = 38.2
Word done on wrapper and shroud tube < 7.9 + 3

Maximum = 49
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In test B05 there is convincing evidence that the sodium was heated close to
saturation by heat transfer from the hot melt before any interactions occurred.

The amount of material entrained by boiling sodium and expelled from the
wrapper under pressure developed by MFCI was found to be between 62 to 74 % No
particle size distribution measurement was made.

The experiments offer direct support to the assertion that fuel-coolant interaction
in one subassembly will not cause significant damage to nearby other subassemblies ;
especially with sodium around the normal operating temperature.

IV. THE SIGELCO PROGRAMME - EXPERIMENTS WITH SIMULANT
MATERIALS

A programme was carried out at CEN-GRENOBLE in the SIGELCO facility in
order to study freezing in various geometries (tube, pin bundles...), to reproduce the
physical phenomena controlling freezing, in particular with two-phase mixtures and non-
miscible liquids.

The different parts of the programme include the :
• the SIGELCO programme itself,
• the BULLAGE programme,
• the FLASH programme.

ГУЛ SIGELCO Programme (Ref. Г141)

Figure 7 gives a diagram of the SIGELCO facility with the test section of the
SIGELCO experiment.

The main characteristics of the injection tank are :
• a 5 litre capacity,
• an agitator,
• argon pressurization (max. 2 MPa).

Low melting temperature simulation materials were used (НГГЕС,
T m = 142°C ; Metal Wood, Т т * 75°; tin, T m = 232°C).

Axial and radial injections in a SUPER PHENIX bundle produced transient
distribution in the bundle : in the case of radial distribution and AP = 0.1 - 0.5 bar, the
ratio of axial to the radial propagation was shown to increase linearly to 10 in 1 second,
reaching a value of about 12 at 2 seconds, and finally decreasing to 6 or 7. Corresponding
hydraulic experiments were performed in water.

In order to study the solidification process and interfacial resistance due to
sudden contact with cold structures, experiments were performed with tin. It was shown
that tin behaves like UO2 during the freezing process. This analogy was attributed to the

AT1

similitude regarding their cooling process rates (%r) (see also § XI).
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IV.2 The BULLAGE experiments (Ref. П51)

The BULLAGE tests were performed in order to investigate two-phase flow
freezing phenomena, but without condensation. These tests were performed with water
(T = 1-3°C) and nitrogen mixtures injected into a copper tube cooled at low temperature
(- 70°C).

It was shown that the ratio M2/M1 = (relocated mass for the two phase
flow/relocated mass for pure liquid) decreased approximatively as (1 - void fraction). As a
result the injected volume before plugging is fairly constant.

IV.3 FLASH Tests (Ref. Г161)

The objectives of the FLASH tests were to investigate physical phenomena
related to two-phase flow relocation. The tests were performed with camphor which has a
high vapour pressure at flow temperature (250°C - 280°C) the freezing temperature being
179°C.

In a first analysis there is no significant difference with the BULLAGE results.

V. THE GEYSER EXPERIMENTS

5 kg of pure UO2 melt at 3000° С were generated in the molten fuel test
GEYSER facility at CEN GRENOBLE.

The facility can also produce molten steel at boiling temperature.
The main objectives of the GEYSER programme included studies on fuel

freezing in tubes and pin bundles.
The tests were performed without sodium.
The following table shows the test matrix and main results (Ref. [17, 18, 19,

20, 21]).
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TABLE VII
Geyser

Test
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Inner
diameter

(mm)
4
4
4
4
4
6
4
4
4

Tube
temp.
(°C)
20
20
20
20
20

20
1000
1000
20

AP
(bar)

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3

Source

temp.

(°C)

Ш7-ЗООО

Ш9-ЗООО

Ш9-ЗООО

Ш9-ЗООО

SS-180

Ш9-ЗООО

Ш9.-ЗООО

U09-3000

Ш9-ЗООО

Penetr.

length

(cm)

65
50
35
55
50
60
75
48
45

Freezing

time
(msec)

170

180
120
250

Injector test (lateral injection)
4
4
4
4
4

20
20
20

8
19

3(11-8)

Ш9.-ЗООО

UO9-3OOO

U09-3000

80
100
41

350
500
400

Injector test (steel capsule)
20 8 Ш9-ЗООО | 73 300

UO 2 at 3000° Celsius

Test Number

Bundle
60 cm tube

Minigrappe 1
Minigrappe 2

AP (bar)

3
5
10

Penetration

No
10 rows
20 rows

full penetration

Radial

Test

Steel 2
Odaxieu 2
Odaxieu 3
Odaxieu 4

Geometry

Tube 4 mm
6 subchannels
6 subchannels
6 subchannels

Initial
Temperature

20
20

1000
1000

AP
(bar)

5
10
10
10

Source
temperature

(°C)
Steel-3000
Ш9-ЗООО
Ш9-ЗООО
Ш9-ЗООО

Penetration
length
(cm)
25
35
34
34
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13 tests involving molten UO2 injection in tubes of different temperatures and
diameters and for different injection pressures ;
3 tests using molten UO2 radial injection into a bundle (the MINIGRAPPE
series, similar to the MFTF tests).
4 tests implementing molten UO2 injection in a test section simulating the upper
breeder zone of the core (ODAXIEU series).
1 test of boiling steel injection into a tube.

The main results can be summarised as follows :
Tube experiments : The penetration length lies between the lengths predicted by
assuming either bulk freezing or conduction freezing (additional comments are
given in Ref. [22]).
Upper axial injections : The penetration length is of the order of 30 cm and does
not seem to depend strongly on the driving pressure (in the 3 to 10 bar range)
and on the initial steel temperature.
Bundle radial injections : Full penetration (20 rows) were observed for a 10 bar
driving pressure.
Boiling steel injection : Only one experiment was performed with steel at about
3000°C injected into a steel tube at 1 atmosphere. The steel condensed and
relocated within about 20 cm. The test section was severely ablated. This test
has not yet been analysed.

VI. THE SIMBATH EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

Movement and material relocation in fuel pin bundles undergoing melting inside
sodium-filled test sections were investigated in the SIMBATH programme. Numerous
experiments using single pins and bundles with up to 37 simulated pins were carried out
over seventeen years.

This programme is described in a paper at this meeting (Ref. [23]).

. THE ТНША EXPERIMENTS (Ref. Г241)

In these experiments, studies focused on the behaviour of molten materials when
injected or released from below into a sodium pool.

The melt was generated by an exothermal reaction of Al/Fe203 thermite.
Thejcwas produced outside the pool in a gas - pressurised injection system.

About 5 Kg of melt consisting of mainly alumina or mainly ion can be injected.
The pool consisted of 150 kg of sodium in a vessel 0.3 m in diameter and about

5 m high.
The programme is described in a paper at this meeting (Ref. [24]).
Amount other results it was shown that the ratios of conversion of thermal to

mechanical energy were generally low, about 0.13 - 0.17 % in the case of alumina and up
to 0.30 % in the case of iron (Ref. [24]).
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VIII. THE THEFIS PROGRAMME

This experimental programme was performed at the KARLSRUHE THEFIS
facility (Ref. [25,26] using alumina or alumina/iron melts as the fuel simulant. After
several series of experiments with tubes, annuli and 3 pin-7 pin bundles were investigated
for gridded and wire wrapped pins.

The results (Ref. [25]) showed that in a 7 pin bundle with wire-wrapped pins the
penetration depth of the melt corresponded to the results in a tube with an internal diameter
of 2.8 mm equal to the bundle's hydraulic diameter. The penetration was higher than in a
bundle with grid spacers.

The penetration process in tubes can be explained by conduction-limited freezing
model (PLUGM-calculations).

In order to better understand flow behaviour on blockage formation, an
additional series of experiments (Ref. [26]) on particle blockages with liquid/particle
mixtures were performed and analysed using the PLUGM and SIMMER computer codes.

It was shown that the penetration depth of a liquid melt into a structure is
strongly reduced when solid particles exist at the leading edge or within the flowing melt.
As a result, the freezing processes and blockage formation under accident conditions cannot
be assessed on the basis of simple freezing models, but have to take into account the more
complicated pattern carried by liquid/particle mixtures.

IX. THE EROS EXPERIMENTS

The purpose of the EROS experiments (Ref. [27]) was to study the erosion of
steel plates by a jet of molten material (Fig. 8). The melt was generated in a reaction
crucible filled with approximatively 100 kg of thermite reaction powder (iron oxide,
aluminum). After ignition, a two-phase melt of about 55 % Fe and 45 % oxide (Al, Fe,
Mg) was formed. According to discharge conditions, a mainly iron or mainly oxide melt
was discharged with a 20 mm diameter from a height of about 1.0 m onto a 40 mm thick
stainless plate, instrumented with thermocouples at angles of 45° and 85°C. The other test
parameters were different plate temperature preheating (400, 900, 1200°C).

One key conclusion concerned the direct erosive effect of the oxide casting
stream as function of the original temperature of the plate. It appears that a high initial
temperature of the stainless steel plate (1200°C) causes an increased erosion area at the
surface only, but does not exert a macroscopically visible influence on erosion depth.

On the contrary, the ablation of the steel structure by a molten jet was very fast
for metallic jets (order of magnitude of 1 cm per second with an iron jet at 2200°C).

X. THE CORECT 2 PROGRAMME

In this programme, performed at the CEN-GRENOBLE, a 100 litre sodium
column at 600 to 700°C was discharged into 5 kg of molten UO2 at 3000 К (Ref. [28]).
The main results are gathered in a paper at this meeting (Ref. [29]).
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In a fairly constrained geometry mechanical work of about 20 to 30 KJ was
calculated (adiabatic compression of the cover gas) with about 2 kg of finely fragmented
U02-

The efficiency of this MFCI was about 1.3 % using the same definition as in
§Ш.2.

XL INTERPRETATION OF MOLTEN MATERIAL MOVEMENT AND
RELOCATION. THE BUGOCEL COMPUTER CODE

Interpretation of liquid material movement and freezing was carried out mainly
with the BUCOGEL computer code (Ref. [22]).

The penetration lengths observed with simulant materials (НГГЕС or Alumina)
were described with the conduction (crust) freezing model.

For UO2 the penetration length was between conduction and bulk freezing. If
the penetration calculated with the bulk freezing model was scaled to 1, the penetration
predicted by the conduction freezing model was about 3 to 5 ; the experiment results
obtained with UO2 were about 2 to 3.

From the calculations made with the BUCOGEL code and microstructural
examination, it was shown that freezing is a complex phenomenon involving the growth of
a frozen crust on the wall and solidification in the bulk of the melt at the front (Ref. [22,
30, 31]. A first model for the heat transfer at the leading edge was proposed (Ref. [22, 30,
31]. Complementary analyses and development are presented in a paper at this meeting
(Ref. [32]).

ХП. REMARKS CONCERNING DIFFICULTIES RELATED TO THE PRACTICAL
USE FOR REACTOR CORE APPLICATION OF OUT-OF-PILE RESULTS
AND INTERPRETATION

XH.lMaterial Movement and Relocation Results

Out-of-pile tests are made with well-known limit conditions (known magma
composition, given geometry, well-know initial field of temperatures, ДР imposed...) and
provide rather limited information (mainly monophase flow with one or two
components,...). There is a lack of two-phase flow (foam) data.

However, material relocation problems during subassembly (SA) accidents for
the reactor case and for the SCARABEE tests (Ref. [33, 34] involved uncertainties about
ejection conditions, for instance :

• In the case of a breach in the S-A wrapper, localization of the failure and
geometry ;

• The nature of the molten pool (UO2, UO2+SS, UO2+SS+FP) and temperature
field within the pool. The front of the discharge can be made of non-molten
materials or molten materials at temperature near melting point. This would
limit the penetration length (§ VIII) ;
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• Pressure conditions ;
• Uncertainties concerning the geometry, nature and temperature field of the cold

structure on which molten materials spread (neighbouring S-A, inter-
subassembly gaps,...).

This means that practical use of out-of-pile tests and analysis is not straight-
forward.

Regarding whole-core accidents, the penetration lengths during the initiation
phase are mainly determined from in-pile experiments (such as the CABRI programmes).
Such programmes also give information about plug behaviour during the transition phase.

The development of a model for in-pin fuel motion (squirting effect) needs data
which is not yet available (two phase flow data, UO2 tube, ...) (Ref. [35]).

During the transition phase, the discharge of molten material involves
uncertainties similar to the S.A accident case.

In conclusion, continuous efforts have to be made for code such as SAS4A and
SIMMER III to make the best use of out-of-pile tests.

XIL2App!ication of MFCI RESULTS

There is no physical model to predict mechanical yield. The pre-mixing phase
which depends on the scenario on contact mode between molten material and sodium has
not been modelled.

Extrapolation of experimental results to the reactor case can only be made on the
basis of direct application of experimental data (particle size distribution,...).

XIII. CONCLUSION

XIII. 1 Molten material movement and relocation

Many significant experiments have been performed in Western Europe on
relocation phenomena.

The relocation experiments (mainly with liquid materials, very few experiments
with multiphase materials) showed that (Ref. [37]) :

a) The simulant materials (such as HITEC or Alumina) do not behave like UO2.
With these materials the penetration lengths may be described with the
conduction-crust freezing model.
For UO2 the penetration length is in the range covered by the conduction and
bulk freezing models.
Physical explanations for this behaviour have been outlined in Ref. [22], and in
a paper presented at this meeting (Ref. [32]) ;

b) Results obtained using UO2 + Mo (MFTF) and UO2 do not give evidence of
any fundamentally different behaviour of these materials ;

c) From the MFTF experiments (SES series), it has been deduced that the presence
of sodium has little effect on melt penetration ;
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d) The THEFIS tests have shown that the presence of particles in the entrance of a
channel has an enormous effect on the penetration distance of the melt.

ХШ.2 Erosion tests

• On the basis of the performed tests (FARO-BLOKKER I ; EROS) it can be
stated that stainless-steel structures at 400° С should thermally withstand impinging pure
oxide melt without suffering any ablation if exposed at angles of over 45 °.

However ablation would occur, provided that the temperature of the oxide is
over a minimum level depending on the steel structure temperature. In any case, significant
damage is to be expected for plates at a grazing incident whatever the temperature
conditions ;

• Melt containing metal is extremely aggressive (EROS tests). The melt-through
of an uncooled plate of 4 cm at 400°С is very fast;

• A summary of the interpretation of the ablation tests is given in Ref. [38].

XIV. MFCI CONCLUSION

MFCI mechanical energy yields depend on :
• The mode of contact, i.e melt poured into the sodium (FARO test), released

under the sodium pool (SUS, MFTF-B05) injected into the sodium pool
(THINA), sodium poured (CORECT II, MFTF B02) or injected into the melt
(MFTF B04, B06) ;

• Restricted geometries (SUS 04-05-06, CORECT II, MFTF B) or non-restricted
geometries (SUS 01-02-03) ;

• The melt and sodium temperatures ;
• The melt and sodium masses.

The MFTF-SUS and MFTF-B series showed that the more restricted the
geometry, the lower the mechanical energy yield tended to be.

The interactions were more coherent as the coolant temperature approached
saturation.

The efficiency of an MFCI, i.e. the percentage of the available thermal energy
in the interacting melt mass which is converted to mechanical energy, was found to be quite
low : 0.03 % in FARO, 3 % in MFTF-SUS, 1.3 % in CORECT II. These values are
experimental results and depend in fact on the condition of expansion of the vapour bubble.
For example, the mechanical yields were about five times greater in the SUS series than the
values expected from simple linear scaling of earlier small-scale experiments using 0.5 kg
of melt. This could be explained by greater attenuation factors in small-scale experiments.

This aspect of attenuation of the sodium vapour bubble during the expansion
phase is discussed for example in Ref. [39].
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However, the percentage of molten material participating in the interaction has
to be known. This percentage in the experiment was found to be less than 40 %. For
reactor application better knowledge of this limit is needed, especially for MFCI involving
large masses of fuel and sodium.

The experiments offer strong, direct support to the assertion that a fuel-coolant
in one subassembly will not significantly propagate to damage neighbouring subassemblies.
This was confirmed in the in-pile SCARABEE tests (Ref. [40]).

There was a complete absence of MFCI in the SES series (structural geometries
flooded with sodium).

All the above aspects are discussed in another paper at this meeting (Ref. [29]).
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1. Introduction

During core destruction of liquid metal cooled reactors materials relocation and
their reactivity feedback effects determine the course of the resulting nuclear
power excursion. The objective of the analysis of these relocation phenomena is
twofold:

(A) Evaluation whether the resulting power excursion might lead to a mechanical
loading of reactor vessel and roof structures which exceed load limits being
able to violate the integrity of these structures.

(B) Determination of resulting core materials distribution within the reactor ves-
sel after achievement of permanent subcriticality for analysis of their long
term in-place coolability.

Dependent on the core states established during the different phases of core de-
struction different phenomena determine the materials relocation and their reac-
tivity feedbacks. In section 2 a qualitative overview on the most important mate-
rial relocation phenomena and their impact on reactivity feedbacks will be given.
In section 3 specific aspects of fuel relocation phenomena in the initiation phase
and in the late transition phase will be discussed. Finally in section 4 the main as-
pects will be summarized.

2. Overview on the relative importance of materials relocation phenomena

During the initiation phase of core destruction two kinds of materials relocations
are to be considered:

(A) Materials relocations which may occur as long as the local and global core and
subassembly geometry is still maintained

(B) Materials relocations as consequence of sodium boiling or fuel pin failures
which are more or less bound to individual subassemblies.

to (A) Typical examples are geometry changes related to the heat-up of struc-
tures as axial fuel pin expansion, radial core expansion, control rod drive
line expansion and core support structure expansion. All these geometry
changes normally result in negative reactivity feedbacks which develop
relatively slowly. They are imposed by the fuel, clad and/or structures
heat-up which originate either from a coolant heat-up or from a power in-
crease. These reactivity feedback effects become activated during the ini-
tial phase of a hypothetical accident. They might be sufficient to prevent
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core destruction. If not they determine neutronic and thermohydraulic
core state parameters at sodium boiling onset or fuel pin failure.

More important reactivity feedbacks are to be expected when materials
relocations change the local core materials composition. This is the case
when absorber rods are removed from the core, when coherent failures of
the core support structures result in an axial relocation of the whole core
configuration, or when external forces to subassembly or core support
structures initiate core geometry changes possibly resulting in a core com-
paction. These kinds of materials relocations normally lead to rapidly or
slowly developing positive reactivity feedbacks which are well character-
ized by design features of the core, the subassemblies and/or of the con-
trol and safety rods. Most severe consequences are to be expected if these
kind of changes of the core materials composition occur rapidly and coher-
ently. Possibilities for such kinds of materials relocations normally are
ruled out by appropriate design measures.

to(B) Sodium boiling and/or fuel pin failures as consequence of a mechanical
clad loading result in local modifications of the core materials composi-
tion. Their reactivity feedback effects depend on the involved core materi-
als, their integrated reactivity worths and local reactivity worth distribu-
tions.

Reactivity feedback effects due to the removal of liquid sodium from cen-
tral core regions normally are positive and result in a rapid increase of the
net reactivity close to superprompt criticality. The time dependence of the
sodium void reactivity increase is determined by the boiling behaviour and
the reactivity worth distribution of the considered core design. Boiling
characteristics depend on fuel pin and subassembly design and character-
istics of the primary circuits. These dependencies are well known and can
be predicted reliably [1, 2]. Reactivity worth distributions related to liquid
sodium removal from the core are determined by global and local core de-
sign features. The positive reactivity feedback due to sodium boiling can
be controlled by design measures.

Subsequent to sodium boiling clad melting cannot be prevented either
prior to fuel pin failures or more or less coherently in time with the
occurrence of fuel pin failures. Clad melting is followed by clad relocation.
Reactivity feedback effects due to the removal of clad material from cen-
tral core regions are positive and normally considerably larger than the
ones of liquid sodium removal. Their magnitude can be influenced by de-
sign measures but not independently from the ones related to sodium re-
moval. Clad relocation preceding fuel pin failures is a rather rapid process
governed by drag forces from sodium vapour/fission gas streaming in the
voided coolant channel. Clad relocation can be predicted with some con-
fidence but not with the same precision as sodium boiling [3].

if clad relocation precedes fuel relocation considerably it can form block-
ages of coolant channels first at upper fertile breeder regions and subse-
quently at the lower ones thus obstructing flow paths for later fuel re-
moval from the core. As fuel removal from the core is the most important
measure to achieve permanent subcriticality during core destruction it is
easier to reach a subcritical configuration when clad relocation takes place
together with fuel relocation. This implies that chances for an early ter-
mination of a power transient evolving as consequence of core destruc-
tion increase when the sodium boiling induced power transient is suffi-
ciently energetic to initiate clad and fuel relocation at about the same
time period within the transient. From this point of view so called "zero
sodium void worth" core design variants are not the best solution for
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avoidance of highly energetic nuclear excursions as consequence of core
destructive accidents in sodium cooled fast reactors.

The most important and decisive contribution to reactivity feedbacks in
the initiation phase comes from fuel relocation. Its contribution is by far
the largest in magnitude and can develope in both directions: When fuel
relocation within the pin and/or the coolant channel results in fuel com-
paction around central core regions positive reactivity feedbacks can be
accumulated. However if fuel is rapidly relocated within the fuel pin
and/or along the coolant channel from central core regions to the upper
and/or lower core edges or even better into axial breeder zones large neg-
ative reactivity feedbacks are accumulated which can shut down the reac-
tor either temporarily or permanently. The respective state of knowledge
will be discussed in section 3.1.

Permanent shut down is only to be expected, when more than about 40 %
of the core inventory is removed from the original core region. This is dif-
ficult to achieve during the initiation phase because axial fuel relocation
within the subassembly is self-limiting. When penetrating upper and low-
er fissile and fertile subassembly structures fuel removal slows down con-
siderably, builds up fuel accumulations and forms relatively tight blockag-
es. These then prevent further fuel removal.

Single subassembly Phase
SSP

V if

Regional Pool Phase
RPP

f Energetic
V Disassembly

Nonenergetic
Dispersal

Extended Pool Phase
EPP

Whole Core Pool Phase
WCPP

Fig. 1 Subphases of the transition phase and paths to termination
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Permanent shut down of a nuclear excursion is only to be expected when reactor
shut down by the safety systems can be initiated at some time within the transient
or when fuel removal paths other than those within the subassembly hexcan walls
become available, i.e. after hexcan failure or melting. Then gaps between subas-
semblies provide more or less free flow paths to remove fuel into axial and/or ra-
dial blanket regions during the progressive melt down of the partially destructed
core. The respective physical phenomena govern the event sequence during the
early and late transition phase where core materials relocation become increas-
ingly more three dimensional. They are much more difficult to be evaluated.
However there are multiple possibilities to reach permanent subcriticality during
the early and late transition phase without exceeding superprompt criticality for
time periods longer than a few milliseconds (see Fig. 1). These are fuel removal via
gaps in between subassemblies, continuous fuel penetration into axial and radial
breeder zones within residual subassembly structures, melt-in of fertile and struc-
ture material, fuel removal via control and/or dummy subassembly positions etc.
The respective phenomena are complicated and difficult to be predicted reliably.
High precision of their predictability is necessary if core states close to
superprompt criticality are reached at the time of their occurence. Such configura-
tions can be established when materials relocations in a whole core bottled-up
pool configuration are to be considered. A few aspects of these kind of relocation
phenomena will be discussed in section 3.2.

3. Aspects of Fuel Relocation Phenomena

3.1 Fuel Relocation Phenomena in the Initiation Phase

The large amount of experimental information made available during the differ-
ent CABRI experimental programmes has provided deep insights into the relation
of fuel pin failure conditions and early fuel relocation phenomena [4, 5, 6]. In re-
actor case applications these are of special importance for the further evolution
of the power transients because in a standard core design first fuel pin failures oc-
cur in most cases when the net reactivity has reached values more or less close to
superprompt criticality [7, 8, 9]. Therefore superimposed reactivity feedback ef-
fects as consequence of subsequent materials relocations determine whether the
net reactivity exceeds superprompt criticality or whether the net reactivity re-
mains below superprompt criticality and then reduces steadily when continuous
fuel dispersal is initiated.

3.1.1 Fuel pin states at failure or break-up

Fuel pin failure conditions are dominantly determined by five aspects [10,11]:

(i) effective fuel smear density of the as fabricated fuel pin and its decrease dur-
ing preirradition and up to fuel pin failure

(ii) axial and radial dependency of the fission gas and volatile fission product re-
tention after preirradition

(iii) temperature, dose and strain rate dependent mechanical clad properties as
yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and uniform elongation

(iv) fuel enthalpy increase rate close to fuel pin failure or break-up

(v) coolant mass flow reduction up to fuel pin failure or break-up
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Fig. 2 Fuel enthalpie at the peak power code and the time of failure or break-up
as function of mid-wall cald temperatures at the peak power node and
the fission product rention after preirradiation

Typical results of the experimental evidence are plotted in Fig. 2 where fuel pin
failure conditions are characterized by fuel enthalpies in the peak power node
reached up to the time of fuel pin failure. Their dependence from the sum of the
mean fission gas and Cs retention in the fuel established after preirradiation and
from the mid wall clad temperatures in the peak power node at the time of fuel
pin failure is plotted. This failure map holds only for the specific CABRI-test sec-
tion conditions and should not be applied directly to reactor conditions Quantita-
tive results are partly influenced by consequences resulting from the radial power
profile in the fuel pins due to the thermal neutron flux in the CABRI-driver core.
This specific feature leads to more pronounced consequences for high burn-up
fuel pins and for fuel pin conditions with a more or less strengthless clad i е for
experiments where mid wall clad temperatures exceed 1100 -1200 °C

Results of experiments are plotted which were obtained with fuel pins of a dif-
ferent design and with different preirradiation histories. In Tab. I and II data are
listed which characterize the respective fuel pin designs and the results of the
preirradiation. Additionally the failure map includes results from experiments
where different kinds of power transients were imposed at times within the tran-
sients where different coolant channel conditions were reached. Coolant channel
conditions for so called fully restrained fuel pin conditions are characterized by a
coolant flow close to nominal or a heated-up coolant which is still in single phase
i.e. when mid-wall clad temperatures do not exceed about 950 -1050 °C. Coolant
channel conditions for so called semi-restrained fuel pin conditions are character-
ized by a partially voided coolant channel were mid-wall clad temperatures re-
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Table I Characteristic Fuel Pin Design Data

fuel pellet

fissile length

linear fuel mass

fuel pellet
diameter

inner
outer

fuel smear
density

Pu-content

axial festile
regions

upper
lower

clad material

outer clad
diameter

plenum volume
upper
lower

Dim

cm

g/cm

mm
mm

%TD

%

cm
cm

mm

cm3
cm3

Common
Test Pini

solid

75

3.26

6.4

86.9

15.5

10
20

AISI316CW

7.6

3.2
8.4

OPHELIE-62

hollow

75

4.01

2
7.27

82.9

14.5

20
20

AISI316CW

8.65

8
30

VIGGEN-42

solid

85

2.43

5.43

88.2

27

30

15-15Ti

6.55

1.9
12.5

1 Used for the CABRI-1 fresh fuel pin, Rig-1, Rig-2 and Rig-3 fuel pin test series
2 Used for the CABRI-2 fuel pin tests

Table 11 Characteristic Data

peak burn-up

fission gas
release

average fission
gas content

average Cs-
content

clad damage

flux depression
in CABRI
(0i / 0o)

Dim

at%

%

mm3 STP
9ful

mm3 STP
gfui

dpaF

-

Com m or

fresh

0

-

-

-

-

0.550

Rig-1

1.0

41

100

148

13

| 0.524

of Preirradiation History
i Test Pin

Rig-2 ,

2.9

16

442

429

29

0.426

Rig-3

4.8

84

135

710

60

0.344

OPHELIE6

4.9

50

400

725

78

0.381

VIGGEN-4

12

79

415

1775

130

0.300
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main below the clad melting temperature. Coolant channel conditions for so
called unrestrained fuel pin conditions are characterized by a fully voided coolant
channel with a clad material which is already partially molten.

The different power transients imposed in the CABRI experiments can be charac-
terized by the normalized time dependence of the resulting thermal energy re-
lease (see Fig. 3). Three different kinds of power transients were investigated:
rapid power transients (Rig-1 fuel pin test series, Rig-3 fuel pin test series), struc-
tured power transients (Rig-2 fuel pin test series, OPHELIE-6 fuel pin test series, E6
from the VIGGEN-4 fuel pin test series) and medium power transients (E2, ЕЗ, Е13
from the VIGGEN-4 fuel pin test series). Due to these different power transients
the fuel enthalpy increase rates at the time of fuel pin failure are rather different
from each other varying from 100 kW/g (rapid power transients) down to a few
kW/q only (medium power transients) (see Fig. 4).
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Fia. 3 Normalized thermal energy release versus time
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Fig. 4 Fuel enthalpy increases at the onset of MFCI events
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The fuel enthalpy at the time of fuel pin failure characterizes the fuel state at fail-
ure and its mobility and thus imposes initial conditions for the subsequent fuel re-
location dependent on the actually established coolant channel conditions.

High values of the fuel enthalpy at failure of about 1.3-1.6 kJ/g indicate that 70-
100 % of the fuel at the peak power position is molten. The failure is initiated by
cavity pressurization, the liquid fuel is considerably superheated and thus highly
mobile and the subsequent fuel relocation takes place in a liquid spray type relo-
cation mode. When the clad strength was considerably reduced prior to the rapid
power increase a very rapid fuel pin swelling and break-up of the whole fuel pel-
let cross-section precedes axial fuel relocation. This kind of an intial condition for
fuel relocation is reached when high fuel enthalpy increase rates are established
up to fuel pin failure or break-up, i.e. 40 - 100 kW/g (Fresh fuel pin experiments
A3, A4, B4, B5; Rig-1 fuel pin experiments AI3, BI2, BI6, BI5; Rig-3 fuel pin experi-
ments AH3, BH3 and OPHELIE-6 fuel pin experiment E7).

Medium values of the fuel enthalpy at failure of 1.1 -1.3 kJ/g indicate that only
about 30 - 70 % of the fuel at the peak power position is molten. When mid-wall
clad temperatures are below about 1100 - 1200 °C, the failure is initiated as con-
sequence of the superposition of a pellet-clad mechanical interaction (PCMI) and
cavity pressurization. The liquid fuel at the peak power position is hardly super-
heated and not very mobile thus favouring frothing of the liquid fuel. The still sol-
id fuel shell tends to swell due to the transient fission gases and volatile fission
products behaviour. This initiates a thermally induced degradation of the fuel
structure by grain boundary separation due to fission gas bubble accumulation on
grain boundaries. When clad failure occurs frothing of the liquid fuel and possibly
a kind of a dust cloud break-up of the still solid fuel shell establishes initial condi-
tions for axial fuel relocation. When clad temperatures have approached or ex-
ceeded the clad melting temperature prior to a considerable power increase,
thermal degradation of the still solid fuel shell structure and liquid fuel frothing
initiates a pronounced radial fuel swelling prior to the onset of axial fuel reloca-
tion. This swelling process reduces considerably the free cross-section of the outer
coolant channel. The subsequent axial fuel relocation depends on the fuel
enthalpy increase rate after fuel pin failure and the duration along which it is
maintained. These failure conditions have been established in experiments where
the fuel enthalpy increase rates at the time of fuel pin failure reached about 10 -
40 kW/g (Rig-1 fuel pin experiments, BI4, BI3; Rig-2 fuel pin experiment BGS4;
VIGGEN-4 fuel pin experiment E6).

Small values of the fuel enthalpies at the time of fuel pin failure of about 0.9 -1.1
kJ/q indicate that less than about 30 % of the fuel at the peak power position is
molten. The failure is clearly initiated as consequence of the solid fuel-clad me-
chanical interaction when the clad has still some mechanical strength or a global
fuel pin swelling takes place as consequence of liquid fuel frothing and thermally
initiated degradation of the still solid fuel shell by grain boundary gas precipita-
tion. This kind of a failure mode establishes initial conditions for fuel relocation
which starts dominantly with solid fuel chunks and solid grain sized fuel particles
with only small amounts of liquid fuel available. The mobility of this mixture is
rather low. The initial relocation is dominantly characterized by a radial expan-
sion into the coolant channel thus reducing the free flow cross-section for gaseous
components in the coolant channel considerably. Subsequent axial relocation is
strongly dependent on the fuel enthalpy increase rate at the time of failure or
break-up and the time period along which it can be maintained. This kind of fail-
ure condition is met when fuel enthalpy increase rates at the time of failure re-
main below values of about 10 kW/g (Rig-2 experiments AGS3, BGS3, BGSO;
OPHELIE-6 experiment E8; VIGGEN-4 experiments E12, E2, E3, E11, E13).
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3.1.2 Fuel relocation after fuel pin failure or break-up

Materials relocation after fuel pin failure or break-up depends strongly on the
fuel enthalpy increase rate at the time of failure or break-up, the time period
along which it can be maintained and the established fuel pin conditions at the
time of failure i.e. fully restrained, semi-restrained or unrestrained fuel pin con-
ditions. These later conditions are of large importance because they set boundary
conditions for rip or break-up propagation which influence axial fuel relocation
to the same amount as thermo hydraulic interaction phenomena taking place
within the built-up multicomponent-muitiphase mixture within the coolant chan-
nel.

When summarizing current knowledge of materials relocation immediately after
fuel pin failure or break-up it is necessary to separate phenomena occurring when
fully or semi restrained fuel pin conditions are established at fuel pin failure or
when unrestrained fuel pin conditions are established at fuel pin break-up [12,
13]. However in both conditions reactivity feedback effects immediately after fuel
pin desintegration are dominantly determined by the superposition of reactivity
effects due to liquid sodium removal and due to fuel and clad materials reloca-
tion.

The rapidity of liquid sodium removal can be characterized by the mechanical en-
ergy release to upper and lower liquid sodium slugs [14]. Large values are charac-
teristic for a very rapid removal of liquid sodium from the axial location of fuel pin
failure, small values characterize a more benign liquid sodium removal. Evaluated
results for the single pin CABRi experiments are shown in Fig.5 where total me-
chanical energy releases are plotted as function of the sum of retained fission gas-
es and cesium after preirradiation and the clad mid wall temperature at the time
of fuel pin failure or break-up. The experimental results represent the dependen-
cies from fuel enthalpy increase rate, fuel pin design, preirradiation history and
fuel pin conditions at the time of failure. From the figure it can be seen, that total
mechanical energy releases are the highest for fully restrained fuel pin conditions
and decrease sharply when approaching unrestrained fuel pin conditions at the
time of fuel pin failure or break-up. They increase considerably when large values
of fuel enthalpy increase rates are established. (Compare B4 and B5, or BI4, BIS
and Bi6, B!5 or AI2 and AI3). High values of the fuel enthalpy at failure alone are
not sufficient to result in large mechanical energy releases (compare A3 and A13).
The relatively largest value for the total mechanical energy release has been
reached for the experiment AH3, an experiment with a hollow fuel pellet pin de-
siqn, for which a high value of the fuel enthalpy at failure has been reached, for
which a large fuel enthalpy increase rate has been imposed at the time of failure
and for which large cavity pressures have been build-up up to fuel pin failure.

When fuel pin failure occurs at an axial location where single phase sodium is still
available, pressure build-up at sodium slug interfaces is determined by the super-
imposed effects of the volume displacement upon fuel ejection, of a rapid heat-
up of single phase sodium, of the fission gas expansion after ejection into the
coolant channel and of sodium vapour formation. Expansion of the establishing
multiphase-multicomponent mixture is dependent on the inertia and compressi-
bility of sodium slugs above and below the interaction zone. When semi-
restrained fuel pin conditions are established at the time of failure, the upper so-
dium slug has only a small inertia and the compressibility of the partially voided
two-phase flow zone is high. Hence the total mechanical energy release is consid-
erably smaller than for experiments with fully restrained fuel pin conditions,
where the inertia is large and both liquid sodium slugs are nearly incompressible.
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Fig. 5 Total mechanical energy release to liquid sodium slugs as function of mid-
wall clad temperatures in the peak power node at the time of failure and
the fission product retention after preirradiation

The rapid heat-up of single phase sodium and sodium vapour production is de-
pendent on the heat transfer from the ejected fuel to the liquid sodium. It is de-
pendent on droplet sizes of the fragmenting fuel during ejection from the fuel
melt cavity. From detailed evaluations fragmentation seems to be dependent on
the subcooling of the liquid sodium, the viscosity of the molten fuel i.e. its
enthalpy level and the ejection velocity. However experiments with the VIGGEN-4
high burn-up fuel pins provided information that ejection of still solid fuel parti-
cles can result in a rather efficient heat transfer as well when the solid particle siz-
es are sufficiently small due to grain boundary separation during rapid heat-up of
the solid outer fuel shell prior to fuel pin failure. \t is due to this effect that me-
chanical energy releases evaluated for VIGGEN-4 fuel pin experiments are rather
large though fuel enthalpies at the time of fuel pin failure are very low. In these
experiments fission gas expansion contributes significantly to the mechanical en-
ergy releases and thus to the coolant channel voiding due to the large inventory
retained in the fuel after preirradiation and its continuous release after failure.
Vapour components of volatile fission products most probably do not contribute
too much directly to the mechanical energy release under CABRI test section con-
ditions because they recondense quickly on the cold Nb-tube wall and on residual
fuel pin structures once they are relocated apart from axial locations at which
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they were generated. Heat transfer from the ejected fuel droplets or solid parti-
cles reduces quickly i.e. in a few tens of milliseconds due to the increase of fission
gas and sodium vapour volume fractions. Subsequently heat transfer from the
ejected and relocated fuel to still available liquid sodium is determined by the
time dependent fuel relocation, by the enthalpy of the fuel arriving at regions,
containing still a considerate amount of liquid sodium and by the momentum of
the fuel achieved up to that time. This implies that removal of the still available
liquid sodium becomes directly coupled to fuel relocation after some tens of mil-
liseconds in case of fully or semi-restrained fuel pin conditions at failure or from
the very beginning in case of unrestrained fuel pin conditions at failure. However
fuel relocation itself is considerably different in cases of failure with fully or semi-
restrained fuel pin conditions.

For fully or semi-restrained fuel pin conditions the initial failure length is short.
Fuel ejection into the coolant channel leads to a fuel accumulation around the
failure site which is fed by in-pin fuel motion towards the failure site with a con-
tinuous voiding of the fuel melt cavity (see Fig. 6). On the coolant channel side the
inititally ejected fuel relocates freely following the sodium interfaces. However
fuel ejected into the two-phase mixture zone accumulates firstly around the fail-
ure site and is relocated up- and downward only after establishment of large pres-
sure gradients within the mixture zone or build-up of considerable drag forces be-
tween the gaseous and the liquid components of the mixture. Drag forces are de-
pendent on the established flow regimes in the coolant channel and the velocities
of the gaseous components of the mixture. When low enthalpy fuel is ejected into
the coolant channel liquid fuel frothing seems likely delaying fission gas release
to the free flow cross-section. However vapour streaming becomes more pro-
nounced due to the reduced free flow cross-section, i.e. drag forces between gas-
eous components and liquid/solid droplets or particles increase.

Dependent on the enthalpy increase rate after fuel pin failure and on the fuel pin
state after preirradiation it is to be expected that the initially small rip propagates
axially and finally fuel pin break-up will occur modifying boundary conditions for
fuel relocation within the coolant channel drastically. Rip propagation and its im-
pact on axial fuel distribution are strongly dependent on the fission gas availabil-
ity within the fuel melt cavity, continuation of solid fuel swelling and fission gas
release from solid fuel, in-pin fuel motion and the established flow regimes for
fuel motion in the coolant channel. These phenomena determine the time depen-
dent clad loading and the deterioration of clad strength after the initial clad fail-
ure. For cases with a high fuel enthalpy increase rate after fuel pin failure the fuel
melt cavity extends rapidly in radial and axial direction thus increasing the poten-
tial for rip extension. A high fission gas retention favours an increased clad load-
ing due to fission gas induced fuel swelling and due to an increased melt cavity
pressurization. This increase in clad loading combined with a decrease in clad
strength imposes favourable conditions for a rapid rip propagation. The reduction
of clad strength is accelerated due to ablation of melting clad material late within
the transient which finally leads to a total loss of the original fuel pin geometry,
i.e. it leads to fuel pin break-up. The initial fuel relocation on the coolant channel
side is directed preferentially upward due to the slightly lower inertia of the up-
per sodium slug and due to the axial location of the initial failure site being in
most cases considerably above the peak power location. The upward directed
asymmetry of the initial axial fuel dispersal is more pronounced in experiments
performed under semi-restrained fuel pin conditions. Later within the transients
fuel accumulations are builtup generally 20 to 40 cm apart from the initial failure
location, except in experiments with a large fuel pin lifting where the upward di-
rected fuel penetration can increase up to 30 to 70 cm.
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The mean upper extent of the main fuei accumulations normally is located at
most 10 cm above the top of fissile column which may have moved upwards due
to fuel pin lifting. The lower extent of the main fuel accumulations stays above
the bottom of fissile column except in the most energetic cases (B!6 experiment)
where it is located about 15 cm below the bottom of fissile column. The build-up
of fuel accumulations is determined by the superposition of several physical phe-
nomena as fuel-steel mixing as consequence of clad ablation which cools down
the fuel/steel mixture, as fuel crust formation on the clad and Nb-tube, crust
break-up and relocation and fuel particles and fragments Jamming at coolant
channe! contractions between broken-up and still intact fuel pin segments. Due to
fuel accumulation and blockage formation fuei removal from the fissile length is
rather small and amounts to a few % up to 10-15% of the original fuel inventory
only. The fuei removal increases with increasing fuel enthalpy increase rates and
an increasing amount of retained fission gases and volatile fission products after
preirradiation. The amounts are smallest for experiments with fresh fuel pins (see
Fig. 7).

20

a/
- /o Fraction of fuel removed

below b . f . e . or above C . f . c .
derived from 'Jf scans

Rig. 1

15 — - Fresh fue l

10

•Rig- 3
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I, , ,1 I L. l i t !

20

15
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1 1.5 2.0 2.5
Fig. 7 Fraction of fuel dispersed beyond BFC and TFC in Cabri tests versus

maximum fuel enthalpy
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For unrestrained fuel pin conditions the initial conditions for fuel relocation are
considerably different than those for fully restrained and semi restrained fuel pin
conditions. The event sequence prior to and after fuel pin destruction can be sub-
divided into three characteristic time periods which follow each other sequen-
tially in time and which are governed by the superposition of different physical
processes. These different time periods are characterized by

(A) a global fuel pin swelling

This time period starts when the original fuel pellet geometry is modified
considerably upon heat-up and it lasts up to the time at which the bulk of the
broken-up materials become relocated in axial direction. During the global
fuel pin swelling time period the overall fuel pin volume increases by a factor
of two to three in experiments with preirradiated fuel pins. The major con-
tribution to this volume increase results from a radial fuel pin swelling which
is initiated when fuel temperatures approach the melting temperature of the
fuel in those parts of the fuel pellet cross-section in which larger amounts of
fission gases and volatile fission products are retained after preirradiation. In
Fig. 8 the amount of radial fuel pin swelling (Дг/г) is plotted as a function of
the duration of the global fuel pin swelling time period. The radial fuel pin
swelling amounts to about 50 to 80 %. These large values indicate that fuel
swelling can lead to an increase of the fuel pellet cross-section up the the
whole coolant channel cross-section prior to axial fuel relocation onset. This
phenomenon can be allocated to the transient coalescence of fission gas bub-
bles on grain boundaries and it is most probably superimposed by a transient
bubble pressure build-up due to vaporization of volatile fission products if
sufficient time and free volume is available. For fresh fuel pins radial fuel pin
swelling amounts only to about 15%.

(Дг/г)
100~

decreasing fuel
enthalpy increase rate

50-

, , , , j |

50 100 150
Fig. 8 Radial fuel pin swelling as function of the global fuel pin swelling time

period
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The considerable radial fuel pin swelling does not prevent the fuel pellet
stack to expand axially as well. The incremental increase of the fuel pellet
stack length during the time period of global fuel pin swelling can reach val-
ues up to 10-15mm.

B) Rapid materials relocation phase

The rapid materials relocation time period is strongly influenced by the super-
imposed effects of a variety of physical processes.

(i) Fuel enthalpy reached up to the time of fuel pin break-up and thermal en-
ergy release after axial fuel relocation onset.

The fuel enthalpy reached up to fuel pin break-up determines the composi-
tion and morphology of the broken-up materials composition. When fuel pin-
break-up is approached with medium to large fuel enthalpy increase rates
the involved materials are intimately mixed with each other after fuel pin
break-up. A spatial separation of the involved mateirals could have taken
place only prior to fuel pin break-up. This concerns the axial relocation of
molten clad in fresh fuel pin experiments and radial clad material relocation
due to "clad balooning" for semi-restrained fuel pin conditions with fuel pins
where large amounts of fission gases and of volatile fission products have
been retained in the fuel matrix after preirradiation. (Experiments BGSO,
BGS4, E13, Ell). Continuous gas release from solid fuel and during the global
fuel pin swelling time period have resulted in early fission gas streaming and
sputtering and relocation of solid particulates. When large increase rates of
the thermal energy release are established (experiments B5, BI5), a dense
droplet/particulate flow regime is established immediately after break-up.
Fission gas release, vaporization of volatile fission products, and sodium
vapour pressure build-up establish pressure gradients within the multiphase-
multicomponent mixture which are the source for a rapid materials reloca-
tion.

When fuel enthalpy increase rates are smaller (Experiments BI3, BGS3, BGS4)
consequences of rate dependent processes become important as heat trans-
fer between fuel, clad material, residual fuel pin structures and the cold Nb-
tube wall, and such phenomena as momentum transfer between gas flow
and liquid/solid materials due to drag forces. Dependent on the fuel enthalpy
achieved up to fuel pin break-up anddependent on the subsequent enthalpy
increase rate different flow regimes for fuel relocation are established: a
churn-turbulent flow regime, and annular droplet or particles flow regime or
a pure annular flow regime. In case of an annular-droplet or pure annular
flow regime it is likely, that individual components of the materials composi-
tion are separated from the bulk of the materials mixture i.e. released fission
gases or vapour components escape from the mixture and molten compo-
nents separate from solid ones due to crust formation. Under these condi-
tions momentum transfer between gaseous and liquid/solid components con-
tribute significantly to fuel relocation. The velocity field of gaseous compo-
nents is determined by the free cross-section within the coolant channel
which is considerably reduced due to swelling of still solid fuel chunks of rela-
tively large sizes.

When fuel enthalpies at the time of fuel break-up are small and thermal en-
ergy release rates are small as well the broken-up materials composition con-
sists mainly of solid chunks, of solid grain-sized particles, of small amounts of
liquid fuel in a frothing state and of molten clad materials. Fuel relocation
under these boundary conditions is only limited to the axial extent of the
broken-up fuel pin length. Main driving forces are the initial momentum of
the broken-up fragments and drag forces. Due to the high viscosity of the
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molten fuel fission gas release from the fuel leads firstly to fuel frothing so
that fission gases cannot escape easily from the mixture. When these bound-
ary conditions are maintained for longer time periods axial fuel rejocation is
nevertheless continuous and removes fuel from axial locations with a high
linear rating to those with lower linear ratings. Blockage formation is ob-
served mainly at axial locations where the Ьгокеп-up fuel pin configuration
changes to a still intact fuel pin structure. The main mechanism for blockage
formation is particle jamming.

(ii) Mechanical loading of still intact fuel pin stubs, in-pin fuel relocation and
break-up propagation

The continuously maintained mechanical load on the clad upon fuel heat-up,
the fission gas release from solid and liquid fuel, and possibly the vaporiza-
tion of volatile fission products initiates a rip and/or break-up propagation
after the onset of axial fuel relocation which is accelerated due to a superim-
posed reduction of the residual mechanical strength of the clad upon heat-up
by fuel from inside the fuel pin and from the coolant channel side. Global f uei
pin swelling and rip or break-up propagation Jimits the time period along
which an in-pin fuel motion within the lower residual fuel pin structure to the
break-up location can be maintained. If large increase rates of the thermal
energy release are imposed at the time of axial fuel relocation onset a quite
rapid break-up propagation has been observed due to the continuously large
mechanical load imposed on the residual fuel pin structure. If small increase
rates of the thermal energy release are imposed at the time of axial fuel relo-
cation onset the break-up propagation velocity is determined by the loss of
the residual strength of the clad upon heat-up and by the clad loading due to
solid fuel swelling and gas release. It can result in a break-up process with on-
ly very little fuel being in a molten state.

(iii) Transient fission gas release and vaporization of volatile fission products

Both aspects are rather complicated problems which need careful consider-
ations. These concern the fission gas release from the fuel, its escape to the
free volume within the mixture and the fission gas streaming along the cool-
ant channel. With regard to the volatile fission products behaviour the main
questions are related to the kinetic behaviour of their segregation from com-
pounds and their potential to contribute to pressure build-up within the mix-
ture. From the experimental observations it is quite obvious that the
continous release of fission gases from the fuel contributes significantly to a
pressure build-up within the mobile mixture and that fission gas streaming
influences the materials relocation considerably. If the increase rate of the
thermal energy release was or becomes larger than several 10 kW/g the ma-
jor part of the released gas was entrapped within the mobile mixture and
builds up pressure gradients. Only later within the transients i.e. a few 10 ms
later fission gases can escape to the free volume of the coolant channel par-
ticipating in the streaming of the gaseous phase within the mixture.

(iv) Heat transfer between components of the mobile mixture and between
the mixture components and still intact structures i.e. the Nb-tube wall
and residual fuel pin structures.

Heat transfer processes between components of the mobile mixture and be-
tween mixture components and residual structures are strongly dependent
on the composition and morphology of the broken-up materials configura-
tion and on the amount of liquid sodium which has been left behind on resid-
ual structures into which the mobile mixture expands. Thus heat transfer pro-
cesses between fuel and mixed-in clad material, between fuel and still avail-
able amounts of liquid sodium, between fuel and sodium vapour and fission



gases respectivejy and between the mobile mixture and residual structures
have to be considered. The heat transfer processes are flow regime depen-
dent and are difficult to quantify. However information available from clean
condition laboratory type experiments support the evaluation of the involved
difficulties and allow to limit still existing uncertainties of current predictive
capabilities.

Though physical processes dominating the rapid materials relocation time pe-
riod are quite complex some general trends have been observed: The overall
materials relocation depends strongly on the increase rate of the thermal en-
ergy release established around the time of fuel pin break-up. The relocation
is initiated by a dorminantly upward directed dispersive motion which is fol-
lowed by a rapid formation of a fuel accumulation at the transition from the
fissile to the fertile fuel pin region. In most of the experiments the upper fuel
pin stub structure is shifted upwards by a few cm after formation of rather
dense fuel accumulations. The dispersive motion in the downward direction is
quite effective as well but it does not involve initially a similar large amount
of the fuel inventory. Besides that it seems slightly delayed due to the
counter pressure build-up upon an enhanced fuel to sodium heat transfer in
the vicinity of or at the lower liquid sodium slug interface and due to the su-
perimposed in-pin fuel motion within the residual fuel pin structure. In addi-
tion the downward fuel relocation is influenced by the lifting of upper fuel
pin stub structures.

The fuel relocation patterns are dominantly determined by the increase rate
of the thermal energy release, the fuel pin state after preirradiation and the
rapidity of the break-up propagation. This dependency becomes quite obvi-
ous if one plots an average bulk fuel velocity in upward and downward direc-
tion as function of the increase rate of the thermal energy release (see Fig. 9).
It can be seen that the upward bulk fuel velocity increases considerably with
higher increase rates of the thermal energy release at the time of axial fuel
relocation onset (Experiments B4, B5 and BIS, BI5). This representative veloc-
ity increases as well in experiments with larger amounts of retained fission
gases and volatile fission products after preirradiation (Experiments B4 and
BGS4). The dependence of the downward bulk fuel velocity from the increase
rate of the thermal energy release is not similarly pronounced due to the
above mentioned reasons.

(C) Late Materials Relocation Time Period

The behaviour of the partially or totally destructed fuel pin configuration
during the late materials relocation time period is determined by similar
physical processes as in the rapid materials relocation time period but the
additonal increase of the thermal energy release is considerably less. Built-up
fuel accumulations are becoming more dense, part of the originally built-up
fuel accumulations drain down within the quasi-bottled-up materials con-
figuration. Within the bottled-up materials configuration considerable pres-
sure levels are maintained though totally dense fuel accumulations are hardly
established. In part of the experiments the upper fuel accumulations were re-
located in upward direction by 4 -11 cm at the end of the rapid fuel reloca-
tion time period or during the beginning of the late fuel relocation time pe-
riod. This indicates that just built-up fuel accumulations cannot withstand
large mechanical loads under boundary conditions as defined by the CABRI
test section design. Most of the initially built-up fuel accumulations remain
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Fig. 9 Upward and downward bulk fuel relocation velocities as function of the
increase rate of the thermal energy release at the time of fuel pin break-up

more or less in-place. Only small amounts drain downward on the Nb-tube. This
takes place slowly. Momentum coupling between the gaseous and liquid phase
within a bottled-up configuration is small due to the established large void frac-
tions resulting in an annular flow regime. Reentering of liquid sodium into the de-
structed fuel pin regions was prevented for quite long time periods after the tran-
sient. Late interaction processes outside the bottled up materials configurations
had no significant impact on relocation phenomena taking place within the quasi
bottled up configuration.



3.2 Specific Aspects of Fuel Relocation during the late transition phase

Sloshing is a specific pattern of compactive fluid motion in the late transition
phase within large fuel/steel pools. Characteristically, a mild neutronic power
excursion or a pressure pulse disturbs the pool by pushing the liquid fuel away
from the core center towards the core peripheries. The fuel reassembles by
draining down the walls and moves inward toward the center of the core (Fig. 10).
By this centralized sloshing a neutrpnically more effective configuration is built-
up in the pool center. This can initiate a recriticality with a subsequent nuclear
power excursion, leading under idealized assumptions to energetic events [15-
18].

Fig. 11 shows the rather idealized symmetric form of sloshing in a container with
smooth walls and with an initially homogeneous liquid distribution. This
idealization is essentially caused by the specific framework of the codes like
SIMMER-II [19], AFDM [20] and SIMMER-III [21] but also by the code user in his
strive for simplicity and bounding of possible energetic sloshing processes. The
desire to bound with sloshing calculations the energetic potentials results from
the fact that due to the coherence of material motion, sloshing indeed can lead to
the largest energetic potentials during a core meltdown.

In this paper we try to put the sloshing process into a more realistic perspective.
The basic problem is that many mitigating effects presently cannot be quantified
directly and thus no full credit can be taken from them.

In the following assumptions and modelling features are discussed in relation to
their possible impact on the sloshing process (see Table 111). We start with
analyzing the conditions under which a whole core pool is entered thus
generating the configuration necessary for an efficient sloshing process.

As can be seen from the table given, many processes and effects seem to make an
efficient sloshing motion difficult to achieve in reality. While a 3D modelling is
beyond the ability of present accident codes for transition phase a more realistic
choice of initial conditions for the sloshing process would already reduce the
energetics from sloshing recriticalities significantly. To persue this way a coupling
e.g. of the codes SAS4A (initiation phase) with SIMMER-III is highly desirable.
Furthermore in accident codes like SIMMER-III the propagation into radial blanket
structures and the axial/radial gap system is an important item for future model
development.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of a centralized sloshing process without rods in
the flow path.
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Fig. 11 Comparison of a centralized sloshing process without rods in the flow
path.
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Formation
of a whole
core pool

The late transition phase with a
whole core pool proned to slosh-
ing motions is entered if:

- strong blockage formation is
assumed in the axial blanket
and hexcan gap structures

- a stable upper blanket struc-
ture is assumed

radial propagation into the ra-
dial blankets and radial gap
system is neglected

fuel escape through control
rods/dummy elements is not
taken into account

Analyses show that relieving the
four assumptions the late transi-
tion phase is not entered with
good confidence.

- Blanket structures tend to
trap fuel and form blockages.
The fuel escape through the
gap structures has a large po-
tential, however further ex-
perimental evidence is neces-
sary

- The stability of the upper
structures is still an open ques-
tion. No extended analysis or
experimental evidence is
available at what pressure dif-
ferentials the upper core
structures (dependent on core
design) can be removed. How-
ever analyses show that e.g.
the collapse of the upper
blanket structures can termi-
nate the accident progression
[22].

- The framework of future
codes should include these
features adding a larger mar-
gin for fuel escape which has
been observed experimen-
tally.

- In a 3D representation of the
core these escape paths could
be included. In 2D SIMMER
calculations this fuel escape
path is generally neglected

Tab. Ill A critical assessment of fuel sloshing modellization
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R-Z code
framework

By means of the r-z format of
the accident codes all sloshing
motions are automatically
forced to be totally centralized
and symmetric

- the initiation of sloshing mo-
tions is r-z symmetric.
jn the case of pressure pulse
initiation by a local fuel/ cool-
ant interaction (FCI) at the
pool boundary, the pressure
source becomes effective co-
herently around the whole
core boundary in a 2D repre-
sentation

- the convergence of the back-
slosh is r-z symmetric

- the neutronics/fluid dynamics
coupling is r-z symmetric

At present the 2dimensional r-z
code format is state of the art.
Mitigation effects caused by
asymmetries and incoherencies
cannot be taken into account

- local pressure sources if not
exactly in the center of the
pool would lead to asymmet-
ric sloshes. As experiments
show [9,10] slight distur-
bances of the initial condi-
tions lead to asymmetries and
dispersion

converging waves exhibit an
inherent instability and can be
easily disturbed [25]

no azimuthal neutronics
modes can be excited. Azi-
muthal neutronic incohe-
rences in a core/pool are
eliminated

Initial
conditions

Generally for pool calculations
idealized initial conditions are
chosen. The pool is embedded in
an ideal cylindrical container
with smooth walls. Radial mass,
pressure, temperature and ve-
locity distributions are neg-
lected.
This is done for simplicity in
parametric calculations but also
to obtain limiting values for the
energetics of the sloshing pro-
cess.

More realistic initial conditions
can be gained by performing a
mechanistic simulation starting
from initiation phase analysis
and following the core melt
down into the late transition
phase. Compared to highly ide-
alized calculations [18] the
energetics resulting from slosh-
ing recriticalities are drastically
diminished [15-17].
A coupling of initiation phase
with transition phase codes is es-
sential to get a better represen-
tation of realistic core states

Tab. SSI A critical assessment of fuel sloshing modeilization
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Hetero-
genities in
the pool

Control rods diluents are usually
not modelled in the framework
of the 2 dimensional accident
codes.
Inserting a ring representing
these special elements would
unrealistically separate core
zones and prevent radial motion

Experiments show that hetero-
genities in the sloshing flow
caused by rods or structures at
the pool surface (e.g. bottom)
have a strong influence on the
sloshing process [23, 24].
The sloshing is strongly damped
and the converging waves are
smeared out. Thus the efficiency
of the sloshing process is re-
duced (Fig. 12).

Fuel/steel
heat

transfer

In codes like SIMMER-II an effi-
cient mixing of fuel and steel
and a coherent steel evapora-
tion is modelled

Fuel/steel separation processes
may change the coherent boil-
up and the sloshing pattern.
Further experiments on fuel/
steel separation and heat trans-
fer under transition phase con-
ditions are needed.

Tab. Ill A critical assessment of fuel sloshing modellization

4. Summary

During core destruction of liquid metal cooled reactors materials relocation and
their reactivity feedback effects determine the course of the resulting nuclear
power excursion. Dependent on the core states established during the different
phases of core destruction different phenomena influence the materials
relocation and their reactivity feedbacks. These feedbacks depend on the
involved core materials, their integrated reactivity worths and the respective local
distributions. Reactivity feedbacks due to liquid sodium removal are less
pronounced than the ones related to molten clad removal. Both of these are small
when compared to feedback effects resulting from fuel relocation. It is due to this
feature that the overview on materials relocation concentrated on the discussion
of the state of knowledge about fuel relocation phenomena.

Fuel relocation in the initiation phase becomes of major importance immidiately
after fuel pin failure or break-up. The relocation patterns are dominantly
determined by the fuel pin state at the time of fuel pin failure or break-up and by
the increase rate of the thermal energy release. Fuel pin failure and break-up
conditions are strongly influenced by the fuel pin state after preirradition and the
one achieved up to fuel pin destruction. The respective knowledge about these
dependencies has been discussed and its impact on fuel relocation was evaluated.

In the late transition phase sloshing is a specific pattern of a compactive fluid
motion within large fuel/steel pools. Assumptions and modelling features were
discussed in relation to their possible impact on the sloshing process. It could be
shown that many processes and effects seem to make an efficient sloshing motion
difficult to achieve in reality. However it turned out to be difficult to prove that
without doubt theoretically because available modelling approaches are not
sufficiently detailed to simulate realistic accident scenarios in the early and late
transition phase. However measures which could help to enter into more realistic
simulations have been discussed.
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ABSTRACT

The paper contains information on experimental studies and
calculation codes, related to molten fuel-coolant interaction,
material movement and relocation. Some calculation results for
the BN-800 type reactor are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Before the Chernobyl NPP accident, in the regulatory
documents for the beyorid design basis accidents having been in
force at that time the implementation of engineering means for
limiting their consequences was not required, and only
organizational measures for personnel protection and civil
population evacuation were envisaged.

The present regulatory documents require to provide in NPP
design the engineering means for the limitation of beyond design
bases accident consequences: core meltdown probability of 10"^
1/r.year; probability of radioactive products release outside the
reactor boundaries above the allowable level of 10"' 1/r.year.

This stimulated the investigations of the severe accidents
including unprotected transient over power (UTOP); unprotected
loss of flow (ULOF); loss of ultimate heat sink (LOHS);
propagation of an accident in a single fuel subassembly (S/A) to
the whole core. Some other accidents and their combinations are
possible but the above ones incorporate the whole spectrum of
physical phenomena occurring in the course of accident
development. In Fig. 1-6 there are presented initial events,
processes taking place in the course of accident development both
in a single S/A and in the whole reactor and the objectives of
investigation of these processes. As it is seen from the figures the
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investigations of molten fuel-sodium interaction as well as molten
fuel movement and relocation are of great importance for the
reactor safety assurance.

Despite the financial difficulties in Russia, the investigations
of the above problems are under way.

II. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

2.1. Molten fuel-coolant interaction

Since 1986 the studies of this problem were carried out,
using simulating systems. There is a great volume of
investigations in this area abroad. Our work does not duplicate
the foreign one. In the experiments performed in this country a
lot of procedure findings have been made, some new information
on the interaction processes physics has been obtained.

The different contact modes between interacting substances
have been considered (melt compact mass or jet impingements on
to coolant surface, reentry of the coolant into the voided channel
of the failures S/A, etc.). Here we shall not dwell upon this point
because a special paper is to be presented at this meeting.

2.2. Simulation of fast reactor accidents at pulsed graphite
reactor (IGR).

Some experiments have been carried out at IGR. These
experiments simulated transient overpower accidents.

A typical set-up of experiments is given in Fig. 7. Fragments
of fuel pins (length was 120-180 mm), thermocouples for
temperature measurements in fuel pin (FP) central channel, on
its surface and in the coolant as well as gauges for measurements
of pressure were placed in a sealed ampoule filled with coolant.

In December 1992 three series of experiments were
performed at IGR with irradiation of FPs by intense neutron
pulse (fluence ~10^ n/crn^, ^l/2~^-^s) m the reactor central
channel.

First series studied behavior of FPs made of UO2 in stagnant
sodium at its initial temperature of 500°C. Test container had two
sealed ampoules filled with sodium. Each ampoule contained two
FPs with enrichment of 2% and 10%. The second series studied
behavior of two FPs of uranium mononitride (2%-and-10%
enriched, respectively) in static lead coolant.
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The third series of the experiments investigated behaviour of
a BN-800 fuel assembly model, having six fuel pins (2%-6% - and
10% - enriched) under conditions of sodium circulation at a rate
of ~2 m/s during ~3s.

In experimental series specific energy releases in fuel pins
varied from 20 Kj/gU-235 to 30 Kj/gU-235. Data of one
experiment are presented in Fig.8 (the third series).

At present an analysis of experimental data is going on.

2.3. Program of future investigations.
Now the project on safety investigations for the International

Science and Technology Center (ISTC) has been prepared. In this
project the experiments studies the phenomena occurring at fuel
melting are planned.

The objective of the project: carrying out experimental and
calculation studies on enhancing fast reactor safety and economic
efficiency; work on investigation of fuel pin and subassembly
behaviour under transient accident conditions; obtaining of
experimental data on the core at high temperatures and high
rates of their variations, of physical characteristics and constants
of the processes; the development and verification of the
calculation codes on the basis of experimental data.

Scope of activities related to this meeting items:
- Investigation of thermodynamie properties of materials up to a

temperatures of ~4500°C.
- Simulation of fuel elements operation conditions at sodium

boiling.
- Simulation of UTOP and ULOF accidents.
- Studies of molten fuel-sodium interaction.
- «The development and verification of calculation codes to

describe different stages of accident processes.

III. CALCULATION INVESTIGATIONS

Since physical processes accompanying severe accidents with
coolant boiling and core meltdown are rather complicated, and
computational capacities are limited, these accidents are
calculated in several stages. So, safety analyses is performed with
codes describing separate successive stages of an accident.
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A short description of the models and codes related to
molten fuel-coolant interaction as weff as of mat'eriaf movement
and relocation are given below.

3.1. Molten fuel-coolant interaction (MFCI)
Mathematical model used for the molten fuel-coolant

interaction analysis is the following set of equations:
- the first law of thermodynamics;
- sodium state equation;
- transient thermal conductivity equation for fuel particles;
- polytropic process for fission gas;
- coolant moving equation (mechanical constraint).

The model allows to take into account interacting fuel and
sodium masses as functions of time.

Hydrodynamics of coolant is described in acoustic and
inertial approximations.

When sodium boiling begins, heat is transferred from fuel
particles to sodium through the vapor film covering particle
surface.

Mathematical model includes equations describing reactor
cover gas thermodynamics in the upper reactor cavity taking into
account gas flow to compensation tank.

The model allows to take into account the initial presence of
a fission gas and sodium vapor in the reaction zone from the
beginning of MFCI

This model is used in two calculation codes:
The LOCAL code is intended for the calculation of pressure

pulses resulting from MFCI inside the failed subassembly and the
wrapper wall stresses and strains caused by these pulses. This
code was used at the safety analysis related to S/A-to-S/A
failure propagation,

The calculations for the BN-800 reactor show, that partial
melting half the S/A fuel pins and more result in a wrapper wall
rupture. The main role is played by incoherence of the pin
melting process and the presence of sodium vapour in the
reaction zone.

The INTERACT code is intended for the calculation of
pressure pulses due to MFCI in the whole core. In these case it is
very important to make proper calculations of a vapour
condensation on the "cold" surface of the above core structures.
These pressure pulse calculations are used to evaluate the reactor
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vessel and roof plug performance. As to the BN-800 reactor, its
vessel and rotating plug were designed with taking in to account
power burst in case of ULOF accident resulting in thermal energy
release of ~2.45 * 10^ Mj. This figure referees to an old core
version with positive sodium void reactivity effect. For this core,
ULOF accident is accompanied by positive reactivity input (with
reactivity rate ~10 $/s) resulting in fuel melting. After loss of
criticality the fuel temperature is ~4050K. Calculation results of
molten fuel-sodium interaction are presented in Fig. 9.
Mechanical energy release in the course of accident is of ~50 Mj.

In the new core version a sodium boiling does not result in
positive reactivity input, therefor the core meltdown probability
is very low. Even if core meltdown dose take place, the
mechanical energy release will be much lower than is the case
with old core version.

3.2. Material movement and relocation.
There are a set of calculation codes being used at a safety

analysis for failures or accidents in sunge S/A and in the whole
core.

3.2.1. S/A accidents (failures)
The SUBMELT code is intended for analysis of wall melt-

through process occurring in failed and adjacent S/A as a result
of their contact with small pieces of molten fuel.

Flat multilayer medium is considered, consisting of fuel layer
with internal heat sources, failed S/A wall, sodium layer between
subassemblies, adjacent S/A wall and sodium flowing inside.
Thermal conductivity equation is solved taking into account
phase transitions related to the fuel and wrapper walls melting
and sodium boiling. In order to describe phase transition by
thermal conductivity equation, conditionally large heat capacity is
used, leading to distribution of phase transition temperature
within some small temperature interval.

According to user's wish, this code can calculate three
physical models of the process:

Model 1: failed S/A wrapper wall being completely melted
moves together with fuel until it come» into contact with the wall
of undamaged S/A.
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Model 2: failed S/A wrapper wall is completely melted; fuel
moves until it comes into contact with the wall of adjacent
undamaged S/A.

Model 3: during melting-through of both failed and
undamaged S/A wrapper walls, fuel movement occures through
the molten layers until contacting with the wall part which is not
melted.

The calculations showed that there is no adjacent S/A wall
melting because the thickness of the fuel layer contacting with
the wall is not thick enough for this purpose. In is explained by
the fact that only solidified fuel crust remains on the wall and
the rest of molten fuel is streaming down.

MELTPROP code describes penetration of failed subassembly
molten fuel pool into the fuel pin bundle of adjacent
subassembly. Mathematical model takes into account phase
change of the melt and heat transfer to the fuel elements,
solidified fuel crust forming on their surfaces, crust tearing off
together with claddings, getting into the melt flow and
subsequent changing the melt properties. Ceasing of melt
entrance into the adjacent S/A is simulated by the following
mechanisms: cross section blockage with solidified fuel crusts on
fuel element surface, and melt volumetric freezing resulted from
heat transfer to the particles of torn off crusts and cladding
having lower temperatures.

One-dimensional flat flow of incompressible one-phase two-
component (UO2 + molten cladding steel) liquid is considered,
directed across the pin bundle in the adjacent to the failed
subassembly. Real cross section around each fuel element is
replaced with equivalent area annular channel. In the course of
movement, heat is transferred from the melt to fuel elements
located in flow area. Physical properties of liquid are considered
dependent on steel content in it.

Crust on the fuel element cladding can be formed of
solidified flowing materials and it can increase blockage of
subassembly cross section. The crust remains until the cladding is
broken off from the fuel pin on achieving certain temperature
criterion value. After crust is torn off, particles of crust and fuel
cladding are moving at the speed of liquid fIow.

Heat transfer between liquid flow and crust and fuel
cladding solid particles is described in one- element
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approximation. Onlv radial thermal conductivity is assumed for
fuel elements.

Melt movement equation, melt front location, and steel
transfer are calculated in explicit way. Temperature distribution
in the melt and fuel elements, as well as crust thikness increase
are determined by implicit methods.

An analysis of the calculations has shown their large
sensitivity to input data: pressure drop, initial molten fuel and
pins temperatures, time constant of crust and of cladding
particles, etc.

The calculations of the BN-800 S/A failure have shown that
at an initial pressure drop between 8/As of no more than 0.1 MPa
and an initial fuel temperature close to the fuel melting point the
molten fuel does not penetrate for more than 6 rows of fuel pins
in an adjacent S/A (less than half a S/A cross-section). This will
not lead to fast further propagation of a failure under conditions
of normal heat removal from the rest part of S/A.

This code has been tested by experiments on molten fuel
propagation, performed at Winfrith.

The comparison of experimental data with calculated results
indicates a need to take into account a multidimensional
character of the process.

3.2.2. The whole core accidents
The CRUST code describes the process of molten fuel

movement in the set of one-dimensional vertical flow channels,
each of them being separated annular zone i.e. the part of the
whole core.

Only molten fuel movement is considered taking into account
the fact that sodium and fuel element claddings are absent by
this time. Gas fission product effect is not taken into account.

The model of this phenomenon is described in the following
qualitative way. Before the fuel melting begins it is heated up by
heat release (rated and decay heat). Molten fuel pours into the
channel filling completely its cross section. Then gravity and
friction factors begin to contribute to the melt movement, and
heat transfer begins from the melt to solid unmelted parts of fuel
elements (crust formation on cold parts or surface melting occurs
depending on specified conditions).
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Upper, unmelted part of fuel moves down as lower layers
melting goes on, or it remains immovable, depending on input
data.

In the course of mass transfer, average over the cross section
fissile isotope content change occures resulting in power profile
change over the core height.

This code is used together with neutron codes to evaluate the
reactivity effects due to recrificality.

Calculations of reactivity input due to molten material
relocation for the BN-800 have given the following results: 7.5 $/s
at the unmoved upper part of S/A and 35 $/s for the movable
one. The thermal energy release during a power burst in the
latter case is 0.27 * 10^ Mj that is by an order of magnitude less
than in case of a power burst due to sodium boiling in the old
core version. It is explained by that molten fuel under
recriticality and a temperature rise is expanding introducing
negative reactivity, with its input rate exceeding that of the
positive reactivity input.

The TRAMS-FDOWN code is intended to evaluate the time
for molten fuel to move beneath core bottom structures to the
special tray. The paper dealing with this subject is to be present
at this Meeting.

The FAZAN code is intended for analysis of severe beyond
design accident consequences, concerning core melting. This code
allows modeling of reactor vessel and other boundary structures
melting-through caused by molten fuel composition.
Mathematical model of FAZAN code is based on set of
hydrodynamics and heat transfer equations, formulated in
"porous body" approximation in two-dimensional cylindrical
geometry. Owing to introduction of distributed porosity and
resistance liquid phase, convection modeling becomes possible not
only for free volume but also for narrow places surrounded with
structural elements.

In the course of calculation, melting-solidifying front
movement monitoring is performed continuously in the volume
under consideration, and configuration change for the cavity
filled with liquid phase, is taken into account. In the impermeable
elements heat is transferred by only conductivity, in liquid phase
- by conductivity and convection.
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FAZAN code has been tested on the problem of melting of n-
octadecan rectangular bar, with heat transferred to one of its
sides.

CONCLUSION

The investigations of MFCI, material movement and
relocation are rather important for safety analysis in case of
severe accidents in LMFBRs.

Until now there was a certain set of calculation codes
describing various accident stages. But the fact is, there not all
these codes have been experimentally tested, and so, the safety
analysis had to be carried out through large margin approach.

Furthe development of experimental possibilities and
calculational tools would allow to enhance both the reactor safety
and its economical efficiency.

With this in view the project on safety investigations within
the framework of ISTC is offered.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the current status of research and development activities are briefly
reviewed on evaluation of material-coolant interactions and material movement and
relocation relevant to the safety of liquid-metal fast reactors. Since the status of
European activities are well summarized in other papers submitted to the present
meeting, the activities in Japan and the United States are highlighted in this paper.
The review includes: out-of-pile experiments, in-pile experiments and relevant
computer code development. It is emphasized that improved understanding on
material motion has contributed to establishing more realistic and rational safety
evaluation methods, where various mitigation mechanisms are inherently effective.

1. INTRODUCTION

In general, dynamics of material motion during core-disruptive accidents (CDAs) plays a
crucial role in determining the courses and consequences of accident progression. Especially in
the liquid metal fast reactors (LMFRs) currently designed or in operation, where the reactor core
is not designed in its most reactive configuration, coolant voiding and melting and relocation of
the core fuel and steel have relatively strong reactivity effects. It is for this reason that the
recriticality potential and the resultant energetics have been major concerns in the history of the
safety design and evaluation of LMFRs. Even though CDAs have been lately categorized as
events postulated as beyond the design basis of an LMFR plant, because of extremely remote
probability of their occurrence, the material motion phenomena during CDAs have been
extensively studied to evaluate a safety margin of the plant or potential risk to the public. In
addition, material relocation behaviors are important with respect to determining the final
configuration and distribution of reactor materials inside the reactor vessel, which then is used
to evaluate post-accident heat removal and to construct a successful scenario of in-vessel
material retention.

The main purpose of this paper is to briefly summarize the key phenomena with respect to
material motion and the current status of R&D's in this area based on published information
available in the open literature. Most of the activities in Europe are covered in the other papers
presented in the present Technical Committee Meeting, this paper is intended to describe mainly
the activities in Japan and the United States. It is hoped, therefore, that overall R&D activities
and their status can be efficiently comprehended by these contributed overview papers.

A number of in- and out-of-pile experimental programs have been conducted to improve
phenomenological understandings on key physical processes of material motion. Accumulated
experimental findings and knowledge base are then used for developing and validating safety
analysis computer programs which comprehensively simulate a multi-phase and multi-
component nature of material motion coupled with neutronic feedback effects. The
experimental and analytical programs in the United States have been significant in this area in
the past and have formed a basis of where we are at present They include: various series of in-
pile experiments in the TREAT and ACRR reactors, and simulant and reactor-material out-of-
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pile experiments. Japanese studies have been mainly done through an international framework
to take part in the in-pile research programs in the above-mentioned US test reactors and in
French CABRI and SCARABEE reactors. Out-of-pile experimental programs in Japan have
been limited but have suitable focused on the areas of post-accident material relocation to gain
insights into melt interactions with below-core structures and coolant. The computer code
development in this area is highlighted by the continued efforts to advance S AS- and SIMMER-
series codes to establish a system of whole-core accident analysis tools. The major outcome
and the current status in these research activities are summarized to identify where we are and
where we will further go.

2. ACCIDENT SEQUENCE DURING CDAs

An LMFR has advantageous safety characteristics that it is operated at low pressure and
with highly subcooled single-phase sodium. Because of high heat-transport characteristics of
sodium, the reactors generally have large safety margins against abnormal conditions before
coolant boiling or fuel melting takes place. Therefore a CDA can only result from a serious
mismatch between power generation and cooling in the reactor core. The highly reliable design
of a reactor shutdown system (RSS) and a decay heat removal system (DHRS) can effectively
prevent the occurrence of core disruption. Hence the occurrence of CDAs is remote
probabilistically, and can be hypothesized only when the failure of either RSS or DHRS is
superimposed. The former CDA category is called an anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS) and the latter a loss-of-heat-removal-system (LOHRS) accident. Among various CDA
categories, an unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF) accident is usually considered to be a
representative one. This is because ULOF can be dominant in occurrence probability among
ATWS accidents and is also believed to represent the key phenomena and consequences. Even
though LOHRS sequences may have a higher probability depending upon the design of DHRS,
ULOF well represents the characteristics of CDAs and thereby the risk potential of an LMFR.
This conclusion was confirmed by a recent comprehensive accident analysis performed within a
framework of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) [1].

In this paper, key material motion phenomena are described mainly for ULOF. Their
reactivity feedback effects are of primary importance in determining the energetics potential
especially during an early stage of accident progression. Long-term materiel relocation
following the neutronic termination determines the final material configuration and distribution
within the reactor vessel to evaluate post-accident heat removal. An entire ULOF accident
sequence is usually analyzed separately by several accident phases, because the time scales and
phenomena involved and the level of details required for analysis are different at each stage of
accident progression [2,3]. These accident phases are briefly explained below:

1. Initiating phase: starts from the steady-state reactor operation to initiation of core
disruption. Material motion is one-dimensional confined in still intact subassembly duct walls.

2. Transition phase: is a process of gradual core meltout evolved from a mild initiating-
phase sequence. Extended multi-dimensional material motion is possible as the core meltout
proceeds.

3. Expansion phase: evaluates mechanical energy through expansion of high-temperature
core materials generated from a neutronic power burst during either the initiating or transition
phase.

4. Structural response phase: evaluates the response of the reactor primary system
boundary consisting of the reactor vessel wall and the vessel head (the shield plug system).

5. Post-accident heat removal phase: is long-term processes of core material relocation
after the neutronic accident termination, and material redistribution and settlement within the
reactor vessel to assess the coolability of the corium debris.
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The accident progression is better regarded as a spectrum of event sequences, not a single
straightforward path. This is because of the complexity and uncertainties in physical processes
of material motion, and the dependence of severity of accident progression on plant design
parameters, such as the core size, sodium void reactivity and flow coastdown characteristics.

3. KEY PHENOMENA AND R&D STATUS

The procedure of the safety analysis of CDAs consists of three inter-related elements of
safety research: identification of key phenomena, improved understanding through in- and out-
of-pile experiments, and computer code development for safety analysis. Progress and current
status on these three elements are described in this chapter for individual accident phases
defined previously.

3.1 Initiating phase

(1) Accident sequence and key phenomena

The initiating phase of CDAs starts from a steady-state intact core and progresses either to
early termination or to the initial core disruption. Depending upon the core neutronic
characteristics, especially the magnitude of positive sodium void reactivity, and due to
uncertainties in physical phenomena and reactivity effects, the accident progression is
diversified from a neutronically mild sequence entering the transition phase to a sequence
leading to a LOF-driven-transient-overpower (LOF-d-TOP) event [4]. Although a probable
sequence in a small- or intermediate-size core is the former mild progression into the transition
phase, the energetics potential of the latter sequence has been one of major concerns. The event
progression and its time scale differ among fuel subassemblies, depending upon their power
levels (or power-to-flow ratios). Key phenomena in high-power subassemblies, where coolant
boiling precedes fuel melting, include: coolant boiling, cladding melting and relocation, fuel
melting and disruption, fuel and steel motion driven by various pressure sources, and extended
material motion with freezing or dispersal. In low-power subassemblies, where fuel-pin failure
occurs in single-phase coolant, key phenomena include: transient fuel-pin dynamics, fuel failure
mechanisms and conditions to determine the time and location of failure, molten fuel/fission gas
ejection into coolant channel, in-pin fuel motion along fuel-pin cavity, fuel-coolant interactions
(FCIs), and extended fuel motion in FCI-voided channel. These competing phenomena take
place simultaneously but incoherently in the core, and the combined reactivity effects determine
the core neutronic response.

(2) Experimental data base

The sodium boiling phenomenon was studied extensively during the 1960s and the early
1970s mainly by out-of-pile experiments. The experiments include: the OPERA tests at ANL
[5], small-scale tests at BNL [6], a series of pin-bundle tests at ORNL [7] and the SIENA tests
at PNC [8]. The results have been reflected to SAS-series computer codes [9, 10] and the
phenomenon can be treated in a reasonably accurate way at least under the ULOF conditions.
Sodium boiling under low heat flux and low flow rate was also studied for addressing the
coolant behavior during protected accidents [11]. Since the initiating phase involves the
phenomena of transient fuel-pin dynamics and material motion under a high heating rate
condition, the role of in-pile experiments is extremely important. The in-pile tests in the United
States include various experiments with from small test capsules to seven-pin bundles in the test
reactors of TREAT at INEL and ACRR at SNL. The TREAT-series tests include various fresh
and pre-irradiated fuels subjected to power and coolant transients simulating the prototypical
conditions under ULOF and UTOP [12, 13]. These global data base has formed a basis of
fuel-pin dynamics and material motion models in SAS-series codes [10, 14]. In the ACRR
program, the FD-series tests addressed the fuel disruption behavior with optical observation
[15], the STAR-series tests observed cladding and fuel melting and relocation under the voided
channel condition [16], the EEOS-series tests measured the effective fuel vapor pressure [17].
These are used to reinforce the validity of the material motion models in SAS. From the EEOS
experiments, a new set of fuel equations of state have been developed and are currently in use
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[18]. A CAMEL-series special out-of-pile experiments [19] studied the behavior of molten
fuel, generated by a thermite reaction, in a sodium-flowing intact pin bundle. A small-scale
fuel-sodium interaction experiments were performed in a pin-bundle geometry at PNC [20],
where the fuel pellets were melted by a direct joule heating. These data are used to validate the
FCI model in SAS and to show that fuel sweepout is effective under UTOP conditions. More
recently, the joint CABRI program, in which PNC has participated from the beginning, has
provided a global and consistent data base through a systematically planned test matrix [21-24].
The program addressed the entire spectrum of fuel-pin dynamics, failure behavior and post-
failure material motion. The synthesized results were effectively used to validate and further
improve the SAS-series codes originated at ANL [25].

(3) Computer code development

Significant advances have been made in the evaluation method based on a vast number of
in-pile and out-of-pile experiments in this area. Especially the recent in-pile CABRI
experiments have achieved major contribution to the improved understandings of this phase
[25,26]. These are now compiled as the improvement and validation of the SAS3D computer
code. PNC has also developed the PAPAS-2S code, which is specifically designed to model
detailed fuel pin mechanics and failure prediction, is used to interpret the CABRI tests [27].
For elaborated treatment of coolant boiling evolution within a fuel subassembly, a detaled sub-
channel two-phase code SABENA has been developed [28]. From these experimental and
analytical studies, it is argued that the treatment of core-wide incoherency is always effective for
limiting the energetics potential. It is also shown that various inherent phenomena are available
for effectively dispersing the fuel and thereby mitigating the positive reactivity insertion [25]. It
is concluded that the initiating-phase energetics resulting from a LOF-d-TOP event is no longer
a serious concern at least in intermediate LMFRs. Over-conservatism in the former studies can
be removed and the uncertainty bands have been narrowed. The current status is such that best-
estimate calculations of the initiating phase are feasible. It must be noted, however, that the
evaluation method must be further advanced for larger LMFR plants with larger sodium void
reactivity, toward the goal of more reliable and more best-estimate-oriented accident analyses.
The improvement program of SAS4A is currently undertaken in collaboration among PNC,
KfK and CEA. Recent progress and application experience with SAS4A at PNC are described
in a separate paper in this meeting [29].

3.2 Transition phase

(1) Accident sequence and key phenomena

The transition phase of ULOF is characterized by a neutronically mild accident
progression from the initiating phase. The reactivity and power levels are initially low, but the
core disruption has extended over the entire core with full fuel inventory in the core region.
Melting of fuel and steel forms a molten pool, which evolves as the core meltout proceeds from
early subassembly-scale to later whole-core-scale pool. In a molten pool, steel undergoes
extensive boiling, since the boiling point of steel is close to the melting point of fuel. Hence the
fuel motion is determined form the gravity and the dynamics of a multi-phase pool. The
mobility and coherency of fuel motion enhances as the core meltout progresses. The reactivity
effect of fuel motion is much larger than coolant voiding and hence the recriticality potential
resulting from compactive fuel motion becomes extremely important. Thus the dynamics of a
boiling fuel/steel pool with various scales with or without structure walls is a central question to
determine the recriticality potential. Another and probably more important aspect of material
motion during this phase is fuel relocation and dispersal from the core, which then determines
the fuel inventory in the core and is directly connected to the recriticality potential. Fuel escape
paths available during the transition phase include: intra-subassembly pin-bundle channels,
inter-subassembly gaps in axial and radial blanket regions, and control-rod assemblies. Key
phenomena involved are: access timing and capacity of each escape path and dynamics of fuel
freezing and relocation. FCIs may also influence the core fuel motion when the molten fuel
relocates beyond a voided region or attacks a sodium-filled control assembly. Finally the
downfall of upper blanket pellets into a molten pool has a appreciable negative reactivity effect.
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(2) Experimental data base

Although no full-scale experiment has yet been performed nor is possible, various small-
scale simulant experiments are available for studying the separate effects of the key phenomena,
such as the pool boiling behavior, fuel freezing and plugging, and disrupted core neutronics
[30]. This is the phase of extended material motion with internal heat generation. The
behaviors of an internally-heated boiling pool were studied at BNL [31, 32], Purdue University
and Grenoble [33] using a microwave or joule heating technique. Basic two-phase boiling pool
dynamics and heat-transfer characteristics were examined in these experiments. At PNC, a
similar experimental program, POOL, is in preparation using a larger microwave oven of 50
kW. Transient response and two-component systems will be studied in this program. The
TREAT RX-series in-pile experiments [34] were specifically designed to demonstrate the
dispersive nature of a fuel/steel boiling pool. However this experimental program has not been
very successful because of a large effect of a cold wall in the small-scale in-pile test section.
The SCARABEE BF-series experiments [35] are in larger scales to simulate the dynamics of a
fuel and/or steel pool. Fuel freezing in various fuel escape paths is another important
phenomenon during the transition phase. Besides the small-scale laboratory experiments, a
series of reactor-material experiments were conducted at ANL using thermite-generated molten
fuel. The experiments with simulated pin bundles [36] have provided an excellent data base to
calibrate the SIMMER blockage formation [37]. The other out-of-pile experiments at ANL
included: the UPI-series test [38,39] demonstrating that coherent FCIs were unlikely in narrow
pin-bundle channels; the GAP-series tests [40] simulating the fuel freezing in a fuel
subassembly gap channel; and the special CAMEL experiment [40,41] to simulate fuel removal
into a control-rod assembly. In the ACRR reactor at SNL, the TRAN-series experiments [42,
43] addressed the fuel freezing, where molten fuel generated by nuclear heating was injected by
gas pressure into various freezing channels, such as pipes, annular pipes, small pin bundles and
flat plats simulating an inter-subassembly gap.

(3) Computer code development

In the past, recriticality events were evaluated by postulating several modes of reactivity-
inserting fuel motion [44, 45]. The energetics of a recriticality event was conservatively
analyzed by so-called disassembly codes, such as VENUS-II [46], which only simulates a
short period of prompt-critical power excursion. The accident evolution during the transition
phase had long been regarded as a "black box" until the SIMMER-П code [47] was developed
at LANL and applied to the analysis of CRBRP [48]. SIMMER-П has a generalized framework
of multiphase multicomponent fluid dynamics coupled with space-dependent neutron kinetics.
An interfacing technique to couple with an intiating phase calculation was also developed [49].
This code has been successfully applied to integral analyses of the transition phase in the United
States [50], Japan [51] and Germany [52], but at the same time the application experience has
revealed several areas that have to be further advanced, such as the limitations associated with
the two-velocity-field, single-flow-regime treatment in SIMMER-П. To further advance the
fluid dynamics technologies necessary for simulating multi-phase material motion during the
transition phase, the project to develop an AFDM code [53] was performed at LANL in
collaboration with Japan and western European countries. Based on these background and
experience, a new code development of SIMMER-III was commenced recently at PNC [54],
initially under the agreement with the US-NRC. The development of SIMMER-П! has
successfully reached a milestone that all the fluid dynamics models were integrated into a
system code. Further improvement and code assessment efforts are underway in collaboration
with KfK and CEA. The coupling of the neutronics model is also in progress at PNC. The
historical perspective and SIMMER-III program are described in a separate paper in this
meeting [55].

3.3 Expansion phase

(1) Accident sequence and key phenomena
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The mechanical energy release, resulting from the expansion of post-burst high-
temperature core materials, is analyzed when either the initiating phase or the transition phase
results in a prompt-critical power excursion. This is an area in which a significant
computational advance has been made. The former thermodynatnic approach [56] to analyze
CDA work energy has become obsolete; namely the work potential based on an isentropic
expansion of fuel or other working fluids is considered unphysical and should be regarded
simply as a measure to characterize the energetics. The more physically-based and realistic
method has been established with the application of a SEMMER-type code to this phase [57].
Actually the expansion phase includes the phenomena of: penetration of high-temperature
molten core materials into the upper core structures, ejection into the upper coolant plenum,
interactions of melt with coolant, expansion of a large vapor bubble in a sodium pool and the
resultant coolant slug acceleration. The energetics mitigating phenomena are available in such a
realistic expansion situation. These include mixing of hot and cold materials within the core,
thermal and hydraulic losses through the upper core structure, condensation of hot core
material vapor along the structure surface and on coolant in the cold upper plenum, etc. The
structural integrity of the upper core structures is also important because they provide
fundamental mitigation mechanisms.

(2) Experimental data base

No integral experiments are possible nor have been conducted in this area. Behaviors of
material injection into a coolant plenum were simulated in scaled models of a reactor vessel at
SRI, International [58] and in the Omega facility at Purdue University [59]. The effects of
upper core structures on energy mitigation were simulated in the USD experiments at LANL
[60] and the VECTORS experiments at PNC. The FAST experiments at ORNL [61] address
the issues associated to the aerosol behavior in sodium. The condensation of a fuel vapor
bubble was studied under the sodium environment. The THINA experiments at KfK [62]
simulated thermite-generated melt injection into a sodium pool and observed interactions. The
experimental data base is only limited but obtained results are effectively used for validating
SIMMER-series codes.

(3) Computer code development

This phase was formerly analyzed by a purely thermodynamic model, for example, by
assuming isentropic expansion of fuel or other working fluid, to estimate mechanical work
potential. A real nature of expansion dynamics is much more complex as described above.
There exist competing and interacting phenomena occurring simultaneously. The fluid
dynamics model of SIMMER-II [47] is potential applicable to this complex situation. The
calculations performed thus far showed that significant reduction of work energies was possible
by realistically simulating the expansion phase [57]. The code has been validated against the
above experiments and proved to be very effective for rational assessment of CDA energetics
[63]. A new SIMMER-Ш code, being developed at PNC [54], is expected to better simulate
the inter-penetration of fuel into a sodium pool and the multi-phase flow of core materials
through a narrow channel of the upper core structures. Thus the reliability of future safety
analysis of this phase will be much improved.

3.4 Structural response phase

(1) Accident sequence and key phenomena

Now that the mechanistic analysis of the core expansion phase becomes feasible, the
information can be connected to the structural response phase directly and consistently using the
sodium kinetic energy upon slug impact. Physical phenomena of interest include: coupled
fluid-structural dynamics and sodium spillage through the reactor vessel head into the upper
containment. One of the most important results in recent research is that the energy absorption
by early structure deformation can effectively reduce the later mechanical loading.

(2) Experimental data base
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A series of shock-structural-response experiments have been conducted using various
scaled models simulating the reactor vessel with or without vessel internal structures. To better
represent the nature of pressure-volume relationship during the expansion phase, a slow
explosive was developed and used to simulate the pressure source.

(3) Computer code development

Coupled fluid-structural dynamics codes, PISCES-2DELK and AUTODYN-2, have been
used in Japan for structural response analysis of the reactor vessel [64]. The capability of these
codes is similar to REXICO-series codes used in the United States [65]. The above
experimental data are utilized for validating PISCES calculations [66]. One of the most
important results is that the energy absorption by the structure deformation can effectively
reduce the later mechanical loading. A small computer code was developed to analyze the
complex behavior of the shield plug system by modeling the motion of multiple plugs connected
by various bolts. The sodium spillage through the plug system is also analyzed when both the
flow path and the pressure differential are available. Thus a consistent evaluation method has
been established for assessing the mechanical consequences of the in-vessel CDA sequences.
Based on the analysis performed up to now, it is concluded that the mechanical failure of the
primary system boundary is extremely unlikely for small or intermediate LMFRs.

3.5 Post-accident heat removal phase

(1) Accident sequence and key phenomena

The post-accident heat removal (PAHR) is relatively easy for energetic accident
sequences, because almost all the core material is dispersed into the upper plenum to form a
coolable debris bed. On the other hand, non-energetic sequences introduce the complex
situation that a large amount of molten core materials gradually relocate through the lower core
structures. Post-accident material motion phenomena include: melt relocation from the original
core region into the lower core structures (wither meltdown-type or molten jet type),
interactions of relocating melt with structures and coolant, melt quenching to form debris,
settlement of a debris bed on a structure, and behavior and coolability of a debris bed. Long-
term coolability must be also assessed of a heat-generating debris bed to an ultimate decay heat
removal system. In a large LMFR system, increased mass of the core fuel is concerned.
Recent research at PNC addressed the question of jet-type melt relocation, because this mode
may directly challenge the reactor vessel integrity. FCIs in a jet contact mode must be studied
from the energetics point of view and on effective quenching to form a coolable debris bed. An
overall goal of the studies on the PAHR phase is to establish a successful scenario of in-vessel
material retention.

(2) Experimental data base

Recently, an extensive experimental study has been in progress at PNC for the post-
accident material relocation processes with jet-type downward melt progression. From the
experimental database on molten-jet-structure interactions, the structure erosion behavior has
been modeled. One of the important conclusions is that fuel crust tends to form on a structure
surface and this mitigate the structure erosion rate. The details about this study is described in a
separate paper in this meeting [67]. Molten jet-coolant interactions have been also studied at
PNC, identifying the regime and conditions for rather energetic interactions. The major results
are written in a separate paper in this meeting, as well [68]. An important conclusion, from
preliminarily extrapolating simulant experiments, is that energetic FCIs are unlikely to occur
under the reactor conditions because the film boiling condition necessary for allowing a large
scale pre-mixing, is hardly met in a fuel-sodium system. Basic behaviors of debris beds were
studied at ANL [69], and more prototypical internally-heated debris beds were simulated in the
in-pile D-series experiments in the ACRR at SNL [70]. Based on these studies, it was shown
that the multi-layered lower core structures are effective for quenching, cooling and retaining the
disrupted core materials.
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(3) Computer code development

No systematic analytical tool is necessary or available for simulating entire aspects of
PAHR. This is mainly because time scales and physical processes are different among
individual phenomena. With respect to the molten jet-structure interactions, experimentally
obtained correlations are available to evaluate the structure erosion rates. These are
dimensionless correlations to be potentially applied to reactor materials. Concerning the debris
bed cooling, a one-dimensional heat conduction-type model was developed based on the D-
series experiments [71]. This model has been extended to a two-dimensional code that is used
to assess the debris bed coolability at a decay power level [72].

4. FUTURE PROSPECTS

(1) Passive safety features

Minimization of the risk to the public by further improving the safety level of an LMFR
system is one of the ultimate goals of safety research. To approach this goal, both the
occurrence probability and consequences of CDAs must be further reduced. A recent emphasis
along this line is to add passive safety design features to an LMFR plant and to thereby enhance
the inherent safety characteristics. A list of currently proposed ideas is described and evaluated
in our paper presented at ARS'94 [73]. There exist two types of passive safety features, for
prevention and mitigation of CDAs, and they are effective for deepening the level of safety
assurance based on a defense-in-depth concept. Concerning molten material motion discussed
in this paper, passive mitigation features are of interest because some of them rely on passive
material motion, such as gravity-driven downfall of neutron-absorbing material and a
mechanism to enhance fuel removal from the core. The dynamics of material motion has to be
studied on these issues before they are considered in the future design.

(2) New LMFR concepts and new fuel types

When we prospect long-term future development and commercialization of the fast reactor
technologies through the next century, we must be aware of the fact that the direction along the
historical development of large mixed-oxide-fueled breeder reactors is not the only solution.
For example, the United States have studied, in their ALMR or IFR program, intermediate-
scaled metal-fueled fast reactors with various passive safety measures. We PNC are interested
in nitride fuel technology because of its potential high thermal performance and possibility to
improve passive safety features. There is a growing interest in the world to further expand the
roles of fast reactor technologies from breeding alone to burning excess plutonium and
transmutating long-lived minor actinides. Extensive research programs have been already
initiated along these lines. Further it was decided to modify the core of Superphenix to best
burn plutonium. This means we have to cover the wider scope of safety research in the future,
with cores having different safety characteristics and loaded of new fuel types. The dynamics
of material motion and interactions with their reactivity effects might be significantly different
from conventional mixed-oxide reactors. This is a new direction that has to addressed in the
future.

(3) Future research needs

Significant advances have been made in understanding on physics of material motion and
interactions and in developing sophisticated safety analysis computer programs, as described in
Chapter 3. However, at the same time, R&D's in the past have identified and focused those
areas which require future continuing studies. The previous sections introduced new areas that
our future research should also be directed. These then necessitate to continue experimental
research to further improve phenomenological understanding and thereby reduce remaining
uncertainties in material motion dynamics. Thus it is concluded that there exist strong needs for
continuing future research. It is noted that the experimental facilities being used currently will
become aged in the near future. This means that we may have to consider new experimental
facilities to meet the long-term research needs. These future research and facility needs are
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discussed in our separate two papers presented in this meeting [74,75]. The future research is
expected to improve insights into accident behaviors and thereby minimize the risk to the public.
It is an important concern to reflect the R&D achievement not only to future safety evaluation
but also to establishing the concepts of future LMFR systems.

5 . CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the current status of R&D activities relevant to CDAs is reviewed by
encompassing major achievement in the individual accident phases. A significant progress has
been made in the understanding of key phenomena relevant to material motion and interactions,
through accumulated data base from in- and out-of-pile experiments. This then has been
utilized to develop and validate safety analysis computer codes. The current level of
understanding of CDA phenomenology and development of computer codes are such that a
best-estimate-oriented accident analysis is feasible. It is noted that the various inherent
mechanisms to control and mitigate the CDA progression are effective and these are
appropriately included in the current evaluation methods. Further the future research along this
line is expected to significantly advance phenomenological understanding and computational
techniques for much reliable and rational safety analysis. Based on the current status of
R&D's, some future prospects were discussed on enhancement of passive safety features to
prevent and mitigate CDAs, and an expanded scope of future LMFR concepts including new
fuel types. There exist strong needs for future safety R&D's and the continuing effort is
necessary with appropriately focusing and prioritizing the key areas.
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Abstract

Status of Molten Fuel Coolant Interaction (MFCl) studies is reviewed and some of the
important observations made are presented. A new model for MFCl that is developed at IGCAR by
considering the various mechanisms in detail is described. The model is validated and compared
with the available experimental data and theoretical work at different stages of its development.
Several parametric studies that are carried using this model are described. The predictions from
this model have been found to be satisfactory, considering the complexity of the MFCl. A need for
more comprehensive and MFCl-specific experimental tests is brought out.

1 Introduction

The interest in this area started as early as 1957 [1] when in a foundry accident, molten
aluminium came in contact with water and resulted in steam explosion with an efficiency which
almost touched the thermodynamic limit. Subsequently also there were several incidents[2-9]
involving the molten-fuel- coolant-interaction (MFCl) in thermal reactors, where efficiency in the
order of 2% was noticed. The efficiency more than 1% is usually termed as violent. The interest
in this topic increased further with the advent of liquid metal cooled fast breeder
reactors(LMFBRs) where a potential for MFCl exists. Basically, because of the good expansion
properties of the sodium as compared to the fuel, and also as the fuel temperature is
considerably higher than that of sodium, it is feared that MFCl may lead to large and even
explosive pressure build-ups. Some of the likely consequences of an MFCl could be as
mentioned below. If a single pin or a few pins are involved in MFCl, then the coolant expulsion
may trigger reactivity transients and the pressure pulses may damage the neighbouring pins
leading to pin- to-pin failure propagation. If all the pins in a Subassembly(SA) are involved in the
MFCl, the reactivity transient is more severe and the pressures produced are larger. This,
combined with the possible reactivity changes caused by the movement/deformation of
subassembly and rapid expulsion of sodium, could lead to further escalation of the problem
through reactivity transient and may cause SA-to-SA failure propagation. In a whole-core
meltdown accident, an MFCl may produce large amount of mechanical work to cause severe
damage to the reactor vessel system.

Consideraable amount of theoretical and experimental work is reported on this topic and
excellent reviews are available in the literature[10-13]. The main aim of the work was to
investigate and study physical mechanisms and processes that are responsible for energetic
interaction, and the physical conditions that are necessary to trigger energetic interaction in
LMFBR fuel coolant systems.
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In section 2 we describe MFCI phenomenon, and in section 3 we give a brief review of the
status of work done in this area. In section 4, theoretical model development and analysis work
carried out at IGCAR is presented. In Section 5 we give conclusions.

2 MFCI Phenomenon

The MFCI studies warrant the knowledge of initial temperatures and amounts of fuel and
coolant, the mode of mixing, and the interaction processes such as mechanism of heat transfer
and interdispersion of molten fuel and coolant.

With the experience gained from a large number of MFCI tests conducted all over the world
in the last 25 years, this interaction may be defined to occur as follows. Molten fuel in bulk comes
into contact with the coolant.Three modes of contact are possible,

(i)- molten fuel dropped into a pool of coolant

(ii)- coolant enetering a pool of molten fuel and

(iii)- molten fuel and coolant mix forming stratified layers.
In the fuel-to-coolant mode (Mode i) of contact extensive fragmentation is caused with relatively
less rapid heat flux,

where as in the coolant-to-fuel mode (Mode ii) of contact the fragmentation is less, but coolant
is superheated almost to the homogeneous nucleation temperature.
On the whole the interaction in general proceeds in the folowing manner. Initially a coarse mixing
of the fuel and the coolant occurs with a stable vapour blanketing. A local disturbance or an
external trigger then results in vapour film collapse. It then leads to differential acceleration
between the fuel and the coolant masses due to one of the three processes, viz, Rayleigh-Taylor
Instability, Kelvin- Helmholtz Instability, and Boundary-Layer stripping. The Rayleigh-Taylor
instability is found to be the dominant mechanism, which causes widespread fuel fragmentation
and a fine fuel-coolant mixing. Further a liquid-liquid intimate contact is also established ,
resulting in rapid coolant over-heating. A rapid heat transfer then results particularly when the
interface temperature between the fuel particle and the coolant is close to coolant homogeneous
nucleation temperature. The heat transfer rate that results varies by several orders based on the
interface temperature and other physical conditions. The extent of mixing which gives a
measure of the amount of coolant being overheated is important, and depends on the interaction
propagation velocity and the size of the system. The fragmentation[14] process occurs due to
several physical processes some of the importnt ones are (i) Thermal, (ii) Hydrodynamic, (iii)
Entrapment and (iv) Entrainment. The most dominant for the reactor cases are the thermal and
hydrodynamic mechanisms.

One of the worries in an MFCI is whether a vapour explosion occurs in a reactor situation.
Two theories are available which give the criteria for vapour explosion. First is the spontaneous
nucleation theory propounded by Fauske[12] and the criteria are (i) coarse premixing followed by
film boiling, (ii) liquid-liquid contact , (iii) initial contact temperature exceeding spontaneous
nucleation temperature of the coolant and (iv) adequate physical constraint. Second is
detonation theory, propounded by Board and Hall [16] and the criteria are (i) fuel and coolant get
coarsely intermixed, (ii) film boiling results, (iii) an unidentified trigger results in liquid-liquid
intimate contact and a rapid heat transfer and (iv) shock travelling through the mixture causes
wide-spread fragmentation of the fuel, and further mixing.
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3 Status of MFC! Work

3.1 Experimental Work

A large experimental effort [17-41 ] was put to understand the basic MFCI phenomenon. Most
of the experiments were carried out with a number of fuels and coolants and were directed
towards identifying basic processes involved and the fuel/coolant types and the physical
conditions that lead to energetic interaction. Some experiments were also carried out to support
theoretical model development . A very few experiments however were carried out with the
reactor materials in the in-pile conditions. A limited amount of experimental work on the UO2-Na
and Tin-H2O systems has been done.In our centre also experimental facility is set up to carry
outwork on MFCI.

The main findings of the experimental work reported in the literature are :

(i) Extremely rapid boiling heat transfer leading to over- pressurization is always observed in
MFCI where the fuel-coolant interface temperature reached the coolant spontaneous necleation
temperature [12].

(ii) Wide spread fuel fragmentation to a size of the order of 200 ц m occurs in all fuel-coolant
systems where the mode of contact is fuel-into-coolant [42].

(iii) Experiments with sodium as coolant indicate a benign interaction as compared to those with
water as coolant[43].

(iv) Fuel and coolant thermal diffusivities influence the MFCI energetics considerably.

(v) Coolant superheating followed by explosive vaporization and consequent overpressurization
[44] is observed in some experiments.

(vi) Wide spread fuel fragmentation and nonenergetic MFCI results in LMFBR materials if mode
of contact is fuei-dropped/injected- into-coolant. Coolant overpressurization and no
fragmentation results for coolant-into-fuel mode of contact.

(vii) In-reactor MFCIs [45,46] for LMFBR accident conditions, for UCyNa and UC-Na, are always
found to be non-energetic with efficiency less than 0.2%.

3.2 Theoretical work

The theoritical work was initiated starting with the conservative model of Hicks and Menzies
which gave the upper limit to the efficiency. Subsequentily, several mechanistic models were
developed. A brief review is given below.

3.2.1 Thermodynamic Models

These models ignore the details of interaction proceses by assuming instantaneous heat
transfer from the fuel to the coolant and give the thermodynamic upper limit of the mechanical
work energy generated in the MFCI. A fixed fuel to coolant mass ratio is assumed. Various
thermodynamic models are discussed in this sub-section.

(i)Hicks and Menzies Mode!

In this model [47] it is assumed that the mixing of the fuel and sodium takes place at constant
volume, the thermal equilibrium is attained before any expansion takes place, the equation for
expansion of sodium-fuel mixture is derived by assuming that thermal equilibrium exists at all
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times between the two materials and the expansion of the mixture is adiabatic, and the properties
of fuel and coolant do not change during expansion. They found that the expansion work varied
with sodium to fuel mass ratio and that a peaking behaviour was observed and that the maximum
corresponded to complete vaporization of the liquid with insignificant superheating of the vapour.
The efficiency of thermal-to-mechanical energy conversion of as much as 30% is observed.

(ii)Modified Hicks and Menzies Model

In this model, the heat transfer between the fuel and sodium is stopped during the expansion
process. One finds that this modification is more realistic than the original model as vapour
blanket of the fuel reduces the heat transfer. Adiabatic model gives about one fourth of
mechanical work energy release as compared to the original model at optimum sodium-to-fuel
mass ratio. Also, the original model, this model does not exhibit a sharp peaking behaviour in
the mechanical work potential as a function of fuel-to-coolant mass ratio.

(iii) Klickman's Modification

Klickman[48] modified the Hicks and Menzies model by taking into account the temperature
dependant sodium heat of vaporization which allows the sodium to be heated above its critical
point.

(iv) Padiila's Model(SOCOOL Model)

Padilla[49] improved the Hicks and Menzies model by dropping all the limitations of the Hicks
and Menzies model. He specified completely all the thermodynamic properties of sodium and
fuel required for the calculation of energy release. The assumed processes are illustrated on an
idealised temperature - entropy diagram for sodium. Sodium is heated along the vapour pressure
curve. If the rate of heat transfer is assumed to be infinite, the sodium can expand to the terminal
pressure in three distinct phases. The sodium first expands to the melting point of the fuel in
thermal equilibrium with the liquid fuel, then undergoes an isothermal expansion as the fuel
solidifies and finally expands in thermal equilibrium with the solid fuel, (b) If it is assumed that no
heat transfer occurs during the expansion phase, the sodium expands to the terminal pressure
along a path corresponding to an isentropic expansion.

This model, accounts for the heat of fusion of the fuel and allowed for variable specific heats
of liquid and solid fuel. The work energy for the thermal equilibrium expansion process was found
to be approximately three times that for the isentropic- expansion process.

(v) Judd's Model

Judd[50] applied the Himpan equation to sodium above the temperature range of the data
recommeded by Golden and Tokar[51]. His predictions for the mechanical work energy are
about 30% higher than those reported by Hicks and Menzies and he obtained a much broader
peak as a function of sodium/fuel mass ratio. He found that the sodium/fuel mass ratio is not so
important in determining the optimum mechanical work energy. This is because the present
method does not ignore the work done by the liquid.

A comparison of the work potential as a function of fuel-to- coolant mass ratio is made for
different thermodynamic models in Fig 1.
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3.2.2 Finite Heat Transfer Rate Models

Thermodynamic models are too conservative and the upper limit predicted by these models
for the mechanical work energy is too high to provide a reasonable basis for design. Moreover,
thermodynamic approach does not give pressure time histories that are needed for the
assessment of the reactivity and structural damage. Therefore, there have been attempts to
develop models which are less conservative and give pressure time histories. Various models
developed so far are as follows:

(i) Pfefflerlen Model

Pfefflerlen[52] assumed a one-dimensional geometry where the sodium and molten fuel were
both semi-infinite in extent and separated by an interface with negligible contact resistance. The
rate of heat transfer is calculated from the solution of the semi-infinite heat conduction problem.
When the sodium adjacent to the interface is heated rapidly, a shock wave is assumed to be
generated. As the shock wave moves away from the interface, boiling is assumed to occur. The
amount of sodium that is superheated is then expanded to the terminal pressure assuming that
the fuel surface is vapour blanketed. The acoustic work and the inertial work were determined
by evaluating changes in the entrophy and inertial energy of the sodium. This model gives work
energies about an order of magnitude lower than both the Hicks and Menzies model and the
model of Padilla.

(ii) Padilla's Model(SOCOOL -II)

In this model[53], it is assumed that fuel particles are instantaneously and uniformly dispersed
in a mixing region surrounded by unheated liquid and there is no heat transfer between these two
regions. Heat transfer from fuel to coolant is calculated by considering a single spherical fuel
particle concentrically surrounded by sodium. Conduction heat transfer between the fuel and
sodium is assumed and the parabolic heat conduction equation in spherical coodinate system
with internal heat source is solved using implicit numerical technique. The rate of pressure
increase for a liquid heated in a confined region, is given by the general thermodynamic
relationship. The temperature increase is calculated from heat conduction equation and the'rate
of volume increase is calculated from one dimensional acoustic or inertial equation.

Some of the findings of this model are:

(a) For a given set of conditions, 90% of thermal equilibrium is reached within a time less than
acoustic period for typical reactor MFCI conditions.

(b) For all particle sizes of less than or of the order of 1000 u, m and sodium/fuel ratio less than
0.5, the boiling occurs at 98% of thermal equilibrium.

(c) Acoustic energy is typically about 70% of the blast (inertial) energy or about 40% of the total
energy.

(iii) Model of Cho,lvins and Wright

A more comprehensive model has been developed by Cho, Ivins and Wright[54,55] at ANL
The significant feature of this model which differs from that of Padilla's model are

(a) This model allows the fragmentation of the fuel and mixing with the sodium over a specified
time period instead of instantaneous mixing and fragmentation.
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(b) Quasi-steady state heat transfer and transient conduction model have been used for sodium
heating.

(c) Geometrical constraints used in this model are:

- Acoustic constraint of infinite extent

- Inertial constraint

- Acoustic constraint upto the time of acoustic unloading, followed by inertial constraint.

(d) The cushioning effect of non-condensible gases and sodium vapour initially present in the
mixing region are taken into account.

(e) Heat transfer can be continued into the two-phase sodium region or a heat transfer cut off can
be arbitrarily specified. The findings of this model are the folllowing

(a) The peak pressures occur during the liquid phase heating and expansion.

(b) The transient conduction model gives an order of magnitude higher peak pressure and larger
amount of acoustic work than quasi-steady state heating rate.

(c) The peak pressure for transient conduction approximation was reduced by 6% when the
presence of 1% (vol.) inert gas in the heated sodium was taken into account.

(d) There is no appreciable shock pressure for mixing time of 1 ms. In this case, pressure
increases slowly while the heated sodium remains a subcooled liquid.

(e) Generally the work done decreases with decreasing heating rate as might be caused by
increasing the fragmentation and mixing time constant.

(iv) Caldarola's Model

In his model[56], Caldarola assumes that the reaction takes place in two phasesj.e.jn phase
A and phase B. In phase A (a) fragmentation is assumed to be instantaneous with intimate
contact of the fuel with the coolant, (b) transient heat conduction model is assumed for heat
transfer.(c) the heat transfer coefficient decreases with time due to the formation of a
temperature profile inside the fuel particles and (d) the heated volume of the sodium is
constrained by the surrounding unheated coolant and by the other materials present in the core.
The sudden expansion of the heated volume first produces acoustic waves, later the sodium
column behaves as a piston which is pushed inertially upwards. The pressure rises and
reaches a maximum, and then falls as soon as the expansion of the liquid sodium becomes
important. At a time coolant attains its saturation temperature sodium boiling starts and phase
В begins. In phase B, the heat transfer process is characterised by a very large contact area,
and by a thermal contact between the fuel and the coolant which becomes inceasingly worse
with time, due to the formation of a sodium vapour layer at the external surface of the fuel
fragments. A detailed model determines the film thickness in this phase. The sodium boils in a
large quantity and hence produces large volume changes. The sodium piston is then further
accelerated which allowsthe pressure in the mixing zone to decrease. The exact solution of the
heat conduction inside a sphere has been obtained. The experiments of the heat transfer from
a sphere to a boiling liquid are discussed to evaluate the thickness of the vapour layer around the
sphere.
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The main conclusions of this model are the following:

(a) The total work strongly decreases with the fragmentation and/or mixing time constants.

(b) Vapour blanketing in Phase В is effective only if it is accompanied by a relatively slow process
of fragmentation and mixing.

(c) The higher value of vapour film time constant reduces the total work considerably.

(d) The effects of fuel particle size distribution and gas content are important only for rapid
fragmentation and mixing.

(c) The total work rises with the initial length of the piston.

(v) Jacobs Model
In almost all the models, the commonly employed approximation is that in the mixing zone,the

temperature and pressure are independent of space. Jacobs and Thurnay[57] and
Jacobs[58,59] investigated the consequences of this approximation by developing the code
BRENDY-I where the effect of temperature and pressure gradients within the heated sodium is
taken into account. With this, the estimates of pressure, energy transfer and kinetic energy
production are significantly reduced.

(vi) CORFOU Model

CORFOU computer code has been developed by Amlard et al[60]. The main phenomena,
i.e. fragmentation, heating, vapourisation and condensation of sodium mass and heat exchange
between the surroundings and interaction zone are taken into account to study the influence of
several parameters. Fragmentation is represented in CORFOU by the successive generation at
defined times of 'families' of small particles from an initial assemblage. The exchange of mass
and heat is considered between vapour and liquid that are not in thermal equilibrium. Additional
coolant can enter the interaction zone. Non- interacting liquid is taken as incompressible, giving
inertia! loading.

(vil) Hoskin and Morgan Model (TOPAL)

Hoskin and Morgan developed[61] the code TOPAL to explain the results of shock tube
experiments. TOPAL-I calculates pressure history corresponding to a given energy input
whereas TOPAL-II calculates an energy input which could produce a given pressure history.

Mixing ratio is specified at each mesh point along the mixing volume, and a detailed and
thermodynamically consistent equation of state is used together with exact, compressible flow
dynamics. The authors conclude that the code TOPAL can be used to analyse the current series
of shock tube experiments.

Recently in the last 5 years some good modelling work and experimental results are
reported[62-81]. All except one of the above developed models and the supporting experiments
were directed towards UO2-water interaction of direct interest only to Light Water Reactors.
Typical parameters of interest in MFCI have been reported for UO2-water as follows

- fuel particle size lies between 24 and 85 u. m.
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- mixing and fragmentation time constant is around 200 ms.

- mixing and interaction propagation velocity is about 120 meter/s

- efficiency is in the order of 1 to 2%

The findings of the recent work are that (a) the models for UO2-water are well validated and
can reasonably predict the LWR MFCI and the models can be used in LWR accident analyses
codes (b) the models for UO2-Na are not well developed (c) the experimental tests reported in
the last twenty five years were on small-scale-type giving very low efficiency of 0.2% .which can
not be extrapolated to full scale as is supported by a recent experimental test[81] where a large
scale test on UCL-Na gave an efficiency of about 4%.

4 Theoretical Modelling Work at IGCAR

A new theoretical model has been developed at IGCAR by incorporating some of the physical
processes that were not accounted for in previous models. The model is applied to the MFCI in
UO2-Na, UO2-H2O, UC-Na, UC-H2O and AI-H2O systems.
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Fig 1: Comparison of Thermodynamic Models

4.1 Theoretical Model and Code FCI

The theoretical modelling work at this centre was initiated in the year 1978. The initial efforts
were concentrated in the understanding of some of the basic features of MFCI. Therefore
computer codes were developed based on the available theoretical models in the literature.
Efforts started with the development of code THERM'[82] for calculating the thermodynamic
upper limit of efficiency. The code was validated by comparing with other available
thermodynamic codes. Results were in good agrrement with other results as shown in Fig 1. It
was followed bythe development of a code 'FCI' [83] based on the mechanistic parametric model
of Cho et al [54]. This code was validated against the theoretical results of Caldarola. Results
compared are the time profiles of (a)liquid coolant pressure (See Fig 2), (b) two- phase pressure
(See Fig 3), (c) liquid coolant temperature (See Fig 4), (d) two phase coolant temperature (See
Fig 5) and (e) specific work (See Fig 6).Subsequently, we carried out several investigations for
MFCI energetics using this code in order to have an understanding of broad areas of the
interaction.
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A new and more accurate geometrical constraint typical of reactor vessel system is modelled
[84]. This model accurately considers the stress retaining ability and three dimensional motion.

The new geometrical constraint is more accurate representative of the whole-core MFCI. The
new model is shown in Fig 7 and the influence of the new model is shown in Fig 8.
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Cho et al assumed a linear temperature profile in the fuel particle where as the shape should
be realistically parabolic. A new and more accurate heat conduction equation was developed

[85] and used in the model. The influence of the new model is presented in Table 1. It may be
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seen that for small particle size, the Cho's approximation is valid but several percent error occurs
for larger particle sizes.

A parameteric study of the influence of several physical parameters on the efficiency are
conducted [86]. The parameters chosen are (a) fuel particle size,(b) mixing time constant, (c)
coolant slug height (d) fuel-to-coolant mass ratio,(e) vapour blanketing ,(f) mixing zone height.
The results of the analysis are reported in Table 2. The influences of the parameters are
discussed in detail elsewhere.
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In a whole-core MFCI involving vessel motion, its response is strictly biaxial. The use of this
accurate Primary System type geometrical constraint on the MFCI energetics is analysed by
developing and using more accurate biaxial deformation model for reactor vessel [87]. The
results indicate that up to 5% error can occur in the vessel strain if less accurate uniaxial stress-
strain curve is used.

In the previous parametric study a geometrical constraint is simply assumed as slug of a
specified height, for analysing the damage potential in a core disruptive accident, in reality the
geometrical constraint has to be represented by several parameters of the reactor vessel
system. Another detailed parametric study was carried out [88] using the realistic geometric
constraint using the parameters of the reactor vessel system, viz, (i) masses of the upper-,
lower-, and middle vessel portions, (ii) strengths of the holddown bolts and of the reactor vessel
material, (iii) other MFCI parameters mentioned in the previous paragraphs (iv) cover gas
volume . The details are presented in the Table 3.

As another improvement in the code a more accurate boiling heat transfer model which
depends on the interface temperature and vapour blanketing conditions is modelled and used in
place of conduction heat transfer model. The results show significant differences[89]

A spherical geometrical constraint is also modelled and incorporated in the FCI code as a
separate option [90].

This code like all other similar codes, could not predict the MFCI energetics correctly. It has
been observed that this is mainly because some of the important mechanisms of MFCI like heat
transfer, boiling heat flux, fragmentation and mixing time, coolant superheating and geometrical
constraint are not treated accurately. Therefore, we developed a new model, FCI-2 [91] derived
from the code FCI with additional features to take into account the above mentioned defficiencies

4.2 FCI-2 Model

(i) The heat diffusion equation is solved exactly in the entire fuel and the coolant. This results in
the exact transient temperature profile in the fuel and the coolant and therefore predicts accurate
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heat transfer. It also gives the actual amount of coolant which is above the saturation
temperature and which does the expansion work.

(ii) Additional heat transfer mechanism through boiling is incorporated as a function of interface
conditions. This mechanism is vital and dominant for some specific interface conditions.

(iii) The amount of interacting coolant in the MFCI is chosen to be that which is physically and
thermally connected with the ejected molten fuel. The earlier 'mixing zone' concept cannot be
applied for high thermal conductivity coolant.

Molten fuel in the form of fine spherical particles is assumed to mix and uniformily disperse in
the entire availble coolant. The system is then represented by a unit of one fuel particle
surrounded by corresponding amount of coolant. A continuous heat transfer takes place from
the fuel to the coolant developing a transient temperature profile in both fuel and the coolant.

The unit is subdivided into a number of spherical shells (see Fig 8) in the fuel and coolant and
the heat diffusion equation is solved for each shell. The heating rate,dq/dt, of any shell i is given
in finite difference form as ,

8*71

dqdt=

where

(Ar j +Ar i + 1) Ar.

ri = (ri + r ^ - . ) / 2 a n d

A r.

ri = r i " r i -

Here, К, г, Т are thermal conductivity, mean radius, and temperature of shell i. The change in
thermal conductivity due to vapour blanketing is also considered[89]. For fuel shells the new
temperature is obtained by

dT/dt = dqjdt/(mi cpf) (1)
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where пг is mass of ith shell and с f is fuel heat capacity.

For coolant shells, the new temperatures are obtained by solving the equations of state,
mass, momentum and energy along with eqn.(1).These are

Energy

(C,-x.R ).dT/dt=dq/dt/m|-P.dV/dt+(1-x).T.V|.a|.dP/dt+P.dV|/dt) (2)

State

(3 T .dP/dt=3T.dT/dt-a, dV/dt/V for liquid phase

P=P1.exp(-P2/T) for two phase (3)

P.V=Z.R T for vapour phase
с g

Mass

(Vv-V|).dx/dt=dV/dt-x.dVv/dt-(1 -x).dV, / dt (4)

Momentum

The momentum equations and the equations of motion of different components of the
geometrical constraint are modelled and used. Options are available for different types of
geometrical constraints, viz, uniaxial type of Cho et al[54], Spherical type of Bhaskar Rao et
al[90], Primary System type of Bhaskar Rao[84], and more realistic Primary System type[87]
which have been described above.
For a uniaxial constraint used by Cho et al the equatiions are

dZ/dt=(P-P0)/R/c0 for acoustic period

d2Z/dt2=(P-P0)/(Zex+Z-Z0)/R for inertial period (5)

Time Step Optimization

Because of the peculiar and rapid variations in temperatures .pressure, heat transfer rate,
vapourization rate and such other variables of MFCI, an otimization of the time step is necessary
. The optimum set of upper limits thus arrived at by a numerical experimentation and the
corresponding time step values are as follows. In each time step,

(i) heat transfer is not allowed to change by more than 10% ,

(ii) the time step in the acoustic period is not allowed to be higher than one hundredth of the
acoustic period,

(iii) pressure is not allowed to change by a factor of more than 2 during the acoustic period,

(iv) temperature is not allowed to change by more than 2%,
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(v) coolant expansion is not allowed more than 10% of its volume,

(vi) work done is not allowed to be more than 0.1% of the fuel heat content,

(vii) stability of space-time analysis require, that time step is always lesser than thermal diffusion
time,

(viii) fall in pressure is not allowed by more than 10% and

(ix) fall in temperature in the coolant shells is not allowed by an amount more than 10°

Initially, a guess for the time step is made using the rates of changes in the above variables
in the previous time step, and the new values are calculated in the current time step. The
present chages in the variables are then checked against the upper limits using current rates of
change in the variables. If the constraints are not satisfied the cycle is repeated with reduced
time step size till the conditions of constraints are satisfied.

4.3 Results and Discussions

Five different fuel-coolant types, viz. UO2 - Na, UC - Na, UO2 - H2O, UC - H2O and Al - H2O
are studied which represent all the possible combinations of fuel/coolant systems. The fuel-to-
coolant mass ratio, w, selected are 14.3,10.0, 2.0 and 0.4. This includes a range of fuel-rich and
fuel-deficient MFCI of interest. The value of 0.4 corresponds to the value which could be
expected in a small fast reactor when whole fuel is involved in the MFCI. For large fast reactors,
value of w is still lower and so is the case if only a fraction of fuel is involved in the MFCI. Fuel
initial temperature is assumed to be the melting point. The coolant below the saturation
temperature does not take part in the expansion but goes as geometrical constraint. This
amount decreases with time as more and more coolant goes above saturation temperature. In
the present study a constant amount of geometrical constraint presented by a column of 160 cm
of the coolant is assumed. This value corresponds to the amount of coolant available in small
fast reactors.

In Fig. 10, the efficiency as a function of fuel-to-coolant mass ratio, w, is presented for all the
fuel-coolant types. The solid curves represent lumped models developed earlier and the dashed
curve correspond to the new model. The observations are as follows :

(i) All the fuel-coolant types show peaking behaviour for efficiency as a function of fuel-to-coolant
mass ratio. For high thermal conductivity coolant the efficiency decreases rapidly as w is
decreased. For low thermal conductivity coolant (e.g. HJD) the efficiency falls slowly after
attaining the peak and remains almost constant as w is further decreased.

(ii) Fuels with higher fuel thermal conductivity and higher heat content, have higher efficiency for
all types of coolants.

(iii) Fuel-coolant types with lower coolant thermal conductivity give higher efficiency than those
with higher coolant thermal conductivity for fuel-deficient systems and lower efficiency for
fuel-enriched systems.

(iv) For fuel-deficient system and higher thermal conductivity coolant, the efficiency is very very
small

(v) Carbide fuel gives nearly same efficiency as the oxide fuel.

(vi) The UO2 - Na MFCI is mild and quite different from that of the UO2 - H2O system which is
energetic.
(vii) Earlier lumped models with 'mixing zone1 concept overestimates the amount of working
coolant for low thermal conductivity cooolant and underestimates the amount of interacting
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coolant for high thermal conductivity coolant. It grossly underestimates the efficiency for low
thermal conductivity coolant for fuel-deficient systems.

(viii) This improved model gives results for UO2 - H2O and UO2 - Na in line with the experimental
observations whereas lumped model overpredicts results for UO2 - Na system and
underpredicted those for UO2 - H2O. Therefore the improved model is much more reliable.

(ix) Lumped model gives lower efficiency than exact model for w less than roughly 3, and higher
efficiency for w greater than 3. As w increases both the models tend to give same results.

5 Conclusions

From the review the following emerge

1. The MFCI parameters are

(a)Fuel particle size is around 100 ц m.

(b)Fuel fragmentation and mixing time constant could be conservatively considered to be 200
ms.

(c)Fuel particle size distribution may be assumed Log-Normal.

(d)Efficiency though predicted around 0.2% in numerous small sized tests will have to be
carefully estimated for the large sized MFCI that occurs in LMFBRs.

(e)Mixing and propagation velocity will have to be experimentally obtained. For UO2-H2O it is
estimated to be around 120 m/s.
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2. A new and more realistic model is developed which gives MFCI predictions closer to the
experimental observations for a large spectrum of physical situations and fuel-coolant systems.

3. For LMFBR accidents involving MFCI in UO2-Na and UC-Na boiling heat flux does not play
important role.

4. Only one large sized test is reported in last 5 years and the efficiency is reported to be about
4%. Several experimental tests in reactor conditions may have to be conducted to estimate it. A
strong need exists for experimental tests on UO2-Na system.
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Table 1 : Mecchanical Work Energy Release, j/g

Fuel Particle Size, m m
1000

200

100

10

Cho Model
86

625

755

2300

Our Model
101

650

888

2412
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Base Case

Fuel Size, u
Fuel Size, u
Fuel Size, u

Time Constant,
ms
Time Constant,
ms

First
Set

10
500
1000

1

10

5.3

13
1.8
.1

3.2

1.9

Table 2: Results for Different Sets of Parameters

Parameters Results Efficiency, Peak Peak Final Final
% Pressure, Temperature Pressure Temperature

atm , К , atm , К

3373 2610 232 2189

11632
621 2081
291 1163

176 2327

105 2246

Column Height, 100 4 3372 2613
cm
Column Height, 300 6.7 3374 2610
cm

Fuel-to-Coolant 3 2.3 1219 1885
Mass Ratio
Fuel-to-Coolant 8 3 2424 2402
Mass Ratio
Fuel-to-Coolant 30 3.96 4663 2812
Mass Ratio

Vapour No 6.3 3915 2631 155 2483
Blanketing

MFCI Zone 23 3.5 4691 2623 217 2386
height, cm

First Set : Fuel Radius = 100 u, Fragmentation & Mixing Time Constant = 0 ms, Slug Column
Height = 160 cm, Fuel-to-Coolant Mass Ratio = 14.3, MFCI Zone Height = 10 cm, Vap Blanket
yes

204
52
4

87

61

153

53

41

109

94

-
1872
1648

2048

2038

2265

1878

1808

2103

2394
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Table 3: Results of the Parametric Study

Results WP n % E l 0 E ^ Ец р EjC e l o e ^ ец р ещ, R C l i c k p i *d Ч W ц

RefSet 7.2 .77 922 1.1 .19 .44 .06 2.3 .53 1.4 3.6 1.7 7.2 1818 .03 .12 1.7 .19

9.9 1.1 922 2.5 .15 .61 .08 4.6 .45 1.9 4.9 2.3 9.9 2143 .03 .12 3.3 .36

rf 18. 2.0 922 9.3 .5 1.1 .16 12. 1.2 3.3 8.7 4.0 18. 2923 .03 .12 11. 1.2

50

w=8 5.1 .98 516 .05 .06 .31 .04 .32 10. 1.0 2.6 1.2 5.1 1530 .03 .12 .46 .09

v 0 5.4 - 532 .01 .04 .32 .04 .23 .14 1.1 2.8 1.3 5.4 1576 .03 .12 .54 .1

30
T f 8.4 .81 1041 1.9 .21 .51 .07 3.6 .58 1.6 4.2 2. 8.4 1969 .03 .12 2.7 .26
3500

T s 6.9 - 922 1.0 .21 .42 .06 2.3 .55 1.4 3.5 1.6 6.9 1785 .03 .12 1.7 .18
1000

hs 6.6 - 922 0 .02 .13 .02 .16 .07 1.6 1.4 .64 6.6 4248 .03 .00 .17 .02
19
hs 15 - 922 .11 .47 .13 .09 .41 1.1 .18 5.5 2.5 15 4413 .06 .00 .8 .09
39

tw=l 6.6 - 922 .41 1.3 1.11 .06 1.1 4.9 7.5 1.0 1.6 6.6 1716 .03 .12 2.9 .31

k=150 7.21 - 922 1.1 0 .44 .06 2.3 0 1.4 3.6 1.7 7.2 1860 .03 .12 1.3 .17
n = 2

CTU 7 . 1 6 . 7 7 9 2 2 1.1 . 1 9 . 4 4 . 0 6 2 . 3 . 5 3 1.4 3 . 5 1.7 . 7 . 2 1 8 1 8 . 0 3 . 1 2 1.7 . 1 8
70 9

M m 7.17 .78 922 1.1 .22 .438 .06 2.3 .59 1.4 3.6 1.7 7.2 1819 .03 .12 1.8 1.9
23

M u 7.16 .77 922 1.1 .19 .167 .06 2.3 .53 .56 3.6 1.7 7.2 1818 .03 .12 1.5 .16
7

tm=fragmentation & mixing constant, ms ; rf=fuel size, и ; w=fuel-to-coolant mass ratio ; VQ= mixing zone volume;
Ty=fuel temperature, К; Ts=coolant temperature, К; hs=slug height; tw=vessel thickness
k,n = strain hardening parameters; a u=holddown bolts yield strength ; Mm~mass of middle vessel portion ;
Mu=mass of upper vessel portion ; WP=work potential, MJ; TJ =efficiency, %; Et^=Heat in fuel, MJ; E\o, Emj, Eup,
Erc = energy dissipated, MJ, in lower, middle, upper vessel portions and reactor cover; elo, emi, eup, ehb = strains , %,
in lower, middle and upper vessel portions and holddown bolts; RC^=Cover lift, cm ; C^slug kinetic energy, MJ;
Pj=Impact Pressure, atm; trf—period of impact, ms; W=damage work, MJ; rj ̂ efficiency of damage work, % ,t ,-
=Impact time, ms
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of the European out of pile Fuel Sodium Interaction Experiments involving kilogram
masses of molten oxide is reported i.e.

- CORECT2(CEA)
- SUS and MFTF - В (АЕА)
- THINA(KfK)

Then common conclusions are drawn.

1. INTRODUCTION

The vaporisation of coolant or the compaction of an LMFBR core can lead to a significant
increase in reactivity. These considerations have long motivated the study of Hypothetical Core
Disruptive Accidents, in which, large quantities of molten fuel debris could be created. An
important aspect of the investigations concerns the possible steam explosion after molten fuel
material contacts vaporisable liquid coolant; the so-called fuel-coolant Interaction. In this
context, the principal questions to be addressed are:

- how an FCI influences the accident scenario?
- is the integrity of the Reactor Pressure Vessel maintained despite the sudden release of

such a potentially large amount of mechanical energy?

The answers must clearly depend on the postulated type of accident. In this paper, we focus on
loss of flow (LOF) type accidents due for example to a failure of the power supply to all
sodium primary pumps, or extended blockages, plus scram failure. Although core melt could
occur to a greater or lower extend in such circumstances, the occurrence of an FCI depends on
the manner that fuel debris come in contact with sodium. This is governed by the behaviour of
the melt pool as well as by the formation and nature of solidified plugs of debris. If tight plugs
are not formed, there occur either a mild discharge of fuel into the sodium, or a re-entry of
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liquid coolant onto the melt pool. On the other hand, in a bottled-up situation, the core debris
could be violently ejected upwards and/or downwards by vapour pressure (UO2 and steel).
Typical modes of contacts between fuel debris and sodium have thus been identified and the
following have been investigated in various large-scale European facilities:

- re-entry of sodium on a molten fuel pool,
- mild discharge into a sodium pool,
- upward ejection of molten fuel into liquid sodium,
- downward ejection of molten fuel into liquid sodium.

We now present the principal experimental results and propose commonly agreed conclusions
concerning these programs.

2. THE CORECT 2 PROGRAM (CEA - Grenoble) [1 a 3]

2.1 Description of the loop and of the experimental sequence

In this loop (fig. 1), we studied the FCI resulting from the re entry of a sodium column on a 5
kg molten UO2 pool. The principal instrumentation consists of pressure transducers in the
interaction zone (PI and P2) and in the argon gas and electromagnetic flow meters (Dl 1, D10,
D9) to measure the sodium velocity. Post mortem granulometric analysis of the fuel debris is
also performed after sodium evaporation.

The experimental sequence is the following:
- heating of the UO2 in a high frequency oven (A),

- at time t0, heating is stopped, valve С is opened and pumping of the H 2 gas into A et В
starts. The UO2 temperature is then near its melting point due to electromagnetic
stirring.

- at time t] : opening of valve J which brings A and В with a large low pressure tank
(10000 1 at about 10"2 mm of Hg)

- at time t2: valve С is closed while valve G is opened allowing the sodium column to fall
into the interaction chamber A.
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Then, pressure peaks leading to sodium expulsions are registered as schematised below.

5 4 10 secondea t

I
«

U 4

и 1 \\ \l\

i

Between 1976 and 1981, 14 tests were successfully performed in this facility. Among them,
four tests produced significant energetic events. These energetic events were obtained as soon
as the volume of the interaction chamber was reduced. In fact, we realised that the free volume
(mode I on fig. 2) in the chamber offered to the gas and sodium vapour did not allow a good
contact between liquid sodium and molten fuel. So we decided to reduce this free volume by
using a crucible to collect the molten fuel so as to fill most of the interaction chamber with
liquid sodium before getting liquid-liquid contacts. These new geometries are shown on fig. 2
and all of them resulted in violent events. We must note that the use of this crucible does not
only reduce the free volume but also increases the confinement of the Interaction-Zone. It also
allows an estimate of the initial mass of sodium which interact.
Conditions and results for these tests (18-19-21-22) plus one representative of mode I tests
(12B) are given in table 1).
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2.2 Experimental results

Test numbers

UO? mass (kg)

Initial Na temp. (°C)

Interaction chamber volume
(1) mode:

Residual gas (H2) pressure
in the chamber (mb)

Cover gas pressure
(AT) (MPa)

Dropping velocity of the
column (m/s)

Maximum ejection velocity
(m/s)

Maximum two phase
pressure peak amplitude
(MPa) duration at 10% (ms)

Mass percentage of the
debris such that

d > 5 mm

5 > d > 4

4 > d > 2

2 > d > 1

1 > d > 0.65

0.65 > d > 0.25

0.25 > d > 0.10

0.10>d>0.05

0.05 > d

Sauter mean diameter (цт)

12B

4.15

600

13.37
I

about 10

0.156

-1.53

2.0

6.6
10

34.13

6.59

16.50

20.24

7.76

3.18

9.59

1.98

0.03

794

18

4.92

685

7.76
III

about 12

0.13

- 1.48

7.6

7.0
60

23.71

4.52

8.93

7.46

3.63

13.87

28.41

7.80

1.68

286

19

5.15

580

7.07
IV

about 60

0.125

- 1.44

2.9 (2nd)

5.0 (2nd)
15

25.5

14.2

9.3

9.3

4.7

10.3

13.3

11.1

2.1

320

21

4.86

560

7.81
III

about 20

0.14

-1.49

7.4 (3nd)

12.0 (3rd)
15

14.88

13.39

13.39

8.47

8.78

19.63

15.50

14.81

4.55

225

22

5.13

561

11.17
II

about 10

0.132

-1.45

4.0

4.3
40

42.1

4.9

9.6

8.9

4.7

2.6

16.6

3.7

_

520

Table 1: Experimental Conditions and Main Experimental Results of some CORECT 2 Tests
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2.2.1 CORECT 2 test n° 18

This was the most energetic with the highest ejection sodium velocity (~ 7,6 m/s) that resulted
from a 70 bar pressure peak (rise time: 10 ms, fall time: 50 ms). These results are shown on
fig. 3. From the pressure and velocity traces, we can evaluate the mechanical energy release by
a simple PdV calculation. However we must notice that the pressure is measured in the
interaction chamber while the velocity of the sodium column is measured 2.5 m downstream.
So the sodium motion at the level of the flowmeter will be de layed relative to the motion of
the I.Z. boundary due to compressibility so that the mechanical energy release evaluation
should be: dW = P(t) U(t+At) Adt. By varying the delay time At from 0 to a few ms, we obtain
a mechanical energy release of between 18 and 35 kJ in about 250 ms. Then, if we attribute
this energy release to the UO2 debris which are able to exchange their energy during the
pressure rise time, we get a yield of about 10 to 20 kJ/kg of fuel participating to the FCI.

The "violence" of the FCI was also seen from:
- some melting of the steel structures surrounding the interaction zone. As, when UO2 is
dropped in the structures without Na no melting is observed, this melting can be explained if
liquid sodium at about 2000°K = TSAT (70 bar) contacted these structures,

- some pressurisation in the pressurizer (see figure 4) where we can see that, about 270 ms
after the first pressure peak in the I.Z., the pressure increases from 1.4 to 2.5 bar. During this
pressure increase a flash of light was observed with a magnetoscope in this region,

- the observed post mortem granulometry (see table 1) which gave a Sauter mean diameter of
286 um to be compared with the 794 um of test 12B representative of mode I test.

2.2.2 CORECT 2 test n° 21

Although this was carried out in order to reproduce the results of test 18, the results were
different. A violent event occurred at the third impact of the sodium column and the pressure
peak was also different (fig. 5 and 6). We observed large but narrow spikes, saturating the
transducers at 230 bar (500 bar was estimated from the column acceleration and they were
followed by a two phase pressure peak of 120 bar and 15 ms duration. These peaks lead to a
maximum ejection velocity of 7.4 m/s (fig. 5). Integration of pressure and velocity traces
indicated a mechanical energy release of about 6.5 to 12 kJ over about 130 ms.

Like in test 18, superficial melting of the steel structures and some pressure increase in the
pressurizer were also observed.

The measured Sauter mean diameter was a little smaller than in test 18; 225 um instead of 286.

As an explanation of this different behaviour, we suggest that the UO2 was hotter in this test
due to a shorter delivery sequence.
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In fact, in test 21 the time difference (t2 - t0 in the experimental sequence) between the
beginning of U 0 2 flow and the beginning of Na flow was only 7.8 s instead of the 15.5 s in test
18. Details of the more rapid kinetics are:

- it takes 3 ms to reach the 120 bar pressure peak (with many narrow spikes higher than
230 bar),

- the maximum acceleration of the Na column was about 3500 m/s2 instead of 450 m/s2 in test
18, but a smaller mechanical energy release occurs.

We can explain these results if we admit that the UO2 reacted with a higher temperature
sodium than in test 18 and that it had already lost some of its energy during the first two
contacts.

2.2.3 CORECT 2 test n° 19

This test was carried out with the smallest free volume but according to the velocity and
pressure traces (fig. 7), some contact took place between fuel and sodium before the time
necessary for flooding the UO2 in the crucible, followed by a first ejection at about 1,2 m/s
(pressure peak: 12 bars, duration: 20 ms). Then, when the sodium falls again, there is the most
energetic ejection at 2.9 m/s due to a 50 bar-20 ms pressure peak (see fig. 8).
The mechanical energy is rather low, about 1 kJ but again melting of the steel structures was
observed (see fig. 9).

2.2.4 CORECT 2 test n° 22

This was performed with the largest free volume and a violent event occurred at the first
contact (like in test 18). A 45 bar pressure peak of 30 ms duration lead to a 4 m/s ejection of
sodium (fig. 10 and 11). The mechanical energy is estimated between 2 and 3.5 kJ. Melting of
the steel structures was also observed as well as a deformation of the crucible.

3. THE WINPRITH SUS TESTS

3.1 Experimental techniques, initial conditions

These tests were performed in the MFTF loop in order to study the consequences of a mild
discharge of fuel into a sodium pool. They used 24 kg of uranium molybdenum trioxide
thermite at about 3600°K (+ 150) and results were compared with those of the smaller Rig В
facility using only 0.55 kg of melt [4].

Fig. 12 illustrates the apparatus for the SUS series of experiments in the MFTF, whose
principal feature is the large overstrong containment vessel with an internal volume of 1.7 m3.
Thermite generated uranium dioxide (81%) and molybdenum (19%) melt is released from the
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charge container located centrally under the free surface of a 1.2 tonne sodium pool. The
remaining volume of the vessel is occupied by about 0.29 m3 of argon cover gas, whose largely
isentropic compression by the expanding vapour bubble of an MFCI is used to calculate the
mechanical work developed. Two different melt-sodium geometries are imposed in the SUS
tests by including or omitting the restrictor tube, which modifies the available volume of liquid
sodium from 1.3 m3 (free release mode) to 0.05 m3 (restricted release mode). Table 2 outlines
the initial conditions for each of the six SUS tests in which sodium temperatures and pressures
lie in the ranges 723 to 737 К and 0.1 to 1.0 MPa respectively. While this temperature range is
typical of normal reactor operating conditions, elevated pressures (> 0.1 MPa) are deployed in
order to established if there is the same increase in mechanical yield as occurs with water-
urania interactions.

Experiment

SUS01
SUS02
SUS03
SUS04
SUS05
SUS06

System Pressure
(MPa)

0.1
0.6
1.0
0.1
0.6
1.0

Sodium
Temperature

(K)
737
723
731
728
733
723

Tsar (P)
(K)

1152
1396
1484
1152
1396
1484

Mode of Release

Free
Free
Free

Restricted
Restricted
Restricted

Table 2 Initial conditions for the SUS Series of Experiments

Two piezoelectric pressure transducers in heat-shielded mounts monitor conditions within the
charge container. Following ignition of a thermite charge by a pyrofuse, completion of the
reaction is indicated by a steady pressure measurement in the release mechanism are then
automatically detonated and the melt is forcibly ejected downwards into the sodium pool.

As many as eleven capacitive transducers are located in the walls, base and roof of the
containing vessel to measure the transient pressures in the sodium pool and cover gas during
an experimental [4]. These signals are processed by 2kHz low pass filters to attenuate 3.5 kHz
resonances in the transducer responses. In the later experiments SUS03 to SUSS06,
accelerometers are attached to the mounting pillars of some pressure transducers. Fourier
transforming these accelerometer responses enables the design of digital bandstop filters that
are used to assess the influence on the sensitive pressure transducers of structural vibrations
induced by the explosive bolts and releasing spring.

After each experiment, most of the sodium is drained from the containment vessel and the
residual is then removed by vacuum distillation to allow recovery of the fragmented melt
debris. Its particle size distribution is determined from sample amounts using a series of twelve
precisely graded sieves with meshes in range 8000 to 63 urn. Optical microscopic examinations
enable a qualitative comparison of surface conditions with those for water-uranian
experiments.
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3.2 Experimental Pressure Transients

Fig. 13 depicts a cover gas pressure transient for test SUS01. The rapid oscillations occurring
after 24 ms are directly attributable to vibrations induced in the containment vessel by firing the
explosive bolts. In this respect, similar oscillatory signals are observed from the pressure
transducers in earlier development tests when the vessel contained neither sodium nor thermite.
Furthermore, they are largely eliminated by processing a raw pressure recording with a digital
filter whose stop-band of 220 to 370 Hz corresponds to resonances in the Fourier spectrum of
data from the attached accelerometer. Cover gas pressure transients for experiments SUS02,
SUS03 and SUS05 are given in Figs. 14 to 16 respectively. Energetic MFCI with
correspondingly rapid (< 20ms) rises in cover gas pressure are observed in all tests; except for
the restricted release experiments SUS04, and SUS06 which exhibit just noisy incoherent
sodium boiling. Table 3 summarises the experimental results, in which individual mechanical
yields in a multiple series of interactions are calculated on the basis that each cover gas
compression is isentropic and uninfluenced by adjacent peaks. This latter assumption evidently
neglects possible hydrodynamic coupling between expanding vapour bubbles in a multiple
series of interactions.

Compressions of the argon cover gas originate from bulk movements of liquid sodium within
the containment vessel, whereas pressure waves within the coolant itself propagate much faster
at around sonic speed. Consequently, the wall and base-mounted pressure transducers respond
somewhat earlier than the cover gas pressure transducers mounted on the roof. More
importantly, their input signals are not slowed down by the hydrodynamic inertia of the liquid
sodium, so that the time scale of their responses more closely matches those of events in the
interaction zone. In this context, heat transfer from fragmented melt debris to vaporise the
coolant is of particular interest.

A typical pressure transient in the liquid sodium is graphed in Fig. 17 and its comparison with
Fig. 14 suggests that events in the interaction zone for these experiments are about an order of
magnitude faster than cover gas pressure transients. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that
heat transfer from fragmented debris is largely completed within 2 to 4 ms.
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Experiment

SUS01

SUS02

SUS03

SUS04
SUSO5

SUS06

Delay Time
(ms)

100
456
30
122
135
18

153
173
190
215
233
288
323

-
49
57
-

Peak Cover
Gas Pressure

(MPa)
0.28
0.15

0.95*
0.93
0.86
1.26*
1.36
1.70
1.76
1.97
1.18
1.36
1.17

0.85*
1.02
1.17

-

Interaction
Yield
(kJ)
22
8

54*
51
41

43*
58
104
112
137
30
58
29

68*
62
81

None Detectable

* slow pressurisation by conventional boiling.

Table 3 Summary of Experimental Results

With regard to the three restricted release experiments, just the SUS05 test produces fast
energetic interactions with comparable magnitudes to those occurring with an unrestricted
release. Post-test examination of the restrictor tube for test SUS05 reveals the absence of melt
debris, which must have been expelled by the interactions. Indeed, a sufficiently violent
explosion for the melt debris to impact on the roof mounted cover gas pressure transducers
would account for their failure apparent in fig. 16.

3.3 Test analysis

3.3.1 Morphology of debris particles

Under an optical microscope, melt debris particles from the SUS series of experiments have an
angular and deeply pitted appearance like those previously recovered from Rig В tests. The
surface roughness of all debris from sodium-urania interactions contrasts sharply with that
obtained with water, which appear smooth even under a scanning electron microscope. One
interpretation of these observations is that some fragmentation of solidified melt occurs with
sodium, whereas just molten urania is broken-up when water is involved.
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Fig. 18 compares the particle size statistics of three debris samples taken from the SUS03 test
following vacuum distillation of the residual sodium. Results designated 1 and 2 are derived by
directly sieving two of these samples, while number 3 is obtained after prewashing with
methanol. Although the methanol wash markedly increases the proportion of debris sized
below 1000 urn, it appears hardly to affect the fraction below 250 urn that largely governs the
energetics of MFCI. Heat transfer from particles greater than 250 urn is broadly too slow to be
really effective in MFCI occurring in these and smaller scale tests (8). Repeated sieving of one
unwashed sample is used to assess the spurious fragmentation induced by the debris grading
procedure. One additional sieving increases the debris mass below 250 urn by an extra 3%,
which is increased by a further 8% after six days exposure to air and regarding. It might be
construed that these changes in debris statistics due to methanol separation or sieving are
insignificant. However, interactions with particularly deeply subcooled sodium are very much
smaller than with a water coolant, so inadvertently increasing the interacting mass (< 250 urn)
by even 3 % of the total poured can sometimes have a marked effect on calculating the average
mechanical efficiency.

By grading the two samples unwashed with methanol, the actual mass fragmented below 250
um in size is estimated as 9.6 or 14.4 kg in SUS 03.

Debris statistics for the restricted release experiments SUS04 to SUS06 are determined from
material left only in the restrictor tube. Despite the absence of energetic interactions in tests
SUS04 and SUS06, some 24 to 50% of the directly sieved debris lies below 250 um in size.
Though violent incoherent boiling also produces such fine debris, these large fractions are
cause for concern. Unless the debris recovered from the restrictor tube can be unequivocally
demonstrated as unrepresentative, there remains the possibility that significant spurious
fragmentation of agglomerates [4] is created by the large specific volume changes in sodium as
it is vacuum distilled. To summarise the above discussion, debris statistics for sodium-urania
interactions are not considered totally reliable.

3.3.2 Mechanical efficiency

As already mentioned, the interaction yield are calculated from cover gas pressure traces,
assuming that each gas compression is isentropic and independent of adjacent peaks. From this,
it was deduced [4] that the mechanical work expended in creating the seven identifiable peaks
(see fig. 15) was 528 kJ.

However, the oscillatory system pressure (pressure well below the initial one are registered)
casts some doubts on the authenticity of these value which indeed could be much lower.
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3.3.3 Effect of coolant and its subcooling

The manner in which the nature of the coolant affects an MFCI can be inferred from a
comparison of the SUS tests with the Scale-Urania-Water experiments (SUW). Although the
same melt mass, modes of release and system pressure range are used as in the SUS series, the
coolant subcoolings of 0 to 80 К are significantly smaller. Spontaneous and triggered energetic
interactions are observed with similar efficiencies (~ 0.04) and similar rise times for the cover
gas pressure transients as those in the SUS tests. The principal difference lies in the relatively
fewer and more vigorous interactions. Indeed, the SUW09 experiments elicited a single MFCI
that finely fragmented (< 250 um) 75% of the 24 kg melt mass and created a peak cover gas
pressurisation of 17.2 MPa or a mechanical yield of 884 kJ.

It can be thought that due to the deep SUS cooling of sodium, rapid vaporisation cannot be
achieved to support the strong stock wave necessary for achieving an extended region of fine
debris fragmentation.

An alternative explanation [5] is that premature local freezing of the melt occurs when a
relatively good thermal diffuser like sodium is also very deeply subcooled (~ 400 K). Because
much greater energy is required to fragment a solid, large enough solidified packets can arrest
the prorogation of an MFCI, so leading to the relatively weak events recorded in the SUS and
Rig В tests.

4. THE WINFRITH MFTF-B series tests

These were designed to study the re-entry of almost saturated sodium at the surface of a
molten UO2-Mo thermite pool in a subassembly geometry without pin bundle.

4.1 Experimental techniques and initial conditions

Fig. 19 illustrates the apparatus for the B-Series tests in which the renewable welded test
assembly (hexagonal wrapper, outer shroud tube and thermite injection tube) is centrally
located within the over-strong containment vessel of the MFTF. Welded end-plates seal the
interior of a wrapper from liquid sodium that fills well-defined portions of the shroud tube and
containment vessel. The prototypical wrapper, which is 4.8 mm thick, 185 mm across internal
flats and fabricated from type 321-SI2 steel, has a precisely engineered length which varies
from experiment to experiment. A broad description follows of the four principle stages of the
experiments as depicted in Fig. 20 and 21. Complete engineering specifications and estimates
of measurement uncertainties are available in reference 6.
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Experiment
Number

B01
B02

BO3

B04

BO5

B06

Mass of
Injected Melt

(kg)

None
21

20

20

20

20

Mass of
Injected
Sodium

(kg)
14.15
14.00

14.75

14.00

4.50

6.50

Mode of
Sodium

Injection

Into wrapper
Along melt

surface
Simultaneously

with melt
Below melt

surface
Before melt

injection
Below melt

surface

Temperature
of Injected
Sodium (K)

747
750

748

733

Probably close
to saturation

Mostly >
1109

Bursting Disc
Rating (MPa)

0.5
0.5

1.0

0.5

1.0

1.0

Table 4 Actual Conditions for the B-Series Experiments

At the start of each test, the sodium in the containment vessel and storage tank are separately
heated to the required temperatures of 753 К and that indicated in Table 4 respectively. An
argon cover gas pressure of 0.1 MPa is established by venting, and the evacuated wrapper is
re-pressurised with argon to 0.08 MPa. This value reflects a compromise between discouraging
flash vaporisation of the injected melt and internal pressurisation of the wrapper by heat
transfer to the argon. Shortly before ignition of the thermite charge the sodium storage tank is
pressurised to about 0.8 MPa by opening the valve to the ballast vessel.

Experimental pressures, temperatures and flow rates within the test assembly and containment
vessel are continuously recorded using the same equipment as for the SUS tests after
completing the above procedures. Following ignition of a pyrofuse embedded in the thermite
charge (time = 0.0), subsequent events are controlled by automatic timers and sensing units.
When the charge has burnt for some 1.5 seconds and its pressure and temperature are at 1.0
MPa and 3600 К respectively, explosive bolts are fired to enable the injection of molten fuel
simulate into the wrapper. Pre-test trials reveal that the 24 kg thermite charge creates in there a
melt pool of 20 to 21 kg or about 83 mm deep.

After a preset time delay, that is long enough for the formation of a melt pool but short enough
to prevent crust formation, the punch actuator is released by firing an explosive bolt. This
ruptures a diaphragm that allows pressurised sodium from the storage tank to flow through a
side-wall of the wrapper. Entry of sodium along or beneath the free surface of a melt pool is
engineered by the precise design of wrapper length.

Once sodium contacts the melt pool, pressure within a wrapper increases as a result of
conventional boiling or an energetic MFCI. A wrapper is fitted with three 64 mm diameter
bursting discs above the free surface of the rig sodium, and depending on the particular
experiments, these break within 5 ms after imposing a differential pressure of either 0.5 or 1.0
MPa. Rupture of the discs by an interaction releases melt debris and sodium into the eccentric
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annulus between the wrapper and open ended shroud tube and thereby raises the level of
sodium in the main containment vessel. Mechanical energy developed by an interaction is
estimated from the resulting largely isentropic compression of the main cover gas volume and
from any permanent deformation of the wrapper.

The influx from the pressurised sodium storage tank lasts jus a few seconds, and when the tank
is empty, argon from the ballast vessel eventually equalises pressures throughout the system.
Subsequently, sodium is drained from the containment vessel and any residual is removed by
vacuum distillation. When the apparatus has cooled sufficiently» the test assembly, charge
container, and sodium storage tank are removed for inspection. Melt debris recovered from the
wrapper is weighed to determine the amount forcibly ejected by the interaction [6].

Wrapper pressures are measured by four transducers, of which the two Vibrometer CP103
devices on its welded lid provide generally mutually consistent readings throughout the Series.
Additional Meclec HQ20 and Transamerica BHL-4221 transducers are installed, but their
transient performance might have been compromised by mounting them 1 m along the 4m long
vacuum line to the wrapper. Consequently, quoted wrapper pressures relate to Vibrometer
transducer measurements; except for those from Test B03 when a system malfunction makes it
necessary to rely on the other more remote devices.

4.2 A broad description of the experimental results

The object of the first experiment BOl without a thermite charge is to establish the satisfactory
operation of the various items in the rig.

Two small pressure peaks occurring in the wrapper cover gas at 2.85 and 3.57 seconds during
test B02 are identified as small MFCI. They correspond closely to two slightly later peaks in
the main vessel cover gas pressure at 2.88 and 3.60 seconds. Typical wrapper and cover gas
pressure transients for this test are shown in Fig. 22 and 23 respectively. Vibrations induced in
the pressure transducer mountings on the wrapper are responsible for the negative pressures
seen in Fig. 22 Table 5 summarises the characteristic of pressure transients inside the wrapper,
as well as the mechanical work developed and melt debris mass ejected for each experiments
B02 to B06 inclusive. Although the intention in test B03 was to inject deeply subcooled
sodium 748 К beneath the free surface of the molten fuel simulant, failure of a timing circuit
resulted in their simultaneous injection into the wrapper. Two small MFCI are recorded, and
15.9 kg of melt debris is expelled following the rupture of all the bursting discs in the wrapper
wall. Test B04 achieves the object of the B03 experiment, and deeply subcooled sodium is
actually injected beneath the free surface of the melt pool. As shown in Table 5 a chain of three
small MFCI is produced with the last one at 2.00 seconds arresting the then weakly driven
flow from the sodium storage tank. All the above tests with deeply subcooled sodium are
characterised by multiple weak MFCI which, though vigorous enough to rupture all three
bursting discs in a wrapper, are incapable of inflicting any other damage. However, outcomes
are quite different for the last two tests, B05 and B06, which involve nearly saturated sodium.
Test B05 was intended as a repeat of test B04, but involving the injection of nearly saturated
sodium at 1073 K. In fact due to a flaw in the sodium injection diaphragm, the melt was
injected into an already existing pool of sodium at a temperature of 745 K. Evidence can be
presented that the sodium very likely became saturated prior to the creation of the first of two
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strong MFCI at 1.76 and 3.15 seconds. Corresponding pressure variations inside the wrapper
are shown in Fig. 24, where comparison with Fig. 22 for test B02 reveals the presence of far
sharper maxima when the sodium is largely saturated. Indeed, the coherence of MFCI with
saturated or lightly subcooled sodium appears closely akin to that of water-urania interactions
[7].

Experiment

B02

B03

B04

B05

B06

Start Time
(s)

2.85
3.57
1.25
1.34
1.87
1.90
1.94
1.76
3.15
2.00
2.11
2.18

Rise Time
(ms)

5
19

51/2

1
6
4
9
8
2
6
5
15

Peak
Pressure

(MPa)
0.185
0.493

0.354*
0.175
0.292
0.445
0.429
4.18

1 79**

0.185
3.601
0.766

Work done
on Wrapper

(kJ)
NIL

NIL

NIL

13+4

8 ± 3

Total Cover
Gas Work

(kJ)
Max =17

Max = 6

Max = 5

7 + 5

38 + 2

Melt Mass
Ejected

(kg)
15.47

15.90

15.11

13.40

12.20

* Recorded in wrapper's vacuum line ** Transducer TP2 recorded 4.00 MPa

Table 5 Summary of Pressure Transient within the Wrapper,
Mechanical Work and Ejected Melt Mass for the B-Series Tests.

Despite rupture of all three protective bursting discs, a post-test examination reveals that the
hexagonal wrapper is deformed into an almost circular cross-section and that its originally flat
base-plate is domed. The maximum distortion as an increase in the across-flats dimension is
23 mm with an increase in circumference of 18 mm. Although the longitudinal weld of the
wrapper is split to a maximum width of 3.5 mm along a 117 mm length, this is not significant
because a metallographic examination reveals the weld to have been incipiently defective, and
because in any case relatively little energy absorption is involved with even a perfect fabrication
[5]. Details of the ABAQUS computations used to estimate the energies required to inflict the
observed deformations of the wrapper and surrounding shroud tube are given in reference 8.

Results from test B06 provide information on the effects of injecting 6.5 kg of almost saturated
sodium beneath the free surface of an 83 mm deep melt pool. Initially, however, cold sodium at
753 К in the delivery tube is injected for about 33 ms. Saturated sodium from the storage tank
then follows, but on account of heat transferred to the delivery tube, it is somewhat cooler on
entry to the wrapper. A lower bound on the temperature of sodium injected from the storage
tank is derived as 1108 K. Permanent damage to the wrapper is visibly less than in the B05
experiment, and it is mainly confined to the welded end-plates which are domed to the extent
of a 4.5 mm deflection. The greatest deformation of the hexagonal wrapper occurs near its
base where an across-flats measurement records an increase of 10 mm. Neither failure of the
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longitudinal weld nor damage to the shroud tube occurs in this case. When molten debris is
ejected through the three ruptured bursting discs, it burns holes in adjacent areas of the shroud
tube and anneals the surrounding metal.

4.3 Conclusions

In tests B02, 03, 04 with subcooled sodium, erratic and weak interactions are observed like
these in the SUS Series. But, when the coolant is close to saturation as in tests B05 and B06-,
markedly stronger, more coherent interactions occur that could inflict serious damage to an
empty (without pins) subassembly wrapper. The recorded cover gas compression transients for
tests B05 and B06 appear for sharper than those in the preceding experiments, and in fact more
akin to MFCI involving water and urania.

5. THE THINA EXPERIMENTS (KfK)

5.1 Test description

During a whole-core accident the formation of a boiling pool comprising from a few
subassemblies to the whole core might ultimately lead to the ejection of molten materials into
the upper coolant plenum. This could lead to a large-scale FSI. The ejected material is
probably in the state of a multiphase mixture consisting of molten fuel and steel and (steel)
vapour. This situation was simulated in the THINA experiments [9] by injecting the products
of iron-aluminium thermite into a sodium filled test vessel from below. In these tests, either
molten iron or molten aluminium was injected. However, due to incomplete separation, each
material contained about 25% by weight of the other material and some noncondensable gas.

The test vessel together with the melt injector and the instrumentation is shown in figure 25
[10]. The vessel had a diameter of 0.3 m and a hight of about 5 m. The small diameter was
chosen to facilitate application of the X-ray imaging technique. The initial sodium level in the
vessel could be chosen between 2.5 m and 3.5 m. At a level of 2.0 above the bottom, a
perforated plate reduced the flow cross section to about 33% of that of the vessel. This
constituted an additional flow resistance as well during expansion as during collapse of the
multiphase zone created upon injection of the melt. The upper part of the vessel was filled with
argon. In order to protect the vessel wall against direct contact with melt, a 1 mm thick
stainless steel cylinder was mounted inside the vessel so that the effective diameter of the flow
area was 0.29 m. As indicated in Figure 25 the test vessel was equipped with several X-ray
imaging facilities, pressure transducers, and a multitude of temperature and void detectors. The
injection tube of the melt had a diameter of 0.03 m and it was initially sealed by a steel foil at
its upper end and evacuated. After gravitational separation of the two melts in the melt
injector, melt injection was initiated by applying a driving pressure of about 25 bar and opening
the first of the two fast acting slide valves. So the melt could penetrate into the injection tube
and, after melting the steel foil, into the sodium. After a preset time delay, melt injection was
terminated by closing the second slide valve.
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5.2 Test results

Four tests have been performed. The test conditions are summarised in Table 6. The injected
melt mass was always about 5 kg and consisted mainly of A12O3 in the first two test and iron in
the third and fourth test. The sodium mass was 155 kg in the first three tests and 140 kg in the
last one. The first test differs from the other three by the lower initial melt temperature which
was 2970 К instead of 3270 K.

Some experimental results of these tests are summarised in Figures 26 and 27 (High frequency
oscillations have been removed from the pressure signals by filtering). The principal course of
events seems to be the same in all four tests.

Main component

Melt temperature
Injection pressure
Duration of injection
Mass of melt injected
A12O3

Fe
Mean injection velocity

Sodium mass
Sodium temperature
Sodium level
Cover gas pressure

Vapour volume

К
bar
ms
kg
kg
kg
m/s

kg
К
m

bar

m 3

TH561

A1,O,
2970

25
170
5.5
4

1.5
11.8
155

783 - 808
2.67

1.1
0.081

Test

TH562

AI2Q1
3270

25
153
4.1
3.1

1
10

155
773 - 785

2.67

1.1
0.079

No.
TH564

Iron
3270

25
136
5.5
1.3
4.2
11.9
155

763 - 795
2.67

1.1
0.091

TH567

Iron

3270
25
123
4.9
1.1
3.8
11.3
140

813-823
2.42

1.1
0.084

Table 6 Significant test parameters and a few experimental data

Pressures that indicate thermal interactions are observed only during the injection times that
are marked on the time axis by shaded beams and slightly after. By these pressures, the upper
sodium level and the pressure in the cover gas are raised. The axial extensions of the
multiphase regions created by the hot melt reaches maxima below 2.0 m. Only in experiment
TH564 a bubble penetrates through the throttle plate. Traces of melt are found up to an
elevation of 1.4 m. The void detectors indicate that over considerable distances the cross
section of the sodium vessel is completely voided. After a fast decay of the interaction
pressure, pressures well below the initial pressure are prevailing. After about 0.6 sec the
vapour in the multiphase zone essentially vanishes creating a more or less pronounced re
condensation pressure spike (sodium hammer) and damped oscillations with frequencies of
about 5 to 7 Hz.

Figure 28 shows the initial pressure history test TH567 in more detail together with the
saturation pressure corresponding to a sodium temperature observed 0.4 m above the bottom.
This Figure shows that the pressure history is a superposition of the typical pressure spikes that
are frequently observed when a hot melt and sodium are brought into contact and a more
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slowly varying background pressure that is due to bulk heating of (not necessarily large
amounts) sodium beyond the initial saturation temperature. As is typical of all test, melt
injection causes two pressurisations in the sodium, one directly after the start of the injection
and the other towards and slightly after the end of injection. Figure 28 indicates that the second
peak is essentially due to bulk heating of some sodium.

The mechanical release was small in all cases. The energy conversion ratio was below about
0.3% with a tendency to higher values with molten iron.

Melt fragmentation was extensive and almost equal in all four tests. About 90% of the total
mass is found in particles of less than 1 mm diameter and between 40 and 50% (by mass) have
diameters below 0.25 mm. However, in the case of А12Оз above all, some additional
fragmentation of the quenched material seems to have occurred as especially above 0.25 mm
diameter many of the fragments are rugged.

5.3 Analysis

The most striking and most important result of these tests is the absence of any violent FSI's.
One must, however, keep in mind that the sodium in these tests was highly subcooled (by 410
K) which does not correspond to the conditions in the upper plenum of a fast breeder after a
core melt down accident.

A second important observation is the small difference in behaviour between A12O3 and iron.
This is especially astonishing in view of the big difference in interface contact temperatures.
While that of alumina (1940 К in test TH562) is certainly below the spontaneous (or
homogeneous) nucleation temperature of sodium, that of iron (2430 K) is certainly above it.
But still no important difference in behaviour is observed, while Fauske's interface temperature
criterion would indicate the possibility of a coherent large-scale interaction in the iron case.
This might be taken as indication that Fauske's criterion is invalid or one might speculate that
the interface temperature effect was masked in this case by e.g. the gas contained in the melt or
the admixture of 25 W-% (i.e. an almost equal volume) of А12Оз. However, one can expect
that the controlling effect here was that in neither of the two cases the usual film boiling
condition (expressed as a minimum surface temperature of the hot material) was fulfilled. And
stable film boiling is a pre-condition of premixing and thus of coherent interactions.

The low pressures that are observed in all cases between the injection periods and the
recondensation spikes indicate that after short periods only subcooled sodium is present
(c.f. the right hand part of figure 4). This is an impressive demonstration of how well thermal
energy is redistributed spatially to the subcooled bulk of sodium by two phase sodium. This
intrinsic property of sodium helps to avoid high FSI pressures.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

1. The first conclusion that can be drawn from these experimental results is that a thermal
interaction between kilos of UO2 and sodium is possible even through the so called
instantaneous interface temperature is smaller than the spontaneous nucleation
temperature.

2. In fact, interactions were obtained even with highly subcooled sodium in CORECT 2
tests, 18, 19, 21 and 22, and in SUS test 01 to 05. The maximum measured mechanical
energy estimated from the experimental results was 20 to 30 kJ for about 2 kilos of finely
fragmented UO2 in CORECT 2 test n° 18 (40% of the total mass) and 528 kJ for about
10 kilos (between 9.6 and 14.4 kg i.e. between 40 to 60% of the total mass) of finely
fragmented UO2-Mo thermite in SUS 03 test. Two comments are to be made about these
calculations:

• in CORECT 2 the mechanical work is estimated from the pressure trace in the
interaction zone and its volumic variation,

• in SUS, the mechanical work is estimated from adiabatic compression of the cover gas
and ringing in the measurements due to loop vibration is suspected to lead to an
overestimation of the mechanical work.

Pressure rise time in sodium of some milliseconds were measured (5 to 10 ms) which allow us
to estimate that most of the heat transfer from fragmented debris is largely completed within
these 5 to 10 ms. By assuming that heat transfer is controlled by conduction within the fuel, we
can estimate that most of the heat is taken out of debris smaller than 250 urn in size.

Post test examination of debris recovered after vacuum distillation of sodium was performed
for CORECT 2 and SUS. They showed an angular appearance which can imply some
fragmentation of solidified melt. This appearance contrast sharply with that obtained with
water and UO2 which appears smooth even under a scanning electrode microscope.

3. When the sodium temperature is close to saturation there is some change in the
phenomena. Pressure rise time are smaller and in fact appear more akin to MFCI with
water (see for example fig. 5 : CORECT 2 n° 21).

Mechanical energy seems also to be higher (see MFTF-B05) where the wrapper and the
surrounding shroud tube were deformed. Evidence of this behaviour is observed when the
initial temperature of sodium is close to saturation (MFTF-B06) or when sodium is
approaching saturation after extended contact with UO2 (CORECT 2 n° 21, MFTF B05,
TERMOS[11]).

4. Influence of the constraint was also observed with two extreme situations. If the system
is not constrained at all (like in SUS01 to 03 and in THIN A) or not very constrained
(CORECT 2 tests up to n° 16), there is a rapid separation between fuel and coolant and
only low yields are observed, (the same behaviour was observed with water in the SUW
test, similar to SUS but with water as a coolant). Indeed it was this observation that lead
us to change the geometry of the interaction zone in CORECT 2 in order to have a
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tamping effect of the sodium column and this allow us to get the first UO2-Na FCI. This
effect was also studied in SUS (and SUW) using the restricted mode of release which
showed that fast energetic interactions with comparable magnitudes to those occurring
with the unrestricted release were observed but less events were observed (2 in SUS 05
and 7 in SUS03). On the opposite, if the system is very constrained like in a subassembly
geometry with pin bundle, it is very difficult to mix large quantities of melt and coolant
and only small scale interactions can be observed. This was observed in the 24 out of pile
SES tests in AEA (5 kg of melt injected into prototypical subassemblies containing
dummy fuel pins) or in the pile SCARABEE Tests [12] where no energetic FCI were
observed but played an important role in the fuel propagation.
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Figure 9 :
CORECT 2 n° 19 : Crucible after the interaction showing melting

of some part of it
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Abstract

During hypothetical accidents of fast breeder reactors the core melts and part of
the core material inventory is ejected into the upper coolant plenum. As a
consequence, a fuel to coolant thermal interaction occurs between the melt and
the sodium. A series of simulating experiments was carried out in KfK/IRS to
improve the knowledge about the phenomenology of molten fuel/coolant
interactions and to support theoretical work on the safety of fast breeder
reactors. In the tests, a thermite melt of up to 3270 К is injected from below into a
sodium pool the temperature of which is between 770 and 820 K. The masses of
the melt and the sodium are about five and 150 kg, respectively. Thermal
interactions have been observed to occur as a sequence of small local pressure
events mainly during the melt injection. Large-scale vapour explosions have not
been observed. Generally, the conversion ratios of thermal to mechanical energy
have been low.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of core disruptive accidents with an extremely low probability of
occurrence in liquid-metal cooled fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs) shows that the
core may undergo melting. Mass relocation and freezing may lead to the
formation of a pool in a bottled-up configuration containing molten core
materials [1]. It is further assumed that the enclosure of the liquid pool ultimately
loses its integrity and a multi-phase mixture of molten fuel and steel is discharged
from the core into the upper and/or lower coolant plenum which leads to fuel
coolant thermal interactions.

To improve knowledge in this field, a series of out-of-pile experiments was carried
out at KfK in the so-called THINA test facility. There, the molten core material was
simulated by a thermite melt composed of alumina and iron. The melt was
injected from below into a sodium-filled vessel, which simulated the upper
coolant plenum. The main objective of these experiments was to investigate the
phenomenology and physics of thermal and hydraulic interactions of the melt and
the sodium. Information was derived on penetration depths of the melt, the
development of the two-phase region, the ratio of conversion of thermal into
mechanical energy, and fragmentation of the melt. Special interest was devoted
to the question of highly energetic thermal interactions. The experimental data
were also used to validate the multiphase fluid dynamics computer code AFDM
[2]. Preliminary results of the tests have been published previously [3,4].

In this paper a survey is given of four tests performed with the so-called compact
injector. The main experimental issues are discussed such as spatial void
development, characteristics of the interaction of melt and sodium, and energy
conversion ratio.

2. TEST FACILITY

The two major parts of the test set-up are the test vessel to simulate the sodium
plenum and the injector system to generate the melt and to inject it. Both are
described in the following; further information can be found in Refs. 3 and 4.

2.1 Test Vessel and Instrumentation

The test vessel and the instrumentation are shown in Fig. 1. The vessel has a
diameter of 0.3 m and a height of 5 m. About one half of the vessel is filled with
sodium above which a cover gas space serves as an expansion volume. The small
diameter was chosen to facilitate application of the X-ray technique. At a height
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of 2 m above the bottom, a perforated plate is mounted which reduces the open
cross section to 33 %. The plate acts as additional flow resistance for the sodium
column during both the expansion and collapse of the two-phase region. As a
result, the sodium moves slower in both directions, and the dynamic stresses of
the vessel during the final collapse "water hammer" are reduced. Because of the
geometry chosen the results cannot be transfered directly to reactor conditions.

To be able to observe the course of events during the thermal interaction, the
vessel is instrumented with five pressure transducers to measure pressures in the
sodium and in the cover gas, with more than one hundred temperature and void
sensors installed on horizontal lances, four sensors on each lance, with a level
indicator, and with four X-ray facilities supplying both high speed movies and
analog signals from an array of photo diodes. The diode signals are calibrated to
give the mean cross-sectional void fraction. From the temperature and void
sensors and from the diode signals, information is derived on the temporary and
spatial development of the two-phase region. These measurements are essential
for understanding the physical processes and provide a data base for model and
code validation.

The disadvantage of temperatur and void sensors is that, if contacted by the melt,
they are normally destroyed prior to the end of the experiment. The X-ray
facilities positioned at various heights allow to observe the melt injection and the
development of the two-phase region during the whole test.

Pressure transducers P61, P62, and P63 whose axial positions are indicated in Fig. 1
register the pressure in the sodium near the vessel wall. Pressure transducers P64
and P003 register the pressures in the gas space above the sodium and in the gas
supply pipe, respectively.

The level indicator mounted vertically at a distance of 30 mm from the vessel wall
measures the local changes in the sodium level.

2.2 Melt Injector System

A gas driven injection system is used that is able to inject about 5 kg of melt. The
melt consisting of alumina and iron is generated in a crucible by an exothermal
reaction of an aluminium/iron oxide thermite mixture. The reaction products
separate during and after the reaction because of their different densities. The
use of modified crucibles allows to inject mainly alumina or mainly iron (Fig. 2).
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The temperature of the melt depends on the intial temperature of the thermite
mixture, on the heat losses, and on the composition of the thermite mixture. With
a stoichiometric mixture preheated to a temperature of 570 К the temperature of
the melt will be about 3270 К at the time of injection. This temperature can be
lowered by reducing the initial temperature or by adding alumina or iron to the
stoichiometric mixture.

It is evident from observations that the injected melt always contains a small
portion of noncondensable gas that influences the melt mass flux in the nozzle at
the end of the tube. This has also been shown by the AFDM calculations. In
addition, part of the iron vapourizes following the pressure relief during the
injection. Start and duration of the injection are controlled by two fast acting
slide valves mounted in the connection tube between injector and sodium vessel.
Both the tube and the nozzle have an internal diameter of 30 mm.

3. TEST PARAMETERS

The test parameters and some data of the four tests carried out are summarized in
Table 1. The tests are listed in a chronological order.

Table 1: Significant Test Parameters, Initial Conditions and a few Experimental
Data

Test No.

Main melt component

Melt temperature
Injection pressure
Duration of injection
Mass of melt injected

AI 2 O 3

Fe
Mean injection velocity

Sodium mass
Sodium temperature
Sodium level
Cover gas pressure

Vapour volume

К
bar
ms
kg
kg
kg

m/s

kg
К
m

bar

m3

TH561

AI2O3

2970
25

170
5.5
4

1.5
11.8

155
783-808

2.67
1.10

0.081

TH562

AI2O3

3270
25
153
4.1
3.1

1
10

155
773-785

2.67
1.10

0.079

TH564

Iron

3270
25
136
5.5
1.3
4.2
11.9

155
763-795

2.70
1.10

0.089

TH567

Iron

3270
25
123
4.9
1.1
3.8
11.3

140
813-823

2.42
1.07

0.084
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The temperature of the melt cannot be measured during the tests; it has been
derived from pretests. In the first test, TH561, the melt temperature was lowered
by adding alumina to the thermite mixture. In the following tests, a
stoichiometric thermite mixture was used. The molten mass injected is controlled
primarily by the duration of injection and finally determined by a mass balance
performed after the test. The smaller portions of iron in tests TH561 and TH562
and of alumina in tests TH564 and TH567 in the respective total masses reflect the
incomplete separation of the melt components. Test TH567 was performed under
the same initial conditions as TH564 in order to verify the reproducibility of
experimental results.

The gas pressure of the injector system is set to a relatively high value (25 bar) in
order to ensure that the driving pressure acting on the melt flow is always
positive, i.e. the pressure difference between the pressure in the crucible and the
average pressure in the thermal interaction zone,. The mean injection velocity
(estimated from the melt mass and the time of injection) and the maximum
vapour volume of the two-phase region are given in the table as an additional
information. The latter was calculated from the maximum increase in the sodium
level.

The initial sodium temperatures vary a little from test to test due to the heating
procedure preceding the test. The cover gas pressure is kept constant in all
experiments. The initial (static) pressure at the bottom of the sodium pool, po, is
calculated to be approx. 1.3 bar. This pressure corresponds to a saturation
temperature of 1180 K.

The choice of the two most significant test parameters, i.e. the temperatures of
the coolant and the melt, respectively, ensures that, according to present
knowledge, a vapour explosion does not occur. This item will be discussed in more
detail further below.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 General Remarks and Course of the Experiments

The general course of the experiments which throughout showed similar
characteristics can shortly be described as follows:

Immediately after the start of injection, a two-phase region develops in the
bottom part of the vessel caused by the thermal interaction of the melt and
sodium. The growth and collapse of this zone are mainly determined by both the
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balance of evaporation and condensation and the inertia of the sodium above the
interaction region. During the injection period evaporation is dominant. The
interaction region expands and, as a result of this, the sodium level increases.
After the end of the melt injection condensation and gravity become dominant
causing the upward movement of the sodium to slow down. Finally, the sodium
flows down again and the two-phase region collapses. It is the period up to about
the end of expansion that deserves our special interest. During this period,
thermal energy is converted into mechanical energy.

In the following section, a detailed description is given of the two tests in which
mainly iron was injected (TH564 and TH567). These tests are chosen because of
their better instrumentation and improved data recording. They have been
performed under almost identical initial conditions; therefore, they give also
information about reproducibility. The results of the tests in which mainly
alumina was injected (TH561 and TH562) are discussed afterwards. A comparison
of the two types of tests, i.e. the discussion of the influence of the melt
composition on the test results, is given in Section 8.

4.2 Tests Performed Mainly with Iron (TH567 and TH564)

To facilitate the comparison of the two tests with iron the most important data
and results of the evaluation of both tests have been put together in one figure
for each case. The sequences of events are discussed referring to Fig. 3, the
development in axial and radial direction of the two-phase boundary is depicted
in Fig. 4, and unfiltered pressure signals are plotted in Fig. 5.

In Fig. 3, the following characteristic data are drawn as function of time: (1) the
pressures measured in the bottom part of the sodium pool and in the cover gas,
(2) the upper boundary of the sodium, and (3) the axial extension of the two-
phase region in which the interaction takes place. To enable the presentation of
the sodium pressure on the given time scale, very short pressure peaks have been
eliminated by filtering. The curves representing the rise of the sodium level were
obtained by a special procedure using the measuring signals of the sodium level
probe, of the temperature and void signals of the sensors in the upper part of the
test vessel, and of the pressure signals. By this procedure no clear upper boundary
of the sodium could be determined for the time after the maximum of the sodium
level. Therefore, a shaded area marks the zone in which this boundary is supposed
to be located. In case of the test TH567, the dashed line represents the signal
derived from the level probe. The axial boundaries of the interaction region (two-
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phase region) refer to a narrow zone close to the centre line of the test vessel
where the maximum axial extension was measured.

Development of the two-phase region

The change of the sodium level as shown in Fig. 3 can be taken as a measure of the
growth of the net vapour volume. Due to the inertia of the sodium above the
interaction zone, the sodium level rises slowly initially. Compared to that, the
extension of the upper boundary of the interaction region is much faster. This is
shown qualitatively in Fig. 4 where the axial and radial development of the
interaction region is depicted with the time as a parameter. The curves in this
figure are derived from local measurements and show the maximum axial and
radial extensions of the two-phase region while assuming rotational symmetry.
The pictures show that, initially, the two-phase region grows axially and radially,
the axial growth being larger by a factor of about five due to the direction of the
melt jet. After the vapour has filled the whole cross section, the two-phase zone
grows mainly axially. Of course, this behaviour is attributed to the relatively small
vessel diameter.

On closer examination, a somewhat uneven development of the two-phase
region, both spatially and temporally can be detected. In test TH564, the vapour
front reaches the test vessel wall locally (at z - 350 mm) after 60 to 70 ms,
whereas full voiding of the cross section is reached much later, after about
160 ms, shown by the photo diode signals. In test TH567, complete voiding is
reached a little earlier, namely after 140 ms. The unsymmetric development of the
two-phase zone is supposed to be due to an unsymmetric front of the melt jet on
entering the sodium pool. In fact, the form of the melt front is being determined
by various factors, e.g. by the manner in which the melt flows through the
connected pipe.

After the last thermal interaction, the two-phase region continues to expand
axially due to the inertia of the liquid sodium above, certainly at a reduced rate.
The maximum axial extension of the two-phase region is 1780 mm and 1920 mm
in tests TH567 and TH564, respectively; this means that it remains below the
throttle plate positioned at 2000 mm. It is only in test TH564 where a larger single
bubble is registered above the throttle plate during the expansion phase. In test
TH567, for example, the sodium level rises by about 1.27 m; this rise corresponds
to a vapour volume of about 0.084 m3 (cf. Table 1). The respective values of test
TH564 are a little larger (0.089 m3) which may be due to the larger melt mass
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injected. Comparing these values one should keep in mind that the error band
width is estimated to be about ± 3 - 5 % .

It is deduced from the data base that the regions where thermal interactions
mainly occur are the top of the two-phase region and the melt entrance region.
This has been confirmed by calculations with AFDM [5]. The events that take place
at the top of the two-phase zone are characterized by periods of intensive
contacts between the front of the melt jet and sodium. These are dominated by
sudden evaporation, pressure build-up and acceleration of the two-phase
boundary, each followed by periods of reduced evaporation, pressure decrease,
and deceleration of the two-phase boundary. In the bottom part of the test
vessel, the liquid displaces much slower than at the top of the two-phase region.
Underneath the lower two-phase boundary, liquid sodium tends to flow radially
inward thereby contacting the melt jet. Subsequent evaporation pushes the liquid
back and gives rise to an oscillating evaporation process.

The collapse of the two-phase region is indicated by the pressure peak at about
0.6 s. The exact location where the vapour finally collapsed cannot be determined
from the instumentation; therefore, the boundary at the right-hand side of the
interaction region is drawn by a dashed line in the diagrams of Figs. 3a and 3b.

Behaviour of the upper boundary of the sodium after the maximum expansion

At the time of vapour collapse the thermocouples in the former two-phase region
show temperature increases of up to 250 K, related to the initial values, i.e., the
sodium also in this region is still subcooled. Even if small regions existed of
superheated sodium formed by the former boundary layer of the liquid phase
which may give rise to a, probably limited, after-evaporation, the upper boundary
of the sodium and, consequently, the pressure in the cover gas should return
approximately to their initial values. The "new" value should show an increase
which is due to the thermal expansion of the sodium, the increase in the gas
temperature, and the volume of the melt injected. In fact, such an agreement is
found in case of the cover gas pressure whose level is higher than the initial value
by about 0.2 bar. This increase can be calculated taking into account the thermal
expansion of the sodium estimated from the temperature measurements, the
volume of the melt, and an increase of the cover gas temperature of 100 K.

In case of the sodium level, agreement is not found for the time of vapour
collapse but several seconds later: After five seconds, for example, the sodium
level shows an increase of about 60 mm which can be recalculated. This means
that the behaviour of sodium level signal (cf. Figs. 3a and 3b) cannot be explained,
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up to now, for the period of time from the beginning of sodium downflow till
about 3-4 seconds after the vapour collapse.

Examination of the pressure signals

The signals of the pressure measured in the sodium are considered to be the most
important ones because they give immediate and detailed information about the
intensity of thermal interactions and help to identify different characteristic
periods during a test. Moreover, combined with the change in the sodium level,
the pressure signals are used to calculate the mechanical work. The signals of the
pressure transducer P61 mounted near the bottom of the test vessel are presented
in Figs. 3a and 3b. The general course is rather similar in both experiments. Several
distinct pressure events can be observed during the time of injection. The steep
pressure increase at the start of injection is caused by the first contact of the melt
with the coolant which results in sudden evaporation.

It is about in the middle of injection when the value of the average pressure falls
below the initial level for a short period of time; after that, it rises again. This
behaviour may indicate that the formation of a two-phase region reduces
temporarily the intensity of the thermal interactions and, consequently, the
vapour production. Accordingly, the growth of the vapour volume is seen to stop
for a short period of time expressed by the step in the sodium level curve, Fig. 3a,
at t=0.Q8 s. There is also a feedback anticipated from the pressure build-up on
the injection process. Because of the high imposed driving pressure on the melt
this feedback is small, however.

The exponential pressure decrease starting about 10 to 30 ms after the end of
injection, i.e. the time when the melt supply actually ends, indicates a sudden
reduction of the intensity of the thermal interaction between melt and coolant.
As a result of the reduced vapour production and because of the continuous
increase of subcooled surfaces, condensation becomes dominant. Consequently,
the upward movement of the sodium column above the reaction zone slows
down and stops. Gravity forces and the pressure difference between the pressure
in the cover gas volume and in the two-phase region become dominant and the
sodium moves back again.

Evaluating the pressure signals one should keep in mind that the signals of the
dynamic pressure transducers recorded during the period of thermal interaction
always consist of a mixture of pressure waves originating from various sources
including wave reflection. In this context it is interesting to know the pressure
history inside the two-phase region and to compare it with the pressure recorded
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in the liquid sodium nearby. Such a comparison is made in Fig. 6 where the thick
dashed line represents the saturation pressure as a function of the temperature
[6] measured at level z = 400 mm and at a distance of 100 mm from the vessel
centre. The signal of the P62 pressure transducer located at z = 500 mm is
represented by the thin solid line. Additionally, the void signal V032 obtained
from the same location as the temperature signal is drawn in the bottom part of
the figure.

For t < 0.040 s the dashed line remains at zero level, i.e., the measuring point is
still surrounded bysubcooled liquid sodium; this condition is also indicated by the
low level of the void signal. After that point in time, the temperature starts to rise
due to the approaching two-phase boundary which passes the measuring point at
t = 0.045 s. This event is indicated by the steep increase in the void signal. The first
temperature peak reached at 0.059 s corresponds to a saturation pressure of
5 bar. After the relative minimum at 0.075 s, the saturation pressure is seen to
follow, with a short time delay, the trace given by the average of the P62 pressure
signal up to the maximum of about 9 bar at 0.14 s. Naturally, because of its lag
time, the thermocouple is not able to reproduce high-frequency oscillations as
shown by the pressure signal.

After the maximum, during the exponential decrease, the pressure measured in
the sodium is constantly smaller than the saturation pressure. It can be concluded
from this difference that there is a radial pressure gradient due to the flow of
vapour which condenses at the circumference of the two-phase region. Later,
towards the end of the decrease, both pressures fall even below the initial level.

Details of the pressure history can be better discussed using the unfiltered signals.
For this, the signals of the pressure transducer P61 covering the period of thermal
interaction have been chosen (cf. Fig. 5). The pressure events are seen to consist of
a sequence of low-frequency variations of the average pressure superimposed by
high-frequency pressure peaks. This is true for both tests and, additionally, one
can state that the time histories of both tests show a rather similar frequency
spectrum.

The first "pressure event" starts at zero time; it is characterized by a steep
increase and lasts about eight milliseconds. The pressure peaks superimposed
amount up to 30 bar. They are caused by a sequence of local evaporation and
condensation processes. This assumption is in agreement with the information
derived from the time histories of both the void signals and the void fraction data
discussed in the preceding paragraph. The frequency of the pressure peaks
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reduces from 1600 Hz in the beginning to about 500 Hz in the middle of the
injection period; the frequency increases again toward the end of and after the
injection period.

Reproducibility

Summarizing the discussion above with regard to corresponding results which
were found in pressure time history, growth of the two-phase region and
maximum vapour volume, a high degree of reproducibility can be stated for the
two tests with iron.

4.3 Tests Performed Mainly wi th Alumina (TH562 and TH561)

Results of the tests with alumina are given in Fig. 7 where pressures, the upper
boundary of the sodium, and the axial growth of the two-phase region are
shown. The spatial and temporal development of the voided region is plotted in
Fig. 8; the unfiltered sodium pressure signals are shown in Fig. 9.

As can be seen from these figures, the sequences of events are similar to those
encountered in the tests with iron. Therefore, only special features and deviations
to previous results are discussed in this section. Comparing the results of the two
tests, one has to take into account (1) the restricted instrumentation available in
test TH561, (2) that the melt temperature in test TH561 was lower by 300 К and
(3) the injection time was longer which yielded a larger melt mass injected
(+34%). Items (2) and (3) resulted in a thermal energy disposable which is about
15% larger than in testTH562 (cf. Table 3).

Development of the two-phase region

The start of the sodium level rise in test TH562 (Fig. 7) is delayed by a few
milliseconds compared to that in test TH561, whereas the rate of the rise is larger
than in test TH561. It is assumed that the delay has something to do with the
amount of non-condensable gas contained in the melt that is probably markedly
larger in test TH561 than in the three other tests. The presence of non-
condensable gas which is known to reduce the heat transfer between the melt
and sodium may be responsible for a reduced vapour production immediately
after the start of injection and, hence, for the delayed rise of the sodium level.

The growth in axial direction of the interaction region is about the same in both
tests with alumina during the first 30 ms. After that, this rate is faster in case of
TH562. This behaviour can also be deduced from Fig. 8. It can be seen in this
figure that in test TH561, the diplacement of the sodium in the bottom region of
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the test vessel occurs in a more incoherent manner than in test TH562. In this

context it is interesting to compare the times at which the upper boundary of the

interaction region, respectively two-phase region, arrives at certain axial levels.

These data are compiled in Table 2. One can see that, despite of the different

initial rates of growth, the level of 1.5 m is reached in the three relevant tests

(TH562 - TH567) at the same time, 200 ms. Similarly, it is at about the same time,

that the maximum axial extension of the two-phase region was obtained in the

three tests. These extensions were found to be 1780 mm in tests TH562 and TH567

and 1920 mm in test TH564.

Table 2: Data Showing the Axial Growth of Two-Phase Region

Test No.

TH561
TH562
TH564
TH567

Time in ms needed to reach the axia! level of

1000 mm

120
80

130
130

1500 mm

1)
200
200
200

maximum

310
320
320

Max.extension
mm

1780
1920
1780

1) there is no instrumentation above 1000 mm

The maximum axial extension of the two-phase region could not be evaluated for

test TH561 because of the restricted instrumentation. For the same reason no

statement can be given wether or not or at which time the cross section of the test

vessel had been fully voided.

Regarding the maximum vapour volumes obtained in the tests with alumina one

can state that they are nearly identical (about 0.08 m3., cf. Table 1) and are

reached at the same time (0.31 seconds, see Fig. 7). In the tests with iron, the

maximum vapour volumes are larger by about 6-10%. This result is due above all

to the larger impulse fp (t) dt of the second pressure rise taking place towards the

end of injection (cf. signals P61 in Figs. 3 and 7).

In test TH562, the vapour collapses at time 0.645 s which is 40 - 60 ms later than in

the tests with iron whose collapse times are close together. The collapse time in

test TH561 is relatively late, 85 ms later than in test TH562. Condensation pressure

peaks in the tests with alumina show the lowest amplitudes, about 3 bar each,

whereas 4 bar and 12 bar were measured in the tests with iron.
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Examination of the pressure signal

The start of test TH562 is characterized by two single, relatively low pressure
peaks (cf. Fig. 9). After a short delay of 4 ms, a series of much higher pressure
peaks (up to 58 bar) whose minima remain at a rather low level for a couple of
milliseconds indicate the start of intensive thermal interaction. Since the melt
detector in test TH562 responds one millisecond prior to the series of high
pressure peaks, it is assumed that it was the presence of non-condensable gas that
attenuated and/or delayed by a few milliseconds the first effective contact
between the melt and the sodium.

In the following time, the characteristics of the pressure signal in test TH562 are
quite similar to those in the tests with iron. The frequency of the pressure peaks
decreases from 1600 Hz at the start of the high amplitudes to about 460 Hz in the
middle of the injection period. Here, the amplitudes reach values of up to 18 bar.
The decline of the pressure in the sodium after injection is similar in both tests but
somewhat slower than in the tests with iron. From this one can deduce that, after
the injection, the intensity of thermal interaction decays at a lower pace in case of
alumina, influenced by the different physical properties, such as heat capacity,
thermal conductivity, heat of fusion, etc...

5. RELEASE OF MECHANICAL ENERGY

As shown, sodium vaporization during thermal interaction leads to the expulsion
of the sodium above the zone of interaction. This means that sodium vapour is
the dominant working substance for the conversion of thermal into mechanical
energy. The conversion ratio is used as a measure for the violence of thermal
interaction processes.

The mechanical work was calculated using the equation

/ = o (0

where

p.,(t) is the time history of the pressure signal P61 (z = 100 mm)
dV=A dz, is the change in the two-phase volume,
te is the time when the vapour volume is maximum,
A is the vessel cross-section,
zi=f(t) is the time history of change of the sodium level
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The potential of thermal energy, Etherrm of the melt is calculated assuming
cooling down of the melt from the initial value to 1180 K, i.e. the saturation
temperature of the coolant at 1.3 bar.

The energies thus obtained, the conversion ratios, Emech/Etherm, and the ratios of
max. vapour volume to thermal energy are summarized in Table 3. Obviously,
both ratios are higher in the cases when mainly iron was injected. This may be an
indication of a higher effective heat transfer coefficient. Nevertheless, the
conversion ratios are generally low, thus confirming the test result insofar as an
energetic large-scale vapour explosion did not occur.

Table 3: Energy Conversion Data

Test No.

TH561 (Al2O3)
TH562 (AI2O3)
TH564(Fe)
TH567 (Fe)

Etherm

MJ

15

13

12.5

11

Emech

MJ

0.019

0.022

0.026

0.033

Emech/Etherm

%

0.13

0.17

0.21

0.30

Vv/Etherm

dm3/MJ

5.4
6.1
7.1
7.6

More information can be obtained from the characteristics of the time dependent
increase of the mechanical energy. The curves depicted in Fig. 10 have been
calculated using Eq. (1). Roughly speaking, the increase in mechanical energy
occurs in a form represented by a double "S" curve. This means that a short-term
accelerated initial increase and a long-term steep increase toward the end of
injection time are separated by a short period of a reduced increase (t — 60 ... 90
ms). The latter period corresponds to the period in which the characteristics of the
sodium pressure signal undergo changes; here, the lowest frequency of pressure
peaks and a short-term fall below the initial value of the minima of the pressure
are observed (cf. Fig. 5).

The last inflection point of the curves is noted about 20 ms after the end of
injection as indicated on the abscissa. As mentioned above, this is approximately
the point in time when the tail end of the melt enters the interaction region;
after that time, the intensity of thermal interaction is reduced resulting in a
decrease of vapour production.
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6. ASPECTS OF A VAPOUR EXPLOSION

In this section the conditions will be examined for a vapour explosion to occur in
the THINA tests. This is done on the basis of Fauske's contact temperature
hypothesis [7]. Accordingly, explosions may occur if the instantaneous interface
temperature, T|, arising upon first contact, is higher than the spontaneous
nucleation temperature TSN of the coolant.

The conditions prevailing in the THINA tests are discussed using Fig. 11 where the
abscissa and the ordinate represent the temperatures of the hot component
(melt) and of the cold component (sodium), respectively. The operation points
determined by the THINA test conditions are entered as dots. The threshold lines
for the above criterion, marked T| =TSN, are obtained under the condition that
the interface temperature is equal to the spontaneous nucleation temperature of
sodium (=2060 K) as derived by Zimmer [8]. The contact temperature was
calculated using formulas given in [9].

Another criterion to be considered is the minimum film boiling temperature Tmjn
that must be exceeded by the coolant temperature to establish the necessary
condition for stable film boiling. The latter ensures low heat transfer rates from
the melt particles to the surrounding coolant during the so-called premixing
phase. On the basis of experimental findings Zimmer et al. [10] derived the
following relation for Tm jn:

Tmin = 1600K + 7.2(TSat-Tc), (2)

where Tsat and Tc are the coolant saturation temperature and the actual coolant
temperature, respectively; Tis expressed in K.

On the basis of Fig. 11, one finds that the condition for Tm jn is not fulfilled due to
the large coolant sub-cooling. On the other hand, Fauske's condition, T| > TSN. is
fulfilled for iron but not for alumina. Still no large-scale vapour explosion has
occurred in the tests with iron. This finding can possibly be explained by the
absence of premixing without much heat transfer that is considered to be also a
precondition for a vapour explosion. The reason why this condition is not met
might be the absence of sufficiently stable film boiling. However, some sort of
film boiling must occur because, as stated before, the contact temperature for
iron is higher than the homogeneous nucleation temperature. From the
characteristics of the pressure signals shown in Figs. 5 and 9, one can conclude
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that thermal interaction takes place exclusively as a sequence of small local
events.

Summarizing these considerations, one can presume that incoherent boiling
phenomena dominate at first contact. These are, indeed, not sufficient to
produce premixing of large amounts of the melt.

7. POST-TEST EXAMINATION AND FRAGMENTATION OF THE MELT

The post-test examinations show that melt fragments were deposited on the
lances up to 1.4 m height in test TH564 and up to 1.2 m in test TH562. This means
that the melt penetration depths are markedly smaller than the maximum axial
extensions of the two-phase region.

Most of the debris of the melt were deposited at the bottom of the vessel and a
smaller portion was swept out into the filter of the sodium supply system. After
separation from the remaining sodium by vacuum distillation the sizes of the
fragments were analysed. The particle size distributions of the four experiments
are shown in Fig. 12. About 90% of weight of the fragments are less than 1 mm in
diameter and about 40 to 50% less than 0.25 mm.

The debris are generally a mixture of spherical particles and rugged fragments.
Differences are found in the appearance and shape of the fragments. In the tests
where alumina was the dominant melt component the particles of alumina larger
than 0.25 mm are generally rugged with smaller iron particles embedded. In the
tests with iron most of the debris show a mossy structure; it must be added that
pure globule forms are more frequent than in the tests with alumina.

8. DISCUSSION OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE MELT COMPOSITION ON THERMAL
INTERACTION

One of the objectives of the experiments was to find out the influence of
different physical properties of the two main melt components, alumina and iron,
on the course of thermal interactions as well as on the potential of a vapour
explosion to occur. Besides, the reproducibility of the tests was also to be
examined. As already stated, good reproducibility was obtained in case of iron. A
comparison between the two tests with alumina is restricted since both the melt
temperatures and the melt masses injected differ considerably.

In spite of the difference existing in the physical properties of the main melt
components, the general course of events was similar in all tests. Some minor
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differences are found in the pressure histories, especially in the early phase. The
most striking characteristics, i.e. differences, will be outlined in the following.

In the initial phase of the tests which is characterized by an immediate pressure
rise with high-frequency pressure peaks, the amplitude of the peaks are highest in
one of the tests with alumina. It is in this test where a short delay in the pressure
rise is stated which is supposed to be due to a larger portion of gas contained in
the melt. Later, in the middle of the injection period, the pressure peaks are
higher in case of iron than in case of alumina.

Differences are found in the amounts of the maximum axial extension of the
interaction region and in the higher energy conversion ratio. Both are higher in
case of iron. This result is due above all to the higher impulse of the second
pressure rise, /p(t) dt, towards the end of injection. The maximum extension of
the two-phase region was reached in all tests at the same time though the initial
rise of the upper boundary was faster in case of alumina. The pressure decline
after injection is slower and the rise of the collapse pressure pulse is lower in the
case of alumina.

Though in the case of iron the instantaneous interface temperature was higher
than the spontaneous nucleation temperature of the coolant, in each case the test
conditions were too far away from the threshold of the minimum film boiling
temperature. Above all, the low sodium temperature is supposed to be
responsible for the fact that only incoherent boiling phenomena dominate at first
contact.

From the above statements, with one exception, no immediate conclusion can be
drawn with regard to a marked influence on the thermal interaction of the
different physical properties of the materials. This exception is the appearance
that the effective heat transfer coefficient was a little larger in case of iron since
the yield of vapour related to Etherm was slightly larger (cf. Table 3). In judging
these effects, one should keep in mind that the melt injected was always
composed of three quarters of one component and one quarter of the other.

9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The behaviour of fuel-coolant interactions which might occur during whole-core
disruptive accidents of LMFBRs is being investigated out-of-pile in the THINA test
facility. The molten core materials are simulated by a thermite melt. In each test
about 5 kg of melt consisting of either mainly alumina or mainly iron were
injected within 130-170 ms into a pool containing 150 kg of sodium. It is
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concluded that a small amount of non-condensable gas was present in the melt
jet in all cases. The experimental data which have to be assessed with regard to
the test conditions and the geometry applied are well suited for validation of
computer codes. The results can be summarized as follows:

• The general course of events was simular in all experiments , i.e., a marked
influence of the different physical properties of the two main components,
iron and alumina, on the interaction process cannot be stated yet.

• Thermal interactions occurred mainly during the injection period. In all
experiments phases are observed of alternating intensities of the
vaporization and condensation processes.

• Because of a pronounced sub-cooling of the coolant large-scale vapour
explosions did not occur. The interaction is considered to occur as a sequence
of small local pressure events.

• The melt penetrated up to 1.4 m into the sodium pool. The maximum axial
extension of the coherent interaction region was quite larger, 1.8-1.9 m;
thereby, it remained below the throttle plate.

• Maximum void fractions of about 100%, related to the cross section of the
test vessel, were observed locally and temporarily.

• The conversion ratios from thermal to mechanical energy were generally low,
about 0.13-0.17% in the case of alumina and up to 0.30% in the case of iron.

• The particle size distribution of the melt fragments was similar in all tests.
Differences were observed in the shape and the appearance of the particles
of the respective melt components.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF MFCI IN RUSSIA

ZAGORULKO YU.L, KOZLOV F.A., MASAGUTOV R.F.
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Obninsk, Russia

Abstract
Report contains a review of the experimental investigations of MFCI, which are

carried out, as applied to the safety problems of LMFBR, mainly in IPPE. Until the
present time these investigations have been performed in the out of pile conditions,
using different substances for molten fuel simulation.

Brief description of the experimental installations and results, obtained in the
course of experimental program realization, are given.

In particular are presented the results on the study of MFCI phenomenology
with regards to the influence on the interaction energy release of such factors as:

- type of molten fuel - coolant contact,
- temperature conditions,
- ratio of interacted masses,
- scale factor.
Simulation experiments have been effectuated using the following pairs of

interaction media:
- low-melting metalls (Lead, Tean, Bismuth, Aluminum)/water;
- molten Titan and Stainless steel/water;
- molten Titan and Stainless steel/sodium, eutectic alloy potassium - sodium;
- alumina/sodium;
- thermite mixture (Zr +Fe2O3)/water, sodium.
The experiments were carried out mainly with the melts masses below of 1 kg,

except of some series of the experiments on molten Lead - water interaction, where the
melts masses as big as of 40 kg were used.

Initial temperatures of low - melting metalls have not exceed 800°C, while for
the Stainless steel and Titan melts and alumina they were equal to 2200° and 2500°C
respectively. The temperature of the melt, obtained by combustion of the thermite
mixture Zr+Fe2O3 was of about 3000° С

The first part of the MFCI investigations program has been completed for the
present time. A set of the data on the dynamical characteristics of interactions (time
delays, amplitudes and shape of interaction pressure pulses, duration of interaction
stage) and conversion coefficients of melt thermal energy into mechanical one was
obtained. Analysis of these results has shown an essentially milder interaction
energetics in the case of alkali metals coolants as compared with water.

Some review is given on the further program of the MFCI study.

INTRODUCTION
MFCI experimental investigations have been carried out in Russia more than 10

years. For this time it was accomplished about 1500 experimental runs of different
scale and with various pairs of interacted media /1-3/.

The objectives of the experimental program previsaged detailed study of the
interactions mechanisms and in particular an influence on the interaction energy release
of such parameters as:

- type of contact of the melt with a coolant,
- initial temperatures and mass ratio of interacted media,
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- availability of the exterior triggers,
- scale and geometrical factors,
- coolant void fraction, etc.
Major part of the experiments has been carried out using such melted materials

as low-melting metalls, stainless steel, alumina, thermite mixtures of different
compositions.

EXPERIMENTAL BASE.
For today several experimental installations are available in Russia (for the

most part in IPPE) for MFCI investigations. Among them:
1) An installation for low-scale and midle -scale MFCI mechanisms study

using low-melting metalls and water as interacting media. (Fig. 1). This installation, in
particular, has been used for study of interaction phenomena at different types of
contact between the melts and coolant.

Principal characteristics of the installation are as follows;
- mass of the melt - up to 1 kg,
- temperature of the melt - up to 1000 C,
- coolant (water) volume -12 1,
- initial pressure - ambient.
The installation is equipped by the line of gas supply into the coolant volume

and by an interaction initiator from exterior trigger. It is possible to simulate here all
the types of the melt/coolants contacts, such as:

- falling of the melt compact mass on the coolant free surface,
- supplying of the melt under the coolant level at various depth,
- falling of the water column on the melt surface,
- coolant capture inside of the volume, limited by the walls and coolant

("coolant trap").
2) An installation for low-scale and midle-scale experiments with high-temperature
melts (metalls and ceramic compositions) and various coolants (Fig.2).

principal characteristics of the installation :
- mass of the melt - up to 1 kg,
- temperature of the melt - up to 3100°C,
- coolants: water, sodium, alloy sodium - potassium,
- initial pressure - ambient.

3) Sodium rig (Fig. 3,3a) for low-scale and midle-scale experiments with the following
parameters:

- mass of the melt - up to 2 kg,
- initial temperature of the melt - up to 3100°C ,
- sodium initial temperature - up to 650°C,
- initial pressure - up to 0,6 MPa,
- melts compositions - metalls, uranium dioxide.

At this installation it is possible to carry out experiments with final pressure, developed
in the course of interaction, up to 3,0 MPa.
4) An installation for large-scale experiments with low-melting metalls and water
(Fig.4).

This installation is mainly used for study of scale and geometry factors
influence on the MFCI and parameters of pressure wave propagation inside of water
volume and vapour-gas region.
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At this installation it is possible to carry out experiments with melt masses as
large as up to 60 kg and melt initial temperature and pressure in the coolant as high as
1000°C and 1 MPa, respectively.

As well, nowdays are mounted two large-scale installations for the experiments
with high-temperature melts, produced by thermite mixtures combustion, and water.
The first one is supposed to be used in the experiments with melt masses up to 20 kg in
"open" geometry.

The second installation will allow to carry out experiments of the same scale in
"closed" geometry with initial pressure up to 0,1 MPa and final pressure, developing in
the course of experiments, up to 1 MPa.

It is planned to use these installations for the measurements of interaction
energy conversion coefficients in dependence on melt mass, water temperature,
interacting media contacts, as well as an influence of the exterior triggers on the
domain of violent interactions and their characteristics.

SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Due to inevitable vagueness in reactors severe accidents scenarios
the MFCI stage can be developed at various types of initial contact
between fuel and coolant. Thereby energy conversion coefficient is
considerably influenced by the contact type (see Table 1).

Results of investigations made up to nowdays have shown that
maximum energy release took place with initial melt / coolant
configuration geometry of the "coolant trap" type. Considerable
interaction effects were registered in the experiments with melt compact
mass falling into water and with water column falling onto the melt. The
maximum value of energy conversion coefficient in our experiments
was measured to be of 12 %. Below are given some illustrations on the
results, obtained in the low - scale experiments with low - melting
metalls and water.

A typical diagram of interaction development taking place in the
experiment with melt compact mass falling in water is given in the Fig.5.
It can be seen that the interaction process is divided for three stages:

1. Interaction delay stage. It is limited between the time point of
the interacting media contact and the time point of vapour explosion
initiation.

2. Stage of violent interaction (vapour explosion). It begins with
rapid increase of acoustic noise levels and generation of pressure pulses.

3. Stage of coolant (water) boiling on the solidified melt fragments.
As well as during the first stage there is no pressure pulsations.

In the Fig. 6 are presented interaction delay time dependencies on
water temperature in the experiments, made with Tin and Bismuth
melts. In the Fig.7 are given some interaction characteristics (vapour
explosion duration, delay time of interaction, maximum pressure
pulsation period) in dependence on the melt initial temperature (for
Bismuth).

In the set of experiments, made with the alcali metalls coolants
(sodium, eutectic sodium-potassium alloy) and high temperature melts
(stainless steel, Titan, alumina) the violent interactions were not
registered at all. Apparently, it can be explained by rapid solidification of
the melts fragments due to intensive heat transfer to the coolant in
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transition boiling regime. Thereby, an absence or very short duration of
film boiling regime in this case (due to relatively high values of
homogeneous nucleation temperature) strongly limited the melt fraction,
which simultaneously contacts with coolant, because of counterpressure,
generated in the procces of interaction.

Counterpressure effect has been observed in the experiments
where melt was delivered under water level, (see Fig. 8) Here, quite
clearly, the interaction process is separated for a set of individual less
violent interactions. With an increase of water underheating (sharp
decrease of interaction delay time) the quantity of the pressure pulses
trains has been changed from 1 to 8 at the same mass and temperature
of the melt.

By the way, results of the experiments with Mo+UO2 melt
interaction with sodium and water in / 4 / can be explained similarly.

In the course of the low-scale experiments a clear evidence was
obtained on the validity of KFauske spontaneous nucleation model of
vapor explosions. Nevertheless other reasons of vapour explosions
initiation may take place in the case of "coolant trap" type configuration
as well as on the availability of interaction exterior triggers. It is planned
to continue investigations in these particular directions.

It is quite evident now that there exists close relation between a
melt fragmentation output and mechanical energy release in vapour
explosions. At the same time fine fragmentation of the oxides melts,
particularly in the case of alcali metals coolant, does not determine
interaction mechanical energy release. In the experiments, made on the
systems "alumina/sodium", "zirconium-iron oxide/sodium", there was not
obtained violent interactions, although fine fragmentation has took place
(dimensions of the large portions of the fragments were as small as
several microns). These aspects are planned to be studied in further
experiments.

Comparison of results of the experiments on the systems
(st.st.,Ti)/(Na, Na-K) with ones, obtained on the system "alumina/sodium"
suggested that in the first case interactions were more violent, although
not enough to be classified as vapour explosions. This distinction is
explained by lower solidification temperatures of metals as compared
with alumina melt. Presence of large quantities of alumina fragments
indicated that oxides fragmentation proceeds by mechanism of thermal
stresses generation in the solidified melt and takes a longer time, as
compared with metalls. Some additional sets of experiments are
necessary to get a definite confidence in the above conclusions.

It is planned to continue investigations on the systems "low-
melting metalls/water" in large-scale experiments. Experiments, made at
FITS / 5 / , have shown that possibilities of investigations on the systems,
simulating MFCI, are still far from being considered as exhausted.

For our opinion in further experiments it is necessary to
investigate more closely such factors as initial pressure effect, geometry
and melt/coolant ratios.
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Table 1

Thermal to mechanical energy conversion coefficients in dependence
on the type of contact of the molten metals with water

Parameters
Type of contact

Melt jet on water
surface
Falling of the
compact mass on
water surface

Melt jet under wa-
ter level

Falling of coolant
on the melt
surface
Coolant capture
inside of melt

Pressure pulses
amplitudes, MPa

maximum minimum
up to 0,12

up to 0,6

up to 0,6

up to 0,4

up to 0,9

from 0.01

from 0.02

from 0,03

from 0,03

from 0,1

Pressure
pulses

periodicity

aperiodic

periodic

periodic
train

periodic

aperiodic

Duration
of pressure
pulsations,

s
up to 2

up to 0,1

for
individual
train-up to
0,2
total-up to
1
up to 0,2

up to 0,03

Conversion
coefficient,

%

lesser that
0,1

1-4

2-4

1-3

3-8

Melt

tin, bismuth,
aluminum

tin,
bismuth

tin,
bismuth

bismuth

tin



Fig. 1. Layout of installation for small scale experiments

I - melting dev ise;
3 - installation body;
5 - electric heater;
7 - tray for fragments accumulation;
9 - acoustic transducer;
I1 - thermocouples;
14, 15 -amplifiers;

2 - argon supply into water;
4 - water supply line;
6 - water drainage of inductance type;

8 - pressure tranducers of inductence type;
10 - argon supply line;
12, 13 -recorders;
16 - light beam oscillograph.
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Fig. 2. Layout of installation for small and middle scale
experimentP.

D - prerpure transducer
AK - acouptic transducer
T —-thermocouple
1 - charge' chamber
2 - melting chamber
3 - interaction chamber
4 - filter
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Fig.,3. Sodium rig for PCI study
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Pig. За» Experimental section
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Fig, 4. Layout of installation for large scale experiment г with

low-melting metalLs»

{X—i

1 -thermocouple; 2 -transit indicator; 3 - beator; 4 -discharge
chamber; 5- membrane; 6 -intermidiate chamber; 7 -presrure trand

1

8 -sight hole;$-bottom chamber; 10 -argon supply
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Fig. 5. Dynamic characteristics of interaction procesr
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Fig» 6. Time depeaflence of f-;e interaction d.ela;\" troie
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Fig,7. Characteristics of the interaction of Bismuth

with water at 70 С
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LARGE - SCALE TESTS ON INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
MOLTEN OXIDE FUEL AND SODIUM

A M Judd (UK)

SUMMARY

During the period 1987-1993 three series of tests on interactions between
molten fast reactor fuel and liquid sodium were conducted in the Molten Fuel Test
Facility operated by AEA Technology at Winfrith Heath in the UK. In all the tests the
molten fuel was simulated by the products of a uranium thermite reaction at 3600 K.
Quantities of up to 24 kg of melt and 1200 kg of sodium were involved. The
mechanical energy of the interactions was measured, and observations of their
consequences were made.

The experiments investigated -
• The effects of scale and pressure on interactions when contact was in simple

geometry,
• The effects of interactions under contact conditions closely representing a

hypothetical blockage accident in a fast reactor subassembly, and
• The extent of penetration of molten fuel into an adjacent initially intact

subassembly.

It was found that the larger the scale and the closer the sodium temperature to
saturation the more energetic the interaction between molten fuel and coolant, but the
more restricted the geometry of the contact the less energetic the interaction.
Penetration of molten fuel into adjacent subassemblies was found to be unaffected by
the presence of sodium

Overall the results lead to the conclusion that the propagation of damage from
the affected subassembly to its neighbours by this mechanism is unlikely.

INTRODUCTION

In assessing of the safety of Hquid-metal-cooled reactors it is important to
ascertain the effects of thermal interactions between molten fuel and the coolant
(Molten Fuel Coolant Interactions, or MFCIs). Such an interaction could occur in the
coursed of a hypothetical subassembly blockage accident. If, in spite of the design
precautions against such an event, a core subassembly were to become completely
blocked, the coolant in it might boil and be ejected. This would be detected and the
reactor would be tripped and shut down immediately. If, however, the protective
system were to fail so that the reactor continued to operate, the fuel in the voided
subassembly would become overheated and might melt. If then the liquid coolant were
to re-enter the subassembly it could come into contact with the molten fuel. If the
resulting interaction were sufficiently violent the subassembly wrapper might be
breached and damage might propagate to the adjacent, hitherto undamaged,
subassemblies.
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In order to show that the reactor is adequately protected against an accident of
this type it is necessary to understand the MFCI phenomenon as it might occur in
practice. To aid this understanding a programme of experiments was undertaken by
AEA Technology at Winfrith Heath in the UK during the period 1987-1993, as part of
the European R&D collaboration in support of the European Fast Reactor (EFR). The
overall objective of the work was to investigate MFCIs between molten oxide fuel and
liquid sodium, at a scale sufficiently large to be representative of single subassembly
accidents.

Three separate series were done. In the "Scale-Urania-Sodium" (SUS) tests
interactions between 24 kg quantities of molten fuel simulant and sodium in relatively
unrestricted geometry were investigated. In the "Blockage" (B) tests similar quantities
of fuel interacted with sodium but the modes of contact and the geometry of the
interaction were selected to represent as closely as possible events which might occur
in the course of a subassembly blockage accident. In the "Special Effects Series"
(SES) tests it was assumed that the wrapper of the affected subassembly had been
breached, and the ability of the molten fuel to penetrate between and into the adjacent
subassemblies in the presence of sodium was investigated. (Although logically the
SES tests come last they were in fact performed before the В tests.)

APPARATUS

The central feature of all the tests was a large pressure vessel with an internal
volume of 1.7 m3, capable of containing pressures up to 3.3 MPa. It contained a
quantity of sodium, typically 1200 kg, with an argon cover gas. The test sections and
the charge container in which the molten fuel simulant was generated were mounted in
the vessel or on the cover plate.

The charge container was a steel cylinder, sealed at the lower end by a
removable cap. It was filled for each test with a "thermite" charge of depleted uranium
and molybdenum trioxide. The charge was ignited by a pyrofuse and reacted to form a
mixture of uranium dioxide (81% by weight) and molybdenum (19%) at
3600 +/-150 °K. This mixture constituted the molten fuel simulant, or "melt". The
melt was released from the charge container by a spring mechanism actuated by firing
explosive bolts. This ejected the sealing cap from the charge container.

For the SUS tests the charge container was mounted inside the pressure vessel
beneath the sodium, with the release mechanism above it in the cover plate. The melt
was ejected downwards into the sodium. In the first three SUS tests there was no
restriction to the interaction, but in the remaining three the interaction was restricted
by a steel tube 394 mm in diameter surrounding the base of the charge container
(Figure 1).

For the В tests the centre of the pressure vessel was occupied by the test
section (Figure 2). This consisted of a length of hexagonal steel tube 185 mm across
flats and 4 mm thick, dimensions typical of a fast reactor fuel subassembly wrapper.
The wrapper was sealed at the ends by flat plates, and protected from over-
pressurisation by bursting discs. The charge container and release mechanism were
mounted above the test section, on the vessel cover plate. Beneath the test section
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was a sodium storage tank, which could be pressurised independently of the main
volume of sodium. For one of the tests the storage tank was equipped with heaters so
that the sodium in it could be pre-heated close to the saturation temperature. Before a
test the wrapper was evacuated and filled with argon. The melt was then released
from the charge container to form a pool at the bottom of the wrapper. Subsequently
sodium was released from the storage tank by the operation of an explosively-actuated
punch, and allowed to contact the melt pool in a pre-determined manner.

For the SES tests a variety of test sections were used, representing different
features of intact subassemblies into which molten fuel from a damaged subassembly
might penetrate. There were narrow tubes, narrow gaps, and bundles of rods
representing fuel pins. The test section was immersed in the sodium in the centre of
the vessel, and the charge container was mounted above it in the cover plate
(Figure 3).

The apparatus was instrumented with thermocouples, pressure transducers and
sodium flowmeters. Because of the hostile environment the essential instruments were
duplicated, where possible with instruments of different physical types. The data were
recorded at a sampling rate of 4 kHz.

TEST RESULTS

SUS Tests

Table 1 gives the test conditions for the SUS tests.

Table 1 SUS Test Conditions

Experiment
SUS 01
SUS 02
SUS 03
SUS 04
SUS 05
SUS 06

System Pressure (MPa)
0.1
0.6
1.0
0.1
0.6
0.1

Sodium Temperature (°C)
464
450
458
455
460
450

Mode of Release
Free
Free
Free

Restricted
Restricted
Restricted

The principal results from these experiments were the transient pressures
recorded and the measurements of the size of the solidified melt particles. Figures 4
and 5 show typical cover gas pressure transients. The traces exhibit different types of
peaks as shown. Tests carried out during the development of the apparatus allowed
the vibration caused by the operation of the release mechanism to be identified.
Incoherent boiling of the sodium resulted in relatively slow pressurisation of the
system. Coherent MFCIs were characterised by discrete pressure pulses with rapid
rise times of 2 to 10 ms.

Because the pressure increase in the cover gas was so rapid it is realistic to
assume that the compression was isentropic, and to equate the work done to the
mechanical energy yielded by the interaction. Table 2 details each of the interactions
observed with its energy yield.
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Table 2 Energy Yields in SUS MFCIs

Experiment

SUS 01

SUS 02

SUS 03

SUS 04
SUS 05

SUS 06

Delay Time (ms)

100
456

30
122
135

18
153
173
190
215
233
288
323
-
49
57
-

Peak Cover Gas
Pressure (MPa)

0.28
0.15
0.95*
0.93
0.86
1.26*
1.36
1.70
1.76
1.97
1.18
1.36
1.17
0.85*
1.01
1.17
-

Energy Yield (kJ)

22
8

54*
51
51
43 *
58

104
112
137
30
58
29
68*
62
81

No interactions

* Slow pressurisation due to incoherent sodium boiling

The size distribution of the debris particles was determined by sieving. Before
sieving sodium had to be removed from the debris. Two alternative techniques were
used for this: vacuum distillation or washing with methanol. Figure 6 shows the mass
fraction in particles which passed the sieve mesh of the size indicated, for three
separate samples of the debris from test SUS 03. Samples 1 and 2 were cleaned by
vacuum distillation, while sample 3 as cleaned by washing in methanol. It will be seen
that sample 3 had a higher fraction of small particles. This may be because the small
particles tend to agglomerate, and that washing tends to separate them while
distillation does not.

Only the smallest particles, less than about 280 um in diameter, can transfer
heat quickly enough to participate in an energetic MFC! The particle size data
indicate that between 10.1 and 15.1 kg of the SUS 03 melt was in particles this small
or smaller. The available thermal energy of the melt above the sodium temperature
was 1380 kj/kg. The total mechanical energy released in SUS 03 (including that due
to incoherent sodium boiling) was 571 kJ. Thus an upper-bound estimate of the
efficiency of converting thermal to mechanical energy is 571/(1380 x 10.1) = 4.1%. It
will be seen from Table 2 that the other interactions were considerably less energetic.

Because of the possibility that the treatment of the debris to remove the sodium
might have affected the particle size distribution by causing particles to fragment, it is
very difficult to be certain what fraction of the melt was actually involved in the
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energetic MFCIs. For this reason the estimate of conversion efficiency should be
treated with great caution.

В Tests

Table 3 gives the test conditions and modes of contact in the В tests

Table 3 В Test Conditions

Experiment
No

B01

B02

B03

B04

B05

B06

Mass of
Melt
(kg)

None (Equipment
Proving)
21

20

20

20

20

Mass of
Sodium
(kg)
14.2

14.0

14.8

14.0

4.5

6.5

Mode of
Injection
of Sodium
Into empty
wrapper
Along melt
surface
At the same
time as melt
Below melt
surface
Before the
melt
Below melt
surface

Temperature
of Injected
Sodium (°C)
474

477

475

460

472

884

Test B01 was a proving test to check that the equipment, in particular the
timing devices which controlled the sequence of injection of melt followed by sodium
into the wrapper, worked correctly. In test B03 the equipment worked incorrectly and
sodium and melt entered the wrapper simultaneously. In test B05 another malfunction
allowed the sodium to enter the wrapper before the melt. Both these tests, however,
provided valuable information. Test B06 was important in that it utilised sodium at
high temperature, close to saturation. There was evidence that in test B05 the sodium
was also close to saturation, having been heated by the melt, before any MFCIs
occurred.

The pressure transients observed were similar in form to those of the SUS
tests. Measurements were made by several transducers of different types in different
locations. The results are summarised in Table 4, which gives mean values from all the
relevant instruments. For this reason the values, particularly of pressure rise, are
indicative only.

An important observation was that in tests B05 and B06 the wrapper was
found to have been significantly distorted by the interactions. In test B05 it was
distended to become nearly circular in cross-section. The maximum across flats
dimension had increased from 185 to 208 mm, and the circumference had increased by
18 mm. In addition the end plate had become domed, and the weld at one corner of
the hexagon had been split open for 117 mm. The B06 wrapper was deformed in a
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similar manner, but to a lesser extent. The maximum across flats dimension was 194
mm, and there was no splits in the weld.

Table 4 Summary of Pressure Rises in the Wrapper in the В Tests

Experiment

B02

B03

B04

B05

B06

Start Time (s)

2.852
3.571
1.249
1.343
1.418
1.869
1.905
1.944
2.430
2.930
1.764
3.145
2.011
2.115
2.177

Rise Time (s)

0.011
0.019
0.055
0.001
0.005
0.007
0.005
0.007
0.092
0.080

0.010
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.007

Pressure Rise
(MPa)
0.158
0.493
0.294
0.150
0.075
0.207
0.300
0.274
0.032
0.112
2.501
2,895
0.146
1.487
0.325

It is possible to calculate the mechanical energy absorbed by the cover gas
during these pressure transients in the same way as for the SUS tests. However for
tests B0 5 and B06 the energy absorbed in plastic deformation of the wrapper has to be
included in estimates of the total energy yield of the interactions. The yields are
summarised in Table 5.

Table 5 В Test Mechanical Energy Yields

Experiment
B02
B03
B04
B05

B06

Mechanical Energy Yield (kj)

Work done in compressing cover gas
Work done on wrapper and shroud tube

Total
Work done in compressing cover gas
Work done on wrapper and shroud tube

Total

Best estimate
-
-
-
7

13
20
38
<8

<46

Maximum
17
6
5
12
17
26
40
11
50

Because of the difficulty in retrieving the melt debris it is not possible to make
a reliable estimate of the efficiency of conversion of thermal to mechanical energy in
the В tests. It will nevertheless be seen that the energy yields are considerably smaller
than in the SUS tests.
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Post-test examination showed that in all of the tests between 62 and 74 % of
the melt was found to have been ejected from the wrapper.

SES Tests

Four different test section geometries were used. Tests SES 01 and SES 08
involved a single vertical steel tube of 3.3 mm internal diameter and 600 mm long.
Tests SES 02 and SES 06 used a representation of a gap between adjacent wrappers in
a fast reactor core, consisting of a slot 2 mm wide between two parallel steel plates 85
mm wide and 600 mm long in the vertical direction. Test SES 03 studied transverse
injection of melt into a pin bundle, and the test section consisted of 124 pins, each 80
mm long, arranged horizontally in 19 rows of alternately six and seven, encased in a
close-fitting wrapper. The pins were arranged on a 9.8 mm triangular pitch. They
were made of stainless steel cladding material, filled with alumina pellets to represent
the fuel.

Tests SES 07 and SES 09 involved similar pins on a similar pitch, but arranged
vertically. Bundles of 271 pins, 600 mm long, separated by wire wraps and encased in
wrappers, were used in each case. In SES 07 the melt entered the top of the bundle
uniformly across the whole of the cross-section, while in SES 09 through a 28 x 99
mm slot at one side of the top of the bundle, so that simultaneous radial and axial
movement through the bundle could be studied.

Table 6 gives the test conditions.

Table 6 SES Test Conditions

Experiment

SES 01

SES 02

SES 03

SES 06

SES 07

SES 08

SES 09

Geometry

Single Tube,
ID = 3.33 mm
Parallel-sided channel,
Width = 2 mm
Horizontal pin bundle,
Pitch = 9.8 mm
Parallel-sided channel,
Width = 2 mm
Vertical pin bundle,
Pitch = 9.8 mm
Single Tube,
Ш = 3.33 mm
Vertical pin bundle,
Pitch = 9.8 mm

Injection
Pressure (MPa)

0.2

0.2

0.12 to 0.62

0.6

0.2

0.6

0.2

Sodium
Temperature (°C)

510

490

481

484

486

479

479

Mass of Melt
(kg)

5

5

5

5

24

5

24

The injection pressure in test SES 03 varied during the course of the
experiment because of difficulties with the control system.
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The main results were the distances the melt penetrated, deduced from
thermocouple indications and from post-test examination. The results are summarised
in Table 7.

Table 7 SES Test Melt Penetration Data

Experiments

SES 01
SES 08
SES 02
SES 06
SES 03

SES 07
SES 09

Geometry

Single tube

Parallel-sided
channel
Horizontal
pin bundle
Vertical
pin bundle

Injection
Pressure (MPa)

0.2
0.6

0.2
0.6

0.12 to 0.62

0.2
0.6

Mass of Melt
(kg)

5
5
5
5
5

24
24

Penetration
Distance (mm)

150
375
225
275

To 17th row

200 to 250
560

In the tube and channel tests the melt had solidified on the walls, presumably by
conduction freezing, leaving a void in the centre. In test SES 09 the melt had
penetrated only 9 or 10 rows across the bundle. In all cases the blocked region was
highly voided, apparently by sodium boiling.

A significant observation was that no energetic MFCIs were recorded in any of
the SES tests.

CONCLUSIONS

1 MFCIs between the molten fuel simulant used in these tests and sodium are
characterised by multiple pressure pulses.

2 Maximum mechanical energy yields from individual MFCI pressure pulses
ranged up to 137 kJ from 24 kg of melt.

3 It is very difficult to estimate the efficiency of conversion of thermal to
mechanical energy because of the difficulty of knowing how much molten material
took part in each individual MFCI. The highest overall efficiency observed, covering
several individual pressure pulses, and based on a lower-bound estimate of the quantity
of molten material taking part in the interaction, was about 4%.

4 The MFCIs observed in simulations of an actual subassembly blockage accident
were less energetic than those in open geometry. Indeed there is a strong trend for
MFCIs to be less energetic the more constrained the geometry of contact.

5 There is a tendency for MFCIs to become more energetic as the sodium
temperature approaches saturation.
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6 In simulations of a subassembly blockage accident the majority of the molten
fuel was carried out of the subassembly.

7 These tests confirm the assertion that, in the event of a complete blockage of a
fast reactor fuel subassembly at power, the damage would be confined to the affected
subassembly and would not propagate to adjacent subassemblies.

8 If, however, it should propagate, the penetration of molten fuel into adjacent
subassemblies would be limited in extent, and would not be accompanied by energetic
MFCIs.
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UK LARGE-SCALE MFCI TESTS

APPARATUS

-20 kg UO2 - Mo THERMITE (3600 K, IMPa)

UP TO 1200 kg OF SODIUM

TEST SERIES

"SUS" - MFCI IN UNRESTRICTED GEOMETRY

"B" - MFCI IN A SUBASSEMBLY BLOCKAGE
ACCIDENT

"SES" - DAMAGE PROPAGATION BY MOLTEN
FUEL
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UK LARGE-SCALE MFCI TESTS

RESULTS

SUS MAXIMUM ENERGY = 571 kJ

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY < 4.1% (??)
(Based on fuel which was fragmented
finely enough to participate in an MFCI)

В MORE RESTRICTION => LOWER ENERGY

HIGHER SODIUM TEMPERATURE
=> HIGHER ENERGY

MOST FUEL SWEPT OUT OF
SUBASSEMBLY

SES LIMITED PENETRATION

NO MFCI
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ABSTRACT

Molten fuel-coolant interactions in a jet contact mode was studied with respect to the safety
of liquid-metal-cooled fast reactors (LMFRs). From a series of molten Wood's metal
(melting point: 79 °C, density: -8400 kg/m3) jet-water interaction experiments, several
distinct modes of interaction behaviors were observed for various combinations of initial
temperature conditions of the two fluids. A semi-empirical model for a minimum film
boiling temperature criterion was developed and used to reasonably explain the different
interaction modes. It was concluded that energetic jet-water interactions are only possible
under relatively narrow initial thermal conditions. Preliminary extrapolation of the present
results to an oxide fuel-sodium system suggests that mild interactions with short breakup
length and coolable debris formation should be most likely in LMFRs.

1. INTRODUCTION

After a postulated core disruptive accident (CDA) terminates neutronically, a large
amount of molten core materials remaining in the core relocates into lower core structures
filled with single-phase sodium. If this post-accident relocation takes place in a jet mode, it
may directly challenge the reactor vessel integrity. In order to establish a successful scenario
of in-vessel material retention in the CDA evaluation, it is necessary to study the behaviors of
molten jet penetration and interactions. For this reason, extensive experimental programs
have been conducted these years on molten jet interaction with structure and coolant. For the
former concern of jet-structure interactions, our previous studies [1-3] have dealt with the
erosion behavior of the structure plate by the high-temperature molten jet under the condition
with and without solidified crust of jet materials on the melting surface. We have derived
experimental correlations for assessing the erosion rate. Using these correlations, we have
revealed the inherent mitigation mechanism that when the molten oxide jet with high melting
point falls down onto the structure plate, solidified crust of the oxide can significantly reduce
the erosion rate. The major results of the molten jet-structure interaction experiments are
summarized in our separate paper in this meeting [4].

With respect to the jet-coolant interactions, or more generally fuel-coolant interactions
(FCIs), we are concerned about: their energetics potentially challenging the mechanical
integrity of the coolant boundary, and melt quenching to form a coolable debris bed. A
number of FCI experiments have been conducted with respect to LMFR safety; more recently
steam explosion is one of central questions in light water reactor safety. These studies are
reviewed first with emphasis on molten jet behavior and FCIs in a jet pouring mode.

The breakup behavior of the molten core materials jet have been studied theoretically
by Epstein & Fauske [5]. They found that the instability of the steam film formed on the jet
surface plays an important role in the jet breakup behavior. The results of a linear Kelvin-
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Helmholtz instability analysis indicated that the breakup length is significantly extended by
the presence of steam film on the melt surface. Wang et al. [6,7] developed an analytical
model for jet erosion based on the assumption that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
determines the length scale and the growth rate of the interfacial disturbances. They found
that the jet breakup length is sensitive to the initial jet temperature, water subcooling, and the
physical state of the ambient water. More sophisticated models, for example by Burger et al.
[8,9] and Sienicki et al. [10], reasonably explain jet breakup lengths for various combinations
of jet and coolant materials.

On the other hand, the experimental study on jet breakup behaviors with simulant
materials have been performed by Saito et al. [11] , Spencer et al. [12] and Schneider et
al.[13]. Saito et al. studied the penetration behaviors of water jet into freon-11 and liquid
nitrogen. Obtained empirical correlation for the breakup length can also predict well the
experimental results of the breakup length which were obtained by Spencer et al. with hot and
very heavy jets such as Wood's metal jet injected into the water pool. Saito's correlation was
interpreted analytically and confirmed to agree well with the results from the experiments
with Wood's metal jet and freon-11 by Schneider et al. [13]. Magallon et al. [14] performed
two experiments that quantities of the order of 100 kg of molten pure UO2 (-3000 °C) was
poured into 130 kg of sodium at 400 °C and 0.1 MPa contained in a test tube of a 0.28-m-
diameter and a height of 2.5 m. Only limited quantities of UO2 melt can penetrate and
fragment into sodium at one time. The FCIs observed after sodium reached elevated
temperature around saturation was interpreted as so-called vapor explosions. The penetration
distance of molten fuel into sodium did not exceed 1 m. Further interpretation of the tests
would require a model capable of better describing the premixing process of molten fuel
penetrating sodium.

The main objective of this paper is to address a question as to what are the necessary
conditions for energetic FCIs in a contact mode of jet-type melt penetration into the coolant.
From a series of out-of-pile simulant molten jet-water interaction experiments, different
modes of interaction behaviors are observed depending on the initial thermal conditions
[15,16]. One of these modes exhibits a typical energetic FCI behavior: quiet jet penetration
with film boiling, followed by onset of local interaction propagating to an entire jet length
almost coherently. The previous studies [6-13] on jet breakup length considering the
hydrodynamic aspects cannot distinguish different FCI modes observed in our experiments.
This study therefore focuses more on thermodynamic aspects of jet penetration into and
interactions with the coolant. A semi-empirical model of a criterion of minimum film boiling
temperature is developed mainly based on the experiments by Dhir and Purohit [17]. The
model is then applied to the present experiments to interpret and distinguish the different
modes of jet FCI behavior. Finally the results are extrapolated to LMFR accident situations
to further discuss their relevance to and implication on safety evaluation.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

The current experimental studies include a series of simulant melt-coolant interaction
experiments conducted in the MELT-II facility, in which up to 20 liters of melt is generated
by an induction-heating technique. A schematic diagram of MELT-II is shown in Fig. 1.
The facility consists of the melting section, the nozzle section and the test section. The test
section is exchangeable to perform two types of experiments: melt jet-structure interactions
and melt jet-coolant interactions. The experimental program specifically aims at
investigating jet-mode molten fuel relocation down to the reactor inlet plenum following the
neutronic accident termination. The former series of experimental program has been
completed and reported by Saito et al. [1] and Sato et al. [3], and the latter program is focused
at present.

In the first series of molten jet-coolant interaction test program, Wood's metal
(composition: [Bi: 60 %, Sn: 20 %, In: 20 % ] , the melting point 79 °C and the density 8400
kg/m^) and water are used as simulants. Wood's metal is heated in an induction furnace in
the melting section, transferred to the heating vessel of the test section and then poured into a
water pool in a liquid jet mode. The nozzle section to generate a smooth jet flow is immersed
a few centimeters into the water to eliminate unfavorable effects of the pool surface. The test
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section is depicted in Fig. 2 with its dimensions and instrumentation. The main experimental
parameters are the initial temperatures of melt and water. The melt temperature was varied
between 92 and 614 °C and the jet diameter between 5.7 and 14 mm with its jet velocity of 2
- 3 m/s resulted under the gravity. The water temperature was varied between 8 and 97 °C to
examine the effect of coolant subcooling. All the experiments are performed under
atmospheric pressure. A high-speed video camera (-3000 fps) and X-ray cinematography
(1000 fps) were used for optical measurements. The range and combination of the
temperatures of the two fluids were selected such that various modes of interactions would be
realized in the experiments.

Pressure transducer

Thermo couple ._.

Simulant molten material
(Wood's metal)

Nozzle (5.7,10,14 ттф)

Overflow duct

Щ © Plug (<i>5~300mm) continuous [ y

@ Nozzle

Laser-dop'pier© Thermocouple

flow meter (|) induction coil

® Insulator

© Shutter

Test section 2
(Morten material jet-coolanl interaclion)

X ray generator

Jet sensor '

Fig. 1. MELT-II experimental facility. Fig. 2. Jet FCI test section.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the present experiments, four distinct modes of interaction behaviors were observed
for various combinations of initial temperatures of Wood's metal and water. These modes,
called hereinafter as modes А, В, С and D, were determined primarily from video film
observation and pressure signals. Typical pressure transients measured are shown in Fig. 3.
Apparent pressure events are measured only in modes В and D, and no appreciable pressure
spikes are observed in modes A and С In the rest of this section, each mode of interaction is
explained qualitatively based on pressure signals and optically observed behaviors.

Mode A interactions occur when the water temperature is high and the jet temperature is
low. This mode is characterized by penetration of the water by the intact liquid jet with
continuous water boiling. The pressure signals in Fig. 3 show that boiling was relatively
quiet at least at the inlet. It is considered that mode A exhibited film boiling around the jet
and resulted in low vapor production rate. After stable penetration, the jet breaks up at the
maximum penetration length. The experimental correlation for the jet breakup length
obtained from the previous water jet/freon-11 and water jet/liquid nitrogen experiments by
Saitoetal. [11]:

Pv.
Fr (1)
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agreed well with the present data. This suggests that the correlation be applicable to a higher
density jet condition as well.
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Fig. 3. Pressure transient observed in the four modes of FCIs.

Mode В interactions occur when both the jet and water temperatures are high. This
mode is characterized by a series of pressure pulses (see Fig. 3) which appear to disperse the
existing jet material. The pulses originate somewhere between the inlet and at tens of
centimeters into the water. The jet can penetrate the water between pressure pulses. We
interpret that mode В exhibits typical FCI behavior: quiet periods of film boiling punctuated
by coherent breakdown of the vapor film, causing rapid heating of the coolant and violent
pressure events. This is the only interaction mode that we may have energetic FCIs in the jet
contact mode, although the pressure events observed in Fig. 3 are not excessive with their
peaks about 0.2 MPa at most. It is noted that the coherent breakup of the entire jet in mode В
is much different from the jet breakup at its maximum penetration length in mode A. The jet
may penetrate to the breakup length or sometimes FCIs are triggered before the maximum
penetration is reached. The difference from mode A is discussed further in Section 5.

Mode С is the interactions observed with much higher jet temperature in the region
beyond mode B. In mode C, stable penetration of the intact jet was observed similar to mode
A. No marked pressure events were observed in Fig. 3. The jet breakup occurs beyond the
maximum penetration length but the observed boiling in this region did not disperse the
existing jet. Under this high temperature condition of the jet, the vapor generation rate is so
high that the coherent collapse of the vapor film is prevented. The instantaneous contact
temperature is estimated to well exceed the critical point of water and hence the vapor in the
vicinity of the jet behaves essentially like noncondensable gas.

Mode D is the interactions observed with low water temperature (or high water
subcooling). In this case the vapor film cannot exist stably, allowing rapid melt-to-water heat
transfer in a nucleate or transition boiling regime. Small-scale interactions take place
continuously at the water surface with no jet penetration. Since only a small mass of the melt
participates in each interaction event, a whole FCI phenomenon cannot be energetic.
Although the pressure spikes measured in the experiments look violent (see Fig. 3), the
pressure events are observed only at the water surface. This is another indication that the
interactions in mode D are local and small-scale.

The above observation reveals that different interaction modes are possible, with
sufficient reproducibility, depending on the initial jet and water temperatures. The present
experimental conditions are plotted in Fig. 4, in which the regions of the four FCI modes are
shown as a map of initial temperatures of the two fluids. Several lines drawn in the figure
show the conditions that the instantaneous contact interface temperature is equal to
representative temperatures such as the saturation and critical temperatures of the coolant and
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the melting temperature of Wood's metal. Here the instantaneous contact interface
temperature, 7] is defined as:

T = (2)
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4. MINIMUM FILM BOILING TEMPERATURE CRITERION

From the experimental results discussed in the previous section and the temperature
map of the possible FCI modes in Fig. 4, the most important nature of jet-type interactions is
a condition whether the film boiling condition is met. This distinguishes the mode D
interaction from the others. Also we are concerned about the necessary conditions for
energetic FCIs, that is mode В interactions. These are discussed in this section. We first
review and derive a new criterion for the minimum film boiling temperature (MFBT) and
then apply this model to our experiments.

There are basically two competing theories, hydrodynamic and thermodynamic, as to
what determines the MFBT. The hydrodynamic theory was originally proposed by Berenson
[18] and later modified by Henry [19] to take into account of transient wetting. This model
assumes that vapor removal from a film is due to Taylor instabilities on the vapor/coolant
interface. Henry's correlation is in good agreement with Farahat's sodium boiling data [20],
but unfortunately the hydrodynamic model is not strictly applicable to spheres with diameters
less than a few centimeters. Therefore we will concentrate more on the thermodynamic
theory, which was originally proposed by Spiegler et al. [21] and later elaborated by
Baumeister [22] and Gunnerson and Cronenberg [23]. The theory involves calculation of the
maximum superheat temperature of the coolant, which is defined as the vaporization
temperature in the absence of nucleation sites. When the wall temperature exceeds this
temperature, film boiling is deemed to occur. The simplest form of the maximum superheat
temperature of a liquid is given by:

T =E
m o^ что

(3)
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This equation represents the maximum possible wall temperature at which film boiling is
initiated. Actually film boiling can be initiated even at lower wall temperature. It is therefore
proposed that the MFBT is defined as a function of a single parameter experimentally
determined.

ATmin = С (Tm - Tm) . (4)

Olek's empirical correlation [24] suggests that a value С = 0.6 for sodium and С = 0.64 for
water. A simple criterion of the MFBT in Eq. (4) is thus applicable to many liquids including
sodium when the liquid temperature is closed to its saturation temperature.

The measurement of the MFBT by Dhir and Purohit [17] involves quenching of various
hot metal spheres in water at various subcoolings. The data show a pronounced dependence
of MFBT on liquid subcooling, which is not taken into account in Eq. (4). This effect can be
explained by considering the film boiling heat transfer. When the coolant is at the saturation
temperature, all the heat transferred through a vapor film is used to vaporize the coolant and
hence to sustain the film. On the other hand, with the subcooled coolant, a fraction of the
heat transferred is removed from the vapor/liquid interface. Therefore a certain criterion
must exist to sustain the film boiling based on this heat balance argument that the heat
transfer through the vapor film, by conduction and radiation, should be larger than the heat
transfer from the interface to the bulk of the coolant. This relation is written as:

> yNucATsub . (5)
\" J

As the subcooling is increased, less vapor is produced and the vapor film cannot be sustained
unless its thickness decreases. Eventually if the vapor film is very thin, a stable film can be
no longer sustained. Thus it is postulated that there exists a minimum vapor film thickness,
which may physically represent surface roughness of a sphere or any disturbances on the
vapor/liquid interface.

Based on these arguments, a formula recommended for MFBT is a combination of Eqs.
(4) and (5) and is described as:

yNu AT. и
ATmin = C (Tm - Tsat) + ~ i-JO— . (6)

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (6) describes the MFBT in a liquid at its saturation
temperature, while the second term represents a correction for the dependence of the MFBT
on coolant subcooling. Essentially there are two parameters in this equation to be determined
from experimental data. For an empirical constant С , a value of 0.6 reasonably reproduces
the saturated MFBT for various liquids, including water and liquid metal. For the minimum
film thickness, 8min , in the second term, a value of 100 |im can be chosen to best fit Dhir
and Purohit's data with water. As described in Section 7., fair agreement with sodium data by
Farahat [20] was also obtained with these parameter values within large scatter of data points.

Another important consideration in applying Eq. (6) is how to define the surface
temperature. If frequent transient wetting of the hot surface by coolant is assumed at the
MFBT, the surface can be significantly cooled. Current experimental evidence indicates that
such transient wetting can occur during saturated boiling, although contact with coolant
becomes less frequent with subcooling as discussed by Kikuchi et al. [25]. In this case the
surface temperature may better be replaced by a contact interface temperature in Eq. (2).
However such transient wetting and the resultant good thermal contact become unlikely if the
interface temperature exceeds the maximum superheat of the coolant. Above this
temperature level, transient wetting is no longer possible and hence the surface is cooled only
by heat transfer through the vapor film.
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5. APPLICATION TO JET FCI EXPERIMENTS

A model of the MFBT in the previous section is strictly based on experimental data for
various solid spheres immersed into coolant. It is however useful to apply the model to jet-
type FCI experiments described in this paper. Using the empirical constants to best fit Dhir
and Purohit's data with metal spheres of 19 mm-diameter (Fig. 5), the jet diameter of 1 cm
and the water saturation temperature of 100 °C, Eq. (6) is deduced to:

ATmbl= 102+4.14 (7)

where the radiation term is neglected because it is not important in a low temperature range
of the experiments. Because of a small diameter of the jet, the surface temperature calculated
using Eq. (7) is regarded simply as the minimum jet temperature to initiate film boiling. If
transient wetting is postulated, however, the surface temperature is more likely to be the
contact temperature and hence must be converted to the jet temperature using Eq. (2). As
discussed earlier, this is only applied where interface temperatures do not exceed the
maximum superheat temperature of water.

P

100<> Copper-Water (Henry)

О Data with 19 and 25.4 mm diameter
stainless steel spheres and 19 mm
diameter copper and silver spheres
quenched in water
(Dhir &Purohit, 1978)

D Data with 63 mm diameter chrome-plated
copper sphere quenched in water
(Bradfield)

A Data with 19 mm diameter inductively
heated stainless steel spheres
(Dhir &Purohit, 1978)

10 20 30 40

ATsub (°C )

50 60

Fig. 5. MFBT criterion for water.

Equation (7), with and without transient wetting, is plotted on the previous temperature
map in Fig. 4 and shown in Fig. 6. The shaded region represents the condition under which
film boiling is predicted to occur. Figure 6 clearly indicates that the present MFBT criterion
is successful in distinguishing mode D interactions from the other modes. Further the model
explains physical reasoning that high water subcooling in mode D prevents the formation of a
vapor film greater than the minimum thickness.

Mode В interactions occur within the film boiling region when the interface temperature
exceeds water's maximum superheat and hence stable vapor film can be formed. Rather
coherent collapse of the vapor film appears to occur at some distance from the jet inlet and
this results in entire jet breakup and rather coherent interaction. Mode A conditions appear to
be very close to the MFBT in the region where transient wetting might be predicted. Thus
transient wetting of the jet surface might prevent coherent collapse of the vapor film in this
case. Qualitatively, this distinguishes mode A from mode В interactions. In mode B, a stable
vapor film is formed initially, but as the jet penetrates into the coolant its surface is cooled by
the heat transfer through the film. When the jet temperature is cooled below the MFBT, the
vapor film is forced to collapse locally. The effect of jet cooling is confirmed by comparing a
pair of two mode В experiments. There is a tendency that an axial location of vapor film
collapse becomes deepened as the initial temperature increases. Actually with higher
temperature the jet must penetrate a longer distance before it is cooled below the MFBT.
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The collapse of the vapor film leads to local contact or mixing of water with jet
material. If such a local mixing zone could be formed, rapid vaporization and pressure
buildup would disperse and fragment the entire jet material, leading to coherent interactions.
It is not known experimentally whether the water temperature exceeds its spontaneous
nucleation temperature, but this is possible if a certain amount of water is entrapped by the
melt. Obviously a physical mechanism of vapor film collapse cannot be explained by the
static thermodynamic treatment in this study. A dynamic film collapse and mixing process is
likely to be driven by a high-velocity vapor flow generating turbulence on the jet and water
surfaces. The above argument, however, well explains the differences among FCI modes, at
least phenomenologically.

In contrast to mode B, mode С interactions exhibit no coherent FCI behavior. The
vapor film collapse is prevented along the entire jet length. With higher jet temperature in
this case, the film boiling is very stable and the jet temperature cannot be cooled below the
MFBT condition. The jet still breaks up at its maximum penetration length which is likely to
be induced by a hydrodynamic mechanism. Thus the boundary between modes В and С
should be actually determined by the relationship between the jet cooling and the MFBT
criterion. We suppose that the mode С behaviors appear when the transient cooling of the
molten jet through the vapor film is insufficient and the film collapse is achieved after
breakup of jet column. Under these conditions, the interactions initiated by the collapse of
vapor film on the fragmented droplets no longer break down the above existing jet column.
The experimental data indicate (see Fig. 4) that this boundary appears to lie roughly where
the initial interface temperature corresponds to water's critical temperature. Therefore it is
simply plotted in Fig. 6 that the mode С interactions are initiated where the interface
temperature exceeds the critical point of water; obviously this is not exact.

The above discussions have successfully explained reasons why different interaction
behaviors were achieved in the jet FCI experiments. Especially we have narrowed down the
initial thermal conditions necessary for energetic interactions in jet-type FCIs.
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6. DISCUSSIONS

The most important conclusion of this study is that energetic interactions in a jet-type
contact mode are possible only in a narrow range of initial thermal conditions. This is mode
В interactions in which an entire jet mass undergoes interactions almost coherently. This
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mode exhibits typical FCI phenomena: quiet jet penetration with film boiling, local vapor
film collapse triggering the breakup and dispersion of existing jet material and the resultant
coherent interaction with the coolant. It is not believed, however, that the mode В
interactions in our experiments are real "triggering and propagation" events if we strictly
define the terminology, since the pressure pulses generated are relatively mild (0.2 MPa at
most). It is also important to note that possible mechanical energy yields from this mode of
interactions are only benign. As described in Section 3, mode В interactions consist of a
series of intermittent FCI events. A melt mass participating in a single FCI event is limited to
the mass of the jet up to its maximum penetration length.

This study alone cannot rule out all the other types of energetic FCIs, outsides the mode
В region, which potentially occur especially when an external triggering event is postulated.
Such triggering events might be possible if massive melt would impact a structure wall or a
small mass of coolant would be entrapped by the melt and rapidly pressurized. This
consideration is particularly important for much higher temperature jet-water interactions are
concerned like during a light water reactor severe accident progression. Initial temperature
conditions suggest that probable FCI modes should lie either in mode С region. This means
that energetic interactions directly between the jet and the coolant (mode B) could be
precluded. However a growing mass of melt would accumulate in the water pool beyond the
jet breakup length, potentially forming a different geometry of pre-mixture. Therefore a
question still remains as to whether such a pre-mixture undergoes explosive interactions.
Unfortunately our experimental study with a low-temperature small-mass jet in a relatively
large pool cannot address this point. It is still argued that the mode С interaction experiment
indicates significant vapor formation as the jet penetrates and breaks up. Thus the jet tends to
enter a highly voided (or water depleted) region, and this would prevent a large mass of melt
from being mixed with the coolant.

The map of thermal conditions for different FCI modes, shown in Fig. 4 or 6, is only
based on initial temperatures of the melt and the coolant. Possible modes of FCIs can be
predicted from a combination of initial thermal conditions. This approach seems to be
reasonable for our jet FCI experiments because the melt is continuously supplied at constant
temperature into a relatively large water pool. However it is noted that the argument based
only on the initial conditions is sometimes misleading. The effect of transient cooling is not
negligible but can be essential as discussed in the mode В interactions in the previous section.
Generally this approach cannot be applied directly to different configurations or contact
modes where changes in thermal conditions with time have large influence on FCI behaviors.

7. EXTRAPOLATION TO REACTOR CONDITIONS

The experimental results obtained thus far are for low temperature simulants and hence
they cannot be directly applied to a reactor situation. Nevertheless it might be very beneficial
if the results are preliminarily extrapolated to the fuel and sodium system under LMFR

accident conditions. Using the empirical constants of С =0.6 and 8min =100|J,m, Eq. (6) was
deduced and validated with sodium data by Farahat [20]. As shown in Fig. 7, fair agreement
was obtained with these parameter values within large scatter of data points. We assumed the
UO2 jet with 10 cm-diameter (supposed against control rod guide tube) and obtained an
MFBT criterion for LMFR accident conditions. Figure 8 depicts the temperature map for a
UC»2-sodium system based on a similar approach to Fig. 6. The shaded region at the center
reflects the conditions anticipated in an LMFR CDA. It is noted that the contact interface
temperatures plotted are all below the melting point of UO2, and should really be corrected
for taking into account the latent heat of fusion. This is mainly attributed to the good thermal
properties of sodium, and may suggest that a likely scenario be solidification of the fuel
surface even at hypothetical high temperatures where the interface temperature exceeds
sodium's critical point.

The criteria for the MFBT for sodium with and without transient wetting are also shown
in Fig. 8, assuming a fuel-jet diameter of 10 cm with considering the radiation heat transfer
this time. The effect of transient wetting is much more significant in this case, again because
of good thermal conductivity of sodium. From analogy to Fig. 7, a region where the film
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boiling is anticipated is shaded in Fig. 8. The dark-shaded region at the upper-right corner
represents where mode В energetic interactions are anticipated. The energetic FCI region lies
far away from the LMFR accident conditions. It might be therefore concluded that the
energetic jet-type FCIs are unlikely to occur in LMFRs. The main uncertainty that may
challenge this conclusion is whether, and to what extent, the surface temperature of fuel is
reduced by transient wetting. Unfortunately there are no experimental data addressing this
point.

Although there are large uncertainties in extrapolating the small-scale experiments with
water to a large-scale reactor environment with sodium, it is useful to predict preliminarily a
likely FCI scenario in LMFRs. The molten fuel jet-coolant interactions under CDA
conditions should exhibit either mode D behavior, with short penetration lengths, or
solidification of the jet surface. These are interactions without significant mechanical energy
generation. This mode of interactions is also favorable from the viewpoint of post-accident
heat removal, because rapid and efficient molten fuel quenching can produce a coolable fuel
debris bed.
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8. C O N C L U S I O N S

From a series of Wood's metal jet-water experiments, four distinct modes of interaction
behaviors were observed for various combinations of initial temperature conditions of the two
fluids. A semi-empirical model for a m i n i m u m film boiling temperature criterion was
developed and used to successfully explain the differences in these FCI modes . It was
concluded that energetic jet-water interactions are only possible under relatively narrow
initial thermal conditions. Also a mass of melt participating in this mode of interactions is
limited to the mass of the jet up to its maximum penetration length.

Application of the present results to other materials has not been examined in detail, but
the thermodynamic aspects underlying the jet FCI behavior with or without film boiling are
essentially generic. However this study, investigating jet-mode FCIs, cannot address other
contact modes or FCI environments. For example, even if energetic je t-mode FCIs are
precluded from this study, an accumulating mass of melt beyond the jet breakup length might
undergo energetic FCIs if an appropriate triggering event could be postulated. Preliminary
extrapolation of the present results to a U(>2-sodium system suggests that mild interactions
with short jet penetration lengths should be most likely in L M F R s .
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N O M E N C L A T U R E

Fr Froude number
L maximum penetration length (m)
с specific heat (J/kg °C)
С an empirical constant
D the diameter of a sphere / the diameter of a jet column (m)
к thermal conductivity (W/m °C)

Nur the radiative Nusselt number across the vapor film

Nuc the heat transfer Nusselt number in the coolant
Tt instantaneous contact interface temperature (°C)
Tm maximum superheat temperature of coolant
Tcri( critical temperature of the liquid (°C)
Tsal saturation temperature of the coolant (°C)
Tsurf surface temperature of the hot material (°C)
ATmin minimum temperature difference to be sustained across a vapor

ATS the temperature difference across the vapor film (°C)
ATsuh coolant subcooling (°C)

Greek symbols

7 the ratio of liquid/vapor coolant thermal conductivities
8 vapor film thickness,
5min minimum vapor film thickness

p density (kg/m3)
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Subscripts

с cold fluids
h hot fluids
j jet
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BOILING EXPERIMENTS IN DFR AND PFR

A M Judd (UK)

SUMMARY

At the end of its life, in 1975 - 1977, a series of Special Experiments was
conducted in the Dounreay Fast Reactor. Fuel pins were deliberately subjected to
overheating, up to the coolant boiling point, for periods of several hours at a time.
The boiling was monitored by acoustic sensors and thermocouples, and after the tests
the fuel pins were examined to determine the extent of damage.

The results of these experiments have been widely reported. The present paper
summarises the results as a reminder of their significance. The outstanding conclusion
was that coolant boiling had no severe consequences. In some, but not all, cases the
pins failed, but little fuel was released, no local blockages were formed, and there was
no fuel melting.

At around the same time PFR was being commissioned, and for a time the
primary coolant circuit was operated with a dummy core, containing no nuclear fuel.
An electrically-heated boiling rig was deployed in the dummy core, and observed by
acoustic monitors. The data gathered enabled the noise of boiling to be compared with
the background noise, and provided valuable support for the design of acoustic boiling
noise detection systems.

INTRODUCTION

In the 1970s one of the most important questions of fast reactor safety was
seen to be the provision of adequate protection against accidents stemming from local
overheating caused by blockage of the coolant flow to a single fuel subassembly. This
concern had been caused mainly by the blockage accident in the Enrico Fermi Fast
Reactor in the USA in 1964.

As a result an extensive R&D programme was undertaken in the UK, with two
main objectives, to understand the phenomena involved in such an accident so that its
development could be predicted, and to develop means of detecting the accident before
its consequences became unacceptable. For the former the main problem was to
understand the boiling process in a liquid metal coolant. For the latter the main
interest was in acoustic means of detecting boiling.

This paper describes two in-reactor experiments which were done as part of
this programme. Both have been reported extensively before, and for detailed
information the reader should go to the literature cited here. The purpose of this paper
is to give a brief summary of what was done to serve as a reminder and to put the
achievements of an earlier decade into the context of the 1990s.
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THE DFR BOILING EXPERIMENTS

Description of the Experiments

These experiments are described by Smith et al (1).

During the last year of operation of the Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) the
opportunity was taken to conduct a series of experiments, known as the "DFR Special
Experiments", in which a higher than normal risk of fuel failures could be accepted.
The objective of the experiments was to expose typical oxide fuel pins to coolant
boiling for prolonged periods, to ascertain what effect it would have, and to investigate
means of detection.

DFR was a 60 MW(heat) fast reactor which operated from 1959 to 1977. It
was cooled by 70/30 sodium - potassium alloy flowing downwards through the core,
and had electromagnetic coolant pumps. It had metallic driver fuel, but the centre
region of the core was adapted to accommodate small subassemblies of experimental
oxide fuel pins.

Two types of experimental vehicle were used for the experiments. The "Mini-
Subassemblies" (Figure 1) each contained a cluster of up to 18 fuel pins. The cluster
was surrounded by a double wall with gas as thermal insulation in the interspace, and
this was contained in a strong steel outer tube . Coolant flow to the cluster was
controlled by a valve operated via a drive shaft from a motor mounted on the reactor
roof. Instrument probes occupied one or more of the fuel pin positions. Three of the
five mini-subassemblies incorporated an artificial coolant blockage in the form of a
steel plate obstructing about 70% of the flow area close to the centre of the heated
length of the pins.

The fuel pins were 5.8 mm in diameter, located on a 7.4 mm triangular pitch by
honeycombe grids. The fuel was mixed oxide, either in pellets or vibrocompacted.
The heated length was small; up to 375 mm in the experiments with blockages, and
505 mm in those without. Some of the pins had been pre-irradiated to burnups up to
10%. The peak linear heat rating in the experiments was typically 32 kW/m.

The three "Trefoil" rigs (Figure 2) each contained only three fuel pins, which
were not pre-irradiated. This made it possible to assemble the rigs in the laboratory,
and so to incorporate more delicate instrumentation such as thermocouples with
exposed junctions, and acoustic sensors mounted close to the boiling region. The fuel
pins in two of the trefoils were the same as in the mini-subassemblies, but one made
use of 6.7 mm diameter pins with wire wrap spacers.

Each rig remained in the reactor for a complete normal operating ran. A
typical boiling experiment started with the coolant flow to the rig being reduced by
closing the control valve slowly until boiling was indicated. It was then reduced
further as required, and conditions were kept steady for a period of an hour or more.
The valve was then opened and the rig was left until the next boiling experiment or
until the end of the reactor run.
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In one case, M(b)539/1, the boiling run was terminated prematurely because of
unexpectedly high temperatures and clad failures. This was caused by gas accidentally
entrained into the rig where, because of the downward flow, it caused severe
overheating. Precautions were taken to avoid this in subsequent experiments.

Results

The rigs were irradiated, one at a time, over the period December 1975 to
March 1977. The experimental conditions and the results are summarised in Table 1,
which is based on Reference 1. In the rig reference numbers, "T" indicates a trefoil rig,
"M" indicates a mini-subassembly, and "M(b)" a mini-subassembly with a partial flow
blockage plate.

After the experiments the fuel pins were removed and examined. Table 1
includes some of the РШ observations.

Table 1 Summary of the DFR Special Experiments

Reference
Number
T522

M(b)
539/1

T536

M528/1

Rig Description

3 unirradiated
pressurised
5.8 mm mixed
oxide pins.
Max rating
31.5 kW/m

18 fuel pins,
burnupsO-10%
Vibro & pellets
Various clads
70% flow
blockage

3 6.7 mm
spiral-wrapped
pins. Max
rating 41.6
kW/m

18 fuel pins at
0, 3 and 6%
buraup. One
pin contained
an artificial clad
defect at its hot
end.

Boiling History

One boiling run.
This was a lead
experiment for
the series

One boiling run,
but experiment
terminated
because severe
gas entrainment
led to extensive
clad failure.

Three boiling
runs of approx
1 hour each.
First and second
runs were 1
week apart

Two boiling
runs

Boiling
Duration
Approx.
1 hour

Small

Approx
4 hours

Approx
2.5
hours

Comments

Boiling was detected at
the time by coolant
outlet temp, and
retrospectively by
thermal noise. PIE
showed no signs of pin
damage.

Despite the severity of
the conditions (failed
pins exposed to hot
coolant for 10 days)
there was no sign of fuel
melting or of escalation
of the fault.

Boiling detected by
thermal and acoustic
noise. PEE showed no
sign of pin damage.

Boiling detected by
thermal and acoustic
noise. PEE showed
bowing Of pins at the
hot end and one pin had
failed. No signs of clad
melting or fuel loss.
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Table 1 Continued

Reference
Number
M(b)
539/2

M528/2

M(b)
539/3

T540

Rig Description

As for 539/1

As for 528/1

As for 539/1

As for 522, but
unpressurised

Boiling History

5 runs spread
over 4 weeks.
In the intervals
between the rig
was left approx
100 °C below
saturation at its
hottest point

Two runs of
approx 3 hours
10 days apart

11 approaches
to boiling over
1 month. Most
boiling runs 2-3
hours in length.
More than 7
hours with
outlet temp
>900 °C, up to
960 °C.

Two runs of
approx 1.5
&3.5 hours.
Saturation temp
was reached at
the midplane

Boiling
Duration
Approx
4 hours

Approx 6
hours

Approx
24 hours

Approx 5
hours

Comments

Boiling detected by
thermal noise. PIE
showed marked bowing
of pins at the hot end.
6 pins had failed with
several longitudinal
cracks. One also had a
small zone of melted
clad. No observable
fuel loss.
Boiling clearly detected
by thermal and acoustic
noise. Evidence of
unstable coolant flow,
with outlet temp
>900°C. PIE showed
no obvious failures.
Swelling and distortion
at the hot end.
Thermal noise less
pronounced than in
previous rigs, though
qualitatively similar.
PEE radiographs
showed pin failures
with possible fuel loss.
In some of the boiling
runs the flow was
reduced to 75% of the
flow at boiling
inception.
Boiling detected by
thermal and acoustic
noise. PIE showed
distortion but no
significant diameter
change. No sign of
failure.
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Conclusions

1 Boiling was detected readily by instalments located in the experimental rigs.
Outlet temperature measurements gave clear indications when the mean coolant
temperature reached saturation. Temperature noise measurements gave prompt
indications of the onset of boiling. RMS noise levels from acoustic sensors upstream
of the boiling region were not useful, but pulse analysis techniques gave reliable
indications of boiling, consistent with the thermal indications.

2 The fuel pins were extremely durable, and very resistant to boiling.

3 There was no sign that clad failure led to rapid escalation of the accident, even
when followed by continued irradiation and boiling for periods of several hours.

4 The time available for detection of coolant boiling is long compared with the
response times of all potential reactor protective systems.

5 Prolonged boiling is stable, and does not necessarily lead to clad failure.

6 Clad failure does not necessarily lead to release of fuel in several hours of
continued operation.

7 A severe local blockage did not lead to fuel melting.

THE PFR BOILING EXPERIMENT

Description of the Experiment

PFR was a 600 MW (heat) fast reactor cooled with sodium flowing upwards
through the core and circulated by mechanical centrifugal pumps. It operated from
1974 to 1994.

The primary circuit was equipped with an acoustic monitoring system,
consisting of seven waveguides, in the form of steel rods which projected through the
reactor roof and terminated in the sodium above the core and breeder. An
accelerometer was mounted at the upper end of each waveguide. In 1973, before the
nuclear fuel was loaded, a series of measurements was made to characterise and
calibrate this system.

To commission the primary circuit under realistic hydraulic conditions the
reactor core was substituted by a dummy core consisting of subassemblies
geometrically similar to fuel subassemblies. During commissioning the acoustic
monitoring system was used to make measurements of the background noise due to
the pumps and the flow of primary coolant, and also measurements of the response of
the system to an artificial boiling source in the dummy core. In this way information
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was obtained about the sensitivity of the system to boiling which might result from a
blockage in a fuel subassembly.

Three boiler rigs were inserted into the reactor core. The general arrangement
is shown diagrammatically in Figure 3. Each rig extended from the top of the reactor
roof, down through the rotating shield and the sodium, and terminated in the reactor
core just below the mid plane. At the lower end it carried an electrically-operated
boiling noise generator. Above this was a group of dummy pins to simulate the
acoustic attenuation which would be produced by the fuel pins.

The boiling source is shown in Figure 4. It consisted of a metal block
surrounded by gas insulation in a pressure vessel. Three pockets in the block
contained electric heaters with a total power of 1100 W. A fourth cavity in the centre
of the block communicated with the reactor coolant via an orifice through which
sodium could enter and vapour could be ejected.

When initial nucleation occurred the bulk of the sodium was expelled from the
boiler, and thereafter if the input power was reduced it could be operated in a cyclic
manner. A small amount of sodium would re-enter the cavity, would evaporate and be
expelled as vapour, and the cycle would be repeated. The cycle time depended on heat
input, and was typically 1-2 seconds for re-entry followed by 3-6 seconds for vapour
expulsion.

It was calculated that about 800 W was needed to keep the boiler at 980 °C
without boiling. Consequently when the total power input was 1100 W the average
heat available for boiling was 300 W.

Results

Figure 5 shows typical results of measurements of the noise made by boiling,
covering the end of a boiling run. It gives the acoustic signal in a 1/12 octave band at
13.5 kHz. The upper trace shows the signal measured by a hydrophone mounted on
the boiler itself, while the lower trace is from a waveguide at a distance equal to the
maximum distance from a subassembly to the nearest waveguide. The background
noise level with the pumps rotating at 750 rpm is shown, and it can be seen that the
boiling signal at the waveguide is some 10 dB above the background.

Figure 6 shows sequences of frequency spectra, measured at the waveguide
immediately above the boiling source, at half-second intervals covering two boiling
pulses. The curves at 0, 4.0 and 4.5 seconds (see the right-hand side of the figure)
show the background signal.

The interpretation of these acoustic data has been extensively studied in the
course of an IAEA Coordinated Research Programme (2), to which reference should
be made for more details. The results are summarised in Figure 7, which shows the
acoustic signals measured in this experiment in comparison with other measurements.

It is worth noting that the background noise in the PFR dummy core was much
greater than that in the nuclear core. This was because, among other reasons, the flow
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control gags in the dummy core subassemblies were particularly noisy, and were
replaced by gags of a different, quieter design in the nuclear core.

Conclusions

1 Boiling at a power of about 300 kW from an electric boiler was detectable in
PFR above the background noise with the pumps rotating at 750 rpm.

2 The optimum frequencies for detection were in the range 3-20 kHz.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The SAS4A code is the fourth generation of the SAS series developed at the Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) to study the initiating phase of hypothetical core disruptive accidents
(HCDAs) in LMFBRs. It has been made available to the CEA (and others) on the basis that the
results of any validation studies and model developments as well as any debugging errors
identified in the original version be fed back to ANL.

The validation of such a complex code describing so many and complex interacting phenomena
poses very severe problems. The danger of falsely explaining some experimental result by an
inappropriate physical model is very real when the experimental data base is rather limited.
This danger can never be entirely averted but it may be minimised by using only the best
physics available at the time. It is only natural therefore that'old'codes like SAS4A should need
updating from time to time to reflect not only an improved knowledge of the physics but also
new phenomena either identified during validation studies or necessitated by new reactor
design features. Unfortunately the representation of more detailed physics frequently
complicates the numerical solution to such an extent that the latter often imposes the limit on
what physics can reasonably be represented. The continuing development of the SAS series
over a number of years reflects the gradual resolution of these very important physical and
numerical problems, and the present work on cavity modelling is just another step in the same
direction.

In fact, very early in the validation campaign it became apparent that potentially important
physical effects were not represented. For example, after clad failure there is no restriction on
the discharge rate from the cavity arising either from possible sonic choking or from the finite
size of the hole in the clad. Equally there is no representation of slip between the fission gas
and the liquid fuel that could influence the rate of discharge particularly for cases with a large
fission gas content. As regards in-pin fuel motion the code does not calculate squirting in a
central hole created either by irradiation or by manufacture (hollow pellets). Also, no account
is taken of the fact that the fission gases in the plena could act as driving forces to eject the fuel
from the pin and then to disperse it when it is in the channel. It is thought that at least some of
these short-comings in the physics may be attributable to difficulties either experienced or
anticipated in the solution of the more detailed physical equations. Even with the rather limited
physics in the code at present severe oscillations have been observed on the mass ejected from
the cavity for a case with a low fission gas content even with a time step as low as 10"6 s.

To try to stabilise the solution and to get away from non-physical time-steps, it was decided to
change the numerics and employ implicit methods to solve the equations. For the time being no
modifications have been made to the treatment of the channel : this re-write has been limited to
the treatment of the pin for which a single module has been developed to replace the existing
method of solution embodied in PINACLE, PLUTO and LEVITATE. This has proved to be
successful the above-listed deficiencies in the physics having been incorporated without
incurring any numerical problems with time-steps typically in the range 10"3 to 1СИ depending
largely on the gas volume fraction. Perhaps even more importantly it is expected to provide a
sound numerical base for future model developments.
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2. THE PROBLEM SOLVED : OUTLTNE OF METHOD OF SOLUTION

We can distinguish two types of problem : in the first the ejection is from a cavity essentially
closed at the end, there being no interaction between the cavity and the plena, but in the second
the movement is affected by the pressure in the plena. In the first case the boundary conditions
at the top and bottom of the cavity are that the axial velocity there should be zero, whereas in
the second the pressure in the fluid at the fronts must equal those in the neighbouring plenum.
The second case is more general in that it covers not only hollow pellets (due to manufacture
or irradiation) but also cases where the pellet, although nominally solid, is nevertheless to some
extent porous.

In fact the imposing of a zero velocity as boundary condition is much simpler than the
imposing of a pressure on a front. In addition in the case with the ends closed the main
movement is the ejection from the cavity once the clad is ruptured, the return from the canal
being relatively limited. However in the other case, axially-outward squirting before the
rupture may be abruptly reversed or at least seriously reduced if the clad bursts. After rupture
all the molten fuel and gases in the cavity could be expelled under the influence of the gases in
the plena. Also in this case the possibility of freezing on the fronts in the central hole and in the
upper plenum must be considered as this could arrest the flow. (It may occur in the lower
plenum also but need not be considered as it has no direct consequence.)

In both cases we distinguish between axial locations of the cavity where the clad is not failed
and the 'mixing' zone where there is a direct interaction radially between the cavity and the
channel. In fact the quantity of material transferred in each axial mesh in this region is
determined from the pressure drop considerations between the cavity and the channel taking
into account both radial inertial and frictional forces. At the present time the hole size is
specified in the data and has a fixed size in each mesh : however, it would be a simple
extension of the model to calculate the growth of such holes by ablation.

As regards slip between the free fission gases and the liquid fuel - which in general will contain
dissolved gases also - it may either be set at any constant value or determined from the
Chisholm correlation or determined from the two momentum equations for the free gases and
the fluid. For the case of low gas content the assumption of homogeneous non-slip is probably
adequate (slip ratio = 1). The use of the Chisholm correlation should probably be limited to
very slow transients as it was based on steady-state measurements. For the very rapid
transients associated with a clad rupture the two-momentum-equation approach is probably the
most easy to justify theoretically but its application is made difficult by the poor knowledge of
the size and form of the free bubbles in the liquid fuel. In fact this two-fluid approach is much
more demanding as regards numerical stability and the solution has not currently been
programmed for the cases with a pressure boundary-condition.

The method of solution used is in fact similar for the two types of boundary condition : in both
cases the conservation equations are written in a fully implicit form, and outside the mixing
zone an iteration is performed for the velocity at each mesh point in the following manner.
From the latest iterate of velocity the densities are determined from the respective mass
conservation equations for fuel, free fission gas and dissolved fission gas, and the temperature
for the fuel and gas from the energy conservation for the fuel. From these masses and
temperature the local pressure of the free fission gas is given by the law of partial pressures.
From the pressure drop across each mesh and the corresponding masses a new estimate is
made of the local velocities. These iterations are continued until adequate convergence has
been obtained. At each point in the mixing zone the iteration is on the amount of material
transferred between the cavity and the channel. For reasons of simplicity the variation of the
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velocity in this region has been taken to be linear is space. For ruptures extending over a short
axial length (a few mesh lengths) this assumption is probably good enough : for more extensive
ruptures the physics and numerics would seem to be in any case rather doubtful. To enable the
velocity and pressure boundary condition cases to be treated similarly the technique adopted
for the pressure boundary condition case was to work outwards from stagnation points in the
flow (positions of zero velocity) using the method previously developed for the velocity
boundary condition. These stagnation points are determined by linear interpolation between
velocities calculated at the previous time step. However, the expulsion of the contents of the
cavity by the plenum gases could not be treated in this way (as there is no stagnation point)
and consequently a different technique had to developed for this case.

For details on all aspects of the modelling mentioned above the reader should refer to the later
sections.

3. PHYSICAL EQUATIONS

3.1. Conservation equations

We distinguish three zones : the cavity, the mixing zone and the plena. In the cavity there
is no direct interaction with the channel : in the mixing zone the radial flow is a function of
the local pressure difference between it and the channel. The conservation laws for the two
plena are identical.

3.1.1. The cavity

Mass conservation equations are written for the liquid fuel, the dissolved fission
gas (intragranular) and the free fission gas (intergranular).

FUEL

T (Pfuca Afuca ) = " ~ (Pfuca Afuea U fuca ) + SLa,me U, 0 - Sfuca>ej (Z, t) (3.1-1)
ct cz

DISSOLVED FISSION GAS

aUrucaJ+Sfscajmc ~ S f sca • - S f B C a r l (3.1-2)
д ,

(Pis
(Л

FREE

д ,

dt

& Р,са Г.

F I S S I O N G A S

О

М Г'Са oz 11М '1С

Where Sl are source terms defined as the masses added to the cavity per unit time
per unit length of cavity.
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The significance of the various subscripts is as follows :

fuca,ej - fuel ejection from the cavity

fuca,me - fuel melting into the cavity

fsca,ej - dissolved fission gas ejected from the cavity

fsca,me - dissolved fission gas released in the cavity by the melting fuel

fsca,rl - dissolved fission gas released as free fission gas

fica,ej - free fission gas ejected from the cavity

fica,me - free fission gas released in the cavity by the melting fuel

Writing :

Afuca/AXMX = 9ruca (3.1-4)

(3.1-5)

(3.1-6)Afica/AXMX = e i l c

The above equations may be written

FUEL

д о
^ P fuca ~ \P fuca Uluea/ + ^fuca.me

at cz

(3.1-7)

DISSOLVED FISSION GAS

д , _ д
P fsca ~ '

(A OZ
isca Uftica fsca.ej ~" ^lsca.rl (3.1-8)

FREE FISSION GAS

б

di

б

dz
P fica ~ VPfica Ufuca/ + ^fica.me ^Jlca.ej +^fsca.rl (3.1-9)

where :

Pfuca ~ Pfuca • "fuca

Or =Or 0rr lsca r fsca ' lsca

P- = Pf.ca -Qfica
fica

(3.1-10)

(3.1-11)

(3.1-12)
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The source term S' are defined as the masses added to the cavity per unit time per
unit smear volume (cell cross-sectional area 'AXMX' per unit length).

The energy equation is written for the liquid fuel only, the gases being taken to
have the same temperature as the fuel. This is written as :

д_

dt
i,cabd

Q

(3.1-13)

fuca,cabd

"fuca,cabd

T
fu.cabd

Q

NRPIl

Д..

the heat transfer coefficient between the cavity wall and the flowing
molten fuel.

the internal energy of the melting fuel at the wall.

the temperature of the melting fuel at the wall.

the power density of the fission heat source in the molten fuel.

the number of pins per sub-assembly which are assumed to have
failed.

is the diameter of the cavity.

Dividing equation 3.1.13 by AXMX we obtain the energy equation for the liquid
fuel expressed in terms of smeared densities and sources.

д , , v д ,
л g J — О С 11 Ч~ S G

л Vb-'fuca fuca / л Hfuca fuca fijca fuca,me fu,cabd

dt dz

- ^ ^ • k e a - T ^ a j T r D ^ N R P I l (3.1-14)
AXMX

By rewriting the left-hand side of Eq. 3.1-14 as

VPfiica efuca / ~ Pfuca T~ efuca + eftica ^ Pfuca

dt dt at

(3.1-15)
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and by using the mass conservation Eq. 3.1.-1, one obtains

С С I , \ С
Pfuca Т~ efuca ~ I7~^Pfucaefucaufuca / efuca ~7~

ст cz съ

Sfuca,me (efu,cabd ~ efuca) + Q

) (3.1-16)

The treatment of momentum conservation depends upon the method chosen to
represent the slip between the fluid and gas phases. There are the following three
options :

(1) Homogeneous flow with/without slip (ICHIS = 0)

(2) An annular flow model (ICHIS = 1 )

(3) A bubble flow model (ICHIS = 2)

For all three cases a momentum equation is written for the combined fluid/gas
flow. In the first two cases the vapour velocity in this equation is given in terms of
the fluid velocity either as a specified ratio (ICHIS = 0) or as a ratio determined
from the Chisholm correlation /1/ (ICHIS = 1). Both these options are essentially
steady-state approaches. However, for case 3 (ICHIS = 2) the gas velocity is
determined from a dynamic equation describing the balance of forces between the
fluid and the gas. (These models are described in more detail in below.)

The momentum conservation equation for the flow of the combined fluid/gas

mixture is written :

с i-
— lPA-Ufuca+Pfica-Allca-Ufica

= - ^ ( p A - U f u c a + Plica A k a -
oz

U fuca U,-,
tuca

/2Dc a - u n j u i ; j . p i k a F l k a /2D c a

(3.1-17)

where

pA = p f u c a . A f u c a + p f s c a . A f s c a (3.1-18)
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Dividing Eq. 3.1-18 by AXMX and using the definitions of generalised smear
densities and mass sources we obtain :

dr
— uftica Pfoca + ufica -Pfica
ex L

d_

dp

- — [UfucaPftica+uL-Pfica

5pc a /-• , \
ca ~TT ~ 8 ^Pfuca + Pfica /oz

t

~ ufiica ufuca -Pfuca • Ffuca / 2 D c a ~ Ufica|ufica|-Pfica
 Ffica ' 2 D c a

- (Sfuca,cj + S
fuca,cj + Sfsca,ej)

where : pfuca = pA / AXMX (3.1 -20)

To calculate the vapour velocity we have the following three options :

ICHTS = 0 (homogeneous flow with/without slip)

Uf.ca/ufuca= G A M ( d a t a i n P U 0

ICHIS = 1 (correlation due to Chisholm /1/, annular flow regime)

1/2

.Pfica

where : p is the average density of the molten fuel containing dissolved
gas (seeEq. 3.1-25)

X is the quality of the free fission gas.

ICHIS = 2 (separated flow, bubble flow regime)

The momentum equation for the gas flow alone expresses the balance between the
forces on the family of bubbles per unit axial length of the channel. We assume that
there are 'n' cylindrical, identical bubbles with a radius V and a length '£' per unit
length of channel. Hence A]lca is given by :

Afica = n.7:r^ (3.1-21)
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We shall write the differential velocity between the free fission gas and that of the
fuel (containing dissolved gas) as :

Urel=Ufica-Ufuca (3.1-22)

The various forces acting on the bubble per unit axial length of channel are listed
below.

Inertia:

—
<7t— (Pfica • Af,ca • Uf,ca ~(pfica • Af,ca • U L (3.1-23)

Effective inertia 121:

-\д д
А Пса С ш Р 1 — • Urel + Ullca - ~ • Urel

la dz

(3.1-24)

where p is the average density of the fluid and is given by

= P A / ( A fuca + A f i c a ) = ( P ' f u c a + P ; . l c a ) / ( e f t l c a + e f l c a ) (3.1-25)

Expression 3.1-24 gives the pressure loss due to accelerating the fluid (liquid
fuel/dissolved fission gas mixture) in the vicinity of the accelerating bubble. In
reality the factor Cmis a function of '1/r' but it will be taken to be constant (data
input) for the time being. For the case of an undeformable sphere a suitable value
of Cm is 0.5.

Friction and (Iran /2/

F,fica
•P-Afica-Urel rel C f .р.П.7С.г2.ик, ' rc l (3.1-26)

The first term is the friction on the bubble arising from viscous shearing in the fluid
adjacent to the bubble, and the second term the drag force (per unit length of
cavity) arising from the detachment of the boundary layer from the bubble profile.
This term is expressed in the usual form as a function of the cross-sectional area of
the moving object. Alternatively it may be written :

- A
Cf.p.-

fica

t
• u r e l . Jrel (3.1-27)

The coefficient 'Cf' is, in fact, a strong function of bubble profile and size. In fact
neither of these parameters are calculated at present in the code, it being assumed
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that the bubbles are identical, rigid spheres of constant radius (data input). The
method of calculating this coefficient is discussed in some detail in Appendix 1.

Externally applied pressure

(3.1-28)
dz

Gravity

g-Pfic-Afica (3.1-29).

Equating these various terms and dividing by 'AXMX1, we obtain the following
force balance on the family of bubbles :

— (Pfica -Ufica ) + —(Plica - U L ) + g-Pfica +
dt oz

(3.1-30)

From Appendix 1 it will be seen that Cf is never less than 0.44 even for large
bubbles provided they are spherical. Since a typical value for Fficais 0.01 and 1/r for
a square bubble is equal to 2 we can see form Eq. 3.1-30 that the drag force is
never less than 20 times the force due to viscous shearing. For the case of small
bubbles the slip ratio, which is initially equal to 2 for the case of small gas volume
fractions (Eqs 3.1-17 and 3.1-30 with Cm=0.5), would reduce to close to unity
within a few milliseconds. For the case of large bubbles (see Appendix) the viscous
friction and drag terms become relatively small, and in this case the slip ratio would
increase in time before reaching an equilibrium level.

In summary, if the user is satisfied that the bubbles are small it is recommended
that he uses the 'ICHIS = 0' option with GAM = 1 unless he is particularly
concerned about the first few milliseconds of ejection. If, however, the bubbles
could be large it is recommended that he performs in addition a limit calculation
with Cf= 0.0.

3.1.2. The Mixing Zone

The equations of mass and energy for the fuel are the same equations as for the
cavity. However, there is no separate solution at the moment for the dissolved and
free fission gas, it being assumed that the local fractional mass of these quantities
ejected is the same as that of the fuel (homogeneous mixture with no slip in the
mixing zone). Also there is no solution of the axial momentum equation in this
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region, the axial velocities being obtained by interpolation between the velocities at
the upper and lower extremes of the clad rupture.

3.1.3. The Plena

In the two plena we write separate mass conservation equations for the fuel, the
dissolved and free fission gas. There is no spatial representation, however, the fuel
and gas temperatures being uniform (but different). The temperature of the fuel is
determined on the basis that there is an instantaneous and perfect mixing between
the fuel arriving and that already in the plenum. The same assumption is made with
regard to the fission gases there being no representation of possible segregation
between them and the fuel. The calculation of the temperature of the gas in the
central hole and the plenum (the plenum gas) at the start of melting is made in a
separate energy calculation, allowance being made for the convective heat transfer
between the gas and the free surface of the fuel in the plenum and the walls of the
plenum.

The three mass conservation equations in both plena are written :

^ ( p f t i c a f u c a ) p f u c a f u c a (3.1-31)
at

(pfScaat
(p'fSca^fuca)= PPfsca-PUfuca -Sfsca rl^fuca ( 3 1 " 3 2 )

PoV PUr +S fr ГЗ 1-33"»
H P f i c a F U f i c a ^^fsca.rl^fiica ( - J 1 J J ^

Ot

where : S'fsca rl - rate of formation of free f.g. from dissolved f.g (mass per unit

time per unit cell volume).

" ' e n 8 t n of plenum occupied by fuel including dissolved f.g.

The superscript 'p' indicates values at the entrance to the plenum.

The latter two equations are used to calculate the form (intra/inter) of the fission
gas that may eventually be re-injected into the central hole and the channel.

The energy equation for the fuel is written :

д ( , \
— lPfuca-efuca^fucaJ= PP'fuca-Pefuca-PUfuca (3.1-34)
at

It has been assumed that the heat loss to the walls and to the plenum gas is small
compared with the amount of heat transmitted by way of the central hole from the
cavity.
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The energy equation for the plenum gas is written :

where subscript 'g' indicates quantities relating to the plenum gas :

h f g effective convective/radiative heat transfer coefficient between 'fuel'
and the plenum gas.

h w g effective heat transfer coefficient between the plenum gas and
plenum walls.

Afl, effective area of contact between fuel surface and the plenum gas.

A .̂g effective area of contact between the plenum walls and the plenum
gas.

I length of plenum occupied by the plenum gas.

In fact A f gand A ^ m a y be written :

A f g = 7 i R 2 ( R p - r a d i u s of the plenum) (3.1-36)

(3.1-37)

3.2. Orifice Equation

The pressure drop between the cavity and the channel is written :

SPca.ch=Pfuca"Li e 0 + FHOLE) (3.2-1)

where : FHOLE - frictional loss coefficient in the breach.
uhoie " velocity through the breach.

It is assumed that in the cavity there is no transfer of the axial momentum into a radial
component as it leaves the cavity : the first term is in fact the pressure spent in accelerating
the fluid radially from rest to the velocity in the breach. The velocity u j l o l e is determined
from the rate of mass ejection (S' fuca e ) , the density and the area of the breach 'А,ю1е' given

by:

A h o l e = THOLE*local cross-sectional area of the cavity (3.2-2)

For the moment the size of the breach in the clad (expressed as a fraction of the cavity
area), THOLE, is data input. Later, the development in time of this breach will be
calculated taking into account the ablation of the hole by the outflowing liquid fuel.
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3.3. Freezing Model

Freezing is allowed in both the central hole and in the upper plenum. There is no
representation of freezing in the lower plenum as it would have no envisageable
consequence on the types of accident to be studied with SAS. In fact there are two distinct
types of freezing : one results in the formation of crust on the solid structures and the
other results in a bulk freezing. Bulk freezing may occur behing the leading edge
particularly if material (steel) is being entrained, but it generally occurs at the leading edge
where the temperature difference is large (before the crust forms). In fact fuel crusts grow
very slowly even on cold highly conducting structures since the growing crust imposes a
very effective thermal barrier between the fuel and the cold surface. The time necessary for
a crust to grow sufficiently to close-off the plenum would therefore be very long. In the
central hole one would expect the closure by crust growth to be also slow due to the fact
that the structure (fuel) is both hot and poorly conducting.

In SAS the only freezing model that will be represented is bulk freezing of the fuel flow on
its leading edge in both the central hole and the upper plenum. It is throught that this will
be adequate for the vast majority of cases of interest but if a doubt persists for a particular
application a separate calculation should be performed establish the time of closure of the
central hole. This calculation could be performed to with BUCOGEL /3/, due allowance
being made for the convective flux between the flowing fuel and the crust and the contact
resistance between the crust and the structure (solid fuel), both of which tend to retard the
crust growth event further.

Analysis of out-of-pile tests performed at STT-Grenoble /4/, AEE Winfrith /5/ and in
FARO at Ispra using reactor-type materials have indicated that the heat transfer between
the fuel and the structure may be written simply as :

hfront=aUfront O- 3 " 1 )

where : hfront - heat transfer between the fuel and the steel wall at the front

a - constant determined experimentally,
ufront" velocity at the front.

Clearly this relationship does not hold for the case of a zero velocity for we know that in
this case the thermal resistance remains finite.

A typical value for 'a' for fuel flowing on steel is 2500. For the Winfrith tests there was
some indication that there was some minimum value corresponding to a velocity of
0.8 m/s. The recommended values for the upper plenum are therefore :

4 ^ = MAX (2500*ufront, 2000) (3.3-2)

Unfortunately no studies have been performed to investigate the freezing of flowing liquid
fuel on solid fuel. However, a theoretical relationship has been proposed to take into
account the effect of the value of thermal conductivity of the structure /6/. The
relationship suggested is the following :
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- ^ - ^ (3.3-3)

where : k, - thermal conductivity of the fluid.

k2- thermal conductivity of the structure.

Taking : к = 2.5 for the liquid fuel

к = 30.0 for a steel structure at 1000 С

к = 3.0 for a solid fuel structure at 2000 С

we find that the value of'a' for a solid fuel structure is given by :

a » 1500 (3.3-4)

Since there is no better information available at the present time for the minimum value of
heat transfer, a value of 1200 is recommended (value for 0.8 m/s) for freezing studies
relating to the central hole.

3.4. Speed of Sound in a Two-Component Mixture

The propagation of pressure waves in a medium is limited by the speed of sound, and this
has two important consequences. Firstly, if the finite transmission time is comparable with
the time scale of the phenomena being investigated it is clearly important to take this into
account for physical reasons. Furthermore, if the fully compressible fluid equations are
being solved pressure waves will inevitably propagate through the fluid at the speed of
sound. This could result in instabilities in the numerical solution if these waves were to
cross several meshes in a time step. Secondly, this speed of sound imposes an upper limit
on the actual bulk velocity of the flow as pressure perturbations originating downstream
cannot be transmitted upstream if the flow has become sonic. Under these circumstances
any reduction in reservoir pressure has no effect on the flow velocity and the flow is said
to be 'choked'. (Any increase in upstream pressure would, however, increase the local
speed of sound and result in an increase of the flow velocity). We therefore need a
knowledge of this sound speed both to determine and appropriate time step for the
numerical solution and also for the upper limit on the flow velocity.

We shall consider a case of fuel containing both intergranular (free) and intragranular
(dissolved) gas. We start from the classical relationship for the speed of sound 'uson' in a
compressible medium given by :

uson2= p ^ l (3.4-1)

This partical derivative is to be evaluated at constant entropy.
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Writing p = v1, we may write Eq. 3.4-1 as :

^ (3.4-2)

where : v = v fuca.x fuca + v f lca.x f ica +vfsca.Xfsca (3-4"3)

and : % - m^ss fractions of the fuel of the free and dissolved gases.

v - specific volumes of the fuel and the free and dissolved gases.

If we now make the assumption that there is no mass or heat transfer between the different
components we can differentiate Eq. 3.4-3 and insert the result into Eq. 3.4-2 to obtain :

V 2

u s o n 2 = - - (3.4-4)

-ЛГиса 'Л Пса 'Afsca

dp dp up

We now describe the isentropic expansion of the two gases by the following equations :

P = k,.pL.=ki-VfiL (3-4-5)

(3.4-6)

where p, pb are the pressures in the inter - and intragranular bubbles respectively.

Differentiating Eqs. 3.4-5, 3.4-6 we get :

-M-vF,T = - — (3-4-7)
^ f i c a Vf,ca

Ф -^.y.vi-^-I^b) (3.4-8)
^ f s c a V lsca

Substituting into Eq. 3.4-4 and taking the liquid to be incompressible we obtain :

V 2

uson2 = (3.4-9)
/> fiea • fica , A-fsca • fsca

YP
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Now since :

XfiL-a

^ e f i c a . P i 1 c a

p

_ "fsca • Pfsca

P

(3.4-10)

(3.4-11)

We have :

uson2=
V Y.

е +е
Df ica + Ofsca

(3.4-12)

3.5. Pressure calculation

We shall write the pressure as the sum of the partial pressures of the free fission gas and
the fuel vapour. The free fission gas pressure is calculated from the ideal gas law no
allowance being made for fuel compressibility. Hence we have the following equation for
the pressure :

P = Pll+Pfv С3-5"1)

where : pfl - partial pressure of the free fission gas.

p i v - partial pressure of the fuel vapour.

From this equation we see that the pressure is always greater than the fuel vapour
pressure. The only effect of the fuel vapour is therefore to exert a pressure without
occupying any volume. The fractional volumes of the cell cross-sectional area 'AXMX'
occupied by the other components are as follows :

e f l =p f i .R.T/(p- P i V )

e f s = pft.R.T./(p + pb)

(3.5-2)

(3.5-3)

(3.5-4)

Hence we have the following quadratic equation for calculating the pressure 'p' :

(3.5-5)

Writing :
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we have the following equation for 'p' :

- ^ — + - P ^ = p (3.5-7)
P-Pfv P + Pb

This can be written as :

ap2 + 2bp + с = 0 (3.5-8)

where :

a = p (3.5-9)

b = O . 5 { p ( p b - P i V ) - p ' f l - p f e } (3.5-10)

•Pfi-Pb (3-5-П)

The pressure is derived from this equation taking the positive root.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The new cavity model described in this paper has been developed first as a 'stand-alone' code :
it has been thoroughly tested numerically and found to be quick-running and stable. However,
in this paper only the physics have been presented. A second paper giving the numerical
schemes used and their implementation in the SAS4A code will be issued shortly. A third paper
on the validation will appear later but some modification to the channel may be necessary
before any detailed validation is possible.
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APPENDIX

PRESENTATION OF DRAG ON GAS BUBBLES

The drag on a rigid, isolated bubble depends on the bubble Reynolds' No. given by

_ 2.u, .r
A-l

Measurement made on solid spheres have indicated the values for C'f given in row 2 in the
Table below 111:

Re

c
f

0.1

245

240

1.0

28

24

10

4.4

4.6

100

1.10

1.17

1000

0.46

0.44

10000

0.42

0.44

(Exp.)

(SAS)

The experimental values have been correlated by the following relationships :

C'f =24/Re , for Re < Re! A-2

C'f = 18.5 Re-o-б , for Re, < Re < Re2 A-3

C"f=0.44 , forRe>Re 2 A-4

where : Re! =1.917

Re2= 508.4

These values are evaluated precisely in the code to avoid discontinuities at Re, and Re2.

The values of С evaluated using this correlation are shown in row 3 in the above Table . It
will be seen that the error arising from the use of the correlation is acceptable over the range of
the experimental data at least. The likely range of Re of interest can be determined from typical
flow parameters. For example, for the case of a bubble with a diameter of 1 micron and a
relative velocity of 0.1 m/s we can calculate from Eq. A-l that the value of Re is 0.2 (fuel
density = 8000, viscosity = 0.004) and a very large bubble with a diameter of 100 micron and a
relative velocity of 10 m/s has Re = 2000. We can therefore conclude that the correlation is
adequate over the likely range of interest. The user must supply the value of bubble radius (r).

The above correlation applies only to an isolated bubble. The presence of other bubbles can
affect the drag through their effect on the viscosity of the continuous medium (the fluid). It has
been observed experimentally 121 that :

ureloc 1/(1-a)" A-5

where : a is the volumetric fraction of the bubbles,
n is an exponent determined from experiment.
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Further evidence for this relationship was provided by Roscoe who proposed the following
expression for the mixture viscosity in terms of that of the liquid alone.

ц т = щ/(1-а)2-5 А-6

This equation is equivalent for small volumetric fractions to an equation proposed by Einstein.
For ReL < Re < Re2 this expression suggests that C'f should be divided by (1-a)1-5. This same
factor will also be applied outside this range of Re to avoid discontinuities at Rex and Re2.

It is some consolation that for small value of gas concentration this correction for void fraction
has not a very important effect on C'f. It can be seen also in Section 3.1.1 that for small
bubbles the drag forces are normally sufficiently large even without this void fraction term to
preclude any significant slippage between the phases except during the first few milliseconds
after rupture.

It must be noted, however, that no allowance has been made in the above discussion for the
fact that a bubble could be dragged along in the wake of its neighbour. This would lead to the
dragged bubble moving the faster and coalescing with the bubble in front leading to the chaotic
flow known as churn-turbulent. This phenomena imposes an upper limit of about 40 %
volumetric gas fraction on the applicability of the above formulation.

The assumption that the bubble is spherical is probably more serious for the effect of
elongating the bubble is to reduces strongly the drag. In fact for a well-profiled shape the
breakaway of the boundary layer can be effectively suppressed and the drag becomes
negligible. To try to assess whether the bubble will be deformed we can compare the drag
force with the force trying to hold the bubble together (surface tension, a).

C f - K 2 u ? e l = r a b — A"7

rb

For any specific value of bubble radius V we have a critical relative velocity given by :

A " 8

If a SAS calculation gives a relative velocity much less than this, then we can conclude that the
result is coherent with the assumptions. If, however, the SAS result indicates a relative velocity
comparable or even greater than this critical velocity it would seem prudent to perform another
SAS calculation with the value of С set to zero. If these two extreme values give rise to
important differences in the SAS results it may be necessary to perform a parametric survey on
this parameter and on the bubble size. To enable variations of С to be made in the data input a
scaling factor on C, CFORM, has been introduced.
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The final equations for the estimation of Cfare the following :

C f=CFORM.(24/Re)/(l.-a)15 , forRe<Re1 Al-14

Cf=CFORM. (18.5/ReO6)/(l.-a)L5 , for Rej < Re < Re2 Al-15

Cf=CFORM. (0.44)/(l.-a)1-5 , forRe>Re2 Al-16
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on an analytical aspect of the initiating phase scenario and
consequences of postulated core disruptive accident in liquid-metal-cooled fast
breeder reactors. An analytical code, SAS4A, has been developed at Argonne
National Laboratory, and introduced to PNC. Improvement and validation effort
have been performed for the mixed-oxide version of SAS4A at PNC. This paper
describes firstly recent development of SAS4A's material motion related models
briefly. A fission gas mass transfer model and solid fuel chunk jamming model
are developed and introduced to SAS4A, and validated using CABRI-2 E13
experimental data. Secondly, an investigation of the mechanism of energetics in
the initiating phase of an unprotected loss-of-flow accident has identified major
control parameters which are intimately related to core design parameters and
material motion phenomena.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the safety research area of the liquid-metal-cooled fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs),
occurrence possibility of a recriticality event in a postulated core disruptive accident (CDA)
has been one of the major issues due to the fact that an FBR core is not normally in the
maximum reactivity configuration. Because of its rather fast progression of the event, an
unprotected loss-of-flow (ULOF) accident is usually analyzed as a representative event of
CDAs. Analytical codes for this purpose have been extensively developed and validated
through in-pile safety experiments such as TREAT or CABRI. SAS3D 1), one of those codes
for the initiating phase analysis, had been developed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
in the 1970's, and introduced to PNC in 1979. At PNC, SAS3D had been improved and
validated through mainly CABRI experiments, and applied to reactor analyses 2). The
SAS4A code 3), the next generation code of SAS3D, had also been developed at ANL and
introduced to PNC, too. At PNC the mixed-oxide fuel version of SAS4A has been improved
especially of the post-failure material motion model. Those results are shared by west
European organizations including KfK and CEA, and reflected recently to the common
version, SAS4A.REF94 4 ) .

With regard to reactor analysis, investigation on the relation between core design
parameters and the accident scenario (or energetics) has been progressed utilizing those
analytical codes and the database obtained through in-pile/out-of-pile experiments. The
author proposes that it is timely to start an effort to synthesize those analytical results and
database as "integrated knowledge" which can be utilized by people of design, regulation and
decision-making.

For this purpose, this paper describes firstly recent development of SAS4A's material
motion related models at PNC briefly, and secondary an investigation of the mechanism of
energetics in the initiating phase of an ULOF accident clarifying major control parameters
which are intimately related to design parameters and material motion phenomena.

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
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Model development effort for SAS4A has been concentrated on the material motion
related module, which is called as LEVITATE. Especially the following two models have
been developed and introduced to SAS4A. These models are included in SAS4A.REF94, a
common version among PNC, KfK and CEA.

2.1 Fission gas mass transfer model
It has been found through in-pile experiments such as CABRI that fission gas plays an

important role in post-failure material motion especially in higher burn-up fuel. If dissolved
fission gas is released from molten fuel in the channel, momentum coupling between the
generated small bubbles and molten fuel must be rather tight. However, the original fission
gas model does not include the release process of dissolved gas in the molten fuel in the
channel. The fission gas retained in the solid fuel shell at disruption is not fully considered in
the original LEVITATE model. Therefore an improved fission gas mass transfer model has
been developed by means of extending the original model, then introduced to SAS4A.

Three components and four mass conservation equations are newly considered,
therefore totally nine components of fission gas are taken into account:

Msb
lSl

Mcf

Mcd
Mmf

Mfd(*)
Mlb(*)
МЩ*)
Mci (*)

grain boundary (inter-granular) gas in solid fuel shell,
in-grain (intra-granular) gas in solid fuel shell,
free gas in central cavity,
dissolved gas in central cavity,
free gas in gas mixture field,
dissolved gas in molten fuel,
grain boundary gas in solid fuel chunk,
in-grain gas in solid fuel chunk, and
in-grain gas in solid fuel crust on clad and structure.

(*): Mass conservation equation is newly considered in this study-
Fission gas mass is usually transferred associated with fuel mass transfer processes. The
fission gas mass transfer processes additionally considered in this study are, mass transfer
associated with melting of solid chunk fuel, chunk fuel generation by molten fuel freezing,
crust fuel formation by molten fuel plate-out on the structure, re-melting of fuel crust, and
breakup of fuel crust. Dissolved gas release from molten fuel is considered too. Those mass
transfer processes are listed below together with those initially included in the original model
and shown in Fig. 1.

(1) Melt-in : melting of solid fuel shell into central cavity
M$b to Mcf : immediate release of the grain boundary gas to free gas in cavity
Msi to Mcd '• in-grain gas to dissolved gas in cavity

(2) Release : dissolved gas release in cavity
Mcd

t0 Mcf : dissolved gas release by a given time constant
(3) Ejection : ejection from cavity to coolant channel

Mcf to Mmf : ejection of free gas from cavity to coolant channel
Mcd to Mfd : transfer of dissolved gas in molten fuel from cavity to coolant channel

(4) Disruption : disruption of fuel pin
Mcf to Mmf : transfer of free gas from cavity to coolant channel
Mcd to Mfd : transfer of dissolved gas in molten fuel from cavity to coolant channel
Mgb to Mmf : Some fraction of the grain boundary gas is immediately released to
Msb to Mib coolant channel. The rest is passed to grain boundary gas in chunk fuel.

Msi to МЦ : transfer of in-grain gas in solid fuel shell to in-grain gas in chunk fuel
(5) Release : dissolved gas release from molten fuel in coolant channel

Mfd to Mmf : dissolved gas release by temperature dependent time constant.
(6) Melting : melting of chunk fuel

M\b to Mmf : immediate release of grain boundary gas to coolant channel
Мц to Mfd : transfer of in-grain gas in chunk fuel to dissolved gas in molten fuel

(7) Freezing : chunk generation by fuel freezing

OQO



Mfd to Мц : transfer of dissolved gas in molten fuel to in-grain gas in chunk fuel
(8) Plate-out: crust formation by fuel freezing

Mfd to Mci : transfer of dissolved gas in molten fuel to in-grain gas in crust fuel
(9) Remelting : crust remelting

Mci to Mfd : transfer of in-grain gas in crust fuel to dissolved gas in molten fuel
(10) Breakup : crust breakup

Mci to Мц : transfer of in-grain gas in crust fuel to in-grain gas in chunk fuel
Mass conservation equation for dissolved gas in molten fuel is described in the following
form:

+ x ( s k ) f ^ ) s f d > r l со
к Р к f

where p'fd is generalized smear density of dissolved gas, ufu is molten fuel velocity, S'igf is

the source/sink term of molten fuel from/to the k-th fuel component, p'k.f is generalized

smear density of the k-th fuel component, p'k,fg is generalized smear density of fission gas
included in the k-th fuel component, and S'fd,rl is a sink term of dissolved gas being released
to channel free gas. It is assumed that the ratio of gas to the fuel is constant during fuel mass
transfer process in a time step. The other fission gas mass conservation equations are similar
to Eq. (1). Entire mass conservation of the fission gas in LEVITATE is achieved by
introduction of this new fission gas model. Some trial calculations are shown later.

2.2 Chunk Jamming Model
In the initiating phase of CDAs, solid fuel chunks generated at the disruption-type fuel

failure in unrestrained fuel condition play an important role in the flow, freezing and jamming
of the molten fuel. This is particularly true in rather mild power transient situation because
the solid fuel shell could remain as solid chunk with about 1 mm diameter (corresponding to
the thickness of the solid shell) which is not negligibly small compared with channel
hydraulic diameter. Since it is assumed in the original chunk flow model that the chunk size
is very small compared with channel size 5)5 thus the chunk model has been improved
especially in the model of jamming phenomena. The models newly developed are; jamming
due to high volume fraction of chunks, jamming due to arch formation at contraction point,
and break up of jamming due to pressure gradient.

Jamming due to High Volume Fraction of Chunks
It is well known in the area of particles engineering that, if one packs particles

randomly into a given volume, the maximum packing ratio is about 50 % to 60 %. This is the
basis of high volume fraction jamming mode. If the volume fraction of solid chunks exceeds
50 to 60 %, the velocity of the solid chunks becomes effectively zero by increased friction
coefficient. The gas mixture and molten fuel/steel, which has different velocity field from
that for chunks, can enter or pass through the jamming node, though increased drag effect
between jamming chunks and moving materials are considered.

Jamming due to Arch Formation at Contraction Point
If the chunk size is comparable with the diameter or the size of the outlet flow

channel, chunks form "an arch" (or "a dome") at the exit and jam (see Fig. 2).
The critical size of the channel size for jamming is experimentally measured for dry

grains. If the shape of the outlet is a circle, the critical diameter of the outlet for forming a
dome and jamming, Dcrit, is6),

D c r i t = 8.172 r c h u n k « 4.1 d c h u n k , or dchunk= 0-24 D c h a n n e l . (2)

If the shape of the outlet is a slit, the critical width of the outlet for forming an arch and
jamming, wcrit, is6),
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wcrit = 5.512 r c h u n k - 2.8 dchunk, or d £ n k = 0-36 wchannel . (3)

Since the size of solid chunks is determined by the original SAS4A model, the above
equations are used to judge an occurrence of jamming at a contraction point.

Break-up of Jamming due to Pressure Gradient
If a high pressure gradient is applied onto the jamming point, the arch could be

destroyed and solid fuel chunks could be flashed away. This phenomenon is also modeled
within the present jamming model, otherwise unrealistic jamming would be maintained. The
threshold pressure is an input parameter in this model. This value is currently judged to be
about 2.0 E6 [Pa].

2.3 Validating Calculation
These models have been validated through experimental analyses of CABRI-2 E13

experiments 7) where a mild power transient (about ten times of steady state power) is
applied to a high burn-up fuel pin in unrestrained condition with an extended voiding region.
Three cases are calculated assuming following conditions:

Case El : including new fission gas and chunk jamming model,
Case E2 : Case El without new chunk jamming model, and
Case E3 : Case El without new fission gas model.

An effect of the introduction of the new chunk jamming model is presented in Fig. 3.
Around 60 - 160 ms after failure, upward fuel motion in Case E2 (dotted lines in Fig. 3) is
overestimated than the experiment. Around 260 - 360 ms after failure, downward motion in
Case E2 is also overestimated, and 460 - 660 ms after failure fuel dispersal towards both
direction is apparently overestimated again, while Case El shows good agreement with the
experiment in every time duration.

An effect of the introduction of the new fission gas model becomes apparent in rather
early stage of fuel motion as shown in Fig. 4. At about 70 cm of axial height from the fissile
bottom, slower fuel dispersal is observed in Case E3 (dotted lines in Fig. 4) due to less fission
gas availability.

3. INVESTIGATION OF THE INITIATING PHASE CONSEQUENCES

A phenomenological and also theoretical investigation has been performed, from a
generic view point, based on ULOF analysis cases of a large scale FBR in order to clarify key
parameters in the LOF-driven-TOP phenomena potentially leading to an energy generation in
the initiating phase.

3.1 Preliminary Calculation of a Referenced Core
A preliminary calculation has been performed for a large-scale LMFBR core (1.6

GWth). Table 1 summarizes the major specifications of the core referenced in this study
which is rather typical one. An effect of so-called passive shutdown features are not taken
into account in the present study.

The core is modeled with 30 channels by SAS4A. The channel numbering follows the
order of power generation rate, namely Ch.l is the highest powered channel.

Firstly, two calculation cases using SAS4A are presented. Case 1 is the base case, and
in Case 2 only the maximum void reactivity is artificially increased by 50% to see an effect of
larger void reactivity. The newly developed models described in Chapter 2 are included in
the code used here.

Main calculational results are shown in Table 2. The scenario of Case 1 is a mild
progression without high power burst, then it proceeds to the transition phase. The scenario
of Case 2 is an intermediate one between mild and energetic. Although the power transient is
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driven by rapid void reactivity insertion which is caused by coherent fuel failure occurred in
non-voided or partially-voided coolant channel, fuel dispersal and Doppler effect act to
mitigate the power transient.

Figure 5 shows the post-failure time history of the reactivity components and
subassembly averaged fuel temperature (SAFT) of each Channels for Case 1. In the figure, a
circle (o) indicates a disruption-type fuel failure under unrestrained condition in a voided
channel, and cross (+) indicates a burst-type fuel failure in restrained or semi-restrained
condition in a non-voided or partially-voided channel. The latter type of failure results in
rapid void reactivity insertion due to molten fuel ejection and interaction.

At the first fuel failure in Case 1, the SAFTs of each channel are distributed from
1750 to 2750K and core average temperature (CAT) is 2408K. The first failure occurs in
Channel 3, whose power and burnup are high (averaged burnup exceeds lOOGWD/t).
Following Ch.3, disruption-type fuel failure occurs in Channel 1, 2 and so on, resulting in
negative reactivity insertion due to fuel dispersal. Nevertheless, 92 ms after the first fuel
failure, a burst-type fuel failure occurs in Ch. 7, whose power and burnup are also high
(averaged burnup is almost lOOGWD/t). This event introduces rapid void reactivity insertion
as seen in Fig. 5 and several channels follow Ch. 7 and cause burst-type failure, however, the
negative reactivity insertion due to fuel dispersal prevails on the void reactivity insertion to
terminate the power transient.

It would be easier to understand the event progression in Case 2 if one compares with
that in Case 1. The SAFTs distributes from and CAT is almost similar to those of Case 1.
This is because the disruption-type fuel failure threshold strongly depends on the melting
point of fuel, which is material property. Therefore, since the radial power distribution is
identical in both the cases, thermal condition in the core must be almost similar each other.
The relative power at the first failure is about 53Po in Case 2, while about 20 Po in Case 1.
This difference arises from positive feedback process among coolant voiding, larger void
reactivity insertion, and larger power increase. But the power increase is limited because of
the negative feedback of Doppler effect. The first disruption-type failure occurs in Ch. 1,
whose power is the highest but its averaged burnup is almost 40GWD/t. Only after 67 ms,
the first burst-type fuel failure in partially voided channel occurs in Ch. 15 in Case 2, while
this channel is a voided one in Case 1. At the time of the first burst-type failure, even though
shorter time interval and the number of failed subassembly is about two-thirds of that in
Casel, a lower fuel motion reactivity is reached in Case 2. This is because if the power level
is higher, then the fuel dispersal is faster. Then, the void reactivity insertion due to fuel
coolant interaction increases the net reactivity up to $1.01. These differences cause the
difference in the CAT in the final state.

As it is well known, the above observation shows that, a LOF-driven-TOP event will
not occur, if sufficient negative reactivity of fuel dispersal is inserted until the first burst-type
fuel failure. Here is a competitive process between two physical problems that:

(A) "when the first burst-type failure occurs in non-voided or partially-voided channels," and
(B) "how much negative reactivity could be inserted due to fuel dispersal."

A detailed analysis and clarification of the control parameters for these problems
would lead us to a good prediction of the initiating phase consequences, and give us
suggestions for both the safety design of FBR cores and the future safety R&D.

3.2 Theoretical Consideration
(A) When the first burst-type failure occurs in non-voided or partially-voided channels?

The time margin to the first burst-type failure in the former problem, could be
described with a function of three parameters as follows:

(A-l) the initial point: thermal condition of the non-voided (or partially-voided) and
normally the hottest channel at the first disruption-type failure,

(A-2) gradient of the line: power level after the first disruption-type failure, and
(A-3) threshold of burst-type failure.
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(A-l) thermal condition of the non-voided (or partially-voided) and normally the hottest
channel at the first disruption-type failure
Void reactivity and radial power distribution are important for in discussing (A-l).

(A-l-a) void reactivity
failure are known, one can easily point out the non-voided (or partially-voided) and

the hottest channel (Ch. NV). Those detailed information can be obtained using analytical
code such as SAS, but an approximate and simple prediction is possible based on the
following consideration.

At the time of the first disruption-type fuel failure in a typical large-scale LMFBR
with positive void reactivity, the net reactivity is increased up to around $0.8 to $0.9. Major
components to this net reactivity is void reactivity, Doppler reactivity and axial fuel
expansion reactivity, which could be expressed as follows:

f = P + Pk + pL ( 4 )Pfnet =

Where, superscript f means the time of the first disruption-type fuel failure. On the other
hand, Doppler and axial fuel expansion are roughly estimated by Eq. 5 based on increase of
CAT from the normal operation condition, which is typically about 900 to 1,000K.

(5)

Where, Tf is CAT, superscript 0 means the steady state, xaex is axial expansion reactivity

coefficient, L is the fissile length and a a ex is linear thermal expansion coefficient of fuel.
Therefore, the void reactivity at the first disruption-type failure is approximately estimated by
Eq.6.

Pv " Pnet

Peff T°

It is noted that this void reactivity at the first failure can be obtained from the core design,
namely, it is "a characteristic value" for a given core. Therefore the author will call this value
as "characteristic void reactivity (CVR)". The value of CVR in typical FBRs from medium
to large scale core is about $2 to $2.5.

The ratio of CVR to the maximum void reactivity can be related to the void fraction of
the core at the first disruption-type failure, and condition of Ch. NV could be approximately
estimated from this ratio. An empirical correlation based on reactor analyses is as follows:

(void fraction at the first failure) = (CVR / max. void reactivity) - 0.1 (7)

An excess void reactivity, is also defined as Eq. 8.

„excess „max _f „max г'л/о

Pv = Pv - Pv = Pv - C V R . (8)

This excess void reactivity corresponds to a potential reactivity to be inserted if all the non-
voided region with positive void worth is voided. It should be noted that if the excess void
reactivity is small, the potential of void reactivity insertion due to burst-type failure is also
small. This consideration agrees with the former analyses for medium-sized core 2).
Furthermore, even though there is some excess void reactivity for a given core such as the
present referenced core, fuel dispersal in the leading subassemblies compensates the insertion
of the void reactivity. This will be touched later.
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(A-l-b) radial power distribution
If peaking factor of the radial power distribution is decreased (flatter distribution),

then distribution range of the SAFT is narrowed even at the first disruption-type fuel failure.
Because the fuel failure threshold is strongly connected to fuel melting point, the maximum
SAFT is unchanged but the minimum value is increased, and accordingly the CAT is also
increased. The thermal condition of the Ch. NV is also increased somehow which results in
earlier failure of the Cn. NV. Two calculational cases are presented to show the effect of the
peaking factor of radial power distribution. The peaking factor in Case 3 is increased from
1.25 to 1.3 (peaky), and that in Case 4 is decreased to 1.1 (flat). The results are shown in
Fig.6. It is apparent that the flat distribution case (Case 4) gives higher power transient.

(A-2) power level after the first disruption-type failure
As seen in Table 2, void reactivity insertion rate at the first disruption-type failure is 2

to 5 $/s depending on the void reactivity. However, net reactivity insertion rate is less than
2$/s. In this phase, Doppler reactivity effect plays an important role to limit the power level.
If one differentiates Eq. 5 by time, one obtains:

PDop = ^ • Y{ ' a n d P - = W ^ - c x ' T f (9)

On the other hand, assuming adiabatic heating of fuel, increase rate of CAT is expressed by:

(10)

where, P is relative power, N is nominal power, M is fuel inventory and Cp is specific heat of
fuel. Substituting Eq. 10 into Eq. 9 and utilizing appropriate values for each variables, one
obtains the following simple expression in the CAT range around 2500K to 3000K.

Here, fneg is a coefficient to consider (1) decrease of Doppler coefficient due to voiding, (2)
eliminating the contribution of the fuel which is just melting because of no temperature
change, and (3) eliminating the contribution of failed subassembly to fuel axial expansion
reactivity. Based on the former calculations using SAS3D and SAS4A, the value of fneg is
empirically about 0.5. Therefore, Eq. 11 becomes as follows:

This relation shows that the void reactivity insertion rate is easily compensated by Doppler
and fuel axial expansion if the relative power is in the order of several tens. Furthermore,
since negative reactivity due to fuel dispersal is also expected after fuel failure 8), the net
reactivity just after the first failure does not increase rapidly, or it is hard to reach prompt
critical only by coolant boiling itself, though net reactivity could increase slowly (< 1 $/s).
On the other hand, a simple calculations with one-point kinetics shows that, under the
condition of $0.9 with slow increase of the reactivity the reactor period is more than 200ms.
Therefore, the reactor power does not increase so rapidly during this time interval range
(about 100ms) up to burst-type fuel failure. This consideration agrees with the present results
of Case 1 and 2.

(A-3) threshold of burst-type fuel failure
Extensive investigations have been performed to clarify threshold of burst-type fuel

failure by means of in-pile safety experiments such as TREAT 9) and CABRI ^ O'̂ X Those
data are compiled into a relation between temperature-dependent failure stress of cladding
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and fuel pin pressure acting on the inner surface of cladding 2). A similar model is adopted
in the present SAS4A analysis.

It is apparent, from Fig. 5, that a fuel with higher failure threshold is preferable in
expanding time margin to burst-type failure.

(B) How much negative reactivity could be inserted due to fuel dispersal?
Experimental database for fuel motion behavior after disruption-type failure under

unrestrained condition are available, for example TREAT LO411), CABRI E137), BGS4 and
В1312). in order to measure the velocity of fuel dispersal in a subassembly and interrelate the
experimental data with reactor case results, "fuel dispersal time, tfd" is introduced in this
study. The definition is: time which is needed to decrease the normalized fuel worth of the
subassembly by 2.5%. Since fuel dispersal is not linear with a constant velocity, tfd is a
generic index to image the fastness of fuel dispersal. However, in the present referenced
core, this decrease by 2.5% just corresponds to 10 in the leading channels.

The value of tfd for each experiment vs. energy injection rate to the peak power
position is shown in Fig. 7. The fuel dispersal time decreases apparently with increased
energy injection, though there is still some uncertainty.

As described so far, inter-relationship and database of each element in a competitive
process after the first disruption-type failure have been examined and studied. If the radial
power distribution is fixed, important parameters are maximum void reactivity, burst-type
failure threshold, and fuel dispersal time in unrestrained fuel condition. The power level after
the first disruption-type fuel failure is rather a subordinate variable to void reactivity, Doppler
coefficient, or radial power distribution.

3.3 Parametric Analysis for the Initiating Phase Consequences
In order to investigate the interrelation among the maximum void reactivity, fuel

dispersal time and the initiating phase consequences, a parametric analysis has been
performed for the referenced core. The maximum void reactivity is changed from $4 to $7.
Besides the cases with best estimate and bounding parameters, some fuel motion related
parameters such as fission gas availability is arbitrary changed in order to realize various fuel
dispersal time in the leading channels. Figure 8 shows the results of each cases indicating
obtained tfd and the final state CAT. In Fig. 8, lines of the results for current best estimate
and upper bound are indicated. Furthermore, the experimental data described in Fig. 7 are
shown again by relating the energy injection rate to the maximum void reactivity since the
reactor power level just after the first disruption-type failure is rather subordinate parameter
to the maximum void reactivity if Doppler coefficient and radial power distribution are fixed.

The difference between the best estimate line and the experimental data in Fig. 8
could be explained by difference of geometry. In the range with lower energy injection rate,
it could be considered that the effect of cold wall in the small-scale experiment is dominant in
slowing the dispersal while the wall effect is disappeared in analysis with bundle geometry.
In the range with higher energy injection rate, the effect of cold wall is not dominant but the
effect of larger channel flow area (three times larger in CABRI) might cause some faster fuel
dispersal than that in the bundle geometry. However, more experimental database with
sufficient fuel pin bundle is required for more accurate discussion.

Figure 8 implies that, if a faster fuel dispersal is confirmed by means of in-pile
experiments and analysis, then the current margin to energetic consequences (region of CAT
> 3500K) could be expanded equivalently. Within the present knowledge on the fuel
dispersal time, this figure shows that the maximum void reactivity up to about five dollars
would be acceptable from the view-point of ULOF initiating phase energetics, provided that
the major parameters of the referenced core are almost preserved.

4. CONCLUSIONS
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1) Model development of SAS4A is described and validating analysis results are presented.
It could be judged that the current level of SAS4A's material motion models is sufficiently
high to be applied for preliminary reactor analysis.

2) Preliminary ULOF analysis is conducted for a large-scale referenced core in order to
study major parameters in the initiating phase consequences. The author intends to
synthesize those analytical results and existing database as "integrated knowledge" which
can be utilized by people of design, regulation and decision-making.

3) The characteristic void reactivity and excess void reactivity could be defined if a core is
given. Both characterize a potential of the initiating phase consequences. With a small
excess void reactivity, a core does not have a potential of void reactivity insertion even if
burst-type fuel failure occurs. Even with some excess void reactivity, the potential is
compensated by fuel dispersal in the leading channels.

4) A quantitative consideration shows that Doppler effect, giving negative reactivity
insertion rate which is linear to reactor power in adiabatic heating condition, plays an
important role to limit the power increase.

5) Major parameters drawn in the present study are, the maximum void reactivity, burst
-type failure threshold, and fuel dispersal velocity in leading channels.

6) Fuel dispersal time is used to interrelate the experimental data to reactor calculation
results under a certain fixed core specification condition. It is especially emphasized that
experimental data which could be applied to a large bundle geometry in a real reactor is
valuable in order to clarify or expand the current margin to energetic consequences.

7) Within the current knowledge, the maximum void reactivity up to about five dollars
would be acceptable from the view-point of ULOF initiating phase energetics, provided
that the major parameters of the referenced core are almost preserved.
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Table 1 Design parameters of referenced core

specification

nominal power
core type

refueling burnup(ave)
refuel, cycle
fissile length
blanket length L/U
pin diameter
fuel pellet type
pins/SA, SAs/core
max. void reac.
(w/o inter SA Na)
Doppler coefficient
peff
fuel inventory
LOF halving time
peaking factor of
radial power distribtn.

unit

MWth

GWD/t
month x batch

m
m

mm

$

Tdk/dT

tonofMOX
s

value

1,600
homogeneous,

two enrich, zones
90

12x3
1

0.35 / 0.35
8.5

MOX, annular
217, 246

4.4

-9.5 E-3
3.7 E-3

22

~6
1.25

Table 2 Preliminary

Steady State
CAT

1st disrupt.-type failure
time
net reactivity
net ramp rate
void reactivity
void ramp rate
relative power
CAT
SAFT mn/max
core void fraction

1 st burst-type failure
time
net reactivity
net ramp rate
void reactivity
void ramp rate
fuel motion reac.
number of failed SA
relative power
CAT

maximum power
maximum net reactivity
final CAT

Analysis Results for the Referenced Core
unit

К
Ch.

s
$

$/s
$

$/s
P/Po

К
К
%

Ch.
s
$

$/s
$

$/s
$

SA
P/Po

К
P/Po

$
К

Case 1
Base Case

1514
3

16.200
0.839

1.2
2.05
2.4
17

2406
1750/2750

25
7

16.292
0.803
-6.3
2.41
6.6

-0.35
75
19

2690
47

0.93
2730

Case 2
void worth +50%

1514
1

14.618
0.942

1.5
2.26
5.4
53

2486
1820/2840

16
15

14.685
0.875

6.3
2.86
11.7

-0.58
54
33

2760
440
1.01
3200

CAT: core averaged temperature
SAFT: subassembly averaged fuel temperature
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у gas location

transient state
Solid Shell Cavity

Chunk
Fuel

Molten
Fuel

Crust
Fuel

Channel
Free Gas

Steady and
Transient

pre-
failure

Msb Msi

— V / 1 * Mcf i
_ y I • I ejection/

post-
failure

melt-in

Л ' > Mod—,

release

Mcf

Msb :grain boundary gas in solid shell
Msi :in-grain gas in solid shell
Mcf :free gas in cavity
Mcd :dissolved gas in cavity
Mmf -.free gas in channel
Mfd dissolved gas in molten fuel *
Mlb :grain boundary gas in chunk fuel *
Mli :in-grain gas in chunk fuel *
Mci :in-grain gas in crust fuel *

/-\ disruption L I

• : newly added components or mass transfer processes F f r : partitioning parameter of grain boundary gas at disruption

Fig. 1 Fission Gas Mass Transfer Processes

Fig. 2 Arch formation of particles at
contraction point
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Fig.3
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CASE E2

NORMALIZED FUEL MASS

Effect of the new chunk jamming model: CABRI-II E13
experiment and SAS4A analytical cases. Case El and Case E2:
with and without new chunk jamming model respectively.
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Fig. 4 Effect of the new fission gas model:
axial fuel mass distribution for
Cabri-П E13 experiment and SAS4A
analytical cases. Case El and Case
E3: with and without new fission gas
model respectively.
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Doppler
- 2 . .-^_х_,_ь_^_^_,

О : disruption-type failure

+ : burst-type failure

: core averaged fuel

temperature

2400.
-0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10

time after failure [sec]
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ABSTRACT

The accident sequence and energetic potential of the
ULOF initiating phase have been investigated by using
SAS3D code and by more simple model for the 600MWe
two-region homogeneous MOX-fueled core. Based on the
systematic study by SAS3D code, non-energetic
consequence was found under the nominal conditions of
core design parameters such as reactivity coefficients and
of the disruption behaviors. Energetics due to superprompt
power burst was only introduced under the superimposed
conservative conditions between reactivity coefficients and
the fuel disruption phenomena. In this study the energetic
potentials were also evaluated by using more simple
models described by the multi-channel core dynamics
model and by using the results of CABRI BI-3 and BI-2
experiments. The results predicted by the simple models
well explained the results by SAS3D code. It was found
that minimum void reactivity to generate the superprompt
criticality was 6.0$ under the best estimate assumption with
the fission gas driven fuel dispersion mechanism, and was
4.0$ under the most conservative condition neglecting the
early fuel dispersion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Much efforts have been payed on hypothetical Core
Disruptive Accidents (CDAs) induced by unscrammed
transients of Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactors
(LMFBRs). Especially whole core analyses of the
initiating phase of CDAs were extensively carried out in
the licensing procedures for prototype LMFBRs such as
CRBRP, SNR-300 and MONJU [1]. These licensing
analyses had been conducted by using the SAS3D code [2],
which was widely confirmed by data bases of fuel
disruption behaviors during high powered transients based
on in-pile experiments such as TREAT and CABRI

projects [3]. For large scale MOX-fueled core, however,
the systematic investigation was not conducted for the
initiating phase of CDAs except limited investigation of
lOOOMWe and 1200MWe MOX-fueled cores [4,5].

This paper contains the results of following assessments
of the initiating phase of the Unprotected Loss-of-Flow
(ULOF) for a 600MWe loop type LMFBR with a two
region homogeneous MOX-fueled core. Results of
succeeding ULOF sequences after the initiating phase such
as transition phase and Post Accident Heat Removal
Phases (PAHR) are described in ref.6

i) Systematic investigation of the accident progression and
released energy during ULOF initiating phase, based
on the parametric study on the uncertainty range of the
core design parameters such as reactivity coefficients
and fuel disruption phenomena by using SAS3D code,

ii) Investigation of the dominant mechanism and conditions
to generate super prompt criticality and range of
energy release during ULOF initiating phase, based on
simple core dynamics model accompanied by results of
in-pile fuel disruption experiments such as CABRI, to
corroborate the applicability of detailed mechanistic
model included in the SAS3D code to the large scale
core.

2. REACTOR AND CORE DESCRIPTIONS

The reactor plant cited in this study was a 600MWe
loop-type LMFBR. Three pairs of inverted U shape piping
were settled in the reactor vessel, with core outlet and inlet
temperatures of 550°C and 395"C respectively. The
detailed plant configuration was described in ref.[7].

The reactor core was a 1600MWt, two-region
homogeneous MOX-fueled core consisted of 295 fuel
assemblies and 30 control rod assemblies without radial
blanket fuel. Dominant features of the analyzed core are
shown in the Table 1. It should be emphasized relatively
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large fuel volume fraction, 0.39, and lower power density
226.4W/cc compared with the prototype reactors. The
reactivity coefficients used in the CDA transient calculation
were obtained by a three dimesional model at End-of-
Equilibrium-Cycle (EOEC) with a first order perturbation
basis using the JFS-3-V2 group constant library. The
results are given in the Table. 1.

The maximum sodium void reactivity, which was defined
as the sum of positive values except the inter-subassembly
gap coolant region, was calculated about 4.0$.

Table 1 Core Characteristics of Analyzed Core
Thermal Power (MWt)
Average Bumup (lO^Wd/t)

Core Volume (1)

Equ. Diameter (cm)

Core Height (cm)

1600

9.0

7069

300

100

Fuel Vol. Fraction (%) 39.05/22.8/32.9/5.25

(Fuel/Steel/Na/Void)

Pu Enrichment (IC/OC)

Av. Power Density (W/cm3)

Max. Linear Power (W/cm)

Reactivity Coefficients.

Doppler coeff. (Tdk/dT)

Sodium density coeff. ( Д k/k/d pip)

Max. void reactivity ($ )

Fuel density coeff. (Д k/k/d pip)

Steel density coeff.( A k/k/d pip)

15.8/22.2

226.4

410

-8.5 x 10'3

-1.7 xlO" 2

4.0

3.2 xlO"1

-7.0 x 10"2

3. INITIATING PHASE ANALYSES BY SAS3D CODE

3.1 Core Setup for the SAS3D Calculation

The analyzed core has a three batch fuel loading scheme
with operating time of 15months, which can adequately
represented with a 1/6 symmetry and thus by a relatively
small number of channels of the SAS3D code. Figure 1 shows
the 1/6 symmetric core, 49+1 fuel assemblies, and corresponding
SAS3D channel representation. As shown in Fig.l, a 33
channel model was employed in the SAS3D analyses to
describe applicable incoherent transient behaviors of the
coolant boiling and fuel disruption between fuel
assemblies. The 33 channel model was constructed based on
considerations on the fuel assembly properties such as core
material worth, thermal power, power to flow ratios and
burn-up state.

The inner core was described by 22 channels as Ch. 1 to
17, Ch.19 to 22 and Ch.27, and the outer core was constructed
by 11 channels as Ch.18 and Ch.23 to 26, and Ch.28 to 33.
Channel 1 positioned in the core center played the role of a
lead channel due to its highest power and power to flow
ratio at the steady state operation.

As described above the core had a maximum positive
sodium void reactivity of 4.0$. Except for the outer most
channels, Ch.18, Ch.24, Ch.26, Ch.29, and Ch.33, the
sodium expulsions due to coolant boiling and Fuel-Coolant
Interactions (FCIs) from the core fuel generated positive
reactivity feedbacks, which drove the reactor power excursions
during ULOF initiating phase.

(Center)

: CHANNEL NUMBER

: CONTROL ROD

Fig.l SAS3D channel model

3.2 Analytical Conditions for Typical Consequences
of ULOF Initiating Phase

In general, uncertainties of CDA energetics have been
generated by superposition of the uncertainties of the core
design parameters and the fuel failure mechanism. Among
the core neutronic design parameters, Doppler and sodium
void reactivity coefficients are the dominant contributors to
the initiating phase energetics. In the fuel disruption phenomena
during the initiating phase, the dominant contributors to the
energetics are the Fuel Coolant Interactions (FCIs)
produced in unvoided or partially voided assemblies and
the axial fuel dispersion motion in voided fuel assemblies.

In order to investigate the effect of the key events on the
energetics and on the accident sequence, the analytical
conditions of SAS3D calculations have been.determined
for the best estimate and parametric cases based on the data
from in-pile experiments such as CABRI and TREAT [3].

The SAS3D parametric studies were conducted to clear
the spectrum of the initiating phase progression from the
viewpoint of the superposition of the uncertainties due to
reactivity coefficients and fuel disruption mechanisms in
coolant voided and unvoided fuel assemblies. The
calculated cases were classified to the following four
typical cases : Figure 2 indicates the event tree for the
analyses of the initiating phase, where the branching points
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correspond to the key events of sodium void reactivity,
thermal expansion rate of fuel, fission gas fraction directly
available to the fuel dispersion, and the FCI conditions.
Four typical SAS3D cases were distinguished from a
number of analytical cores by the event tree as shown in
Fig. 2 with dominant analysis conditions.

Dominant parameter in a ULOF Initialing phase

Void Worth
Fuel AX.
Expention

Fission Gu
Driven Fuel
Dispersion

FCICoodilioo

Work

Energy

Nominal
(4.0S)

Nominal
TtnivlOms r-200

2в
(5.6S) N e g .

5» [Case A]
Non-encrgetEcs

[Best Enimate Case]

[CaseB]
50MJ*

^ [CastD]
Mid punt 370Ш

(Molt Con]. Case]

FUEL DISRUPTION CONDITION

Fuel Axial Expention

Fuel Motion

In Voided Ch.

Fuel Motion

In Unvoided

Ch.(FCI)

Fuel Pin Breakup
Criterion
Fission Gas
Pressures

Steel, Na
Vapor Pressures

Failure Criterion
& Crop

Particle Radius

Mixing Concl.

CASES A,C

Aoove 1. . л _
PCMI | Х 0 . э

CASES ВД)

0%

50% Fuel Melt Fraction
I Mid.P

YES

YES

50% Fuel Me
3Grs.

2 0 0 ,

10ms

NO

NO

t Fraction
lGr.

100я

0

Fig.2 Event-tree and analys conditions for SAS3D
parametric study (*lsentropic fuel vapor work
to the covergas volume (llOm^))

Case A :

Nominal sodium void and fuel axial expansion
coefficients, with nominal fuel disruption behaviors were
assumed for Case A, and this case was Best Estimate
simulation based on current knowledge of the in-pile
experiments. Full credit was taken from the calculated
axial thermal fuel expansion above the PCMI point prior to
the fuel disruption.

The fuel break-up criteria in coolant voided channel was
the melt fraction reached at 50% of the pellet cross section.
The separate clad motion was included. All fuel dispersion
mechanism such as fission gas pressure and flow effects by
Na and steel vapor pressure were taken into account to the
coolant voided channel of this case. In the fuel break-up
process driven by fission gas in the fuel unrestructured
region, the effective fraction of the gas release was
assumed 80% of the total gas inventory.

Fuel pin failure in unvoided channels, where the FCIs
were assumed to occur, was also initiated at the 50% of fuel

melt fraction with a rip length of 15cm assuming
incoherent failure in each channels with three groups
failing 2 msec and 4 msec apart. Fuel ejection into the
coolant channel after failure was mostly driven by gas
pressure in the central cavity due to gas release from an
assumed reservoir filled with grain boundary gas. FCI
processed such as fuel fragmentation and mixing were
calculated by the Cho-Wright model with a recommended
heat transfer time constant of 50 msec .fragmentation time
of 10 msec and final particle radius of 200 ц m. Reactivity
effects from the SAS/FCI calculated fuel motion in the
central cavity and in the coolant channel were not
considered in the reactivity balance.

Case В :

The Case В simulated the conservative behaviors of fuel
disruption mechanisms. The axial thermal elongation of fuel
pellets was neglected although CABRI experimental
results indicated the systematic evidence of the thermal axial
expansion effect during coolant heat-up phase [8].

No credit was taken from the axial fuel dispersion
mechanism in the voided channel by fission gas and other
vapor pressures except the fuel vapor. In unvoided or partially
voided channels, coherent pin failure with one failure group
was assumed with conservative fuel-coolant mixing conditions
such as final particle radius of 100 ц m under instantaneous
fragmentation. In addition to these assumptions the
reactivity feedback effect due to in-pin fuel motion was
included.

Case С :

In this case the fuel disruption condition was the same
as Case A, while the sodium void reactivity was assumed
to be 5.6$ by taking into account an uncertainty of 40% of
the nominal value corresponding to a standard deviation of
2 О. The Doppler coefficient, however, was kept in the
nominal value to eliminate the surplus conservative
assumptions. The additional conservative assumption was
half the axial fuel expansion prior to the fuel disruption in
Case A.

Case D :

Case D was the most conservative case in this study, where
the uncertainties of the sodium void reactivity (Case C) and
fuel disruption condition (Case B) are simultaneously
superimposed. Additional conservative assumption was
the initiation of FCFs at axially core mid plane. Although
these assumptions were excessively conservative due to
estimated frequency lower than 10 '5/CDA, the Case D was
investigated from the viewpoint of the probabilistic safety
assessment (PSA).
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3.3 Results of the SAS3D Parametric Study

Best Estimate Case (Case A)
The incipient coolant boiling occurred 15.4 seconds

after ULOF initiation, and the first fuel breakup in the
voided channel was predicted at t=20.3s in Channel 1 with
reactor power level of about 15 Po (Po:reactor rated
power). A net reactivity was reached to about +0.92$ at the
first fuel disruption, due to the reactivity balance of sodium
void reactivity of about +1.97$ and negative feedbacks by
Doppler (-0.81$) and axial fuel expansion (-0.24$) effects.
At this point the core sodium void fraction was about 25%.

Fig. 3 indicated the power and reactivity changes of
case A, and it was shown that the net reactivity decreased
after the fuel started to breakup due to axial dispersion of
the fuel particles driven by fission gas, assumed to be
available at 80% of the total inventory in the fuel pellet. Due to
the large negative feedback effect the reactor power was
decreased and thus the initiating condition for FCI, cross
sectional fuel melt fraction of 50%, was satisfied nowhere in
the core. The sodium voiding in the core was rapidly
extended to the void fraction of about 60%, and the
potential of the FCI at low powered channels was strongly
limited due to the extension of the voided region.

Figure 4 illustrates the schematic diagram of the core
material distribution at the temporal neutronic shutdown state
at about t=21.4 sec. As can be seen from the figure fuel
dispersion in the voided region was extended to the sixth ring
of fuel assembly and sodium coolant was left in the outer
core region.

The positive reactivity insertion was essentially driven
by coolant boiling. The reactivity insertion rate was
smaller than 20$/sec, and was not sufficient to drive the
super prompt criticality. The maximum net reactivity was 0.92$
with maximum power of 53.9 Po, and this case entered the
transition phase after temporary neutronic shutdown at about
t=21.4 sec without any super-prompt criticality [6].

Conservative Case (Case B1
The power transient of this case was accelerated by the

negation of the negative reactivity due to fuel axial thermal,
expansion before the fuel disruption. The first coolant
boiling and fuel breakup were predicted at t= 14.5s and
19.1s respectively. The coolant sodium fraction in the core,
which was a good measure of the positive and rapid
reactivity insertion behavior due to FCI and was defined as
FCI potential, was about 0.85 at the incipient fuel breakup at
Channel 1. The FC I potential was rapidly decreased and
was about 0.40 at the initial FCI onset t= 19.2Is. The FCIs
at low powered channels occurred after the incipient fuel
breakup at high powered channels, where delayed fuel
dispersion was generated by the fuel vapor pressures. Thus

101.
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mild energetics were introduced by the positive reactivity
feedback due to FCIs at 40% of the total fuel assemblies.
Maximum net reactivity was 1.04 with peak power of
1455 Po. The isentropic fuel vapor work to the cove gas
volume of 110 m3 was calculated about 50MJ.

Conservative Case CCase О
The first coolant boiling and fuel breakup were

predicted at t=14.0s and 17.7s respectively. These values
indicated that the chronological sequence proceeded faster
than Case A because of the enhanced sodium void
reactivity and the diminished fuel axial expansion. The
fraction of fuel assemblies experiencing by FCIs, however,
was limited to about 10% of the total core because of the
strong negative feedback induced by the axial fuel
dispersion at high powered channels, as in the case of the
best estimate evaluation, i. e. Case A. The consequence of
Case С was non-energetic and continued to the transition
phase with maximum net reactivity of 0.95$ at the peak
reactor power of 112 Po.

Excessively Conservative Case (Case D)
The first coolant boiling and fuel breakup were

predicted at t=13.5s and 16.81s respectively. The sodium
fraction of the core, the FCI potential, was about 0.65 at the
first FCI at=16.87s.

In this case the energetics were generated by the FCIs in
65% of the core, which was enhanced by the super position
between higher sodium void reactivity and the neglecting
of the fission-gas-driven fuel dispersion. As a result, a
maximum reactor power 6875 Po was reached with a net
reactivity of 1.102$, and the isentropic fuel vapor work to
the cover gas volume was evaluated as 370 MJ.

The power and reactivity transients and final core state
were shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 respectively.

Transient Characteristics of the Initiating Phase
From the parametric SAS3D calculations, the transient

characteristics of the initiating phase were extracted as follows:
i) The best estimate sequence is that the power transient

was non-energetic and continued to the transition
phase without any superprompt critical events,

ii) Under the conservative condition of sodium void
reactivity,the LOF-d-TOP potential was enhanced, but
the initiating phase sequence was also non-energetic
and moved into the transition phase due to the effects
of the fission-gas-driven fuel dispersion. Mild
energetics, however, were introduced under the
conservative fuel disruptive condition for both the FCIs
and fuel dispersion under nominal void reactivity,

iii) Energetics were predicted to occur under the very
conservative condition of superimposed uncertainties

of neutronic core design parameters and the fuel
disruption mechanism.
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4. CHARACTERISTICS OF INITIATING PHASE
ENERGETICS BASED ON SIMPLE MODEL

4.1 Needs for Simple Model Investigation for Initiating
Phase Energetics

Although fuel disruption models included in the SAS3D
code were well validated separately based on the in-pile
experiments such as TREAT and CABRI. The SAS3D code
should be most reliable accident analysis code in current
stage for the CDA initiating phase. The power transient
during CDA, however, governed by incoherent core material
relocations between fuel assemblies coupled by neutronic
and hydrodynamic behaviors each other. It was thus
emphasized that dominant results of core transients
predicted by the detailed mechanistic models should also
be corroborated by the phenomenological simple models.

The dominant consequences of the ULOF initiating
phase, energetic or non-energetic, were mainly determined
by the positive reactivity effects due to FCIs. In this study the
positive reactivity insertion rate induced by FCIs and the
range of the released energy were evaluated as a function
of the maximum core void reactivity. The following
analyses were conducted separately on each processes of
the initiating phase such as coolant heat-up and boiling,
fuel dispersion in the voided fuel, and FCIs in the
unvoided core region, by using the simple core dynamics
analysis code ARG0[9] and the experimental results of
CABRI-BI3andBI-2[10].

i) Evaluation of the sodium fraction left in the core at the
incipient fuel disruption based on the simple consideration
of the reactivity balance between Doppler, sodium void,
and axial fuel expansion effects,

ii) Evaluation of the sodium fraction at the initiation of
FCI, which was defined as the FCI potential, by
employing the ARGO code with the experimental
results of CABRI-BI3 to take into account the effects of
core voiding enhancement due to negative feedback by
fuel dispersion prior to the FCI, and

iii) Evaluation of the positive reactivity insertion rate induced
by FCI based on the FCI potential and the experimental
data given by CABRI-BI2 experiments, with the
consideration of conditions to drive the superprompt
criticality.

These investigations were systematically conducted for
various core void reactivity hypothetically changed to the
reference core, and the results obtained were also compared
to those by SAS3D analyses. The fission energy was also
evaluated by the simple model.

4.2 Evaluation of Na Void Fraction at the Incipient Fuel
Disruption

It should be widely accepted that the cross sectional melt
fraction of 50% was a good measure of the fuel disruption in
voided channels. This implies that the Doppler and fuel
axial expansion reactivities, inserted at the time of fuel
disruption in voided channel, can be described by a certain
core averaged fuel temperature. The Doppler and fuel axial
expansion reactivities were estimated about -1.0$ and -0.5$
respectively for typical cases. Figure 7 shows the typical
examples calculated by SAS3D and ARGO codes.
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0
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Core Void Reactivity ($)

Reactivity balance at the incipient fuel disruption

In such a condition, the core coolant should be boiling
and positive void reactivity was inserted. Based on the latter
discussion on the critical reactivity insertion rate to generate the
superprompt criticality, it was evaluated that the super
prompt critical state(>l$) can not be reached only by the
sodium boiling and the net reactivity was saturated to about
1.0$.

Thus the reactivity balance between components can be
introduced as follows:

Net" P Doppler P Fuel Expansion
•(1)

n= 0. ~ -0.5$where, p D o p p l e r ~ - 1.0$, p F u d E x p a n s i o n =
Based on the Equ.l, the coolant void reactivity p N a v o i d

was given by following value independent on the core void
reactivity.

P Na Void = + 2 . 0 ~ + 2.5$ (2)

Equation 2 implies that the critical void reactivity at
about 2.0 ~ 2.5$ was corresponding to the incipient fuel
disruption independent on the core void reactivity. Thus very
simple relationship between core void reactivity and the
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sodium fraction left in the core at the incipient fuel
disruption was given following equation, where the sodium
fraction was indirect measure of the FCI potential or the
energetic potential.

[ Sodium Fraction "] _
at Incipient Fuel
DisruDtion -1

[2.0—2.5$]
[Maximum Void Reactivity] x Gr,

•••(3)
where Gr was the radial peaking factor of the void reactivity
distribution.

Figure 8 shows relationship between void reactivity and
the sodium fraction at the incipient fuel disruption in the
voided lead channel. With increasing of the void reactivity
from 2.0 to 10$, the sodium left fraction was increased
from 50% to 90%, and which indicated the enhanced FCI
potential. The sodium fractions calculated by SAS3D and
ARGO codes, employing different sodium boiling models,
were compared in Fig.8 with the result from Equ.3. The
sodium fractions calculated by coolant boiling and fuel
disruption model given by SAS3D and ARGO codes
were well reproduced by the simple model. It should be
thus emphasized that the applicability of the detailed
mechanistic model to the whole core analysis was
corrobrated by the simple considerations.
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4.3 Evaluation of FCI Potential

After the initial fuel disruption the sodium fraction was
decreased by the negative reactivity insertion due to by the
axial fuel dispersion in the voided region. Thus the
sodium fraction at the fuel breakup in unvoided or partially
voided fuel assemblies, the FCI potential, was also
diminished.

To evaluate the FCI potential the core dynamic
simulation code ARGO was employed. The core was
represented by 17 channels and the power transient due to
the coolant boiling was calculated by the simple two phase
homogeneous heat capacity model. Once the fuel breakup
condition was satisfied at each voided channel, the negative
reactivity with linear ramp rate was introduced to the
disrupted channels dependent on their fuel worth to simulate
the fuel dispersion process. The linear ramp rate of the
negative reactivity insertion was given by the fuel
relocation velocity of the CABRI-BI3 which was typical
results of ULOF type experiments. The results of BI-3
indicated the minimum linear ramp rate of -6$/s was
used as external input of the ARGO code.

Under these assumptions the FCI potential was
calculated at the incipient FCI, where the fuel failure
condition was fuel melt fraction of 50%. Figure 9 shows
the change of FCI potential as a function of time after the
incipient fuel break-up in the voided channel for the
reference core with void reactivity of 4.OS. The FCI
potential was strongly decreased with the enhancement of
the negative reactivity insertion rate. The FCI potential
was about 0.35 for the conservative condition without fuel
dispersion, and decreased to zero for the nominal condition
of -6$/s.

Figure 10 shows the FCI potential as a function of the
sodium void reactivity from 0 to 10$. Two typical cases were
compared in this figure. One is the result of nominal
dispersion reactivity insertion rate -6$/s, and the other is
very conservative case without fuel dispersion effect.
Under the nominal condition, positive reactivity insertion
than 6.0$, since the FCI potential smaller than 0.20
indicated the FCI region at the peripheral of the core with
negative void reactivity. Even in the conservative condition
without the fuel dispersion effect prior to the FCI, the FCI
potential became important (it.0.35)for the core void
reactivity larger than 4.0$.
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4.4 Evaluation of the Positive Reactivity Insertion
Rates due to FCI

As described in previous section, the energetics of the
ULOF initiating phase was driven by high speed reactivity
insertion due to coolant boiling and axial fuel compaction
motion during FCI. The superprompt criticality was only
driven under the positive reactivity insertion rate larger
than the critical value. The existence of such a critical
ramp rate was deduced from the prompt negative reactivity
feedbacks due to Doppler and fuel thermal expansion
effects as shown in the following equations :

+ K,

CpM
£il£LL J Pd^dt1 - p . (4)

where A was positive reactivity insertion rate and p T was
delayed fuel relocation reactivity. The prompt negative
feed-back of the second term of Equ.4 was determined by the
Doppler coefficient (KD ), fuel expansion coefficient
(Kpuel) and fuel temperature increase described by the
reactor power P(t) and the heat capacity of the core fuel
(CpM). Based on the Equ.(4) the critical ramp rate Ac to
drive the superprompt criticality was described as

Ac =
+K

Fuel
|P(to)

CpM
(5)

where P(to) is reactor power at the super prompt criticality
reached. The value of Ac was evaluated in the range of 20$/s
-30$/s dependent on the uncertainly of the fuel expansion
behavior for the 600MWe core. Figure 11 shows the
relationship between reactivity insertion rates and maxmum
net reactivity calculated by the point kinetic model with six
delayed neutron gronps.

To investigate the possibility of the superprompt criticality
induced by the FCI, the critical reactivity insertion rate Ac

Critical Reactivity Ins.Rate

0.0
0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

Reactivity Insertion Rate ($/S)
1000

Fig.ll Maximum nut reactivity as a function of reactivity
Insertion rate based on point kinetics model
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was compaired with ramp rates evaluated by the FCI

potentials described in § 4.3 and the results of CABRI BI-2

experiment. The CABRI BI-2 [10] was typical TOP type

experiment. The expansion velocity of the two-phase

region due to FCI was obserbed as about 3cm/msec, and

zero reactivity effect of the fuel motion was obtained

because of the axially off-centered pin failure. The positive

reactivity insertion rate induced by the FCI, AFCI_ was

determined by the following equation :

ApCI = [Maximum Void Reactivity of the Core]

x [FIC Potential]

[Expansion Velocity of 2-Phase Region]
* [Active Core Height] ®*

The results were shown in Fig. 12 for the nominal and
conservative conditions, and were compared with the results
by SAS3D code. Based on the comparison between the
critical ramp rate Ac and calculated values A F C I ,
important results below can be obtained concern to the
energetic potential of the ULOF initiating phase :

i) Under the nominal or best estimate condition of the fuel
dispersion characteristics, the possibility of energetics
was eliminated for the core void reactivity smaller than
6.0$ because of the condition A F C I (6.0$)-$. Ac.

ii) Even in the conservative condition with no fuel dispertion,
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energetics can be eliminated for the void reactivity lower
than 4.0$.

iii) the calculated results by S AS 3D code were generally
enveloped by the results of simple model.
The released energy during super prompt criticality can

be characterized by prompt negative feedbacks and
termination negative reactivity. The termination reactivity
was mainly inserted by the axial fuel dispersion generated
by the fuel vapor pressure after the superprompt power
burst. The reactivity insersion rate of the fuel dispertion
was evaluated to be smaller than -80$/s based on results of
CABRI BI-3 data.

The released energy was calculated by the point kinetics
model of ARGO code. Preliminal results were shown in
Fig. 13 as a function of core void reactivity for nominal and
conservative conditions, and were compared with the
released energy calculated by SAS3D code in unit of full
power second (FPS). It should be noted that the results by
SAS3D code can generally be reproduced by the simple
model.
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Fig.13 Relationship between core void reactivity and
released energy during primary burst

5. CONCLUSION

Accident sequences and energetic potentials were
investigated for ULOF initiating phase for the 600MWe
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loop type LMFBR with homogeneous MOX-fueled core.
For the consequence and the range of energy released
during the initiating phase, systematic parametric study by
SAS3D annlyses have been conducted and they were
corroborated by the simple model.

From the parametric SAS3D calculations, the transient
characteristics of the initiating phase were extracted as
follows:

i) The consequence of the best estimate scenario was
non-energetic and continued to the transition phase
without any superprompt critical events due to small
FCI potentials.

ii) Under the conservative condition of sodium void reactivity,
the FCI potential was enhanced but the sequence was
also non-energetic and entered into the transition phase.
Mild energetics, however, were generated by the
conservative fuel disruptive condition for both the FCIs
and fuel dispersion under the nominal void reactivity.
Energetics were predicted under the very conservative
condition of superimposed uncertainties of neutronic core
design parameters and the fuel disruption mechanism.

The energetic potentials were also evaluated by using
more simple models described by the multi-channel core
dynamics model and by using the results of CABRIBI-3 and
BI-2 experiments. The main purpose of the study by the
simple model was to clear the condition to reach the
superprompt criticality and to corroborate the validity of
the detailed mechanistic model by SAS3D. Dominant
results are as follows:

i) Minimum void reactivity to generate the superprompt
criticality was 6.0$ under the best estimate assumption
with the fission gas driven fuel dispersion mechanism,
and was 4.0$ under the most conservative condition
neglecting the early fuel dispersion,

ii) The critical positive reactivity insertion rate and FCI
potential to generate the energetics calculated by the
SAS3D code was generally predicted by the simple
model. The applicability of the SAD3D code was
corroborated by the simple model prediction.
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1.Introduction:

1.1 Reactor situation; Boiling Pool as a part of a Total Inlet Blockage (TIB) Accident

The accident phase following material melting and relocation is the so called boiling pool
phase. At the beginning of material vaporisation (say between 10 sec. to 15 sec. after the Total
Inlet Blockage of a subassembly) the main steel mass is first gathered at the level of the lower
third of the fissile length for the case of non-irradiated fuel,surrounding not yet molten fuel
pellets.

The rest of the fuel is accumulated as solid or liquid above this lower region and involves
about the 2/3 of the fissile fuel mass. The continuous heating up of the fuel at nominal power is
the cause of steel and fuel vaporisation.

It must be noticed here that at least Nickel and Chromium may vaporise at temperature
levels lower than the fuel melting temperature (3120 K) at atmospheric pressure.This should
increase the efficiency of natural convection in the lower steel pool (in which chunks of fuel
pellets are entrapped) and could lead to an early failure of the hexcan within the lower third of
the fissile length.

There may exist one single mixed UO2-Steel pool or two superposed boiling pools: an
upper fuel boiling pool and a lower steel boiling pool (with pellets entrapped)

1.2 Aims of the Boiling Pool Studies:

For reactor applications it is thought to be important to be able to predict the location of
the melt-through of the hexcan and the pressure inside the molten subassembly at that moment
since these parameters are thought to govern the propagation of the molten materials in the
neighbour structures.

Therefore it was decided, in 1984, to investigate the Boiling Pool Thermalhydraulics.
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More precisely, the objectives of the investigations were:

-to investigate mixed UO2 and Steel Pools (no data available in the literature):
°does the steel mix with UO2 ? or does it separate ?
°what is the influence of steel on the heat transfer to the hexcan ?

-to determine the heat flux distribution
°what is the "peaking ratio" ? (peak heat flux / mean heat flux)

-to validate analytical models

2. Summary of the experimental studies performed:

The experimental studies performed up to now involve:

+Two Boiling Pool tests with real materials in SCARABEE:

-test BF2 : pure UO2 pool

-test BF3 : mixed UO2 and Steel Pool
(ref: J.P. BRETON et Al., 1990)

+Some "integral" tests involving Boiling Pools in SCARABEE tests BE+2, BE+3,
BE+3bis, PVA, PIA and the future BE+I test, also with real materials.

Analytical tests with simulant materials : the SEBULON experiments.These tests were
aimed to complete the earlier data obtained from the literature on following objectives:

-support model development for the prediction of the axial heat flux distribution,

-extend the heat transfer data bank in the churn turbulent flow regime,

-analyse the behaviour of mixed (two components) boiling pools,

-produce data concerning the transient behaviour of a boiling pool,

-compare Gas agitated (gas sparging) pools with Boiling pools

These experiments were performed with Water; the second component has been
simulated either by Hexane (lighter than water) or by FC72 (heavier than water).

3. SEBULON: Insight on the Physics of a boiling pool:

Following conclusions are deduced from the analysis of simulant material experiments
with water:
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The observed boiling pool flow configuration is sketched on figure (l).The boiling pool
may be divided into 5 main zones:

Zone 1 .bottom liquid pool

A liquid pool exists at the bottom of the molten region .The height of this pool decreases
with increasing power level. This liquid pool is fed by the boundary layer flow and (in steady
state experiments )by the recirculating condensate flow.The dissipated power serves:

-to heat up to saturation the liquid cooled in the boundary layer flow (loss of sensible heat
in the boundary layers),

-to heat up to saturation the recirculating condensate flow - (this is specific of the
SEBULON device).

From these considerations it is concluded that the measurement of the height of this bottom
liquid pool gives an estimation of the sensible heat lost by the boiling pool in the boundary
layers.This sensible heat loss is associated with heat transfer by convection in the boundary
layers of the whole pool ( by opposition with heat transfer by condensation). This provides a
very interesting insight for the detailed analysis of heat transfer in the boundary layers.

Zones 2 and 3: the boiling region of the pool

The extension of this zone is increasing with increasing power level.The upper part is
highly unstable at high power levels (The pool height may oscillate due to churn-turbulent
flow).

High speed visualisations indicate that the flow in the center of the pool is clearly directed
upwards whereas the flow near the boundary layers is highly unstable: the flow direction of
the bubbles is locally time dependant and alternatively directed upwards , sidewards and
downwards in relation with the unstable boundary layer flow.

For the needs of the ZEBUL model (see part 5) the boiling part is divided into two
arbitrary zones:

-zone 2 corresponds to the central upward flow

-zone 3 corresponds to the lateral unstable part related to the recirculation in the boiling
region which acts as an intermediate zone between the central upward flow and the
boundary layer flow.

Zone 4 : the boundary layer:

Local high speed cinematography revealed that the boundary layer flow in presence of
churn turbulent boiling regime,is a complex flow best approached by an unstable liquid film
flow. Liquid waves travel along the wall.Some characteristics of these waves have been
measured for specific test conditions.Of course ,it is not possible to define a clear wave shape
because it is very difficult to draw an interface between liquid belonging to the wave and
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liquid belonging to the two phase pool .However following characteristics could be observed
which are only valid for specific test conditions ( H0=40cm;power=20 KW)at about the
middle of the pool with an observed heigth of about 5cm:

-the length of the waves is about 4 cm,

-the thickness is about 1 cm

-the time interval separating two waves lays between 130 and 180 milliseconds (estimated
over 30 samples)

-the downward wave velocity is about 1.5 m/sec

Behind these waves the two phase mixture is literally collapsed to the wall surface on
which only a very thin liquid film seems to subsist ( the thickness of this residual film seems to
be not uniform (due to wetting conditions ?) and much less than 1 millimeter ) .But there is
clear evidence that vapor from the pool condenses behind the waves on the very thin residual
liquid film.

From these observations following assumptions were deduced:

-Both condensation and convection heat transfer mechanisms are present at the pool
boundaries;

-Convection heat transfer seems mainly to occur within the wave flow;

-Convection heat transfer results in wave temperature decrease and explains the presence of
the bottom liquid pool.

-Condensation occurs on the residual film between the waves.

-Condensation takes some vapour out of the pool and as, a consequence, limits the vapour
flow leaving at the top of the pool.

It is also concluded that a good prediction of the height of the bottom liquid pool and the
top-leaving vapour flow needs a correct representation of the unstable boundary layer flow and
related heat transfer.

From these observations it can also be concluded that the heat transfer calculations
based on stable film flow assumption and heat transfer limited by convection
(CHAWLA et ah, 1982) are not suitable; this is the case for correlations based on the
assumption of similarities with boundary layer convection dominated heat transfer.

For the illustration of these conclusions figure (2) represents the proportion of the total
power transfered by condensation on the pool height (ignoring the condensation above the
pool) as a function of the volumetric power dissipation (q).It is observed that, at high power
levels condensation becomes the dominating heat transfer mechanism.

Zone 5: The top vapour region:
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As the pool does not extend over the whole height of the test section, the top is occupied
by the vapour flowing out of the pool. Condensation occurs at the wall in this zone.

Radiation plays also an important role on the heat trasfer in this zone for the
SCARABEE situation as the temperatures are much higher.

4. Heat transfer considerations:

Despite the observations made above, we have tried to fit some correlations on the
experimental results.

This attempt only concerns mean (average) heat transfer coefficients. Such an approach
is not aimed to predict heat flux distributions.

4.1 Heat transfer in the bottom single phase pool:

The heat transfer coefficient is quite constant and equal to, about, O.I to 0.15 W/cm2 К
for water experiments.The maximum temperature may be predicted from correlations such as
given in (J.M.SEILER , 1988 ).

4.2 heat transfer in the Boiling pool:

Figure (3) shows the test results plotted in a classical Nu versus Ra diagram.In this figure
Nu and Ra are based on:

-the average heat transfer coefficient for the total height of the pool (including the single
phase region of the pool)

-the total height of the pool (Heb)

-the mean (average) void fraction also based on the total height of the pool.

The Boiling Pool results fit quite well with the correlation proposed by ( GREENE et
Alii, 1980) but this is no more the case when results from Gas agitated pools are considered.

As Gas pools have no single phase zone as the gas is injected at the bottom of the pool, it
was proposed to try to correlate all the data with parameters which do not include the effect
of the bottom liquid pool. These results are plotted on Figure (4). In this figure Ra and Nu are
based on:

-the average heat transfer coefficient for only the two phase zone of the pool,

-the height of the two phase zone,

-the void fraction averaged over the two phase zone only.

In this diagram the boiling pool and gaseous pool results are closer together.
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However it is observed that the results from the gaseous pool do not fit precisely on the
same straight line with the results of the boiling pool situation. The gaseous pool results are
best approximated by a line whose slope is lower (0.33).

This behaviour may be due to different causes which have been discussed previously:

-either to differences in void fraction distributions,

-or to condensation in the boiling pool

It is observed that exponent 0.33 ,valid for gaseous flows, is more or less representative
for turbulent, single phase, boundary layer flow; the higher exponent 0.4 , valid for boiling pool
situations, may, as a consequence, be partly attributed to condensation effects.

These discussions must be considered with care since the data are rather scarce and
should be completed.

5. The theoretical models:

Mainly 3 theoretical models have been developped in CEA:

* The MESCLA model (J.P.BRETON, 1990), part of the PHYSURA GRAPPE code, is a
simplified model (steady state and transient) based on following main hypotheses :

-the pool is modelled by a ID approximation,

-the pool is boiling over all the pool height,

-the lateral distribution of the heat transfer coefficient is calculated on the basis of
following correlation:

Nu = 0.0388 Kbb(Ra*)04

where Kbb is an experimental coefficient allowing to adapt the water test results
where Kbb=l. to other fluids such as UO2 or UO2-SS mixtures.

-the heat transfered to the wall is substracted from the local volumetric power dissipation
for the calculation of a "net" axial vapor flow.

*The ZEBUL model ( J.M.SEILER et Alii, 1992) is based on the following assumptions:

-each pool zone (as depicted in section 3 ) is described in a coupled manner each with a
ID approximation,

-the heat transfer at the wall is due to condensation and convection,
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-the unstable boundary layer film flow is roughly described in order to support the
quantitative evaluation of the contributions of convection and condensation.

This model is able to predict the axial heat flux distribution.

The ZEBUL model describes only steady state situations.

*A simplified Boiling Pool model is also introduced in the SURFASS code ( ANZffiU et
Alii , 1990 ).In this code the pool situation ( liquid or boiling ) is approximated by a pure
conduction model in which the "equivalent conductivity" is adjusted on experimental results.

More recently, KfK has provided a contribution to the interpretation of the SCARABEE
Boiling Pool tests with the AFDM code (D. WILHELM, 1993), (D. WILHELM, G.
KAYSER, 1994).

AEA performed SIMMER II calculations for the SCARABEE BF2 test.

6. Test interpretation with the analytical models:

6.1 Interpretation of One Component boiling pool tests:

One component boiling pool tests cover Water and UO2 test BF2.

The water tests have been analysed both with MESCLA and ZEBUL models.

BF2 has been analysed with MESCLA, ZEBUL , AFDM and SIMMER II.

The MESCLA models gives valuable order of magnitude results with following fittings:

Kbb = 1 for water tests

Kbb= 1.18 for UO2 test

For the ZEBUL model, all the tests (water and UO2) could be analysed with the same
model. Figure (5) depicts a comparison between ZEBUL predictions and Water test results,
whereas Figure (6) presents a comparison between ZEBUL and BF2 test results.

It is observed that the shape of the heat flux profiles are very different at low power
(Bubbly pool) and at high power (churn turbulent pool ).

At low power the heat flux increases sharpely in the two phase region at the top of the
pool, whereas at high power the heat flux distribution is quite uniform with even a decrease at
the top of the pool. BF2 shows a steep decrease of the heat flux above the level 15 cm. The
ZEBUL model recalculates this behaviour.

It must however be outlined that the experimental results concerning the lateral heat flux
distribution coming from BF2 and BF3 may be subjected to some experimental errors.
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The ZEBUL model predicts the existence of a bottom liquid pool with a height of, about, 13
cm.

The AFDM code recalculates also the existence of this bottom liquid pool and a heat flux
distribution with a maximum heat flux situated below the pool surface using a standart Dittus-
Boelter formula for turbulent forced convection heat transfer to the wall. AFDM also
calculates pool oscillations which seem to correspond to the observed oscillations.

The pool oscillations have also been recalculated with a specific model (ONDE) by
DRS/SEMAR.

The objective of the SIMMER II calculations (GEORGE & WILLIAMS) was to give
elements for the validation of this code. It was seen that the calculations led to incoherent pool
behaviour due to inadequate radial heat transfer modelling (no conduction nor turbulent
mixing). On the other hand, ID representations have produced a number of results in
reasonable agreement with BF2, especially the surface level oscillations. It has to be noticed
that a coding error which had inhibited boiling onset has been corrected.

6.2 Interpretation of multicomponent test BF3 and data from PVA:

The analysis made with the ZEBUL model for test BF3 performed in 1991 (see figure 7)
suggests that starting from an intact bundle geometry, there was a separation between the
steel and the UO2: the steel gathered at the bottom of the test section where it formed a pool
including solid fuel chunks. The heat was transfered to the wall by natural convection within
the steel pool; this behaviour explains the presence of a lower heat flux peak. The UO2 boiling
pool was situated above this Steel pool from which it was separated by a solid crust which was
mechanically supported by the solid chunks. Some Steel was found in contact with the lateral
Nickel crucible wall which could have been present as a thin liquid film between the UO2 and
the Nickel during the test. The heat flux distribution for the upper pool could be approached in
the ZEBUL calculation supposing that the upper pool was formed by mainly a pure UO2 pool.

It must however be recalled that the experimental results concerning the lateral heat flux
distribution coming from BF3 may be subjected to some experimental errors, then the post-test
cuts indicate that at least some amount of steel has remained in the boiling pool.

An interpretation of this test has been performed with MESCLA. If a mixed UO2-Steel
pool is assumed, supposing that the pressure is known (about l,85bar in BF3) and supposing
that the boiling material is steel (which leads to a low boiling temperature), one has to set Kbb
to about 5 in order to interpret the experiment (this means that the presence of steel in the pool
increases the heat transfer capability in the pool by a factor of about 5). If a one component
UO2 pool is assumed, the saturation temperature is increased and Kbb must be set to about 1
to interpret the experiment (this is then in agreement with the ZEBUL calculation).
Similar conclusions have been drawn from the analysis of the boiling pool behaviour in the
PVA experiment.

Some recent calculations have been performed with MESCLA S on the post-scram
decrease of the heat fluxes and thus give an indication on the stored enthalpy in the pool before
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scram, the results indicate that the average temperature of the BF3 pool could have been
somewhere between 3100°C and 3400°C, so higher than the steel boiling temperature.

From the experiments performed with simulant material mixtures (water-hexane or
water-FC72) it was concluded that the heat transfer mechanism was dominated by the physical
properties of the fluid with the highest boiling temperature. This has been related to the fact
that the fluid with low boiling temperature can stay not even liquid in the boundary layer, in the
viscinity of a fluid whose temperature is higher than its proper boiling temperature.

A set of calculations have been performed with AFDM supposing that a certain amount
of steel (50 g and 500g) is mixed with the UO2. Under these conditions, and with heat transfer
coefficient which were slightly higher than those for the BF2 calculations, AFDM shows a very
unstable behaviour of the pool. This is attibuted to the fact that the boiling temperature of steel
(about 2930°C at considered pressure) is very close to the melting temperature of UO2 (about
2850°C). The stability of the pool is increased if the boundary temperature of the pool is
decreased. A decrease of this boundary temperature is also necessary to approach the
experimental heat flux profile given for BF3 and to match the cover gas pressure observed in
the experiment. Calculations have been performed for different boundary conditions down to
2500°C or even lower (leading to some fuel freezing in the bottom of the pool).

These calculations show that the steel may accumulate in the pool in the lower part of
the boiling region giving rise, locally, to a peak in the heat flux. The steel does not segregate
on the top of the pool, but remains in motion due to buoyancy, essentially close to the radial
boundary where temperatures are lower. In the center of the pool, steel does not exist as liquid
but only as vapor. Therefore, the fuel temperatures in the center may be much higher than the
boiling temperature of stainless steel. If steel occasionnaly gathers at the top of the pool, this
configuration is soon disturbed by vapor from within the pool penetrating the steel layer,
therefore a steel layer in form of a ring or otherwise discontinuous is much more stable than a
homogeneous layer of uniform thickness.

For low steel mass content (50 g) and low boundary temperatures (2560K/1700K)
AFDM indicates that the natural convection pattern is quite similar to that of BF2. Some
results are presented on figures 8 and 9.

The AFDM calculations indicate that the second heat flux peak may perhaps be related
to the steel behaviour within the pool. However, this does not explain how the power which is
dissipated in the lower region of the BF3 arrangement (intact fuel pellets surrounded by liquid
steel) is evacuated.

There was much less pool oscillation in BF3 than in BF2. The ZEBUL results give some
explanation for this behaviour. If a pure UO2 pool is assumed, the boiling temperature would
be, for BF3, higher (about 3800 K) than for BF2 (about 35OOK); this induces a much shorter
boiling height in BF3 (about 6 cm) than for BF2 (about 20 to 30 cm). As the oscillations may
be linked to the height of the boiling region this would explain the smaller oscillations observed
in BF3. This result is also in agreement with the AFDM calculations which conclude to a more
stable pool as the temperature difference between boiling and boundary is increased.

The post test examinations show that there should have been at least some steel in the left
pool (minimum estimation: 40 g).
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Conclusions of the interpretation of the BF3 test:

Finally, to sum up, the extreme cases of the interpretations are:

-ZEBUL: the steel is supposed to play no role at all and the pool behaves like a pure UO2
pool(Tmax = 3800K)

-MESCLA: the steel homogeneously mixed in the pool increases very much the heat
transfer and the maximum temperature is limited by the "steel boiling"temperature (Tmax =
3230 K)

Both interpretations present flaws:

-the first is in contradiction with the effective observation of some steel in the Post
Mortem cuts,

-the second does not match the enthalpy estimations through post-scram transient
calculations.

AFDM tends to show that an intermediate way is possible: steel may remain in the pool
without preventing the pool maximum temperature to rise locally above the boiling
temperature of steel because the steel mass is either too low or not homogeneously mixed
within the pool.

7. Extrapolations to reactor conditions:

Extrapolations to reactor conditions have been performed with the calculation models
MESCLA and ZEBUL.Of course the effect of the presence of steel could not be taken into
account very accurately. Two situations have to be considered:

1-the steel may behave as observed in BF3: this means that an important proportion of
the steel accumulates at the bottom of the fissile length and the natural circulation in the steel
pool is so efficient that the UO2 chunks, which still stay in this pool do not melt and support
the UO2 pool which is situated above the steel pool.In this case a heat flux peak will affect the
lower third of the fissile lentgh. Furthermore, as the steel pool is established earlier in the
transient than the UO2 pool, there is a probability that the hexcan melts at first in this region;
this will happen without pressurization in the pool

2-the steel is partly involved in the UO2 pool. Two hypothetical cases are considered in
order to estimate the consequences on the pool temperatures and lateral heat flux distribution:

2.1-The steel is entrained in the recirculating UO2 pool. If the presence of steel is
considered to affect the heat transfer coefficient to the pool boundary, one can state that, after
fitting of the MESCLA model, it should be 5 times higher than the heat transer coefficient in
pure UO2; this would lead to low temperature in the pool and thus to low pressurization and
very fast to equilibrium situation with very high heat fluxes and melt-through.
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2.2-or ,due to the density difference between UO2 and steel, the steel accumulates at the
top of the UO2 pool.Under such conditions, the maximum pool temperature would be higher
but the pressure should stay low.

In the absence of fission products and of steel in the UO2 pool, supposing that the
hexcan will not fail prematurely at the level of the bottom steel pool, the parametric
calculations performed with the ZEBUL model, for a Total Instantaneous Inlet Subassembly
Blockage accident in SUPER PHENIX geometry, indicate that the maximum pressure in the
subassembly should be lower than 9 bars, under steady state conditions. Heat flux levels as
high as 5000 W/cm2 are then calculated by ZEBUL , allways for steady state conditions. It is
clear that steady state conditions will never be reached and that the hexcan will fail earlier with
pressures well below calculation results obtained from both models.

8. Actual conclusions:

There is a clear agreement on the different interpretations of the BF2 test performed with
pure UO2. Also out of pile experiments gave qualitative and quantitative results which were
very useful for the analysis of the in pile tests.

Concerning BF3, the effect of the presence of steel is not clearly identified. Different
interpretations have been performed assuming:

*absence of steel (ZEBUL)

*homogeneous mixing of steel (MESCLA)

*possibility of limited mixing (AFDM)

But there is a general agreement that the temperature in the hottest parts of the pool was
higher than the boiling temperature of steel.

The general conclusion concerning the hexcan meltthrough in reactor situation does not
depend on the detailed knowledge of the effect of the steel in the pool: this meltthrough
occurs clearly without important pressurisation within the pool and high heat fluxes are
rapidly established after fuel melting.

The pressure in the pool at hexcan melt-through may stay below the pressures in the
neighbouring subassemblies (4-5 bars). In respect to the pre-SCARABEE assumptions, this is
a very drastic change because much higher pressures were predicted.
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Comparison between BF3 and BF2

CHARACTERISTIC

Mass of UO2
Total

in the pool

Hydraulic Diameter

Pressure

Saturation Temperature
(UO2)
(SS)

Pool height

Heigth of single phase
bottom pool

Heigth of boiling zone

Heigth of lower Steel pool

Total
Power

in the pool

BF2

5,8 Kg

5,8 Kg

60 mm

0,5 bar

3500 К

BF3

4,9 Kg

3,5 Kg

62 mm

L85 bar

3800 К
3250 К

34 +/- 6 cm About 18 cm (after ZEBUL)

About 16 cm About 11 cm (after ZEBUL)

About 25 cm About 7 cm (after ZEBUL)

0 8 to 14 cm

580 KW 465 KW

580 KW 250 to 300 KW

Maximum heat flux About 1000W/cm2 About 1600 W/cm2
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of molten UO2 freezing experiments is performed and it is shown that heat transfer
between UO2 and structures is about one order of magnitude lower than the one that can be
calculated with usual turbulent forced convection correlation. This reduction is attributed to
the presence of an interfacial resistance between the melt and the cold wall. An evaluation of
this resistance is then proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the frame of Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accident studies for LMFBR, it has been
recognized for a long time that large amounts of molten fuel can be obtained. The subsequent
evolution of the accident sequence is strongly linked to the ability of the fuel to be dispersed
out of the core region. It is the reason why the problem of fuel relocation have received a wide
interest.

The same type of problem is encountered in the foundry industry where more and more, long
elongated pieces are produced and we have to be sure that the metal will fill the mold without
using a high initial superheat (economical problem).

In order to study this problem, simple tests are performed. They consist in the injection of a
pure substance at a well defined temperature in a tube of small diameter; they are called
COOLABILITY TESTS. In the frame of Nuclear Safety studies, such tests have been
performed with molten UO2 injections into cold stainless steel tubes. These tests showed that
relocation of the fuel is governed by a BULK FREEZING approach. The blockage of the flow
is not induced by crust growth but is rather induced at the leading edge of the flow which
exchanges heat directly to the cold structures. The fuel penetration length is then governed by
the heat transfer coefficient between the leading edge of the flow and the mold.

In this paper, we first present an evaluation of this interfacial heat transfer coefficient in
coolability experiments relevant to the BULK FREEZING approach.
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We then try to analyse experiments performed by metallurgists who were looking at the
appearance of the solid phase as a function of contact conditions.

From this, we propose an explanation of the phenomena governing heat exchanges between
the fuel leading edge and the cold structure. From this, we derive a formulation of the
interfacial heat transfer coefficient which allow us to recalculate of the different fuel relocation
tests performed in CEA (GEYSER), AEA (SMPR) and JRC ISPRA (BLOKKER).

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE INTERFACIAL RESISTANCE IN
COOLABEJTY TESTS RELEVANT TO THE BULK FREEZING APPROACH

2.1. Analytical evaluation

In a coolability test relevant to the bulk freezing approach, the experimental results are the

penetration length Lp and the time tp for plugging, obviously V of the flow should be V = —L.
p

If we assume that:

- the melt cools down from its initial temperature To to its fusion temperature TF and then
solidifies at this temperature,

- blockage of the flow occurs when the solid mass fractions reaches the value fsl at the
leading edge of the flow,

- the wall temperature Tp and the physical properties are constant it can be shown that
[1,2] the heat transfer coefficient h between the melt and the wall is such that

4 h L p - C L o g
T o - T p fslLF

pDV ^ b ° g T F - T p
 + TF-Tp (

p = melt density,
Cp = melt heat capacity,
LF = melt latent heat of fusion.

Another estimation due to PRATES and BILONI [3] which uses fS2 = the solid mass fraction
in all the melt leads to:

2 h L P _ r T0-TF LF

pDV ^ T F - T p

and can be used if To - TF « To - Tp.
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This method is interesting because it allows the determination of fs2 if we have tests performed
in the same conditions but with different initial superheat S = To - TF. It can be shown [3] that

as
(3)

2.2. Interfacial resistance in GEYSER tests [2, 4]

In these tests molten UO2 at about 3000°C is injected upward under pressure in a vertical
4 mm diameter stainless steel tube. Ten thermocouples and 10 resistive devices allow to follow
the melt flow. Initial conditions and results from these tests are presented in table 1, as well as
estimation of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient using formula (1) with fs = 0.6 as it has
been deduced [2, p26] from Pai [7] experiments with formula (3)

Test

4

7

8

9

11

13

15

AP
(bar)

3

3

3

3

8

3

8

T
PO

(°)

20

1000

over

(30 cm)

1000

over
(30 cm)

20

20

20

20

L
P

(mm)

600

750

480

470

805

450

735

4
(•)

0,19

0,18

0,12

0,26

0,42

0,30

0,31

V
o

(m/s)

3,2

4Д

4,0

1,8

1,9

1,7

3,3

hmax

(f
s
=l)

5 825

7 499

11432

4 183

2 577

3 466

3 566

hi

(f
s
=0.6)

3 980

5 120

7 807

2 858

1761

2 487

2 437

^conv

43 081

52 529

51501

27 188

28 390

26 095

44 155

Table 1 - GEYSER test results and analysis

An estimation h c o n v of forced convection heat transfer is also presented

(NUD = 0,023 Re0 > 8Pr0 '3).

These simple estimations for the interfacial heat transfer are in good agreement with
BUCOGEL calculating [8] using a bulk freezing model with a parametric heat transfer
coefficient as we can see fig. 1 where experiments 4 and 7 are recalculated.
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2.3. Interfacial resistance in the BLOKKERISPRA tests [5]

Only in the second test were measured the penetration length Lp and the time for plugging tp
needed to estimate hi. In this test, molten UO2 at about 3000°C was injected in a cold structure
at 400°C with four rectangular and one circular as shown below.

Results of the tests and evaluation of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient are presented in
table 2.

Tube

1

3

4

5

hydraulic
diameter

(mm)

4

8,5

9,9

9,9

LP
(mm)

400

2 000

2 000

1 500

*P
(s)

0.10

0.38

0.27

0.25

(m/s)

3.6

5.3

7.4

3.3

hmax

11775

7 367

11981

7 124

hi
(fs=0.6)

7 990

5 000

8 130

4 830

"conv

47 130

55 230

69 970

36 670

Table 2 - Blokker test results and analysis

2.4. Interfacial resistance in the SMPR Winfrith tests [5]

In these tests a UO2 - Mo thermite at 3 600°K is injected into 3.3 mm diameter tubes. Two
tests have been performed but, only in the second one (Test SMPR05) the instrumentation was
sufficient to allow a correct measure of Lp and tp. Such results are summarized in table 3.
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Test

SMPR05 1

SMPR05 2

SMPR05 3

SMPR05 4

L P
(mm)

166

159

179

176

(s)

0.05

0.09

0.13

0.19

V
(m/s)

3.3

1.7

1.4

0.94

hmax
(fs = 1)

26 038

14 004

10 244

6 995

hi
(fs = 0.6)

20 271

10 903

7 996

5 446

"conv

67 058

39 445

33 771

24 555

Table 3 - SMPR test results and analysis

2.5. Conclusions

In all these tests performed with UO2 injected into steel tubes and presenting a bulk freezing
type behaviour: uniform population of equiaxed grains at the leading edge of the flow, we saw
that heat transfer at this leading edge is about one order of magnitude smaller than
conventional estimation from the DITTUS BOELTER forced convection correlation. This
implies that the contact between the melt and the mold is not perfect. It is the reason why we
are now looking at experiments aimed at the study of this contact.

3. EXPERIMENTS RELEVANT TO THE CONTACT BETWEEN A MELT AND THE
MOLD

These experiments are presented in details in [1, 2] and here we will only present a summary of
the conclusions.

By studying the surface structure of Al-Cu and Pb-Sn alloys on different molds, BILONI and
CHALMERS [9] observed solid discs with the initial composition of the alloy surrounded by
shells where the solute content was changing. They called such discs "predenditric nuclei".
These "predenditric nuclei" are the points where solidification starts, points where the
configuration of the mold surface is favourable for heat extraction.

This was confirmed by PRATES and BILONI [2] who studied the solidification of an Al-Cu
alloy on a mold of well defined surface profile. As we can see on fig. 2, the "predenditric
nuclei" are located on the peaks of rugosity, which allowed the authors to propose their
schematic representation (fig. 2c).

But, by using molds of different nature but of the same surface condition (same surface
treatment), PRATES and BILONI showed that the density of "predenditric nuclei" was
different (see fig. 3). This density increases with the mold conductibility. Our interpretation of
this observation is that nucleation does not occur on every contact points (peaks of rugosity)
but that nucleation on some points may inhibit the nucleation on surrounding points of contact
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(contraction due to solidification, latent heat release, Marangoni effect ...)• This behaviour is
obviously linked to the heat extraction process (influence of the cooling rate on nucleation).

We have also observed that, from the tests of THOMAS [10] and FRAZIER [11], the density
of "predenditric nuclei" was proportional to the square of the melt velocity relative to the
mold.

All this analysis lead us to the following conclusions for the physics relative to the
determination of the interfacial heat transfer coefficient:

- before nucleation, the melt contacts the mold on the peaks of rugosity and heat is
extracted through these contact points. The contact depends on the mold rugosity, the
melt and mold properties with special mention to the surface tension, pressure and flow
velocity,

- this initial contact allows to calculate the initial cooling, thus initial nucleation. We then
obtain the density of predenditric nuclei, which can be smaller that the density of contact
points (contraction, etc.) , these predenditric nuclei become the contact points allowing
evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient after nucleation.

All this is summarized on the following chart.
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heat transfer coefficient

"Final" contact
Density of Predendritic Nuclei

Nucleation

Initial Temperature Field

Cooling Rate

Initial heat transfer coefficient

thermal conductibility
of melt and mold

initial contact
(liquid / solid)

Melt properties
(surface tension)

MELT

Mold surface
rugosity

machining

MOLD

Chart for the physics of heat transfer at a melt mold interface
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4. MODELLING OF THE INTERFACIAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

As we already mentioned we have to determine the density of "predendritic nuclei" through
which heat will be extracted after nucleation. So, we have first to study how the melt contacts
the mold on the peaks of rugosity to determine the actual surface of contact vs the ideal one.
We performed [2] calculations similar to the ones for nucleate boiling on wall cavities.

By this, we were able to evaluate the ratio 7-

characteristic of the actual surface vs ideal
surface for heat transfer. For the couple UO2

- commercial stainless steel, this ratio was
estimated to be around 0.1, the main
parameter being the wetting angle 9 but we
were enable to find any influence of the flow

velocity V on the density of contact points. We did not find any sufficient reason (pressure
fluctuations, Kelvin Helnhedtz instabilities) to push the melt deeper in the cavities in order to
contact peaks of smaller amplitudes. So we decided to use empirical observations from
Thomas [10] and Frazier [11] experiments to settle that in our case:

N p s 2 . 5 106fV2

(4)

Np = density of predendritic nuclei (nr2),
V = flow velocity (m/s),
f = correction factor (~ 1) to take all the unknowns into account.

If we now assume that this contact points are distributed according to a square or hexagonal
lattice we have:

or b =
4 N 2V3N

we will use b so we are able to perform heat transfer calculations through

constrictions of finite section.
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By using steady states analytical results [12] and transient numerical calculations [13], we were
able [2] to establish a general formulation for the interfacial resistance Rj. for one point of
contact i.e.:

R.
= 0,43 tanh [0,37 Log 4 X] + 0,57

(5)

Г 1 l
steady state contact resistance = -r-. (-

4k 2a

which for r- < 0.3 can be written
b

к =
2k,k2

j = thermal conductibility of material i

Fo

at

а2

a ^ 2 -
a,+a2

a; = thermal diffusitivity of material i

This expression (5) is represented on fig. 4 for different pair of materials.

This allow us to propose a simple estimation of the usual heat transfer coefficient

b

using only the steady state value RgS.

(6)
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We must note that in their tests, Prates and Biloni [3] using their method to calculate hj (see
eq. 2) observed empirically that hi was proportional to the square root of the density of
"predendritic nuclei" as in equation (6).

Using our estimation of Np (4), we get:

2 -
h, = 1.6103Vkm Ь—f.

1-1.41?

We will now include the factor — characteristic of the contact estimated to be around

l-Mlf

0.25 for the pair UO2-commercial steel N- = 0.1 and the factor f which also depends of the

contact melt-mold in a single correction factor g taking into account all the unknowns in the
determination of the actual contact which should be such that g ~ 0.25. We then write

h I =1.610 3 k m Vg
(7)

We will now compare this estimation and the experimental estimations made in paragraph 2.
This is done in table 4 where we verified that the values of g deduced from the experiments are
such that

0.37<g<0.16

which is in reasonable agreement with the estimation made from the contact analysis which
gives g ~ 0.25. The extreme values (0.37 and 0.16) come from BLOKKER tests where the
rectangular geometry of the tube should play a role on the melt-mold contact.
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Test

GEYSER 4

GEYSER 7

GEYSER 8

GEYSER 9

GEYSER 11

GEYSER 13

GEYSER 15

BLOKKER 1

BLOKKER 3

BLOKKER 4

BLOKKER 5

SMPR05 1

SMPR05 2

SMPR05 3

SMPR05 4

(m)

0.60

0.75

0.48

0.47

0.80

0.45

0.73

0.40

2.0

2.0

1.5

0.166

0.159

0.179

0.176

0.19

0.18

0.12

0.26

0.42

0.30

0.31

0.1

0.38

0.27

0.25

0.05

0.09

0.13

0.19

V
(m/s)

3.2

4.1

4.0

1.8

1.9

1.7

2.5

3.6

5.3

7.4

3

3.3

1.7

1.4

0.94

1.6 103 кщ
V

18 432

23 616

23 040

10 368

10 944

9 850

13 824

31312

31 376

43 808

19 536

79 200

40 800

33 600

22 566

hi exp
(fs = 0.6)

3 980

5 121

7 807

2 859

1761

2 487

2 437

5 446

7 990

5 000

8 130

20 274

10 903

7 976

5 446

g

0.22

0.22

0.34

0.28

0.16

0.25

0.18

0.37

0.16

0.19

0.25

0.26

0.27

0.24

0.24

Table 4 - Analytical and experimental evaluation of the interfacial transfer coefficient
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5. CONCLUSIONS

We have obtained a semi-empirical of the evaluation of the expression of the interfacial heat
transfer coefficient to be used in a bulk freezing model for relocation of molten UO2 into
stainless tubes useful for LMFBR Safety Studies:

0,26 103 km V < hi < 0,60 103 km V

where km is the harmonic mean thermal conductibility = -r—4^- •
к, + K2

This formula has been validated for UO2 and U0 2 -M o melt in stainless steel tube of internal
diameter between 3.3 and 10 mm and for flow velocity from 1 to 7.4 m/s.

The physics involved in the determination of the density of predendritic nuclei is rather
complicated. It involved the estimation of the actual surface of contact between the melt and
the cold surface (influence of rugosity and machining, wetting angle, ...). Once this surface
evaluated, we have to deal with nucleation in order to calculate the density of predendritic
nuclei (influence of the cooling rate) through which finally heat will be extracted from the melt.

During this work [2], we also performed nucleation calculations in the contact zone and we
came to the conclusion that the choice between bulk and conduction is governed by a
competition between nucleation and turbulence. In order to build a crust, nucleation has to
reach a certain level into the meit close to the mold, before the ejection of this melt back to the
bulk of it by BURSTS. It should then be possible to build a "freezing map" in a cooling
rate-Re plane as shown below.

EULX

N
Й

The boundary between the two freezing behaviours can be drawn from experimental results or
obtained from calculations. Such a behaviour in coherent with Prates and Biloni [3] results
who observed that the influence of convection (Re) on the fraction of solidified melt with
equiaxed structure (characteristic of bulk freezing) was low in the case of high heat extraction
and increases when heat extraction decreases.

The last work to be performed is the determination of this criteria.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The course of the initiating phase of severe fast reactor accidents is determined
by early material motion [1,2]. In simulation experiments (SIMBATH, simulation
experiments in fuel element mock-ups with thermite) the behaviour of single
pins, and 7-pin, 19-pin and 37-pin bundles undergoing melt-down was
investigated. Thermite (AI + FezOs) filled tubes typically having 7.6 mm diameter
were used as fuel rod simulators, while the exothermal heat of the thermite
reaction simulated the nuclear heat. The energy of 3.4 kJ per centimeter pin
length resulted in a temperature of the melt of about 3200 К [3]. Energy
production and melt temperature are large enough to simulate mild UTOP or
ULOF 1 incidents sufficiently well [4]. By reproducing in-pile tests (TRAN
experiments of SANDIA) in the SIMBATH test facility, it could be shown that
freezing and relocation phenomena of a thermite melt in a narrow gap are quite
similar to those of UO2 melt [5].

UTOP —
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SIMBATH is an out-of-pile experimental programme with non-radioactive
materials, which provided the possibility to perform numerous experiments with
a wide range of parameters and an extensive instrumentation. The X-ray high
speed photography used in these tests allowed to visualize material motion and
relocation qualitatively, and furthermore to gain quantitative results by the use
of additionally installed photodiodes [6].

The results of the experiments serve as a data base to evaluate physical
phenomena relevant to be modelled in computer codes (e. g. SIMMER) and on
the other hand to verify those codes [7,8].

The main objectives of the tests were to investigate

- in-pin material motion (single pin tests with homogeneous or cosine-shaped
power distribution) as far as prototypic for real fuel pins and material release
out of a failing clad

- material motion and relocation in coolant subchannels (7 pin bundles with
various hydraulic diameters)

- Blockage build-up in upstream and downstream breeder sections (7, 19 and
37-pin bundles)

- three-dimensional material motions caused by transversally subsequent
failing fuel rods (37-pin bundle).

- hexcan failures caused by melt-through and subsequent material motion in
intersubassembly channels

The experiments were carried out either in stagnant sodium with an axial
temperature gradient, or in flowing sodium, thereby simulating UL.OF or UTOP
conditions, respectively. An overview on the bundle tests carried out is given in
Table I.

2. RESULTS

2.1 General course of a bundle test

The test procedure up to ignition of the pins started with setting prespecified
conditions, for example initial temperature, gas pressure inside the fuel rod
simulators, and coolant flow-rate. After ignition the thermite reaction spread
inside the igniters over their total lenght within typically 50 ms. Then, the bulk of
thermite surrounding the igniters started to react radially. This ensured sufficient
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axial coherence of the energy release. The onset of the chemical reaction inside
the igniters led to irregularities in the sinusodial form of the ignition currents.
These signal changes were used as an indication to switch off the power supply in
order to prevent disturbances of the measured signals by sparkover. The fine
thermite powder does not allow a complete filling, this, together with volume
reduction by the thermical reaction, leads to about 50 % void inside the pin. The
chemical reaction produced a melt inside the clad which consisted of a mixture
(about half and half by mass) of alumina and iron. The dads failed by melting
attack and by mechanical stress with or without preceding sodium boiling. The
location of the first cladding failure was random in tests with uniform
temperature distribution prior to the transient. In experiments with an axial
temperature gradient (ULOF driven TOP simulation) the first pin failure occurred
preferentially in the high-temperature region.

In Fig. 1, a typical course of a bundle destruction is given. This picture was
evaluated by drawing sketches taken sequentially from X-ray films. In this
example, a seven-pin test was chosen in which the destruction of the bundle
developed rather slowly, in order to demonstrate more clearly the course of the
test than would be possible in a very fast destruction.

After clad failure, gas and molten material were released into the coolant
channel and sodium was ejected in both axial directions. Thermite moved axially
behind the liquid sodium phase boundaries. Thermal interactions took place
locally of thermite and sodium remaining on structures or reentering the test
section. Only small amounts of material were found to be involved in such
interactions. However, pressure waves arose from the sudden evaporation and
led to enforced ejection of coolant and molten material. Droplets were finely
dispersed. The thermite mixture was relocated and frozen on colder surfaces,
especially on those in the simulated breeding zones, and at flow obstructions
such as spacers. The experiments ended by refilling the test section with sodium.

2.2 In-pin material motion [9]

A specially designed fuel rod simulator was used to investigate the occurrence
and development of the first pin failure and in-pin material motion in detail. Due
to design features, the location of first pin failure was preset to occur in the
middle of the pin length. The cosine shaped power distribution and resultant
melt-up sequence promoted in-pin material motion towards the first pin failure
location.
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A sequential clad failure process was identified in this experiment, i.e. (1) pin
hole, (2) axial crack, (3) melt and peel-off by the released thermite, and (4)
thermal interactions with accumulated thermite and sodium inside the clad tube.

With respect to in-pin thermite motions, an intermittent characteristic was
identified. This intermittency restricted the amount of thermite to be
agglomerated near the failure location. Before the thermite was released from
the pin, a transition of the in-pin material pattern from quasi-stationary multiple
slugs to pulsating elongated ones was established and it resulted in weak
agglomerations of thermite near the pin hole. These evaluated ratios up to
+ 14 % were small compared to the theoretical maximum value possible for this
fuel rod simulator, i.e. + 67 %. After the pin break-up had occurred,
discontinuous in-pin motions toward the failure location were established and
prevented increase of the thermite agglomeration. Theoretically, a complete
pile-up of thermite in pin and channel can increase this ratio up to + 1260 % over
38mm lenght. (This extremely high value is due to an unprototypic large
hydraulic diameter of the channel). The evaluated ratios after pin failure were
less than + 50 % which were established in the lower part of the pin. Thus the
magnitude of agglomeration ratios can be regarded as small in this experiment,
mainly due to an intermittent characteristic for in-pin motions. Recalculations
using SIMMER [9] confirmed the experimental findings.

Concerning in-channel material motions, thermal interactions played an
important role for the agglomeration process of released thermite and for the
void development process. Initially the void region mainly developed due to gas
release from the pin, but when thermal interactions occurred in the testsection
the void progressed and also the dispersed thermite motions were influenced. No
significant freezing on cold structures was identified due to the unprototypic
large hydraulic diameter for the channel. A large space was choosen to enable
clear Х-Ray pictures.

Based on understandings of the experimental results, three physical conditions
promoting the intermittent movements are pointed out: (1) formation of
pulsating multiple liquid slugs within the pin prior to failure, (2) occurrence of a
thermal interaction which generated pressure pulses inverting in-pin slug
motions, and (3) in-pin pressure build-up which activated in-pin motions toward
the failure location. The experimental parameters able to influence this
behaviour are as follows: (1) in-pin pressure, (2) channel area, and (3) sodium
flow rate. The in-pin pressure is directly connected to the acceleration of the in-
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pin thermite and also determines the resultant material release characteristic.
Additionally the in-pin pressure may influence failure propagation due to its
mechanical loading. The channel area is related to the void development after
onset of sodium boiling and gas release due to pin failure. Thus this parameter
can determine conditions for promoting thermal interactions which influence the
initial behaviour of the in-pin and in-channel material motions. Moreover this
parameter has an effect on the freezing behaviour which can change further
material motions. The sodium flow rate influences the void development by
imposing pressure drops and by defining the inertia of sodium columns.

2.3 Early material expulsion out of the bundle test section

After the occurrence of pin failure part of the simulated fission gas was released
and formed a void inside the bundle. Subsequent material was released as a
finely dispersed droplet flow, which is due to the steep pressure difference
between in-pin cavity and the coolant channel existing at that time causing a
high acceleration of the melt, and due to the spray-off of the melt hitting
neighbouring structures such as pins or the wrapper. This highly dispersed
material followed the boundaries of the void and the liquide sodium slugs in axial
directions. Even when frozen due to radiation heat loss and cooling down as a
result of relatively cold gas and vapour flows, the fine droplets and/or particles
penetrated the simulated breeding zones. This can be seen on the X-ray films as a
cloud of material flowing axially. The amount of material leaving the test section
was evaluated in an experiment in which no wrapper failure occurred. The
material balance taken after the test indicated that 11,7 % of the material
originally placed in the thermite zone of the bundle had disappeared into the
sodium loop. The period in which this had taken place was evaluated from the X-
ray film to be within the first 300 ms after occurrence of the first pin failure in this
test. This quantitative evaluation was only possible for one experiment, for in all
other bundle tests the wrapper failed, so that a material balance could not be
evaluated unambiguously. The amount of material forced out of the test section
as finely dispersed material early in this experiment might have been more than
11,7 %, since the material ejected upstream was probably swept back into the
test section when it was refilled with sodium. However, it is estimated from film
observations that in all other SIMBATH bundle experiments the early release of
material attains more or less the same amount.
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2.4 Blockage build-up

After this early material expulsion the material motions became less violent,
when the pressure gradient had decreased. The melt agglomerated to form
larger droplets which moved axially. When entering the simulated breeding
zones these droplets came into close contact with the pins and the wrapper and
finally froze and formed blockages. These were not initially tight, but became
denser due to the accumulation of succeeding material. The time at which a
blockage became tight was evaluated from pressure and flow measurements.
Table II gives the results of all SIMBATH bundle tests. It is obvious that, if it
happened at all, the blockage in the upper simulated breeding zone became
tight before the lower. The scatter of values is rather large, this is due to different
locations of the first pin failure and to different violences of pin destruction.

The post test material distribution was evaluated by weighing the test-section
section by section. It was found that the length of penetration and the amount
of relocated material depend on the test parameters, such as the pressure of the
simulated fission gas, temperature of the structure, hydraulic diameter, and
random occurrence of local thermal interactions. The test Vjh130, given in Fig. 2,
is rather typical of a ULOF driven TOP simulation with short penetration into the
simulated breeding zones. Therefore, only a small amount of material relocated
outside the original thermite zone particularly because the wrapper did not fail.
This is different in cases where the wrapper failed and material was released into
the annular sodium channel surrounding the wrapper. Referring to Fig. 2 this
would primarily concern the material which formed the upper part of the lower
blockage.

In case of a TOP simulation, the lower blockage always remained porous. This is
because the pump head was maintained and brought sodium back to the test
section causing multiple thermal interactions. The length of penetration of
molten material and the final location of material varied between 100 and 300
mm length, and depend for example on the pressure of the simulated fission gas.
The grid spacers of the SNR 300 type seem to play an important role. In most of
the downstream blockages the position of the front edge corresponded to those
of spacers. It might not be necessarily the first spacer which the flowing material
reaches when penetrating into the simulated breeder zones.

In experiment Vjh83 the tight blockages have been analyzed with respect to the
axial distribution of alumina and iron respectively. The shorter the distance from
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the thermite zone was, the higher was the ratio of alumina within the blockage,
and vice versa. This shows that clad material was prevailing the motion.

2.5 Material redistribution inside the thermite zone

During the time between first pin failure and partially disintegration, the axially
moving material froze out at pins or the wrapper wall in the thermite zone. This
was primarily true for alumina, the material with the higher melting point. The
crusts on the clad of the fuel rod simulators within the thermite zone became,
however, mobile again when the clad melted and disintegrated while the crust at
the wall of the wrapper increased. This was less the case at the very beginning,
when a fine droplet flow was existing. Later on, when most of the bundle had
disintegrated, it was enhanced when larger drops were flowing, and finally it
became highest when annular film flow or a churn flow had built up. The latter
two types of flow regions were often superimposed by oscillations which were
due to changing pressure gradients and thermal interactions occurring at the
lower end of the test section. A crust primarily consisting of alumina was formed
which reduced heat loss from the melt. By this kind of a selective freezing, the
melt was enriched with iron. In some experiments up to 12 oscillations could be
seen on the films for about 12 s, indicating that the alumina crust effectively
delayed further freezing. The number of oscillations rather depended on
whether or not a wrapper failure occured and, if so, at what time, its location and
size.

Fig. 2 shows a typical material distribution after the test. It can clearly be seen
that most of the material of the thermite zone has been removed. The mass
balance given in Fig. 3 shows just 38 % mass reduction for the thermite zone,
because the lower blockage extends up into this region. In the region between +
140 mm and + 500 mm (both related to the lower end of the thermite zone) the
material reduction amounts to 78 %. Both figures also reflect the fact that the
relocated material in that zone consists mainly of alumina.
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2.6 Material release from bundles with different hydraulic diameters [10]

Results of Test Vjh 130 (dhydr = 3,04 mm, see Fig. 1)

In this test an unusual long time period compared to all former tests was
needed to initiate the thermite reaction in all fuel rod simulators, namely
0.360 s from the onset of the chemical reaction in the first pin until the onset
in the last. Although the time period for clad failures was somewhat shorter,
the melt release into the cooling channel occurred rather slowly. The main
material motions and relocations took place obviously after preceding small
material motions had covered the wrapper wall with a layer of solidified
alumina. This was the only test among eight bundle experiments where the
wrapper did not fail.

The first pin failure combined with gas release led to sodium expulsion so that
subsequent melt was released into a voided test-section. Nevertheless,
thermal interactions of hot melt with residual sodium, remaining as film,
caused pressure pulses of up to 0.7 MPa and of 1 ms duration. These pressure
pulses enhanced the materials to move. At time 0.380 s, the formation of a
blockage at level +360 mm inside the thermite zone could be observed on the
X-ray filmes. The material involved became moveable again when clad
destruction progressed into this region. Subsequently this material was
transported into the simulated breeding zone and deposited there. A local
thermal interaction between hot melt and residual sodium led to a pressure
pulse of 0.4 MPa and caused axial material motions into both breeding zones.
The melt froze at the already existing partial blockages, densifying them until
at 0.470 s the downstream blockage became tight. This was the case for the
upstream blockage at latest at 0.550 s. These events could not be seen on the
X-ray films, but were deduced from pressure and flowmeter readings showing
no response, although further thermal interactions inside the test section had
occurred. The blockages were found to be completely tight when sodium flow
was tried to be reestablished after the test.
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The post experiment axial material distribution (Fig.2) is characterized by a
nearly empty thermite zone (besides the steel plug formation) and by the
material accumulations forming the blockages inside the simulated breeding
zones. The share of alumina in the relocated mass was estimated visually from
the geometrical ratio of the crust on the total relocation by assuming
theoretical densities. The estimated ratio of iron within the alumina crust is
based on local analyses.

Result of Test Vjh 154 (dhydr. = 5,12 mm)

In the experiment with the larger hydraulic diameter the coherence of
thermite reaction was much faster, all pins reacted within 0.260 s, and failed
within about 0.220 s. This resulted in a somewhat faster bundle disintegration
(within 0.330 s compared to 0.578 s in V*Th130). The formation of a tight
blockage in the upper simulated breeder zone had occurred at about the same
time after the first pin failure. The period to build up the lower blockage
lasted about 0.090 s longer.

The first pressure pulses just after the first pin failure were somewhat higher
than in Vjh130. This alone, however, can not explain the more violent material
expulsion, it should also be due to the larger hydraulic diameter. Compared to
Vjh130 a temporary lockage within the thermite zone could not be observed.

At time 0.313 s a violent thermal interaction of molten material with a
remaining small amount of sodium had occurred. The subsequent pressure
pulses of up to 3.3 MPa enhanced material motions which tightened already
existing partial blockages but also led to melt accumulation near the wrapper
wall. The great heat transfer through the wrapper caused the sodium in the
bypass to boil and finally the wrapper to melt through. In spite of this
additional possibility for pressure relief and material release, the tight
blockage mentioned occurred earlier than in VTH130.
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On trying to reestablish the coolant flow after the transient it was found that
a reduced sodium flow was possible through the lower blockage and via the
wrapper failure into the bypass (about 10 % of the original mass flow at the
same pump head). After an intentional flow reversal even some sodium
flowed through the upper blockage. This indicated that the blockages were
not tightened by melt freezing but by sieving solid particles. Nevertheless, the
additional flow resistance had increased dramatically, so that only a small
mass flow could be established.

In Fig. 4 the final axial mass distribution is shown together with that of
Vjh130. Additionally, the material distributions are indicated which would
occur in the breeding zones if the coolant flow areas would be completely
filled with thermite. No depletion of any constiuent is assumed. It is to be
seen, that in spite of the higher absolute material mass in case of Vjh154, the
space to the completely filled situation is larger than in Vjh130. In the latter
experiment the blocked situation is reached in both breeding zones
confirming test results already mentioned.

The material mass reduction in the thermite zone was significantly higher in
Vjh154 than in Vjh130 although the original mass was larger due to the larger
pin diameter. The penetrations into the simulated breeding zones were more
extended and the material mass permanentely stored there was considerably
larger.

Especially in this experiment the great importance of grid spacers for material
relocation can be seen, the locations of the front edges of the blockages
correspond well with the locations of grid spacers.

Although the same conditions were chosen in two experiments, tolerances during
the fabrication of the fuel rod simulators, slight differences in the starting
conditions, random variations of the burning characteristics, and inevitable
differences in the actually established hydraulic diameter, influenced the final
results. This makes it difficult to attribute the results in all details to the different
hydraulic diameters. However, the results differ in general in a way as it is
plausible for different hydraulic diameters. Furthermore, the experience of
several former bundle tests helped to get a clear interpetation without double
meaning.
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2.7 Hexcan failure

The initiation and the course of hexcan failures are of great importance to the

propagation of a single subassembly fault and to whole-core accident sequences.

Hexcan failure can give rise to fuel removal through the intersubassembly gaps

before pools of molten fuel and steel are formed. The conditions leading to

hexcan failure were discussed in detail in a former publication /11/. For

completeness the main results are repeated here.

In most cases, material motion in the gap observed by X-ray cinematography

indicated the development of a wrapper failure. Sometimes it could not be

observed directly in the tests. In such cases, wrapper failure was deduced from the

course of flow, pressure, and temperature, and from post-experiment

investigations.

In most experiments multiple wrapper failures occurred in the course of the

experiment. All these failure events have been analyzed. Three different

mechanisms have been found leading to wrapper failure:

1) A high gas pressure in a locally failing pin led to a jet of melt hitting the

wrapper wall. Under these conditions a protective layer was prevented

from building up. Consequently a continuous local ablation of wrapper

material took place until after typically 0.080 s the wrapper failed. Sodium

boiling at the outside of the wrapper wall could not be detected at that

time. In a TOP reactor accident this type of wrapper failure may be

expected to occur in case of high fission-gas pressure in the pins.

2) Changes of the axial pressure gradient in the wrapper led to downstream

and upstream motions of the melt; a large portion of the melt was

observed to concentrate at the wall as annular flow. The developing crusts

consisting mainly of alumina turned out to be unstable and locally

detached from the wall. At these locations the hot melt came into contact

with the partly ablated wrapper wall and caused repeated intensive heat

input followed by ablation. Finally, the wrapper wall was ablated so deeply

that it failed locally under the influence of pressure. The crusts formed on

the plane surfaces of the hexcan were obviously less stable than on the

corners. Therefore, failures of the wrapper were observed only on the

plane surface, although severe ablation was detected at the corners, too.

Local sodium boiling in the annular channel was not detected to have

occurred prior to failure, but it cannot be excluded. The failure mechanism
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described may readily occur during UTOP, ULOF-TOP, and single
subassembly incidents.

3) The build-up of blockages was observed in all bundle experiments. Due to
selective freezing, the ceramic constituent (alumina) with the higher
melting temperature, froze out first at the wrapper wall within the
thermite zone, i.e. the melt was depleted in alumina. Therefore iron was
the dominating material within the blockages. When the blockage
compacted by oscillating axial material motion, the heat flux into the
wrapper increased. The sodium at the outer surface of the wall started to
boil over a larger area. Thus, heat removal was reduced and melt-through
of the wrapper followed. In this case, the extent of the failure is much
larger than in the other cases presented. This failure mechanism may also
occur during a reactor accident.

It is concluded from the experimental findings that in the SIMBATH experiments
hexcan failure by melt-through is very likely, even for small bundles. Only if the
thermite melt is set free within the wrapper over a longer period of time and a
stable layer of alumina buiids up, the wrapper may not fail. In larger bundles a
mechanical hexcan failure due to FCI induced pressure build-up may not be
excluded. In the SIMBATH experiments, however, such a failure mode was neither
observed nor was expected.

In the experiments with higher coolant temperature inside the bundle, but
nominal temperature of the sodium in the simulated intersubassembly gap, no
different failure occurrence was observed. Therefore melt-through of the
wrapper depends primarily on the local contact mode of the hot melt with the
wrapper and less on the moderately higher temperature or on the cooling
condition at the outside.

2.8 Material transport through the simulated intersubassembly gap

Openings in the wrapper are of importance to pressure relief, especially when
tight blockages at both ends have been built up, and to material release out of
neutronically sensitive regions. Such effects are difficult to investigate
quantitatively, both in-pile and out-of-pile with bundles of reduced size, because
of the limited amount of melt available for release and the difficulty of
adequately simulating the branched intersubassembly gap network. Therefore,
the findings of the SIMBATH experiments can only indicate the phenomenology
of the material transport.
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Holes generated by an impinging jet (mechanism 1) are small in size.

Consequently the amount of material released into the simulated

intersubassembly gap is small.

Openings due to crust instability (mechanism 2) are originally small in size but
may be enlarged by melt-off of the edges. This happened in SIMBATH
experiments only to a small extend, due to the limited amount of molten material
available for release. At least in one experiment the failure was closed again by
material freezing in the narrow simulated intersubassembly gap. Both effects
prevented longer durations of material flow necessary to melt off the wrapper.

Openings caused by mechanism 3 were relatively large. A higher quantity of
molten material was ejected into the simulated intersubassembly gap. In two
seven-pin experiments, in which such a wrapper failure had occurred, the amount
of material release was 27 and 33 %. Part of the material froze inside the gap,
tight blockages did not occur, probably due to the relatively large size of the gap
compared to the limited quantity of thermite available in a seven-pin bundle. In a
nineteen-pin bundle test the intersubassembly gap was modelled in order to
establish an equal sodium to thermite ratio. This led to a gap width of 1.5 mm in
comparsion to 5 mm between the subassemblies in the SNR 300 prototype
reactor. The wrapper failed just after the permeable blockage inside the upper
simulated breeding zone became dense. Melt was flowing for several tens of
milliseconds into the gap and melted off the edges. The failure size finally
reached an axial extension of about 150 mm, beginning at the upper end of the
thermite zone. It concerned incircumferencial direction four of the six faces of the
hexcan. The released material formed a tight blockage in the gap (Fig. 5).

2.9 TRAN Simulation Experiments И 2,13,14]

To compare the fuel behavior with that of the thermite, the inpile TRAN В tests
were repeated out-of-pile in similar geometry and with adjusted parameter
settings. By use of the X-ray cinematography the transient material movement
and freezing could be observed in the out-of-pile tests. This capability was not
available in the TRAN В in-pile tests.
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Though the TRAN simulation tests were performed under different boundary
conditions the tests have shown that the freezing behaviour of the thermite melt
is similar to that of a UO2 or a UO2/SS mixture used in the TRAN В in-pile series.
This ensures that the thermite melt as used in the SIMBATH experiments can
simulate the behaviour of fuel with respect to freezing and blockage formation.

In the following, the results of the tests and the related conclusions are

summarized:

- The flow regime during the thermite melt injection generally corresponds to

an annular droplet flow superimposed by a kind of slug flow caused by

material agglomerations.

- The penetration length observed is comparable to that in the TRAN В series,
although the axial distribution of the deposits is different.

- The components of the thermite melt freeze out selectively, the ceramic
(А!гОз) with the higher melting point first.

- The formation of crusts is strongly linked to the selective freezing process. In
the lower part of the annular test channel, where the ceramic is prevailing in
the crust, the relocation seems to be governed by conduction freezing. The
thickness varies between 0.2 and 0.5 mm. The appearance of these crusts is
similar to that of the TRAN В in-pile tests.

- In the upper part, deposits accumulated sometimes forming even bridges
across the annular channel. These consist mainly of metal from the thermite
melt. The formation of the deposits or local blockages seems to be governed
by bulk freezing.

- The crusts formed at the convex surface of the central pin are not stable.
Those at the concave inner tube surface are rather stable, however, not in
every case. Sometimes even these crusts are broken up and removed locally.

- Severe local ablation is not observed, this is attributed to the lowered initial
temperature (300° C) of the annular channel.

Extensive recalculations using the code BUCOGEL reported in [14] confirm and
support the experimental findings.
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2.10 Three-dimensional effects of material movement and relocation [16]

The random incoherence in location and time of material release, movement, and
relocation may prevent or delay the formation of completely tight blockages
because of the increased velocity when material flow is bypassing obstructions
consisting of earlier frozen deposits. These events discussed for ULOF accidents in
reactors, were studied in a 37-pin bundle experiment.

The 37 pins reacted within a period of 200 ms. Because of tolerances in the
construction and the inherent statistical features of local physical events,
incoherences arise in the onset of the chemical reaction and in pin wall melt-
through. This leads to an equivalent incoherent pin failure sequence. Ignition
started at one side of the bundle and progressed to the opposite side. This
resulted not only in incoherences in pin failure occurrence, but also incoherences
of sodium ejection, bundle destruction, and axial melt motion.

- It is deduced from the shape of the pressure readings (Fig. 6), where every
pressure burst can be correlated with a pin failure event, that the sequence of
pin-failures and their axial propergation was rather slow, if being compared
to other events like time for bundle voiding, blockage build-up, and wrapper
melt-through. Larger pressure bursts are attributed to the reactions of several
pins taking place simultaneously.
However, the number of peaks and bursts are in approximate coincidence
with reacting pins or groups of pins, respectively. Pressure peaks may also be
due to local thermal interactions.

- The radial incoherence of sodium ejection is to be seen from the development
of the void (Fig. 6). The movement of the void boundaries is evaluated by
integrating flow meter readings. These gauges were situated at some distance
from the reaction zone. It had to be assumed for this evaluation that flat void
boundaries existed and no sodium film was remaining at the structure.
Due to the slow propagation of pin failures mentioned the void develops
slowly. Sodium is transported from below into the thermite zone up to about
0.23 s, while the void is generated. Coincidence of void generation evaluated
by mass balance between inlet and outlet coolant flow and sodium flow into
the reaction zone implies that liquid sodium and void must have existed
within the reaction zone at the same time. The information concerning the
actual status of bundle destruction allows to exclude the existence of liquid
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sodium slugs covering the whole cross section. A partly voided cross section is

highly probable.

- Radial incoherence in mass flow is illustrated in Fig. 7 where the difference in
material density in the two vertical halves of the test section is given. One has
to take into consideration that the three X-ray equipments are distributed
both axially and circumferencially. This means that the test section is seen
from different azimuthal positions by the photodiodes. Nevertheless, it is
clearly to be seen that the radial incoherence in bundle destruction (starting
to become essential at 100 mm height at 0.15 s) results in incoherent blockage
build-up (above 480 mm height at about 0.235 s). The azimuthal position of
the partial blockage corresponds to that of the group of pins reacting and
failing first.

A thermal interaction between a larger amount of melt and sodium took place at
20 mm height at 0.231 s. The subsequent material expulsion resulted in a
considerable signals decrease in the substraction of material densities of the both
halves of the test section (Fig. 7), but on the other hand in signals increase when
the signals are added (Fig. 8). This shows that material accumulation has taken
place, but the relocation has equilibrate the already existing partial blockage in
the half space along the whole cross-section.

This experiment confirms the results of previous tests with smaller bundles insofar
as radial incoherences in material distribution, if existing at all, are of temporary
nature. These will be homogenized by cross flow of sodium and melt through the
pin bundle or already molten-off regions inside the wrapper. The increase in
material flow velocity at the passage of flow obstructions as for example partial
blockages does not prevent formation of tight relocations.

3. SUMMARY

Within the SIMBATH test series, experiments were carried out with single, 7, 19
and 37 fuel rod simulators in a bundle. The material movement, relocations, and
wrapper failure of a bundle undergoing melt-down were investigated out-of-
pile. By means of X-ray cinematography and suitable instrumentation, the events
taking place could be studied. Post-experiment investigations supported the
transient observations and allowed quantitative statements on the material
distribution. Although some test conditions and physical properties of the
thermite differ and therefore, the results cannot be transferred directly to reactor
conditions, it has been demonstrated that in principle the behaviour is rather
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similar. At least the phenomenology of the sequence of events seems to be the
same. The results of the SIMBATH tests can serve to define physical events to be
modelled in computer codes and to validate those.

Just after the onset of bundle destruction part of the melt released from the fuel
rod simulators flowed as finely dispersed droplets in axial directions. Due to their
high velocity and small sizes, a significant amount penetrated the simulated
breeding zones after a void had been established. In ULOF or ULOF driven UTOP
simulations some of the material which had left the thermite section in the
upstream direction was swept back into this region as it refilled with sodium. The
amount of material which had left the test section permanently was found to be
in the order of 10 % of the material present in the thermite region prior to the
test.

When the steep pressure gradient in the test section, which was established just
after the onset of pin destruction, had decreased, the melt agglomerated to
larger drops which formed blockages when penetrating into the simulated
breeding zones. The following material made the blockages denser and increased
their axial extensions. The downstream blockages were always tight if the
hydraulic diameter of the SNR 300 Mark II core was simulated. Up-stream
blockages became tight in the case of ULOF driven TOP simulation and remained
permeable to some extent in TOP simulation in the vicinity of sodium because the
pump head was still maintained. These results seem to be closely related to the
small hydraulic diameters (in the order of 3 mm); tight blockages did not develop
in an experiment with a larger hydraulic diameter (dhyd = 5 mm).

Hexcan failure seems to be very likely. Three mechanisms of occurrence have
been identified:

i) By a jet of melt impinging on the wall. The size of the hole and the amount
of material released from it are very limited.

ii) By ablation and melt-through of the wrapper after the protecting crust of
alumina had become peeled off.

iii) By melt-through in the region where a blockage has been built up. In this
case, large areas of the wall are molten off; material release is very
effective.

Due to the fact that failure modes i) and ii) occur early in an accident, the amount
of material ejected is small, the consequences on neutronic power generation
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may, nevertheless, be important. The released material is transported axially;
substantial material accumulations in the subchannel have been observed only in
a 19-pin experiment with a rather narrow intersubassembly gap.

It could be confirmed that incoherences in material release, following radially
propagating bundle melt-down, will be homogenized by cross flow of sodium
and melt through the pin bundle or already molten-off regions inside the
wrapper. The increase in material flow velocity at the passage of flow
obstructions, as for example partial blockages, does not prevent formation of
tight blockages.

If similar material movements as observed in the SIMBATH experiments would
occur during a reactor accident, this was as finely dispersed material flow early in
the course, material flow forming blockages outside the simulated fissile zone,
and flowing through escape pathes after hexcan melt-through, the further
nuclear heat generation would be reduced drastically or even terminated.

Remarks:

In seventeen years performing experiments a big amount of results was
produced, which is presented in this paper just in brief. Especially, results gained
by X-ray high speed movies cannot be sufficiently presented in a paper. However,
all essential results are published. Persons interested in details are referred to
references given in the particular chapters.
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Test No V T h 7 4 V T h 8 3 V T h 8 5 VTh 130

Cross section

8 6
8

i
со
—j

О

I

1 steel
2 alumina
3 inert gas
4 steel
5 sodium
6 steel
7 sodium
8 fuel rod simulator

Power release
per cm pin
per cm bundle
total

width 42.5/39.5

0.42 m/s. 767K
width 28.2/24.2
4.16 m/s, 767K
0 7.6

3.68 kJ
25.8 kJ
1.29 MJ

width 58/55

Argon
width 42.5/39.5
0.2 m/s, 767K

.width 28.2/24.2
4.6 m/s. 767K
0 7.6

3.94 kJ
27.6 kJ
1.38 MJ

diam. 054/050
diam. 050/042

stagnant, 773K
width 28.2/24.2
stagnant, ®
0 7.6

3.90 kJ
27.3 kJ
1.366 MJ

diam. 082/075
diam. 075/067

0.2 m/s, 773K
diam. 057/052
2.17 m/s, 773K
0 7.6

3.65 kJ
69.3 kJ
3.47 MJ

diam. 048/044
diam. 044/width31.5

stagnant, 773K
width 28.2/24.2
stagnant, ф
0 7.6

3.56 kJ
24.9 kJ
1.247 MJ

x) Cross section at the location of wrapper failure, namely in the lower breeding zone

• Axial temperature distribution approximated to LOF condition

All dimensions for diameters and widths in mm

Sheet 1

IRE876U90Q

Table I; Construction and Test Conditions



Test No

Cross section

1 steel
2 alumina
3 inert gas
4 steel
5 sodium
6 steel
7 sodium
8 fuel rod simulator

Power release
per cm pin
per cm bundle
total

V T h 154

Ж
\

8 7 6

diam. 046/044
diam. 044/width 34.5

stagnant, 773K
width 31.5/28.5
stagnant, ф
Ф8.0

4.26 kJ
29.8 kJ
1.49 MJ

V T h 155

л

8 7 6

diam. Ф62/Ф60
diam. 060/width 45.5

0.48 m/s, 773K
width 42.5/39.5
4.38 m/s. 773K
Ф7.6

3.51 kJ
66.62 kJ

3.33 MJ

V T h 160

s11111
Шf- 1

diam. Ф80/Ф77
diam. *77/width 63.75

0.48 m/s, 773K
width 57.75/54.75
4.7 m/s, 773K
Ф7.6

3.54 kJ
131.1 kJ

6.56 MJ

Axial temperature distribution approximated to LOF condition

All dimensions for diameters and widths in mm

Sheet 2

IRE888i634a

Table I : Construction and Test Conditions



Experiment

VTh74

VTh79

VTh83

VTh85

Vih130

Vih154

VTh155

VTh160

Classification

7 pin UTOP
fresh fuel

7 pin UTOP
high burn-up

7 pin
ULOF-TOP

19 pin UTOP
high burn-up

7 pin
ULOF-TOP

7 pin
ULOF-TOP

19 pin UTOP
fresh fuel

37 pin UTOP
fresh fuel

Time of block
inthebree

lower

0.6-0.7s
nearly tight

0.63s
nearly tight

0.175s
tight

0.74s
tight

0.59s
tight

0.60s
rather tight

0.425s
tight

0.490
partial

age build-up
ding zone

upper

0,3s
tight

0,21s
tight

0.12s
tight

0.32s
tight

0.47s
tight

0.425s
rather tight

0.33s
tight

0.235s
tight

Remarks

wrapper with internal
alumina liner

enlarged hydraulic
diameter dh=5.04mm

incoherent
bundle melt-down

Remark: The times given are referred to the onset of the chemical reaction
inside the first pin

Table U Time of blockage build-up in SIMBATH bundle tests
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Reacted thermite ///Sodium

I
CO
—]
CO

I

.350-

Movement
of phase
boundary
-3.9m/s

Movement of
phase bound-

Mainly drop flow
0.28s

Part 1
0.33s

IRE8771548

Fig. 1 SIMBATH VTh 130, Phenomenological Course of Test



Reacted thermite ///Sodium

I
CO

"Cloud" of
material
«ttm/s t

•TCI"?

Mainly
i downward
* material

movement

"Cloud" of
material
t=0.770s

1 Material
I movement

t=0.805s
v-2m/s

Formation of
blockage

- Mild "FCI"
t=0.591s

"material
movement
mainly l

Violent "FCI"
>0.733s
mat.J-10m/s

i Mat.moving
ft=0.715s

Weak TCI
b0.708s
mat.

-Mainly annular/drop flow-

WmVZ
Part 2

e U\^[JLMlRE8771549

Fig. 1 SIMBATH VTh 130, Phenomenological Course of Test (cont.)
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Reacted thermite ///Sodium

I
со

No further
material
movement

Mat. moving
downward
by gravity

Material
I movement

t=0.980S

Mat. moving
1 downward

by gravity

I upwards
v-2m/s

118s

Mainly churn flow

Up and downward
material movements
continue up to
t=15.0s

Part 3
IRE8771550

Fig. 1 SIMBATH VTh 130, Phenomenological Course of Test (cont.)



i
CO

I Ti

/, Relocated alumina

Relocated steel/iron

Pieces analyzed

Original distribution (testsection-
tube, fuel rod simulators and
spacers)

Thermite section Heater section

End plugs

-200 -100 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Axial height fmml

IRE872H63

Fig. 2 SIMBATH VTh130, Post Experiment Material Distribution
and Rough Estimation of Alumina/Iron-Ratio
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I

Before test Thermite zone
,. „ m U - f alumina
thermite | , r o n

clad + igniter
spacer

(iO «500

137.4 g=
149,6 g =
245,3 g=

50.6 g =

582,9 g=

mm)
Ю0К

)
\ 100%

J
100%

After test

Lower breeding
ZOne 1-160 tOmm)

alumina 3,5 g= «%
iron /steel 56,4 g= 12.7%

59.9 g=10.3%

Thermite zone
(t0 «500 mm)

alumina 120.7 g= в7.а%
iron/steel 238,6 g= 53.6%

359,3 g= 61,6%

Upper breeding
Z O n e 1*500 .650 mm)

alumina 8,4 g= 6.2%

iron/steel 87.1 g = 19.6%

95.5 g=16.4%

Lack of material

alumina 4,8 g= 3,54
iron/steel 63,4 g = u.i%

68.2 g =11.7%

Lower blockage
(-126.5 «123 mm)

alumina 29.8 g= 21.7s
iron/steel 263,0 g = 59.0%

292.8 g= 50.2%

Thermite zone
(middlepart *123 «500mm)

alumina 94,4 g = ee.7%
iron/steel 32.0 g = 7.3%

126.4 g = 21.7У.

Upper blockage
|»500„....+650тт)

alumina 8.4 g = 6.1%
iron/steel 87,1g = i9,6%

95,5 g =16,4%

Lack of material

alumina 4,8 g= и х
iron/steel 63,4g = u.i%

68.2 g = 11.7%

IRE8771553

Fig. 3 SIMBATH VTh130. Chart of Material Movement
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CD

40- Completely filled
coolant channel

SIMBATH Ч^Ы
pin diam. 8.0 mm
pitch 9.9 mm

Material distribution if cool-
ant channel would be com-
pletely filled with thermite
V i e 4

SIMBATH V7h130
pin diam. 7.6 mm

8.8 mm
3.04mm

Original distribution
(test-section-tube,
fuel rod simulators
and spacers) Longitudinal mass of

test-section-tube

Flexible parts
Thermite zone-Dummy pin zone

("cold ends")

End plugs
Dummy pin zone
(electrical heaters, tube)

-400 -200 +200 +400 +600

Axial height [mm]
+800

x Both material distributions are related to the longitudinal mass of the corresponding test-section-tube

IRE8971754

Fig. 4 SIMBATH, Post Experimental Material Distribution of two Tests with
Different Hydraulic Diameters



•500 mm •600 mm 700 mm

Simulated upper breeder

Relocations (prevailing
iron/steel) blocking the inter-
subassembly gap

Thermocouples

Hexcan wrapper Molten edges

20mm

10mm

Safety container with its alumina liner removed

IRE88816/.2

Fig. 5 SIMBATH VTh155, Outside View of
the Upper Hexcan Failure
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I

Testsection
Testsection
bypass

void boundary

Bypass +250mm

1= 1MPa

Testsection -200mm

0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
dTime referred to onset of thermite reaction [s]

IRE9121813

Fig. 6 SIMBATH VTh160, Development of Void inside the Testsection and Testsection
Bypass as a Consequence of the second Wrapper Failure
(Тле first failure did not cause essential void)
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Value of uppermost diode
of camera A is linear
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CO
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Wrapper
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Direction of X-ray
beam

о Location and time of
first pin failure

x Location and time of
first hexcan failure

Safety container ond alumina liner not shown
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Fig. 7 SIMBATH VTh160, Difference of Material Density in the two
Halves Of the T e s t Section (Left half minus right half, both referred to initial state)
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Fig. 8 SIMBATH VT h 160, Change in Material Distribution
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Analyses of Out-of-Pile Freezing Experiments by SIMMER-II
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Abstract

This paper describes the interpretation of the TRAN Simulation experiments
performed by SIMBATH facility of КЖ. Two typical TRAN Simulation
experiments were analyzed by using the SIMMER-П code. The original TRAN
experiments were performed at SNL in order to examine the freezing behavior of
molten UO 2 injected into an annular channel. In the TRAN Simulation experiments
of SIMBATH series, similar freezing phenomena were investigated for molten
thermite, i.e., a mixture of AI2O3 and iron, instead of VO^

The analyses of the simulation experiments by SIMMER-II code aimed at
clarifying the applicability of the code and interpreting the freezing process during the
experiments. Distribution of molten materials that had deposited in the test section
was compared between experimental measurements and calculation by SIMMER-II.
Through this study, it has been confirmed that SIMMER-II can well reproduce the
TRAN Simulation experiments with allowable difference. The calculations by
SIMMER-II also suggested that further model improvements, e.g., freezing on a
convex surface, would be effective for a better interpretation of the freezing
phenomena.

1. Introduction

A series of out-of-pile experiment: SIMBATH was performed at KfK in
Germany since the late 1970s. *) The SIMBATH experiments aimed at simulating
material relocation during core disruptive accidents (CDAs) with fuel pin bundles
simulated by thermite mixture. They have accumulated very important and rare
experimental data base to investigate and interpret phenomena under CDA
conditions of fast breeder reactors (FBRs). For the SIMBATH experiments, several
post-test computational analyses have been performed with SIMMER-II code, and
they have made clear that the code is well applicable to the calculation of the

experiments to interpret the phenomena of material relocation. 2)»3)
This study was focused on the calculation of TRAN Simulation experiments

that had been performed in the SIMBATH facility. The original TRAN experiments
were performed at Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), that examined the freezing
behavior of molten UO2 injected into an annular channel. 4) The TRAN Simulation
experiments of SIMBATH series were to examine similar freezing behavior by using
molten thermite, i.e., a mixture of AI2O3 and iron, instead of VO^ Preceding this
study, Kaiser had calculated the TRAN Simulation experiments by the BUCOGEL
code.6) He concluded that the calculated penetration distances compared well with
the experimental measurements.

Through the analyses of the TRAN Simulation experiments by SIMMER-II,
the model capability of the code was investigated concerning molten material freezing
in an annular channel. As a result, we confirmed that SIMMER-II can well simulate
the experimental measurements regarding penetration length and axial distribution of
relocated alumina and iron. The calculations by SIMMER-II also suggested that
further model improvements, e.g., freezing on a convex surface, can be effective for a
better interpretation of the freezing mechanism.
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Peppier and Will concluded that the TRAN Simulation experiments in
SIMBATH facility using a thermite mixture well reproduced the TRAN experiments
using UO2 melt.7) Therefore, the fact that calculated results by SIMMER-П agreed
well with experiments should encourage us to extrapolate results by the validation
works of SIMMER-II based on SIMBATH experiments to reactor case analyses.

2. Overview of SIMBATH TRAN Simulation Experiments

Figure 1 shows the experimental facility for TRAN Simulation experiments.
It consisted of a thermite injector and an annular test channel. The inside of the
injector was clad with an alumina liner to protect the injector tube from the thermal
attack. In the TRAN Simulation experiments, molten thermite mixture was injected
into the annular test section owing to the gas pressure generated by thermite reaction.
On the other hand, in the TRAN series, molten UO2 was injected by He pressure of
about 1 MPa. The movement of penetrating molten material was measured by
thermo-couples axially embedded within annular test section. High speed X-ray
cameras observed the transient materials relocation.

1438 mm j -

Test
Section

Omm

PI: Pressure
pick-up

Outer tube §

4

Diaphragm

Detail

Central tube
Annular section

Thermite
injector
Gas line

-Power supply

?b8mm

Conic section

P2: Pressure
pick-up

Thermite

Liner
Igniter

Figure 1 Schematic View of TRAN Bl Simulation Test Section

After the ignition of thermite, the reaction completed within several tens of
milliseconds. Inert gas in the thermite mixture and vapor from molten materials built
up the pressure in the injector. The maximum pressure was assumed to be around 3.2
MPa with molten thermite temperature of 3445K. By the completion of thermite
reaction, the volume fraction of molten components in the injector was about 60%.
The pressure build-up breached the rupture diaphragm and gas-vapor mixture spread
over the test section. The relocation of molten thermite, i.e., alumina and iron,
followed in few milliseconds, that penetrated into the annular section. The injection
of molten materials occurred in several stages. A droplet flow was observed at first,
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then a churn flow followed with higher volume fraction of melt. The molten material
movements finished mostly in 250 to 300 msec.

Table 1 lists the major results from the two typical tests: В1/11 and В1/4.
The total mass of molten thermite mixture was approximately same for both tests. In
the test В1/11, the temperature of the pre-heated annular section was 573K for
avoiding the ablation of injector tube leading to radial melt-through. This temperature
was lower than that of original TRAN tests considering the lower melting temperature
of a thermite mixture compared to UO2 of TRAN tests. The annular temperature of
the TRAN tests was 773K. In the test В1/4, the initial temperature of the pre-heated
annular channel was 1173K. The other major difference between В1/11 and В1/4 was
that the central structure in the annular section was a tube for В1/11, while a rod
without a central hole for В1/4. 7)

Table 1 Major Data of Typical Two Tests of
SIMBATHTRAN Simulation Experiments

ACM. 1Ч1Р*

Initial temperature
of test section (K)

Injected mass (g)

Material deposited
in annular section (g)

Position of max. mate-
rial deposition (mm)

Total penetration
length (mm)

Crust thickness (mm)

Injection period (sec)

Period of material

Bl/11

573

44.0

20.4

235-265

355

0.15-033

0.16

0.22

Bl/4

1173

40.2

22.4

185-230

500

032-0.65

0.24

032
movement (sec)

3. SIMMER-II Model for Freezing 8)

In SIMMER-II, the liquid component energy is compared with the liquidus
energy in order to evaluate freezing rate. If the liquid component energy is less than
the liquidus energy, then sufficient solid material is taken from the liquid component
to leave the liquid energy equal to the liquidus energy. The mass transferred per unit
volume for freezing a liquid component is defined as follows.

SuqM ~eLm 1 m- о " uqM

where At is the fluid dynamics time step, TLm Jreczing is the mass-transfer rate per unit

volume due to freezing of liquid component m, p\m is the current macroscopic
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density of liquid component m, eLiqM is the liquidus energy, ёп

ш is the advanced-

time specific internal energy, and hf M is the heat of fusion.
Liquid fuel can freeze and become frozen fuel attached to can-wall structure,

or it can freeze into solid particles carried with the liquid field. In the current model,
liquid fuel cannot freeze onto cladding surface. For the calculation of TRAN
Simulation test, alumina was assigned as the fuel component. Liquid steel can freeze
to the cladding or the can-wall, or it can freeze into solid particles in the liquid field.
The partition of freezing rates defining the destination of liquid to solid components is
defined in proportion to the heat-transfer rates of various components. The freezing
rates of liquid fuel to frozen fuel and into solid particles are calculated as

•* Lf.FJz ~ ЧнЦ.сЛ Lf,freezing

and

*-Lf,Fpcl =y^HLf,pm + ^HLf ,L M If .freezing '\4tiLS,pm + QriLf.cw + ^HLf ,L'' w )

where TLf ̂  is the mass- transfer rate from liquid to frozen fuel, TLfFpd is the mass

transfer rate from liquid to solid particle fuel, TLf freezing is the total rate of freezing of

liquid fuel, qHLf pin is the heat-transfer rate from liquid fuel to the pin structure, qHLf cw

is the heat-transfer rate from liquid fuel to the can wall structure, and qHLfL is the
total heat-transfer rate from the liquid fuel to the other liquid-field components.

For the freezing of liquid steel, three heat-transfer paths determine the mass
transfer rates for three ultimate destinations, that is, the cladding, the can wall and the
solid steel particles.

* Ls.cld = (lHLs,cld'- Unfreezing '\$Н1л,сШ + Q.HLs,cw + 1HU,L.)> \V

*• Ls,cw = QHLS,CW^ Ls.freezing ' W

and

* Ls.Spc! ~ QHLS.L*- Lsjreezing

where FUJreezing is the total rate of freezing of liquid steel, Г^ ш is the mass-transfer

rate of liquid steel to solid cladding, TUcw is the mass-transfer rate of liquid steel to

solid can wall, TLsSpct is the mass-transfer rate of liquid steel to solid steel particles,

QHLS.CU i s t n e heat-transfer rate from liquid steel to the pin structure, qHLscw is the

mass-transfer rate from liquid steel to the can wall structure, and qHLs L is the total

heat transfer rate from liquid steel to the other liquid-field components.
For the calculation of the TRAN Simulation tests, iron was assigned as the

steel component in SIMMER-II.

4. Modeling of TRAN Simulation Tests

For the calculations by SIMMER-II, the injector and the annular test section
were modeled into an R-Z one dimensional mesh noding of 1x76. A typical node
height for the test section was 2 cm. The rupture diaphragm (Fig. 1) was not
modeled. The calculation was started at the time when the thermite reaction
completed and the rupture diaphragm broke. It was 64 ms in test В1/11. Five
conditions were assumed for the calculations.
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(1) The molten mixture in the injector consisted of alumina (AI2O3) and iron. Nickel
and chromium as the composition of the igniter were neglected.

(2) At the initiation of the calculations, the molten materials were uniformly mixed.
(3) The inert gas of the injector was removed before the beginning of calculation. In

the calculation, the driving force was due to the vapor of molten iron and
alumina.

(4) The initial temperature of molten alumina was 3445K, while 3100K for iron.
(5) The central tube or rod within the annular test section was modeled as cladding

component in SIMMER-II.

Two types of calculations were performed. In the first type of calculation, the
molten materials can freeze only on the inner surface of the outer tube in the annular
section. This is for compensating the modeling limitation that fuel, or alumina, can
not freeze on the cladding surface to form a crust. The outer tube was model as can
wall component in SIMMER-II. The surface area of cladding, i.e., central tube or rod
was added to the can wall surface. The input surface area of cladding for heat transfer
was set to zero. Hence, molten materials do not freeze on the cladding surface.
Namely, solid particles of alumina do not appear through the calculation. For the
other type of calculation, the surface area of central tube or rod was normally
modeled. Therefore, the molten alumina corresponding to heat-transfer rate from
liquid alumina to pin structure, i.e., qHLf pin, can freeze into solid particles in the liquid

field.
Table 2 shows the material property data used for the calculations.

Table 2 Material Property of Thermite Mixture

Alumina:
Density

solid: 3800.0 Kg/m3; liquid: 3400.0 Kg/m3
Melting temperature 2313.0 К
Thermal conductivity

solid: 6.0 W/mK; liquid: 16.1 W/mK

Iron:
Density

solid: 7470.0 Kg/m3; liquid: 6200.0 Kg/m3
Melting temperature 1803.0 К
Thermal conductivity

solid: 32.0 W/mK; liquid: 46.0 W/mK

5. Results of SIMMER-II Calculations

Two types of calculations were performed for each of TRAN Simulation tests:
Bl/11 and Bl/4. The major difference in initial condition between Bl/11 and Bl/4
was pre-heated structure temperature. In the test Bl/11, the temperature was 573 K;
while 1173 К for Bl/4. The results of SIMMER-II calculations were compared with
experimental measurements and BUCOGEL calculations by Kaiser.

5.1. TRAN Simulation Bl/11

Figure 2 shows the dynamic pressure histories measured in the experiment and
calculated by SIMMER-II. PI was located on the top of the test section and P2 was
above the diaphragm. The rupture diaphragm broke when P2 pressure surpassed PI.
The time was 64 msec after the onset of thermite reaction. The calculation started at
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this time. The calculated initial pressure in the injector was 3.0 MPa. The calculated
dynamic pressure showed rather quick rise up to about 0.18 MPa in 30 m seconds. In
the calculation, it was assumed that molten materials initially mixed in uniform. The
major pressure source was vapor pressure of the molten iron. The peak pressure
became comparable with the experimental measurement. The pressurization
continued for 0.1 sec. In the BUCOGEL calculation, Kaiser used the pressure drawn
by the broken line, assuming the failure of pressure gauge just after the pressure peak.

0.2

0.15

8

g 0.05 "

-0.05

• SIMMER-II

• Experiment Measurements

Estimated for
BUCOGEL calc.

Burst of diaphram
at 0.064 sec

- referred to onset of
thermite reaction

0.05

Time [sec]

Figure 2 TRA.N Sim. В1/11 Pressure Data: Experimental Measurement at
P2(+10mm) vs. SIMMER-II Calculation

Figure 3 shows the calculated velocity of melt front. It was apparent that the
quicker pressure rise affected the trend of velocity calculated by SIMMER-II. The
peak velocity was almost equal to that by BUCOGEL.

Figures 4 and 5 show the calculated final distributions of mass deposited in the
test sections. Figure 4 was the case A where the surface of cladding, i.e., central tube
was added to can wall, while figure 5 was the case В where the cladding surface was
normally modeled. In the case A, the penetration length was about 520 mm and the
total mass deposited in the annular section was 28.4 gram. The maximum value of
the deposited mass was 1.7 gram/cm. In the case B, the melt penetrated to 420 mm
with total deposited mass of 17.8 gram including solid thermite particles. The
maximum deposited mass was 1.3 gram/cm. The comparison with the experimental
measurements indicated that the case В reproduced the experiment better than the
case A (see table 1 and figure 6). SIMMER-II calculated a long trailing edge of the
freezing front. It was supposed due to the dispersed droplet flow model and
numerical diffusion.
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"1 1 1 Г

Onset of
diaphragm burst

0 0.05 0.1
Time [sec]

0.15 0.2

Figure 3 TRAN Sim В1/11: Velocity of Melt Front

Deposited Mass; TRAN Sim. Bl/11 (A) Deposited Mass; TRAN Sim. Bl/11 (B)
П'ИТИ'И'ИТП'ГГИ

frozen alumina
alumina particles
iron (claddin
iron (can wall)

100 200 300 400
Axial Height [mm] 100 200 300 400

Axial Height [mm]
500

Figure 4 TRAN Sim. Bl/11 (A),
Deposited Mass Distribution Calculated
by SIMMER-II. Case A: Tube Surface
Added to Can Wall

Figure 5 TRAN Sim. Bl/11 (B),
Deposited Mass Distribution Calculated
by SIMMER-II. Case В: Tube Surface
MOdeled Normally as Cladding

Figures 7 and 8 show the volumetric distributions of deposited materials. The
calculation well simulated the typical trend of the selective freezing of a thermite
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mixture. Namely, near the entrance of annular section the alumina (AI2O3)
dominated the composition of the crust. The iron/steel showed the opposite tendency.

Distribution of Penetrated Mass: TRAN Sim. В1/11

1 Experiment
SIMMER-II

• BUCOGEL(Kaiser)

0 100 400200 300
Axial Height [mm]

Figure 6 TRAN Sim. В1/11; Distribution of Penetrated Mass

500

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

TRAN Sim. Bl/11: Calculation by SIMMER-П TRAN Sim. Bl/11: Experimental Measurements
I I 1 I

•

1 1 1 1

nг

. 1 . 1 1 1 1 1

!""P
I Iroi

1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 j 1 1 1 1

Alufflina particles "

1 ;

/steel i KB I

.... i.,.hvr
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Axial Height [mm]

Figure 7 Volumetric Material
Distribution: TRAN Sim. Bl/11
Calculated by SIMMER-II

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Axial Height [mm]

Figure 8 Volumetric Material
Distribution: TRAN Sim. Bl/11
Post-Test Measurement

5.2 TRAN Simulation В1/4

In the calculation of the В1/4 test, the preheated temperature of annular section
was 1173 K. Figures 9 and 10 show the deposited mass calculated for case A and B,
respectively. Severe melting of the lower part of annular section was calculated in the
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case B. About 10 cm from the bottom of central tube was ablated. The ablated mass
was about 15 gram. Note that the initial molten iron in the injector was about 25
gram. In the case A, the surface of the central rod was added to the outer tube
surface. Hence, the heat-transfer to the central rod was not accounted so that the rod
remained intact throughout the calculation. The ablated mass of iron in the case В
joined the movement of penetrating materials. It could lower the temperature of
molten steel and promote the production of solid thermite particles as defined by (3).
As a result, the calculated ratio of alumina particles to frozen alumina for В1/4 was
larger than that for В1/11. (See figures 5 and 10)

Deposited Mass; TRAN Sim. Bl/04
4-4

Deposited Mass; TRAN Sim. 1/04 (B)

alumina particles
iron (cladding)
iron (can wall)

200 300 400 500

Axial Height [mm]

Figure 9 TRAN Sim. В1/4 (A),
Deposited Mass Distribution Calculated
by SIMMER-II. Case A: Rod Surface
Added to Can Wall

Axial Height [mm]

Figure 10 TRAN Sim. В1/4 (В),
Deposited Mass Distribution Calculated
by SIMMER-II. Case B: Rod Surface
MOdeled Normally as Cladding

The total deposited mass was 28 gram for the case A calculation, while it was
25 gram for the case B. The penetration length was 500 mm in case B, and 540 mm
in case A. Figure 11 shows the comparison of deposited mass distributions of
experiment, calculations by SIMMER-II and BUCOGEL. By the experiment
measurements, the peak of penetrated mass ranged from 185 to 230 mm. The total
length of the penetration was 480 mm. Though the deposited mass distribution by
SIMMER-II generally surpassed the experiment, the calculated shape of distribution
and the penetration length agreed well with the experiment.

The calcluated mass deposited in the annular test section was well reproduced
by the case В calculations using SIMMER-II. In the case В calculation, the heat-
transfer of molten alumina onto cladding could generate solid particles. SIMMER-II
does not calculate a frozen crust on the convex surface of cladding. The solid particle
alumina is a liquid-field component that would flow down to the injector due to
gravity. As the typical cross-sectional cut of test section showed, the molten
alumina had frozen onto convex surface of central rod or tube in the annular section
(see figure 12). Such frozen crusts partially remained through the experiment
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Distribution of Penetrated Mass: TRAN Sim. В1/04
2.5

2

I
I 1"5

"8 1

a
0.5

• Experiment
SIMMER-II

•BUCOGEL
(Kaiser)

0 LJP

0 100 200 300 400
Axial Height [mm]

Figure 11 TRAN Sim. В1/4; Distribution of Penetrated Mass

500

Ablations

Alumina crusts separated
from the convex surface
of central rod

Alumina crusts remained

Figure 12 A Typical Photograph of Post-test Cross Section of Test Section
of TRAN Simulation Experiment.

6. Conclusions

Two typical tests of TRAN Simulation experiments with SIMBATH facility
were analyzed using the SIMMER-II code. The calculated results were compared
with the experiments. The comparison indicated the capability and restrictions of
SIMMER-II in applying it to calculations of freezing phenomena.

- SIMMER-II calculated the selective freezing of molten thermite mixture, i.e.,
AI2O3 and iron. The alumina froze in the lower position of the annular test section,
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while iron in the upper. This was in good agreement with the experimental
observation.
- The importance of freezing process onto the cladding, or central rod/tube, surface
was confirmed. In the calculation where the cladding surface was added to the outer
tube, the total frozen mass was overestimated and the penetration length was longer
than the experiment.
- As for the mass transferred to the annular section, the calculated total mass including
solid alumina particles agreed well with the experiment. This fact suggested that the
modeling of molten alumina, or fuel, freezing onto convex surface of central rod/tube,
or cladding, would enable us to perform a better calculation of freezing process.
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ABSTRACT

The tests performed in the Scarabee reactor with the main objective to study the evolution of a
local subassembly blockage accident in a LMR give much information on the more general
behaviour of molten or boiling core materials which can be applied to other accident scenarii, as
for instance the transition phase. We show, on hand of fresh fuel tests, that the potential for fuel
ejection through blankets or interassembly gaps seems to be low, but that a rapid propagation of a
molten pool into the radial breeder sub-assemblies and the mixing of their materials with the pool
is very likely, thus decreasing the reactivity.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Scarabee in pile programme has been performed by the Institut de Protection et de Surete
Nucleaire in Cadarache with the main objective to study the consequences of a hypothetical
blockage at the inlet of a fast sodium cooled reactor subassembly. In 15 tests, up to 8 kg fuel was
melted down and even brought to boiling temperatures and a lot of information was gathered
relative to the accident scenario in consideration. Results were reported in several articles /1, 2,
3/.

Beyond the specific goals of the programme much information may also present an important
interest for other accident scenarii, where fuel melting is involved.

In this paper we concentrate on transition phase problems and try to show which phenomena
observed in the Scarabee tests may be of interest in their analysis.

Several areas are considered :

a) the potential for fuel ejection, either axially through the breeder blankets or axially and
radially through the interassembly gaps,

b) the hexcan melt-through after the bundle melt-down,
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c) the radial propagation of the melt into neighbouring intact fuel bundles,

d) the behaviour of boiling pools.

Of course, the size of the experiments is small as compared to a whole core and most of the
observations have merely a qualitative character. But on the other hand, the area of interest is
very complex and research is very difficult, due to the very high temperatures and especially due
to the necessity to have a nuclear heating. Therefore, experimental information is scarce and so
even qualitative observations may be already very precious. Up to now, all the tests have been
done with non irradiated fuel, thus no fission gas was available and many phenomena for which
this parameter is essential cannot yet be sufficiently understood. Therefore, we present also the
planned test BE+I with irradiated pins which is expected to give answers to several essential
questions.

2. THE POTENTIAL FOR FUEL EJECTION

A primary excursion normally ends with only a small amount of fissile material ejected out of the
core zone, leaving a high potential for further recriticalities. During the ensuing transition phase,
the possibilities for more fUel ejection out of the core zone are therefore the main issue and have
been studied by many out of pile /4, 5/ and also analytical in-pile tests /11/. From the Scarabee
tests done in realistic conditions of geometry, materials and heating, some essential
phenomenological observations can be made as well for fuel ejection through the narrow
(Dh = 3 mm) cooling channels between the breeder pins of the axial blankets as through the
somewhat larger (Dh= 12 mm) interassembly gaps.

2.1. Axially through the breeder blankets

Five tests were performed where the sodium flow through a fresh fuel pin bundle (with 19 to 37
pins) at nominal power was instantaneously blocked (BE+1, 2, 3, 3bis and PIA) which led to the
melt down and vaporization of the core materials. The steel wrappers containing the bundles were
cooled from the outside by flowing sodium at different conditions, and the tests were run to
different times ranging between 17 s (BE+ 3 bis) and 85 s (PIA).

The observations on axial fuel ejection made in these tests are the following : 161

Almost no or very few core material was ejected out of the fissile zone. In all the tests, a lower
steel blockage was created early in the scenario due to downwards draining of the cladding steel
(fig. 2). An upward blockage was created later on, after fuel melting, or even steel boiling in the
fuel (fig. 1).

These upper blockages were generally generated through a molten core materials-coolant
interaction which projected molten materials upwards and created first a porous blockage which
could later on be tightened by further projections due to other such thermal interactions, or to a
boiling pool expansion.

The top of these upper blockages was generally formed by steel ; it is thought that this steel was
lying on the top of the molten fuel pool and thus was the first to move upwards, either during an
interaction or in an expansion.

In tests lasting over a long period (at full nominal power) the upper blockage could remelt, but
then a new blockage was formed just some cm above the former. In PIA which lasted 85 s, it was
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seen that the molten zone thus expanded for ~ 6 cm above the limit of the fissile zone, which is 10
% of the initial fissile length. The influence of an absence of the upper breeder blanket has been
shown through the BE+3bis test. Indeed, the absence of a heat sink in this region has the
consequence that the hollow pins melt very rapidly ; thus we have seen that despite the short
duration of this test (17 s) the molten pool zone expanded to - 10 cm above the fissile region,
with a tight steel blockage above.

An attempt for recalculation of these blockages with a propagation and freezing model validated
on out of pile tests (BUCOGEL) /4, 6/ showed that the small penetrations could be understood
either by low temperatures at the leading edge of the ejected material or by a high pressure drop
at the entrance of the channels. This is something specific to real reactor behaviour as compared
to analytic out-of-pile tests.

Indeed, analytic tests generally use a homogeneous melt with a temperature well above melting,
and is introduced into a geometry with no obstruction and a wall temperature well below melting.
In a real situation on the contrary, the leading edge of the propagating materials has just reached
the melting temperature and may even contain still solid fragments (enthalpy may be between
solidus and liquidus). The geometry into which it enters may also be very close to melting, thus its
own materials may be entrained rapidly and further decrease the enthalpy at the leading edge
resulting very rapidly in a blockage or in jamming.

The conclusion of all these observations for the total blockage accident of a subassembly at full
power, with fresh fuel, is clear : almost no fuel will be ejected axially out of the fissile zone of the
subassembly.

For transition phase problems, we must be more cautious in analyzing what part of the
observations may be relevant. First, we have to notice that a first fuel expulsion results through
the primary excursion, and the distance of penetration and initial blockage formation is largely
studied by the Cabri programme and calculated by the corresponding codes. Generally, it does not
go very far (~ 10 cm, with less than 5 % of fuel ejected out of the fissile zone).

The present SCARABEE observations merely show that after a first blockage, even untight, it
will be very difficult for materials to penetrate far beyond, because the small amount of materials
which could penetrate would rapidly freeze to tighten the blockage.

Even if an initial blockage melts away, no easy free passage will be created : indeed, the just
remolten materials are the first to move, they are relatively cold, just above melting temperature,
and they will rapidly freeze again and create a tight blockage.

The axial expansion of the pool will just be due to the thermal propagation, that is the melting of
the upper blanket through the heat fluxes coming from the pool.

In the case of irradiated fuel with a large amount of fission gas we cannot be so affirmative as the
corresponding test has not yet been done. The problems in this case are examined in chapter 6.

2.2. Melt ejection through the interassembly gaps

In two out of the four BE+ tests the hexcan melted down and thus there was a potential for
molten fuel to be ejected. Then, the PI A test was specifically designed with a more representative
interassembly gap in order to study the phenomena at the fuel penetration into it.

In none of these tests a significant fuel ejection into the gaps was observed. A circumstance which
surely played a role was the absence of pressurization due to fission gas, but on the other hand
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some phenomenological reason has also been shown. Indeed, as before, also here the leading edge
of any penetrating material is formed by the just melting steel from the hexcan, and this steel may
thus very rapidly freeze again in the narrow gaps and create a tight blockage. This is especially
well shown by the PIA test where over the whole height of the test section a tight steel blockage
was created in the radial interassembly gap, and this blockage, comprised between two cold walls,
resisted during the whole test duration (see fig. 3).

3. THE HEXCAN MELT-THROUGH BY CONTACT WITH MOLTEN MATERIALS

After a primary power excursion, the fuel inside the subassembly is molten or broken up, but the
hexcans may still by considered to be intact (unless their brittleness is such that they are broken by
the pressure pulse).

Their melt-down is the next step and plays an important role in the evolution of the scenario.

It is well known by all the people who deal with molten oxide that it may be contained, at least for
a while, in a cooled stainless steel container with a much lower melting temperature, and this is
due to the formation of an isolating fuel crust which freezes on the steel walls.

What is less well known are the phenomena during melt-through, when the arriving fluxes to the
wall are higher than those which can be removed without any steel melting.

Scarabee gives important indications for this accident stage.

First, it has been clearly put in evidence that the start of steel melting behind a crust containing a
fuel pool does not lead necessarily to a crust ablation with a catastrophic fast erosion due to the
impossibility of a new crust to form on the melting steel. On the contrary, things happen as if the
molten steel drained progressively away from under the crust, and the wall remained covered by
the crust. /8/

This works for fluxes below ~ 1000 W/cm2 and only till the melting of about half of the thickness
of the hexcan, (initial thickness 4.6 mm) then a sudden collapse occurs.

The melting of the wall is far from symmetric, even in these tests which were designed to be as
symmetric as possible. This dissymmetry may be responsible for the observed collapse before the
observed melt-down was complete, as in the test the most severe locations might not have been
instrumented. It might also be possible that at this final stage mechanical wall deformations played
a role.

In thermal pool calculations, it is therefore necessary not to consider a symmetric melt-down with
a uniform introduction of molten, cold materials, into the pool.

If thermal pool calculations are done in a symmetric way, it is therefore necessary to take this real
dissymmetry into account by introducing a failure criterion (based for instance on a residual
thickness of 3 mm, /8/) and by not introducing uniformly the molten, cold steel into the pool to
decrease its enthalpy.
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4. THE RADIAL PROPAGATION OF THE MELT INTO THE NEIGHBOURING FUEL
BUNDLES

One of the most efficient ways to terminate the transition phase towards a permanently subcritical
situation may be the radial expansion of the pool and the dissolution of the radial breeder
subassemblies (if they exist) with their subsequent mixing in the pool. Indeed, besides the very
efficient effect of increasing the neutron leaks by increasing the boundary area, the mixing of
breeder materials has a non-negligible absorption effect.

We think that the results of the PVA test contain important information /3, 12/ for this point.

In this test, a boiling fuel and stainless steel pool (- 5 kg) was realized on one side of a 4.6 mm
thick stainless steel wall, with a 4 row pin bundle at nominal power and flow on the other side.

Melt-through of this wall occurred with fluxes of ~ 1000 W/cm2, after an already significant
erosion, and after reduction of the sodium flow on the pin bundle side. The pressure in the pool
was small, near to the bundle pressure. We cannot say which pressure was the highest, but we
estimate that the difference was less than 1 bar.

Through the observation of in and outlet flow measurements in the bundle, and thermocouple
destructions, it can be established that the melt penetration into the bundle proceeded in a
stepwise manner (see fig. 4) accompanied or driven by many small melt-coolant interactions with
a maximum pressure of 20 bar.

A first penetration invaded only the first row and formed a blockage ; a second penetration, due
to further melt-through of the hexcan above and below the first breach also did not move very far.
But less than half a second later, these first blockages were destroyed, probably by an FCI,
opening a large path for more penetration.

At about, 0.9 s after the first penetration, the bundle was completely blocked and the sodium flow
was zero. No fuel particles were entrained axially, by sodium flow, out of the fissile zone.

Recalculations show that, after forming a first blockage, it would take more than 5 s to melt all
the materials in it. (Notice that the pins of the bundle were at nominal operating temperatures at
the start). But it would take only about 0,1 s to melt the steel cladding comprised between the pin
and the ejected fuel. We think that after this steel was molten, the blockage had no more
mechanical resistance and the small interactions produced by propagation at other levels were
strong enough to destroy these blockages and mix the materials into the pool, thus opening new
ways of penetration. This is confirmed by the post-mortem cuts where we see that the bundle is
completely destroyed with unmolten pellets mixed in the pool.

The consequence of this for the subassembly blockage accident is that after melt-through of the
neighbouring wall, the propagation of melt into the neighbouring bundle is fast.

For the transition phase, these observations are of interest at two different levels :

- first, after a primary excursion, the core subassemblies at the periphery might not yet be
molten. The preceding observations suggest that they will quickly be incorporated in the main
pool,

- then, the core pool is surrounded by breeder sub-assemblies. These are different than fissile
bundles : less power is generated in the pins, these are thicker and less sodium space is
available between the pins. But phenomena might not be very different during the 0. Is needed
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to melt the clad, the important parameter is not the power but the stored heat and this is
similar.

The important conclusions are :

- no pressure is needed to invade completely the neighbouring bundles (but with a fission gas
pressure, the invasion can only be faster),

- after a blockage formation, the significant time is the time needed for melting the clad and not
the time needed to melt the whole blockage,

- small interactions play a role in destroying blockages and moving the fuel.

5. THE BEHAVIOUR OF BOILING POOLS

Regarding mixed oxide and steel boiling pools, several questions are of importance in the
transition phase, and all are more or less linked to the homogeneity of steel mixing in the pool:

- the radial heat fluxes.
If they increase fast with the enthalpy, that is if the heat transfer coefficients are high or if there
are important flux concentrations, (due for example to steel concentrations) there will be a
rapid melt-through of the hexcans, just after the primary excursion (the early transition phase
will be short) and a rapid melt-through of the radial breeder walls allowing a fast radial
propagation,

the neutronic effect of steel.
The steel remaining in the pool represents an important negative reactivity which can be
transformed in a positive effect by segregation, either on the top or radially near the periphery,

- the vaporization and expansion potential during a power burst.
A finely divided steel in the fuel will respond earlier, and disperse the pool in a more uniform
way than big lumps of steel at some locations.

A mixed fuel and steel boiling pool test was performed in Scarabee (BF3) /9, 13/ and it gave
useful answers for the S.A. blockage scenario : high heat transfer without steel pressure build-up.

Nevertheless, the behaviour of such a pool is very complex, and the interpretation of in-pile
boiling pools is still more. No temperatures were measured in the pool and no window allowed
the observation of the materials during the test. The only measurements were radial fluxes,
(although with a large degree of uncertainty) the pressure above the pool, allowing the deduction
of fuel or steel boiling temperatures, and post test examinations giving the pool expansion during
the test and materials distributions after cooling down. Also several explanations have been given
for the observed behaviour, and the extreme ones are :

highly enhanced heat transfer, due to a large steel concentration in the boundary layer (Tmax

reached in pool = T^SS ; A T ^ , . ^ = Tsatss - TmeItuO2 = 100 K)),

complete segregation of the steel out of the pool, (to walls and top) leaving the pool at a
higher temperature
(Tmax reached in pool = T ^ UO2 ;. AT = T ^ , ^ - T meltuo2 = 700K
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In both cases, high fluxes are reached without significant steel vapour pressure build-up, which is
an important consequence for the S. A. accident.

For the transition phase, a more detailed understanding would nevertheless be necessary, (in
particular to infer the transient response of such a pool, and the radial propagation) especially the
pool temperature and the steel distribution. Qualitative as well as some quantitative
interpretations of post test examinations and the analysis of the test results by several computer
codes /13/ would suggest that the most likely situation could be the following, fairly well
described by the AFDM results 191 : a reduced amount of steel remained in the pool (the other
froze on the cold walls) ; the steel in the pool was not uniformly distributed but had a higher
concentration near to the walls and in the upper half of the pool (where in fact it was boiling ; the
lower part was single phase and there it was difficult for steel to be entrained) ; the maximum
temperature of the pool was only slightly (100 K) above the steel boiling temperature but
significantly below the fuel boiling temperature (in the pool centre where the steel concentration
was lower).

Of course, a transition phase boiling pool is very different from BF3 in the sense that the height to
diameter ratio is very small (0,25 in a core vs 4 in BF3) so the impact of radial heat transfer on the
flow pattern is negligible, and then it is always far from an equilibrium situation.

Nevertheless, we think that the following qualitative information may apply to the transition phase:

early high radial heat fluxes leading to a fast melt-through of the hexcan walls (in Scarabee,
melt-through fluxes are ~ 1000 W/cm2; in BF3, with a specially well cooled Nb tube, fluxes of
~ 1500 W/cm2 were observed and in PVA even 2000 W/cm2; the uncertainty on temperatures
in BF3 ranges between 3000°C and 3500°C ; in a CDA reactor calculation /10/ core
temperatures after a primary excursion are over 4000°C in many locations. All these
considerations go in the sense of the rapid wall melt-through.

The boiling boyancy will be such that not all the steel will gather and remain segregated on the
top ; nevertheless, it will neither remain uniformly mixed in the pool.

6. PROBLEMS LINKED TO FISSION GAS PRESSURE BUILD-UP

All the preceding expertise is based on fresh fuel tests without fission gas pressure build-up.

Calculations show /10/ that after a primary excursion on an irradiated core, a large part of the
core is molten and a pressure of 93 bar may exist inside the still intact S.A. Upper and lower
blockages prevent this pressure from escaping.

Do they for a long time ? We may speculate that the fuel and steel and gas are mixed in form of a
pressurized foam ; if the blockages are untight, the foam will penetrate into them, but then may
freeze and tighten again (similar scenario as described in § 2.1).

If on the contrary the gas segregates quickly out of the foam, then it may escape easily even
through an upper porous blockage, and even increase the free path through this blockage.

A second path for gas or foam escape will be opened after the melt-through of the hexcan,
through the interassembly gaps.

After melt-down of all the hexcans, depending on the gas behaviour, we may end up with a still
pressurized pool or not. If the pool was pressurized, it would be very unlikely for a bottled-up
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After melt-down of all the hexcans, depending on the gas behaviour, we may end up with a still
pressurized pool or not. If the pool was pressurized, it would be very unlikely for a bottled-up
situation to be reached, and the upper stubs of the hexcans would be expelled, opening a large
path for fuel ejection directly into the upper sodium plenum and the transition phase could be
finished without any recriticality.

But if the gas escapes completely, leaving the pool unpressurized, then the upper stubs could
collapse on the pool and generate a secondary excursion.

The knowledge of the behaviour of the gas or foam in the subassembly or after its failure is
therefore of uttermost importance.

In fact, three major problems are linked to this gas pressure :

will the gas escape from the undestroyed hexcan or after its failure, at what speed and to what
extent ?

- will this escape entrain the ejection of a significant amount of fuel ?

what will be the heat transfers from the foam to the hexcan walls, determining the speed of
hexcan melt-through ?

These three questions could be answered by an irradiated fuel pin bundle test to be performed in
Scarabee, with a measuring device for the released gas during the scenario. In the S.A. accident
matrix, this test was called BE+I.

7. CONCLUSIONS

From the preceding analysis, we may suggest that the most likely evolution of a transition phase
with a non pressurized core will be the following :

A negligible amount of fuel will be ejected through the upper breeder cooling channels and
through the interassembly gaps, during the whole scenario.

Very rapidly after the primary excursion the hexcans will melt down, at least partially (high fluxes,
enhanced by dissymmetric flux concentrations) thus preventing the so-called neutronic tuning
during the early transition phase with the risk of coherent compaction in the intact hexcan tubes.

Even the whole core pool inside the fissile region will have only an ephemerous duration, if any.

At the same speed as the in-core control-rod guide tubes are melted, the walls of the radial
breeder sub-assemblies also melt away and the first row of breeders will be mixed into the core,
thus decreasing its reactivity.

Secondary excursions may take place during this evolution, but the potential ramp rates will
probably be smaller than those of a slashing pool in a confined cavity. Their effect will essentially
be to maintain the core in a boiled up, expanded state and to speed up the thermal radial
propagation, and perhaps also the melting of axial breeder.

In the case of an irradiated core, the early transition phase begins with highly pressurized hexcans,
and it is not possible now to say how this pressure will be discharged. If the gas may escape, after
segregation, through the upper blankets or the interassembly gaps, the situation will be similar to
the one described above.
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If the core remains pressurized, then it is very likely that the remaining S. A. stubs, above the
molten core, will be ejected and the fuel discharged into the upper sodium plenum, which might
terminate the transition phase.

The BE+I test is essential to start the study of this scenario.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, historical perspective and recent advances are reviewed on computational
technologies to evaluate a transition phase of core disruptive accidents in liquid-metal fast
reactors. An analysis of the transition phase requires treatment of multi-phase multi-component
thermohydraulics coupled with space- and energy-dependent neutron kinetics. Such a
comprehensive modeling effort was initiated when the program of SIMMER-series computer
code development was initiated in late 1970s in the U. S. A. Successful application of the
latest SIMMER-П in U. S. A., western Europe and Japan have proved its effectiveness, but, at
the same time, several areas that require further research have been identified. Based on the
experience and lessons learned during the SIMMER-II application through 1980s, a new
project of SIMMER-III development is underway at the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel
Development Corporation (PNC), Japan. The models and methods of SIMMER-III are briefly
described with emphasis on recent advances in multi-phase multi-component fluid dynamics
technologies and their expected implication on a future reliable transition phase analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of the so-called transition phase of core disruptive accidents (CDAs) has
been one of major concerns in the safety of liquid-metal fast reactors (LMFRs). Even though
CDAs are lately categorized as events postulated as beyond the design basis of a LMFR plant,
because of extremely remote probability of their occurrence, the consequences of CDAs have
been extensively analyzed to evaluate a safety margin of the plant or potential risk to the public.
Mechanical energy release resulted from a recriticality event during the transition phase may
directly challenge the integrity of a double containment system consisting of the primary reactor
vessel boundary and the containment vessel. The energetics potential of a recriticality event is
dependent on the core design parameters such as the core size, fuel inventory and its reactivity
worth, and determined from the mode, scale and rate of fuel motion. Therefore the evaluation
of the transition phase requires simulation of an entire core and modeling of key
thermohydraulic and neutronic phenomena occurring during accident progression. Realistic (or
less conservative) evaluation must be made to appropriately bound the energetics potential and
hence to rationalize the consequence assessment. This is only made possible by developing a
comprehensive evaluation method, taking advantage of advanced computational techniques in
multi-phase, multi-component fluid dynamics and space-dependent neutron kinetics.

The objective of this paper is to review the history and recent advances in computational
technology in the transition-phase analysis. Especially the features are highlighted of a most
up-to-date computer program, SIMMER-III, being developed at the Power Reactor and Nuclear
Fuel Development Corporation (PNC). At this moment, the problems involved in the transition
phase are not conclusive due mainly to limited experimental knowledge. Further the core
behavior during the phase depends strongly on the core size, fuel types, neutronic parameters
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and other design specifications. Regardless of these uncertainties in phenomenological
understanding, core design parameters and so on, significant improvement is expected with
advanced computational technologies in accuracy and reliability in the future transition phase
analysis.

2. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The evaluation of a potential energy release from a recriticality event was first attempted
by Bethe and Tait in 1956 [ 1 ]. In their analysis, a hypothetical scenario of collapsing an upper
half of a molten core toward a lower half was postulated, and the maximum potential energy
release was estimated. A similar approach was taken in the safety analysis in early LMFRs [2].
This is a historical reason why a CDA has been sometimes called as a Bethe-Tait accident. The
approach taken at that time is overly simplistic and conservative, assuming core-wide coherency
of fuel collapse that results in hydrodynamic core disassembly with a reactivity insertion rate of
hundreds of dollars per second. As the understanding on CDA behaviors improved especially
for the initiating phase of the accident, an inherent nature of core meltdown turned out to be
incoherent event progression and gradual core meltout. The most probably scenario of
initiating phase accident progression is no longer a direct entry to the disassembly phase. This
is especially true in a small- or intermediate-sized core.

The importance of the transition phase of CDAs was first identified when an unprotected
loss-of-flow accident in Fast Flux Test Facility was analyzed in early 1970s by the SAS3A
code [3,4]. Early studies on the transient phase already identified the importance of boiling
pool behavior of a molten core pool consisting of liquid fuel and steel [5]. Fauske studied
phenomenological aspects of the transition phase and discussed that the boiling pool in nature
tends to be dispersive and this prevents coherent collapse of the pool inserting large reactivity
[6]. Several comprehensive review reports are available that describe these early studies on
phenomenology and treatment of the transition phase [7-10].

A recriticality potential during the transition phase has been a central question, because it
determines the severity of mechanical energy release during a CDA and thus it is closely
connected to the accident containability and potential risk to the public. A classical approach to
evaluate this concern during 1970s consists of: identification of probable recriticality modes,
estimation of a reactivity insertion rate for each mode, an analysis of the disassembly phase to
estimate neutronic energy yield and evaluation of mechanical work potential based on a
thermodynamic method such as assuming isentropic expansion of fuel. These are so-called a
"bounding" approach where the recriticality energetics are evaluated in a sufficiently
conservative fashion under idealized initial and boundary conditions. A representative
computer code used is VENUS-II developed at the Argonne National Laboratory [11]. German
KADIS [12] and Japanese VENUS-PM have a similar capability. These codes model two-
dimensional hydrodynamic disassembly of a completely molten core coupled with a point
reactor kinetics. One-dimensional transport codes were also developed such as PAD [13]. The
development of an advanced disassembly code coupled with space-dependent kinetics, FX-
2/VENUS-III, was also attempted [14]. In such an approach, short transients of 10 ms at most
during prompt-critical power excursion are analyzed for "snapshots" of postulated recriticality
modes [7, 8, 15]. Advances in evaluation of mechanical energies are discussed in Refs. [16,
17].

The above "snapshot" analyses of recriticality events are non-mechanistic in nature and do
not exactly trace the core behavior following the initiating phase of CDAs. More mechanistic
modeling of the early transition phase was tried in the TRANSIT-HYDRO code [18], but this
has not completed to the level to be applied to reactor calculations. A mechanistic analysis of
the transition phase was first made possible by the development of the SIMMER computer code
at the Los Alamos National Laboratory as discussed in the next chapter.
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3. SIMMER-SERIES CODE DEVELOPMENT

The objective of the SIMMER-series codes, SIMMER-I [19] and later SIMMER-II [20,
21], was to provide a generalized framework of multi-field, multi-component fluid dynamics
coupled with space-dependent neutron kinetics. All the LMFR core materials are modeled in
structure (fuel pins and subassembly duct walls), liquid (liquid materials and solid particles)
and vapor (mixture of vapor species) fields, together with mass, momentum and energy
exchanges among them. The code has limitations that only two moving fields (liquid mixture
and vapor mixture) are modeled and only a single flow regime (dispersed droplet flow) is
treated. The SIMMER-II code was applied for the first time to the integral analysis of the
transition phase, successfully simulating a whole core accident progression sequence based on
the initial condition supplied form CDA's initiating phase calculation [22]. This analysis
demonstrated the importance of consistently treating various competing thermohydraulic
phenomena occurring simultaneously, in tight coupling with core neutronic behavior.
SIMMER-II then were used widely in Japan and some European countries for the transition
phase calculations [23, 24]. Later the code was applied to a transition phase analysis in a large
heterogeneous-core LMFR [25], an independent assessment of CRBRP CD A energetics [26]
and an integrated analysis within a framework of probabilistic safety assessment [27].

The successful applications of this code to the transition phase were epoch making, but at
the same time they revealed the needs for further improvement of the computational technology.
The improvement in accuracy and efficiency of the cross-section handling in the code was
already included in the latest version of SIMMER-II [21, 28]. The improvement of the fluid
dynamics portion was considered to require more basic research. Therefore, to further develop
advanced fluid-dynamics techniques, an AFDM code development program was conducted at
Los Alamos by an international team participated by PNC, the Kernforschungszentrum
Karlsruhe (KfK), the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA), and the Commission of the
European Communities (CEC), Ispra [29]. This program studied the fundamental fluid-
dynamics methods for a three-velocity-field convection algorithm coupled with multiple flow-
regime modeling; it is noted again SIMMER-II is a two-field and single flow-regime code. The
application of AFDM was only limited, but sufficiently demonstrated that there existed a basis
to develop a next-generation code.

The development of a totally new code, SIMMER-III, began in late 1980s at PNC,
initially in collaboration with Los Alamos under the agreement with the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). This program has been based on the technologies developed
and lessons learned in the former SIMMER-II and AFDM. As described in the next chapter,
the first fluid-dynamic system code has been completed [30], and the assessment program is
underway in collaboration with KfK and CEA.

4. SIMMER-III CODE DEVELOPMENT

4. 1 Overall framework of SIMMER-III for transition-phase analysis

SIMMER-III is a two-dimensional, three-velocity-field, multi-phase, multi-component,
Eulerian, fluid-dynamics code coupled with a fuel-pin model and a space- and energy-
dependent neutron dynamics model. A conceptual overall framework of SIMMER-III is shown
in Fig. 1. The entire code consists of the three elements: the fluid-dynamics model, the
structure (fuel pin) model, and the neutronics model. The fluid-dynamics portion, which
constitutes about two thirds of the code, is interfaced with the structure model through heat and
mass transfer at structure surfaces. The neutronics portion provides nuclear heat sources based
on the mass and energy distributions calculated by the other code elements. The basic
geometric structure of SIMMER-III is a two-dimensional R-Z system as shown in Fig. 2,
although optionally an X-Z or one-dimensional system can also be used for various fluid-
dynamics calculations.
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4. 2 Fluid-dynamics models and methods

(1) Fluid-dynamics algorithm

The two-velocity-field code, SIMMER-II [21], cannot treat the relative motion of fuel and
steel and hence it is not appropriate for analyzing the long-term transition phase in which the
fuel/steel separation due to gravity force becomes an important behavior in a molten core pool.
In addition, SIMMER-II underestimates the inter-penetration of fuel into a sodium pool. In
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SIMMER-III, three velocity fields (two liquids and one vapor) are modeled to simulate these
relative motions of different fluid components. The three-velocity-field formulation of fluid
convection in SIMMER-III is based on AFDM [29]. Mass and energy conservation equations
are solved for 27 density components and 16 energy components, respectively, in order to
model complex flow situations during postulated LMFR core disruption. The overall fluid-
dynamics solution algorithm is based on a time-factorization approach developed for AFDM
[29], in which intra-cell interfacial area source terms, heat and mass transfer, and momentum
exchange functions are determined separately from inter-cell fluid convection. A semi-implicit
procedure is used for the intercell solution. This type of modularized approach is advantageous
and flexible enough to allow future exchange of different intra-cell multi-phase models. A more
integrated approach is obviously impractical in a complex multi-phase, multi-component
framework of SIMMER-III. A higher-order differencing scheme is also implemented to
improve the resolution of fluid interfaces by minimizing numerical diffusion.

(2) Equation-of-state (EOS) model

An EOS model is required to close and complete the basic fluid-dynamic equations set.
Moreover it is crucial from the viewpoints of numerical accuracy and stability, and computing
efficiency. Thermodynamically consistent formulation and appropriate treatment of the critical
point are required. Stability of vaporization/condensation calculations is also sensitive to EOS
consistency and accuracy. Neither SIMMER-II nor AFDM were satisfactory from these
aspects. In SIMMER-II, inconsistencies in the simple analytic EOS introduced difficulty in
determining vapor temperature at high pressure, resulting in numerical problems. In addition,
numerical instability upon single/two phase transition due to EOS inconsistency leads to the
nonphysical motion of fluid. To resolve these problems, a use of a tabular EOS model was
tried in AFDM, but was not successful due to the combined effects of time-consuming table
search/interpolation and the iteration to obtain mechanical equilibrium. Based on the past
experiences, therefore, an improved analytic EOS model using the flexible thermodynamic
functions is newly developed for SIMMER-III [31], which treats the basic reactor-core
materials: mixed-oxide fuel, steel, sodium, control (B4C) and fission gas. These materials are
assumed to be immiscible, such that a unique EOS for each material can be defined. Proposed
function forms use the polynomial equations for the liquid and solid phases and a modified
Redlich-Kwong (MRK) equation for the vapor phase [32]. The latter equation is as simple as
the van der Waals equation, but it is much more accurate at high temperature. Temperature and
pressure dependent liquid specific volumes are modeled so as to represent single-phase cells
appropriately. The EOS functions are fitted using the most up-to-date and reliable data sources
available [32, 33, 34]. The present SIMMER-III EOS model has adequate accuracy at high
temperature and high pressure and consistently satisfies basic thermodynamic relationships
over the wide temperature range from the solid to supercritical state.

(3) Flow regime and interfacial area model

In SIMMER-II, only a dispersed droplet flow is modeled. This model overestimates the
liquid/vapor inter-phase coupling in a pool with low void fractions. Lack of treatment of
channel flows also underestimates the pressure drop along the structures in a core. In addition,
SIMMER-II determines the interfacial areas from the instantaneous and local flow conditions in
a cell. This tends exaggerate the evolution process of pool boiling. In order to eliminate these
problems in SIMMER-II, the interfacial area modeling, successfully attempted in AFDM [35],
was extended to the SIMMER-III multi-component system, with more comprehensive
representation of flow topologies. To obtain the mass, momentum, and energy transfer terms,
binary contact areas must be determined for 42 possible contact interfaces among seven fluid
energy components and three structure surfaces (a fuel pin, left can wall and right can wall).
Such binary contact areas are determined based on the convectible interfacial areas and a flow
regime which describes the geometry of the multi-phase flow. Multiple flow regime treatment
is modeled for both the pool flow in which the effect of the structure is negligible and the
channel flow which is confined by structure. For the pool flow, bubbly, dispersed and in-
between transition regimes are modeled [36]. The channel flow-regime map is defined for the
nine flow regimes modeled as the functions of the vapor volume fraction and the liquid
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entrainment fraction [30]. The latter is related to the inter-phasic velocity difference, taking the
flooding condition into account. The multiple flow-regime treatment in SIMMER-III
significantly improves the code applicability to reactor and experiment analyses over the
previous SIMMER-II. It is also intended to provide a consistent framework of the flow regime
map, over the entire range of void fraction, with smooth and stable transition of the flow
regime. This is done by dividing a mesh cell volume locally into the bubbly and dispersed
regions as described in Ref. [36]. Momentum constitutive relationships suitable for each flow
topology are based on available engineering correlations.

The interfacial area convection model improves the flexibility of SIMMER-III by tracing
transport and history of interfaces, and thereby better represents physical phenomena. Ishii
[37] proposed a convection equation for the interfacial areas per unit volume in a general form.
The problem in implementing Ishii's formulation into an Eulerian code such as SIMMER-III is
the difficulty of determining the real velocity of an interface. Therefore, we made a
compromise that a convectible interfacial area is defined as a surface area of an energy
component and is convected with the same velocity. The total of nine interfacial areas
associated to moving energy components are presently convected. A special treatment is
modeled to avoid abrupt changes in such situations that the area convection occurs into a cell
having a different void fraction. This is done by modeling additional diffusion terms between
the bubbly and dispersed regions [36]. The changes of interfacial areas due to hydrodynamic
breakup, flashing, turbulence-driven breakup, coalescence, and production of droplets or
bubbles are treated as "source terms" in the interfacial area convection equation.

(4) Heat-transfer coefficients model

In SIMMER-III, heat-transfer coefficients must be determined for all the 42 binary contact
interfaces. In general the definition of the coefficients corresponds to the heat transfer driven
by the difference between the bulk and interface temperatures. The coefficients for solid
particles and droplets are simply based on heat conduction. The convective heat transfer in
continuous fluids is formulated by Nusselt number empirical correlations. Under severe
accident conditions, radiative heat transfer may become important when the high-temperature
fuel has difficulty in transferring its heat by other processes, i.e., in a film boiling situation or
in the dispersed flow regime. Hence the formulation of film-boiling heat transfer was
developed based on sodium and water data [38]. The radiative heat-transfer model is being
attempted with some acceptable simplifications based on the phenomenological considerations.

(5) Heat- and mass-transfer model

After the interfacial areas and heat-transfer coefficients are obtained, the conservation
equations without convection are solved for intra-cell heat and mass transfer in two steps. The
first step is the phase transition processes occurring at interfaces, described by a non-
equilibrium heat-transfer-limited model. This is a non-equilibrium process because the bulk
temperature does not necessarily satisfy the phase-transition condition when the mass transfer
occurs at the interface. The second step of mass and energy transfer is through an equilibrium
process occurring when the bulk temperature satisfies the phase-transition condition. At 42
possible interfaces, all the important non-equilibrium mass-transfer processes are modeled,
including 30 vaporization/condensation (V/C) paths and 20 melting/freezing (M/F) paths. It is
noted that in the V/C transfers condensation processes of fuel or steel vapor on other colder
liquids are included to avoid the SIMMER-II/AFDM problem of nonphysical presence of
subcooled vapor. The M/F transfers include the crust formation on a can wall that can furnish
thermal resistance and steel ablation and particle formation that model fluid quenching and bulk
freezing. In addition, 8 equilibrium M/F transfers are performed to eliminate subcooled liquids
or metastable solids in consequence of heat transfer and nuclear heating. The mass-transfer
processes actually modeled are selected in consideration of their importance in and effects on
the transition-phase behaviors.

In the non-equilibrium V/C model, the mass-transfer rates are determined from net energy
gain or loss at an interface divided by the effective latent heat, which is defined as the difference
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between the interfacial enthalpy and the bulk enthalpy. The net interfacial energy loss/gain is
determined by summing the heat flows from/to the interface into/from the respective bulk
material. The interfacial energy loss means that condensation must occur to conserve energy,
while the interfacial energy gain means that the energy is going into vaporization. The energy-
and mass-conservation equations coupled with EOSs are then solved iteratively using the mass-
transfer rates obtained. In the solution procedure based on a multivariate Newton-Raphson
method, five sensitive variables, three condensable vapor densities, coolant energy and vapor
temperature, are updated implicitly, whereas the remaining less sensitive variables are updated
explicitly following the convergence of the iteration. The single-phase V/C calculations are
performed using the same procedure as two-phase cells except for the energy transfer between
liquids. At a liquid/liquid interface, such as fuel/sodium contact in a two-phase cell, the
vaporization can occur, and in this case the interface temperature is defined as the saturation
temperature of a vaporizing material. In a single-phase cell, however, the interface temperature
of the liquid/liquid contact is determined independent of the vapor state. Therefore, no
vaporization is allowed in a single-phase cell due to the energy transfer between the liquids.
Instead, phase transition occurs only when the liquid temperature increases sufficiently to cause
vaporization at a liquid/vapor interface.

The M/F calculation is based on the two modes: a non-equilibrium and an equilibrium
processes. The former is similar to the V/C processes; however all the variables are updated
explicitly except for the coolant energy, which is identified as sensitive. After calculating the
heat and mass transfer resulting from non-equilibrium processes and structure heat transfer, the
equilibrium M/F rates are determined by comparing the updated component energy with its
liquidus energy for freezing or its solidus energy for melting.

4. 3 Structure and neutronics models

(1) Fuel-pin and can-wall model

In SIMMER-III, the fuel-pin and can wall model represents the stationary structure in the
core as well as their time-dependent disintegration behaviors. The standard fuel-pin model is
rather simple with a pellet interior modeled by a single temperature node and with its breakup
modeled only by a thermal (melt fraction) criterion. However the separated treatment of a pellet
surface node provides better thermal coupling with the fluid. Because of relatively large
thermal inertia of the pellet interior, the fuel-pin heat-transfer calculation is performed with time
steps larger than the fluid-dynamics steps. This simplified model is considered to be sufficient
for simulating the fuel-pin behavior in a voided channel typical in the transition phase, but
obviously further sophistication is desired for simulating transient overpower situations. For
this reason, the development of an optional detailed model is in progress, which may include
the calculations of: fuel-pin radial heat transfer, molten cavity growth and pressurization, fuel-
pin failure prediction, fuel/fission gas ejection from the cavity, intra-pin fuel motion, plenum
fission-gas blowdown.

Unlike SIMMER-II, the can wall model treats separated left and right can walls assumed
to be located at the mesh cell boundaries for improved simulation of a core melt-out behavior
during the transition phase. The presence of the can wall at a cell boundary eliminates radial
fluid convection. Frozen crust fuel can attaches on a can wall when the heat- and mass-transfer
model predicts this. Inter-cell heat transfer also is calculated when one of the two can walls at a
cell boundary is missing.

(2) Neutronics model

The neutronics model is based on the. previous SIMMER-II because the model is judged
to be sufficiently advanced to be coupled with SIMMER-III. The space dependence of neutron
flux is modeled by an Sn transport theory and the dynamics is treated by an improved quasi-
static method. Coupling with the fluid-dynamics portion is carefully designed, because the
neutronic state of an LMFR core during CDAs is determined primarily from time-dependent
mass and energy distribution of the core materials. It is because of this time dependence that
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the calculations of shielded macroscopic cross sections are also performed in the code. An
additional feature included in SIMMER-III is a simple decay heating model, which provide a
consistent treatment with the SAS-series accident initiating-phase analysis code [39].

5. IMPROVEMENT IN TRANSITION PHASE EVALUATION

In the previous chapter, the models and methods of SIMMER-III are briefly described
with emphasis on recent advances in multi-phase multi-component fluid dynamics technologies.
Although the first fluid-dynamic system code has been successfully completed and the
assessment program is underway, results relating to the transient-phase assessment have not
been available yet. However, we can discuss that advanced technologies implemented into
SIMMER-III will significantly improve the reliability and accuracy in the transition phase
analyses in future LMFRs. The main expected features of the advanced model for the
transition-phase analysis are summarized as follows:

1. The three-velocity-field fluid-dynamics model allows us to adequately simulate relative
fluid motions, such as fuel/steel separation in a molten core pool and inter-penetration
of fuel into sodium. The semi-implicit solution procedure coupled with the time-
factorization approach improves the numerical stability of fluid-dynamics algorithm.
The implementation of the high-order differencing scheme reasonably improves the
resolution of fluid interfaces.

2. The improved analytic EOS model has adequate accuracy at high temperature and high
pressure and consistently satisfies basic thermodynamic relationships over the wide
temperature range without deterioration of the computing efficiency. This model
eliminates numerical difficulties in vaporization/condensation calculations and the
numerical instability upon single/two phase transition.

3. The code applicability to reactor and experimental analyses is significantly improved by
the multiple flow-regime treatment, such as bubbly flow for a pool flow with low void
fractions and a channel flow confined by structure. The interfacial area convection
model provides smooth and stable transition between flow regimes over the entire void
fraction range. The source term treatment in the interfacial area convection equation
better represents the physical phenomena relevant to the change of interfacial areas. For
example, the transient boilup and the resultant sloshing of a fuel/steel mixture pool may
be reasonably simulated by modeling source terms, such as flashing of steel droplets,
with an equilibrium value and a time constant. Thus an energetic recriticality event
induced by sloshing of the whole core pool, which was formerly exaggerated, can be
suitably mitigated.

4. If fuel-coolant interactions are involved in a transient-phase calculation, the current heat-
transfer coefficient model, appropriately including the film-boiling mode, can better
represent the phenomena.

5. The mass-transfer processes are modeled in consideration of their importance in and
effects on the transition-phase behaviors. In the non-equilibrium phase transitions,
condensation processes of fuel or steel vapor on other colder liquids are included. This
avoids the problem of nonphysical presence of subcooled vapor.

6. The simplified pin model may sufficiently simulate the fuel-pin behavior in voided
subassemblies typical in the transient phase. A detailed pin model is also being
attempted to better connect from the initiating of CDAs in a physically consistent way.

7. The can walls with refrozen crust fuel attached on them are distinguished between left
and right cell boundaries. This improves the simulation of a core melt-out behavior
during the transient phase.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The transient phase of CDAs was formerly treated as a "black box," because of limited
experimental data relevant to key phenomena involved and lack of integral computational tools.
Snapshots of postulated recriticality modes were analyzed to conservatively bound the transient
phase energetics. Significant advances have been made in computational technology
incorporated in SIMMER-series codes to directory simulate coupled thermohydraulic and
neutronic behaviors during the transition phase. The development of the SIMMER-III code has
successfully reached the milestone that integrated code application can be initiated. Major
physical models have been completed and they have been integrated into a fluid-dynamics code
system. The full version of the code, which couples the neutronics model, will be completed
within a few years. An extensive code validation and improvement program is underway in
cooperation with KfK and CEA. It is believed that the mechanistic assessment of the transient
phase is possible using advanced computational technologies developed thus far. The future
research along this line including further up-grading SIMMER features, such as adding a three-
dimensional capability, is expected to significantly improve the reliability of LMFR safety
analyses.
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A Study of CDA Sequences of an
Unprotected Loss-of-Flow Event for a
600MWe MOX Homogeneous Core

K. Koyama*1, F. Kasahara*2, T. Morii*3, and S. Kotake*4

ABSTRACT

Accident sequences and energetic potentials were studied for the hypothetical Core
Disruptive Accidents (CDAs) initiated by Unprotected Loss-of Flow (ULOF) for a
600MWe loop type LMFBR with a homogeneous MOX-fueled core. The evaluation
was made with emphasis on the Transition Phase (TP). The evaluation showed the
prospect of terminating the TP without noticeable energetics. The integrity of the
containment can be shown by an evaluation of the thermal consequences during
Post Accident Heat Removal (PAHR). The possibility of energetics was also
evaluated by applying conservative assumptions, in order to identify the potential
threat to the containment.

1. INTRODUCTION

An earlier investigation ( 1 ) of the Initiating Phase (IP) for the proposed reactor core
strongly suggested that the IP can be terminated without noticeable energetics
following the dispersal of broken-up fuel in the high power-to-flow zones. However,
it also suggested that the development of the accident into the molten pool scenario
seemed to be inevitable since coolability is not secured. Therefore, the analysis of
the TP has become very important.

There are two major objectives of the TP analysis. One is to understand the
permanent shutdown mechanism of the degraded core, while the other is to assess
the potential for possible energetic scenarios due to recriticality. From these
analyses, an assessment is made of the ability of the containment to withstand the
consequences of a CDA.

The reactor studied is a loop type LMFBR with a 600MWe homogeneous MOX-
fueled core, with two enrichment regions, at the end of its equilibrium cycle. There
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have been a few studies ( 2 )- ( 3 ) in which the TP issue has been discussed and
evaluated for prototype class reactors but the reactor in this study is characterized
by its larger power.

2. TRANSITION PHASE EVALUATION

2.1 Characteristics of a large LMFBR core

The key specifications of the reactor and the core have been described in the
preceding study (1). A reactor with a core which is large compared to a prototype
class reactor core has the following characteristics related to TP phenomenology.

a. larger core diameter
b. larger void coefficient
с larger fuel inventory
d. lower fissile concentration
e. presence of liquid coolant remaining in the core at the beginning of the TP
f. larger negative value of Doppler coefficient

The larger void coefficient has a dominant effect on the IP phenomena but a rather
small effect is expected for the TP phenomena. An important point is that the larger
fuel inventory and lower fissile concentration both lead to a smaller fuel reactivity
worth per unit mass of fuel - about one fifth of that of a prototype class LMFBR
reactor core. Furthermore, due to the larger core diameter, the fuel reactivity worth
per unit mass of fuel for a given radial movement is even smaller - about one tenth
of a prototype class. Qualitatively, the low reactivity worth could lead to a mild event
sequence in the TP. On the other hand, the larger fuel inventory and the larger core
diameter indicate the potential for the release of a large amount of mechanical
energy. The effect of the remaining liquid coolant is twofold - it can help fuel
dispersal for early termination, or it may work as a driving force of fuel compaction
for recriticality. The larger negative value of the Doppler coefficient is expected to
mitigate the power transient but quantitatively, its effect is not clear. Therefore there
is a strong requirement to make a quantitative evaluation of the TP phenomena,
especially the movement of material.

2.2 Methodology for Evaluation

For the evaluation of the TP, a kind of integral approach W was utilized consisting of
a combination of once-through and separate-effect analyses. The once-through
analyses were made in order to understand the event sequences and their
relationship to major parameters such as escape paths and the presence of control
rods. Most of the separate-effect analyses were performed in order to comprehend
the scenario by studying the effect of wide range of parameters in detail.
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For the once-through analyses, calculations were made using the SIMMER-II code
(5) for which the input data was the output from the IP calculation made by the
SAS3D code <6>. The SAME code was used to convert the data from SAS3D to
SIMMER-II. SIMMER-II analysis was used to simulate the progress of events in the
core consisting of the boil off of coolant, fuel melting and expansion of the molten
pool region, movement of core materials and escape from the core, and the power
transient induced by the temperature transient and material motion. The whole-core
was modeled in SIMMER-II using the transport neutronics option.

Figure 1 depicts the material distribution in the core at the time of switching from
SAS3D to SIMMER-II. These SAS3D conditions corresponded to the best-estimate
case in the preceding study/1 > A small difference was that the SAS3D channels
were configured as concentric rings in order to make the data transfer to SIMMER-II
more reliable; 12 channels were adopted. The characteristics of the core at the time
of the changeover were as follows:

- The power level was about nine times the nominal power.
- Boiling occurred in all the inner core channels. There remained liquid sodium

in the outer core and lower part of the inner core channels.
- 20% to 30% of core fuel was molten with marked fuel relocation in the inner

core. The average temperature of the fuel was about 2800K.
- Cladding blockage in the upper part of the core occurred only in about 6% of

the fuel subassemblies.

For the separate-effect analyses, calculations were made paying attention to
particular key phenomena, such as the escape of fuel through a specific path, or for
the recriticality behavior that dominated the event sequence. Table 1 shows the key
events evaluated by separate-effect analyses. The major analytical tool was also
SIMMER-II, but it was used in a more flexible way in order to focus on the points to
be studied. A parametric survey was made of the key parameters. Especially in the
separate-effect analyses, experimental results played an important role. Information
obtained from in-pile and out-of-pile experiments was used to verify the analyses.
For example, data from fuel freezing experiments by ANL (7> and FCI information
from the H2 experiment (8) in TREAT were utilized. Some of the input parameters for
SIMMER-II, such as PARVIS, PKFMAX, and the multipliers for the heat transfer
between sodium and liquid fuel or steel were decided by analysing the
experimental data.

2.3 Best estimate event sequences

The most important result obtained from the evaluation of the TP is that, in the best
estimate scenario, the TP can be terminated without a noticeable energetic
recriticality event before the molten fuel pool region has expanded to include the
whole core. Figure 2 shows several event sequences for the best-estimate TP
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scenario, which was derived based on the integral analysis in this study. The
thicker line qualitatively implies the more likely event sequence.

Figure 3 is a typical result of the once-through analyses, and shows the time
histories of reactor power, amount of fuel in the core, and pressure. The remaining
sodium in the inner core boiled off in a fraction of a second and so its influence on
the TP event sequence should not be important. After a small power burst caused
by the reactivity insertion due to fall back of the fuel earlier dispersed during the IP,
the degraded core with its molten fuel pool stayed subcritical at a power level lower
than the nominal, typically at the decay power level. The small power burst,
although it was neither important in having mechanical consequences to the
containment nor as a driving force to eject molten fuel which would tend to
shutdown the reactor, did work to expand the molten pool region by promoting the
melting of fuel, clad and duct walls. Blockage due to solidified fuel developed in the
Upper Axial Blanket (UAB) region, to form a nearly bottled-up molten-fuel pool. The
rather benign pool behavior could be attributed to the smaller reactivity worth of the
fuel in a large core as well as other effects such as the poisoning effect of fertile fuel
in the axial blanket that continued to melt into the pool.

The once-through analyses showed that the blockage in the UAB region collapsed
a few seconds after the start of the TP to make openings upwards. The main reason
for this is that clad melting in the UAB region fluidized the UAB and the blockages
and caused them to fall down. Ablation by contact with the molten fuel made an
additional contribution.

The likelihood of the scenario with upward openings is strengthened by the fact that
the core being studied, has its gas plenum below the lower axial blanket. The
length of the sub-assembly in the upper part of the core is shorter than for designs in
which the gas plenum is at the top of the core. Furthermore, the diameter of the core
is larger than that of a prototype class reactor. This means that the upper part of the
bottled-up pool is rather unstable and can fall in due to gravity or pressure
differences. Therefore, there is reasonable confidence that there will be openings
in the upper part.

If the openings were large enough, sodium would enter and the molten pool would
become pressurized. Then fuel would be dispersed into the upper plenum through
the openings without any nuclear power burst. This scenario, which is not
simulated by either the SIMMER-II once-through analyses or the separate-effect
analyses at this time should be studied further. One of the merits of the scenario is
that the axial shield structure which is made of boron carbide and is located just
below the top of the subassembly is expected to drop into the molten pool and so
introduce negative reactivity. Not only analytical work, but also experimental
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verification will be needed.

Even without sodium ingress, failure of the control rod guide tubes occurred about
four seconds into the TP, which triggered the ejection of molten fuel from the core.
The driving force for this ejection was that the remaining liquid sodium in the guide
tubes vaporized rapidly upon contact with the surrounding molten fuel. Several
escape paths were available for the molten fuel, and, since the openings had been
formed, the most likely of these was directly upwards from the core. Other escape
paths such as through the control rod guide tubes (either upwards or downwards) or
between subassembly gaps could also be expected. The uncertainties in this
scenario such as the timing of the guide tube failure and voiding of the coolant in
the tubes were assessed by separate-effect analyses to support the conclusion.

Thus, a threat to the containment due to recriticality energetics during the TP was
not foreseen in the best-estimate scenario. Therefore, after relocation and settling
of the core materials, the event progressed to the PAHR in which thermal
consequences were important rather than mechanical consequences due to
energetics.

In order to back up this prospect, more separate-effect type analyses should be
performed. Furthermore, since there is rather limited verification for the application
of SIMMER-II to the TP analysis, the analysis must be backed up by experimental
data or a less complex phenomenological discussion.

2.4 Assessment of energetics

Although it could be concluded that the TP leads to termination without a noticeable
release of mechanical energy, there is insufficient experimental data to support this
at present. Therefore, the possibility of energetics was also evaluated by making
conservative assumptions, in order to identify the potential threats to the
containment.

For the evaluation of the possible energetics, the molten pool conditions were
classified into three categories according to their freedom of motion: subassembly-
scale, local and whole-core pools. Analyses were carried out to understand the
energetic potential of each type of pool by paying attention to the variations in the
molten pool behavior. Figure 4 shows the state of each type of pool and aspects to
be considered in the analysis. The uncertainties in the pool conditions and the
magnitude of the reactivity insertion rate were treated parametrically.

Subassembly-scale pool
For the subassembly-scale pool, the energetic potential is limited since the amount
of reactivity insertion is restricted due to reduced coherency in motion of materials
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among the subassemblies, or friction with the duct walls. Thus the subassembly-
scale pool cannot be a representative case from an energetic point of view.

Calculations were made for a subassembly-scale pool in which about one third of
the fuel subassemblies were molten, by considering various uncertainties in the
state of the pool. The result suggested that even if recriticality occurred due to fuel
compaction, including a somewhat hypothetical FCI in the upper part of the core, the
amount of work energy could not exceed 100 MJ. In this study, the work energy was
defined by the isentropic expansion work potential of fuel vapor up to the cover gas
volume of 110 m3 except for one case discussed later.

Local pool
In the local pool, the reactivity insertion is more limited than in the whole-core pool
since the amount of movable fuei is limited and lateral motion is still restricted due to
the remaining duct walls. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that the
remaining duct walls work to restrict the negative reactivity feedback due to lateral
fuel motion in the local pool. Consequently, if a recriticality event with the same
reactivity insertion rate occurs, the energetics could be more severe for the local
pool than for the whole-core pool.

Assessment of the work energy which could be released from the local pool was
made by a parametric calculation for various external reactivities. The result
showed that when the reactivity insertion rate was small (less than 20$/s) the local
pool was converted into a whole-core pool without the release of a large amount of
work energy. The upper limit of the work energy was assessed as 200MJ, which
was produced when a 100$/s reactivity insertion rate was applied. The maximum
reactivity insertion rate was obtained by making the conservative assumption that
half of the inner-core fuel dropped under gravity to make contact with the other half,
and this was estimated to be 65$/s.

Whole-core pool
The whole-core pool has a larger potential for reactivity insertion than the other
pools since the amount of movable fuel is larger and the restriction to lateral motion
is smaller due to the lack of duct walls. Figure 5 shows the procedure adopted to
obtain the limiting value of the released work energy in which the key mechanisms
that affect the energy release of the whole-core pool stage are considered. The
upper limit of the reactivity insertion rate was assessed to be 200$/s based on the
conservative assumption of the compaction of the whole core. Furthermore, by
considering uncertainties such as the temperatures of the molten materials, void
distribution, inventories of fuel and steel, and the power level, the upper limit for the
whole-core pool was assessed to be 700MJ.
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The conservative work energy
The amount of energy release based on conservative assumptions was assessed to
be: 100MJ for the subassembly-scale pool, 200MJ for the local pool, and 700MJ for
the whole-core pool.

SIMMER-II was also applied to the analysis of the Post Disassembly Expansion
(PDE) to assess the realistic mechanical energy release for the whole-core case.
The model covered the fluids in the reactor vessel and structures such as the upper
internal structure. In this way, the mechanical energy that corresponded to the
isentropic work energy of 700MJ was reduced to around 140MJ. It should be
stressed that the reduction has been well validated by former studies in which
SIMMER-II was applied to the PDE phase (9). On the other hand, there are
considerable uncertainties in the analysis of energetic potentials. Currently many of
the uncertainties are treated with conservatism. Validation work in the future is
expected to lead to a more reasonable and definite assessment of the work energy
as well as the possibility of eliminating the energetic scenario.

3. EVALUATION OF THE CONSEQUENCES

3.1 Thermal consequences

An evaluation of the thermal consequences was made. In the Post Accident
Material Relocation (PAMR) phase, the process of core material reconfiguration was
estimated for each termination scenario of the TP and IP. The amount and the
power level of the fuel were identified for the locations where long-term cooling was
possible in the succeeding PAHR phase. Then, the coolability and criticality of the
debris bed was evaluated as well as the integrity of the structures which retain the
debris bed. Figure 6 shows schematically the major devices and the events
occurring in the reactor vessel which are considered in the PAMR and the PAHR
phases.

Evaluation of PAMR
The process of core material, mainly fuel, reconfiguration was evaluated. Several
of the event sequences were identified as being significant from a fuel motion point
of view. Two of the most important of them were related to the best-estimate
scenarios of the TP discussed earlier and are as follows:

1) Termination due to upward discharge
The TP was terminated at the local pool stage due to fuel discharge to the upper
plenum. The dominant escape path was either through the openings in the
hexcan or through the control rod guide tubes.
About 30% of the whole-core inventory, and about 50% of the inner core, was
discharged into the upper sodium plenum. The rest of the fuel would eventually
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melt down into the core support structure. The fuel in the outer core, about 33%
of the total inventory, was likely to form a rubble bed and could be cooled by the
flow of sodium especially when primary coolant was circulated by the pony
motors. There was a large uncertainty in the coolability of the rubble bed. If a
flow blockage formed at the bottom of the coolant channel due to frozen steel, for
example, coolability would be impaired. Therefore, a scenario was also
evaluated in which fuel melt down occurred in the outer core. The amount of fuel
likely to melt down into the core support structure was thus either 37% or 70% of
the whole-core inventory for the scenario which terminated with a local pool.

2) Termination due to downward discharge
The TP was terminated at the local pool stage due to fuel discharge downwards
into the core support structure. The dominant escape path was through the
control rod guide tubes in this scenario. The amount of fuel in the core support
structure was 67% (when the rubble bed was coolable in the outer core) or 100%
of the total inventory (if the rubble bed was not coolable).

If the TP lasted until the whole-core pool stage, the amount of fuel in the core
support structure could be estimated by analogy with the above scenarios by
considering that the fuel in the outer core was not coolable because it had formed
a molten pool. Furthermore, there were a few more event sequences that should
be taken into account although their expected frequency of occurrence was small.
These cases were chosen as bounding cases for the PAHR although they
seemed very unlikely to occur:

3) An energetic recriticality occurrence in either the IP or TP.
PDE analyses using SIMMER-II showed that almost the whole-core fuel inventory
was discharged into the upper sodium plenum in one second in the case of
energetics. About 50% to 60% of the discharged fuel would settle upon the
horizontal structures below the upper plenum, while most of the rest would
reenter the core region through the entrance nozzles of the fuel and the shielding
assemblies and a small part would flow into the primary loops.

4) No discharge scenario
Virtually all of the fuel inventory remained in the core with no remarkable
discharge in both the IP and TP. The fuel would eventually melt down into the
core support structure. This scenario was covered in scenario 2) above.

The time taken for the molten fuel to settle onto the lowermost plate of the core
support structure shown in Fig.6 was estimated for cases 1), 2) and 4). The time
taken to melt through the below-the-core structure and the time taken for the three
upper plates in the core support structure to fail due to either creep damage or melt-
through was 1200 to 3000 seconds. This time delay lead to a significant reduction
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in the decay heat of the relocated core materials, thus improving the coolability of
the debris bed which had settled on the core support structures.

The time taken for the discharged fuel to settle down onto the structures below the
upper plenum was treated parametrically in case 3). It was roughly estimated that it
took 20 to 200 seconds for the fuel particles to settle down after being quenched in
the sodium plenum.

Evaluation of PAHR
The molten fuel remaining in the core was assumed to fall onto the lowermost plate
of the core support structure and to form a debris bed after being quenched by heat
transfer to liquid sodium, and to spread uniformly due to the self-leveling
characteristics of the fuel debris bed. The upper surface of the debris bed was
cooled by the flowing sodium either natural circulation or pump flow driven by the
pony motors. The lower surface of the plate was cooled by the sodium flow due to
natural circulation.

The natural circulation cases were analysed. The flow path through the primary
loops was conservatively neglected. There are three pairs of pipes in the reactor
vessel which provide a flow path between the upper and the lower plena. The
Direct Reactor Auxiliary Cooling System (DRACS) was assumed to be available
soon after initiation of the transient, which provided the ultimate heat sink to air. The
coolability of the debris bed was evaluated based on the heat transfer model
proposed by Lipinski <10) by changing the amount of decay heat and the thickness of
the debris bed parametrically. The dryout limit was used to judge the coolability of
the debris bed.

For the creep deformation evaluation, the lowermost plate had an effective
thickness of 20cm including the rib structures below the plate. The calculated creep
deformation was about 1%, using Norton's law, which was lower than the 10%
chosen as the criterion for creep failure. Furthermore, an evaluation of nuclear
criticality showed that the critical thickness of the fuel was twice that of the whole-
core inventory for a uniformly distributed debris bed.

Figure 7 summarizes the results from the PAHR evaluation. The dryout of debris
was the governing factor for the success of the PAHR. For the cases in which most
of the fuel melted down into the core support structure, the whole-core inventory of
the fuel can be cooled on the lowermost plate of the core support structure. For the
energetic case in which retention of discharged fuel was important, 70% of the
whole-core inventory can be cooled on the horizontal structures below the upper
plenum. This value is larger than the 50% to 60% that was estimated from the ratio
of areas of the structures and the reactor vessel.
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The results shown in Fig.7 support the conclusion that the consequences of the
ULOF CDA can be successfully contained within the vessel. There remain,
however, several items to be clarified. Some of them are:

- that the scenario in which a molten fuel jet penetrates the horizontal plates,
especially the lowermost one, can be excluded,

- that the fuel debris will be fragmented and become self-leveling after it settles
on its final destination, and

- the integrity of the flow path that guarantees cooling the bottom of the plate at
the final destination.

Although efforts are being made to cope with these issues, no decisive conclusion
has been obtained. Experimental data from inpile and out-of-pile experiments
should be widely reviewed and utilized to solve the issues.

3.2 Mechanical consequences

The mechanical consequences from the case using conservative assumptions
should also be evaluated and this is in progress. An experimental program is also
being undertaken to show that the mechanical consequences can be contained.
Reactor vessel 1/10 and 1/20 scale models are being tested, using water instead of
sodium.

4. CONCLUSION

The prospect that the TP could be terminated without noticeable energetics was
obtained from the evaluation of a TP initiated by an ULOF for a 600MWe loop type
LMFBR with a homogeneous MOX-fueled core. Then, after relocation and settling
of the core materials in the PAMR phase, the event progressed to the PAHR phase
where thermal consequences were important. The fact that the thermal
consequences could be successfully contained in the vessel was supported by the
PAHR evaluation. The assessment of the mechanical consequences may have
only second order importance. However, since many uncertainties remain
especially related to material motion during the TP and the PAMR phases, further
experimental work is required to verify the results. An improved analytical tool such
as SIMMER-IN (11) will be very effective after it has been validated.
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Table 1. Key TP events

Subassembly-scale pool
• Core conditions at the end of IP
• Boil-off of remaining sodium
• Behavior of blockage
• Recriticality in subassembly-scale pool
• Coherent motion of independent pools
• Fuel discharge out of subassembly-scale pool
• Expansion of failed fuel region
• Termination of TP

Local pool
• Duct wall failure
• Formation and expansion of multi-assembly pool
• Reactivity insertion
• Recriticality in local pool
• Behavior of blockage
• Fall in of UAB
• Failure of control rod guide tube
• Fuel discharge out of local pool
• Termination of TP

Whole-core pool
• Formation of whole-core pool
• Behavior of large pool
• Reactivity insertion
• Recriticality in whole-core pool
• Fuel behavior in subassembly gaps
• Fuel discharge out of whole-core pool
• Termination of TP
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Fig. 1. Material distribution at the end of IP
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LEAKAGE OF PUMP BEARING OIL
INTO THE PFR PRIMARY SODIUM, JUNE 1991

A M Judd (UK)

SUMMARY

During the period 25 - 29 June 1991 a total of 35 1 of lubricating oil from the
bearing of one of the PFR primary pumps leaked into the primary sodium. The cause
was a depressurisation of the oil drains tank. Overheating of the affected bearing was
observed, and the reactor was tripped manually. The main consequences of the event
were contamination of the sodium, partial blockage of the pump outlet filters, and
small increases in the outlet temperatures from some of the fuel subassemblies.

Contamination of the sodium was removed by operation of the primary cold
trap without difficulty. During 1992 the three filter assemblies were removed from the
reactor and examined. They were found to be partly blocked with deposits
incorporating carbon. The filter panels were replaced, and the assemblies restored to
the reactor.

Examination of a number of fuel assemblies showed deposits on the inlet filters
of those which had exhibited temperature increases prior to shutdown, but none on
those which had not. There were also fine deposits on the surfaces of some of the fuel
pins. There was no evidence of any damage to the fuel.

Experiments were conducted to demonstrate that the coolant flow rate through
the remaining subassemblies was acceptable. Tests in a Russian experimental rig
clarified certain important aspects of the behaviour of oil in sodium. As a result of this
and other work permission was given by the safety authorities, and the reactor was
restarted at the end of December 1992.

INTRODUCTION

In 1991 there was an accidental leakage of lubricating oil from one of the
primary pump bearings into the primary sodium of PFR. The event, its consequences,
and the actions taken to return the reactor to normal operation, were reported briefly
to the IWGFR (1). The purpose of this paper is to give more detail of the event, which
was significant in demonstrating the robustness of a sodium-cooled reactor to oil
contamination of the coolant, and showed that it is possible to make extensive
engineering interventions in the primary circuit.

THE PFR PRIMARY CIRCUIT

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the PFR primary coolant circuit. The
sodium was circulated by three mechanical Primary Sodium Pumps (referred to as
PSP1, PSP2 and PSP3 in the rest of this paper). They were driven via fluid couplings
by variable-speed electric motors. Each pump was supported by an oil-lubricated
upper bearing located in the thickness of the reactor roof, and a sodium-lubricated
lower bearing.
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The sodium passed through filters and a non-return valve to the diagrid. The
filters and non-return valve associated with each PSP formed a removable assembly.
From the diagrid the sodium passed into a series of fuel carriers. Each carrier held six
core or breeder fuel subassemblies surrounding and supported by a leaning post. The
inlet of each subasssembly contained a filter. The sodium flow path from pump to core
is shown in Figure 2.

THE PFR PSP BEARINGS

Each upper PSP bearing assembly housed a combined thrust and journal
bearing, lubricated with Castrol Perfecto T46 oil. Oil from the bearing was contained
by Borg-Warner seals above and below. Any oil passing the lower seal entered the
reactor argon cover-gas space. It was deflected from the shaft by a disc and fell into a
seal oil drains tank. Oil level in the drains tank could be monitored and oil could be
extracted via a dip pipe. The arrangement of the bearing and seal oil tank is shown in
Figure 3, and the oil systems shown in Figure 2.

The lower bearing of each pump was supported by a conical casing. This was
surrounded by the cylindrical pump housing, which in turn was surrounded by a
cylindrical radiation shield. The arrangement is shown in Figure 4. The bearing was
lubricated with high-pressure sodium from the pump outlet. Some of this sodium
flowed upwards out of the bearing into the conical casing. It left through four 5 cm
diameter holes at the top of the casing and passed through further holes in the
cylindrical housing into the annular space between the pump housing and the radiation
shield. Here it entered four 4 cm diameter pipes which led it beneath the free sodium
surface (to avoid gas entrainment). The sodium exit from the radiation shield into the
cold pool was close to the PSP inlet.

The space above the sodium in the pump casing was filled with argon. It was
part of the cover gas system, but separate from the main cover gas volume. It
therefore had a separate argon supply, and the sodium within the pump casing was
monitored by a level probe.

EVENTS PRIOR TO JUNE 1991

During commissioning of the reactor in 1974 oil leaked from the PSP2 fluid
coupling and lubricating systems above the bearing. In February and March 1974
about 6.41 of oil entered the primary sodium through cracks in the sodium level probe
pipe. Twelve dummy subassemblies were removed from the reactor at the end of
February. Three of these, from the sector of the core fed by PSP2, were contaminated
with a viscous material containing unreacted liquid oil. The sodium temperature had
not exceeded 268 °C. On 29 March the charge machine was withdrawn revealing a
black, tarry coating over the immersed surfaces. On 6 June PSP2 was removed and
found to be covered with a thick black soot. By this time the sodium temperature had
been around 400 °C for 900 hours since the oil leak.

After construction it was noted that the fixings of the PSP filter panels were
weak and might well break, especially if the force on them were to be increased by
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accumulation of debris. It was decided to leave them in place because the core and the
rest of the primary circuit were protected adequately by the subassembly inlet filters.

Between March 1989 and 5 March 1990 the PSPl motor current fell from its
normal value of 96 A to 79 A. This implied a reduction in PSPl flow to 62% of
normal. The decrease was not linear with time but accelerated a few days before
5 March. On 5 March it suddenly increased to 91 A, and in smaller events on 4 April
and 15 April it returned to its nonnal value. It is believed that the PSPl filter became
gradually blocked in the period up to 5 March, and that on 5 March it cleared,
probably by one or more of the filter panels breaking.

Between December 1990 and June 1991 the PSP3 motor current fell from its
normal value of 97 A to 85 A, similarly to PSPl earlier. It is believed that the PSP3
filter became blocked in the same manner. During the course of the PSP2 event the
PSP3 filter appeared to fail.

In December 1990 oil appeared to be being lost from the PSP2 bearing
lubrication system. During attempts to remove oil from the drains tank by suction
sodium was drawn up into it. This was confirmed by the presence of Na-24 in the oil
removal pipework. Measurements of the oil level in the drains tank showed, however,
that insufficient sodium had entered it to make the oil overflow. After the event there
were estimated to be 17 1 of oil in the drains tank, above a layer of sodium and oil
sludge.

THE EVENTS OF 24 - 28 JUNE 1991

Indications

On 24 June the recirculating flow in the argon gas blanket system stopped
because the absolute aerosol filters became blocked. This was not an unusual
occurrence. On 25 June, during the process of restoring the gas flow, the PSP2 cover
gas volume was accidentally depressurised. A sudden rise in oil level in the drains tank
was indicated.

Between 26 and 28 June some core and breeder fuel subassembly outlet
temperatures showed rises. The changes in outlet temperature in this period are shown
in Figure 5.

During the same period the PSP3 motor current fell by 5 A. This is shown in
Figure 6, together with the outlet temperatures of two of the subassemblies showing
greatest increases.

Also during this period oil was added to the PSP2 oil system, and of this 5.5 1
may have reached the drains tank.

At 0600 hours on 29 June the oil level in the PSP2 sump tank fell suddenly by
an amount equivalent to 12.7 1 of oil. A controlled shutdown of the reactor was
initiated. However the PSP2 upper bearing temperature rose, and the reactor was
tripped manually at 0615 hours. PSP2 itself was stopped at 0616 and valved off.
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Subsequent examination of plant data records indicated that after the reactor
trip the PSP3 motor current had returned to its normal value. It is believed that its
filter failed, probably as a result of the sudden flow increase when PSP2 was tripped.

The sodium plugging meters on the primary cold-trap loop had been indicating
normal values of 175 °C for plugging and 185 °C for unplugging up to 28 June. From
the evening of 28 June they started to rise, reaching 195 and 212 °C by 29 June. After
remaining steady until 6 July they started to rise again, reaching 220 and 280 °C by the
end of July.

Postulated Explanation

It is believed that when the PSP2 cover gas volume was depressurised on
25 June sodium was lifted into the drains tank and displaced some or all of the 171 of
oil in it. When the gas volume was re-pressurised the oil drained down the shaft into
the sodium in the conical casing. It was then swept out with the sodium and passed via
the pipes into the annular space between the pump housing and the radiation shield.
As it emerged from the pipes in this relatively stagnant zone some or all of it floated to
the surface, where it remained for a period of hours or days, reacting chemically with
the sodium. Coke-like reaction products fell from the surface, emerged from the
bottom of the radiation shield, and were swept into the pump inlet. The conjectured
path of the oil and the reaction products is indicated in Figure 4.

The reaction-product particles were not trapped by the PSP2 filter because it
was broken, but were taken into the diagrid and entered the subassemblies nearest the
outlets of the high-pressure pipes from PSP2. Most were trapped on the subassembly
filters, causing slight flow reduction and increased outlet temperatures. The smallest
passed through the reactor core and circulated in the coolant.

The lower Borg-Warner seal had been damaged by the event on 25 June, so
that the oil sump had to be topped up to replace oil which leaked past it. On 28 June
the seal finally failed completely, resulting in a sudden loss of oil and overheating of the
bearing. When PSP2 was tripped the sudden decrease of pressure in the diagrid
caused a sudden increase of flow in the other two pumps, and the filter of PSP3, which
was on the brink of failure, finally broke.

It is estimated that a total of 35.21 of oil entered the sodium, made up as
follows. On 25 June 17 1 was flushed from the drains tank when the pump cover gas
volume was depressurised. Between 25 and 29 June 5.5 1 of the oil which was added
to the oil system leaked past the damaged seal. Finally on 29 June when the seal failed
completely a further 12.7 1 entered the sodium.

Subsequent Observations

Following the event some of the core and breeder subassemblies were removed
from the rector and examined. The filter of the subassembly which had been in the
Ml 5 position (see Figure 5) was found to be more than half obscured by adherent
particulate material. The particle sizes were in the range from a few microns up to
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0.7 mm. They were composed of about 85% carbon with some stainless steel. Three
types of particles were identified: very porous with low density; high density with a
glassy surface; and agglomerations of smaller particles of the first two types.

There were similar but less extensive deposits on the filters of some of the
other subassemblies which had given indications of excess temperature, but none of the
subassemblies which had not shown excess temperature had blocked filters.

There was some indication of dark deposits on the surface of some fuel pins
from the affected subassemblies. This was of fine particles of material containing
carbon, with sizes of the order of 5 microns. It is believed that deposits of this type
caused an increase in the effective surface roughness of the coolant flow channels
between the fuel pins, and hence a detectable reduction in coolant flow rate.

REMEDIAL ACTIONS

The contamination of the primary sodium was removed by operation of the
cold trap. Before this could be done a new cold trap filter basket had to be installed,
which was completed at the end of 1991. In early 1992 the cold trap was operated,
and the plugging temperature was reduced from 225 °C to 150 °C without difficulty.

The main engineering activity was to replace all the PSP filters. To do this
each of the filter and valve assemblies had to be removed in turn in a flask and
transferred to a specially-constructed shielded glove-box facility in which a controlled
argon atmosphere was maintained. On examination it was found, as expected, that in
all three cases some of the filter panels had become separated from their fixings and
bent back. There was some evidence of paniculate material adhering to the filters. It
was composed of sodium, stainless steel and silicacious components, indicating that at
least some of it had been present since the commissioning of the primary circuit. All
the filter panels were replaced by new panels of a stronger design

Difficulties were encountered when the filter assemblies were re-inserted into
the reactor. Thermocouple pipes adjacent to the filters were found to have been
broken, it is believed by the effects of flow-induced vibration, and in some cases when
the filter assembly was removed the broken pipe fell across the penetration and
interfered with the re-insertion. Delicate operations with probes had to be undertaken,
first to identify the cause of the interference, and then to remove it.

Several improvements were made to prevent a recurrence of the event. An
argon purge to the pump cover gas volumes was fitted, with flow-rate and pressure
monitoring and alarms. The bearing oil supply system was modified to restrict oil
supply in the event of seal failure, and the drains tank oil extraction pipework was
improved. Alarms and trips on low oil pressure were provided. The procedures for
removing oil from the drains tanks, topping up the oil systems, and controlling the
pressure differentials between the pump cover gas volumes and the main gas blanket,
were revised.
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RESTART

Before the reactor was restarted the condition of the structure was assessed to
ensure that no damage had been done by carburisation of stainless steel components.
The extent of carburisation was estimated to have been very small, mainly because the
temperatures had been low during the period when the primary sodium carbon content
was high.

Once a fiiel subassembly from the reactor had been removed from sodium it
was not possible to qualify it for re-use. For this reason a minimum of subassemblies
were removed for inspection. To ascertain that those which remained in the core were
free of significant blockages two checks were made.

Before reactor operation restarted the presence of coolant flow was ascertained
by means of a simple acoustic device deployed by the fuel charge machine to each core
subassembly in turn. It consisted of a paddle wheel which operated a striker, noise
from which could be detected by the installed acoustic monitoring system. It was not
intended to measure the coolant flow rate. It successfully showed that the coolant was
flowing through all the core subassemblies.

Once it had been established that coolant was flowing it was possible to raise
the reactor power cautiously, using the subassembly outlet thermocouples to detect
partial blockages. No significant temperature anomalies were detected.

Permission from the safety authorities to restart the reactor was sought on the
basis of these checks of the state of the reactor, the remedial work done to the PSP
filters, the improvements to the operating and protective systems, and a satisfactory
understanding of the behaviour of oil in sodium. This was based in part on existing
knowledge, and in part on experimental work done specifically for the for the purpose
of elucidating this event. A major contribution to this was made by the staff of the
IPPE at Obninsk. This is described in a companion paper to this meeting.

Permission to restart was given on 23 December 1992, and full power
operation was resumed on January 1993.
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Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, (IPPE)
Obninsk, Russia

Abstract

Report contains a brief description of the experimental investigations, made at
the sodium installation of IPPE, Obninsk, with regards to the conditions of the
proposed scenarios of oil ingress into PFR primary circuit on June 1991.

In particular, in the report are presented experimental results of investigations
of PFR S/A inlet filter behaviour after oil injection into the sodium circuit at different
conditions and relevant aspects of oil - sodium system evolution.

INTRODUCTION

Investigations, presented in this report, have been carried out on the basis of
the experimental program that was elaborated by UK AEA specialists to elucidate
some aspects of the oil ingress into the PFR primary circuit on 24-29 June 1991.
Experiments were conducted at installation "Protva" in IPPE, Obninsk, in close
cooperation with AEA specialists.

Detailed information on the results, obtained in the course of the experiments,
and its interpretation is planned to be presented in a joint publication of IPPE and UK
AEA Specialists.

In this presentation is given a brief description of some aspects of the oil
pyrolysis product behaviour in sodium loop which may be considered as being of
interest in the frames of this seminar topic.

This report should be read in conjunction with report [1].

1. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND GENERAL
REVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS METHODOLOGY

Layout of the installation "Protva", used for oil injection experiments, is
presented in the Fig. 1. It consists of the units typical for sodium circulational loops:
main loop ((pipeline of 83/4.5 mm); electromagnetic pump (P = 4 atm, GN a (max) =
120 m3 /h); two mixers; 3 valves ( d = 100 mm); pump tank ( V = 0.4 m3); main
heater ( maximum power 150 kWt)), cold trap (V = 0.2 m2) , plugging meter,
sampler, sump tank ( V = 0.5 m3), several bypass lines, incorporating equipment
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necessary to ensure rig operational regimes and measurement of operational
parameters. Pipelines and most of the rig units are made of St. St. 10X18H10T.
Sodium quantity in the rig during the experiments was about 0.5 m3.

To be able to carry out oil injection experiments the rig was supplied by oil
injection system (Fig. 2), including oil capacitance and oil injection devices, which are
essentially needle - type valves of specific design. Oil is injected into sodium by the
pressure of argon, delivered into oil capacitance. The oil injection is controlled by
means of reference manometer, using a calibration curve.

As the main purpose of the experiments consisted in a study of PFR S/A inlet
filters behaviour during and after oil injections into the rig, a special unit was mounted
(filter test unit) which incorporated a chamber and filter element, placed inside of the
chamber by means of supporting plate. Filter element (full scale PFR S/A inlet filter)
was supplied by a bypass line, providing satisfactory conditions for the operation of
the filter pressure drop control system. The signal of magnetic flow meter, placed on
the bypass line, was used as a set-point for the system of automatic control of
pressure drop on the filter element by means of the circuit pump current control.
Except, the chamber parts, divided by the filter element, were connected to the
pipeline of pressure measuring system.

To measure oil pyrolysis products concentrations in sodium some additional
systems and units have been mounted on the rig before starting of the experiments
(volatile oil pyrolysis products sampling system, duplicate sodium sampling system,
high temperature chamber for foil equilibrium tabs).

Methodology of the experiments consisted in carrying out of oil injections into
the rig at some predetermined conditions (see next chapter) with subsequent
measurements of the sodium flow rate characteristics of the filters and study of the oil
pyrolysis products behaviour in the loop (concentrations of the carbon bearing species,
depositions composition, structural materials carburization etc.)

2. MAIN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE OIL
PYROLYSIS PRODUCTS Ш SODIUM LOOP

2.1. Some remarks on the filters blockage phenomena in the different
experimental runs

In the course of the experimental program fulfillment four oil injection
experiments were carried out. Specific conditions of these experiments are listed in the
Table 1.

In the first experiment, where the oil was injected directly into the sodium,
flowing through the filter, a decrease of the sodium flow rate through the filter has
been noted at 55-th second. In time interval of 30 s it fell from 82 down to 68 m3/h.
After five minutes period of stabilization sodium flow rate decrease through the filter
has been renewed and in time interval lesser than 3 minutes it approaches the value of
about 4 m3/h. During subsequent rig operation at stationary conditions the sodium
flow rate through the filter continued to fall down and in time interval of 18 hours it
has been stabilized on the level of 1.5 - 1.6 m3/h.

Filter inspection tiler its dismantling out off rig has shown that filter mesh was
covered by black sodium impregnated substrate. Carbon content of this substrate was
determined to be of 6 - 7 % with the rest being sodium. It has been concluded on the
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likely possibility of the oil pyrolysis directly on the filter mesh with subsequent stage of
additional plugging of the filter by the oil pyrolysis products particles.

In the second experiments there was no any notable changes in filter hydraulic
characteristics. During its inspection after removal off the rig any depositions on the
filter mesh were not detected. Mass residue, obtained after filter washing off by water
- ethanol solution, has been made 0.124 g.

In the third experiment insignificant decrease of the sodium flow rate through
the filter took place, with its total reduction of about 11.6 %. After filter assembly
holding at temperature 270 °C, being cut off during 42 hours of the rig, restarting of
sodium circulation through the filter was followed by its rapid hydraulic resistance
increase. It was impossible to get the prescribed flow rate value even at the pump full
power. Inspection of the filter has shown that the most parts of filter body and mesh
were free of any depositions. Very likely that in this case took place a partial mesh
plugging with course oil pyrolysis products particles accumulated in the filter test
assembly ( pressing of the particles to the mesh by sodium flow and their separation
from the mesh with sodium flow stopping). Subsequent analysis of the depositions,
gathered in the test filter assembly has proven validity of this suggestion.

In the fourth experiments sodium flow rate through the filter remained
unchanged during 121 hours after oil injection start.

2.2. Determination of the oil pyrolysis products in gas phase and in sodium

Time dependencies of the volatile oil pyrolysis products contents in pump tank
plenum (together with hydrogen contents in sodium), obtained in the first and second
experiments are shown in Fig. 3-4.

Brief oven/iew of these results can be summarized in the next mostly important
observations.

- The mostly characteristic of oil-in-sodium pyrolysis products H2 and CH4 by
their maximum amounts, expressed in moles and referred to the mass of the oil were
equal to 2.1 - 2.4 mole H2 /kg and 1.6 - 1.7 mole CH4 /kg.

- Time intervals of these components evolution up to their maximum level
have been measured by the units of hours.

- Hydrogen and light hydrocarbons Cj - C5 evolution into the pump tank
plenum was dependent on the injection rate of the oil into sodium.

- In time interval from 2 - 3 up to 66 h all hydrocarbons except of methane
have disappeared from the gas phase, and hydrogen content in protective gas came in
conformity with its concentration in sodium according to Sievert's law.

Detailed analysis of the gaseous oil pyrolysis products in the third and fourth
experiments has been not performed. Comparison of the gaseous products total
outputs for all four experiments is given in Fig. 5.

Particulate carbon concentrations in sodium samples, taken by means of the rig
sampler during the first and second experiments, varied in the range of 4 - 7 ppm and 7
- 14 ppm, respectively. Corresponding total carbon concentrations covered the ranges
of 5 - 20 ppm and of 5 - 15 ppm. There was no significant increase in the particulate
carbon concentrations in sodium samples taken in the course of the third and fourth
experiments as compared with above mentioned values. These sodium samples were
taken in time interval of approximately 2 hours after oil injection experiments.
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Concentration of carbon soluble in sodium, calculated on the base of carbon
activity measurements in high temperature section of the rig (750 + 20)°C, can be
assumed to be equal to carbon terminal solubility at sodium temperature of
(430 + 20)°C, using solubility expression by B. Longson and A.W. Thorley [2].

In the analysis of the above results on the carbon species concentrations in
sodium one should to account for peculiarities of impurities particulate phase
behaviour in flowing sodium, as well as impossibility to carry out representative
sampling procedures in this case. An evidence on the validity of these suggestions was
obtained in comparison of the results of particulate and total carbon concentrations
determination in sodium samples taken by sampling devises of different types at the
same time.

Particulate oil pyrolysis products detected in the sodium samples taken from
the rig pump tank in time intervals of 66.6 and 165 hours, starting from the moment of
oil injection (in the first experiment), had the following particles size distribution
parameters: median size Do = 11 micrometres, standard deviation о = 2.1 and 2.0,
respectively.

2.3. Some suggestions on the oil - in - sodium pyrolysis products distribution in
sodium circuit

Experimental investigations of the "sodium - oil" system behaviour after oil
ingress into sodium suggest that the total mass of oil pyrolysis products can be divided
for four components: volatile oil pyrolysis products, accumulated for some time
interval in the rig units gas plenums (in the case of conventional sodium rig- in the
pump tank plenum); particulate phase of oil pyrolysis products, transported by
sodium flow; carbon species present in sodium in soluble state; oil pyrolysis products
deposited on the walls of the rig pipelines and surfaces of the rig equipment being in
contact with sodium flow. The first component is made only several percents of the
total oil mass injected into sodium. Subsequently most part of the volatile oil
pyrolysis products disappeared down to negligible concentrations, rapidly enough or
slower, depending on the sodium temperature. The second and third components in a
short time reach almost "equilibrium" levels. Their input into the mass of carbon,
detected by sampling procedures at sodium /oil mass ratios, taking place in the
experiments, is not higher than 10 % of the injected oil total mass.

The main part of the oil pyrolysis products (fourth component) is deposited on
the surfaces of the rig equipment and pipelines. These depositions, at least partially
and in a short period after oil ingress into the circuit, can be easily removed from the
surfaces and penetrate to sodium flow at hydrodynamical perturbations of the flow
conditions. Above mentioned suggestions were strongly confirmed by the results of
the estimations of carbon mass present in oil pyrolysis products depositions on the
walls of the rig pipelines and some units, mostly suspected to localize these depositions
(pump tank, valve, filter assembly body, rig pipeline, sump tank). It is not clear how
much an operation of the cold trap is responsible for the decrease of carbon bearing
species concentrations in the circuit sodium as compared with the processes of
particulate phase separation from the sodium flow due to variety of hydrodynamical
and other effects. Nevertheless there was a notable decrease of carbon
thermodynamic activity before and after sodium cold trapping procedure.
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2.4. Results on sodium carbon activity measurements and structural materials
carburizations

Sodium carbon activity measurements, made by means of the equilibrium tabs
( Fe - 11.6 wt % Mn), in the high temperature section of the rig (750 °C), initially
were planned to use the data for calculations of the concentration of carbon, present in
sodium in soluble state. Thereby carbon activity was calculated by the dependence [3].
However, the results, obtained in the experiments, may be considered being of interest
from the point of view on some additional information on the behaviour of oil
pyrolysis products in sodium rig. It was profitable to measure simultaneously
carbonization of some structural materials (St. St. 10X18H10T, ЭИ-847, Russian
manufacture), held together with equilibrium tabs.

As well, in order to determine the rig structural materials carburization, some
parts of the rig pipelines were cutted off to make their metallographical and chemical
analyses.

One sample was taken from the outlet pipeline of the rig main heater (tube
48 x 4 mm, 10X18H10T St. St.) that was in operation during 800 hours, at
temperature of ~ 500° С Two other samples were taken from the rig hot leg (tube
25 x 3.5 mm, both made of ЭИ - 732 St.St.). The first sample was cutted off from
a pipeline, being on operation during = 200 hours, at sodium temperature of 750-
765°C, and the second - 24 hours ( sodium temperature ~ 750 °C).

Samples of materials for their chemical analysis were prepared by cutting off
the thin layers of the tubes interior surface at different depth.

Summary of the results on carbon activity measurements in sodium during four
oil injection experiments is given in the Table 2. It can be seen that carbon activity of
sodium in the course of the experiments was equal to unity in most parts of the
installation, which have operated at temperature of 430 - 450 ° C. Carbon activity was
also relatively high in the hot leg of the loop.

Reviewing the total set of carbon activity measurements results one can
definitely conclude that high values, obtained in the hot leg of the rig must be
attributed to the partial dissolution of carbon bearing species particles transported by
the sodium flow in high temperature section. It follows, then, that there was only a
slight tendency in the particulate carbon concentration increase in sodium flow in the
course of the experiments (with increase of oil mass injected into the rig). As well
there is only a tendency of partial sodium purification by cold trap.

Summary of the results on carbon concentrations of the stainless steels
specimens, held at temperature of 750 - 765 °C is given in the Table 3. Numbers and
specifications of the individual sets coincide with ones, given in the Table 2. It can be
seen that there exists a pronounced correlation between the carburization levels of
St. St. specimens and carbon activity values, measured in sodium.

Results of chemical analysis of the rig structural materials samples (see Table 4)
have shown that notable carburization of structural materials took place mainly at the
depth of 100 - 200 micrometers. The latter was confirmed by metallography and by
the results of microhardness measurements. Notable carburization by the grain
boundaries of the St. St. ЭИ - 732 (at 750-765 °C) has occurred to the distance of
500 micrometers in reference to the surface. These depths carburization reffered to
temperatures of 750-765° С and at the (lower) operating temperatures of reactor
structural steels and HOCS, considerably less carburization would be expected.
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Microhardness in the surface layer of 20 mem thick was measured to be of ~
600 kg/mm2. With an increase of the distance from the pipe interior surface
microhardness fell down to 307 kg/mm2 at the depth of 1000 mem and remained
further unaltered.

In the case of 10X18H10T St. St. metallography has shown that notable
carburization of the rig pipe occurred at the depth of 40 - 50 micrometers.
Microhardness in this region was measured to be of 607 - 890 kg/mm2 against of its
value of 245 - 260 kg/mm2 in the material matrix.
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Pig, 2. Oil injection system
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Table 1

Conditions of the oil injection experiments

Experiment

N

1

2

3

1-st stage

2-nd stage

4

Location of

oil injection

D 1

D 2

D 2

D 2

Pump tank
(150 mm below

sodium
surface)

Quantity

of oil,

g

189 ± 30

166

201

97

200

Injection

duration,

s

55

240

600

270

223

Notes

Sodium in the rig
circulated 36 hours
after oil injection
with filter test as-
sembly being cut off

Started in interval
of 30 minutes after
completion of the

first stage

o,Sodium temperature in the experiments 430 ± 20 С
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Table 2

Results of carbon activity measurements in sodium

in the experiments NN 1 - 4

Set number and
procedure
specification

1. At initial
state

2.In pure sodium,
before the 1-st
experiment

3.After injection
of 30 g of oil
and sodium
purification

4.After the 1-st
oil injection

5. Before 2-nd
oil injection,
after sodium
purification

6. After 2-nd
oil injection

7. Before 3-d
oil injection,
after sodium
purification

8, After 3-d
oil injection

9. Before 4-th
oil injection,
after sodium
purification

10. After 4 -th
oil injection

11.After 4-th
oil injection
and sodium
purification

Time
after
oil
inje-
ction

hrs

0

0

0

125

0

100

0

3.5

0

4.45

93

Time
of tabs
holding

in
sodium

hrs

0

28.5

10.0

26.5

9.5

45.5

18.0

21.0

26.0

24.0

24

Averaged
carbon con-
centration
in equilib-
rium tabs
(Fe-11.6Mn)

% wt

0.12

0.019

0.061

0.10

0.044

0.0063

0.073

0.096

0.11

0.33

0.092

Carbon
activity

in
sodium

—

0.007

0.039

0.065

0.029

0.041

0.044

0.058

0.066

0.212

0.060

Carbon
in

sodium
solution

ppm

-

0.51

2.85

4.65

2.06

2.95

4.01

5.29

6.06

18.2

4.3
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Table 3

Carbon concentrations in the foil specimens of St.st.10X18H10T

and ЭИ-847 after their holding in sodium during oil injection

experiments

Set

number

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Time of the

tabs holding

in sodium, hrs

0

10.0

26.5

9.5

45.5

18.0

21.0

26.0

24.0

24.0

Carbon activity

in sodium

-

0.039

0.065

0.029

0.041

0.044

0.058

0.066

0.212

0.060

Average carbon
concentration, % wt

10X18H10T

0.072

0.806

1.27

0.632

1.41

1 .14

1.51

1 .88

2.54

1.47

ЭИ-847

0.06

0.48

1.05

0.31

1.11

0.89

1 .31

1.56

2.11

1.01

Set 1 - Initial carbon concentration in the specimens.

Tabs thickness 0.10 - 0.15 mm

In Sets 7 - 1 0 temperature was of 765°C in all other sets - 750°C
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Table 4

Results of chemical analysis for carbon of the rig "Protva"

structural materials samples after completion of oil injection

experiments

Sample

number

1.1

1.2

1.3

2.1

2.2

3.1

3.2

Sample
layer
thick-
ness ,

mm

0.1

0.Г5

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0.1

Distance
of the
layer
from the
surface,

mm

0

0.1

0.75

0

0.1

0

0.7

Sample
speci-
fica-
tion

ЭИ-732

- . -

- . -

- . -

- . -

10X18H10T

- . -

Time in

sodium

hrs

200

-. -

- .-

24

24

800

800

Tempera-

ture,

°C

750-765

- . -

- . -

750

- . -

500

- . -

Average

carbon

concen-

tration

% wt.

1 .371

0.553

0.142

1.08

0.325

0.75

0.106
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the Lipogaz Experiments
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fax 33-76-88-51-77

The effect of fission gas release on the thermohydraulic of a subassembly has been
investigated in the past by different laboratories among which: ANL (HOGLUND and
WILSON [1971-1973]) and by PNC (HAGA [1985]). The conclusions of these authors are,
in respect to some important items, contradictory: HOGLUND and WILSON concluded to
an increase of the heat transfer in the fission gas impact region due to a "spray cooling
mechanism" and they also concluded to a relative insensitivity to the Sodium mass flow rate
whereas HAGA concluded to a degradation of the heat transfer (0.05 to 0.15 times the heat
transfer in single phase) and to a great sensivity to the Sodium mass flow rate.
Furthermore, these results were directly extrapolated to reactor conditions without taking
into account the specific properties of the electrical heaters used for the experiments and
this leads to an under-prediction of local temperature increase in the reactor situation.

The LIPOGAZ experiment was designed in order l)to get a more detailled insight to
the physical phenomena related to the impact of a gas jet on neighbour pin 2) in order to
try to solve the contradictions between previous approaches 3)to provide a data base for
code validation and reactor extrapolations.

The experiment was performed in a single channel geometry with an electrical heater
centered inside an annular sodium channel (4mm hydraulic diameter). The channel was
equiped with different injection holes (1mm diameter hole and 3mm X 0.3 mm rectangular
slot). Nitrogen gas was used. The temperature of this gas was varied from 200°С to 800°C.
The flow rate of the gas could be varied continuously up to 2 g/s. The heater (8.65 mm in
diameter) was instrumented by thermocouples in order to measure:

1- the azimutai temperature distribution (the width of the hot spot could such be
measured),
2- the axial temperature distribution.
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Experimental results indicate that both the Sodium and the Gas mass flow rates have
an great effect on the temperature increase on the impacted heater. Surprising was that in
some cases the temperature in the impact region decreased and became even lower than the
temperature of the surrounding sodium flow! This temperature reduction was interpreted to
be due to the expansion of the gas. From the experiments, gas temperatures in the jet and
local heat exchange coefficients could be deduced (and will be presented in the paper).

The experimental results could be recalculated using the correlation by EPSTEIN
developped for heat exchange related to jet impacts. This correlation was applied
considering that the jet is pure gas (there was no need to consider "spray cooling"). The gas
temperature in the jet is deduced from gas expansion calculations. Also azimutal
temperature distributions (see figure) could be re-calculated. The interpretation showed that
the size of the hot spot is limited (about 6 mm in diameter).

Extrapolation to real reactor conditions were performed. On the basis of
some conservative assumptions it is shown that the maximum clad temperature stays below
the melting temperature of steel.
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PUMP TO DIAGRID PIPE
FAILURE

(LIPOSO RUPTURE ACCIDENT)

For Super Phenix a LIPOSO Rupture Accident is protected

(control rod shut down) only after about 5 sec.

(no direct pump flow measurement).

During this time

о the flow through the core is restricted (-50% QN)

о the core temperatures increase

(local boiling may be reached in some worst cases)

Fast temperature increase may lead to pin failure(s)

and fission gas release

Need for evaluation of thermo-hydraulic

consequences of fission gas release at conditions

near to boiling
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LIPOSO RUPTURE ACCIDENT

reduce local flow

extend boiling region (located at the end

of fissile length)

may lead to early dry out

dMoxLeLappmach

Model for dry out in local boiling (without fission gas release)

-> SABRE validation

-• experiments available for validation

1986)

• Model for calculation of transient flow due to

boiling and fission gas release

- TRIO MC
-> validation (LIPOGAZEAU)

« Model for dry out calculation in boiling situations

with fission gas release

-> validation (LIPOGAZ)
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LIPOSO

Fission gas impact on neighbour pins

- Fission gas flow estimations (

- Experiments performed in the past

ORNL

ANL (WILSON et al.)

PNC (HAGA etal.)

- Analysis is not sufficient:

DMT)

in :
single channel
bunddle
sodium
water

Direct extrapolation of heat exchange coefficient

to reactor situation is nat_cnr№€tJ

Exemple : result by WILSON et al. on FFTF pin

ATmax - 240° С for 250 W^ cm

A moderation taking into account the pin properties

(pins used for out of pile experiments have a higher

thermal conductivity) gives as a result for reactor conditions

350° С < ATmax < 500° С

The upper bound result is not admissible for LIPOSO Accident

Further investigations are necessary
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Fission_gasJmpact

What kind of investigations was necessary?

better knowledge of the physics related

to gas jet impact

for better modelisation

for better extrapolation

need for well instrumented experiment

(LIPOGAZ)
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OBJECTIVES TOR LIPOGAZ

Main_objBctivea_:

- detained study of fission gas impact and

thermo-hydraulic consequences

- dry-out measurements for boiling and fission

gas release

- study of clad temperature fluctuations related

to gas passing through the core for a > 0.5

(KfK studies performed for a < 0.5)

- fundamental study of sodium two-phase flow

• slip ratio measurements (inter correlations)

• pressure drop measurements
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LIPOGAZ

rest^arrangameni

• Na experiment

• single channel

• 1 heating pin (60 cm heating length, SPX sized)

At the bottom (0. < a < 0.9)

At 10 cm from the end of the heating length

Racameters_;

• Nafiow

® Na temperature

• Pin power

9 Injection hole

« Gas pressure

9 Gas temperature (up to 1000°C)

• Hydraulic diameter
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AIGUILLE LIPOGAZ № 1
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LIPOGAZ

MAIN RESULTS

1) The Clad Temperature at jet impact depends on gas flow
rate (this is in contradiction with some data from
litterature)

2) The COOLING of the gas is due to EXPANSION, at high
flow rates (> 0,2 g/s) and explains an APPARENT increase
of heat transfer.

3) Thus the concept of SPRAY COOLING is NO MORE
NECESSARY to explain the apparent increase of heat
transfer and is even in contradiction with some results.

4) Indirect estimations of gas temperatures and heat
exchange coefficients are available.

5) Heat echange coefficients may be deduced considering
pure gas jet impingment and using the EPSTEIN correlation

6) Gas Temperature may be approached:
-isothermal expansion is too conservative
-isentropic expansion is more realistic, not conservative

7) The opening angle (counted from the center of the pin)
corresponding to the hot spot is lower than 120° and lower
than 80° for high gas flow rates (>0,2 g/s)
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HLM-CCOLED
REGION

\

SPRAY-COOLED
REGION

I

FILM-COOLED
REGION

OPPOSITE PIN-
FLOW

BETWEEN
PINS

"STAGNANT"
COOLANT

FISSION-
GAS JET

FAILED PIN

Fig. 1 : Schema du " spray-cooling
after CHAM-Л
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-20

Sodium inlet temp. =» 400*C

UPOGAZ EXPERIMENT J n j e c J k j n ^ , 3 x 0 . 4 mm

Cladding temp, rise at injection point Н е * «ux: 64 W/cm2

0.00 0.20 0.40

Sodium velocity

0.60 0.80 1.00

Gas mass flow rate (g/s)

1.20 1.40 1.60
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-5

UPOGAZ EXPERIMENT

Cladding temp, rise at injection point

Sodium inlet temp. = 400°C

Injection hole » 3 x 0.4 mm

Heatfiux:64W/em2

0.00 0.20

Sodium vetocity

0.40 0.60 0.80
Gas mass ftew rate

1.00 1.20 1.40
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LIPOGAZ

Epstein correlation:

Nu = 0,778 Re0»5 Pr°>35

With:

Re = q D/v S

Nu = h D/ к

q: gas mass flow rate (Kg/s)

D: hot spot diameter (m)

S: ejection hole section (m2)

v: dynamic viscosity of gas (Pa s)

h: heat exchange coefficient (W:m2 K)

k: thermal conductivity of gas (W/mK)

Pr: Prandtl number for gas
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LIPOGAZ FLC Correlation Nu=0.778*ReA0_5*PrA0.35 Epstein et
al.
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LIPOGAZ

CALCULATION OF HOT SPOT
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

Objective: determine the azimuthal temperature distribution
on the clad at the level of gas impact

Main Assumptions:

1) The Pin Section is divided into 2 Zones:
-a zone impacted by the gas defined by the opening

angle
-a zone cooled by sodium

2) Heat transfer in the zone cooled by sodium is calculated
under sodium forced convection assumptions

3) Heat transfer in the zone impacted by gas is calculated
using the Epstein correlation for jet impact with appropriate
gas properties.

4)The Gas temperature is calculated supposing isentropic
expansion

5) heat transfer coefficient and gas temperature are supposed
to be constant over the impact zone.

6) Heat transfer by conduction is calculated within the pin.

The calculation tool is ANSYS
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LIPOGAZ

EXTRAPOLATION TO REACTOR CONDITIONS

Main Hypotheses:

1) Gas expansion is isothermal (conservative)

2) Minimum heat transfer coefficient

3) Hot Spot opening angle: 80°

4) Heat flux: 450 W/cm

5) Sodium Temperature: 700°C

Results:

Maximum Clad Temperature: 1300°С

No clad Melting
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LIPOGAZ
Fission Gas Impact on Fuel Pin

CONCLUSIONS

1) A large data base is available from LIPOGAZ experiments
over large parameter ranges (sodium flow, gas flow, gas
temperature, hole sizes, etc..)

2) Experiments show that the clad temperature at jet impact
location depends on:

- the gas mass flow rate
- the gas temperature
- the sodium temperature

3) The instrumentation of the experiments permitted to
derive local heat transfer coefficients and gas temperatures

4) The interpretation showed that:
- the concept of spray cooling is not necessary to

explain the test results
- low clad temperatures are better explained by the

gas temperature decrease due to gas expansion
- the local clad temperature may even be lower than

the local sodium temperature (due to gas
expansion), and this is not compatible with spray
cooling
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5) Experimental results are recalculated by taking into
account gas cooling by expansion and heat transfer
coefficients based on the Epstein correlation

6) Azimuthal temperature distributions could be recalculated

7) Extrapolation to reactor conditions with conservative
assumptions show that the clad temperature should stay
Sower than the steel melting temperature.
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ABSTRACT

Simulation of the control rod withdrawal accident has been performed in the international CABRI-2
experimental programme. The tests realized with industrial pins led to clarify the influence of the
pellet design and have shown the important role of fission products on the solid fuel swelling which
promotes early pin failure with soiid fuel pellet. With annular pellet design, large fuel swelling
combined to low smear density leads to degradation of fuel thermal conductivity and thus reduces
power to melt. However, the high margin to deterministic failure is confirmed with hollow pellets.
Improvements of the modelling were necessary to describe such behaviours in computer codes as
SAS-4A, PAPAS-2S and PHYSURAC.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the CABRI-2 international experimental programme realized under IPSN, KFK and PNC
collaboration [1], simulation of the control rod withdrawal accident has been performed using
industrial irradiated pins submitted to a slow power ramp of around 1 % PN/s starting from nominal
conditions.

The main questions rising in the frame of this design basis accident concern :

• the knowledge of the power to melt resulting from fuel thermal evolution and related fissions
gases behaviour,

• the evaluation of the margin existing between the power level of emergency reactor scram and
the power corresponding to a deterministic pin failure,

• the determination of the risk of molten fuel ejection from an adventitious pin failure with molten
volume fraction of 10 to 20 % and the potential for pin to pin propagation inside a subassembly.

Indeed, the conditions of such slow transients in which the fuel pin and the coolant are almost in
thermal equilibrium, are different from those already investigated in the other CABRI experiments [2],
[3], and specific pin behaviour might be expected. One important point is the kinetics of fission gases
release in solid and liquid fuel which influences the answer to the three previous questions by the way
of fuel swelling, pressurisation of the molten fuel cavity and in pin fuel motion inside the available free
volume (case of an annular pin design).

Three tests have been realized using different pin designs: solid pellets at 12 at % bum-up (E12 test
with Viggen-4 pin) and annular pellets at 5 at % bum-up (E9 and E9bis tests with Ophelie-6 pins).
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The main objectives of the tests E9 and E12 were to investigate the fuel pin behaviour in such
conditions, to evaluate the margin to failure of those pins, and to determine the influence of both
pellet designs on these points (in spite of the different irradiation levels of the pins).

A particular objective in support of the Super-Phenix 1 (SPX1) reactor studies, has been assigned to
the test E9bis which was to study the risk of molten fuel ejection in case of the adventitious failure of
an annular pin similar to SPX1 ones, having 20 % of molten fuel in mass. In order to initiate failure in
those conditions, the clad has been weakened by a notch located at peak power node.

In this paper, we present the experimental results and their interpretation together with quantitative
evaluation based on theoretical modelling. The models used are SAS-4A (KFK), PAPAS-2S (PNC)
and PHYSURAC (CEA). Finally, the main outcomes for the study of control rod withdrawal accident
are summarized.

II. THE CABRI-2 SLOW POWER TESTS

11.1. Test Pins characteristics

Both types of pins used in these tests are composed of mixed oxide fuel and have been
irradiated in the fast breeder PHENIX reactor.

Their main characteristics are summarized in the following table 1 :

TEST PIN

Fuel design

Pellet outer diameter *

Pellet inner diameter *

Fissile length

Maximum bum-up

End of life peak linear power

Clad material: stainless steel

Clad outer diameter *

Clad inner diameter *

dpa NRT max

Fuel smear density after irradiation

Plenum pressure at 400°C

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

(at %)

(W/cm)

(mm)

(mm)

(MPa)

OPHELIE-6

hollow

7.27

2.

750

4.9

305

316 cold work

8.65

7.50

58

80%

1.2

VIGGEN-4

solid

5.427

—

850

11.7

310

15.15 Ti, cold work

6.55

5.65

98

91 %

5.7

as fabricated value

Although the mean gas retention at peak power node is similar in both pins (around
400rnm3/g STP) the radial profile in Viggen-4 pins is much more pronounced with no
retention in the center and high value in the outer zone of the pellets.

One important point to understand the test results is the difference of fuel smear density in
both pins.
In the Viggen-4 pins, in spite of high burn-up level, small cladding swelling (1 %) has been
obtained after irradiation campaign : this leads to a narrow fuel-clad gap which promotes
PCMI (pellet-clad mechanical interaction) during power transients. However clad mechanical
tests from the Viggen-4 pins showed that sufficient ductility still exists which balances the
PCMI loading with regards to failure threshold.
In the Ophelie-6 pins, the already low smear density with hollow pellet design is reduced by
large clad swelling due to cladding material at 5 at % burn-up level: this mitigates the PCMI
effects during power transients.
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On the other hand, examinations of the fuel outer region of the Viggen-4 fuel presents
significant grain fragmentation with small grain size (~ 1 ц т ) and micro-porosity increase with
large gas bubbles at the grain boundary.

The following other features characterize the highly irradiated Viggen-4 pins :

- the presence of clad corrosion layer in the upper part of the pins which might
influence the PCMI by the reduction of the fuel to clad gap at these levels ; however,
no significant corrosion has been measured in the pin used for the E12 test,

- the presence of gap compounds (called "JOG") which most probably modify the gap
conditions during the pre-irradiation ; however, under strong PCMI and hot conditions
gap compound layer is expected to decrease,

- the presence of volatile fission products as Cs, the vaporisation of which during
transient might contribute to fuel swelling.

H.2. The slow power ramp tests conditions

The test pins are located in an annular test section inside the sodium loop of the CABRI
reactor (75 cm fissile height).
The slow power ramps are initiated from CABRI steady-state conditions. The table 2 gives the
main characteristics of the transients:

Initial maximum linear
power Po (W/cm)

Power ramp (% Po/s)

Final maximum linear
power (W/cm)

Radial power depression in
CABRI ( P m i r / P m a x )

Initial sodium heat-up along
fissile length from 400°C ( X )

E9

603

1.1

1347

0.45

180

E9bis

594

0.95

1075

0.45

180

E12

474

0.9

810

0.3

216

In E9bis test, designed with a notch at PPN (peak power node) in order to promote failure, the
maximum power of 1075 W/cm has been maintained during 166 s and then a loss of flow of
40 % during 26 s has been performed followed by scram onset.

In both tests, E9 and E9bis, the pin did not fail : although this was expected in E9, the
absence of failure in E9bis has been explained by the non-ideal shape of the notch (no
sharp v ) leading to reduction of stress concentration and the conservatism of the mechanical
properties used for failure prediction.

In the E12 test, pin failure has been detected at 60 cm/BFC (bottom of fissile length) when
the maximum linear power reached 810 W/cm. It was followed by an automatically initiated
scram, 150 ms later, thus freezing pin conditions at the failure time.

Н.Э. Е9 and E9bis tests analysis

The results of these two tests are very consistent and are gained through the analysis of the
hodoscope signals and the non-destructive and destructive post-test examinations.
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11.3.1. Fuel thermal behaviour

The hodoscope signals analysis showed without any doubt and with good statistics that
early fuel losses occurred locally from maximum linear power of 730 W/cm (see fig. 1).
According to the hodoscope conversion curve these negative variations correspond to
losses of 30 % to 40 % of the initial mass for respective local powers of 755 W/cm and
784 W/cm.

The fact that fuel losses are seen without association of positive signals corresponding to
the mass displaced is due to the sensitivity of the hodoscope which is higher for losses
than gains related to self-shielding effect.

Later in the power transient, upwards propagation of fuel losses have been detected with
maximum power beyond 900 W/cm and are clearly related to fuel melting with bubbles
forming a gas blanket at the top of the melt cavity.
The final melting extension roughly follows the axial power profile and is summarized in
table 3 :

Axial melt limits (mm/BFC)

Radial melt limits

(% of the external fuel radius)

Pin averaged massic melt fraction (%)

upper

lower

axial level
(mm/BFC)

180
370
590
655

E9

690
16

79.8 ±1.7

86.2 ± 1.81

75 ±1.6

61.5 ±0.86

57

E9bis

635

95

82 ± 2

40-50

These results clearly evidence a large fuel melting extension which, together with the early
fuel mobility, indicate that fuel temperatures in those slow ramp tests with Ophelie-6 pins,
have been higher than expected by code modelling at the time of the experiments (power
to melt of 850 W/cm originally predicted).

Uncertainty on melting temperature versus irradiation level and on the radial power
depression (± 5 %) linked to the CABRI neutronic flux could not explain such a behaviour.

The early fuel mobility could be caused by fuel sputtering of still solid fragments falling
down in the central hole at the approach of fuel melting due to large temperature gradient
and thermal stresses within the porous fuel zone.

The radial melting extension could be accelerated by radial relocation of the superheated
liquid from the cavity towards the porous zone.

Although sputtering does hardly occur within fuel in the temperature range of 2000°C
(temperature level of the porous zone), it seems difficult to allocate the E9 and E9bis tests
fuel thermal behaviour to this effect with plastic fuel beyond 2500°C (at this temperature,
fragments are agglomerated). Another point is the difficulty to understand the break-up in
little regular fragments falling down into the central hole of 1.9 mm diameter without being
rapidly stopped in place.

So, from this analysis it is more reasonable to interpret the first phenomena observed by
the hodoscope around the maximum power level of 730 W/cm as the consequence of
early fuel melting.
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The detailed analysis of the hodoscope signals rather show the formation of several zones
with gases trapped inside the liquid fuel for a long time due to reduction of the central hole
diameter and possible closure even before melting onset.

On the other hand, radial cuts of E9 and E9bis at PPN show toss of density and fuel
fragmentation in the unmolten zones which can be understood as a consequence of an
important solid fuel swelling due to fission gases and porosity gases.

So, from this analysis it comes out that such a low power to melt together with large final
melting extension can be explained consistently by large solid fuel swelling during the slow
heat-up with central hole reduction which leads to the decrease of the fuel density and thus
to the degradation of the thermal conductivity contributing to temperature increase.

In the annular Ophelie-6 pins, this phenomenon is probably favoured by the low smear
density (80 % after irradiation campaign).

The heat-up to the CABRI steady-state at a peak linear rating of 600 W/cm higher than the
end of life conditions (375 W/cm in CABRI) has also partly contributed to increase the fuel
swelling because of the faster kinetics of power rising compared to operating conditions
(competition between swelling and gas escape to the plenum).

11.3.2. In pin fuel motion

The neutron - radiographiss and the axial cuts revealed the occurrence of in pin fuel
motion in E9 and E9bis.

In the lower parts, it is nevertheless difficult to distinguish between fuel squirting and
progression of the melt cavity which reached low levels near BFC.
In the upper parts, there is a clear evidence of the central hole filled with liquid fuel up to
the top of the fissile column where upwards penetration is stopped by the solid fertile
pellets.

On the other hand, the absence of accumulation of metallic fission products at the top of
the fissile length in spite of liquid fuel relocation at this level, indicates that the duration of
the motion has been slow enough to allow segregation of these products from liquid fuel
(more than 1s).

This process is different from that of fast transients as in CABRI-1 and even in CABRI-2
E5 test (pure TOP with Ophelie-6 pin) where dragging (entrainment) of metallic fission
products occurred within few 0.1 s.

Local perturbations of the linear power due to this in-pin motion has certainly occurred and
has been estimated to a 5 % power increase.

Near the bottom of the fissile column in E9 and E9bis, this phenomenon has influenced
the axial extension of melting but in the upper part and elsewhere in the cavity, such
power increase has been negligible compared to perturbations due to bubbles progression
and metallic fission products accumulation in the liquid fuel.

In addition, it is highly probable that natural convection of the liquid fuel has also
occurred. However, due to the evidence of several bubbles along the pin, the existence of
a single loop is excluded (the melting profile would also have been affected). On the other
hand, little loops of converting liquid fuel is possible but not assured.
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11.3.3. Clad deformation and axial fuel expansion

In both tests E9 and E9bis, no extra deformation has been measured by the profilometries
which shows that no significant PCMI occurred during those transients.

The axial fuel elongation given by the hodoscope is low and reversible. The value of 3 mm
in E9 corresponds to clad thermal expansion and confirm that clad loading stayed below
yielding with a closed gap situation.

In E9 bis, a fuel elongation of 2 mm is obtained at 65 s, which is consistent with the E9
result at the same time. After that, fuel squirting in the upper part of the fissile length
prevents from the determination of fuel elongation.

Anyway, in both tests, the important in-pin motion, the gas escape to plenum and the low
smear density of these pins have also most probably contribute to decrease the clad
loading by the reduction of the cavity pressure.

11.3.4. Fission gases behaviour

The measurement of gas release after pin piercing amounted to quantities of Xe and Kr
respectively of 208 cm* STP in E9 and 197 c m 3 STP in E9bis which correspond to 28 %
and 26 % of gas release due to the transient itself in both tests (71 c m 3 STP in E9 and
68 c m 3 STP in E9bis).

The close values in both tests, despite the different melting extensions indicate that the
transient release comes in majority from the solid fuel.

This is confirmed by the micro-probe results which showed mainly in E9bis a decrease of
the Xe concentration in the unmelted rim, proof of a strong release in this outer solid zone.

Concerning the volatile fission products, the gamma-scanning showed no axial migration
of cesium. The ЕРМА results in E9 (at 180 and 370 mm) and in E9bis showed radial
migration of the cesium to the unmelted rim and no more cesium in the molten cavity
which is an indication that cesium has not contributed to molten cavity pressurisation.

H.4. E12 test analysis

The most important result of this slow ramp test with a Viggen-4 fuel is the occurrence of pin
failure with the low value of 810 W/cm as maximum linear power.
The rapid power shut down after failure provided valuable information on the fuel state close
to failure time and on the early post-failure phenomena.

H.4.1. Fuel pin behaviour up to failure

• Fuel melting

In opposition to the E9 and E9bis test, no hodoscope signal has been detected before pin
failure to give information on power to melt.
The post-test examinations show that the molten cavity extends axially from 200 mm/BFC
to 625 - 660 mm/BFC with limited radial extension :
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Axial level
(mm/BFC)

220

300

420

Relative radial extension
(% of external radius)

- 0

50

54

Due to the solid petlet design and high fuel smear density, degradation of the thermal
conductivity due to fue! swelling had probably a limited effect on fuel thermal behaviour as
compared with Ophelie-б pins.

е Pin mechanical behaviour

Pin failure has been detected by the micro-phones and the hocfoscope at the axiaJ location
of 60 cm (i.e. 17 cm above peak power position) and resulted in fuel ejection into liquid
sodium.

At that time and location the mean dad temperature is estimated to be around
710-74OX.
The profilomslry of the clad performed on the intact Sower part of the pin Has shown
residual deformation of 0.8 to 1 % in the region 280 - 380 mm.
The limited radial extension of the molten fuel cavity тй especially at failure location
indicates that cavity pressure is not the dominant parameter to cause clad failure.

The characteristics of the high bum-up Viggen-4 fuel and the understanding of the
transient fuei behaviour under more rapid power transients (TOP) in othsr CABRi-2 tests,
led to assume that solid fue! swelling results in considerable PCMI loading of the clad.

indeed, with such high burn-up, an important quantity of gases is retained in large bubbles
at the grain boundary, in the outer zone of the fuel with grain fragmentation.
Under slow heat-up and with strong cladding constraint, the swelling of these bubbles
occurs with release to free volume and leads to dad deformation.
The measurements of fission gas retention in the intact zone (ЕРМА and sublimation)
confirm the release of such gases during the slow transient.
The axial fuel expansion is limited (2 mm given by the hodoscope) and may be explained
by the fuel thermal expansion with cold outer fuel under slow power ramp.

H.4.2. Post failure phenomena

© Fuei ejection and sodium channei voiding

At the time of pin failure, the hodoscope detected fuel ejection in the liquid sodium in the
region 56 - 72 cm/BFC. This resulted in a fuel coolant interaction (FC!) as shown by inlet
and outlet flow divergence (fig. 2) which reaches its maximum within 5 ms (consistent with
CABRI-1 tests, [2]). Pressure peaks of 47b and 24b were respectively obtained in the
lower and upper parts of the test section.

Evidence of an early fission gas release has been given by the analysis of the void
detector located in the upper part of the test channel and by the response of the sodium
thermocouples at the top of the fissile length and above.

Considering the pin failure conditions, these gases are assumed to be released partly from
the upper plenum and from the thick solid outer fuel zone with high gas retention and
possible ejection of small fuel fragments. Contribution from the solid outer fuel zone also
explains the slower sodium flow decrease after divergence in comparison to CABRI-1
results with less gas quantity in the periphery.
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The fuel mass ejection rate is 9 g during 50 ms and the sodium voiding is limited to the
half upper part of the pin.

• Fuel motion

During the 150 ms between failure and scram onset the hodoscope showed only radial fuel
motion with small axial relocation.

Continuous gas flow from the fuel pin is suggested by the total voiding of the molten cavity
seen by the post-test examinations and by the observation of the crust on the structure
wall with the dense layers and porous frozen fuel pushed inside.
The fuel relocated outside the pin created partial channel obstruction (residual sodium flow
of 6%).

No intact stub motion has been observed during the test in spite of the high plenum
pressure of the Viggen-4 pins. In E12 experiment, this can be linked to the limited pin
disruption which prevented from release of the cladding constraint at both ends of the pin.

The hodoscope at the final state indicates lack of fuel in the region 25- 50 cm BFC
(consistent with the cavity voiding) and the post-test examinations show relocated fuel
from 53 to 71 cm BFC corresponding to the ejection zone.

III. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Quantitative evaluation of these tests have been made with the analytical models PAPAS-2S (PNC),
SAS-4A-Ref. 94 (KFK) and PHYSURAC (CEA).
In the following, we will concentrate on the description of the pin behaviour up to failure.
In this frame, the interpretation of the CABRI-2 tests led to major modelling extensions due to the
investigation of high bum-up fuel and lower energy injection rate compared to CABRI-1.

These improvements concern mainly :

- the description of the irradiation campaign by the way of an extended model of gap
conductance in SAS-4A,

- the transient gases behaviour coupled with the pin mechanics in all the three codes.

However, although agreement is found on the basic phenomena, differences still exist in the detailed
modelling.

SAS-4A describes gas release from fuel to central hole and from central hole to free volume
(connected porosity , cracks). Transient fuel swelling is due to non-equilibrium bubbles growth with
time constant equivalent to gas release time constant. The effect of cladding constraint is taken into
account through hydrostatic fuel pressure (average between fuel-clad contact pressure and pressure
in central hole).

In PAPA-2S fuel swelling is acting after grain boundary separation determined on the basis of face
bubble growth and grain face tunnel formation (linkage criterion used). The release to free volume is
possible after a maximum volumetric swelling of 10 %. The contact pressure between fuel and clad is
assumed as hydrostatic fuel pressure.
With these assumptions, fuel swelling is closely related to the radial profile of gas retention (pre
specified) and high amplitude of volumetric swelling is expected in the outer fuel zone.

In PHYSURAC, gas release to free volume and to plenum is described together with transient
swelling of inter and intragranular bubbles taking into account the pressure field inside the fuel
(intimate coupling with the pin mechanics). Swelling due to porosity in the internal hot part of the fuel
(above softening temperature of 1800°C) is assumed with instantaneous pressure equilibrium with
plenum pressure resulting in volume increase in the fuel hydrostatic zone and no gas release to
plenum before central hole closure.
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The degradation of the fuel thermal conductivity with the macroscopic porosity is described in
SAS-4A and PHYSURAC. In PAPAS, the impact of the grain boundary separation on the thermal
conductivity is simulated by a reduction factor dependant on face bubble growth down to 0.6 times the
nominal value.

The fuel pin mechanics is similar in SAS-4A and PHYSURAC with fuel body separated into zones and
strengthless condition based on temperature threshold.
In PAPAS, a more precise model treats the yielding behaviour of fuel and clad.

Clad mechanical properties are derived from tensile tests of the Ophelie-6 and Viggen-4 pins, with
imposed strain rate in the three codes. Failure prediction is based on cladding strain in SAS-4A and
PHYSURAC. Although failure prediction is possible with introduction of simple correlation for failure
strain, PAPAS did not give failure prediction within this study.
In-pin fuel motion has not been considered in this study (SAS-4A model not applied).

Sil.1. E9 and E9 bis calculations

In-those tests, the maximum power level at CABRI steady-state before the power ramp, is higher
than the end of life maximum power, consistently with other rapid transients realized with Ophelie-6
pins.

In PHYSURAC, the whole transient starting from equivalent end-of-life conditions is described.
With PAPAS-2S, calculation usually starts from CABRI steady state condition just before transient.
Although experimental correlations are available to determine the boundary condition such as
restructuring and gas release for this initial state, it was specified mainly by input based on PIE
information in order to reduce additional uncertainty by the boundary condition. However, for the E9
and E9bis test, the CABRI steady state operation seems to be already a kind of transient compared
with the EOL conditions. Therefore, 100 seconds of pre-conditioning period in CABRI was calculated
before the TOP with PAPAS-2S.

The obtained power to melt values (similar in E9 and E9 bis) are the following :

SAS-4A 763 W/cm
PAPAS-2S 736 W/cm
PHYSURAC 664 W/cm

In PHYSURAC, the assumption of fuel swelling due to porosity gases in the hot part of the fuel
without gas release to plenum already indicated a reduction of the inner fuel radius at CABRI-steady
state level and leads probably to an under-estimation of the power to melt. However, the value is
consistent with the scenario of the tests showing early fuel melting below 730 W/cm.

The slow heat-up to CABRI steady-state beyond end of life conditions has only partly contributed to
the early melting onset with no influence on the final melting extension : this has been studied with
PHYSURAC which showed that a slow power ramp starting directly from end of life conditions would
lead to a power to melt of 730 W/cm, still lower value than 850 W/cm as originally predicted without
the modelling improvements.

The figures 3, 4 and 5 show the calculated melting extension in E9 and E9 bis compared to post-test
examinations. In SAS-4A, the melting extension is under-estimated with the present approach. Good
agreement is found by PAPAS and PHYSURAC with however an overestimation of the axial
extension in PAPAS probably linked to the low gap conductance at axial ends. The fact that satisfying
results are found without description of the impact of the in-pin molten fuel relocation confirms that
with regards to melting extension, its effect is not significant.

From the results, it can be concluded that the basic phenomenon to explain such low power to melt
and large melting extension in the Ophelie-6 pins is the degradation of the fuel thermal conductivity
due to gas release and macroscopic porosity increase during slow heat-up.
This phenomenon is strongly related to the end of life state of the Ophelie-6 pin which: operated at a
maximum linear power of 305 W/cm retaining thus significant amount of gases in the region of
relative radius from 0.66 to 1. R/Ro.
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The calculated strong gas release from solid fuel during the test is illustrated on figure 6 in agreement
with the retention measurements.
The absence of plastic straining of the clad as shown by the experiment is reproduced in SAS-4A with
the use of an imposed variation of the plasticity temperature fonction of contact pressure and central
channel pressure.
A plastic deformation of the clad is calculated by PHYSURAC in E9, late in the transient (beyond the
maximum power of 1100 W/cm) and reaches 2 %, due to high cavity pressure (32 MPa) assumed to
load the clad directly. This can be explained by the underestimation of the gas release from solid fuel
to plenum and by the absence of in-pile motion modelling. Similarly, cladding plasticity due to fuel
thermal expansion is reached in PAPAS (0.4 % at 60 cm BFC). However further deformation due to
swelling was not calculated. Without gas release to the plenum, the cavity pressure reached 60 MPa
which seemed to be unrealistic and has not been transferred to the cladding due to the presence of
the solid fuel shell with high strength.

811.2. E12 calculations

The E12 calculations have been performed with the three codes using the same basic modelling as in
E9 and E9 bis analysis. The differences concern in PAPAS, the absence of decrease of the fuel
thermal conductivity and in SAS-4A, the use of a constant fuel plasticity temperature (2400 K).

The calculated power ramp led to power to melt of 711 W/cm (SAS-4A), 690 W/cm (PAPAS) and
638 w/cm (PHYSURAC) The lower values given by PHYSURAC results from already hotter fuel
temperature at CABRI-steady-state (200 9K in the center) due to the calculated effect of porosity
increase and swelling in central hole from end-of-life equivalent conditions.

The figures 7 and 8 represent the melting extension compared to post-test examinations and
corresponding to the maximum power of 810 W/cm at failure time.
A good agreemeent is found by PHYSURAC and SAS-4A. This confirms, that even with solid fuel,
degradation of the thermal conductivity due to fuel porosity increase, although lower than with hollow
pellets may better explain the results.

The transient calculations did net lead to precise description of the pin failure except in PAPAS in
which a maximum clad deformation of 3 % leading to failure has been obtained consistently with the
experiment at the level 60 cm. At this level similar maximum clad temperature is calculated (710 -
740 °C) by ail codes.
The axial profile of clad plastic deformation (figure 9) shows that in SAS-4A the maximum value
(1 %) is found at PPN while in PHYSURAC and PAPAS, the zone of maximum deformation is 50-
60 cm which can be correlated to the axial profile of initial gas retention and cladding temperature.

The high straining found in PAPAS results mainly from the assumptions of high level gas retention in
the radial zone from 0.75 to 1. in relative radius, possible high volumetric swelling up to 10 % without
gas release and fuel mechanical modelling with hydrostatic pressure given by contact pressure
between fuel and clad (assumption linked to the high level of grain fragmentation in the periphery of
the VIGGEN-4 fuel).
On the other hand, the insufficient plastic clad deformation calculated by PHYSURAC at 60 cm may
be explained by the limitation of the fuel swelling in the outer zone of the fuel due to the assumption
of elastic fuel behaviour below 1800 °C giving high stress field.

At experimental failure time, the calculated massic fuel melt fraction is 10 % with however almost
liquidus fuel in cavity to be ejected.
The pin failure conditions obtained with limited melting at failure site, the deformation observed in the
lower part and the analytical results confirmed the role of solid fuel swelling due to fission gases on
the clad loading.
However, the contribution of the vaporisation of the cesium on the clad deformation, although difficult
to evidence, has also to be considered in such slow transients with high burn-up pins.

The results given by the different codes confirmed the importance of the description of the gases
behaviour (after irradiation and during the transient) coupled with appropriate mechanical fuel
evolution.
Due to the present uncertainty on these points in the field of high bum-up, the description of the pin
behaviour cannot be expected with high level of precision.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The analysis of the CABRI-2 slow ramp tests has evidenced the major role of fission gases during the
whole transient and the different fuel pin behaviours of hollow and solid pellet design.

In the case of the hollow pellets of Ophelie-6 fuel with medium bum-up and low smear density
reduced by clad swelling, large fuel swelling resulted in degradation of the fuel conductivity and led to
a rather hot fuel state with low power to melt.
On the other hand, the absence of clad deformation and consequently of failure, in both tests E9 and
E9bis confirmed the high margin to deterministic pin failure (above 1350 W/cm) under the CABRI
neutronic flux conditions. Such a behaviour is explained by the low smear density and the reduction
of the cavity pressure due to in-pin motion and outgassing from the molten fuel.

With the solid pellet design of Viggen-4 pins and high burn-up level of 12 at %, the solid fuel swelling
due to fission gases retained in the outer fuel zone with high grain fragmentation, resulted in clad
deformation and failure at the maximum linear heat rate of 810 W/cm. Possible contribution of
volatile fission products has also to be considered.

The pin failure led to fuel ejection with a massic molten fuel fraction of only 10 %, which initiated FCI
and led to partial channel obstruction.
However, such post-failure behaviour and consequences on propagation inside a subassembly cannot
be directly extrapolated to the case of an adventitious failure of a fuel pin with an hollow pellet design
and 10 % melt fraction due to the different cavity conditions and especially cavity pressure for fuel
ejection, the different coolant channel geometry and the rapid power shut down after failure.

Although these CABRI-2 slow ramp tests are not fully prototypic of the reactor case due to the radial
flux depression in the CABRI-core, they have clearly underlined that the fuel performance under such
transients is mainly influenced by gas and fission products retention.
High burn-up level or low power operating conditions leads to increase the probability of early pin
failure with solid pellet design and to a reduction of the power to melt in case of hollow pellet design.

However, the failure level with hollow pellet fuel design increases considerably when compared to the
solid pellet fuel pin design.

To represent such behaviours in computer codes as PHYSURAC, PAPAS-2S and SAS-4A REF94,
major extensions of the physical modelling were necessary. However, the difficulties encountered to
get precise description of the phenomena showed the need of more refined pin mechanics modelling
coupled with transient fission gases behaviour and in-pin fuel motion.
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UNDERSTANDING ON FUEL PIN BEHAVIOR UNDER THE SLOW TOP
CONDITION BASED ON IN-PILE TEST RESULTS
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O-arai Engineering Center
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

O-arai, Ibaraki, 311-13 JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Recent in-pile slow TOP (<l%P0/s, Po is nominal power) test results in
CABRI and EBR-II were evaluated together with former results in TREAT
and SLSF. These slow TOP database with various fuel design and pre-
irradiation conditions gave a general understanding on failure mechanism and
failure threshold dependency on fuel conditions. Fuel smear density is a key
parameter for failure threshold and low to intermediate smear density provides
high failure threshold. Fuel burnup and/or pre-irradiation linear power rating
is also playing an important role for fuel swelling whose contribution for
failure becomes considerable with high smear density fuel. Study on
coolability of failed fuel pins was also performed with these failure data.
Although very limited test data with continued overpower condition after
failure made clear conclusion difficult, amount of ejected molten fuel into the
coolant channel is judged to be most important parameter for coolability.

1. Introduction

In case of an inadvertent control rod withdrawal in a fast reactor, automatic
reactor scram triggered by neutron flux monitoring should terminate further accident
progression. Control rod withdrawal in a fast reactor can only take place with the
motor driving and reactivity insertion rate is mostly below a few cents per second.
With the effect of negative reactivity feedback such as Doppler and fuel expansion,
power increases linearly and a few cents/s corresponds roughly to several %PQ/S. This
type of continuous linear power increase transient is called hereafter "slow TOP".

If the fuel pins have sufficient margin-to-failure during this transient up to
scram, the accident can be terminated safely. This margin-to-failure is dependent on
fuel pin design and irradiation conditions. Therefore, in order to realize higher fuel
performances such as higher linear power rating, higher burnup and higher failure
threshold under the slow TOP, it is necessary to clarify the failure threshold and its
dependency on fuel design and irradiation conditions.

Fuel thermal expansion and swelling as well as fuel melting during transient are
dependent on fuel temperature profile and in-pile nuclear heating is indispensable to
study fuel behavior during the slow TOP. As the database for fuel pin behavior within
this transient domain, in-pile programs such as TREAT1 ~ 5 , SLSF^J, CABRI-28 and
EBR-II TOPI-series9~12 a r e available. This database covers various fuel design and
pre-transient irradiation conditions as well as transient power increase rates and
termination power levels.

In this study, global trend of failure mechanism and threshold dependent on fuel
and transient conditions is discussed based on these in-pile test results with an aid of
computer code calculations. In the mean time, although well designed fuel pins will not
fail during the transient, coolability of the core must be kept even if minority number of
fuel pins is assumed to fail providing in-depth safety margin. In this respect, coolability
of failed pins is another important aspect and it is discussed in this paper.

2. Characteristics of the slow TOP database
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Table 1 shows characteristics of in-pile test programs which have provided most
valuable slow TOP test results. Although the TOPI-1A and TOPI-IB tests also
provided valuable information to this aspect, discussion here concentrated on the TOPI-
1C, -ID and IE tests with which important test parameters seem to be basically
covered.

Flux depression
If the test fuel is driven by thermal neutrons, heat generation dissipates in the

inner part of test fuel. This flux depression gives disadvantageous features. In case of a
single test pin geometry, neutron flux depression gives lower fuel temperature in the
inner part at the same linear power rating. Therefore, linear power rating necessary to
get some fuel melting becomes higher with the flux depression. At the same fuel
melting, fuel outer region temperature is higher with the flux depression and therefore
fuel thermal expansion and swelling will be enhanced. In case of a 7-pin cluster, six
peripheral pins have highest heat generation at the external part facing at the
surrounding tube. This biased heat generation in the peripheral pins tends to cause
unfavorable effects on pin deformation and failure. Therefore, failure mechanism and
threshold under the flux depression can better be studied with single pins.
Nevertheless, 7-pin cluster tests in TREAT and SLSF were performed where study of
post-failure behavior was main interests. On the other hand, EBR-II provided fast
neutron flux giving an advantage for studying prototypical fuel pin behavior.

Pre-conditioning
The EBR-II and ETR (for SLSF test) facilities are capable of supplying

sufficient pre-conditioning continuously followed by the slow TOP. On the other hand,
without steady-state driver core cooling capability, TREAT does not allow sufficient
pre-conditioning. CABRI facility is capable of several minutes of pre-conditioning. In
the CABRI program, the slow TOP tests were performed as a part of whole test
program covering much faster TOP and TUCOP (Transient Undercooling Overpower)
related to ULOF accident study where adiabatic fuel heating under flux depression
gives severer impact on fuel temperature profile or even causes melting inversion.
Higher linear power rating at pre-conditioning with pronounced radial temperature
gradient can compensate for this unprototypical condition during TUCOP. Therefore,
high linear power rating was adopted for TUCOP tests and it was commonly applied for
the slow TOP tests. CABRI-2 slow TOP tests consist of first phase very slow ramp
transient up to the pre-conditioning linear power rating P p r e and second phase ramp
with 1 %Ppre/s.

Variation of test fuel pins
Each of EBR-II TOPI-series experiments was performed with 19 pins. In the

TOPI-1С test, loosely assembled 19-pin bundle was used. On the other hand, in TOPI-
ID and -IE tests, where significant fuel melting had been expected, 19 shrouded pins
were used in each test. Although maximum overpower level is limited to ~2P 0 due to
the driver capability, the various fuel conditions allowed a good opportunity to clarify
effect of fuel conditions on clad loading.

Fissile length
In the EBR-II TOPI-series tests and TREAT Jl experiment with fuel pins pre-

irradiated in EBR-II, the short fissile length with the lower axial power peaking
provided relatively high local linear power rating at the fissile top. With the same
coolant temperature rise along the fissile length, higher local linear power rating at the
fissile top can give higher cladding loading there than prototypical condition. On the
other hand, the high local linear power rating at the fissile top can enhance fuel melting
up to the fissile top leading to molten fuel extrusion beyond the original fissile region.
Therefore, the short fissile length condition can change cladding loading from
prototypical condition and this aspect should carefully be considered.

On the other hand, prototypical long fissile condition was used in CABRI, SLSF
and the other TREAT tests.
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Test section geometry
7-pin cluster tests are available from a few ones in TREAT and SLSF. Single

pin supported by grid spacer is used in the CABRI program, while each pin was
shrouded with wire-wrapping in the EBR-II TOPI-ID and -IE tests. Although, a 19-
pin bundle geometry was used in the EBR-II TOPI-1С test, the loose bundle situation
gave fuel pin behavior similar to single pin condition.

Ramp rate
0.1%Po/s was applied in the EBR-II TOPI-1С, -ID and -IE tests. In the

CABRI-2 program, l%Ppre/s was applied for the final TOP. However, the first phase
operation up to the pre-conditioning was already a kind of slow TOP with the ramp rate
similar to these EBR-II tests. The TREAT facility can only provide limited integral
heat generation within the test fuel pins. This limitation allowed 10~15% Po/s
(corresponding to ~5 cent/s reactivity insertion rate) of ramp rate as the lowest keeping
pin failure capability. In case of sufficiently slow transient (below a few %Po/s), heat
generation within the fuel is balanced with heat removal by the coolant flow thus fuel
temperature distribution is dependent on the linear power rating. In case of ramp rate
higher than a few %P0/s, short transient time does not give sufficient fuel heat
generation to establish the equilibrium corresponding to the linear power. Therefore,
linear power rating is not representing fuel thermal condition in case of high ramp rate
as can be seen in Fig. 1. Coolant temperature increase is also delayed in case of high
ramp rate. As a result, relationship between fuel melting and coolant temperature
increase is unchanged even with different ramp rates. As will be discussed later,
amount of fuel melting can better represent fuel thermal condition for different ramp
rate conditions. 10~15%Po/s was applied also in the SLSF test. These TREAT and
SLSF tests simulated a reactivity insertion rate of 5 cents/s except for TREAT Jl where
10 cents/s was simulated.

These in-pile tests with different advantages and disadvantages provided an
effective database in which disadvantages can be compensated for by each other.

3. Overview of test results

The test conditions and results of most valuable in-pile slow TOP tests are
shown in Table 2. Information given in this table was obtained mainly from
literatures 1~12. Fuel smear density given here is as-fabricated condition.

Presence of thermal neutron flux depression in some tests as well as difference
of ramp rate makes linear power rating not appropriate to represent global fuel thermal
condition. Fuel areal melt fraction at the midplane can better represent global thermal
condition because extent of fuel melting is directly related to melting area and
temperature of solid fuel is closely related to the melt radius. Although usual definition
of the areal melt fraction does not include solidus fuel within the melting region, such
solidus fuel within the cavity is negligible in the slow TOP condition and the areal melt
fraction is almost equivalent to the fraction of melting area.

Figures 2 and 3 show fuel areal melt fraction at midplane at failure time or peak
value for non-failure cases. Fuel smear density is a key parameter for pin failure and
results with high smear density are presented separately from low to intermediate smear
density data. From the recent TOPI-IE test, only data points of the two failed pins were
included to these figures because the PIE information concerning fuel melting is not
presently available. Fuel areal melt fraction for these failure pins in TOPI-IE was
evaluated with PAPAS-2S code analysis. Because of the fact that the failed pin in
TOPI-ID experienced extremely high coolant temperature operation during the pre-
irradiation^, this failure data is not included to these figures. TREAT RFT and CDT
tests are also absent from these figures due to lack of sufficient information. Precise
conditions of the TREAT CDT tests will give valuable information on the transient fuel
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pin behavior with the advanced fuel pin design characteristics which is different from
other TREAT tests.

Areal melt fraction around the midplane was measured in some tests which are
shown with bold numbers in Table 2. In case of no direct PIE information, calculated
areal melt fraction or interpolation based on available PIE information was adopted
taking the effect of flux depression and ramp rate into account. Data points with 0% of
areal melt fraction shown in these figures are corresponding to the condition just around
melting onset.

3.1 TREAT and SLSF programs

In the TREAT program, fuel pins pre-irradiated in PFR and FFTF were mainly
used. FFTF pins used in the TS1 and TS2 tests had intermediate smear density
(~85%TD) with solid pellet design. Areal melt fraction measured around the midplane
in these tests was ~77% without meaningful difference. Molten fuel extrusion beyond
original fissile height was observed in these tests which increased the failure threshold
slightly. Especially in the TS2 test, the extrusion was up to the extent to completely
compress the spring in the gas plenum. However, degradation of cladding strength with
elevated temperature was dominant for failure in these tests and the limited space
available for extrusion did not change failure threshold drastically.

7-pin cluster Jl test used solid-pellet pins with intermediate smear density pre-
irradiated in EBR-II. The central fuel pin had the lowest power due to the flux
depression. Three peripheral pins failed at the fissile top with failure rips facing the
surrounding fluted tube. These failure sites are corresponding to the highest heat
generation parts at this axial level under the flux depression. Calculated areal melt
fraction at midplane for the peripheral pins is reported to be 45% *. The central pin had
much less fuel melting. Some part of molten fuel ejected from these peripheral pins
attacked the central pin above the fissile region and formed a stress-crack type failure.
The lower failure threshold of this test compared with the TS-series tests may be related
to the effect of short fissile length as well as probable hot spot effect due to the steeply
biased heat generation in the peripheral pins. Upward shift of fissile top up to 37mm
was observed in this test too.

Annular pellets were used in the PFR-TREAT program. Although information
on fuel melting is not available for these tests, estimation based on TREAT TS1, TS2
and CABRI E9 tests gives areal melt fraction of 70~80% at failure. These failure
conditions of the PFR-TREAT tests are not much dependent on the burnup (4 and 9
a/o) nor different test-section conditions (single pin and 7-pin cluster) indicating that
pin failure was dominated by degradation of cladding at elevated temperature. It should
be noted that coolant boiling was avoided with pressurization in these TREAT tests.
Therefore, if pressurization was not applied, fuel pin failure will have taken place just
around onset of coolant boiling.

In the SLSF W2 experiment, seven slightly pre-irradiated fuel pins were used.
The central pin had higher enrichment in attempt to allow initial pin failure in this pin.
With the effect of flux depression under 7-pin cluster condition and unexpectedly high
axial power peaking, it is reported" that pin bowing took place in the early part of
transient leading to premature initial cladding failure around the midplane. Although
this initial failure affected axial level of subsequent pin failures, failure with meaningful
fuel ejection into the coolant channel took place after getting significant fuel melting.
Therefore, the condition at the fuel ejection is regarded as a representative for fuel pin
failure condition in a usual sense.

Low to intermediate smear density fuel tests performed in the TREAT and SLSF
programs commonly resulted in cladding failure driven mainly by molten fuel cavity
pressurization under significant decrease of cladding strength due to elevated coolant
temperature near the fissile top at the normalized overpower of ~3P0. Failure locations
in these high enthalpy failure mode were mostly near the fissile top. This is because
cavity extended in the axially wide region and the highest cladding temperature near the
fissile top allowed cladding failure.
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In these tests, standard 316SS material which does not have sufficient resistance
to swelling was used (except for CDT tests). Possible cladding swelling in the
intermediate to high burnup condition may have reduced fuel smear density.
Furthermore, large cladding swelling can allow wide open gap between fuel-to-cladding
which mitigates cladding loading due to solid fuel thermal expansion and fuel swelling.
Such cladding loading due to fuel thermal expansion and swelling is called hereafter
"PCMI" (pellet cladding mechanical interaction) which is intentionally used to
differentiate from cladding loading due to molten cavity pressure. This PCMI may be
enhanced with swelling resistant improved cladding materials and this aspect cannot be
clearly concluded from existing TREAT and SLSF tests except for the TREAT CDT
tests of which information is limited.

3.2 CABRI-2 program

In the CABRI-2 program, two types of fuel pins were used for the slow TOP
tests. Solid pellet design high smear density fuel with swelling resistant 15-15Ti
cladding irradiated up to 12a/o was used in the E12 test. On the other hand, annular
pellet design low smear density fuel with standard 316SS cladding irradiated up to
4.9a/o was used in the E9 and E9bis tests. Although the 15-15Ti showed very small
cladding swelling (<1%AD/D) after pre-irradiation, the standard SS316 showed
significant cladding swelling leading to further decrease of smear density and wide
fuel-to-cladding space.

In the E9 and E9bis tests, linear power rating in CABRI was firstly increased to
the pre-conditioning at ~600W/cm within several minutes and this pre-conditioning
continued also several minutes. Taking the effect of flux depression into account, fuel
temperature during pre-conditioning in 0.8-0.9R (R is fuel outer radius), where fission
gas behavior during the preconditioning seems to be important, corresponds to ~1.8P0
condition in Phenix. Therefore, these fuel pins have already experienced very slow
TOP up to and during the pre-conditioning. Through post-transient examination and
analysis with PAPAS-2S^, it was indicated that FP induced fuel microstructural change
such as grain boundary separation took place leading to decrease of fuel thermal
performance before the final slow TOP with 1 %Ppre/s.

During the final slow TOP, the annular fuel resulted in no pin failure even at the
high linear power rating of 1347W/cm. Amount of fuel melting at this CABRI
condition corresponds to ~4.2PO in Phenix with correction for flux depression based on
PAPAS-2S calculation. On the other hand, coolant temperature rise along the fissile
height at the pre-conditioning was set equivalent to the nominal reactor condition.
Therefore, maximum cladding temperature reached in this test is corresponding to
~2.2PO. This lower cladding temperature compared with the TREAT tests at failure
and probable effect of fission gas escape from solid fuel during the pre-conditioning
seem to be responsible for the non failure result. However, this high failure threshold is
obtained with the large fuel-to-cladding gap mitigating PCMI and it is not assured for
annular fuel with swelling resistant cladding.

Although significant fissile expansion nor molten fuel extrusion beyond fissile
top was not observed in the E9 test, molten fuel penetrated into the space between
fragmented upper blanket pellets in the E9bis test indicating the potential of annular
pellet for molten fuel extrusion in case of space availability.

Pre-conditioning for the El2 test was performed at 474W/cm, while temperature
increase along the fissile length was set to 1.25 times nominal reactor condition at this
pre-conditioning. Fuel outer region temperature during the pre-conditioning
corresponds to ~1.4P0 in Phenix with correction for flux depression. This limited
overpower condition at the pre-conditioning as well as the low porosity volume with
high smear density fuel seems to have prevented significant fuel microstructural change
such as grain boundary separation before the final TOP. During the final TOP with
l%Ppre/sec, pin failure took place at 810W/cm. Extent of fuel melting at failure
corresponds to ~2.2PO (~675W/cm) in Phenix with correction for flux depression based
on PAPAS-2S calculation. The cladding temperature increase is corresponding to
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~2.1PO- Based on experimental observation and code calculation, it was concluded that
fuel pin failure took place with main contribution of PCMI, while molten fuel cavity
pressure was also increasing". The axial failure level (0.7X/L) is corresponding to the
upper end of meaningful fuel melting. Extent of fuel melting at failure in this test is
clearly lower than those failure conditions in TREAT and SLSF where low to
intermediate smear density pins were used. Fuel axial expansion during transient was
very small and molten fuel extrusion was absent with no fuel melting in the fissile ends
in contrast to the TREAT test results. The lack of fuel axial expansion is likely to be
due to strong cladding constraint under a hard fuel-to-cladding contact. Fuel melting
only reached ~0.7 fractional fissile height above where central hole was very narrow
and will have been closed in the very upper part. It should be noted that cladding
corrosion layer was observed with a sample pin equivalent to the pin used for the El 2
test without transient. Although fractional reduction of sound cladding thickness was
less than 10% without significant reduction of global strength, the corrosion layer
tended to increase its volume leading to increased tightness of fuel-to-cladding contact.
This increase of contact tightness may have enhanced PCMI to some extent.

The E9 and E9bis tests with low smear density fuel and standard 316SS
cladding gave similar results as TREAT and SLSF tests. On the other hand, the high
smear density high burnup fuel with swelling resistant cladding material showed
considerable contribution of PCMI to failure and lower fuel melting at failure. Failure
location is slightly lower than those high enthalpy failure results in TREAT.

3.3 EBR-II TOPI-series tests

EBR-II TOPI-1C, -ID and -IE tests were performed with 0.1%Po/sec each test
containing 19 fuel pins with various conditions.

(1) Condition of failure pins

No pin failure nor significant cladding deformation during transient was
obtained with low to intermediate smear density fuel. Four high fuel smear density pins
failed in these tests excluding the extremely specific failure in TOPI-ID. These failure
pins had a common characteristic that they were clad in materials with lower
mechanical performance at elevated temperature compared with the improved 316SS
(PNC316 or D9) or advanced austenitic stainless steel (PNC1520 or 15-15ТГ). Two
pins failed in the TOPI-1C test were clad in former generation standard 316SS, while
two failed pins in the TOPI-IE were clad in PNC-FMS material which is one of
candidate examples of ferritic steel under development. It should be noted that
corrosion layer in the cladding inner region with a fractional thickness reduction of 12%
was observed^ j n one failed pin in TOPI-IE which preserved condition at failure with
coolant flow recovery. The formation of corrosion layer already at the moderate
burnup condition is likely due to the high O/M ratio (1.99). This corrosion layer will
have contributed to cause pin failure in this test.

Pre-transient cladding diametrical increase for these failure pins in TOPI-1С

with 316SS was less than 1%AD/D even at the high burnup level which may be
attributed to the lower neutron fluence in the EBR-II. Therefore, high smear density of
these pins was kept high even after pre-irradiation. Those elements which are
important for understanding of these failure data are presented in Table 3.

Figure 4 gives the relationship between pre-transient and transient linear power
ratings for high smear density and intermediate to high burnup pins. The CABRI-2 El2
test, where normalized overpower level is similar to the TOPI-series tests, is also
presented with correction for flux depression based on PAPAS-2S calculation. As the
pre-transient linear power rating for the CABRI-2 El2 test, Phenix EOL (end of life)
condition is adopted considering the short pre-transient operation in the CABRI reactor.
For TOPI-series tests, linear power rating at the pre-transient conditioning is adopted
because the pre-conditioning is sufficiently long. There are two failure groups with
different conditions. One failure group consists of two pins in TOPI-1C with relatively
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low pre-irradiation linear power rating. These pins failed with no fuel melting and no
short-term fuel ejection into the coolant channel. The other group consists of CABRI-2
El2 and two failure pins in TOPI-IE which had intermediate to high pre-irradiation
linear power rating. These pins failed with considerable fuel melting and molten fuel
ejection into the coolant channel.

(2) Transient fuel behavior of high smear density fuel

Low power pre-irradiated pins
In the TOPI-1С experiment, standard 316SS is used for the whole 19 pins and

pre-irradiation linear power rating was mostly 250~300W/cm. These pins experienced
the overpower of 2.0Po allowing no or only limited fuel melting. Therefore, main
contributor to the cladding deformation in this test is PCMI. It is probable that the
relatively low pre-irradiation linear power rating resulted in high fission gas retention in
radially thick outer part of fuel. Such gas-rich fuel will have fuel swelling at relatively
low linear power rating during transient.

Cladding deformation due to PCMI in this test was excellently correlated with
fuel smear density, burnup and cladding thickness^. High smear density seems to be a
necessary condition for significant PCMI throughout the TOPI-series tests discussed
here. Figure 5 shows relationship between pre-irradiation linear power rating and
burnup. There is a clear tendency that higher burnup pins have lower linear power
rating. Therefore, "cold gassy" characteristics of TOPI-1C pins increase with burnup.
The group of nominal cladding thickness pins in TOPI-1С contained high smear density
pins with different burnup up to 11 a/o and the highest burnup pin in this group failed.
On the other hand, the group of reduced cladding thickness pins included high smear
density pins up to 5.9a/o. The smear density of the highest burnup pin in this group
was 88.6%TD and there were two pins with 91%TD at slightly lower burnup of 5.8 and
5.6a/o. One of these pins also failed in this test. This means that "cold gassy pin" with
high smear density has high PCMI potential with enhanced fuel swelling. On the other
hand, cladding deformation was much lower with nominal cladding thickness than
reduced thickness ones showing that sufficient cladding strength can mitigate fuel
swelling. Furthermore, intact pins in TOPI-1С with high smear density resulted in

cladding deformation below 0.3%AD/D (10.6a/o) with nominal cladding thickness.
These facts indicates that cladding failure can be prevented if cladding material has
sufficient strength and ductility.

High to intermediate power pre-irradiated pins
In the TOPI-ID test, a group of high smear density and high pre-irradiation

linear power rating pins experienced considerable fuel melting with areal melt fraction
of ~32%10. These pins were clad in PNC316 or D9 material and no pin failure was
observed. The less pronounced axial power shape of the EBR-II allowed fuel melting
up to the very fissile top and molten fuel extrusion beyond the fissile top took place
even with high smear density pins. Some of these high smear density pins showed
significant cladding deformation at the fissile top which may be mainly caused by
cavity pressure before extrusion, although some contribution of PCMI is also likely.

In the TOPI-IE experiment, two pins experienced cladding failure with similar
fuel melting. Preliminary PAPAS-2S calculation for these pins gave areal melt fraction
of -25% at the midplane. Molten fuel extrusion was not operational without fuel
melting at the very top of fissile in this test. This fact shows that fuel-to-cladding
contact was hard at the fissile top indicating PCMI. PCMI and cavity pressure under
enhanced cladding temperature with possible FCCI (fuel cladding chemical interaction)
contribution lead to cladding rupture and rapid molten fuel ejection into the coolant
channel.

For the El2 test, a pin with high smear density, high burnup and intermediate
pre-irradiation linear power rating was used. Through experimental observation and
code analysis, it was concluded that cladding failure took place with main contribution
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of PCMI under some cavity pressurization. This failure condition seems to be basically
the same as for the TOPI-IE case.

In the TOPI-IE test, PNC 1520 pins with smear density, burnup and pre-
irradiation linear power rating similar to the two failed PNC-FMS pins experienced
similar overpower condition without failure. Very limited cladding deformation of
these PNC 1520 pins demonstrated that the failure threshold is dependent on the
cladding material.

Based on the El2 test and TOPI-ID non-failure pins with extrusion, it is
considered that cavity pressurization becomes significant for high smear density fuel at
an areal melt fraction of 20-40% depending on burnup and pre-irradiation linear power
rating if molten fuel extrusion is not available.

(3) Transient behavior of low to intermediate smear density fuel

Annular fuel pins with swelling resistant cladding material were tested in TOPI-
IE and the negligible cladding deformation during transient demonstrated that low
smear density condition with high pellet density annular pellet is also effective to
mitigate PCMI under the ramp rate of 0.1%.PQ/S. Possible elements of annular pellet
which can mitigate PCMI are the following. 1) absence of inner solid fuel part which
gives large thermal expansion, 2) presence of higher crack volume or porosity volume
within the fuel before transient compared with high smear density fuel, and 3) inelastic
fuel deformation toward the central hole. The first and second elements are
independent from ramp rate, while the last one will be enhanced with lower ramp rate.
It was reported4 that PCMI contribution under TUCOP in PFR-TREAT program was
possible even with the annular fuel. Therefore, PCMI mitigation effect of the annular
fuel is considered to be dependent on ramp rate and cladding temperature.

In the slow TOP domain, TOPI-IE combined with other TOPI-series tests
demonstrated that PCMI and cavity pressurization is not significant up to ~2Po with the
low to intermediate smear density fuel even with solid or annular pellet design. On the
other hand, fuel areal melt fraction at ~800W/cm was -50% Ю with the solid pellet
design low smear density fuel in the TOPI-1D test. The higher fuel melting compared
with that of higher smear density fuel seems to be related to different porosity volume
before transient, enhanced grain boundary separation during transient and less
pronounced fuel-to-cladding contact. Such enhanced fuel melting is commonly
observed in the CABRI-2 E9 and E9bis tests where annular pellet with large fuel-to-
cladding gap was used. It should be noted here that decrease of thermal performance of
these pins became pronounced at certain normalized overpower level and "power-to-
melt" is dependent on the pre-irradiation linear power level. Although PCMI and cavity
pressurization can be significantly mitigated by low smear density fuel, low smear
density has a potential to give enhanced fuel thermal condition.

4. Analytical survey for failure threshold dependency on pre-irradiation
conditions with high smear density fuel

Fuel swelling model of the PAPAS-2S code was improved through study on
CABRI-2 El2 test**. With this improved model, survey for failure threshold
dependency on pre-irradiation condition with high smear density fuel was performed.
Fuel condition assumed here is presented in Table 4.

l%Po/s slow TOP was applied for three cases with different pre-irradiation
linear power ratings. Except for the difference of pre-irradiation power, the same high
burnup condition is assumed and the same swelling model used for the CABRI-2 El2
test is applied. Because PAPAS-2S which is developed for evaluation of transient fuel
behavior does not have precise model for preirradiation behavior, a simple assumption
is applied for initial distribution of fission gas. With this assumption, fission gas rich
region is given in the outer fuel part below a threshold temperature and the thickness of
this gas-rich region is dependent on the pre-irradiation linear power. Different coolant
temperature rise along the fissile is adopted for different pre-irradiation power
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considering realistic power-to-flow situation. Such coolant temperature condition is
dependent on reactor design and operating conditions and present assumption is only an
example.

Failure prediction is performed in this survey with cladding plastic strain and
temperature based on measurement for the 15-15Ti material. Linear power at
predicted failure is given in Fig. 6. With a low pre-irradiation linear power, PCMI
becomes significant at relatively low transient linear power reflecting the gassy
condition. However, normalized overpower level necessary to get failure is not lowest
with this gassy condition. On the other hand, molten fuel cavity pressurization is rather
dominated by absolute transient linear power and the lowest normalized linear power to
get cavity pressurization failure is given with the highest pre-irradiation power case.

Because of the simplified assumptions for the pre-transient condition, this result
can only give a general insight on failure threshold dependency on irradiation
conditions. However, based on this PAPAS-2S survey and information from in-pile
test results, it is suggested that earliest failure in a core with high smear density fuel is
not likely to take place at the lowest pre-irradiation linear power pins. On the other
hand, with low to intermediate smear density, absolute transient linear power necessary
for cavity pressurization is much higher and fuel extrusion is probable with improved
design. In such a case of insignificant cavity pressure build-up with high linear power
rating, cladding temperature increase will be more important for failure threshold.
PCMI even with intermediate to low smear density fuel may behave as a driving force
to cause pin failure under elevated cladding temperature condition.

5. Understanding on failure mechanism

Through the study on these experimental results, it was understood that molten
cavity pressurization and PCMI including fuel swelling are main contributors to clad
loading under the slow TOP condition. In some high fuel melting tests, molten fuel
sometimes penetrated through inter-pellet gaps contacting directly with cladding.
However, such local attack of molten fuel did not cause significant effect on global
cladding deformation nor pin integrity.

Both cavity pressurization and PCMI are enhanced with high smear density
around 90%TD. Cladding swelling during pre-irradiation reduces fuel smear density
and tends to mitigate PCMI. This aspect should be carefully reflected for
understanding of existing failure database. Cladding mechanical property is
playing an important role especially for PCMI. Sufficient strength and ductility can
prevent cladding failure during PCMI. Axial profile of cladding temperature gives
failure in the upper fissile part (above ~2/3 of the fractional fissile height) even in case
of PCMI with high smear density fuel. On the other hand, formation of cladding
corrosion layer reduces sound cladding thickness and increases tightness of fuel-to-
cladding contact leading to enhanced PCMI. Although this effect does not seem to
have given drastic change of failure threshold, this aspect should be taken into account
especially for high burnup fuel condition.

Through evaluation of experimental results with high smear density fuel, it was
understood that both PCMI and cavity pressurization may become effective to drive
cladding failure. Fraction of their contribution will be dependent on pre-irradiation
linear power. Concerning transient behavior of "cold gassy fuel" especially with high
smear density, it is probable that absolute linear power for failure is low. However,
preliminary analytical survey on this aspect suggested that these cold gassy fuel pins
will not be the first ones to fail in the core during slow TOP.

Low to intermediate smear density fuel with 80~85%TD reduces PCMI
significantly and pin failure threshold becomes high. On the other hand, lower smear
density fuel has a tendency to get higher thermal condition during transient overpower.
These mechanical and thermal performances may be optimized by a combination of
annular pellet with high pellet density and swelling resistant cladding material.

Fuel melting necessary for cavity pressurization is dependent mainly on fuel
smear density. High smear density fuel (~90%TD) gives cavity pressurization at
20~40% areal melt fraction depending on pre-irradiation condition. That for
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intermediate smear density fuel (85%TD) is above ~40%. In case of molten fuel
extrusion, cavity pressurization is delayed further. Annular fuel has a strong potential
to prevent molten cavity pressure increase allowing molten fuel relocation through the
large central hole and extrusion beyond the fissile region if open space is available.
Fuel extrusion can be enhanced by appropriate design such as adoption of annular
fissile and blanket pellets and will lead to significant increase of failure threshold.

Because failure power with low smear density fuel is very high, cladding
temperature increase will dominate cladding failure and failure location will tend to be
near the fissile top.

6. Post-failure coolability

Coolability of failed fuel pins is dependent on geometry of test section, amount
of ejected fuel and overpower condition after the failure. These conditions in the
available post-failure database are given in Table 5.

In the TOPI-1С and -D tests, three pins failed without meaningful fuel melting
and no fuel ejection into the coolant channel took place. Furthermore, no rapid fission
gas blow from the failure pins is likely and cladding kept its global intactness except for
the localized failure rip.

Automatic scram triggered by inlet flow reduction is adopted in the tests except
for EBR-II. In the TREAT and CABRI single pin tests, MFCI (molten fuel coolant
interaction) and fission gas release just after pin failure lead to rapid inlet flow
reduction and terminated overpower immediately. In the 7-pin cluster TREAT Jl and
LO3 tests, coolant flow reduction was slower and the overpower condition continued
for 1.2 and 3 seconds respectively. On the other hand, rapid fuel ejection in the 7-pin
cluster SLSF W2 test lead to immediate flow reduction and scram.

The automatic scram in these tests was initiated with short-term flow reduction
at pin failure which does not necessarily lead to permanent flow reduction. In this
respect, situations of TREAT Л , СО4 and TS1 tests can be regarded as candidates for
establishing coolability even under continued overpower condition.

In the Jl test, fuel ejection was more than 50g. However, wide coolant channel
area provided coolant flow path surrounding the ejected fuel. The failure site being just
at the top of fissile column enhanced fuel sweepout beyond the fissile region and
provided better situation for coolability.

With the single pin geometry, possibility of coolant flow recovery becomes
much less without sufficient coolant flow channel surrounding the ejected fuel. In the
El2 test, even with limited fuel ejection, coolant flow recovery was not early enough
and if overpower was continued, pin disintegration would have taken place. On the
other hand, TS1 and probably also CO4 resulted in rapid flow recovery even with much
higher fuel ejection than in the CABRI-2 El2 test. The high burnup condition of the
El 2 test may have provided continued fission gas release from the remaining solid fuel
shell and gas plenum preventing short-term coolant flow recovery.

It should be noted that the tube surrounding the 7-pin cluster failed shortly after
fuel ejection in TREAT and SLSF tests. Coolant flowed out through the failed tube
into the outer space in the TREAT tests, while pressurized gas was injected to the test
section in the SLSF W2 test. These specific features of the test section affected cooling
condition to some extent and gave additional uncertainty for understanding on
coolability.

From these automatic scram tests, coolability under continued overpower
condition cannot be directly discussed. TOPI-IE result gives additional information for
this aspect.

In the TOPI-IE test, overpower was terminated by the delayed neutron detection
corresponding to the first pin failure. The transport time of delayed neutron precursor
ejected from the failed pin to the detector is about 20 seconds^. Therefore, at least one
pin must have experienced continued overpower condition as long as ~20 seconds.
However, there were two failure pins in this test with and without coolability
respectively. These failure pins had almost the same fabrication, pre-irradiation and
transient conditions and it is not definitively concluded whether the pin without
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coolability was the first failure pin. Therefore, duration of continued overpower for the
pin with coolability has a large uncertainty.

The post-test examination on these failure pins indicated that establishment of
the coolant flow path behind the failure rip in one failure pin provided coolability. In
this test, fuel pins were inserted into shroud tubes with wrapping wires. Therefore,
spiral coolant flow without cross flow was available in the fissile region which is
considerably different from the bundle condition.

Ejected fuel mass of this coolable failed pin seems to be small (<10g). The pin
without coolability seems to have initially ejected similar amount of molten fuel.
Therefore, the difference of coolability may be related to slight difference in ejected
fuel distribution or duration of continued overpower. It should be noted that ejected
fuel accumulated in the whole azimuthal coolant channel around the failure site in the
CABRI-2 El2 test. Slight differences in failure location, failure rip area and/or
azimuthal position of failure rip relative to the wire spacer are possible causes for
different ejected fuel distributions. On the other hand, if the residual coolant flow was
not available, pin will have started to disintegrate only in a few seconds that the scram
time after the second pin failure must have been very short by chance in this case.

Although the reason of the different responses of these failed pins is not clear at
present, PIE work on these pins is still underway and further information will become
available in the future.

With a single pin geometry, even with a small amount of fuel ejection, coolant
flow can be stopped under continued overpower condition depending on the
distribution of ejected fuel around the failure site and/or continued fission gas release
from the failed pin. In case of bundle condition, possibility of pin-to-pin failure
propagation should be considered. However, pin bundle condition with sufficient area
surrounding the ejected fuel has large potential to cool down the failed pin
configuration depending on mass of ejected fuel and characteristics of fission gas
release from failed pins.

If the whole pins in a subassembly fail with molten fuel ejection, coolability of
the subassembly is unlikely. On the other hand, if fuel pin failure is assumed for one
pin, failure propagation to neighboring pins and resultant total fuel ejection amount and
distribution as well as fission gas release will dominate coolability of the pin bundle.

Failure propagation under overpower condition
Mode of molten fuel ejection from a failed pin will be dependent on cavity

pressure and failure mode. In the presently available failure tests, molten cavity
pressure seems to have been sufficiently high to cause rapid molten fuel ejection and
structure wall surrounding the test pin(s) failed frequently indicating that molten fuel jet
due to high cavity pressure has a strong potential to cause cladding failure in
neighboring pins. In the 7-pin cluster tests, the hottest spots were present at the
external part of the six peripheral pins facing the surrounding tube. Although this
specific situation made evaluation of failure propagation potential difficult, it is likely
that molten fuel ejection from one pin has a tendency to go into limited lateral direction
around the failure rip. In fact, three peripheral pins remained intact in the TREAT Jl
test and the central pin was only slightly attacked above the fissile region by ejected
fuel. This means that the initial and secondary failure pins tend to eject molten fuel to
the limited number of coolant sub-channels.

In the TREAT Jl test, failure took place at fissile top and potential of failure
propagation was mitigated with sweepout. However, axial position of fuel pin failure
tends to be at the upper limit of molten cavity and solid fuel above cannot be ejected
even in case of cladding failure at this axial level. Therefore, failure propagation may
have similar self limiting mechanism even in case of pin failure at -2/3 fissile height
with sweepout effect.

Coolability of ejected fuel / future work
Available information on coolability of partially failed pin bundle under

overpower condition is very limited and future investigation is really necessary. In-pile
tests like SLSF P4 and M0L7C will give basic information to this aspect although they
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are at nominal power conditions. It is also important to investigated whether rapid fuel
ejection is possible if low smear density fuel encountered cladding failure at relatively
low areal melt fraction.

7. Conclusion

Through the in-pile slow TOP experiments, general characteristics of fuel pin
failure and its dependency on fuel condition were studied. These available experiments
with various advantages and disadvantages allowed a common consistent understanding
that PCMI and cavity pressurization are main contributors for cladding loading. Smear
density is playing a key role for PCMI and cavity pressurization and low to
intermediate smear density fuel can realize very high margin-to-failure. On the other
hand, in order to clarify precise failure threshold depending on fuel specification and
irradiation conditions including the cold gassy condition, further efforts are necessary.

Coolability of failed pins can be obtained if no fuel melting is present. Even in
case of molten fuel ejection from a few pins, there is a certain chance of establishing
coolable condition. However, knowledge on the failed pin bundle coolability is limited
and further efforts are necessary for quantitative evaluation.
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Table 1 Characteristics of important test programs for existing slow TOP
data

Test Reactor

TREAT

SLSF
CABRI-2
EBR-IITOPI-1C
EBR-IITOPI-1D,-IE

fissile
length
91.4cm /
34.3cm
91.4cm
75/85cm
34.3cm
34.3cm

flux
depression
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No

single pin /
cluster
single pin /
7-pin cluster
7-pin cluster
single pin
loose 19-pin bundle
single pin*

* 19 pins with each shroud for each transient test
bold characters show advantageous features
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Table 2 Slow TOP test conditions and results

ramp
rate

10-15
%P0/s

l%Po/s

0.1
%PQ/S

Project

PFR/
TREAT

SLSF

FFTF/
TREAT

EBR-II
/TREAT
CABRI-2

EBR-II
(short
fissile)

Test ID

C04
C05
L03

W2

TS1
TS2
RFT-L2
RFT-L3
CDT-1
CDT-3
Jl

E12
E9
E9bis
TOPI-1С

TOPI-ID

TOPI-IE

Burnup

4
9
4

0.6

0.2
5.8
0.2/0.2/0.2
2.6/5.2/5.2
12.5
6.3
7

12
4.9
4.9
5.6

1 1
0 -10.6
9.7*6

2.5-9.3

4.6
4.8
3.6 ~
15.4

cladding
material

316SS
316SS
316SS

316SS

316SS
316SS
316SS
316SS
HT9
HT9
316SS

15-15Ti
316SS
316SS

316SS*5

316SS
316SS
316SS

PNC316, D9
316SS
PNC-FMS
PNC-FMS
PNC 1520,
PNC316, D9,
PNC-FMS

fuel
smear
density

low
low
low

medium

medium
medium
medium
medium
NA
low
medium

high .
low
low
high

high
low ~ high
high

low - high

high
high
low - high

fuel
pellet

annular
annular
annular

solid

solid
solid
solid
solid
solid
annular
solid

solid
annular
annular
solid

solid
solid
solid

solid

solid
solid
solid,
annular

Pin
number

1
1
7-pin
cluster
7-pin
cluster

1
1
3
3
1
1
7-pin
cluster
1
1
1
1

1
17
1

18

1
1
17

EOL
linear power
(W/cm)

410
437
427

375/422
(peripheral/
center)
423
353
280/410/270
350/360/380
NA
NA
262

310
305
305
272

242
154-310
347

302-456

432
445
279-447

areal melt
fraction at
midplane
(%)
*1

NA
NA
(25)*2

-50
/>50

- 7 7
- 7 7
25<x<60
25<x<60
NA
NA
-45

(periheral)
- 2 5
- 7 5
- 7 0
0

0
0-7
0

0-50

-25
-25
0-40

failure power
(max power for
no failure))
(W/cm)

1230
1310
1280

(710* 3)1200
/1350

1270
1200

103617381918
80517201722
no failure (NA)
no failure (NA)
1050

810
1347
1075
474~494
422-440
309-607
448-468
585-798

775
776
441-768

normalized
failure
power (max
power)
(P/PEOL)
-3.0
-3.0
-3.0

(1.9)3.2
/3.2

3.0
3.4
3.711.813.4
2.312.011.9
4.5
4.5
4.0

2.6
4.4
3.5
-1.8

-1.8
-2.0
-1.3

-1.9

1.79
1.74
-1.8

failure
location
(X/L)

0.95
0.95
0.85

0.5*3
/0.5*4

0.87
0.72

-
-
-
-

-1.0

0.72
-
-

0.7

0.65
-

0.86

-

NA
0.88

max clad
deform
during
TOP
(%AD/D)
NA
NA
NA

NA

NA
NA
<1
<1
1.4
2.5
NA

NA
-0
~0
NA

NA
0-0.5
NA

0-1.5

NA
NA
0-0.3

*1: bold numbers are measured values and others are calculated or estimated ones
*2: calculated value at failure location
*3: bowing of peripheral pin is likely to have lead to early non-disruptive pin failure
*4: affected by initial failure at midplane region
*5: reduced cladding thickness
*6: anormalous hot coolant condition during pre-irradiation
NA: not available
fuel smear density: high/medium/low=~90/~85/~80%TD



Table 3

TOPI
-1С

TOPI
-IE

Characteristics of the four failure
common aspects

high smear density (~90%TD)
and

enhanced cladding
temperature

pinsinTOPI-lCand-lE
cladding
material
standard
316SS
PNC-FMS*

cladding
thickness
reduced

nominal

burnup

5.6 a/o
l l a / o
4.6 a/o
4.8 a/o

*: FCCI (fuel cladding chemical interaction) observed

Table 4 Fuel condition for PAPAS-2S survey calculation

ATcool*
common
parameters

pre-irradiation linear power rating
250W/cm
130 deg С

350W/cm
155 deg С

450W/cm
180 deg С

pellet: solid pellet with 95% of pellet density
smear density: 91%TD
cladding material: 15-15T1
pin diameter: 8.5mm
burnup: 15 a/o

•*: Coolant temperature rise along the fissile column

Table 5 Conditions of slow TOP tests with molten fuel ejection
Test ID

TREAT Jl

SLSFW2
TREAT LO3
TREAT CO4
TREAT CO5
TREAT TS1
TREAT TS2
CABRI-2E12

EBR-IITOPI-1E

geometry

7-pin cluster* 1
7-pin cluster
7-pin cluster
single pin
single pin
single pin
single pin
single pin

single pin
single pin

ejected
fuel mass

>50g

~400g^
NA
NA
NA
~40g
>80g
15~25g*3
NA
NA

overpower
after
failure
1.2 sec
no*2
3sec
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes

coolant flow
recovery

rapid recovery

NA
no recovery
NA
NA
rapid recovery
NA
delayed recovery

rapid recovery
no recovery

NA: information not available
* 1: after the disruptive pin failure
*2: only 4 pins failed
*3: estimation based on PAPAS-2S calculation
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ANALYSIS OF FUEL MELTING UNDER FLOW BLOCKAGE CONDITIONS IN PFBR
WITH OXIDE, CARBIDE AND METAL FUELS

Om Pal Singh R. Harish and P. Bhaskar Rao
Reactor Physics Division
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Abstract

Reactivity effects of fuel pin melting under flow blockage
conditions and the consequences of resulting power excursion are
analysed for Indian Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor fuelled with
oxide, carbide and metal cores. Reactivity addition under
melting of different segments of pins and slumping downward is
calculated. It is observed that upto the melting of 6-sub-
assemblies in the case of oxide core and a melting of 7-sub-
assemblies for carbide and metal cores, the fuel pin melting and
fuel slumping does not lead to a severe power excursion and the
reactivity feedback of the systems can nullify the positive
reactivity from fuel melting and slumping.

1. Introduction

Fuel melting under flow blockage conditions is to be
analysed to evaluate its safety implications. The phenomena of
fuel melting and its movement is quite complex to analyse
theoretically. Experiments carried out to understand this
behaviour indicate^ that fuel sweeps out of the core due to
fission gas pressure and coolant flow. However, theoretical
possibility of fuel moving towards core centre does exist. Fuel
molten in the upper part of the core when moves towards core
centre, leads to positive reactivity addition. Fuel molten in
the central part of the core when moves towards the bottom of the
core, would give rise to negative reactivity. To assess the
consequences of such meltdown, it is of interest to know that if
a portion of the fuel melts in the upper part of the core and
slumps toward the core centre and bottom what would be the
maximum reactivity addition rate that would result from different
number of fuel pins melting and what would be severity of the
resulting power transients. The study is carried out for Indian
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor, PFBR which is in the stage of
detailed design at Kalpakkam and is a 1200 MWt power, sodium
cooled and pool type reactor. The study is performed for three
different types of core, i.e core fuelled with oxide, carbide and
metal fuels and relative comparison of the severity of the
incident in the three cases, is made.
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In section 2 below, the theoretical modelling aspects are
presented. Section 3 provides the results of calculations and
section 4 gives the conclusions.

2. Theory

Reactivity changes resulting from fuel melting and its
movement are calculated using reactivity worths of fuel, clad and
coolant. The fuel is assumed to fall freely under gravity forces
for calculating the velocities of fuel movement. The velocities
provide the reactivity addition rates that would result on
melting of different segments of the fuel pins. The severity of
the power excursion initiated from such reactivity changes is
determined using the transient analysis code, CRT^'3 which is
based on the simultaneous solution of reactor point kinetics
equations alongwith the heat transfer equations applicable to the
core cooling channels. The reactivity feedbacks from Doppler,
axial expansion of fuel and clad and expansion coolant and the
spacer pad expansion are accounted in the calculations . The
reactivity feedbacks from radial blanket is ignored.

3. Results

The worths of the 10-cm segment of the fuel, clad and
coolant removal from the core along the core height for central
sub-assembly of PFBR for the three fuels are given in Table 1.
Table 2 gives the velocity and time taken by the molten fuel to
cross successive segment of 10 cm in its downward motion due to
gravity. Any friction that the molten fuel may experience, is
neglected. The Table 2 also provides the worth of the 10 cm
section of fuel pin in the central channel along the core length
for the three fuels. Based on this, we calculated the reactivity
gain and reactivity addition rates that may result when the top
10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, 40 cm and 50 cm segment of a fuel pin melts
and slumps under gravity towards the bottom of the core. It is
observed that maximum reactivity addition rates result when top
30 cm of the fuel pin melts and slumps. The results are given in
Table 3 for the three cases. It is assumed for simplicity that
the reactivity addition rate in each of the segments is linear.
Typical time variations of net reactivity and rates of reactivity
addition for the top 10 cm fuel pin melting and slumping are
shown in Fig. 1.

The time behaviour of reactor power and core material
temperture for reactivity addition rates indicated in Tables 3
have been studied. For conservative calculations, the positive
values of the gain in reactivity are taken 20% higher. The
results in terms of reactor power and peak fuel, clad and coolant
temperatures as a function of time for different reactivity
addition rates for PFBR fuelled with the oxide, carbide and metal
fuels respectively are given in Table 4,5 and 6. For determining
the maximum number of fuel pins that can melt but do not initiate
a severe power transient, we apply the criteria that during the
resulting reactivity initiated power transients, the net
reactivity in the system remains less than one dollar, fuel
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temperture do not cross its melting point, the clad temperature
remains less than 700° С and the coolant temperature is less than
its boiling point (900° C). The respective melting temperatures
for the three fuels i.e. oxide, carbide and metal fuels are 2750°
C, 2385° С and 1160° С respectively.

It can be seen from the results of Tables 4-6, that for the
oxide core, the melting of 1300 fuel pins does not lead to
dangerously severe power excursions. Since there are 217 pins in
the oxide fuel sub-assembly, this number corresponds to 6 sub-
assemblies. Thus the melting of central sub-assembly and 83% of
the pins in the first ring containing 5 sub-assemblies would not
lead to a dangerously severe power excursion. In the case of
carbide core, the number of such fuel pins melting is 1100. The
number of pins per sub-assembly being 127, this corresponds to
eight sub-assemblies, i.e. melting spreading just beyond the
first ring of sub-assemblies. In the case of metal core, the
number of fuel pins melting is 1520. The number of pins per sub-
assembly being 217, this correspond to the seven assemblies i.e.
melting upto first ring of sub-assemblies.

4. Conclusions

The study indicated that for Indian Prototype Fast Breeder
Reactor(PFBR) fuelled with oxide fuel, the melting of 1300 pins(6
sub-assemblies) does not lead to a dangerously severe power
excursion. The peak reactivity reached is 0.746$, peak power
reached is 4.3 times the nominal power and all the temperatures
remain less than their limiting values. In the case of carbide
and metal fuels, such a number of pins is 1100 and 1520 which
corresponds to 8 and 7 fuel sub-assemblies respectively. Net
reactivity and peak power rise are higher for carbide and metal
cases.

Acknowledgement : It is gratefully acknowledged that the values
of reactivity worths of core materials were provided by Dr.T.M.
John of Reactor Physics Division, IGCAR, Kalpakkam, India.
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Table 1
Fuel/SS/Na Worths (pcm) in Central Channel of PFBR- for Different Fuels

Axial
Zone

Oxide
(pin dia .65 cm)

Carbide
(pin dia .883 cm)

Metal
(pin dia .650 cm)

Fraction

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Sum

NSA

Np

No. of
pins

(pern)

Worth
per pin

Fuel SS Sod.

.328 .253 .419

- 20.9 - 0.5 - 0.5

- 28.4 + 3.4 + 1.2

- 36.5 + 7.5 + 3.0

-42.9 +10.8+4.5

- 46.2 + 12.5 + 5.2

- 45.6 + 12.2 +5.1

- 41.3 + 10.0 + 4.1

- 34.1 + 6.4 + 2.5

-25.8 +2.3 +0.7

- 18.2 - 1.1 - 0.7

- 339.9 + 63.5 + 25.1

1.19

217

258.23

352

Fuel SS Sod.

,355 .252 .393

20.1 - 0.6 - 0.3

27.8 + 3.5 + 1.4

36.1 + 7.8 + 3.3

42.7 + 11.2 + 4.8

46.2 + 13.0 + 5.6

45.7 + 12.7 +5.4

41.3 + 10.5 + 4.5

34.10 + 6.9 + 2.9

25.6 + 2.7 + 1.0

17.9 - 1.0 - 0.5

337.5 + 66.7 + 28.1

1.19

127

151.13

371

Fuel SS Sod.

.338 .24 .414

- 23.4 - 0.2 + 0.2

- 32.5 + 4.5 + 2.4

- 42.0 + 9.4 + 4.8

- 49.6 + 13.3 +6.8

- 53.6 + 15.4 +7.8

- 53.0 + 15.1 +7.7

- 48.1 +12.6+6.4

- 39.9 + 8.4 +4.3

- 30.1 +3.6 +1.9

- 21.1 - 0.8 -0.1

393.3 + 81.3 +42.2

1.19

217

258.23

382

- 1.316 + 0.246 +0.097 - 2.233 + 0.441 +0.186 - 1.523 +0.315 +0.1

NSA = No. of subassemblies in the ring
Np = No. of fuel pins in the subassembly

= delayed neutron fraction.
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Table 2

Fuel Pin Reactivity Worth per 10 cm Segment and Time Taken for

Free Fall of Fuel in Successive 10 cm Segment Along the Core Length

Distance v t Worth per segment of pin (pcm)
from top (cm/s) (ms) "

Oxide Carbide Metal

10 140 143 .081 .133 .091

20 198 59 .110 .184 .126

30 243 45 .141 .239 .163

40 280 38 .166 .282 .192

50 313 34 .179 .306 .207

60 343 30.6 .176 .302 .205

70 370 27.5 .160 .273 .186

80 396 26.5 .132 .225 .154

90 420 24.5 .100 .169 .116

100 443 23.5 .071 .118 .082

Total 451.6 1.316 2.233 1.523

Note 1: Worths are with positive sign for addition of material and
negative sign for removal of material.
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Table 3

Reactivity Gain (pcm) and Reactivity Addition Rates (pcm/s) for Top 30cm

Fuel Pin Melting and Slumping for Every 10 cm

Distance Fall Oxide Carbide Metal
from top Time

(ms) gain ramp gain ramp gain ramp
(pcm) (pcm/s) (pcm) (pcra/s) (pcm) (pcm/s)

10 MOLTEN
20 MOLTEN
30 MOLTEN
40 143 0.085 0.594 0.149 1.042 0.101 0.706
50 59 0.069 1.169 0.122 2.068 0.081 1.373
60 45 0.035 0.778 0.063 1.400 0.042 0.933
70 38 -0.006 -0.158 -0.009 -0.237 -0.006 -0.158
80 34 -0.047 -1.382 -0.081 -2.382 -0.053 -1.559
90 30.6 -0.076 -2.484 -0.133 -4.35 -0.089 -2.908
100 27.5 -0.089 -3.236 -0.155 -5.636 -0.104 -3.782

Total positive
gain in
reactivity

0.189 0.334 0.224

Table 4

Results of Reactivity Transients Initiated by Fuel Pin Melting

and Slumping (Oxide Core)

No of pins melted = 1300

Time
(ms)

0
147.5
207.5
237.5
312.5
372.5
462.5
522.5
717.5

Slump
Reactivity

($)

0
0.4.123
0.7220
0.8284
0.6950
0.0906
0.0341
0.0341
0.0341

Net
reactivity

($)

0
0.3942
0.6718
0.7460
0.5369

- 0.0675
- 0.1038
- 0.0948
- 0.0804

Power
(MW)

1107
1859
3547
4735
2841
1237
1176
1175
1163

Tfuel

(°C)
2410
2436
2487
2538
2675
2701
2702
2702
2697

Tsteel

(°C)
605
606
609
611
624
635
645
650
657

m

cool

(°C)
562
562
562
563
567
575
586
593
604
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Recriticality and Cooling Considerations of Relocated Molten Fuel following
Core Meltdown Accident and Core Catcher Design for PFBR
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Abstract

PFBR design requires that molten fuel following a meltdown accident is relocated permanently
into a coolable and sub critical configuration.

Currently available information regarding the physical phenomena occurring in the course of
fuel melting and relocation in a severe accident are limited to scaled down experiments -
involving single-pin and subassembly geometries. As shown in this note, the observed
phenomena are seen to be scale dependent, making extrapolation to full-sized systems,
unreliable. Therefore, one cannot count on phenomenological modeling either to rule out melt
down accidents or to assess the extent of melting, if it occurs. Therefore, a core catcher for
PFBR is advisable. Its size can be fixed assuming the meltdown of 7 subassemblies. The
justification for the assumed extent of melting is essentially experimental. The assumed size
does not lead to recriticality.

In the present work, for PFBR fuel composition, (i) recriticality potential in general and (ii) that
corresponding to typical design basis accident, and (Hi) the coolability of the molten fuel in the
core catcher are analyzed in detail. General recriticality potential of the fuel mass as a function
of its mass, amount of steel that it mixes with, extent of sodium envelope, and geometrical
shape it takes (spherical, hemi- spherical, and cylindrical), is investigated. Presently available
design for the core catcherf for Superphenix) is considered for the PFBR and investigated. A
new design for the core catcher surface is conceived and analyzed.

1. Introduction:

A major safety concern during the early era of fast reactor development was the core meltdown
accident ,also termed Design Basis Accident(DBA), and the design used to be based on its
consequences. Because of the high reliability of the shut down systems, accidents leading to the
meltdown of whole or partial core are now regarded as highly improbable and are therefore
classified as residual risks. The consequences of such accidents are analyzed for the sake of
providing risk assessment only.

One of the consequences of a meltdown accident that is still of some safety concern is the
possible failure of the reactor vessel integrity. As and when the intensely hot molten fuel settles
down at the bottom, the reactor vessel wall might melt and give way. This would mean not only
the escape of sodium with the attendant hazards like sodium fires and loss of coolant, but also
the breakdown of the containment of the highly radioactive core and debris. Another concern
regarding the meltdown scenario is the chance of recriticality in case the fuel and debris settle
down into a more reactive configuration. In view of these serious consequences, engineering
measures to mitigate the damage potential of meltdown accidents have often been thought to be
prudent. One such protective measure proposed is the inclusion of a core catcher plate located
below the grid plate which supports all the fuel subassemblies. Supposedly, the core catcher
would collect the molten fuel and debris in a suitably dispersed manner, thus enabling its
adequate cooling and also avoiding the chances of recriticality.
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Whether the design of the reactor should incorporate engineering features to meet a meltdown
eventuality has always been a debatable point. One view is that such an accident cannot be
ruied out with any certainty and that steps to mitigate the potential damage consequences are
essential. It is argued in addition that such measures are needed to assuage public concern
against the consequences in the unfortunate event of an accident. Criticism of this point of view
is based on the thesis that such an event is mechanistically not plausible and to take measures
simply to counter perceived but unfounded public fears is unwarranted. It is even argued that
the proposed protective measure of a core catcher may turn out to be counter productive. It is
in this context that the need and advisability of a core catcher for PFBR was investigated.

There is also a related question of practical interest to the designer. If a core catcher is
recommended as essential, then what is the working basis to be adopted by the designer for
determining the size of the core catcher? The answer to this question is much more difficult.
Ideally, one would like the answer to be based on some mechanistic modeling of the meltdown
scenario. However, predictions based on modeling are subject to severe limitations as dis-
cussed below.
The mechanistic modeling of the fuel melting and its subsequent propagation scenario usually
employ a phenomenological approach. Several validation experiments of these models, both in
pile and out of pile, have been reported since the 60's beginning with TREAT experiments in
U.S.A. The early TREAT experiments were done on single pins of fast reactor fuels by
subjecting them to deliberate cooling disturbances. The results of these and other related
experiments considerably influenced the perceptions about the likely physical phenomena that
would determine the course of events following a melt down. Particular mention may be made
of the following observations.
(i) Melting in the fuel pin occurred in the mid plane and fuel moved away from it making the core
less critical.
(ii) Rapid mixing of the molten fuel with the cooiant led to fuel coolant interaction (FCI) resulting,
in turn, in generation of mechanical pressure. This pressure was expected to be high enough to
cause dispersal of the molten fuel towards less critical and cooler sectors of the reactor.
(iii) Molten fuel coming into contact with cooler sections of the structural materials melted them
and subsequently became mixed with them resulting in reduced reactivity.
Code development incorporating such features were deemed realistic enough, though caution
was sounded in extrapolating the results from single pin experiments to subassembly failures or
multiple subassembly events.
A host of safety related experiments have been carried out in the 80's in Europe and U.S.A. and
more are still in progress. Unlike the early TREAT experiments, these experiments are at the
level of a subassembiy. They have advanced our overall understanding about the melt-down
phenomenon. However, we are still far from a situation where definite answers to certain crucial
questions are possible, like for example i) whether and to what extent the core might melt? ii) If
melt down does take place, where would the molten fuel settle, and iii) what will be the final
composition of the dispersed fuel. These uncertainties not withstanding, the experiments have
thrown enough light on some of the phenomena occurring during different stages of the melt
down scenario. The most important contribution of the subassembly level experiments has
been to underline the limitations of extrapolating the results of the single pin geometry to larger
scale systems. In fact, our anticipations about the course of events on the basis of the latter
experiments are often at variance with those based on the earlier observations. We shall discuss
some of the salient results of the latter experiments in the next section. Here, we only need to
take note that there is still only a partial appreciation of the physical phenomena involved. Under
these circumstances, it is neither feasible nor prudent to decide the size of the core catcher
solely on the basis of mechanistic modeling, however validated the models may be with respect
to scaled down experiments.
This paper outlines this investigation and suggests a notional working basis. The justification for
the basis rests largely on the outcome of some of the recent experiments.
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2. Experimental Results

Before describing the experimental results, it is necessary to discuss about the possible
initiators of melt-down events. Conventionally, loss of flow(LOF) and transient over
power(TOP) are considered in this respect. Unprotected events of these types are
inconceivable in practice, but are thought to represent the envelope of consequences of less
severe transients. Experience has shown TOP events to be of marginal concern to need any
specific attention. Therefore, only LOF phenomenon is generally being investigated.

The typical sequence of events in an LOF initiated accident are expected to be as follows:
* Sodium boiling, flow reversal, coolant channel voiding, clad and fuel melting.
* Core relocation by forces of gravity, vapor flow shear etc.
* Motion of the fuel along axial direction, the radial direction motion being inhibited by
structures.
* Fragmentation of fuel due to molten fuel and coolant interaction (MFCI).
* Final settling of the molten core and debris on horizontal surfaces such as core support
structure, vessel bottom etc.
* Change in fuel composition due to mixing of core with structural materials and fractionation
at high temperatures.

In the remainder of this section, we highlight some of the important observations from the
subassembly level and single pin geometry experiments pertaining to loss of flow.

2.1 SCARABEE Experiments

These experiments perhaps constitute the most extensive ones on a subassembly scale. At a
time only a single subassembiy is involved in these experiments. However, the experimental
subassembly is surrounded by six inter assembly gaps where the flow of sodium is adjusted to
simulate the heat transfer characteristics of the fast reactor. Different test matrices are used to
study different aspects like propagation within the subassembly, propagation to neighboring
subassembly and so on. The experimental set up forms part of a sodium loop and is inserted in
a section of the SCARABEE reactor. The actual experiment consists of a sudden blockage of
sodium flow through the main channel and then monitoring the consequences of this step and
later examining the damage by both nondestructive and destructive means. Such an experi-
ment was in answer to a concern whether a local fault could grow to a subassembly blockage
and this in turn initiate a core melt down. The possibility of a Total Instantaneous Blockage (TIB)
is physically questionable but the present thinking puts it as an envelope of all smaller block-
ages. The US NRC, for instance, considers demonstration of self limiting mechanisms in TIB as
sufficient guaranty against meltdowns.
Some interesting observations of the these experiments are
(i) At clad melting, the upward sodium vapor flow is not strong enough to entrain the molten
steel. The downward drain of steel results in blockage around intact fuel pins. Subsequently,
molten steel pools form over the blockage. Fuel melts and forms a pool over the steel separated
by debris. In the eventual scenario, tight blockage is created near the upper limit of the Fissile
Zone by virtue of steel boiling and vaporizing first. No fuel is ejected. Its implication is that a
large power concentration persists at the initial fault site. A self termination of the accident by
fuel dispersal may not occur and propagation to neighboring subassemblies is possible.
(ii) Pressure events due to sodium or steel vaporization have been observed. These pressures
affect the material relocation behavior such as the ejection of steel and creation of blockage and
projection of molten materials on to hexcan walls. However, no significant mechanical energy is
associated with these pulses. Thus, at least the initial relocation behavior is not going to be
governed by phenomena such as FCI. The evolution of the accident seems to be essentially by
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thermal phenomena. However, material motions and asymmetries may make mechanistic
calculations quite impossible.
(iii) After melt through of hexcan and ejection of molten materials into the intersubassembly gap,
strong Delayed Neutron Detection (DND) signal was recorded. This signal was able to trigger
the scram.
In these expriments, the DND response times varied from around 10 to 30 seconds. But during
this time, how far the fuel would progress is not certain. There are other important aspects too
in this context. Out of pile experiments have indicated that heat transfer in a mixed UO2 + SS
pool is higher than in homogeneous cases. Therefore, even in a short while, sodium evapora-
tion in nearby hexcans can take place and help propagate the accident.
These observations at least indicate that the accident initiation by TIB cannot be ruled out.
However, propagation to neighboring subassemblies occur only if the sodium flow in the
adjacent channels are reduced to much below normal levels. That is the blockage has cover
more than one subassembly.
2.2 CABR! Experiments
These experiments refer to single pin geometry, carried out by the same agency as for the
SCARABEE experiments. These ae discussed here to mainly underline the fact that phenom-
ena in single pin and subassembly scales are indeed contrasting. The expriments investigated
response to fast or medium Transient overpower (TOP) and Transient undercooling followed by
overpower. The principal observation points to self limiting mechanisms under conditions of
ULOF accidents. The mechanisms are axial fuel expansion; in-pin fuel motion away from the
area of greatest reactivity and early fuel dispersal in sodium voided channels.
Besides the limitations of extrapolation to larger scales, CABRI results for early tests refer to
rapid power transients, which are of very small likelihood.

2.3 MOL 7C Experiments
These experiments are to ascertain the consequence of a local cooling disturbance in a
subassembly.
(i) The sequence of events reported are much like SCARABEE-N experiments - clad failure,
steel melting, freezing at the blockage boundaries and so on.
(ii) The total mass of fuel melted and/or disrupted amounted to about 700 gm, which was about
20% of the fuel in the bundle.
(iii) Penetration of the fuel into the gas gap led to a reactivity change of +0.2 cent for BR2 reactor.
(iv) DND signals were generated quite early in the initial phase of damage propagation (~ 1.4 sec
after clad failure). While this indicates successful shutdown possibility, the accident is not
self-limiting.
All the expriments discussed so far have been with fresh fuels and subassemblies which have
not suffered long term irradiation already. The course of events under conditions of burnt fuels
is expected to favor dispersal of fuel towards less reactive regions and at the same time help
rapid spreading of the melting phenomenon. However, these aspects are to be verified.
Our intention in highlighting the experimental results so far is to show that not enough informa-
tion is available about the physical phenomena occurring in a large scale melting scenario and
that extrapolation from smaller scale experiments may be misleading at times. So, we stress
again that under these circumstances, to rule out melt down accidents or to assess the extent of
melting in case it occurs on the basis of phenomenological models is not fully justified. It is
prudent to include a core catcher as an extra margin of safety.

3. Theoretical Work for PFBR Core Catcher Design

PFBR is in the stage of detailed design at IGCAR, Kalpakkam. It is a 500 MWe power, pool
type, oxide fueled, sodium cooled fast reactor. The design requires that molten fuel in any fuel
meltdown accident is permanently relocated into a coolable and sub critical configuration. The
molten fuel is continuously heated by the decay heat even after shutdown and its relocation is of
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concern from the recriticality and coolability considerations. After initial partial dispersal, a major
portion of the molten fuel continuously drains downwards, melting and dragging the steel of the
grid structure. The designer has to prevent its downward relocation into the reactor vault,
employing a core catcher.
For the core catcher design one has to understand (i) the nature of recriticality of molten fuel as
a function of shape and size and the way steel mixes with it and the amount of steel and (ii) the
nature of molten fuel settlement on the core catcher for cooling purpose.
In the following subsections recriticality potential of PFBR fuel mass in general and the recritical-
ity potential of the molten fuel in the core catcher are analyzed and discussed in detail.
A core catcher for PFBR is proposed which is derived from that used in the Superphenix design.
A new core catcher concept is proposed and preliminary analyses are done with success. In
Subsection 3.1 the PFBR data and the tools used for the study are given in brief. In Subsection
3.2, general recriticality potential of PFBR fuel as a function of mass, the mode of fuel/steel
mixing, and the shape are investigated. In Subsection 3.2, recriticality potential of the molten fuel
that is generated in a DBA is presented for all possible fuel/steel/sodium configurations and a
design for the core catcher is proposed for PFBR and considerations for the its size, the cooling
system and recrticality potential are discussed. In section 4 new core catcher designs are
attempted (i) by considering addition of poison material,like, Boron, Gadolinium, on the core
catcher surface in the form of protrusions, and (ii) by extending the cooling pipes through the
body of the core catcher surface (as is done in CDFR design) with a new option to mix poison in
the flow stream. These are discussed in detail. The conclusions are given in Section 5.

3.1 Data and Tool of Study

Total fuel mass is 7.9 tons(180 SAs), UO2/PUO2 mixing ratio is 80/20, Fuel/steel/coolant volume
ratio is 38/28/44, and Fuel /steel/coolant densities are 10.165/7.9/.8. The calculational tool is a
well validated code KEN О IV [1,2]. The cross section set used is 16 group Hansen Roach [3] set
where self shielding is already included.

2.0
1.8
1.6

3.2 General Recritcality Studies

3.2.1 Bare Fuel Sphere

The criticality potential (k-eff) of a
bare fuel sphere is calculated as
a function of the fuel mass as
shown in Fig.1 and is compared
to that of hemispherical shape in
Fig. 2. It may be seen that for 0.8
t (about 18 fuel subassemblies
(SA) of fuel mass is required for
criticality for the spherical shape
and about 1.8 t (41 fuel SAs) for
the hemispherical shape. The
shape effect is pronounced upto
about 10 t of fuel mass and be-
yond that the к-eff is not influ-
enced by the shape but only by
the fuel mass. The saturation
value of k-eff of 1.77178 is
reached for a fuel mass of about 30 t and beyond that it remains insensitive to fuel mass.

•
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Fig 1.Recriticality Potential of PFBR Fuel Mass
(as a bare sphere)
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3.2.2 Fuel Enveloped by Steel
The criticality potential of a fuel
sphere reflected by clad material is
calculated as a function of the fuel
mass as shown in Fig.3. The clad
layer is in fixed ratio with the fuel
mass given by the fuel clad ratio in
the core. It may be seen that about
0.6 t (14 SAs) of fuel mass be-
comes critical as compared to 0.81
for bare fuel. The k-eff is consis-
tently higher than the value corre-
sponding to the bare sphere (Fig. 1) .
for the same fuel mass. The differ- i g

ence reduces for higher and higher
fuel mass. The difference is only
3% for a bare fuel mass of 7.9 t and is less than 1% for 20 t.
1.77178, same as the bare sphere value.
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Recriticality Potential of PFBR Fuel Mass

(As a Bare Hemisphere)

The saturation value of k-eff is

1
г

._—-<v—.—-««
3.2.3 Fuel Mixed with Clad Mate-
rial

10 20 30

Fuel Mass,

40 50 60

Fig 3.Recriticality Potential of PFBR Fuel Mass

(as a sphere reflected by steel in core ratio)

fuel masses. The fuel/clad
mass ratio is taken same as ex-
ists in the normal core. It may
be seen that the criticality is
achieved for a fuel mass of
about 2 t (46 SAs) for the
spherical shape, about 3 t (68
SAs) for the hemispherical
shape. The shape influence for
this case is much more than for
the bare fuel case. The k-eff is
consistently lower than for the
bare fuel case because fuel di-
lution in fast reactor core has
negative reactivity effect. The
shape influence extends upto
20 t beyond which only size in-

There can be situation where fuel is
mixed uniformly with the clad mate-
rial. The criticality potential of
fuel/clad mixture in the shape of
sphere and hemisphere is pre-
sented in Figs.4 and 5 for different

Fuel Mass,

fluence is seen. The saturation
value of к-eff is reached for 401
and has a value of 1.54526. It is

Fig 4 .Recriticality" Potential of PFBR Fuel Mass
(as a sphere mixed with steel in core ratio)
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lower than that for the bare fuel.
The in the two saturation values
is marked due to large steel pro-
portion and due to the dilution and
absorption influences of the steel
material.

3.2.4 Fuel Cylinder Surrounded
by Reflector

10 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 60

Fuel Mass, t

A situation arises when fuel melts
Fig 5.Recrit ical i ty Potential of PFBR Fuel Mass a n c j only fuel Slumps This may be
(asa hemisphere mixed with s teel in core ratio) vjSuali2ed ЬУ a Cylindrical bare fuel

with radius of 98 cm (core radius)
and a height decided by the

amount of the molten fuel. The cylinder is surrounded by UO2 blanket or sodium depending on
whether fuel slumps in place or outside the core region. Calculations have been performed and

k-eff is presented in Fig.6, as a
function of fuel mass. The fuel is
assumed to be surrounded by infi
nite sodium layer. Criticality is at-
tained for a fuel mass of 2.8 t (63
SAs). The influence of the fuel
mass is pronounced upto about 10

t. This is because a radius of 98
cm in the radial direction is almost
the satu ration value for the bound-
ary. The saturation value is
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Fig 6.Recriticality Potential of PFBR Fuel Mass
(as a bare cylinder with core radius)

1.77158 , the bare sphere value.

3.2.5 Influence of Other Factors

The influence of the reflector ma-
terial is studied. The sodium and
the U02 blanket are used as re-
flector material in place of clad
material. The case described in

subsection 3.2.4 is used. It has been found that the clad material is the best reflector followed
by the UO2 and sodium in the decreasing order. Criticality potential of the whole core with an
extent of 60% of the fuel and 80% of steel, homogeneously mixed at fuel melting point, has been
studied. It has been found that the system is sub critical with a k-eff of 0.9. This shows that hot
pool of fuel and steel mixed uniformly is sub critical.
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3.3 Core Catcher Design for PFBR

3.3.1 Core Catcher Size and CooSability consideration

In the event of including a core catcher, the next natural question is what size should it be. The
answer to this question would depend on the melting that is anticipated. But that is uncertain.
On the basis of the subassembly experiments, we can consider that at most 7 subassemblies
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would melt. The tacit assumption here is that the reactor would be shutdown either by the strong
DND signals or by
the thermocouple
signals showing
increased tem-
perature in the
coolant of next to
nearest neighbor
subassemblies.
Perhaps, the most
important factor in
favor of this sug-
gestion is that TIB
initiated melt can
propagate only if
the flow in the ad-
jacent channel is
appreciably lower
than normal, a
situation which is

unlikely and hence can be regarded as a purely residual risk. Even if the number of subassem-
blies affected is a little larger it is still of little concern for deciding the core catcher size, since
only a fraction of the molten fuel (about 20% as indicated by MOL experiments) settles
downwards.
Post accident heat removal of fuel debris is important for containment point of view[4]. Both
ex-vessel cooling and in- vessel cooling are in vogue. However, in the present context of partial
melt down of core, ex-vessel cooling means breach of primary containment which would
jeopardise cooling of rest of the core. Therefore in-vessel cooling has been chosen.
Cooling of molten debris requires special provision since the main vessel is practically insulated
at the outside and the curvature at the bottom of the vessel would tend to lump the debris
together. A separate core catcher is then necessary.
For preliminary sizing of the core catcher, the concept that has been used in Superphenix has
been adopted. The core catcher is a flat pan located below the grid plate covering the entire
area of the grid plate. A chimney is provided at the center to aid natural convection flow of
sodium. The schematic of the core catcher is shown in Fig. 7.
The main parameters that determine the sizing of the core catcher are: quantity of molten fuel,
composition of the debris when depositing on the core catcher, time elapsed between melting
and deposition on the core catcher which determines the heat to be removed, porosity of the
debris and the temperature of sodium flowing through the grid plate to cool the subassemblies
on it.
It has been conservatively assumed for the sizing that the core is being cooled by the natural
convection set up by decay heat exchangers dipped in hot pool. This defines the boundary
condition at the top of the core catcher. The natural convection flow set up at the core catcher
flowing along the bottom and then through the chimney exchanges heat into the primary natural
convection flow throughout the grid plate.
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A simplified 1-D calculation was made to determine the temperature of the bottom plate of the
core catcher and the maximum sodium temperature. It has been found that for the case of 7
subassembly melt down the temperatures are well within limit. Maximum sodium temperature is
below 741 °C and the temperature of the core catcher bottom plate is below 650 °C . Present
analysis indicates that the core catcher designed for 7 subassembly melt down can be accom-
modated in the existing reactor design below the core support structure without additional space.
Total mass of the core catcher is around 26 t.

3.3.2 Recriticality

A 7 subassembly fuel meltdown is considered the
design basis accident for the recriticality and coolability studies. The amount of the fuel is about
0.3 t.
A bare spherical fuel mass of 0.31 has
a к-eff of 0.75679. This fuel mass
when reflected by clad steel gives the
keff of 0.83283. The maximum k-eff
that can be attained by 7 SAs of fuel
melting is, when it is spherical in
shape, and is clad by a steel reflector
of large thickness. The k-eff in such a
situation is 0.87283, which is very sub
Critical R 9 8 - a • C o r e C a t c h e r with Protrusions of Poison, Gadolinium

ДАААААЛД
j Core Catcher |

Core Catcher

Fig 8.b: Core Catcher with Cooling Pipes forming Nailed Bed

4. New Core Catcher Concept

Large scale fuel meltdown that follow
in a residual risk or beyond design
basis accidents will make the sub criti-
cality potential of core catcher difficult
as seen from Fig. 6, where a very
small fraction of total available fuel
mass (one eighth) is super critical. An
attempt to add poison on the core
catcher surface will increase sub criti-
cality potential. If surface is coated
with a poison material it will mix with
only a small layer of the caught fuel
melt at its bottom. Poison in the form
of protrusions will however affect a
large melt mass. Protrusions are considered on the surface and the molten fuel then settles on
the core catcher interspersed in these protrusions as shown in Fig.8a. In this case a part of
molten fuel finely mixes with the poison material and results in reducing the effective fuel mass.
Calculations are then performed for various protrusion heights and their sizes. A 5 cm long
protrusion of B4C(nat.) material has resulted in reducing the к-eff considerably. As fuel height in
PFBR is about 1 m, protrusions have to be of several cms in height to accommodate large scale
fuel melting. Another design option for the core catcher is considered as shown in Fig. 8b, based
on that employed in CDFR. Steel pipes carrying coolant make the nail bed for the core catcher.
This option is investigated with steel tubes and the coolant flowing in it, covering half of the
cross sectional area. The molten fuel caught on the nailed bed of the core catcher is sub critical
for 5 t of fuel, mass for a typical nail bed design. If a provision is made for adding poison in the
flow stream, the sub criticaiity potential is significantly increased. Such a design can even
accommodate whole core meltdown from rectricality point of view.
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5. Conclusions

About a ton of fuel of PFBR can become critical in most reactive configuration. The amount of
molten fuel released in a DBA in PFBR is only 0.3 t so it does not have any recriticality potential.
A core catcher that is described, with appropriate cooling system is adequate for the purpose of
the design basis accident. Adding poison to the core catcher surface in the form of nailed bed
or protrusion increases the sub criticality potential of the fuel in the core catcher by several
factors.
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ABSTRACT

Approaches to the BN-800 reactor safety assurance are aimed at
the prevention by engineering means of core melt-down. Due to
the use of additional safety rods operating on the basis of the
passive principle, no serious consequences occur at the ULOF
accident. However, in the design there has been considered an
accident at which the passive principle-based rods also fail to
operate. But even in this case, at sodium boiling no positve
reactivity insertion takes place as the core has the negative integral
void effect of reactivity. Of course, it is impossible to exclude fully
the probability of melt-down of if only some part of core.
Therefore, melt-down of 25% of the core fuel subassemblies has
been considered in the design. The calculations of mechanical
energy released at the molten fuel-sodium interaction give a value
of ~15 MJ. Mechanical loads on the reactor vessel arising during the
accident do not result in its loss of tightness. The calculations of the
subsequent fuel relocation have shown that for the formation of the
secondary critical configuration the melt-down of more than 50% of
fuel followed by its rearrangement would be required can not that
be realized in the BN-800 reactor.

An analysis of molten fuel movement through the diagrid
downwards to the special catcher has revealed that, in priciple, it is
possible to ensure heat removal from fuel fragments in the
diagride. At fuel penetration down to the catcher the decay heat
can be removed by sodium flowing around the catcher.

In the BN-800 design an accident with total and prompt blockage
of fuel subassemblies is not considered. An analysis of single fuel
subassemblies is aimed at the determaination of the time of
accident propagation into the neighboring subassemblies for the
purpose to ensure appropriate fast response of the control system.
The calculations have shown that as a result of molten fuel-sodium
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interation, as well as molten fuel fragments ingress upon
subassembly walls no fast propagation of the accident into
neighboring fuel subassemblies takes place.
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ON APPROACHES APPLIED ANALYSIS OF MELT-DOWN
ACCIDENT IN BN-800 TYPE REACTOR

Safety analysis is performed with codes describing separate
stages of an accident.

ULOF
Initiating Phase:

- GRIF-SM2 code is intended for the calculation of reactor dynamics
Main ofjective: obtaining of reactivity insertion rate
Old core version ~10$/s
New core version ~ zero viod reactivity effect.

Transition Phase:

- 0DAR-2K ID code is intended for the calculation of material
movement, power burst in the course of positive reactivity
insertion.
Old core version (final conditions )
thermal energy release -2.45 x 104 MJ
fuel temperature ~4050 К

- INTERACT code intended for the calculation of pressure pulses due
to MFCI in the whole core.
Maximum pressure in the core -3.5 MPa
Mechanical energy release -50 MJ
The BN-800 reactor is designed with taking into account these
calculations.

New core version
A sodium boiling does not results in positive reactivity insertion,

therefor the core melt-down probability is very low. Even if core
melt-down does take place, the mechanical energy release will be
much lower than in the case with old core version.

- CRUST code describes the process of molten fuel movement.
Calculations of reactivity insertion due to molten material
relocation by gravity for BN-800 reactor have given the following
results;
-7.5 $/s at the unmoved upper part of core;
~35$/s for the movable one.
The thermal energy release in the latter case -0.27 x lO^ MJ
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Post-Accident Material Relocation
- TRAMS-FDOWN code is intended to evaluate the time to melt-

through the below-the-core structures up to the special catcher.
The elapsed time ~ 3.5-5 hrs

Post Accident Heat Removal
The set of codes are intended for the calculation of coolability of

core debris bed.
- SLOY code-ID steady state
- NSLOY, SLOY2, SLOY3 - ID, 2D, 3D codes for transient conditions.
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EVALUATION OF DOWNMOTION TIME INTERVAL MOLTEN
MATERIALS TO CORE CATCHER DURING CORE DISRUPTIVE

ACCIDENTS POSTULATED IN LMFR

S.A Voronov, A.I.Kiryushin, N.G.Kuzavkov
OKB Mechanical Engineering (OKBM), Nizhny Novgorod

G.N. Vlasichev
State Technical University (NGTU), Nizhny Novgorod

Abstract

Hypothetical core disruptive accidents are postulated to clear potential of a reactor
plant to withstand extremal conditions and to generate measures for management and
mitigation of accidents consequence. In Russian advanced reactors there is a core catcher
below the diagrid to prevent vessel bottom melting and to localize fuel debris.

In this paper the calculation technique and estimation of relocation time of molten
fuel and materials are presented in the case of core disruptive accidents postulated for
LMFR reactor. To evaluate minimum interval of fuel relocation time the calculations for
different initial data are provided.

Large mass of materials between the core and the catcher in LMFR reactor hinders
molten materials relocation toward the vessel bottom. That condition increases the time
interval of reaching core catcher by molten fuel.

Computations performed allowed to evaluate the minimum molten materials relocation
time from the core to the core catcher. This time interval is in a range of 3.5...5.5 hours.

Introduction

Hypothetical accidents with core disruption are postulated to find out the possibilities
of a reactor plant to withstand extremal conditions and to elaborate measures for
management of such accidents and mitigation of their consequences.

The analysis of fuel relocation as a result of core melting at a postulated accident
in a LMFR was first time performed in Russia in the middle of seventies.

From the viewpoint of reactor bottom protection against melting the LMFR integral
reactor vessel has a number of additional barriers hindering the molten material relocation
towards the reactor bottom. Melting of the lower axial blanket and FA structure including
lower part of its nozzle, upper and lower plates of diagrid (Fig.l) should hinder a molten
material ingress under the diagrid. All structures are washed from underneath by sodium
and when there is the possibility for coolant to circulate act as a catcher for molten
materials.

But after Chernobyl accident a decision was taken to install under the diagrid a special
refractory catcher for localization of molten fuel and metal structures.

To analyze the fuel debris behavior in the catcher the estimation of minimal time
for fuel relocation was done. Thereby it was postulated the impossibility of sodium natural
circulation under the carrier assemblies and below diagrid plates. In this case can form
a vapor space and melting these constructions by molten fuel.
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14

Fig. 1 LMFR reactor with primary circuit equipment
1-refuelling machine; 2-upper construction; 3-small rotating plug; 4-upper stationary shield;
5-immersed heat exchanger; 6-reactor silo; 7-core catcher; 8-diagrid; 9-core; 10-safety vessel;
11-main vessel; 12-primary pump; 13-large rotating plug; 14-flexible cable
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Estimation of Downmotion Time Interval of Molten Fuel

For estimation of fuel relocation time it was postulated complete melting and reactor
core destruction. The fission reaction terminates due to removal of a part of fuel from
the core.

The fuel swept into the upper reactor chamber by gaseous fission products and molten
fuel element claddings steel vapors disperses as a result of interaction with sodium and
subsequently deposits on internal surfaces of in-reactor constructions. The possibility of
heat removal from the primary coolant remains and natural circulation develops in the
reactor due to the emergency cooling system operation.

It is possible to cool the particles layer by sodium flow through it due to natural
circulation in primary circuit under certain conditions (distribution of fuel particles over
the core volume in form of pebble bed of approx. 2.5 m diameter) / l / . I n this case
the evaporation of sodium from the layer and repeated fuel melting do not occur and,
consequently, the underlying metal structures of the reactor do not melt.

The accident situation associated with blocking of the flow section for coolant due
to deformation of the structures and impossibility for supplying the coolant from
underneath was analyzed to obtain data necessary for the design of a catcher. This event
corresponded with event when the particle bed was located on impermeable plate.

During the first hour of accident the decay heat in the particle layer considerably
exceeds the allowable values of specific decay heat at which the aggregate state of the
layer do not change if heat is removed from its inner and side surfaces. Hence, in the
central plane of the layer the dried zone from which the sodium was evaporated will
increase, then the fuel melting occurs with the following sacking of the layer due to
densification of fuel in the zone of its melting. The melting extends on the reactor
structures where the heat evolving layer is deposited. The downmotion of the layer
consisting of homogeneous mixture of fuel and steel (without sodium) depends on the
rate of heat supply to the metal structures disposed under the core, i.e. on the rate of
its heating and melting.

The calculation of the relocation of fuel debris due to melting of metal structures was
performed with and without account of components stratification (steel and more heavy
fuel). The heat transfer is effected through fuel-metal structures interface. The specific
release decreases due to mixing fuel debris with uranium dioxide of axial blanket and
natural decay of activity. The heat removal from the layer disposed above is accounted
for but heat removal by sodium disposed underneath is neglected.

The calculation showed that the time of relocation of molten materials to the upper
plate of the diagrid amounts to approx. 4.5 hours. The ultimate estimation allowed to
formulate initial data for development of the catcher. An improved technique was also
elaborated which is realized in "TRAMS-FDOWN" program 111.

Technique for Calculation of Molten Materials Relocation Towards
Refractory Catcher Used in "TRAMS-FDOWN" Program

The program is intended for calculation of molten fuel relocation towards the catcher
through lower axial blanket, fuel elements gas plenum, FAs nozzles and diagrid plates.

To calculate the motion dynamics of two interfaces simultaneously in the limits of
one calculation region it is necessary that the temperature in each phase and conditions
on the interface meet one initial equation. Introducing Dirak 6- function into quasi-
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linear equation of heat conductivity we obtain:

j j

<?T(r,t)

ат

<?T(r,t)
+ q v ( r , t )

where ^ heat capacity coefficient of medium unit volume;
r - coordinate (in this report it is axial);
t - time;
R - latent heat of j-th phase transition;
к - geometry criterion (in this report K=0 - plane geometry);
\ - thermal conductivity;
q - heat release of medium unit volume

Conditions on phase interface are:

<?T(r,t)
-X(r,t) +

aT(r,t)

dr
= ± R

dy(t)

r = y-
r = y +

H

T ( y , t ) = г
H

where у - coordinate of phase interface.
Main premises used in the calculation:
1).,Molten mass affecting the metal structures consists only of fuel. The molten steel

is displaced from the volume considered and is not taken into account at studying these
processes.

2). Temperature on the upper boundary of the molten materials is equal to (U - Pu) O2

boiling point. It is assumed that above the molten material layers are its vapors. Their
condensation leads to the increase of the thickness of molten material layer when decay
heat gradually decreases.

3). The effective coefficients of heat conductivity are calculated assuming that parallel
conductivity of constituent materials in accordance with their volume fraction takes place.
The values of effective heat capacities for unit volume in the calculation regions are
calculated analogically. The values of latent heat of phase change are applied for
calculation zone unit volume. The effective values of thermal properties are given in
the Table. The calculated effective values for the zone of FAs nozzles accounted for
the steel carrier assemblies. The region of steel plugs on FAs lower nozzles is considered
as a separate region, thereby it is accepted that the volume fraction of steel is equal
to unity.

Table
Effective values of thermo-physical properties

Name

Lower axial blanket
Fuel elements gas plenum
FAs nozzles

Z o n e
length,
m

0.35
0.67
0.8

with liquid sodium

*eff,
W/mK

30
30
50

С eff,
MJ/m3K

3.0
1.6
2.8

with Na vapors

Xeff,
W/mK

7
7
10

С eff,
MJ/m3K

2.6
1.2
2.2
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Three variants are calculated:
1). In the first variant the liquid sodium boundary on the calculated section moves

as this sodium is evaporated.
2). Unlike the above model, the sodium vapor bubble expands up to the heat affected

zone of the molten fuel from the start of the process under consideration.
3). In the third variant the steel as it melts is not removed from the calculated regions

but runs down over an additional continuous steel layer in the way of molten debris
relocation.

The Results of Calculation Analysis

The calculation results are given in Fig-s 2, 3 and 4. Time of fuel debris relocation
to the diagrid calculated to the first model (with gradual vaporization of sodium in channels
for coolant but without account of expansion of its vapor in the bubble under the melt
due to pressure increase during vaporization) is 5 hours. The minimal time of fuel
relocation to the diagrid upper plate to the second model assuming the expansion of
sodium vapor beyond the molten fuel boundary, so-called fuel melt heat affected zone,
Fig.3, is three hours.

The account of additional steel layer in the way of molten materials down motion
in third calculational scheme increases the minimal time of relocation also up to 5 hours
as in the calculation to the first model.

Under assumption of vapor space formation under upper and subsequently also under
the diagrid lower plate the time of their melting amounts to approx. 0.5 hours.

Hence, the total time for relocation of molten materials from the core towards the
catcher amount to approx. 3.5 - 5.5 hours.

Conclusion

"TRAMS-FDOWN" program was developed for estimation of time of fuel debris
relocation. With account of vapor space under the diagrid plates the time for molten
material relocation from the core to the catcher will be approx. 3.5 - 5.5 hours.

At present, the modernization of the program continues.

References

1. Calculational estimations of the state of destructed LMFR core after a hypothetical
accident. OKBM report, 1989.

2. Optimization and substantiation of fast reactors safety. NGTU, OKBM report, 1991.
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INTRODUCTION

If a complete and prolonged failure of coolant flow were to occur in a LWR or FBR,
fission product decay heat would cause the fuel to overheat. If no available action to cool the
fuel were taken, it would eventually melt. This could lead to slumping of the molten core
material and to the failure of the reactor pressure vessel and deposition of these materials into
the concrete reactor cavity.

Sequently, the molten core could melt and decompose the concrete. Vigorous
agitation of the molten core pool by concrete decomposition gases is expected to enhance the
convective heat transfer process. Besides the decomposition gases, melting concrete (slag)
generated under the molten core pool will be buoyed up, and will also affect the downward
heat transfer. Though, in this way, the heat transfer process across the interface is
complicated by the slag and the gases evolved from the decomposed concrete, it is very
important to make its process clear for the safety evaluation of nuclear reactors.

Therefore, in this study, fundamental experiments were performed using simulated
materials to observe the behaviors of the hot pool, slag and gases at the interface. Moreover,
from the experimental observation, a correlation without empirical constants was proposed to
calculate the interface heat transfer.

The heat transfer across the interface would depend on thermo-physical interactions
between the pool, slag and concrete which are changed by their thermal properties and
interface temperature and so on. For example, the molten concrete is miscible in molten
oxidic core debris, but is immiscible in metallic core debris. If a contact temperature between
the molten core pool and the concrete falls below the solidus of the pool, solidification of the
pool will occur.

In this study, we treat the case that the slag is immiscible in the pool and
solidification of the pool does not occur. Thus, water, paraffin and air were selected as the
simulated molten core pool, concrete, and decomposition gas from concrete, respectively.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Figure 1 shows a experimental apparatus. The experimental system is a acrylic resin
cylindrical cell with a 94.0 mm inside diameter, a 100.0 mm outside diameter. A cylindrical
paraffin block was inserted at the lower part, and a hot pool was poured onto it. The paraffin
block had nine holes drilled with a 2 mm inner diameter, through which the air as
decomposition gases was injected into the overlying pool. These drilled holes were fed by a
gas-filled plenum. The volume flow rate of the gas was measured by a rotameter.

The heat transfer mechanism in bubbling is the most complicated by the interacting
motions between bubbles when they form and leave the surface. When the bubble sites are
located far enough away from each other, the inter-bubble effects can be neglected.
Lienhard111 stated that when the nucleation site density is less than approximately 0.32
sites/cm2, the sites will cease to influence one another. In this study, in order to clear the
main contribution of bubbling to the surface heat transfer induced only by the movement of
the pool fluid near the agitated interface due to bubbling, a bubble density of 0.25 sites/cm2

was chosen. A electrical heater was fixed at the upper part to keep the pool bulk temperature
constant. Four type-K sheath thermocouples were inserted into the pool to measure a
temperature profile and the bulk pool temperature.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In order to simulate MCCI (Molten Core/Concrete Interaction), a pool bulk
temperature was controlled by the electrical heater, and a volume flow rate of air from a
pump was adjusted. A main parameter was a volume flow rate (or a superficial velocity) of
air in this experiment. The range of superficial gas velocity was from 0.0 cm/s to 2.4 cm/s.

The hydrodynamic behaviors of bubble and slag adjacent to the interface was
recorded by a video camera and analyzed by a visualized computer image processing
technique. The paraffin was melted by heat from the pool, and total heat transfer across the
interface was calculated by the melting mass of it. The mass was measured by a precise mass
scale. The temperature profile and bulk temperature in the pool was measured by
thermocouples and recorded by a personal computer on-line.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Hydrodynamic behaviors of gas bubble and slag adjacent to the interface between
pool and solid surface are described with simplified representations as follows. Figure 2
shows slag behaviors for the case of no gas injection. Solid paraffin was melted by heat from
the pool, and a slag layer formed. A part of slag was buoyed up in the form of droplet
according to Taylor instability'21. Similar experiments were carried out by Dhir et al.[31,
Alsmeyer and Reimann141.

But phenomena was changed when gas was injected to the pool across the surface.
Behavior of slag and gas bubble was illustrated in fig. 3. Injected gas was rising up in the
form of bubble in the pool. Without gas bubble, departure location and time of slag droplets
were well predicted by Taylor instability. However, when gas bubbles existed, the slag layer
was stripped by the low pressure region in the wake of the rising bubbles as entrainment.
Subsequently, new pool material contacted the solid surface. This process is similar to
nucleate boiling. Because the gas bubbles control the slag droplets departure, it is expected
that heat transfer across the interface depends on the gas bubble dynamics.

Figure 4 shows time-averaged downward heat transfer coefficient calculated from the
melted mass of the paraffin block. In experiments, the time average heat transfer coefficients
were obtained from

h ML
По = ; г (l)

A-dt(Tp-To)

where S and dt are area and time period of heat transfer respectively, M and L are melted
mass and latent heat of solid paraffin respectively. TD and Tp is decomposition temperature of
the solid and the pool bulk temperature, respectively.

The heat transfer coefficient increases with the superficial gas velocity. Compared
between cases with gas existing and without gas, the heat transfer coefficient for the case
with gas existing are over 3 times as large as that for the no gas case. This shows the
fundamental heat transfer mechanism changes whether gas exists or not.

MODEL FORMULATION

In order to evaluate an erosion rate of concrete, it is necessary to calculate a
downward heat transfer across the concrete surface, that is, across the interface between
concrete slag and concrete. From the experimental observation, the fundamental heat transfer
mechanism is considered as a transient heat conduction process between the pool liquid and
the solid surface. When decomposition gas bubbles will rise up and away from the surface,
the interface will be stirred and the pool liquid will be brought into contact with the surface.
This cyclic phenomena, similar to nucleate boiling, leads to periodic contact between the
pool liquid and the solid. And the paraffin slag layer provides a thermal resistance, which
depends on the interface temperature between the pool and slag layer.

Therefore, in this study, we formulated these phenomena from a modeling assuming
that the downward heat transfer coefficient was controlled by the interface temperature and
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bubble dynamics.

HEAT TRANSFER IN SYSTEM

Heat transfer in this system was illustrated in fig. 5, where the subscripts p and о for
heat flux and heat transfer coefficients refer to the pool/slag interface and the slag/solid
interface. Tx is the interface temperature between the pool/slag, q ^ is a heat flux acting as a
sensible heat for the slag layer.

Heat transfer coefficients are defined as

q P =hp(T P -Ti) (2)

qo = ho(Tp-TD) (3)

and

qP = q0 + qSens (4)

The qsens is obtained by assuming a parabolic temperature profile exists in the slag layer as
below.

q 0 Ti - T D

qsens = — Cs (5)
1—/ *J

where cs is a heat capacity of the slag.
Combining equations from (2) to (5), one can get

hp(TP - Ti) = ho(TP - TD) j l + ̂ i l ! ^ M (6)

Now, the effective decomposition enthalpy L* is defined as

* T I - T D , S

L = L + Cs (7)
3

and a new parameter a is defined as follows

Combining (6) to (8) gives

The factor of cc(T -TjVCT -Tp) is due to thermal resistance of the slag layer. We can get the
downward heat transfer coefficient h^ if the pool/slag interface temperature and heat transfer
coefficient are evaluated quantitatively.

INTERFACE TEMPERATURE

The pool/slag interface temperature Tj can be obtained from the temperature field of
the system which is assumed as a one-dimensional transient temperature field with phase
changes, and is modeled using a similar model to Epstein's model[5]. His model considers the
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following four regions: the initially molten phase, the solid substrate, the solidified molten
phase, and the layer of melting substrate.

In the case of this study, however, the pool material equivalent for the initially molten
phase does not solidify. Thus the three regions, the pool, the solid substrate and the melting
substrate, are considered.

The temperature profile in each of the three regions is illustrated in fig. 6 and must
obey a partial differential equation of the form

^ ^ (10)
dt dx2

where T t is the temperature in region i, щ is the thermal diffusivity of region i, x is the spatial
location, and t is the time.

Designating the pool material as material 1, the initially solid material as material 2,
and the positions of the melting front (relative to the coordinate system origin which is at the
interface between the two materials) as X2, we have the following boundary conditions,

Tlm(0,t) = T2m(0,t) = Tl (11)

, (/Tim
k

oT2m . .
= k2m at x=0 (12)

dx dx

-X2,t) = T2m(-X2,t)=TD (13)

- к 2m = -Lp2 at x=-X2(t) (14)
dx dx dt

TlmKt) = Tp (15)

T2s(-°°,t) = Tb (16)

where the subscripts s and m refer to the solid and molten phases, respectively. Tp and Tb are
the initial and bulk temperatures of materials 1 and 2, к and Q are the thermal conductivity
and density.

Solutions for the functions T lm, T2m, T2 s and X2 are assumed to be the form161

Bierf[ * I (0<x<°° ) (17)
V2Vaimt;

= A2 + B2 erf [ — Д = | (-X 2 (t)<x<0) (18)
V 2 V t ^

/ X i

T 2 s = Аз + Bserfc . (-о» < x < -X2(t)) (19)
V 2 V t ;

(20)

where Alf A2, A3, Bl5 B2, B3, k2 are constants to be determined by imposing the conditions
eqs. (11) through (16).

By algebraic manipulation, this set of equations is reduced to a equation for Â ,
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exp(/32A22)-erfc(y3A2)

where

Л =
CS(TP-TD)

Equation(21) can be solved numerically by the Newton-Lapson method.

After X2 have been determined, the interface temperature TT is calculated from

T I - T D = erf(A2)

T P - T D r + erf(A2)

PERIODIC CONTACT MODEL

The periodic contact model was proposed by Lee et al.[7] and Kao and Kazimi181. Their
correlations include many empirical constants. However, in this study, we proposed a heat
transfer coefficient without empirical constants.

When a hot pool is brought into contact with a solid surface, the temperature at the
interface immediately is assumed to be a value T r The temperature prof ile of a semi-infinite
medium with a step change in surface temperature from Tp to Tj is t6f

T(x,t) = Tp-(TP-Ti)erfc| — ? U ] (23)

where a is the thermal diffusivity of the pool.
The amount of heat transferred out of the pool per unit area within certain time

period, td, can be obtained by the following integration,

q = Jo~(pc)P[TP-T(x,td)]dx (24)
Jo

we get

2(pc)p-Jap7
-(Tp-Ti) (25)

For the bubble site density in this study, bubbles do not interact each other according
to the study of Lienhard[1]. Kutateladze and Styrikovich, as found in the reference[9], showed
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that when the gas leaving an orifice exceeds a certain velocity, it no longer forms bubbles at
the orifice but forms a jet which breaks into bubbles later in the pool. Applying the
Kutateladze and Styrikovich criterion to the present study predicts a local jet velocity of
greater than 15 m/s to cause the gas to leave the orifice as a jet instead of as bubbles. This
local gas velocity translates into a superficial gas velocity of approximately 6 cm/s in the
present apparatus. Maximum superficial gas velocity in this study was about 2 cm/s.
Therefore, each of bubbles produced from the gas injected into the pool would behave like as
a single bubbles.

Assuming that the bubble is approximately spherical, we get

^ d t (26)

N
where R is bubble radius, Rd and td are the bubble departure radius and time respectively, N
is the bubble population density.

Integration of equation (26) results in

The bubble departure radius is determined by the balance of surface tension and
buoyancy force. According to Kutateladze and Styrikovich, as found in the reference[9], the
bubble departure radius which is derived from their experimental data is

(28)

where R,, is the drilled hole radius, a is surface tension between pool fluid and gas.
As the bubble moves away from the surface, it will strip away slag layer in a certain

region. That area is assumed to be jtR/ according to the study of entrainment by Greene et
al.t101 Thus the total amount of heat transferred out of the pool in each bubble departure
region within the time period td is

Q = J*Rd

2q (29)

Because effective heat transfer area per bubble is 1/N, the heat transfer coefficient
between the pool and the slag layer is

m

Substituting equations (25), (27), (28), and (29) into (30) leads to

(31)
4g(pp-0«),

After some manipulation, we get

hP = CRo^A%,VN л/Vg (32)

where
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Combining equations (9) and (32), the downward heat transfer coefficient h0 is obtained by

(33)

COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Comparison between model predictions and experimental results for the downward
heat transfer coefficient was performed. Figure 7 shows comparison between model
predictions and experimental results. In general, the comparison is excellent, and proves
validity of the model.

CONCLUSIONS

Fundamental experiments were performed using simulated materials to observe the
behaviors of the hot pool, slag and gases at the interface. From the experimental observation,
a model without empirical constants was proposed to calculate the interface heat transfer, m
this system, comparison between theoretical predictions and experimental results showed
good agreement.

For the future work, it is necessary to develop heat transfer models under other
conditions for MCCI evaluation.
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ABSTRACT

This paper summarizes the recent simulant experiments to study molten corium-structure

interactions under postulated core disruptive accident (CDA) conditions in liquid- metal fast

breeder reactors (LMFMRs). These experiments were conducted in the MELT-II facility

generating high-temperature molten simulants by an induction heating technique.

From a series of molten jet-structure interaction experiments, the effects of the solidified

crust layer and molten layer on the erosion behavior were identified, and analytical models were

developed to assess the structure erosion rate with and without crust formation. Especially, we

revealed the inherent mitigation mechanism that when the molten oxide jet with high melting

point falls down onto the structure plate, solidified crust of the oxide can significantly reduce the

erosion rate.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the course of a severe accident, reactor core materials such as fuel and stainless steel (SS)

may form a molten pool in the core region. The molten pool might penetrate eventually the lower

core assembly by the effects of gravity and decay heat generation and discharge into the lower

plenum. In a general LMFBR design, the core region is surrounded by axial and radial blanket

regions occupied by low power natural UO2- Since the blanket regions have a strong resistance

against thermal attack of the hot core materials, rapid and massive meltdown is unexpected to

occur through the blanket regions. However, there are certain thermally weak assemblies or

channels, such as the control rod guide tubes, from where the core materials may escape. The
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molten materials formed in the core region may, therefore, discharge downward as molten

material jets through these channels. Further, the molten materials may interact with the coolant

and/or structure thermally or hydrodynamically, because coolant and structures exist in the lower

region of the reactor.

To obtain better understanding of the phenomenology in the post-accident sequence in an

LMFBR, out-of-pile experimental programs have been performed at the Power Reactor and

Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), centering on the interactions of a molten-material

jet with structures or coolant [1-6]. Achievement and main results of the high-temperature melt

experiments performed in the MELT-П facility are described in this paper.

The structure erosion behaviors in postulated reactor severe accident situations are basically

classified into the following two modes as shown in Fig. 1: (A) the plate melting occurs at the

interface, which is likely with a molten stainless steel (SS) jet-SS structure interaction

(designated as Mode A); and (B) the molten jet freezing and the plate melting occur

simultaneously at the jet - structure interface, which is likely with a molten fuel jet-SS structure

interaction (designated as Mode B). A lot of experimental and theoretical efforts have been

performed thus far to better understand the physics and to develop a model for predicting the

structure erosion behavior. However, there were very few experiments performed in the past

with a high-temperature molten jet except MC and PLATE experiments by Powers et al. at SNL

[7, 8, 9] and EROS experiments by Perinic et al. at KfK [10, 11, 12]. Therefore, a series of

experiments were performed using a high-temperature molten jet such as tin, SS, Sodium-

Chloride (NaCl), aluminum-oxide (AI2O3) to investigate the erosion behavior on these modes

and new empirical correlations were obtained for assessing the erosion rates. These correlations

can also predict well the experimental results performed at SNL and KfK.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND CONDITIONS

A series of experiments was performed in the MELT-II facility as shown in Fig. 2. The

facility consists of the melting section, the nozzle section and the test section. In the melting

section up to about 20 liters of many materials (metal, ceramics, etc.) can be melted and heated

up to 2400 °C (max.) by an induction furnace with a maximum output of 300 kW at 3 kHz, and

was poured down to the test section as a jet through a nozzle by pulling the plug at the nozzle

inlet. Two target plates were installed in each test section to obtain two sets of erosion data in a

single experiment.

The experimental conditions are shown in Table 1. A molten tin (Sn, m.p.= 232 °C) jet-

tin plates (designated as TNTN-series) and a molten type 316 SS (m.p.= 1427 °C) jet-SS plates

(designated as SSSS-series) experiments were performed to simulate an erosion behavior

without crust formation (Mode A). A molten NaCl (m.p.= 800 °C) jet-tin plates (designated as

SCTN-series) and a molten AI2O3 (m.p.= 2050 °C) jet-SS plates (designated as AOSS-series)
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experiments were performed to simulate an erosion behavior with crust formation (Mode B). In

the experiments a molten jet having a variable diameter (D ; = ~ 10-30 mm) and temperature (T.:

up to 340 °C above the jet melting point) was gravitationally accelerated to the velocity (V. = 2.9-

5.1 m/sec), and then perpendicularly impinged onto a plate at room temperature on varying plate

thickness (Z = 5-100 mm). The Reynolds number, Re, and the Prandtl number, Pr, of the

impingement jet for TNTN, SSSS, SCTN and AOSS-series experiments ranged from 1.3 x 10

to 4.9 x 10 and from 0.0095 to 0.011, from 4.0 x 10 to 1.0 x 10 and from 0.17 to 0.20,
4 5 3 3

from 6.8x10 to 3.5x10 and from 0.75 to 1.22, and from 1.9 x 10 to 3.3x10 and from

3.3 to 5.5, respectively.

The melt temperature was measured by type К (chromel-almel) and/or tungsten-rhenium

thermocouples and a pyrometer. The jet velocity was evaluated from the correlation curve

obtained in the separate calibration tests with water and its extrapolation to high temperature jet

condition. The erosion behavior of the impingement surface was observed using both a high-

speed video camera and a high-speed camera. The penetration time was measured with break-

through type jet sensors of a thin aluminum foil just above and below the target plates.

3 . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3 . 1 . MELTING ATTACK BY LOW MELTING POINT JET

The typical erosion behavior of an SS plate (50 mm thick) by a molten SS jet with DQ = 20

mm, Tj = 1700 °C, Vj = 3.1 m/sec is shown in Fig. 3. The jet was already stabilized just after

the initial jet impact on the plate (photo (1): t = 0 sec). After that, most of the molten material

spread over the entire plate surface as a radial wall jet and splashed off from the edge of the test

plate (photo (2): t = 0.27 sec). With increasing erosion depth, the radial molten-material flow on

the plate surface became wavy. When the plate was eroded sufficiently deep, the molten material

ruffled in the vicinity of the impingement region probably due to the jet flow going up from the

cavity and also the splashing behavior of the wall jet became milder (photo (3): t = 5.37 sec and

photo (4): t = 10.74 sec). This was probably because the momentum of the jet flow had

considerably dissipated in the eroded cavity filled with viscous SS melt. The jet penetrated the

50-mm-thick plate at 11.55 sec (Photo (5): t =11.62 sec). Photos (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 show

the shape of eroded cavities formed in this experiment. It was found that the plate was

significantly eroded around the jet impingement region and the cavity looked like a crater with a

somma.

When the erosion rate, Vm (= Z /1; t: Spent time for penetration), is assumed to be

constant with time, the erosion depth, Z , normalized by a jet diameter as Z / D y is expressed

simply as:

Z=Zl (1)
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where Vm is the normalized erosion rate (= Vm / Vj), and t is the normalized erosion time

(= / V} / Dj). The normalized erosion depths measured in TNTN-series and SSSS-series

experiments are plotted as a function of the normalized erosion time in Figs. 4 and 5,

respectively. Both figures show that if the jet temperature is fixed, then the normalized erosion

depth is approximately proportional to the normalized erosion time. This means that the erosion

rate is roughly proportional to the jet velocity.

Now we consider a model for a non-freezing turbulent molten metal jet impinging on a

melting wall surface with similar physical properties. The heat flux, q, is actually governed and

limited by the temperature difference between the jet and the molten layer surface (interface) of

the plate. However, it is difficult to measure the interface temperature directly in the

experiments. If a correlation for assessing the impingement heat flux is expressed using the

temperature difference between the jet temperature and the melting point of the plate, TmPtS,

instead of the interface temperature, the model will be more practical. Therefore, we define the

effective convective heat-transfer coefficient, кф including the thermal resistance of a melting

layer as follows:

q =hejf(Tj- Tmp,s). (2)

The Nusselt number for the effective heat transfer with melting at the impingement region is

defined by

kj, (3)

where kj is the thermal conductivity of the jet.

And the following simple equation as a function of Re and Pr of the jet is assumed for Num,

Nun = cRemPr\ (4)

By assuming that all the heat flux is spent for melting the plate, the following equation can be

obtained from the energy balance at the melting surface of the plate.

CfsiT^ ~ ?& (5)

where ps, L, cps and Ts are density, latent heat of fusion, heat capacity and initial temperature of

the plate, respectively.

Using Eqs. (3)-(5), we can evaluate the effective Nusselt number including the effect of

thermal resistance of the molten layer for a liquid metal jet impinging on a metal plate directly

from the present experiments. The correlation for the Nusselt number, Num, as shown in Fig.

6, is expressed as follows:

Num = 0.0152 Re091 Pr°* , (4.1xl04</te<4.9xl05; 0.0095</V<0.20). (6)
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This means that Num, depends more strongly on Re than the theoretical prediction based on

Swedish's laminar jet flow model [13] in which Nu is nearly proportional to Re .

The erosion rate Vm is obtained from Eqs. (3), (5) and (6) as:

0.0152 р . с . (Tj - Tm.) Re~0M Pr'02 V}V_ = _
+ с (T —T

where pj and c

pj are density and heat capacity of the jet, respectively, and a system of SI units

is u s e d for Vm, Pj, cpj f Tj, Vj, p , , L , Cps, T^s a n d T,.
If

Further, the normalized erosion depth Z is expressed from Eqs. (1) and (7) as:

MZ . (Ъ)

The experimental results are compared with the correlation of Eq. (8) in Fig. 7. However, in

the case that the erosion depth is greater than roughly ten times of the jet diameter in the TNTN-

series experiments, the erosion rate tends to decrease with increasing erosion depth. This

behavior was called the 'pool effect' [2-4], which was interpreted to result from the decrease of

the jet-to-plate heat flux due to the interaction of the jet with the stagnant molten pool in the deep

eroded hole. That is, the melting layer of the structure forming at the interface became thicker

and restricted the input heat flux to attack the plate. This pool effect, in general, may depend

on the inertia and diameter of the jet, the density, viscosity and thermal conductivity of the

molten layer, the thickness and inclination of the plate [3,14]

3.2. MELTING ATTACK BY HIGH MELTING POINT JET

Molten NaCl jet-tin plate test series were performed to simulate the erosion behavior under

the condition of crust formation on the melting surface. An erosion rate is normalized by the jet

velocity and plotted in Fig. 8 in comparison with that of tin jet-tin plate tests. It is found in both

test series that the normalized erosion rate increases linearly as the jet temperature increases.

Normalized erosion rate of tin jet-tin plate test reaches zero at the melting point of tin on the axis

of abscissa, but that of NaCl jet-tin plate test reaches zero at the melting point of NaCl. This

result means that solidified NaCl crust layer can exist on the melting surface and the heat

transfer to the plate may be controlled by the temperature deference between initial jet temperature

and its melting point, Tmpj, as follows:

q = h{Tj-TmpJ), (9)

where h is a convective heat transfer coefficient. Consequently, the presence of the crust can

significantly reduces the erosion rate.
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By assuming all the heat is transferred from the jet to melt the plate through the crust and

melt film, the impinging heat transfer coefficient, h, can be obtained from the energy balance at

the melting surface of the plate as follows:

h <?j~ T^J = V~PJL + с*<?*,* ~ Т*Я- (10)

Using Eqs.(4), (9) and (10), we got the correlation for the effective heat transfer rate

considering the formation/collapse of the crust layer when the turbulent jet impinged onto the

plate:

Num = 0.0033 Re Pr , (6.8xlO4 <Re< 3.5xl05; 0.7 <Pr< 1.2). (l i)

As shown in Fig. 9, this correlation can estimate the heat transfer rate to the SS plate from

AI2O3 jet. It may be presumed that present correlation could be applied to the wider range of Re

and Pr, that is 1.9x10^ <Re< 3.5x10^; 0.7 </v< 5.5, in many other combination of materials

between ceramics and metal plate. Some lines from the impinging heat transfer correlation for

the laminar jet by Epstein et al. [15] are shown in Fig. 9, but it is stated that the correlation

cannot be applied to the turbulent jet. By using the Eq (11), we obtained the erosion rate Vm

and normalized erosion depth Z as follows:

(12)

м 0.0033 р ; с „ ; ( Г , - Г ,.) "t

The calculated value, Z, is compared with the experimental value, Zexp, in Fig. 10. It is

found that these correlation can estimate the erosion depth well while that is lower than nearly

four times of the jet diameter, and provide a conservative overestimate for the deeper erosion

depth. This disagreement while the erosion depth is deeper must be caused by the pool effect

mentioned above.

3.3. EVALUATION OF OTHER TEST RESULTS BY PRESENT EROSION

MODELS

Here, we first try to evaluate the MC test data performed at SNL using eq.(7). In the MC

tests a molten type 304 SS jet at about 1700 °C was poured onto 9.5 to 76.2 mm thick mild-steel

structure [7-9]. The test conditions and results are shown in Table 2. Our correlation predicts

well all the data of the MC tests as shown in Table 2.

Next, we evaluate the PLATE test data also performed at SNL using eq.(12). In the PLATE

tests small amount (2.5-3.0 kg) of iron and alumina melt at about 2400 °C generated thermite

reaction was poured onto 9.5 to 19 mm thick mild-steel or 12.7 mm SS structure [7-9]. The test
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conditions and results are shown in Table 3. As shown in the table, the erosion rates predicted

by eq. (12) are about one order of magnitude less than all the test results, however, those

calculated by eq. (7) predict well all the test data. It may be presumed the following reasons. In

the PLATE tests melts produced by chemical reaction in crucible had to fuse a copper disk in the

bottoms of the crucible and drained through the hole onto the plate. Powers reported in his

paper [9] that the chemical reaction of aluminum and iron oxide and the fusion of the disk

required about 3 sec and 8 sec, respectively. Probably the segregation of the melt phase

occurred before the fusion of the disk in their tests, and heavier metallic melt discharged eroded

the plate.

Further, we first try to evaluate the E3 test data performed at KfK using eq.(7). In the E3

test an iron jet at 1977 °C was poured onto 40 mm thickness of the 45 degree inclined SS plate

[10, 11]. The test conditions and results are shown in Table 4. If we use the effective plate

thickness, V2~Z , the erosion rate in the E3 test is represented fairly well by Eq. (7) as shown in

the table.

All the erosion rates predicted are plotted in Fig. 12 compared with those obtained in their

tests. Our erosion models can predict well the test results performed at SNL and KfK.

3.4. EXTRAPOLATION TO POSTULATED CDA CONDITIONS IN LMFBRS

The diameter, temperature and velocity for a molten core materials jet in postulated CDA

conditions in LMFBRs are supposed to range from 0.05 to 0.1 m, from 1500 to 3000 °C for a

molten SS jet and from 2800 to 3600 "C for a molten UO2/P11O2 jet, and from 3 to 10 m/sec,

respectively. The corresponding Re and pr numbers range from 1.85x10^ to 4.1x10^ and

from 0.046 to 0.24 for an molten SS jet, and range from 2.95x105 to 2.54xlO6 and from 0.55

to 0.72 for a UO2/PuO2 jet. Now, we compare the erosion rates of the plate when a molten

SS jet and a molten UO2/PUO2 jet impinges onto a SS plate based on Eqs. (7) and (12).

Assuming Vj = 5 m/sec, D- = 0.1ra and Ts = 500 °C as an example, the erosion rates for

variable jet temperature are plotted in Fig. 11. If T} = 3000 °C, the erosion rate calculated by

Eq. (12) is approximately one twenties smaller than that by Eq. (7). This indicates that when a

SS structure is hit by the molten core materials jet under a severe accident condition, a molten

fuel jet has a much smaller penetration potential than a molten SS jet, even if the temperature of

the fuel is higher than that of the SS.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A series of experiments was performed to study the erosion behavior of the structure by

an impinging molten fuel or metal jet under postulated severe accidents in LMFBRs. From

these experiments, the effects of the solidified crust layer and molten layer on the erosion

behavior were identified, and analytical models were developed to assess the structure erosion

rate with and without crust formation in the following.

(1) When a molten metal jet impinges onto a structure with similar physical properties, the

effective Nusselt number including the effect of thermal resistance of the molten layer of the
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structure, Nu^, and the erosion rate, Vm, are expressed as follows:

Nun = 0.0152Re092 Pros, (4.1xl04<tfe<4.9xl05; 0.0095</>/-<0.20).

0.0152pjcpj (7\ - Г _ . , ) R e - o m РГ02 V}

_ =

(2) When a molten fuel jet impinges onto a structure, the effective Nusselt number considering

the formation/collapse of the crust layer of the jet, Num, and the erosion rate, Vn, are

expressed as follows:

Num =0.0033 RePr , (6.8xl0 4<# e<3.5xl0 5; 0.7

where Pj (kg/m3), cpj (J/kg°C), Tj (°C) , T^fC) and Vj (m/sec) are density, heat capacity,

temperature, melting point and velocity of the jet, respectively, and ps (kg/m3). L (J/kg), cps

(jykgeC), T^j (°C) and Ts (°C) are density, latent heat of fusion, heat capacity, melting point

and initial temperature of the plate, respectively.

Especially, we revealed the inherent mitigation mechanism that when the molten oxide jet

with high melting point falls down onto the structure plate, solidified crust of the oxide can

significantly reduce the erosion rate. Further, these correlations can also predict well the

experimental results performed at SNL and KfK including when a molten jet impinges onto an

inclined plate.
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Table 1 Experimental Conditions

Mode A (No crust formation)

TNTN-series SSSS-series

Mode В (Crust formation)

SCTN-series AOSS-series

Jet

Material Sn SS NaCl АкОз

Initial Diameter

Do (mm)
10-30 10-20 10-30 10

Temperature
350—500 1590—1700 880—1140

(—2200)

—2390

Velocity

Vj (m/s)
2.9—4.0 2.9—3.8 3.1—5.1 3.2—3.9

Reynolds number

Re

1.3Xl05~

4.9X105

4.0X10 4 -

1.0X105

6.8X10 4 -

3.5X105

1.9X103-

3.3X103

Prandtl number

Pr

0.0095-

0.0113

0.168-

0.202

0.75-

1.22
3.3—5.5

Target

plate

Material Sn SS Sn SS

Thickness

Z(mm)
8—100 3—74 12—80 5—12

Temperature

Ts(°C)

R.T.

(11-33)

R.T.

(11-30)

R.T.

(11—70)

R.T.

(15—210)

Sn:Tin(m.p.= 232°C)

SS : type 316 Stainless steel (m.p.= 1427°C)

NaCl (m.p.= 800°C)

АкОз(т.р.= 2050°С)

Remarks

Molten Jet Tj, (Tm p,j)

T-,

Molten Jet Tj, ( Т т р Л )

Crust

Structure TS/ (T m P / S )

< T m p s

Structure Ts, (T m P / S )

(В) T m p j ^ x m p > s

Fig. 1. Heat Transfer in a molten jet impingement onto structure
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--Pyrometer

(1) t = 0 sec

(3) t = 5.37 sec

C5) t = 11.62 sec

7

2200-

^ Containment
(/esselThermocouple [ H j H e a t i V e s s e ,

Thermocouples

Test Section

Fig. 2. MELT-П experimental facility

(a) Top view

(Ь) А-А cross section

(Upper plate; 2 = 50 mm)

Fig. 3. Typical erosion behavior of SS plate by a molten SS jet.

(Tj = -1700 °C, Do = 20 mm)
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Test No.

МС- 1

МС-2

МС- 3

Mass and

material

of melt

222 kg SS

208 kg SS

207 kg SS

Table 2 Evaluation of the MC test data performed at SNL

Jet

Diameter

Dj (cm)

2.02

1.87

2.02

Velocity
Vj (m/s)

4.5 ±0.6

4.3 ±0.6

4.1 ±0.6

Temperature
Tj ( °C)

1730 ±10

1705

1705

Target

Material

Mild-steel

Mild-steel

Mild-steel

plate

Thickness

Z (cm)

0.95

2.54

1.27

6.12

Test

Penetration
time t (sec)

2.46

10.2

4.1

20.42

results

Erosion rate

V
m
 (cm/s)

0.386

0.249

0.310

0.300

Erosion rate
predicted by
eq. (7)
V

m
 (cm/s)

0.332

0.260

0.295

0.291

Test No.

PLATE -5

PLATE -6

PLATE -8

PLATE -10

PLATE -11

PLATE -20

Mass and

material

of melt

2.5 kg

Fe+АЬОз

3.0 kg

Fe+АЬОз

3.0 kg
Fe+AhOu

3.0 kg
Fe+АЬОз

3.0 kg
Fe+АЬОз

3.0 kg
Fe+АЬОз

Table 3 Evaluation

Jet

Diameter

Dj (cm)

1.27

1.27

1.27

1.27

1.27

1.27

Velocity
Vj (m/s)

1.43

1.02

2.55

1.43

1.43

1.43

Temperature
Tj ( °C)

2400

2400

2400

2400

2400

2400

of the PLATE

Target

Material

Mild-steel

Mild-steel

Mild-steel

Mild-steel

Mild-steel

SS

test data performed at SNL

plate

Thickness

Z (cm)

0.95

0.95

0.95

1.27

1.90

1.27

Test

Penetration

time t (sec)

0.98

1.087

0.759

1.292

1.933

1.192

results

Erosion rate

V
m
 (cm/s)

0.969

0.874

1.25

0.983

0.983

1.07

Erosion rate

by eq. (7)

V
m
 (cm/s)

0.890

0.652

1.51

0.890

0.886

1.07

Dredicted

by eq.(12)

V
m
 (cm/s)

0.0768

0.0548

0.137

0.0768

0.0764

0.0854

Test No.

Е 3

Mass and
material
of melt

iron

Table 4 Evaluation of the

Jet

Diameter
Dj (cm)

1.28

Velocity

Vj (m/s)

5.3

Temperature
Tj ( °C)

1950

EROS E3 test data performed at KfK

Target plate

Material

SS

Thickness

Z (cm) *

4.00

inclination

degree (° )

45

Test

Penetration
time t (sec)

3.04

results

Erosion rate

V
m
 (cm/s)

1.86

Erosion rate

predicted by

eq. (7)

V
ra
 (cm/s)

1.81

*Effectice plate thickness: 5.66 cm
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ABSTRACT

This paper firstly classify the principles in the reactor safety area in future liquid-
metal-cooled fast reactors (LMFRs) in order to clarify fundamental objectives of the reactor
safety research. Further reduction of the occurrence frequency and also reduction of the
consequences of core disruptive accidents should be recognized as the fundamental
objectives. Secondary objectives and key R&D issues are developed under these fundamental
objectives. This structure of the objectives and R&D issues is proposed as a fundamental
framework of the safety researches aiming at development of commercialized large-scale
LMFRs. Secondly, we will summarize future experimental research needs in the reactor
safety area referring to the fundamental framework mentioned above. Our interest is focused
rather on in-pile experiments. Finally, another objective is proposed, that is how to reduce or
eliminate the recriticality event by design, utilizing the current knowledge on material motion
and interaction which has been accumulated thus far. In this report, we will show an basic
approach by means of discharging fuel out of the core. We also propose a measure for
discharging fuel to eliminate the recriticality concerns. Experimental needs are also
addressed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the history of the safety research of liquid-metal-cooled fast reactors (LMFRs),
material interaction and relocation have been one of the major problem areas and thus
enormous research effort has been devoted to. This is because of the characteristics of
LMFR's core, such as dense arrangement of fuel pins, high power density, sodium utilization
as coolant, and that a core is not in the maximum reactivity configuration. There have been
fruitful results of the safety research in this area, however, further research needs would still
be high, if one considers aiming at a higher level of safety, or to dealing with impacts which
arise from economics requirements. Taking these circumstances into account, and also
considering the world-wide status around LMFR projects, we believe that it is a good
opportunity to re-formulate the fundamental objectives of the safety research of LMFRs. An
extrapolation-type research through the conventional method might also be necessary
especially in the area of high-performance fuel development. Some elemental experiments
might also be needed in order to clarify essential phenomena such as fuel-coolant-interaction
in certain conditions. However, these researches should also be justified in the re-
classification of the objectives.

Because our classification might not be sufficient yet, thus a new needs of a research,
if any, could always be included in the fundamental framework proposed in the next chapter.

In the proposed fundamental framework of the future safety research needs,
elimination of recriticality concerns is clearly stated. In chapter 4, we propose a formulation
of safety research for elimination of recriticality events in the transition phase.
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2. FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVES OF REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH IN THE
FUTURE

It is quite natural that a fundamental approach of safety research should be objective-
oriented. To perform safety research itself cannot be an objective. A research on safety is
justified provided that its objectives are clear and reasonable. Because we are in the time of
restructuring or readjustment of LMFR development toward its commercialization, we
believe that it is worthwhile to re-classify fundamental objectives of safety research on a
long-term basis.

2.1 Principles in Formulating Fundamental Objectives

Upon consideration of fundamental objectives, enough attention is paid basically to
the following principles.

- A defense-in-depth concept must be retained in the future as a basic philosophy in
safety assurance of nuclear power plant (NPP) *).

- Three fundamental tenets in nuclear safety, namely, maintaining cooling capability,
controlling the power level, and confining radioactive materials, must be retained in
the future, as well 1).

- Characteristics of LMFR plant, either advantages and disadvantages, should be taken
into account, for example:

+ low pressure system,
+ high coolant subcooling in the normal operating condition, and
+ potential of recriticality event.

Some of further proposals in the IAEA/INSAG-5 report 1), which is stating about safety
features to be retained in the future NPPs, are taken into account such as:

- consideration of severe accidents in designing a containment system,
- dealing with a risk dominant sequence by design, that is, reduction of occurrence

frequency and/or consequence,
- utilization of passive safety features provided that their validity is proved through both

experimental demonstration and analysis,
- PSA-oriented design: reduction of either the results (frequency and consequence) and

their uncertainty.

The results of a level-2 probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) of a model plant with
medium-sized соге^З) are a i s o reflected in considering the future R&D issues.

Another factor to be reminded is an impact from economic point of view. In order to
compete with advanced LWRs, further reduction of the plant construction cost will be
pursued in the future LMFRs. There are two aspects in coping with this trend from safety
research side:

- "cost-effectiveness" should be even more considered in the safety research area, and
- to prepare clear statements against such design proposals that could lead to reduction

of safety margin.

The above requirements are not easy to be satisfied, but if one considers the reason of
the present status of LMFRs in the world, paying high attention to economics even from
safety research side is a quite important matter.

Considering these statements or circumstances mentioned above, fundamental
objectives of reactor safety research are proposed, and they are developed to secondary
objectives and R&D issues as shown in Table 1 for fuel safety and Table 2 for reactor safety.
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The fundamental objectives in both the fuel safety and reactor safety are not extraordinary;
however, some explanations for Table 2 are given below for clarification. With regard to fuel
safety (Table 1), it should be emphasized that increasing of fuel performance always requires
confirmation of fuel pin integrity assurance in transient or abnormality which could only be
realized with in-pile safety experiment, to say nothing of development of new fuel types.

2.2 Fundamental Objectives: Reduction of Core Damage Frequency

As a quantitative safety goal for core damage frequency, the report of IAEA/INSAG
4) proposes a value of 1 .OE-5/y for future NPPs taking either internal and external events into
account. Until the commercialization stage of LMFRs when a number of plants will be
constructed, there is still possibility that this goal would be diminished somewhat. In an
LMFR plant, however, this goal could be achieved by taking advantages of LMFR's safe
characteristics such as low-pressure and high-subcooling system, and introduction of anti-
seismic or seismic-isolation mechanisms, for instance. So-called passive safety measures to
shut down the reactor without active measures are hopefully expected^) for the former
approaches provided that they have tolerance against external events, but those are out of the
scope of this paper.

2.3 Fundamental Objectives: Reduction of Radiological Consequences to the
Environment

The description of the second fundamental objective, "reduction of radiological
consequences to the environment which are originated from CDAs" is a generic one. The
author's intention exists rather in the secondary objectives in Table 2 which are:

(1) elimination of recriticality event from the course of CDA,
(2) in-vessel retention,
(3) mitigation of the loadings to containment, and
(4) reduction of radiological source terms.

Here we had better summarize the results of level-2 PSA for an LMFR model plant^
3). Based on the level-2 PSA, two sequences have been identified which could threaten the
integrity of the containment, that is, energetic sequence and melt-through sequence. A typical
energetic sequence resulting in potential threatening to containment is as follows:

[Energetic Sequence]
a severe recriticality event mainly in the transition phase in anticipated transient without

scram (ATWS) accidents; expansion of the core, acceleration of the sodium slug in the
reactor vessel upward direction,;slag impact on the vessel head; sodium leakage in a spray
mode; sodium burn on the operating floor; pressurization in the containment vessel.

A typical melt-through sequence resulting in potential threatening to containment is as
follows:

[Melt-through Sequence]
mild power transient in both the initiating and transition phase; melt-down of the core debris

to the bottom of the reactor vessel due to failure of post-accident heat removal; melt-through
of the reactor vessel; interaction between high-temperature sodium and concrete; generation
of hydrogen gas; transportation of hydrogen to the operating floor; burning of hydrogen in
deflagration mode; pressurization in the containment.

There are promising measures existing or being developed to deal with the melt-
through sequence by design such as:
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- improvement of in-vessel retention and cooling capability,
- utilizing special concrete which generates less hydrogen, and
- introduction of hydrogen ignitors.

These issues have been investigated thus far and are included in Table 2.

As for the energetic sequence, an occurrence of a severe recriticality event has been
one of the key issues since the analysis by Bethe and Tait in 1956. The current approach of
safety assessment for energetic sequence is to evaluate the generated energy of recriticality
event and proving that the mechanical energy and the consequences can be confined within
the reactor vessel and containment. Our objective is to aim at a higher level of safety, that is,
to eliminate recriticality events from the course of CDAs.

There are two R&D objectives developed under this secondary objective as shown in
Table 2, namely, early termination either in the initiating phase or the transition phase. Since
the initiating phase event progression is strongly dependent on the initiating event, some early
termination measures could be investigated by event-oriented base. On the other hand, the
effect of the initiating event is weakened in the transition phase therefore phenomenological
investigation is required to consider termination measures of the event progression in this
phase. The secondary objective is expected to be achieved by taking these two different
approaches.

Examples of these approaches are described below.
If coolant boiling occurs in the initiating phase, positive void reactivity acts to

accelerate the event progression through positive reactivity feedback process. Therefore,
there is a chance to terminate the event progression before coolant boiling or after fuel
melting/failure. The former chance is often utilized by so-called passive safety measures
which have been reviewed and assessed in our paper^X The latter chance is owing to fuel
dispersal since its negative reactivity is much higher than the positive void reactivity. For
example, intra-pin fuel motion in annular fuel pellet is one of the candidate to reduce the core
reactivity.

In the transition phase, starting from partially voided and damaged core, there are
basically two approaches to reduce the recriticality potential, that is , introduction of neutron
absorber materials into the core or discharge of core fuel out of the core. The latter is touched
in chapter 4.

Below the secondary objectives of "in-vessel retention," there are two R&D
objectives listed in Table 2, that is:

- reduction of the mechanical energy generation, and
- cooling and retention of the core debris in the reactor vessel.

Generally speaking, most of the current investigations on reactor safety are included in this
box. Describing the event evolution in the initiating and transition phases, evaluating the
power excursion due to a postulated recriticality event and the resultant mechanical energy,
and structural responses of the primary boundary, all have been important issues to be
investigated. Presently it could be judged that the current level of knowledge is sufficient to
conservatively assess the generated energy of postulated recriticality event and to prove that
the mechanical energy and the consequences can be confined within the reactor vessel and
containment. Therefore the present direction would be changed somewhat in the future so as
to decrease the uncertainty, to demonstrate a new and more favorable scenario depending on
design, and to obtain database for validation of new analytical code. In any case, assessment
of retainability and coolability in the reactor vessel would always be required.
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It should be noted about new fuel types or new LMFR concepts. Upon considering
long-term development of LMFRs, we must take the possibility of new fuel types or new
LMFR concepts into account. In the recent decades a variety of LMFR types have been
proposed such as medium-sized core with metallic fuel, plutonium and minor actinide
burning core, nitride fuel aiming at passive safety features, and so on. This means that we
have to cover the wider scope of safety research in the future. However, even if the
characteristics of those cores are different from conventional mixed-oxide core, fundamental
objectives and their development to some extent shown in Table 2 could be also adopted. In
that sense, we believe that the present knowledge on material motion and interaction mainly
of large-scale mixed-oxide fuel core should be synthesized, integrated or generalized into a
form which could be utilized by people of design, regulation, and decision making. This type
of activity for the initiating phase consequences are introduced in reference 6.

3. PROPOSALS OF FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS

Table 3 summarize R&D issues for a couple of secondary objectives for in-vessel
phase listed in Table 2. From the view-point of material interaction and relocation, the
followings could be extracted from Table 1, 2 and 3 as important R&D issues.

1) Failure threshold under slow-TOP condition for high performance fuel (including high-
burnup, high linear heat rate, and new type fuel)

2) Coolability or failure propagation of several failed pins in bundle geometry under slow-
TOP condition

3) Coolability and/or failure propagation starting from various size of local fault conditions
for high-performance fuel

4) Fuel squirting phenomena in annular fuel pin under slow-TOP and LOF-TOP conditions

5) Coolability or failure propagation in a single fuel pin and pin-bundle geometry under
conditions with low power and high coolant temperature assuming functioning of some
passive safety features

6) Fuel dispersal velocity in bundle geometry under LOF-TOP condition

7) Molten fuel penetration into upper pin bundle region

8) Fuel discharge behavior via control rod guide tube (CRGT)

9) Fuel discharge behavior via intra-S/A fuel discharge structure

10) Fuel/steel boiling pool stability

11) Interaction and coolability of discharged material from the core

to3.
The objectives of these issues might be apparent if one compares them with Tables 1

It can be noticed, in most of these issues, that in-pile experiments are essential to
clarify each phenomena. Some of them could be studied with out-of-pile experiments
coupled with analytical works, however, considering requirements of prototypicality or
objectives of demonstration, we concluded that the necessity of a new in-pile experimental
facility must be growing in the early of the next century. Therefore, Power Reactor and
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Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation started a study of an in-pile experimental facility
some years ago^X

4. FORMULATION OF AN APPROACH TO ELIMINATE RECRITICALITY
EVENT IN THE TRANSITION PHASE

In this chapter, we would summarize the existing knowledge and propose a basic
approach to eliminate recriticality concerns in the transition phase.

After a molten material pool is formed in the transition phase, the molten material is in
motion driven by steel vapor pressure and gravity. If the molten material is gathered at a
point, a possibility of criticality increases. Under such a situation, how much fuel is
necessary to be discharged from the core pool to achieve a neutronically inactive state and
thereby threat of a super-prompt criticality caused by dynamic motion of the pool is avoided?
Figure 1 gives an answer to this question. The results of parametric calculations using
SIMMER-II shows, if more than 30 % of the fuel inventory is discharged from the core, that
no power burst could be expected any more even assuming a sloshing motion in a whole core
pool. On the other hand, it is known that a severe recriticality event in a pool condition could
occur only by assuming a large-scale pool with fuel inventory more than about 70%. It could
be explained by the fact that such value just corresponds to inclusion of the outer core fuel
whose enrichment is higher than that of the inner core, and also sufficiently exceeding the
effective minimum critical mass.

Although more detailed argument is necessary to present a more precise condition, it
can tentatively be said that, in order to avoid recriticality event in a pool condition, sufficient
conditions to be shown are:

(a) more than 30 % of core fuel inventory can be discharged from the core region before
a large-scale pool is formed, and

(b) other reactivity-inserting phenomena before large-scale pool formation are benign or
can be phenomenologically excluded.

Here, let us tentatively define that a large-scale pool means an inclusion of the outer
core fuel into the central pool.

(a) Fuel Discharge Problem
With regard to escape paths from the core, control rod guide tubes (CRGTs), channel

flow areas in the pin bundle and inter-subassembly (inter S/A) gaps are considered. The fuel
removal potential from each path is estimated based on analysis and mainly out-of-pile
experiments. The results are shown below:

escape path fuel removal potential (% of inventory)
flow areas in the bundle 10 ~ 15 %
inter S/A gaps 5 %
CRGTs 5 ~ 20 %
total 20 ~ 40 %

The CRGTs are promising but there still remain some uncertainties in design
dependence and fuel discharge phenomena. This is because there is a path with a large
hydraulic diameter in a CRGT; on the other hand experimental data base is very limited 7).

This competitive process between fuel discharge from CRGT and a large-scale pool
formation is schematically shown in Fig. 2. Several assumptions are made in this schematics
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such as the power level in this time period, the threshold of melt-through to neighboring S/A
and CRGT. Thus, clarification or quantification of those assumptions are subject to future
research.

(b) Problem of Reactivity-Insertion Phenomena
During the course of pool enlargement, several possible reactivity-insertion

phenomena are presented so far, such as:

1) coherent dropping of the once discharged fuel in the upper blanket region
2) voiding evolution in the low-powered S/As,
3) sloshing motion caused by FCI occurred at the failure of the central CRGT,
4) sloshing motion caused by boiling pool dynamics in a intermediate pool,
5) sloshing motion caused by FCIs occurred at invasion to peripheral S/As or CRGTs of the

pool,
6) sloshing motion caused by local pressurization due to sodium re-entry, and
7) condensation and compaction of the boiling pool caused by dropping of cold materials.

It is necessary to prove that they are benign or can be phenomenologically excluded.
Fortunately, all of these phenomena, except for 4), are those within a S/A or neighboring
S/As, which could be studied with a S/A-scale in-pile experimental facility using real
materials. With regard to the boiling pool dynamics, 4), a direct simulation is not possible in
a S/A-scale experiment. However, it is suggested through a consideration on a boiling pool
dynamics that a boiling induced sloshing motion is difficult to occur if the sizes of the steel
vapor bubbles ejected from the pool surface is sufficiently smaller than the pool depth or
diameter. This is a proposed criterion of boiling pool stability^). As for the size of steel
vapor bubble, an in-pile experiment with S/A-scale is promising to demonstrate such an
elemental phenomenon.

Summarizing these considerations, seven questions below are formulated in order to
eliminate recriticality concern in the transition phase:

Ql Power level in the early transition phase considering fuel reconfiguration and voiding
evolution in the lower-powered S/As.

Q2 Melt-through into neighboring S/A.
- conditions of initiation (temperature, pressure)
- interaction, invasion, and mixing

Q3 Melt-through into CRGT
- conditions of initiation (temperature, pressure)
- interaction, invasion, and mixing
- discharge behavior of fuel from the core via CRGT

Q4 Coherent dropping of fuel blockage at upper core region.

Q5 Sloshing motion caused by boiling pool dynamics in a intermediate pool

Q6 Sloshing motion caused by local pressurization due to sodium re-entry.

Q7 Condensation and compaction of the boiling pool caused by dropping of cold materials.

If the fuel discharge from CRGT is not sufficient or too delayed, then we could
propose additional escape path from the core, that is intra-S/A fuel discharge structure^).
This is a concept of an internal duct with large hydraulic diameter as an escape path for
molten fuel discharge, which is placed in an usual fuel S/A, and filled with inert gas or almost
stagnant sodium. Since this has very simple structure and is placed in fuel S/A, fuel
discharge from the core initiates in very early stage of the transition phase or even in the late
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initiating phase. If several or ten such structures are introduced into a core after proving its
validity, it is considered that elimination of recriticality concern could be achieved more
certainly. Figure 3 schematically shows an expected early termination behavior with
introduction of such structures.

It is natural to keep consistency between the scenario of transition phase and post-
accident phase. If one takes a scenario of fuel discharging from CRGTs or other special S/As
for transition phase, R&Ds of post-accident phase should be concentrated on the same
scenario. That means jet-type fuel relocation to lower part of the core. It could be pointed
out that the quenching, retention, and cooling problem should be treated in a consistent
manner.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1) Fundamental objectives of safety research in the future LMFRs are proposed, and they
are developed to each R&D issues.

2) Elimination of recriticality concerns is stated in the proposed formulation.

3) Major R&D issues are identified which are necessitated in achieving the fundamental
objectives.

4) Necessity of a new in-pile experimental facility is recognized. The necessity must be
growing in the early of the next century.

5) An basic approach is proposed to eliminate recriticality concerns in the transition phase
by means of discharging fuel out of the core.
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Table 1 Proposed fundamental objectives in fuel safety research for future LMFRs

CO

fundamental
objectives

assurence of
reliability in normal
operation and
safety in
abnormality/
accident conditions
in higher
performance fuel

+ support their
development

secondary
objectives

assurence of fuel pin
integrity

prevention of propagation
of abnormality

R&D objectives or
issues

reliability assurance
under normal operation
condition

assurance of fuel pin
inetgrity under transient or
abnormal condition

prevention of
propagation of local
abnormality

reliability improvement of
plant protection system
agains local abnormality
(for ex., setting of scram
level for DN signal)

R&D measures

I
0
A

I, A

I
0
A

I
0
A

O: out-of-pile exp., I: in-pile exp., A: analytical code



Table 2 Proposed fundamental objectives in reactor safety research for future LMFRs

i
oo
CO

I

fundamental
objectives

reduction of
Core Damage
Frequency
(CDF)

< 1 .OE-5/y or
less considering
both internal and
external events

reduction of
radiological
consequences
to the
environment
originated from
CDAs

by means of in-
vessel retention
and keeping
containment
integrity

level of defence-
in-depth for CDA

prevention of
initiating events
potentially leading
to CDA

prevention of
propagation to
whole core
damage

mitigation of the
consequences
of CDA within
reactor vessel

confinement of
the
consequences
of CDA within
containment
system

secondary
objectives

reliability improvement of
engineered safety
features

reduction of the
probagation possibility to
whole core damage by
means of introduction of
inherent or passive safety
features

elimination of recriticality
event

in-vessel retention

mitigation of mechanical
loadings to containment

reduction of the radiological
source terms

R&D objectives or
issues

- reactor shutdown system
- decay heat removal system
- anti-seismic or seismic-isolation
mechanisms
- development and introduction of

negative reactivity insertion measures
which utilizes inherent or passive
mechanisms

- development and introduction of decay
heat removal measures which utilizes
inherent or passive mechanisms

- early termination in the initiating phase
- early termination in the transition phase

- reduction of the mechanical energy
- cooling and retention of the core

debris

- mitigation measures for hydrogen
burn and sodium burn

- clarification of source term
transportation behavior

- development of reduction measures



Table 3 Development of secondary objectives to R&D issues and measures (1/2)

СП
CO
CD

fundamental
objectives

reduction of
radiological
consequences
to the
environment
originated from
CDAs

by means of
in-vessel
retention and
keeping
containment
integrity

secondary
objectives

elimination of
recriticality
event

R&D objectives

- early termination
in the initiating
phase

- early termination
in the transition
phase

R&D issues

1) fuel behavior under low power high
temperature conditions (boiing, failure
propagation, coolability)

2) early fuel dispersal
- squirting
- fuel discharging structure

3) elimination of super-prompt criticality
(fuel dispersal in bundle geometry)

1) discharge potential of existing
escape paths

2) elimination of positive reactivity
insertion mechanisms during pool
enlargemtnt

3) fuel discharging structure

4) melting-in of neutron absorbing
material

R&D
measures

1)1, A

2)1, A
O,A,I

3)1, A

1)0, 1, A

2) 0, 1, A

3) 0, 1, A

4) 0, 1, A

O: out-of-pile exp., I: in-pile exp., A: analytical code



Table 3 Development of secondary objectives to R&D issues and measures (2/2)

СП
CD
О

fundamental
objectives

reduction of
radiological
consequences
to the
environment
originated from
CDAs

by means of
in-vessel
retention and
keeping
containment
integrity

secondary
objectives

in-vessel
retention

R&D objectives

- reduction of the
mechanical
energy

- cooling and
retention of the
core debris

R&D issues

1) evaluation of energy generation

2) evaluation of mechanical energy
conversion and transmissin

3) mechanical energy dissipation
structure

1) material relocation
jet / massive mode (depending on

scenario)

2) quenching/ coolable geometry

3) long-term retention structure

4) long-term decay-heat removal

R&D
measures

1)1,0, A

2) 1,0, A

3 ) 0 , A

1)0,A, 1

2) 0, A, 1

3 ) 0 , A

4 ) 0 , A

O: out-of-pile exp., I: in-pile exp., A: analytical code
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* .: R&D issues
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ABSTRACT

Although the achievement of the safety research during the past years has been significant,
there still exist strong needs for future research, especially when we prospect future LMFR
commercialization. In this paper, our current views are described on future research needs
especially with a new in-pile experimental facility. The basic ideas and progress are outlined of
a preliminary feasibility study.

1. INTRODUCTION

The safety research for liquid-metal fast reactors (LMFRs) during the last decades has
significantly improved our understanding on core material behaviors under the conditions of
abnormal transients and core disruptive accidents (CDAs). The achievement of the past safety
research has been effectively used to develop a system of safety analysis methods and thereby
to show that the LMFRs currently in operation or design can be made sufficiently safe.
However, for LMFR commercialization, there exist strong needs for further continued safety
research [1,2]. Our goal of safety research for future LMFRs and those areas which need to be
further advanced are described in a companion paper presented in the present meeting [3]. One
of the important conclusions from these considerations is universal importance of in-pile
experiments in the future LMFR safety research as well as in the past.

A safety level in a future LMFR plant will be further enhanced by, for example, a plant
simplification, improved reliability of the safety systems and installing passive safety features.
However, CDAs will remain subject to discussions because of a recriticality potential resulted
from the fact that an LMFR core is not designed in its most reactive configuration.

Since there are still large uncertainties remaining in the sequences of CD A, the importance is
emphasized not only to clarify the key physical phenomena but also to demonstrate mitigation
mechanisms, for example, of recriticality events with high prototypicality where actual LMFR
core conditions are realized. We need to pay careful attention to the importance of
demonstration experiment particularly in the field of the core safety.

To meet the safety research goal in future LMFR, a long-term program planning was recently
initiated at the Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC). This paper
briefly describes the outline and the current status of this activity, reviewing the experimental
needs, requirements for such facilities and progress in individual key technologies to be
developed. It is noted that we are still in an early stage of a fundamental feasibility study in a
long-term program plan to be continued hopefully in the future years. The feasibility study is to
be completed and thoroughly reviewed before the program is formally proposed and an actual
conceptual design of the facility is initiated. Therefore the information and ideas described in
this paper must be regarded only as preliminary and are subject to future changes.

2. FUNDAMENTAL SAFETY ISSUES IN FUTURE LMFR

In this chapter, we will briefly summarize the long-term safety research needs.
The area of fuel safety in which the fuel-pin integrity is discussed during a steady-state

operation and a transient condition is a common theme for the safety assurance in any types of
nuclear reactors. The main safety issue in the fuel safety is:

A. to prevent fuel failure and limit the local fault propagation.
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With regard to CDAs, main issues for safety assurance, based on a defence-in-depth
concept, are the following:

B. to prevent occurrence of initiating events which could potentially lead to core damage;
C. to prevent a local core damage to propagate to a whole core damage;
D. to mitigate the consequences of postulated CDAs by limiting nuclear energy release or

avoiding an occurrence of the recriticality events and to terminate the accident in the
reactor vessel; and

E. to mitigate and contain radioactive materials.
These issues are best investigated by means of appropriate combination of theoretical

analysis models and out-of-pile/in-pile experimental data. There are certain areas that the out-
of-pile experiments play important roles, such as molten fuel relocation, fuel-coolant
interactions and ex-vessel phenomena in the above items D and E. Prevention functions based
on passive safety features corresponding to item В and С finally need to be demonstrated in an
actual fast reactor which thereby can realize actual core characteristic with full core size.
Concerning item A on the fuel safety and item D on CDAs, in-pile experiments are
indispensable because these issues are only studied in an in-pile test facility with good
prototypicality using actual fuel and other reactor materials under nuclear heating condition.

3. CONCRETE IMAGE OF IN-PILE EXPERIMENTAL NEEDS

We try to clarify concretely an image of in-pile experiments concerning fundamental safety
issues described above. As shown in Fig.l, many series of in-pile experimental programs in
each accidental phase have been carried out, obtaining fruitful results. In Table 1, main
characteristics of these transient test facilities are summarized [4]-[7].

In the field of the fuel safety, an in-pile experiment has been a universal method commonly
used for the development of fuel and is still continuing to supply effective data for fuel design.
As enhanced needs for in-pile experiments, better prototypicalities are required to simulate not
only test fuel conditions, such as fuel geometry and burnup condition, but also test conditions,
for example, neutron spectrum.

These former in-pile experiments have been normally carried out by either a pulse or ramp
mode to clarify the threshold of fuel pin failure under overpower or undercooling conditions
[8]-[10]. In the future we will have to continue these experiments with emphasis on higher-
burnup fuel, and advanced fuel (annular pellet, low swelling cladding, fuel types other than
mixed oxide, etc.) under a slow ramp condition, which simulates power rise caused by
inadvertent control rod withdrawal. However, since most of such experiments in the past were
driven by thermal neutrons, the temperature profile in the fuel may be somewhat diffrent from
thatofLMFR.

In Fig. 2, we compare radial temperature profiles between the fuel pins driven by thermal
and fast neutrons. At the same melt fraction, the radial temperature profile formed by thermal
neutrons emphasizes the contribution of outer fission gas-rich fuel zone. That is caused by the
difference of radial power distribution due to flux depression. Such difference of temperature
profile influences the fuel failure behavior which is mainly controlled by pellet-cladding
mechanical interaction.

Further as future experimental needs, the practical threshold of fuel failure in a bundle
configuration should be investigated. As well as single pin failure, it is very important to clarify
phenomenological understanding of a local fault and its propagation. In this case, the
prototypicality in the neutron spectrum influences failure propagation mechanism because the
power distribution in the fuel bundle is caused by self-shielding in the test bundle itself.

Concerning the CDAs, through recent R&D's, we have improved our understanding on key
phenomena concerning energetic power burst condition in the initiation phase. We are also
extending the former conservative analysis codes to more realistic ones by evaluation of
influences of uncertainties in mitigation mechanisms. For the transition phase, we are
progressively improving the understanding of fundamental mechanisms of recriticality events.
However there are still a lot of needs for in-pile experiments to further clarify physical
phenomena and to demonstrate the effective mitigation mechanisms. For items С and D, we list
below the important phenomena to be clarified in terms of inherent mitigation features [11].
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(1) Fuel dispersal and relocation behaviors in an actual bundle geometry under transient
undercooling or overpower conditions;

(2) Propagation and relocation behavior of local core damage till a whole core damage.
(3) Extended fuel motions due to a secondary power pulse and coherent fuel relocation by

gravity after the first fuel dispersal; and
(4) Dynamic behaviors of a mixture of molten steel and fuel components.

The fuel dispersal and relocation behaviors in item (1) are important since they are key to the
reactivity compensation mechanism against the inserted positive void reactivity effect. Figure 3
shows one of calculation results for change of relative reactivity worth by fuel dispersal from
the core under the existence of restrain condition. Figure 4 shows different fuel motions
between single and 19-pin bundle. Fuel dispersal from the core seems to be limited by the cold
structure wall in a single-pin simulation. In order to clarify the practical fuel dispersal from
bundle configuration, it is necessary to achieve 19-pin bundle experiment with a high-quality
diagnostic system of fuel motion.

The extended fuel motions (2),(3) are key to the demonstration of fuel dispersal/escape and
their mitigation feature against the recriticality potential during the early transition phase. In the
future large LMFR, it will be strongly required to terminate the accident without energetic
recriticality before the formation of a whole core pool. Figure 5 shows a special mitigation
measure to the CDA with drop of neutron absorption material and mixing into fuel which is
actuated automatically by temperature elevation of coolant. In the same figure, we show other
mitigation measure to discharge the molten fuel out of core during the subassembly-scale pool
phase. However, the actual mitigative effects of these measure should be demonstrated by
means of in-pile experiments with better prototypical condition.

The molten pool dynamics and behavior can best be investigated under the actual reactor
conditions such as: a mixture of different densities, internal nuclear heating, pressure sources
(steel vapor, fission gas, etc.) that drives pool dynamics. Figure 6 shows an image of boiling
pool behavior. It is intended to demonstrate the overall stability of a fuel/steel boiling pool in a
small experimental pool.

4. NECESSARY PERFORMANCE FOR ADVANCE IN-PILE EXPERIMENTAL
FACILITY

Summarizing the above experimental needs, necessary performance for an advanced in-pile
experimental facility being considered as followings:

(1) The neutron energy spectrum supplied to test sample has better prototypicality realizing
an actual LMFR neutron spectrum with acceptable flux depression.

(2) The facility has sufficient capability to simulate postulated power transients (pulse and
ramp), including an appropriate steady-state operation. Requested test modes are
summarized in Table 2. In the aspect of facility design, request for the time of continuous
operation in steady state relates to capacity of cooling system. The maximum limits of
pulse and ramp performance are restricted by the condition before initiation of driver fuel
melting or coolant boiling.

(3) The facility equips an independent in-pile test loop which can contain larger bundle-size
test sample and has an appropriate sodium cooling system to simulate the fuel conditions
in the LMFR core. Up to a 61-pin bundle or a fuel pool of 10 cm diameter is considered
as the maximum size of test samples, and

(4) High quality instrumentation systems should be equipped especially to observe fuel
relocation such as a fast-neutron hodoscope system.

5. FACILITY IMAGE AND DESIGN FEATURES

A preliminary image of an in-pile experimental facility is shown in Fig.7. The facility
consists of an annular driver core which has a slot to draw out neutrons to the hodoscope
system and a test loop with large capacity located in a center hole of the driver core. Transient
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reactivity control is done by depressurization of ^He gas, as used in CABRI, because of a rapid
transient operation.

Because sufficient energy deposition must be given to the test sample on one side and heat
generation is restricted to maintain driver fuel integrity on the other, it is necessary to reduce the
fissile density of the driver core and thereby to clearly distinguish the heat generation rates
between the test sample and the driver fuel. In order to keep the core size smaller with a small
fissile fuel fraction, we must minimize neutron absorption by means of reduction of structure
materials and fertile fuel nuclides. Therefore, so-called diluted fuel is adopted as driver fuel
where high fissile content fuel is dispersed into a matrix of diluting material. The diluting
material should have large heat capacity to resist against heat up during a transient operation and
a small neutron absorption cross section [12]. On the other hand, it is necessary to keep a
neutron spectrum hard to simulate LMFR condition. Thus we have to design a fuel bundle
densely and reduce the coolant volume fraction within the limit of heat removal during a ramp
operation. Figure 8 shows one of calculation results of a driver core spectrum as compared
with a typical LMFR spectrum. In this case, the driver fuel consists of diluted fuel where
several-volume-percent PuO2 with high fissile content (239pu/240pu=75;25) j s dispersed in a
BeO matrix. As shown, the prototypicality in the neutron spectrum is sufficiently obtained.

From the view point of fuel design, the driver core is particularly different from a usual
reactor core. In the case of a ramp test, in which heat generation in fuel is balanced with heat
removal from fuel, the heat transfer from fuel to coolant should be made efficient so as to limit
fuel temperature elevation. On the other hand, in a pulse test, in which generated power
adiabatically accumulates in fuel, the heat transfer should be restricted to prevent coolant boiling
caused by a rapid heat in-flow to coolant. Consequently in order to control heat transfer from
fuel to coolant, a fuel element configuration should be considered to keep an appropriate thermal
gap size. Figure 9 shows an example of fuel element configuration to control the heat transfer
in both the test modes.

For the fuel motion diagnostics, a fast neutron hodoscope system has been used and proved
to be very effective [13],[14]. Even if the above test conditions are achieved in the range of
driver core performance, we cannot meet the test objective without extracting sufficient
information on fuel motion. We are now studying an advanced hodoscope system. Because in
the driver core described above, there are some difficulties in applying the technique.
Especially a signal of the test sample is hardly discriminated from a background noise mainly
from the driver core, because of a hard spectrum of the driver core. Further a large-size test
sample has a strong self-shielding effect, introducing difficulty to observe inside of the sample.
We are trying to solve these difficulties by improvement of detectors and a combined use of
other measurement systems.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The LMFR safety research in the past years has significantly improved physical
understanding on accident phenomena. However it is still believed that there exist continuing
strong needs for future research, especially when we prospect LMFR commercialization in the
next century. A basic program planning effort was recently initiated at PNC, to prioritize and
optimize our future research plan. A central target of this effort is a basic feasibility study on a
new in-pile experimental facility having much higher performance than the existing facilities.
Our ideas and recent progress were outlined in this paper. We are approaching to the point that
fundamental feasibility of such a new facility is confirmed, although we are still in a preliminary
stage before a conceptual design.
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Table 1 Main Characteristics of Transient Test Reactor

CD
CD

^~~~^\^^ Reactor

Item ^ " ^ - \ ^ ^

Driver Core
Transient type

Core height

Normal power (PO)
Peak power

Period

Neutron flux level
Neutron spectrum

Test Section

Number of Test pin

Reactor Performance
Test pin power at Po

Ramp rate

Max power

Energy deposit

Test duration

Detection system

Max integral power

TREAT
ANL-W

(USA)

Pulse

122 cm

0.1 MWth

4.4 GWth

35 ms

-

Thermal

7 pins

-

-

-

max 3.6 kJ/g

15~25 sec

hodoscope

1010 MW.s

ACRR

Sandia

(USA)

Pulse

52.2 cm

2 MWth

52 GWth

1 ms

2.4-101 3n/cm2s

Thermal

7 pins

-

-

-

max 4.5 kJ/g

10sec~day

CAIS

380 MW.s

SCARABEE

Cadarache
(FRANCE)

Ramp

60 cm

80 MWth

94 MWth

5 s

3.8-101 3n/cm2s

Thermal

~epi-thermal

37 pins

450 W/cm

-

-

-

9 min

non

-

CABRI

Cadarache

(FRANCE)

bi-modal

80 cm

25 MWth

11.5 GWth

20 ms

2-10 1 3n/cm2s

Thermal

1 pin

480 W/cm

l~3%P0/s

max 1430W/cm

max 2 kJ/g

10 min

hodoscope

250 MW.s

EBR П

ANL-W

(USA)

Ramp

35 cm

40 MWth

-

-

1.5-1015n/cm2s

Fast

1 pin

400 W/cm

<10%P0/s

max 800W/cm

-

~day

non

-

SERAPH

PNC(plan)

(JAPAN)

bi-model

100 cm

200 MWth

100 GWth

3.3 ms

1.0-1015n/cm2s

Fast

61 pins

450 W/cm

l~10%P0/s

1350W/cm

2.5 kJ/g

10 min

hodoscope

3000 MW.s



Table 2 Necessary Parformance of Driver Core

Test Modes Test Sample Objects Necessary Condition

1 Steady State
61-pin bundle

Local blockage in fuel bundle
Failure propagation

Steady state '. more than 5 min.

Po Molten pool
in 10 cm ^

Voiling pool behavior
Steady state '. more than 1 min.

( after molten pool formed)

I
CO
о

2 Slow Ramp

Po

Single-pin Failure threshold
Ramp rate ! l~3%Po/s
Max. Power '. 2.5 — 3 Po

19-pin bundle Failure threshold and failure propagation
Ramp rate '. l~3%Po/s
Max. Power : 2~2.5Po

3 Fast and Intermediate
Pulse

Po

19-pin bundle • Fuel dispersal of bundle fuel
Po + deposit energy 1 — 1.5 kJ/g
(l~15kJ/g/s)

Molten pool
in 7~8 cm ф

Fuel dispersal of molten pool
Po + deposit energy 0.7 ~ 1.3 kJ/g
(5~20kJ/g/s)

4 Double Pulse

19-pin bundle
Extended fuel relocation after first fuel
dispersal

Po + deposit energy 1.5 kJ/g + 1.0 kJ/g
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Fig. 5 Images of Mitigation Measure for CDA
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Fig. 8 Neutron spectrum of In-pile Experimental Facility
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Fig. 9 The feature of puel pin structure for controled heat transfer


